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THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTPELLIER
short historical survey through the ages

In 1989, the University of Montpellier will celebrate its 700 th birthday. Indeed it
was officially created by Pope Nicolas IV on October 26, 1289. The papal bull stated :
"...Therefore, we wish that the precious pearl of science propagates through all countries
and. mainly, in those which are recognized as being suited to the birth of that science.
And Montpellier, illustrious and famous town, is renown as being fitted to study in a
wonderful way. Herce our feeling is that, it is of public interest to fix there an
intellectual centre, where wise men might collect the desired fruit that the science's
supreme Leader would generate. That is the reason why, we decide that this town will set
up, henceforth, a Studium generale where mastes might teach, and students might learn
attending lectures in these Faculties..."
Thus bringing together, in a single University, the Faculties of Medecine, of Law and
of Arts, Pope Nicole.; IV put the Schools of Montpellier at the same level as those of
Paris and Bologna.
Indeed, the 3 Faculties were born far before 1289. and the creation of the University
was but an official recognition of a preexisting situation. The oldest faculty is,
officially, the Faculty of Law, the birth of which is considered as being in the year 1160
when an Italian from Piacenza came there, but one might infer that this was so because
this faculty had soae renown already. The Faculty of Medecine was born on August 17th,
1220, but it
has been proved that it was already famous in the German town of Mayence in
1137. The faculty of Arts was officially born on March 20th, 1242.
Following the French Revolution of 1789, the University of Montpellier was closed, as was
every French University, in 1792. Nevertheless, the Faculty of Medecine was created again
as a "School of Health", as early as 1794, so were Paris and Strasbourg.
- The Faculty of Medecine was restored in 1803.
- The Faculty of Litterature (ancient faculty of Arts) was restored in 1808. and
transformed into a Faculty of Litterature and Human Sciences in 1957.
- The Faculty of Law was restored in 1878 and became the Faculty of Law and Economic
Sciences in 1957.
- In the meantime, the Faculty of Sciences had been created in 1809. as a developping
branch of the ancient Faculty of Arts.
Other institutions were created :
- A school of Pharmacology, created in 1803 and transformed into a faculty in 1920.
- The Agronomy High School (Engineering school) in 1873.
- The Chemistry High School (Engineering school) in 1857.
- The University Institute of Technology (Technicians and Assistant Engineers) in 1968.
- The Science Institute for Engineers (Engineer school inside the faculty) in 1971.
This short overview clearly exhibits the dynamism of the University of Montpellier,
which was split into 3 sub-Universities in 1968, and which, in spite of its old age, with
its 47 000 students, is permanently recovering youth through unceasing struggles and
fights against routine and facility, these two poisons of University spirit.

PREFACE

It is a great pleasure and a great honour to welcome the European Solid State Device
Research Conference, for the second time in Montpellier.
The call for papers of the ESSDERC 88 was a great success, since 387 papers were
submitted. among which 171 were selected for presentation at the conference. The accepted
papers include the names of 565 different authors, scattered among 19 different countries.
Besides the normal contributions, 14 invited papers have been selected among more than 60
proposals of the program committee and of the representatives of the ESSDERC.
These few statistics clearly exhibit the vitality and the dynamism of the field of
Research in Devices, covered by the ESSDERC Conference. It also emphasises the efforts
made by European countries in that domain. Now, not only Germany, Great Britain and France
bring an important contribution to that conference, as had been the case during the last
ten to fifteen years, but more and more European countries become deeply involved,
scientifically and economienlly, in that gtrategic domain. From this point of view, two
features are highly significant :
- Other European countries are now becoming included in the "ESSDERC circuit", starting
from Italy (ESSDERC 87 held in Bologna).
- At the ESSDERC 78, also held in Montpellier, exactly 10 years ago, 136 papers had been
selected, among 182 submitted : hence twice more papers have been submitted at the
ESSDERC 88 than at the ESSDERC 78, which clearly shows the increasing growth of the field,
and the rejection rate was at that time 25% instead of 56%now, which could indicate an
increasing quality of the accepted papers.
Also, within this ten years period, two important events, related to the Conference,
took place :
- The Montpellier ESSDERC 78 Conference was the first time when proceedings of contributed
papers, and nct just of invited papers, were published. At that time, only 52 papers had
been published, of the 136 presented, after reviewing, during the Conference, the
55 papers submitted for publication. However, this attempt was abandoned in the
subsequent Conferences, except in a few cases (Lille ESSDERC 84 for example).
- At the Bologna ESSDERC 87 Conference, the proceedings of all the contributed papers were
for the first time provided to the participants at the beginning of the conference. This
is considered as being a major improvement, which was tried to be kept in the
Montpellier ESSDERC 88 Conference. The Organizors, as well as the Program Committee,
strongly hope that this tradition, now established, will be kept in the future.
The ESSDERC Conference covers a broad spectrum of scientific topics, within the
general scope of the physics and of the technology of logic and analog solid state
devices, including fabrication, modeling, characterization.
Therefore, it is intended :
- to provide an international forum for scientists and professionals wishing to broaden
their scientific culture.
- to encourage the exchange of technical information beyond the limits of specific areas.
- to encourage cooperation between scientists and professionals of different institutions
and countries.
We hope that the Montpellier ESSDERC 88 Conference will help people in-doing so.
Finally. I would like to thank all those who made a considerable effort in
contributing to the organization of the Conference, in selecting papers, planning
programmes, chairing sessions, preparing invited talks. A special acknowledgement is due
to the Organizations, listed in a separate page, which have sponsored and supported the
Conference.

Prof. J.P. NOUGIER
Chairman of the Conference
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Lea

technologies de rdalisation de silicium sur isolant

mairement d6crites avec quelques propri~t6s spfcifiques. La
requiert

pas

seulement

un

silicium

parfaitement

(SO)

sont

som-

rfalisation de SOI ne

rdaliad mais

aussi

adjacentes non perturb~es par l'action de Is r6cristallisation et

des

couches

un substrat qui

est restd en bon dtet.
Les problbmes expdrimentaux

6tablis per

lea

techniques

SO

sont indiqu6s et

dis-

cut~s.
Le passe,

le pr6sent et lavenir de 501 seront 6valu6s sans vouloir 6tre complet.

Abatract - Technologies applied for silicon on insulator (SO)
as well

obtaining a perfect monocrystalline silicon layer but
(50)

are briefly described

as their specific properties. Conditions of realizing SOI
also an

not only imply

undamaged stack of

layers and a defect-free substrate.

Technological problems encountered by applying the various SO

techniques are de-

scribed and discussed in some detail.
Past, present and future of SOI will be evaluated in some aspects.

I

-

MOTIVES

Silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) can certainly be entitled as one of the progenitors of silicon-oninsulator (501), an heteroepitaxial approach of the letter subject. It had then probably as a
first incentive to make available monocrystalline silicon on top of

an insulator giving in

this way a radiation-hard material which had to remain operative under circumstances of severe radiation impact. SOS has had a flourishing time of research in the early and mid seventies.

Deceptions. have,

about

that time.

however,

arisen due to the mediocre quality of the silicon brought
1

Only recently this circumstance has been improved ) by careful

materials

engineering.
In

2 3

the meantime researchers have explored new issues , ,

4

,

5

) for the realization of SO! but

now directed towards the more generally progressing development of the IC technology.
These novel goals imply a higher operating speed,
packing density,

lower dynamic power

consumption,

greater

ameliorated radiation tolerances, some simpler fabrication sequences,

layout flexibility and immunity to latch-up for CMOS circuits.

more
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The incentives and potential advantages of SaI and device applications have been well described and formulated in the past6).
The state of the art of 501 technologies and the aims for the future, provided with some marginal notes, will be the subject matter of this paper.
2 - STATE OF THE ART OF EXISTING SOI TECHNOLOGIES
The list below shows the subjects which have to be treated to give a more or less complete
impression of the technologies nowadays pursued.
I.

Zone-Melting Recrystallization (ZMR)
- laser recrystallization (Argon-ion, C02 );
- electron-beam recrystallization
- recrystallization by lamp annealing
- recrystallization by graphite-strip heater

If. Separation by IMplanted OXygen (SIMOX);
Ill. Full Insulation by Porous Oxidized Silicon (FIPOS);
IV. Lateral Solid-Phase Epitaxial Growth (L-SPEG);
V.

Wafer bonding and wafer thinning;

VI.

Heteroepitaxial Sal.
The subjects mentioned are reviewed following this scheme.
I.

Laser & electron-beam recrystallization; lamp & graphite-strip heater recrystallization

Laser physics has evaluated to mature laser tools for industrial applications. At least two
types are available as continuous wave lasers with a sufficiently high power output to this
aim: the Argon-ion laser in the visible (more than 20 Watts C.W.) and the CO2 laser at 10,6
jm wavelength (normally about 50 Watts C.W. but if requested more then I kWatt). Both laser
types have in SOI their own merits.
The Argon-ion laser tube has a reasonable short life (2000 hours) and the power is somewhat
limited e.g. to form a broader linespot. The CO2 laser has a long life due to the fact that
it is a continoua gas-flowing system but C02-laser radiation is hardly absorbed by undoped
silicon at low temperatures. Therefore it has to start heating up the polycrystalline silicon
by absorption in the sandwiching 510 2 layers. Only from 800"C on silicon is absorbing 10.6 Jm
radiation by its free electrons. So the two laser systems have intrinsic differences and the
achievements with them cannot be exchanged without due consideration.
By far the main part of laser-recrystallization research has been done with the Argon-ion
laser and often very successfully. Nevertheless, no example is known so far having reached a
industrial level. This is probably due to the fact that specific wafer engineering is
required in order to obtain a result sufficiently outstanding to be mentioned fully reproreal

ducible and adapted to the IC's of today. Or in other words, the adventitious circumstances
are so specific that for the moment no direct transfer from research to industry seems to be
undertaken. The probable reasons will be discussed in more detail below.
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Electron-beam recrystallization is another possibility for local ZMR. Electron-beam heating
has the advantage that all materials whereupon the electron beam impinges, are fully absorbing. Therefore the input energy is primarily dissipated in the top layer.
Furthermore an electron beam can easily be directed/transformed in shape/scanned by electromagnetic means. Beam shaping and scan velocity can be mastered in a most flexible way. The
energy can be made sufficiently large for line scanning, bringing about larger area recrystallization in one run. Nowadays vacuum has to be considered as mastered. So electron-beam
recrystallization is certainly one of the candidates for an SOl technology for the future.
However, electron-beam systems adapted to an SOl technology have not been made commercially
available and this fact surely has hampered a larger scale evaluation with it.
Laser recrystallization and electron-beam recrystallization are typical local-area recrystallization technologies, limiting a high production of throughput if wafers have to be treated
at full width.
This limitation is removed by the next two technologies: ZMR by lamp or graphite-strip heating. Both technologies need a homogeneous substrate temperature in the order of IIO0"C, normally supplied from below the wafer. As soon as the bias temperature has been reached a line
source (focussed lamp light or heated graphite strip) melts the polysilicon layer over the
entire width of the wafer in one run. Lamp heating Itself is very clean (the carbon substrate
holder might contaminate), carbon-strip heating gives somewhat contamination due to evaporation of carbon. Device-quality SO

has been realised this way. Due to the high substrate tem-

perature, the thermal gradient of the zone-melting silicon layer is small which is favourable
for a defect-free silicon in selected areas. Optimum engineering entrnins the defects to predetermined line sections; often only isolated defects occur.
II. SIMOX (Separation by Implanted Oxyqen)
The incentive of ZMR is to transform polysilicon to monocrystalline silicon. Another approach
is to start from perfect single-crystalline material and to create a buried electrically insulating layer below the surface with the restriction that the top silicon layer remains in a
single-crystalline state during the treatments. This challenge has been met. Standard silicon
wafers are implanted with a high dose of oxygen ions (dose e.g.: 2.5xi0 1 8 0+ cm- 2 ; energy:
200 keV) at a temperature between 500 and 650"C, keeping the wafer out of the amorphization
range due to in-situ annealing. Nowadays high-current oxygen implanters are available to realize such a high dose in a reasonable time (but still hours of implantation).
Implantation is followed by a high-temperature anneal step in excess of 1300"C to restore the
implantation-damaged superficial Si layer and to eliminate precipitates of 5i0 2 by dissolving
them and diffusing the oxygen atoms Into the buried S102 layer. So after successful annealing
an 501 layer remains saturated with oxygen atoms up to the solid solubility limit.
Secondly, dislocations are formed during that post-implantation anneal step, having a density
of 109 per cm2 . rhe oxygen precipates, however, can be removed (dissolved) during the hightemperature anneal, the dislocations cannot.
Even at temperatures only a few degrees below the melting point of silicon, the dislocation
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density hardly diminishes. In such a case it can be said: prevention is better than cure. And
research tends in this direction. Several solutions have been indicated recently. Channeling
implants at low dose rates drastically reduces implantation damage. Sequential subcritical
dose implantation followed by an anneal step in an intermittent way changes the damage profile leading to a low dislocation-content SINOX. Cavities, probably filled with oxygen,
caused by high dose, high beam current implantation into unprotected bare Si wafers, may play
a role in defect confining during a high-temperature anneal step. Two MeV high energy oxygen
implantations seem to be a good energy range for low-density-dislocation achievements. These
2
four means reduce the dislocation density to 105 per cm or less.
SIMOX is one of the promising technologies for 2-dimensional planar 501. High-dose implanta-

tion and high-temperature annealing are processing steps compatible with existing IC cleanroom technologies.
SIMOX is a most adapted technology for very thin, (100 - 200 rnm)SOI layers, the essential
prerequisite for advanced CMOS technologies, notably if SOI layers thinner than the depletion
7
layer are required ).
SIMOX challenges a dislocation-preventable realization scheme to be established.

Nevertheless, MOS technology applied to high-temperature annealed samples, show Hall mobilities comparable to bulk silicon, an acceptable low density of interface states and low leakage currents.
III. FIPOS (Full Insulation by Porous Oxidized Silicon)
Since a long time It is well known that the anodic dissolution of doped, respectively undoped
silicon, or differently doped silicon, in aquous HF solutions can be quite different. This is
the basic phenomenon behind porous silicon, the starting material of FIPOS. Under influence
of an electric field, p-doped silicon (e.g.) is very sensitive to HF etching, contrary to
n-doped silicon. Curious enough, the HF etching occurs locally in pores (porosive etching)
and not isotropically as one would expect from pure electrochemical reasons. Now, if porous
silicon, having a high surface to volume ratio below an unetchable silicon layer, is brought
about, S0

can be realized by applying a three-step annealing/oxidation process occurring in

the pores:
- preoxidation at 30".C in dry oxygen; result: oxygen atoms adhere to the walls of the pores;
- complete oxidation of the pores at 800°C; and
- densification of the obtained silicon oxide at 1050 - 1090'C in wet oxygen, often followed
by an annealstep in nitrogen.
In this way islands of SOI have been realized and IC's have been made in them with good electrical properties.
So, FIPOS is certainly a candidate for SOL. However, this is not the final verdict in this
matter because porous silicon as a phenomenon is still a subject of research. The buried
siliconoxide layer does not have properties of a top quality insulating layer. The SOI islands suffer from stress induced by the buried oxide layer, in some cases even causing dislocations in the SOL. The island surface, so far realized, is rather small, often stripe-type
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and not exceeding a length of a few hundreds of microns. The islands, however, are fully
isolated. FIPOS awaits further evaluation if not a next invention.
Besides this, wet chemical silicon engineering is not a most adapted clean-room technology.
CMOS processes have been applied to test FIPOS material. Good electrical characteristics are
obtained, comparable to bulk silicon values.
IV. L-SPEG (Lateral Solid-Phase Epitaxial Growth)
Homoepitaxy is a most perfectly adapted way of doing epitaxy. Lattice constant, dilatation
and atomic bonding forces between substrate and "epimaterial" are completely tuned. Only as
soon as homoepitaxy is required in a patterned structure of holes in an insulator, problems
arise due to sidewall effects. But these difficulties can be overcome.
Moreover, in the case of silicon homoepitaxy, the native oxide layer has to disappear before
deposition of amorphous silicon or direct epitaxial growth of silicon occurs. And besides
this, the substrate surface has to be cleaned up to the highest levels of chemical cleanliness. But nowadays these painstaking circumstances have been mastered as has been shown in
ultra-high vacuum techniques.
Lateral-SPEG reaches much farther then homoepitaxy alone. In such a case one wants to realize
homoepitaxy to be laterally grown in amorphous silicon over an insulating layer by starting
the lateral growth on top of planarized, hooepitaxially grown seeding spots or lines.
This all together constitutes the basic procedure for lateral-SPEG. It seems so simple but
some steps are critical.
L-SPEG is a low-temperature procedure, realization below 650'C is feasible. However, the
width of overgrowth In amorphous silicon is limited due to polycrystalline growth arising
from nuclei in the not yet overgrown region; order of magnitude of the epitaxially grown
stripes: a few microns. Only in heavily doped silicon the extensions can be made much larger
but this is not a suitable specification for IC applications.
V. Wafer bonding and wafer thinning
Silicon technology is renowned for its constraints against procedures which contaminate.
Most wafer-bonding procedures, e.g. by solder or spin-on glasses fall under this head. However, Van der Weals bonding in its most simple form, does not. This bonding occurs already if
two flat polished material planes, having a high surface finish, are brought in "optical"
contact. By this simple clean handling, dipole forces are induced into the two surfaces at
short distance expelling the layer of air in between. These forces are strong under shear and
pressure, soft under pulling. They can be strengthened by an anneal step causing chemical
bonding at the interface. This way also silicon wafers can be bonded as well as silicon
wafers having on top a ailiconoxide layer. In the latter case an insulating layer is buried,
the necessary condition for 501. The next step now is to thin one of the wafers (the active
wafer) to the thickness above the buried siliconoxide layer required. This thinning is normally done by introducing an automatic stopper built in into the active wafer. In this respect the etching of highly-doped silicon having on top a lowly-doped epilayer, is well
known. Etching stops as soon as the lowly-doped epilayer is reached. However, the highly-

I\
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doped substrate has some detrimental effects on the epilayer.
Now recently we suggested a procedure of Van der Weals bonding and thinning without an automatic stopper. In this case two thermally oxidized standard wafers are Van der Weals bonded.
The handling wafer of the two is mechanically polished on both sides before bonding up to an
"optical precision" concerning flatness and homogeneity of thickness (submicron precision).
Mechanical, i.e. standard optical polishing, gives a high geometrical precision but subsurface damage. Standard silicon-wafer polishing Is done by tribochemical polishing (Syton polishing = in a slurry of S10 2 grains in a NaOH solution). This gives a lower geometrical precision but a damage-free (sub)surface. The active wafer now is mechanically polished somewhat
above the thickness of the damaged layer plus the required SOI thickness. The final treatment
then is a short Syton polishing step to remove the thin subsurface damaged layer. One stops
polishing as soon as the required SOI thickness is reached. So doing wafer bonding and
thinning is reduced to the most elemental steps of wafer manufacturing. Only the geometrical
precisions have to be upgraded.
Wafer bonding and thinning is a technology which requires polishing facilities which are not
always available in research environments. This technology has therefore so far received
limited attention, although it is compatible with "silicon-wafer-manufacturer" techniques.It
could even be envisaged in how far It constitutes a pure wafer-manufacturer technology.
VI. Heteroepitaxial 50I
Heteroepitaxially grown silicon on sapphire, SOS, initiated once SOI but today silicon on an
amorphous insuiator surpasses SOS by far.
This is understandable as constraints for heteroepitaxial growth are rather severe:
- the lattice contents have to be matched,
- the dilatations as a function of temperature have to be adapted and
- there has to be susceptibility for atomic bonding.
Silicon is very sensitive to active hydrogen and oxygen atoms which implies that only toplevel-clean environments are appropriate to this aim.

Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD)

and

Molecular Bean Epitaxy (MBE) are technologies basically well prepared for it.
Sapphire as substrate is a candidate and SOS is still investigated, even applied for somewhat
exotic applications.
8
Spinal (MgA1204) has been used in a CVD experiment ) but it

seems not to have resulted in a

breakthrough.
Zirconia (i.e. Zr0 2 , stabilized to a cubic phase by the addition of Y20 3 ) is another candi9
date ) which can synthetically be grown up to large diameters. Its lattice constant has
somewhat to be adapted to silicon but mainly dilatation of zirconia ( %4llOxlO-7/C) differs
too much from that of silicon (

M35x1O-7/C).

Therefore a ndified, more adapted zirconia

crystal might be a worthwhile research subject to this end.
So to say, a well insulating, monocryatalline eubetrate which has the right chemical and
physical properties and which Is IC compatible, has still to be found.

L/
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3 - ADVENTITIOUS MATTERS AND CONSTRAINTS
First goal in SOI is to realize perfect silicon on top of an insulator. The conditions, however, under which SO

realizations have to occur are rather critical and strict. That is why

one has to keep count of a larger number of circumstances which will briefly be discussed
below.

I. Adventitious matters
- Silicon technology can be divided into two main streams of activities: CMOS and bipolar.
SO

specifications for these two categories diverge.

CMOS Is expected to become optimized

in submicron-thick insulated silicon layers. This condition is not guaranteed by all the
methods described.
Bipolar circuits on the contrary are often scheduled on thicker SOI layers of, say, a few
microns thickness. SOI for bipolar circuits, however,

seems to be less in demand than for

CMOs.
In special cases bipolar (power) switching can be combined with CMOS-SOI control circuitry
(intelligent power) to guarantee electrical insulation and noise immunity.
the technology, small stripes, larger-area SO1, alternating defect-free/defect-con-

-Given

taining areas, and full wafer scale SO1 can be realized.
-

All materials and layers used in SOI have to be IC compatible.

If spin-on glasses and BPSG

(boro-phosphate-silicate glass) layers are applied, whatever may be the reason, the applicability in an

IC production environment

Is restricted. Carbon contamination

of

the

-

graphite-strip heater are in many cases not acceptable.
All SOI processing steps have to be IC compatible. Extreme anneal steps ( >1200C) are not

-

considered to be standard IC achievements.
In local-area recrystallization processing, scan velocity plays an important role. An industrially acceptable production of throughput has to be feasible.

-

In the whole processing scheme two-dimensional or three-dimensional circuit goals constitute basic conditions for the method applied. A proper choice what technology will be the
most suited one, has to be made beforehand.

-

The necessary energy density is a decisive parameter in the optimization of defect-free
SO.
It has to be sufficiently low to prevent an intermixed environmental stack of layers

on top of a defect-full substrate.
- In some technologies it is not straightforward to couple the input power homogeneously into
the to be recrystallized layer, seen over the whole width of a wafer. For example, laser
power input has shown to be sensitive to small thickness variations, probably in the
capping layer, whatever may be the cause (mode competition?).
- For the future of SO it is a necessity to widen the "operating window" of several methods
-

described to become an advisible method for real SOI propositions.
In some cases it has to be envisaged whether the technology is an IC-environmental technology or a wafer-menufacturer technology (SIMOX;

wafer bonding and thinning).
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II. Technological, experimental and industrial constraints
As soon as SOI has been realized (first aim) the perfectness of the silicon layer (second
aim) is subject of research as well as the "new" conditions of its adjacent layers (third
aim).
In this respect not all the technologies described have the same behaviour. Let us take as an
example zone-melting recrystallization.
Generally speaking, grain boundaries are the main class of defects encountered. They arise
automatically from an inhomogeneously diverging solidifying meltfront. They cannot be cured,
they have to be prevented or confined in such a way that they occur only in predetermined
areas where their existence is not detrimental for the functioning of the devices. This can
be brought about by three technological issues:
- adapted heat transfer to the substrate (heat sink structure)
- adapted reflective and entireflective patterning of the capping layer and
- beam shaping (applies only in some cases of ZMR).
Best results are oLained if the temperature gradient is as small as possible but this condition pushes the substrate temperature to values which are considered to be too high in IC
processing ( >1300"C).
The crystallographic homogeneity of recrystallized 501 layers is often poor. X-ray analyses
and RBS measurements show in the S01 a plurality of crystallographic planes. In other cases
of small-angle grain boundaries the axis vectors are in-plane rotated over a small angle
(normally smaller than 5").
The crystallographic inhomogeneity can be resolved by seeding the crystallizing front from
the underlying silicon substrate. However, seeding disturbs the heat transfer locally so
severely that careful engineering is necessary to obtain an acceptable result.
5OI realized by applying locally a too high energy density gives rise to melting phenomena in
the stack of layers. This entails often mass flow in the recrystallizing silicon layer which
results in an SOL layer of inhomogeneous thickness.
Structuring of the insulating layer gives rise to a non-flat 501 layer which deforms easily
during recrystallization.
In many cases SOI-treated wafers show an unevenly high warpage or bow; up to values of more
then 100 pm. If this has happened an enormous amount of plastic deformation has occurred. And
plastic deformation in monocrystalline materials is the sure proof of many defects present,
often complete networks of dislocations to relieve the stress or strain have arisen.
In brief, 501 engineering entails a complex of phenomena which all have to be within the
limits of acceptance of advanced silicon technologies. This all together makes 501 really a
harder goal to meet than many researchers have supposed it was.
4. PROSPECTS
501 in the technological sense is in full pace of exploration towards an applicable addition
to existing IC technologies.

The table gives concisely a survey of what is

technologically
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Table: SO technologies: figures of merit
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going on and some characteristics belonging to it.
All technologies described are in a state of evaluation; no one so far is settled.
A precondition for applications is that IC aim and 501 technology to be applied, are compatibly adapted.
A first goal to meet in SO

is to realize perfect 2-dimensional SOl in a well"

behaving"

stack of Sl layers leaving the substrate undamaged.
A second goal might become a 3-dimensional project but this seems seriously harder to realize.
Besides this, it has to be evaluated what Sl technologies are specific wafer-manufacturer
technologies and which are not.
Generally speaking, many open questions remain to be solved.
Could one expect that some wafer-manufacturer technologies of today e.g. Syton polishing,
will be applied in an IC environment for planarization of half-finished wafers to the benefit
of some SOl technologies?
Will high dose ion-implantation facilities for SIMOX wafers once move to an IC environment?
Or will SOl sooner become a serious starting point for multifunctional systems where incompatible technologies, systems and materials of today can be combined in an IC acceptable way?
That is what SOl researchers and IC manufacturers have to establish in the future.
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CMOS-TECHNOLOGY - STATUS, TRENDS AND APPLICATIONS
F. NEPPL and H.-J. PFLEIDERER
Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Microelectronics,
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Manchen 83, P.R.G.

Abstract
Todays CMOS technology is reviewed with respect to process architecture, acquired CMOS specific device know-how, design and applications.
The process and device related problems of further miniaturization are
discussed. Trends of innovative device design and technology concepts
able to overcome these problems are summarized. Finally examples are
given for future CMOS applications.

1.

TNT'DnTICTT0N

In the last decade CMOS has turned from a specialty technology for battery
driven devices and military applications into the main stream technology for
high density VLSI circuits. By now it has widely replaced the earlier dominating NMOS-technology for new designs. Also world wide CMOS sales now exceed NMOS sales significantly. Mainly two CMOS advantages are responsible
for this development: low power dissipation and high noise margin. The significantly lower power dissipation improves power/delay product and allows
higher packing density and chip complexity without the penalty of excessive
chip temperature or cooling cost. The increased noise margin makes CMOS circuits more resistant to variations of supply voltage, temperature and process variations. Additionally the importance of the initial CMOS inherent
disadvantages of higher process complexity and larger chip size have continuously decreased: CMOS process design became smarter and simultaneously
NMOS technology had to implement more sophisticated circuit techniques
(dynamic NMOS) and processes to reduce power dissipation to an acceptable
level.
This paper summarizes the current status of CMOS technology and its applications, discusses the problems of further scaling and circuit integrAtion
and outlines trends and extensions to overcome these problems.
2.
cTmRRwI
5YAT15 OP CO
2.1 PROCRRR ARCHITZVTRR

TRCHUOT.AOY

Most of todays modern CMOS-processes have 1.0pm design rules at least in
some critical levels like gate, contacts and metal 1. This requires 5:1 or
10:1 optical stepper lithography.
A typical process concept contains epitaxy on highly doped substrate and
twin tub for sufficient latch-up isistance, LOCOS isolation, about 20 mu of
gate oxide, n-poly- or polycide-gates, LDD for hot carrier resistant n-
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channel devices, reflowed isolation oxide for pre-planarization, tapered
contact holes and diffusion barriers for low resistive and highly reliable
contacts to Si and double level metallization for high packing density.
The importance of the question whether n-well or p-well is the appropriate
choice for main stream CMOS has been largely reduced by true twin tub concepts that allow to switch from n-well to p-well concept by simply changing
the substrate from p- to n-type without changing the process sequence and
implantation doses and hence the device parameters.
Modern CMOS processes have 10 to 12 photolithography steps including double
level metallization and passivation. This is significantly lower than initial conservative CMOS approaches with about 15 masks and is close to the 10
masks required by a competitive NMOS process with buried contact and depletion transistors. Examples of process simplifications are self-aligned twin
tub generation /1/, elimination of field and channel implant masks by appropriate adjustment of the well concentrations /2/, elimination of the LDD
implant mask by new sidewall spacer techniques /3/ and selective oxidation
of highly doped regions to protect these regions against subsequent S/D implantations in a self-aligned way.
For process and device optimization extensive use is made of process and device modeling to accelerate development and to reduce the expense of experimental wafer processing.
2.2 cHo0

SPRrTFTC

DRVTR KNOW-HOW

Much of the present status of CMOS technology is the result of intensive research in general MOS technology like gate oxide quality, hot carrier degradation and interconnect systems. In this section only the CMOS specific
areas of latch-up and the compensated p-channel transistor will be reviewed.
The CMOS-inherent latch-up effect /4/ is the possibility of triggering the
parasitic n-pnp--SCRs present in every CMOS inverter. A lumped element model
of the situation is given in Fig. 1. Triggering of the SCR is possible if
the product of the current gains of the two coupled parasitic bipolar tran1. It was demonstrated, however, that for
sistors
involved exceeds
A_. x A --- > 1 lower A-product does not necessarily imply higher latch-up
the critical or trigger
resistance (see Fig. 2). Particularly for high A-.
current is mainly determined by the shunt resistances involved and becomes
independent of the A-product /5/.
As is seen in Fig. 2 epi on highly doped substrate increases the critical
current by more than an order of magnitude. This is a consequence of the
drastical reduction of the substrate resistance. The characteristics of the
MOS devices at the surface are not affected since the resistivity of the
thin epi layer itself is still high, i.e. the doping level is low. Generally, thinner epi makes shuntinig more effective. If the epi layer is too thin,
however, the highly doped substrate may partly compensate the well doping
and thus favor emitter/collector punch-through of the vertical bipolar transistor.
Fig.2
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Fig. 1i Lumped element model of parasitic SCR in n-well CMOS with
Re - substrate resistance and Rw = well resistance.
Fig. 2s Critical current of the parasitic SCR versus base width x of the
parasitic lateral bipolar transistor for different technologies/15/.
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Low well resistance also increases the critical current. Aside of the reduced shunt resistance, the corresponding higher doping level additionally
degrades the current gain of the vertical bipolar transistor. In standard
well constructions, however, excessive well doping increases body factor and
junction capacitances and reduces the junction breakdown voltage of the MOS
devices in the well and thus deteriorates circuit performance.
This shows, that doping levels, epi thickness and well depths have to be adjusted carefully to obtain optimum overall device characteristics.
In addition to these bulk related effects, the parasitic field MOSFETS at
the surface were shown to influence the turn-on of the two parasitic bipolar
transistors and hence reduce the critical current and the latch-up resistance /6/. Finally, also dynamic triggering of latch-up during power-on
and noise pulses could be explained by a combined effort of experiments /7/
and simulations /8/.
Initially, the two parasitic bipolar transistors were simply decoupled by
separating n- and p-channel MOS devices by 20gm and more. This was a significant limitation for shrinking CMOS circuits. Based on the understanding of
the essential parameters and their interdependences, even with conventional
approaches careful process design currently allows minimum n-/p--spacings of
5 - 6gm without latch-up risk. This implies that pad cells with drivers and
ESD protection circuits, which are particularly effective current injecters,
are specially separated from the adjacent logic by guardrings.
The second CMOS specific device problem is the understanding and design optimization of the "normally off" buried p-channel transistor, which results
when in case of n--poly gates (ie = -0.3 V) the threshold voltage is adjusted to a reasonable value around -0.8 V. Of particular concern are subthreshold behavior or punch-through /9/ and Uw(L) /10/ of this MOSFET type.
At the compensated surface, the total space charge region underneath the
gate is a superposition of the depletion zone of the channel junction and of
the gate induced depletion zone leading to a minimum of potential energy for
holes (Fig. 3). The energy difference between this minimum und the hole
source potential is the potential barrier AV the holes have to surmount in
the sub-threshold region. Since the minimum of the potential barrier is
located away from the surface (Fig. 3), the gate voltage control of AV is
relatively weak. This results in a relatively high sub-threshold swing and
makes the buried p-channel transistors particularly prone to punch-through.
The situation is discussed in detail in /9/. Figs. 4 + 5 summarize the essential results of this study in terms of the potential barrier AV. Fig 4
demonstrates how the drain voltage control of the barrier and hence the susceptability to punch-through is reduced when the gate oxide thickness is reduced. Fig. 5 shows the decrease of AV with increasing channel junction
depth d and surface p-concentration N . From the variety of dependences,
guidelines for the design of punch-through resistant buried p-channel transistors down to the sub-micron regime could be derived: low gate oxide
thickness, high n-well concentration, low surface concentration , and low
channel junction depth d. The latter, however, has technological limitations
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in terms of implantation energy and annealing cycle. The doping conditions
imply either relatively high threshold voltages or a very high concentration
of centers for impurity scattering. Both effects limit the p-channel transistor current.
2.3 CMOs .DSIGH
Generally, switching from NMOS to CMOS brought design simplifications because in many cases straight forward CMOS design could replace rather
complicated (e.g. dynamic) NNOS logic. In particular, there is no permanent
concern about dimensioning the load and drive transistors because there is
no trade-off between power consumption and speed like in NMOS. CMOS, instead, widely allows the use of standard transistors. Only a few critical
data paths need to be optimized. This design simplification was also the
basis for easier design automation and hence the MOS semi-custom approach
with gate arrays and standard cells.
One of the main design innovations of CMOS is the simplicity of implementing
analog functions.This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 for an operational amplifier. The comparison with an equivalent NMOS version clearly shows the design simplification in case of CMOS. Therefore, CMOS favors the combination
of digital signal processing with A/D converters or other analog functions
on a single chip. This is important because, even though signal processing
now is mostly digital, interfacing with e.g. sensors is mostly analog.
Together with the low power consumption these design advantages make CMOS
the favorable technology for further system integration.

CMOS

NMOS
Fig.
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Fig. 6:
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Comparison of operational amplifier circuits in NMOS and CMOS.

2.4 C'yR xPpTcATpNS

Because of the advantages discussed above, CMOS has become the technology of
choice for a wide range of applications. This includes microcontrollers, microprocessors, microcomputers, components for signal processing and telecommunication, EPROMs, SRAMs and DRAMs.
Improvements of defect densities, lithography and device know-how as well as
the reduction of power density have increased the integration density of
CMOS in production to over one million transistors per cm2. The most prominent representative of this category of chips is the 1 Mbit DRAM now avail1 Mbit DRAM, e.g.,
able on the market from several companies. The SIEMENS
has about 2 x 104 MOS devices on a chip area of 54.6 mm3 , and a typical access time of 100 no.
A completely different example is standard-cell logic. This type of chip naturally is not optimized with respect to high density of transistor functions. Instead, its integration density is predominantly determined by the
metal pitches. Chip sizes of up to 200 mm* with up to several hundred
transistors but a dense net of interconnects are currently
thousand
realised.
Finally, CMOS is increasingly replacing TTL standard logic.
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The urge for higher circuit speed, increased system integration and reduced
cost per function keeps CMOS driven towards further scaling. Integration
complexity is expected to increase from todays 10E6 to lOE7 to over lOE9
components per chip in the year 2000.
Many predictions are based on the future development of DRAMs which are considered to be technology leaders with respect to minimum feature size and
integration density and for which in the past a certain regularity of the
appearance of new generations was observed. Today, 4 Mbit DRAMs with minimum
feature size of O.8pn are already on their way into pilot line production.
Furthermore, 16Mbit DRAMs with minimum feature size of 0.6pm are scheduled
for the first half of the nineties and research aims already at 0.3 to 0.4pm
feature size for 64 Mbit DRAMs.
First experiments even demonstrate the feasibility of 0.19m MOSFETs which
provide gate delays of 19 psec at room temperature and 13 psec at 77 K /11/.
Fig. 7 exhibits the basic device structure and 0.lpm transistor characteristics.
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This last example shows that MOS still has considerable potential for
further scaling. Many process and device related problems need to be solved,
however, before such technologies - if ever - can be utilized in a production like environment.
3:

PROCERSTNQ RRT. RD PRR.RNR

To fullfill the increasing requirements with respect to defect density,
first of all special attention has to be paid to the quality of the starting
material which increasingly also affects device reliability.
An indispensable precondition for further scaling of CMOS is the ability to
reproducibly generate structures of a few tenths of a micron. Down to -0.5gm
optical lithography with deep UV in combination with sophisticated resist
techniques will dominate. With X-ray, electron beam and ion beam lithography
there exist techniques down to less than a tenth of a micron. Electron-beam
and ion-beam lithography, however, have a low throughput and are therefore
not yet suitable for high volume production. X-ray lithography provides sufficiently high throughput, but might be limited by mask tolerances which are
transfered lil onto the chip.
Although reactive ion etching provides excellent line width control, radiation damage during etching might affect the quality of extremely thin gate
oxides (1 10 nm ) and of the Si/SiOm-interface unacceptably. Reactive ion
stream etching might reduce radiation damage sufficiently /12/. Radiation
damage during sputter deposition and plasma enhanced deposition is also a
concern and needs to be minimized.
Finally more attention has to be paid to device degradation by electrostatic
potentials which build up during plasma processing and ion implantation
/13/.
Only when solutions to these processing related problems are found, sub0.5um-technologies will eventually go into production.
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Further scaling of CMOS below 1.0m requires significant innovations in device design.
Sufficiently latch up resistant circuits with n-/p -spacings below 5gm ask
for special technological measures: the retrograde well structure /14/ provides the beneficial lower well resistance without affecting the device characteristics at the surface. Its realization, however, needs the not yet
established MeV-implantation. Schottky-S/D /15/ or silicided S/D reduce the
emitter efficiency of the parasitic bipolar transistors and thus their 0product. Finally, trench isolation of the wells in combination with epi on
highly doped substrate was shown to effectively decouple the bipolar transistors because the collector current of the vertical bipolar transistor is
shunted to the substrate and does not reach the base of the lateral bipolar
transistor /16/. Holding voltages above 10 V can be achieved for n-/p'spacings as low as 2jm if the trench depth comes close to the epi thickness
(Fig. 8). Control of the trench side wall isolation is necessary, however,
before this technique can be successfully implemented.
For intra-well device isolation, bird's beak free techniques, which additionally provide a higher degree of planarization, have to be adopted. Candidates are BOX /17/ or refill of patterned oxide by selective Si-epitaxy
/18/.
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Holding voltage V. versus n-/p--spacing d with trench depth as
parameter /16/.
Drain current degradation of surface channel and buried channel
nMOSFETs /19/.

Sub-micron CMOS will feature MOSFETS with gate lengths of a few tenths of a
micron, gate oxide thickness of a few rim only and source/drain junction
depths <0.2m. These MOSFETs eventually will have to be operated at a supply
voltage <5 V.
A crucial problem is the hot carrier degradation of future n-channel
LDD-technique might not be able to guarantee
The standard
MOSFETs.
sufficient transistor lifetime. More sophisticated LDD structures like
buried LDD provide better reliability. An alternative approach is to adopt
the buried channel structure for the n-channel and thus shift the location
of naximum hot carrier generation into the bulk and away from the endangered
gate oxide. For an acceptably low threshold voltage, this requires a gate
material with higher work function than n-poly. Fig. 9 shows more than an
order of magnitude reduction of the degradation rate for buried n-channels
/19/. It has to be noted, that there is a trade-off with respect to the
short channel characteristics. Technologically, however, the buried nchannel is easier to control than the p-channel, because As instead of the
fast diffusing B is used for surface compensation.
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Also
the p-channel MOSFETs become increasingly prone to hot carrier
degradation and will require LDD techniques. The short channel characteristics of the p-MOSFETs can be improved by changing the work function of
the gate material to higher values, i.e. from n+-poly to silicide, metal or
p+-polycide gate. Thereby the p-channel type is changed from buried to
surface type. Fig. 10 demonstrates the improvement of the short channel
characteristics in terms of the sub-threshold swing obtained for silicide
and p+-polycide gate, respectively /20/. Furthermore, U. of the surface
channel transistor with p--polycide gate can be chosen low (e.g. 0.6 V)
without a trade-off with respect to punch-through. This results in a 15-20%
higher current drive than for the standard buried p-channel device.
These examples show that the gate work function can improve the characteristics of both types of MOSFETs and therefore might-become a significant
parameter for optimization of sub-micron devices.
SALICIDE will be widely used to minimize parasitic series resistances of
MOSFETs. Most techniques use a uniform metal deposition (e.g. Ti, Co, Pt)
subsequent selective silicide reaction with underlying Si /21/.
with
Recently selective CVD of silicide with the advantage of minimum Si
consumption and planarization capability has also been demonstrated for this
application /22/. In combination with the "strap" technique /23/ SALICIDE
allows a significant reduction of the junction capacitances, adds additional
wiring flexibility and offers the possibility of direct contacts between
source/drain and the gate level for both transistor types, analog to the
buried contact in NMOS. Therefore, SALICIDE is one of the key process innovations for improved packing density and speed.
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Channel implants were adjusted for constant threshold voltage
/20/.
Fig. 11: SIMS profiles of As and B doped source/drain regions fabricated
by outdiffusion of implanted TaSi 2 /25/.
Junction depths 50.2pm can be obtained by rapid thermal annealing and/or
preamorphization of Si by Si or Ge implantation /24/. The fabrication of
extremely shallow junctions S 0.1pm was demonstrated by outdiffusion of
implanted silicide /25/. Fig. 11 shows examples for boron and arsenic.
Scaling below 1.0Mm raises particular problems with respect to the interconnect system. For non-scaled thickness, interconnect lifetime was estimated to decrease with the fifth power of the scaling factor /26/ which
makes electromigration failures an increasingly important issue. Since
wiring capacitances no longer scale with line width and are dominated by the
metal thickness dependent fringing capacitances, reducing the metal thickness is essential to reduce the total capacitive load. This makes the elecproblem even worse. In sub-micron metallizations, stress
tromigration
migration was demonstrated to become an additional failure mode. Its
importance increases with decreasing line width /27/. Consequently the
introduction of a metal "stronger" than aluminum is mandatory.
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As interconnect cross sections decrease and average interconnect lengths
rather increase, interconnect resistivity is no longer negligible with
respect to voltage drops and RC delays. Therefore particularly low resistive
interconnect materials are needed.
Al/Ti multisandwich structures /28/ provide a promising compromise between
both requirements. Tungsten may be restricted to short and medium range interconnects because of its relatively high resistivity. High temperature
superconductors were largely eliminated as a possible solution to the interconnect problem in CxOS technology /29/. One of the reasons is that at the
required temperatures of : 80 K the established Al-technology again fullfills all requirements.
Contact and via filling e.g. by CVD-tungsten will be genetally used to avoid
metal step coverage problems in small contacts. The standard planarization
of the inter metal dielectric including PECVD-oxide, polyimide or spin-onglass auxiliary layers and etch-back might continue to dominate for a while
because reduced metal thickness and superconformal PECVD-oxides alleviate
the actual problems.
Deep sub-micron optical lithography for fine line interconnects, however,
requires additional efforts with respect to global planarization to account
for the limited depth of focus of high resolution lenses.
3.4
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With the device innovations discussed above, standard CMOS has considerable
potential for further scaling. In addition, however, conceptual innovations
are discussed to drive CMOS towards higher performance and packing density.
For higher speed, operating CMOS at 77 K is often discussed. A summary of
performance
improvements, necessary device optimizations and remaining
problems is given e.g. in a special issue of IEEE Trans. Electron Devices
/30/. Advantages include high transistor current, extremely low latch up
risk, low metal resistance and better reliability with respect to thermally
activated degradation mechanisms. This, e.g., dramatically improves metallization
reliability. The significantly increased hot carrier induced
degradation at low temperatures, however, requires a reduced supply voltage.
Therefore, the possible speed advantage is partly lost again. An overall
increase of circuit speed of a factor of 1.5 to 2 over room temperature CMOS
is predicted. Cost and inconvenience of cooling, however, might prevent this
approach to be generally adopted.
S01 structures on Si wafer substrates are of increasing interest. They avoid
the substrate cost penalty of earlier SOS and maintain the device and circuit advantages of this technology, i.e. low capacitances, low sub-threshold
swing,higher packing density and radiation hardness. Technologies used are
oxygen implantation of Si (SINOX), oxidation of porous Si, recrystallization
of poly-Si /31/ and lateral growth of Si-epitaxy /32/. The applicability of
these techniques in production of highly integrated circuits has to be
proven yet.
BICMOS technology combines the low power dissipation of CMOS with the high
speed and the inherent analog advantages of bipolar devices. From a processing point of view, there is no reservation to integrate both technologies in one line, since many process steps can be used simultaneously
for CMOS and bipolar, anyway, and bipolar specific process steps can be
inserted as modules. High speed SRAMs are the field of application for
BICMOS which offers high performance bipolar transistors. Since CMOS and
bipolar components have to be optimized simultaneously, process complexity
is rather high and the number of masks may increase to 20. An alternative
approach uses mostly CMOS process steps for the fabrication of the bipolar
transistors and requires only 1 to 3 additional masks. Nevertheless, this
type of azcmOs also provides significantly better current drive (and hence
speed) and easier implementation of analog functions than pure CMOS. Such
BICKOS with at most moderate extra cost might be a candidate for replacing
pure CMOS as a main stream technology in the future.
To account for the increasing development cost and for the simultaneous need
for application specific technologies, process architecture is generally
forced towards a modular scheme with one basic CMOS process that can be
supplemented
by certain
application specific
modules. BICKOS is an
outstanding example. But also process optimization with respect to e.g.
DRA~s, SRAM or 92PROKs will increasingly follow this concept.
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Reduction of supply voltage is often discussed for mitigation of hot carrier
problem
and of excessive power dissipation of sub-micron chips. 0.5gm
technology is considered to be a critical process generation for this
change. Interfacing with existing 5 V circuitry can be solved in principle
by on-chip voltage reduction. The major concern is the increase of gate
delay caused by a VoD-reduction which would have to be overcompensated to
make scaling still advantageous with respect to higher speed.
A general trend of applications is towards more system integration to reduce
cost, system delay and reliability problems related to the number of
packages and pins involved. In view of increasing chip complexity, extensive
use of automatic design and shrinkability of optimized components is mandatory.
CMOS chips for small and medium size computer systems have to provide a data
processing rate of more than 10 MIPS. CMOS components for broad band ISDN
have to meet the 140 or 560 Mbit/sec requirement of this technology. Applications like high definition TV ask for signal processing with up to 50 MHz
band width and high density memories with low access time. All these
applications need the most progressive technology available and partly also
new chip architecture.
The most aggressive requirements might come from the attempt to functionally
simulate the human brain by realizing "artificial neuron nets" for extensive
parallel and associative processing. This concept is advantageous e.g. for
fast recognition of image and speech patterns. Even simple implementations
with loo neurons require the packing density of 1.0gm technology, already.
More useful systems with 104 neurons would need 0.lpm technology and thus
the most progressive MOS technology demonstrated so far.
4.
This summary shows that CMOS is a main stream technology with considerable
potential of technological development and applications. Since one approaches the fundamental physical limits, however, the cost of progress is
increasing significantly. Particularly the step from feasibility to production seems to become increasingly difficult, time consuming and expensive. On the other hand, speed improvement by scaling is becoming less than
predicted by simple scaling. Consequently the price for a given improvement
of performance is rising dramatically and is even about to exceed the possibilities of individual companies. To push deep sub-micron CMOS technology
nevertheless, government-funded cooperations like SEMATEC in USA or JESSI in
Europe have been started. These efforts show that CMOS is considered a key
technology for further technological and economical development.
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A HXGH PKR7ORINCI LIQUID-NITROGEN C4OS SRAN TECHNOLOGY

J.Y.-C. SUN, S. KLEPNER, Y. TAUR, H. HANAFI, P. RESTLE, T. BUCELOT,
K. PETRILLO, R. DENNARD, S. SCHUSTER, T. CHAPPELL, B. CHAPPELL and
D. HEIDEL
IBM Research Division, Thomas J. Watson Research Center, PO Box 218,
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, U.S.A.

Abstract - A 3.5 ns ECL-compatible 64Kb liquid-nitrogen CMOS (LN-CMOS) SRAM technology
with 2.5V power-supply voltage is described.
Key features of this high performance
0.5prm-channel LN-CMOS SRAM technology optimized for 77K operation include 0.6pm optical
lithography for the gate level, dual polysilicon work functions, retrograde n-well, low resistance
arsenic and boron source/drain diffusions, self-aligned titanium silicide, and two-level metal interconnects. For the first time, the leverage of liquid nitrogen CMOS with 2.3X chip level performance improvement at 77K over room temperature CMOS is demonstrated.
I - INTRODUCTION
Low temperature or liquid-nitrogen temperature operation of CMOS VLSI circuits becomes increasingly
attractive as the channel length is scaled down to O.5pm and below /1/. Liquid-nitrogen CMOS
(LN-CMOS) offers speed, density, and reliability for high performance VLSI logic systems. The ultimate
potential of CMOS at 77K cannot be realized by straight-forward cooling of a CMOS chip with devices
designed for room temperature operation, especially in the sub 0.5 pm channel length regime and in CMOS
chips with n +-polysilicon gates for both types of FETs. The concept of LN-CMOS device design and
process optimization for best performance, power, and reliability has been reported /I/ with roughly a
actor of two ring oscillator speed improvement. In this paper, a high performance 0.5pm LN-CMOS
SRAM technology with n + and p+ polysilicon gates, self-aligned silicide, two layers of metal wiring and
buried contacts will be described. The fabrication, testing, and device and circuit performance of a 64Kb
SRAM chip will be discussed.
2 - CHIP FABRICATION AND OPTIMIZATION
Key features essential to this optimized LN-CMOS SRAM device design and fabrication process include
dual work function (n + and p ) polysilicon gates for surface channel FETs, abrupt n + and p 4 source
and drain junctions for low device series resistance, deep n-channel threshold-adjust implant for higher
carrier mobility, and reduced power-supply voltage (2.5 V) for better performance and reliability at lower
power as proposed in II/. The schematic of the 0.5pm LN-CMOS device cross section is shown in Fig. I,
indicating the p/p + epi, retrograde n-well, semi-recessed oxide isolation, dual work function polysilicon
gates, 12.5 nm gate oxide, 0.15-0.2.um source/drain junction depth, self-aligned silicide, nitride passuvation,
polyimide, and two levels of aluminum interconnects. In this 64Kb SRAM, the second level aluminum is
used to reduce the word line resistance.
The ECL-compatible CMOS SRAM chip was designed with a conservative Ipm ground rules and 0.5pm
effective channel length. The 0.6pm polysilicon gate was defined optically with excellent line width control
and exposure latitude by an I-line stepper using a contrast-enhanced layer over standard resist. Fig. 2
shows 0.5Mm resist lines and spaces Ith vertical profiles2 after developing. Excellent resolution (0.5pm)
and line width bias (: 0.1Mm) are achieved across a I cm field.
After the reactive Ion etching of the polysllicon gate, a spacer consisting of thermal oxide and thin nitride
was formed on the gate edge before source/drain ion implantation. Fig. 3 shows the SEM cross section
photograph o the polysilicon gate, spacer, and self-aligned silicide in the SRAM memory array area. This
spacer, with a slight oxide tapering at the gate edge, played a key role in (I) reducing the gate-drain overlap
capacitance (Cj < 0.3fF/pm), (|i) preventing the slleide from bridging the gate and the source/drain dif-
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fusion, and (iii) improving the reliability by reducing the electric field at the gate edge. After the spacer
was formed, degenerate doping of the n 4 and pI polysilicon gates and low resistance shallow n + and
p+ junctions were achieved simultaneously with the As and B ion implantation and drive-in steps, respectively. No extra mask steps are necessary for this dual work function polysilicon gate process.
The 64Kb SRAM circuit was originally designed for room temperature operation as described elsewhere
/21. It uses a four-transistor SRAM cl with buried contacts. The chip incorporates CMOS asynchronous
receivers capable of interfacing low voltage ECL signal levels at high speeds with good tolerance to
parametric variations. No special circuit optimization was made specifically for liquid-nitrogen temperature operation. SRAM chips were also fabricated with an optimized 0.5pm room temperature n-poly,
n-well CMOS technology (RT-CMOS) /3,2/ and compared with the LN-CMOS chips.
3 - RESULTS
An automated full-wafer probe station was developed and used for all device parametric and chip functional tests at 77K and above. The probe station with a liquid-nitrogen cooled chuck is enclosed in a nitrogen filled metal box to avoid condensation on the wafer.
Fig. 4 shows the measured threshold voltage at VDS = 50 mV for n-channel FETs at room temperature
and 77K from this LN-CMOS technology. The roll-off is slightly worse at 77K than at 300K, but the
excellent sub-threshold turn off slope (roughly 22 mV/dec) of LN-CMOS devices allows the threshold
voltage and power supply voltage to be reduced for higher performance and reliability. The shift in
threshold voltage from room temperature to 77K is roughly 200 mV. Similar results were obtained for
p-channel FETs. Table I summarizes the measured device characteristics and parametric data of
LN-CMOS at 77K as well as those of the RT-CMOS at 300K. The RT-CMOS transistors have
n +-poly gates. The threshold voltages of RT-CMOS p-channel FETs are -0.7V and -I.3V at 300K and
77K, respectively. The large shift is due to carrier freeze-out in the buried-channel p-type device, which
is avoided in the optimized LN-CMOS by making both n and p-channel transistors surface-channel mode
with the dual polysilicon approach. The n and p-channel threshold voltages of LN-CMOS devices are
symmetrical, independent of temperature. By carefully controlling the annealing process after the p-type
polysilicon is formed on p-channel devices, there was no boron penetration from the polysilicon through
the thin gate oxide to the channel region. Note that the transconductance of n-channel transistors improves more upon cooling compared with p-channel transistors, which should be taken into account to
optimize the circuit performance.
The LN-CMOS transistors are not completely turned off at room temperature, which may present some
problems for circuits with dynamic nodes to operate adequately during room temperature testing with
enough noise margin. However, there is a one-to-one correlation of device characteristics between room
temperature and 77K. Most parametric tests can be done at room temperature, which facilitates process
monitoring and reduces test cost. On the other hand, circuit and system functional tests may be performed
at a reduced power-supply voltage and below room temperature, e.g., -55C, as discussed later.
A device model suitable for circuit simulation was developed and calibrated with measured hardware data.
It takes into account mobility, resistance, saturation velocity, and operating temperature. Using the model
we computed the nominal delay per stage as a function of capacitance loading at 77K for a typical 3-way
NAND circuit (fan -in = fan - out - 3) with 0.5pm LN-CMOS transistors. The results are shown in Fig.
5. Also shown for comparison is the data at 22C and 85C for the 0.5mm RT-CMOS technology which is
optimized for room temperature operation at 3.3V as previously described in Table I. With 15pam wide
CMOS transistors, the slope (loading sensitivity) is 0.54ns/pF for the LN-CMOS operated at 77K and
2.5V. In contrast, the loading sensitivities are 1.13ns/pF and 1.32ns/pF for RT-CMOS at 22C and 85C,
respectively. The circuit performance of the RT-CMOS NAND circuit degrades by 17% from 22C to 85C
which is the normal chip temperature for room temperature systems. The improvement factor between
RT-CMOS at 83C and LN-CMOS at 77K is 2.43X, which comes from the higher transconductance of
optimized LN-CMOS devices and the reduced voltage swing.
The access time of this LN-CMOS 64Kb SRAM is 3.5ns at 2.5V and 77K, representing the fastest SRAM
chip at this density. Fig. 6 shows that there is little improvement In access time when the power supply
is increased above 2.5V, due to velocity saturation and device series resistance. Also shown in Fig. 6 is the
access time of the RT-CMOS SRAM chip optimized for room temperature operation. A factor of 1.4X
or 1.77X speed improvement Is observed between 27C and 77K or 85C and 77K, respectively, if the
RT-CMOS chip Is cooled to 77K and operated at 3.3V. However, it must be emphasized that the powersupply votage for RT-CMOS RAM chip must be reduced In order to maintain adequate hot carrier reliability at 77K/4/. On an equal or comparable hot carrier reliability basis, the supply voltage for 77K
operation of the RT-CMOS RAM chip should be 2.6V instead of 3.3V. In Fig. 6, the nominal supply
voltage with omparable hot carrier reliability is marked by an arrow for each technology and operating
temperature. Therefore under comparable hot carrier reliability constraints, only IAX access time improvement is achieved by operating the RT-CMOS chip (optimized for RT) at 77K, much less than the

ma
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2.3X gain realized by the optimized LN-CMOS. Our data in Fig. 6 clearly demonstrated the advantages
of device and process optimization for LN-CMOS to achieve the best speed and power-delay product while
maintaining appropriate reliability at liquid-nitrogen temperature.
The RAM access time decreases monotonically as temperature is lowered, as shown in Fig. 7. The access
time increases by roughly 20% as channel length is increased from 0.55pm to 0.75pm. The temperature
sensitivity of the LN-CMOS RAM access time is 8.Sps/K between 75K and 130K, and roughly 13ps/K
near room-temperature, respectively. In comparison, the temperature sensitivity of the RT-CMOS RAM
access time is roughly 20ps/K between 25C and 85C. This lower temperature sensitivity is one of the major
advantages of LN-CMOS. Combining the more stable temperature due to liquid-nitrogen cooling and the
smaller temperature sensitivity, LN-CMOS systems tend to have better overall system performance.
Also shown in Fig. 7 is the temperature dependence of the chip power. The chip power decreases as temperature is increased from 77K as a result of less current and lower speed, which is consistent with the
temperature dependence of device transconductance. It reaches a minimum near 225K and than increases
with temperature afterwards. This increase in chip power at T>250K is due to dc power from higher
sub-threshold current. The threshold voltage is too low to have the device turned off completely at
Vos = 0. The chip is also operational at room temperature, although with reduced noise margin and higher
power. Although simple functional tests can be done at room temperature, from noise margin, chip power
and testing cost point of view, it may be desirable to do complete functional tests of the chip at -55C.
4 - CONCLUSION
A 3.5 ns ECL-compatible 64Kb liquid-nitrogen CMOS(LN-CMOS) SRAM technology with 2.5 V
power-supply voltage is reported. A factor of 2.3X improvement in access time of this LN-CMOS SRAM
chip over its room temperature counterpart (RT-CMOS, 3.3V, 85C) was achieved by a dual work function
(n + and p+) polysilicon process optimized for 77K operation. Key features of this high performance
0.5pm-channel LN-CMOS SRAM technology include 0.6pm optical lithography for the gate level, dual
polysilicon work functions, retrograde n-well, low resistance arsenic and boron source/drain diffusions,
self-aligned titanium silicide, and two-level metal interconnects. The device design, chip fabrication, and
low temperature testing issues have been discussed. This LN-CMOS SRAM is the fastest RAM chip at
the 64Kb level of integration for any technology.
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ISOLATION IN A TWIN RETROGRADE WELL

P.A. van der PLAS, P.H.J. SPIJKERS and F.M. KLAASSEN
Philips Research Laboratories, PO Box 80000, NL-5600 JA Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

Rdsum
+

Des petites dimensions entre lee r6gions N

et P+ ont 6ti realisi utilisant une technologie de puits

jumeaux ritrogrades en combinaison avec une technique d'isolation avanc6e. Dens cet article, nous
avons dimontri & l'aide de simulations, et de rsuitats ixperimentaux, Iareduction requise des courants
de fuite a l'intrieur dee transistors de champs. Les rsultats montrent qu'un espace de 2.5 pm siparant
les rkgions N+ et P+ peut itre realise.
Abstract
Small N+-P + spacings have been realised using twin retrograde well technology in combination with an
advanced isolation scheme.In this paper suppression of field transistor leakage currents is demonstrated
by simulation and experimental results. The results show that an N+-P + spacing of 2.5 pm can be
realised without increased narrow-width effects in adjacent transistors.

I - Introduction
To fully utilize the potential of submicron CMOS transistors, narrow-spaced isolation is needed. To achieve this,
bird's beak formation has been reduced by using suppressed LOCOS (SLOCOS) technology [1. To decrase
leakage currents between active MOSFET%, highly doped field transistors are required. However, lateral diffusion
of the highly doped channel stopper into the active area has be to avoided to eliminate narrow-width effects. Also
lateral diffusion of the N-well has to be reduced in order to achieve small N+ - P+ spacings.
High energy implantations for simultaneous formation of wells and effective self-aligned channel stoppers have
been introduced after field oxide formation [21. Due to the absence of lateral diffusion narrow-width effects in
adjacent MOSFETs have been reduced considerably and a very small N+-P + spacing of 2.5 pm has been realised.
Owing to this small spacing a small and fast full CMOS l-Mbit SRAM has been fabricated successfully [3].
In addition, the low temperature budget of the process enables the use of a thin epi-layer for effective latch-up
suppression.

2 - Proces summary

The field devices were made in a similar technology as was used for the fabrication of IM-SRAMs 141:
(1) 800 nm of field oxide was grown using SLOCOS technology Il[.
(2) PI was implanted at 800 keV with various doses to form the N-well.
The implant was locally masked by 2.6 pm thick resist.
(3) B+ was implanted at 400 keV with various dose to form the P-well using an inverse of the N-well mask.
(4) The field oxide was planarised to 550 nm.
(5) Formation of LDD transistors with silicidated poly and source/drain areas.
The field oxide thickness under poly was 520 nm. The depth of the N+ - and P+-junctions was 0.25 pm and 0.3
pm respectively.
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3 - Device simulations
Since the field transistor current is essentially controlled by 2-D potential barrier lowering, the relevant parameters
like dopant concentration at the interface and parasitic channel length have been varied using a device simulator
151,
which enables simulation of the non-planar LOCOS structure. The field oxide morphology and doping profiles
used here have been derived from SFM and 2-D process modelling data. The structure used to investigate narrow
N+-P + spacing is given in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 a three dimensional plot of the doping profiles used is given. Figs. 3
and 4 show the current of the N+-Nwell and P+-Pwell field transistors as a function of channel length and doping.
For a current level of 10- 9 A per cm gate width, simulations indicate that a minimum value of 1.5 pm for the N+P+ spacing is feasible. Using conventional well technology, the above value can hardly be reduced below 3.t jm (6].

4 - Experimental results
The testmodule for measuring thL leakage currents from N+ to Nwell and P+ to Pwell has alternating polysilicon
gates and junctions adjacent to the field oxide edges to make the module worst case with respect to punch-through.
In Figs. 5 and 6 measured subtreshold characteristics of different Daraitic field transistors are given. Both figures
show that a threshold voltage well above 10 V can be realised for small spacings. For the N+-Nwell and P+-Pwell
field transistors the channel lengths have been varied in steps of 0.25 pm. Typical results have been summarized
in Fig. 7 for various implantation doses. Using the previous current criterium, for X and X, minimum values
of 0 .95Mm (P=5el6) and 0.45 um (N=8e16) have been found. These values differ by less than 0.1 pm from the
simulated values.
Fig. 8 shows the experimental spread for N+-Nwell field transistors over a wafer for various channel lengths.
The figure indkcates that for a Pwell concentration of 5e16 B/cm3 a channel length of 1.25 pm is required, while
simulation results (see Fig. 2) indicate that a smaller spacing can be used. The spread is caused by misalignment,
variation of implantation angle and shadowing by the high energy implantation mask [7]. Similar results have
been found for the P -Pwell field transistors. Therefore the simulated value of 1.5 pm for the N -P+ spacing has
to increase to 2.5 tm in practice.
Fig. 9 shows the threshold shift of NMOSTs of various widths, demonstrating the absence of narrow width effects
due to absence of lateral diffusion of the channelstopper. Furthermore the small influence of the Nwell dos. ,n
the body factor of the PMOST transistor, as is shown in Fig. 10, demonstrates the possibility of independent
optimisation of field and active MOSFETs.

5 - Conclusions
The results demonstrate that twin retrograde well technology enables excellent transistor performance combined
with small spaced field isolation. Simulations indicate that this technology allows to reduce the N+-P + spacing
down to 1.5 Mm . Experimental results show that process spread requires an increase of the N+-P+ spacing to 2.5
pm.
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DEVICE CHARACTERISATION OF A HIGH DENSITY HALF-MTCRON CMOS PROCESS

P.H. WOERLEE, C.A.H. JUFFERMANS, H. LIFKA, A.J. WALKER, T. POORTER,
H.J.H. MERKS-EPPINGBROEK and F.M. OUDE LANSINK

Philips Research Laboratories, NL-5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract The device characterisation and the ringoscillator performance of a high density half-micron
CMOS process were studied. A novel recessed field isolation technology , twin retrograde wells,
+
N poly-silicon gate material and lightly doped drain structures for both the n- and p-channel
devices were used in the device fabrication. The device properties and the ringoscillator performance
will be presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is expected that the scaling of CMOS towards half-micron dimensions will lead to increases in packing density and
circuit performance. However the performance increase of the scaled transistors can be degraded by several parasitic
effects such as a reduced mobility /1/, series resistances /2/ and a lower power supply voltage. Furthermore the
use of advanced technology which is needed for the realisation of a high packing density can influence the device
behaviour. In this paper a study on the transistor properties and the ringoscillator performance of a high density
half-micron CMOS process will be presented. The aim of the work was to characterize devices which were fabricated
using advanced front-end technology. A scaled recessed LOCOS technology and twin retrograde wells were used
during the device fabrication. The device design, the fabrication technology, the device characterisation and the
ringoscillator performance will be presented in the following sections.
2.

DEVICE DESIGN

The devices were designed for a 3.3 volt power supply voltage and a threshold voltage of 0.8 volt. The gate oxide
thickness was 12.5 nm. The minimum effective channel length was 0.35 pm for the n-channel transistors and 0.4 pm
for the p-channel transistors. N" poly-silicon gate material was used to obtain a high current-drive capability for the
p-channel devices. Consequently the p-channel device is of the buried channel type. It is very sensitive to the drain
induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect. Simulations showed that for optimum device design the threshold counter
doping junction depth and source-drain junction depths should be less than 0.08 pm and 0. 15 um respectively. The
shallow channel junction depth was realized by the use of an anti punch through implant (P,As). Retrograde wells
were used so that the device isolation and transistors could be optimized independently of each other. Furthermore
an improved control of the threshold voltage of the p-channel devices can be obtained. An LDD structure was used
for both the n- and p-channel devices for three reasons. Firstly for the reduction of the hot carrier degradation
effects. Secondly the shallow N- or P- junction depth reduces the short channel and DIBL effects. Thirdly the N
and P+ doping profiles can be optimized for a salicidation process. The N- and P- dosis were 4 1013 cm- 2 and the
oxide spacer length was 0.15 pm.

3.

FABRICATION PROCESS

Direct write electron beam lithography was used for the fine line patterning. A fully recessed LOCOS technique was
used for the field isolation. The recessed LOCOS technology leads to a nearly planar surface after field oxidation.
This is beneficial for future optical lithography and the reduction of step coverage problems. The recessed isolation
process is based on a suppressed LOCOS scheme in which an oxynitride/nitride layer is used as an oxidation mask
/3/. The recessed oxide is obtained by a two step oxidation process. First a thin (0.3 pm) oxide is grown at
1000* C in a wet oxygen ambient.This oxide layer is etched in a standard wet chemical HF etch. Thereafter a second
oxidation is done (0.55 pm thickness). In figure I a scanning electron microscope micrograph of the field isolation
structure after the second oxidation is shown. A nearly planar field oxide can be observed. A lateral encroachment
of about 0.1 pm and an active area pitch below 1.2 pm were obtained. Formation of crystal defects was extensively
studied. Wright defect etching and cros section transmission electron microscopy did not reveal any defects.
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After removal of the oxynitride/nitride stack and cleaning steps a sacrifice oxidation is done. Thereafter the retrograde wells and the anti punch through implantations were done. Then 12.5 nm of gate oxide is grown in a dilluted
dry 0 2 /N 2 mixture (10 percent 02 by volume) followed by a blanket threshold implant and deposition of 0.3 prn
1
2
polycrystalline silicon which was doped by an arsenic implantation (10 6cm- ). After poly-Si etching the N- implantation were done followed by a thermal drive step (950*C) to obtain sufficiently gradual source-drain junction
profiles. The P- implant was done either before or after the N- drive step. The low temperature LDD variant leads
to shallow junctions and a reduced lateral diffusion. Thisway DIBL phenomena and short channel effects are reduced.
+
After LPCVD oxide deposition and spacer etching
the N and P+ source-drain implantations were done followed by
0
a final high temperature activation step (900 C). Then a 0.3 Am LPCVD oxide layer is
0 deposited, contact windows
are opened and AI/Si is deposited. The final step is a post metallisation anneal at 450 C in a N 2 /H 2 mixture.
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Fig.1 Scanning electron microscope micrograph of
a cross section of the recessed field oxide after the second oxidation step. The oxidation mask width was 0.6
pum, the open spaces are 0.7 and 1.4 pm respectively .

4.

1.O00/dI

5.000
i V)

Fig.2 Id, - Vd, characteristics of n- and p-channel transistors with an effective gate length of 0.35 pm. The
gate width was 0.7 pm. The gate bias is given in the
figure. The p-channel device with a high temperature
LDD drive step is shown

DEVICE CHARACTERISATION

In figure 2 the Id, - Vd, characteristics of half-micron n- and p-channel transistors processed with the recessed field
isolation are shown. The effective gate length and gate width of these devices were 0.35 14m and 0.7 prn respectively.
Good device characteristics and a high current drive capability can be observed. The maximum transconductance in
the saturation region is 150 pS/pm and 90 pS/pm for the n- and p-channel devices respectively. The ratio between
the current drive capabilities of the p- and n-channel devices is 0.6.
In figure 3 the subthreshold characteristics of narrow width transistors are shown. The drain bias was varied
between 0.1 and 4.1 volt. The off currents (V,, - OV, Vd, - 4V) are well below 10 pA/p4m. The characteristics show
no sign of side wall inversion, i.e. no double threshold can be observed. The subthreshold slopes of the n- and pchannel devices are 88 mV/dec and 100 mV/dec respectively. In figure 4 the linear (Vd, = 0.1V) and saturation
(Vd. = 3.7V) threshold voltages are plotted for n- and p-channel devices versus the effective channel length. The
7
threshold definition was set at a source-drain current of WIL - 10- A . Data for the p-channel devices with the
low temperature LDD drive step were plotted in this figure. The short channel effects for these n- and p-channel
devices are sufficiently small for effective channel lengths down to 0.35 pm. P-channel devices processed with the
high temperature P- drive step showed much stronger short channel effects (see fig. 3) and an unacceptably large
lateral diffusion. Narrow width effects on the threshold voltage were small, the threshold voltage variations were less
than 50 mV for a variation of channel width from 0.7 pm to 8 pr. The absence of the narrow width effect is due
to the high channel doping levels of the scaled devices and the use of retrograde wells. The body coefficient of the
2
n-channel devices was found to vary between 0.2 and 0.6 V 1/ for effective channel lengths between 0.35 pm and 0.9
pm. For the p-channel devices values between 0.35 and 0.6 V1/2 were found.
The hot carrier degradation of the n- and p-channel devices was extensively studied. The n-channel devices were
stressed at Vd, above 6.0 V and V., such that the substrate current is maximum. As a lifetime criterion a change
in the maximum gain factor in the linear region of 10 percent was taken. The maximum drain bias for a device
lifetime of 10 years as function of the effective channel length is plotted in figure 5. For a half-micron gate length
the maximum drain bias is 4.2 V which is well above 3.7 V, the maximum value for a 3.3 V power supply voltage.
The worst case degradation of the p-channel devices occurs under different stress conditions. It has been reported
recently /4/ that the strongest degradation of sub-micron p-channel devices occurs when the gate current is maximum
i.e. for V, close to the threshold voltage. Hence the p-channel devices were stressed with V., such that the gate
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current is maximal and with VA, between -6 V and -8 V. In figure 6 changes in the saturation threshold voltage versus
the effective channel length Lp during the strew period are plotted for devices with the low temperature LDD drive
step. Lp is determined from the gain factor in the linear region. It appears that during stress devices follow the
same V - Lp curve as the unstressed devices with different channel lengths do. This indicates that variations in the
threshold voltage during stress are mainly due to channel length shortening effects.Hence the devices with shorter
channel lengths are most affected. The lifetime criterion of the p-channel devices under the above stress conditions
was taken as a 100 mV shift in the reverse saturation threshold voltage (I& = 10-AV. = -3.7V). For a 10 year
device lifetime a maximum drain bias of -4.2 V was found for devices with a half-micron gate length
5.
RINGOSCILLATOR PERFORMANCE
Unloaded 51-stage ringoecillators with half-micron gate length n- and p-channel transistors were fabricated. The
width of the active area was 1p m and square contact hole of 1 pm size were used. A plot of the delay per stage
versus the power per stage for power supply voltages between 2 and 6 volt is given in figure 7. For a power supply
voltage of 3.3 V the delay per stage is 120 p., the power dissipation is 13 pW per stage. A relatively large sourcedrain junction area was used in the present design, so the stage delay can be improved considerably. The power-delay
product at 3.3 V equals 1.6 0I. This power-delay product is one of the lowest values reported thus far.

delay per stage (ps)
300

240
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4

60
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110
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100
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Fig.7 The delay per stage versus the power dissipation
per stage for a 51 stage ringoscillator. Values for the
power supply voltage are plotted in the figure. The
insert shows an oscilloscope trace of the ringoscillator
output at a power supply voltage of 3.3 V.

6.
CONCLUSIONS
The device characterisation of a 3.3 V high packing density half-micron CMOS process has been described. An
advanced recessed LOCOS technology and twin retrograde wells were succesfully used in the device fabrication. A
good device behaviour has been found. A high performance and a good control of short channel effects were observed.
The hot carrier degradation of the devices was studied and a 10 years device lifetime for a power supply voltage of
4.2 volt was found. The stage delay of a 51 stage ringoecillator was studied and both high speed and a very low
power-delay product were observed. The observed device behaviour shows that very high performance circuits can
be expected for half-micron CMOS.
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GENERATION LIFETIME AND HOLD TIME OF SMALL MOS DEVICES
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Rgam
- Une nouvelle mithode pour is charact6risation de transientes d'inversion dans des dispositifs
mnal-oxlde-semlconducteur est reportle.
L'utlisation de Ia Spectroscople Isotbermique des Transientes de
Niveaux Prfonds permet de s6parer lea courants de gfn~ration dlorigines diff6rentes. La combinasion de
graphes d'actvation avec des graphiques 'Zerbst' donne one charact~risation complete de dispositifs de
dimensions allant jusqu'l mons d'un micrometre.
Abstract
- A new method for characterising inversion transients in metal-oxide-semiconductor devices is
reported.
The technique uses Isothermal Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy to separate generation
currents from various sources.
The combination of activation graphs with Zerbst plots gives a complete
characterisation of devices with dimensions down to sub-micron levels.

1-

IBTRODUCTIQO

The rate at which Inversion layer charge builds up in an MOS structure is a crucial parameter which critically
affects the performance of many MOS devices.
In 1966 Zerbst' described a technique which allowed a
separation of the generation currents which create the nversion layer into those components which depend on
the depletion width from those which do not. Using this analysis Zerbst calculated a generation lifetime (from
the depletion component) and a surface recombination velocity (from the components which did not depend on
the depletion width).
Many variations of the original Zerbst method have been proposed.
A very
comprehensive review of these was published in 1985 by Kang and Schroder 2 .
Some of the modifications
speed up the measurement, some simplify the calculation, some undertake a more rigorous analysis but in the
main the fundamental concept of separation into two components remains.
The last five years has seen remarkable progress in MOS devices and the silicon from which they are made.
The use of epitaxial layers and improved gettering techniques result in the contribution of minority carriers
from the depletion region being inignificant.
This means that the hold time of he best MOS structures
manufactured today Is not dependent on deep states in the depletion region.
However, contributions from
carrier diffusion from the bulk material and from the region where the surface depletion region edge meets the
surface are increasingly important. The latter is particularly so in very small devices.
The bulk contribution
is not depletion width dependent and so the Zerbst analysis embraces It into the surface term. However, the
contribution from the depletion edge at the surface is depletion width dependent (but not linearly) and so
distorts the Zerbst curve.
Consequently, additional measurements are needed to propertly characterise the
generation processes.
In addition, the instrumentation normally used for the Zerbst measurement only permits
the use of special test capacitors with fairly large areas, and not of the normal micron-sized FET gates In
which the relative importance of the various generation mechanisms is expected to be very different. In
particular, surface generation from the lateral depletion region becomes of increasing importance as the device
size is reduced.
It is also interesting to consider that the total number of bulk traps or interface states
present in a high quality sub-micron device Is, on average, of the order of two or three.
Thus the trap
population, whatever Its origin, will be subject to statistical fluctuation, the effects of which can never be
appreciated on large test capacitors.
Recently we described a technique which uses a Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) system to
overcome some of these limitations.
In this method, DLTS scans of the capacitance change are obtained and
an Arrhenlus plot then yields activation energies characteristic of the generation mechanisms.
This method also
has advantages over single-shot Zerbst in terms of its high sensitivity, principally becaue the data are a result
of signal averaging in a relatively noise-free part of the spectrum,
Essentially, the DLTS output is the
difference between two successive measurements of the device capacitance.
This means that flicker noise and
d.c. offset are subtracted out, enabling devices with very small quiescent capacitances to be measured. Hence
the technique can be used to directly measure micron-sized devices.
Unfortunately it was necessary to
comiderably simplify the nlysi because, as the temperature is varied, some of the macroscopic parameters of
the speimen (such as the equilibrium Inversion capaclisee Cf and the carrier concentration n) change.
The
present paper describes the use of an isothermal variant of the DLTS technique, for which the temperature is
maintained conn throughout a scan of the system's ratewindow.
(1)
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2 - THE ISOTHERMAL TECHNIOUE
A family of DLTS peaks obtained on an MOS test capacitor by the I-DLTS measurements is shown in
Figure 1. Unlike normal DLTS, the signal AC is plotted against the logarithm of the rate window, with
temperature as a parameter. There are several additional advantages in measuring emission transients using the
isothermal variety of DLTS,
In particular, stressing of the sample resulting from the application of
temperature cycles is minimised because it is not necessary to take the sample repeatedly through a wide range
of temperatures. Such considerations are of particular importance in MOS devices where temperature cycling to
cryogenic temperatures often results in degradation.
Essentially, the technique consists in scanning the system rate window over a wide range whilst maintaining the
temperature constant. The measurement is then repeated at other fixed temperatures in order to obtain a
These are used to produce an activation plot but since each DLTS peak is a
family of DLTS peaks.
measurement of an unchanging capacitance transient, it is possible, by manipulating the data constituting one
peak, to replot the original transient.
This exercise can in fact be carried out with a high degree of
accuracy. It might seem paradoxical that such a reconstruction should be undertaken but itgives rise to more
noise-free data than a single direct measurement of the transient. The rate window is defined by two sampling
periods, the mid point of these occurring at times t, and t 2 after the device has been switched into depletion.
The ratio between these two times is kept constant at 2 (i.e. t 2/t,=2). The sampling times are swept across
the transient starting at the lowest values of the sample times t, and t . This corresponds to the highest rate
window. An Arrhenius plot can be constructed from the position of the DLTS peaks and information
concerning the generation mechanisms obtained in the same way as described previously using the temperature
scanning technique 3 .
In order to reconstruct the C-t transient from the DLTS peaks, we must convert the C(t ) - C(t 2) vs. rate
window data which are produced by the DLTS measurement, into the actual values of the capacitance as a
function of time. To do this it is important that the first measurement, corresponding to the shortest sampling
times, should give rise to a signal which is negligible compared to the quiescent capacitance of the device.
The reason for this is that the change in capacitance between t=O and t--t,(), where t,(1) is the shortest
sampling time used in the scan, is not known and is assumed to be zero. In practice this condition is readily
satisfied within the range of normal measurement temperatures. The driver software is written in such a way
that the times t, and t 2 double every 12 points, this number being chosen to generate an appropriate number
of data points. This means that at any measurement point other than the first twelve points, the time of the
second sampling time, t7 , is equal to the value of the first sample, tl,twelve points back. This may be
expressed more conveniently in mathematical terms, as follows, where i corresponds to the ithdata point of
the scan:
t2 (l)

-

t,(i-12)

for 1>12

(2)

This relationship between the two samples is used to construct the capacitance transient from the DLTS result.
The time at the mid-point of the first
sampling gate t, isthe time t(i)
of the C-t pair, and the capacitance
C(i) isextracted in the following way from the DLTS data: first,
the capacitance difference between the value
at t = 0 and at the time t = tI is computed for all points; then, this capacitance is added to the difference
between the maximum (saturated)
value of the capacitance, and the previously determined value of the
equilibrium inversion capacitance Cf. In the case of the first twelve points for which the signal AC should be
negligibly small, the values of C(i) are set equal to AC, which means, in effect, that we are ignoring the
capacitance change between t=O and t--t,
for the first 12 points:
C(l) - AC(l)

for 14112

(3)

It follows that for all the remaining points:
C(i) - AC(l) + C(I-12)

for I > 12

(4)

As both of the samples reach the flat, equilibrium part of the C-t curve. C(i) will saturate. This saturated
value Csat is compared to the measured inversion capacitance Cf, and the difference, dC = Cf-Csat, isadded
to all the C(i) values obtained from equations (3) and (4). The array elements C(i) now hold the actual
capacitance of the device at the time t(i)
= tl(i)
following the return to the quiescent reverse bias after the
accumulation pulse, thus completing the conversion of the DLTS data to the capacitance transient.
3 -

EXPERIMENTAL ILLUSTRATION

The Arrhenius plot, derived from the data in Figure 1, isshown in Figure 2. Ityields
a straight
linewith
an activation energy of 429 meV. This low energy eliminates the possibility that the minority carriers
originate In the bulk and diffuse to the depletion region. In such cases the process is activated at near band
gap energy.
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If the dominant generation mechanism is due to generation via deep states within the depletion layer an
energy of slightly more than half band gap (650meV) is observed 3. In the case shown it is considerably less
and it is likely that the generation is dominated by surface phenomena. Carrying out a reconstruction of the
C-t transient from one of the I-DLTS peaks and performing the Zerbst analysis, as shown in Figure 3,
provides support for this interpretation. Indeed, apart from the later stages of the recovery, the Zerbst plot
exhibits a constant generation current, independent of the width of the depletion layer. This does not fit the
model for deep level generation within the depletion layer, but is consistent with surface generation in a large
area device. The value obtained for the carrier generation lifetime from this plot is meaningless since the
Zerbst plot is virtually flat. The fit to the C-t plot was computed by solving Zerbst's equation using the
values for the surface generation velocity obtained from the Zerbst analysis.
Not surprisingly, the transient
response time is solely dependent on the value of the intercept of the Zerbst plot with the vertical axes.
From the Zerbt plot, it is immediately evident that depletion layer generation is not responsible for the
inversion. However, both the constant generation currents and the high temperature at which the measurements
were obtained, make a diffusion component from the bulk the favourite contender. However, in this case we
Although Schroder and
know that4 this is not possible because of the small value of the activation energy.
Nathanson showed that surface generation, especially from a lateral depletion region, could play an important
role as a source of minority carriers, diffusion from the bulk and deep level generation in the depletion layer
are often assumed to be the only important sources of minority carriers to feed the inversion process. It
should also be remembered that the relative importance of surface generation compared to diffusion and
depletion layer generation increases as the device size shrinks, making this source of generation very important
in very small devices. Unfortunately the Zerbst plot does not permit a distinction to be drawn between the
sources of carriers which are not dependent on depletion width.
However, the Arrhenius plot provides
conclusive evidence that the process is not a band to band excitation (this would have an activation energy
> 1 eV) so eliminating the possibility of minority carrier diffusion being a major process in this case.
Although such an Arrhenius plot could be obtained from conventional DLTS the Zerbst plot cannot be
reconstructed and, again, ambiguity persists which only I-DLTS resolves.
The surface generation velocity Sg under the gate can be calculated from:
S (t)

-

9

( D
-o.

f ox

INsYz(t)

-- ,.

2nF

CoxXz(tl

oxz
r'

5

(5)

I

where Xz(t) and Yz(t) are the X and Y co-ordinates of the Zerbst plot; 7i is the effective generation lifetime
calculated from the slope of the Zerbst plot and which includes any contribution by surface generation from
the lateral depletion region Cox is the oxide capacitance, Dox is the oxide thickness, Cf is the quiescent
capacitance in inversion, N. is the substrate doping concentration, ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, and
f and cox arc the dielectric permittivities of the semiconductor and of the oxide, respectively. The value of
surface generation velocity obtained from the data in Figure 3 is 90 cm/s over most of the time span.
4 - CONCLUSIONS
The I-DLTS method is an extremely useful addition to the assessment methods available for MOS devices. It
complements the long-established Zerbat method and it is possible to construct a Zerbst plot from the I-DLTS
measurement which can result in remarkably noise-free data.
This allows the direct measurement of
sub-micron devices. Very importantly, the combination of I-DLTS data with the Zerbst analysis permits a
complete separation of the various mechanisms giving their dependence on depletion width and the activation
energy of the process. The technique uses the high sensitivity of a conventional DLTS system for accurately
measuring inversion layer formation on devices of any size, down to sub-micron dimensions. It is a routine
matter to repeat the isothermal measurement at several temperatures and produce an Arrhenius plot of the
DLTS peaks. This yields the activation energies of the dominant generation processes.
As it is possible to re-construct the capacitance transient which gave rise to the DLTS peak a complete Zerbst
analysis can be carried out on the highly accurate capacitance-time data. Since the temperature of the sample
is held constant throughout a scan, the time taken for a measurement is not limited by the time required to
change and measure the temperature of the sample. Moreover, it is not necessary to stress the sample by
continuously sweeping it through a wide range of tcmperatures.
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A family of DLTS processed
inversion transients plotted as
a function of rate window.
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A normalised capacitance time plot reconstructed
from the I-DLTS measurement at 332K shown in Figure
I,
and (b) The Zerbst plot derived from (a). The
horizontal portion shows that the carrier generation
proem is not a function of depletion width and so the
minority carriers are produced at the semiconductor
surface or diffuse to the depletion region from the bulk.
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CMOS TECHNOLOGY FOR CCD VIDEO MEMORIES
G.J.T. DAVIDS, P.B. HARTOG, J.W. SLOTBOOM, G. STREUTKER,
A.G. van der SIJDE and W. WIERTSEMA
Philips Research Laboratories, PO Box 80.000, NL-5600 JA Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

ABSTRACT - A 2new double polysilicon gate technology for an 835 Kbit CCD video memory with
a cell of 4x4 tm [11 is presented. The spacer technology for the LDD MOSFET's is integrated in
the isolation of the double poly CCD structure. This makes the CCD fully compatible with standard
CMOS processing and relaxes the anisotropic plasma etching of second poly electrodes. The
charge transfer efficiency is high for a SCCD without fat zero (E - 2.10'). Measurements and
calculations on the charge transfer show no degradation for doping concentrations below
8- 101 cm-. The leakage current density is measured on the 835 Kbit memory and agrees with
earlier measurements on a 308 Kbit CCD video memory [2,6].
INTRODUCTION
CCD memories are particularly suited for video and audio applications because of the serial data stream,
and have a cell size which is 2 to 3 times smaller than a DRAM cell. Double polysilicon gate technology
is well known for its application in CCD's. However, downscaling of the conventional double poly
technology for high densisty CCD memories is not straightforward. The conventional thermal inter poly
oxide, based on selective oxidation of phosphorus doped poly, is not compatible with short channel LDD
MOSFET's. An attractive alternative is the integration of the well known oxide spacer technology for the
LDD MOSFET's in the inter poly isolation of the SCCD. This makes the double poly CCD structure fully
compatible with standard CMOS processing, and relaxes anisotropic etching of the second poly as will be2
shown. With the new double poly technology an 835 Kbit CCD video memory [11 with a cell of 4x4 pm
is realized in a 1.3,pm single metal CMOS process.
From measurements and calculations on the charge transfer in the new double poly CCD structure the
substrate doping concentration is optimized. Leakage current densities at higher temperatures are
measured in the 835 Kbit memory fabricated in the new double poly technology. They are compared with
earlier measurements on a 308 Kbit CCD video memory [2,61.
TECHNOLOGY
The process flow for the double poly CCD structure and its integration with p-channel and LDD n-channel
MOSFET's in a 1.3 pm N-wel! CMOS process are shown in fig. 1. A cross section of a CCD memory cell
with a pitch of 4 Am is shown in fig. 2, and the gap between first and second poly is shown in fig. a The
double poly structure with anisotropically etched second poly can be seen in a detail of the 835 Kbit
memory in fig. 4. In contrast with a conventional thermal inter poly oxide based on selective oxidation, the
spacer isolation gives the option to choose independently the thickness of the inter poly oxide and of the
second gate oxide [3j. In our case (fig. 1)the thickness of the second gate oxide is 400 A with an inter
poly oxide thickness of 0.25 pm. The first gate oxide is 250 A thick. The smooth interfaces of the inter
poly oxide yield a high (> 25 V) inter poly breakdown voltage. The spacer isolation also relaxes the
anisotropic plasma etching of the second poly, since the spacers of the first poly gates have positive slopes
(fig. 2 and 3). Negative slopes that occur with a conventional thermal inter poly oxide can yield residual
poly ridges after plasma etching causing shorts between adjacent second poly gates.
NMOS CCD test structures with relaxed dimensions without LDD's were processed with both the conventional and the new double poly technology for a comparison of the charge transfer. A detail and the process
flow of a test structure with the conventional double poly isolation is shown in fig. 5. Silicon nitride spacers
are applied (see fig. 5) with extra processing steps in order to prevent for the residual second poly ridges.
The thickness of the first gate oxide is kept again at 250 A, and with the selective oxidation 800 A of
second gate oxide is grown on monosilicon simultaneously with 2300 A of oxide on first poly.
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CHARACTERIZATION
The characterization and optimization of the new CCD memory structure will be discussed. With the combination of a 5 V four phase push clocking scheme (fig. 7) and thin gate oxides, a high charge density of
3-10 12 el./cm 2 is realized. This results in a high charge transfer efficiency as can be seen in fig. 6a. It
shows that the signal loss after 200 transfers is relatively small for a SCCD without fat zero (E = 210 -4).
Although the monosilicon interface under the second poly electrodes has been exposed to the plasma etching during the formation of the spacer, see fig. lb, careful processing gives a reliable second gate oxide.
This also appears from a comparison of the charge transfer with measurements on the CCD structures
that were processed with the conventional inter poly isolation. The measurements yield the same charge
transfer efficiency and not a higher, as would have been expected in the case of a damaged monosilicon
interface for the new technology.
Care has to be taken with the doping underneath the CCD electrodes. The result of 2D numerical simulations of the charge transport in fig. 7 demonstrates that, at high doping concentrations, unwanted potential
barriers are introduced in the gap region between successive gates (see fig. 7 positions A and B). Below
the line "inter-electrode potential barrier" in fig. 8 complete charge transfer is possible. However, if the gap
becomes too small, high lateral electric fields will give avalanche charge multiplication [4,51. Threshold
voltage measurements on dual gate transistor structures agree with these simulations and show (fig. 9)
that for an oxide spacer of 0.3 Am the doping concentration in the CCD should be kept below about
8-10 15cm4 in order to prevent for the unwanted potential barriers. Fig. 6b shows the strong degradation
of the charge transfer at too high a doping concentration.
At higher temperatures the leakage current density increases strongly particularly due to diffusion of
minority carriers from the bulk. The measured CCD leakage current densities in the 835 Kbit memory
made in the new double poly technology agree (see fig. 10) with earlier measurements on a 308 Kbit
memory which was processed in a poly/metal gate 2 Am NMOS technology [2,61. The typical leakage current density at T = 900C is 0.2 pAcm . In the 835 Kbit CCD video memory the influence of the leakage
current is much less than in the 308 Kbit memory not only because the cell area is 3 times smaller but
also because the signal charge is 1.7 times higher. This is illustrated in fig. 11. The leakage charge compared to the signal charge is only 3% at 900C and 20 msec delay time in the 835 Kbit memory, while for
the 308 Kbit memory it is 15%.
CONCLUSIONS
With a new double poly technology an 835 Kbit CCD video memory [1] with a cell of 4x4 pm2 is realized
in a 1.3 nm
single metal CMOS process. The integration of the oxide spacer technology for the LDD
MOSFET's in the inter poly isolation of the SCCD makes the double poly CCD structure fully compatible
with standard CMOS processing and relaxes the anisotropic etching of second poly. A high charge transfer
efficiency without fat zero (c
e= 2. 10"4) is obtained if the substrate doping concentration is kept below
8.105 cm"3 . CCD's fabricated with conventional inter poly isolation show a comparable charge transfer
efficiency but are not compatible with short channel LDD MOSFET's. The leakage current density
measured on the 835 Kbit CCD agrees with earlier measurements on a 308 Kbit memory, however in the
835 Kbit the influence of the leakage charge at higher temperatures is less due to the 3 times smaller cell
size and 1.7 times higher stored signal charge.
References:
[1) H.J.M. Veendrick e.a., "An 835 Kbit video serial memory (VSM)", ISSCC 1988, p. 44.
121 M.J.M. Pelgrom e.a., "A digital field memory for TV-receivers", Internat. Conf. on Consumer Electronics,
June 1983, Chigago.
131R.M. Levin and "T.Sheng, J. Electrochem. Soc. Vol. 130, no. 9, p. 1894 (1984).
141 J.W. Slotboom et al., "High-density CCD video-memories: physics and technology", Conf. on Solid
State Devices and Materials, Tokyo 1986, p. 315.
151J.W. Slotboom et al., "Surface impact ionization in silicon devices", IEDM 1987, p. 494.
161J.W. Slotboom et al., "Leakage current in high density CCD memory structures", IEDM 1981, p. 667.
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EFFECTS OF MECHA ICAL STRESS ON MOS STRUCTURES WITH TISi 2 GATES
P.J. REUTERS, J. GIESE, M. OFFENBERG, W. RICHTER, S. EWERT and P. BALK
Inst. of Semiconductor Electronics and Inst. of Physics, Technical
University Aachen, D-5100 Aachen, F.R.G.

RWsum6 - Un piegeage d'ilectrons et une g~nbration densit6 d'etats

Sl'interface par linjection d'6lectrons ainsi qu'une deterioration du
comportement de rupture ont 6t observd dans des capacit~s MOS
ayant une 6lectrode de grille en TiSi2 . Ces effets sont plus
prononcs pour des Cpaisseurs d'dlectrode plus importantes. Its
semblent etre causes par des contraintes m~chaniques provoqu~es
par Il'ectrode de grille de ce systime MOS.

Abstract - MOS capacitors

with TISI2 gate electrode show electron

trapping, interface state generation upon electron Injection and
reduction of breakdown strength; these effects become more
pronounced for electrodes with increasing thickness. Evidence is
presented that this degradation of the insulator is due to mechanical
stress in the MOS system caused by the gate.
I

-

Introduction

TiSi 2 is an interesting material for Interconnection, contact and MOSFET gate
application because of its low resistivity and its ability to reduce native oxide
films. For this reason this sticide finds application in the VLSI technology.
MOS capacitors with TISi 2 gate were found to show properties typical for
highly defective insulator films. They contain electron traps with capture
cross-sections of 10 - 15 to 10- 1 6 cm 2 . Similar traps were found in oxides
Implanted with TI and electroded with A]. This suggests that the traps in the
first case could also be due to TI. The above explanation would fit In with the
observed diffusion behavior of Ti Implanted into SiO 2 . However, the silicide
gate leads to the occurrence of heavy compressive stress at the Si-SiO 2
interface. It will be shown that the compressive stress rather than indiffusion of
TI Into the oxide Is responsible for the degradation In MOS properties.
2 - Experimental
The samples used for electrical mesurements were MOS capacitors fabricated
on p-type (100) Si substrates. After growing oxide films of 50 and 90 nm in 0 2
silicide gates were prepared by e-gun coevaporation of Ti and Si. Polycide
structures were fabricated by growing a 250 nm LPCVD poly-Si layer, doping it
with As by Ion implantation and finally depositing a Ti/Si film. Sflicide
formation was carried out at 8000C in Ar. Capacitors were defined by optical
lithography and dry etching. Avalanche Injection, Fowler-Nordheim injection.
quasi static C-V and I-V measurements were performed to characterize the
trapping behavior, the Interface state generation and the breakdown of the
structures.
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The samples for stress determination were fully TiSi 2 coated oxidized Si
wafers in the case of nterferometeric measurement of the radius of curvature.
For determining the shift of the SI TO phonon by Raman spectroscopy partially
coated samples were used. Both measurement techniques yield information on
the stress at the SI-SIO 2 interface.
3 - Results and discussion
Results on the electron trapping in a sample with 90 nm oxide and 200 nm
TISI 2 are shown in fig.1. This figure gives the shift in flatband voltage in
lot that
dependence on the density of injected electrons. It follows from this
-2
the oxide contains traps with cross-sections In the 10-15 to 10-6 cm
region. However, removal of the suicide and replacing it with an evaporated Al
electrode leads to the disappearance of most of the traps. This suggests that
mechanical stress is dominating the trapping behavior. In contrast to chemical
Interaction between the silicide and the S10 2 , stress effects should exhibit a
shows electron
dependence on the thickness of the silicide film. Fig. 2
trapping data for MOS capacitors with TiSt2 gates of different thickness. The
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Fig. 2: Effect of TiSi2 thickness on
electron trapping behavior

SiO2 film in these samples was 50 nm. For comparison, dat, on samples with
polycide and with poly-SI gates are also shown. The low trapping density in the
latter case Is apparent. The trapping in the silicide gate capacitors indeed
increases with the thickness of the gate electrode.
Similarly. the generation of the interface states upon Fowler-Nordheim
injection of electrons is highest for the sample with the thickest TiSi 2
electrode (fig.3). The injecting field had to be lowered in order to avoid the
breakdown of this sample. Already at a low density of injected electrons a large
density of interface traps is observed. Before injection all samples exhibited
interface trap densities around 10 1 0 cm- 2 . In fig. 4 typical I-V curves showing
the breakdown behavior of samples with different gates are presented. Polycide
gate samples show a breakdown field comparable to that found with poly-Si
gates. The values for the polycide gates are distinctly lower and decrease with
electrode thickness. These observations indicate that the poly-Si interlayer in
the polycide samples lowers the stress level near the Si-SIO 2 interface.
The optical interference method provides average stress values parallel to the
interface over relatively large areas. In all silicide and polycide gate samples
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this stress is compressive. Only in the poly-Si gate samples the stress was
tensile but very small. Increasing 71Si2 thickness leads to higher stress levels
at the SI-SIO 2 interface (fig. 5). The stress in polycide gate samples was
distinctly lower which indicates the role of the poly-Si film in reducing the
overall stress.
-
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Fig. 3: Effect of TiSi 2 thickness on
interface state generation

On the other hand. Raman measurement of the phonon frequency presents
information on the deformation of the lattice perpendicular to the interface/1 /
In this case the observed reduction of the phorion frequency indicates a
stretching of the Si-Si bonds, corresponding to tensile stress in this direction.
In contrast to the interferometric approach the Raman measurement provides
information on stresses localized in relatively small areas. These are
determined by the beam diameter, which in our case amounted to
approximately 20 gim. It was ascertained by working with different beam
intensities that the ob-erved effects were not affected by local sample heating.
The derivation of absolute values for the stress is somewhat problematic for this
method. The data in fig. 6 show the change of the stress in the vicinity of the
5
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edge of a silicide gate. Also in this technique an increase in the stress (which Is
tensile In this case) for thicker TISi 2 films is observed. When passing the edge
to the silicide the stress increases monotonically, i.e. without passing through a
peak value. This finding may be contrasted with reports of stress concentration
(i.e. a maximum value of this quantity) at such topographical features /2.3/.
However, it should be remembered that our technique presents Information on
the stress perpendicular to the surface, whereas the data in /2,3/ refer to the
parallel direction.
From the data presented in the present study It may be concluded that
chemical effects do not play a determining role in the degradation of the MOS
properties of sulicide gate capacitors. Stress effects alone are responsible for
these effects.
/I/

Richter. W.: in Springer Tracts in modern Physics Vol. 78, ed. G. H6hler,
Z.A. Niekisch, Springer 1976

/2/ Zekeriya. V.. Wong, A-. and Ma. T.-P., Appl. Phys. Lett. 42 (1985) 80
/3/ Serebrinsky, J.H.. Sol. St. Electr. 1_3 (1970) 1435
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LATCH-UP FREE VLSI CMOS CIRCUITS CONSIDERING POWER-ON TRANSIENTS
W. RECZEK, J. WINNERL* and W. PRIBYL

Siemens AG, Components Group, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 MUnchen 83,
F.R.G.
*Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000 Manchen, F.R.G.

0

SR6eum - Le prdsent article se propose de foxmiler lea conditions d'apparition du
latch-up a condition de power-on et d'en 6tablir lea origines physiques, d'indiquer lee
tudances actuelles permttant
coxcepticn des circuits et de

de rduire
faire un

l'acuit4 du probl&se au
bilan des mesures pernettant

niveau de la
une meilleure

protection des systftres & l'6gaxd de ce rkh~~x1nbb.
Abstract - Power-on latch-up is depending on circuit design and technology. The use of
an epilayer increases the latch-up hardness of conventional CMOS (LCGIC) while for
n-well
HO)S with VBB generator (DRAM) the latch-up suszeptibility is increased because
of the capacitive voltage divider in the peripery and the high effective substrate
shunt resistance. Therefore protection circuits provide latch-up free operation.
1 - INTRODUCTION

technology in the micron and submicron range is strongly related to
The success of a OS
latch-up hardness. So far, most latch-up investigation was done on simple four layer test
structures, which gives an insight in the physics of the latch-up effect. For latch-up predictions the circuit environmeit is essential, especially for power-on latch-up. The usefulless of technology and circuit measures for latch-up prevention considering power-on are discussed.
2 - LATCH-UP TEST STRUCTURE AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AT POWER-ON
to a CMOS inverter provided with an additional
The latch-up test structure Fig.la is identical
+
spacing is 6pm (X=2pm and Y=4pm). Each diffusion
field oxide polysilicon gate. The total nrp
of the test structure can be connected separately. Samples have been fabricated in a 1pm
n-well CMOS technology.
Besides the 'functional unit' latch-up path, the environment of the latch-up path also has to
VDD

b)

a)

C:

-

C.

R.R
Y

X4

CAM

C_

VBBO

r

Fig.1: latch-up test structure and equivalent circuit at power-on.
a.) Cross section of the test structure.
b.) Equivalent circuit of an n-well CMOS structure (DRAM) with the latch-up sensitive
CM path, the cell area with cell plate generator and VBB generator /l/.
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be considered. The ccnventical two transistor eguivalent circuit is extended by elements describing the environment. As an exasple, Fig.lb shows the equivalent circuit of an n-well CMS
structure (DRAM, /l/) with the latch-up sensitive OK)S path, the cell area with the cell plate
genesrator and the on chip VBB generator.
3 - LATCH-UP DURING POWER-ON

Fig.3 shows the pawer-ai behaviour of an n-lwell CHOS structure with VBB generator. At the oomnt of powar-on the substrate is floating because substrate bias can only be generated after
a certain time delay. With floating substrate the effective substrate shunt resistance is
nearly infinite. Therefore, the substrate potential VEB is determined through a capacitive
voltage divider by the supply voltage vMo (see Pig. lb). V1D changes, especially the rise at
pOmer-M, ar coupled into the substrate by C- (VBB-VID) and buffered by C (VBB-VSS). The
rising Vro leads to a positive peak on VBE. The level of this peak determines whether latch-up
is triggered (Fig.2c) or not (Fig.2b).
V M

a)

C+

"

FtVa-Gen.

b)

c)

IVIV
Ve

Vo

,Ltc-u

SCR

2 Vs

2 Vs

Fig.2: POWer-on of an n-well COS circuit, a) measurement setup, b) VBB and VDD without
latch-up, c) VBB and vI with latch-up.
3.1 - CRITICAL CAPACITANCE RATIO FOR POWER-ON LATCH-UP
7he necessary ramp rate to trigger power-on latch-up depends on the capacitances C. and C
Fig.3a shows the critical ramp rate (CRR) dV/dt vs. C- with VDD and C as parameters. For high
C- (C.>lnF) the CRR is independent of C (dV/dt*C. = ccnst.). Decreasing C-, a Cvalue is
fomd, where the structure is latch-up free even for infinite ranp rate RR. Cdecreases
for increasing VM, because for a given R the charge built up by the displacement current increases with increasing final VDD level.
a)
b)
Critical ramp rate CRR (V/s)

b

Supply voltage V
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C-I I
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Fig.3: Poer-M latch-up. a.) Critical rasp rate RR vs. C- with parameter Vr
b.) minimn supply voltage V00 with infinite RR vs. ratio C./C_.
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Fig.3b shows the minimum VW with infinite RR, which triggers latch-up, vs. the ratio C_/C..
Using the ratio C /C. as a variable, one single linear function describes the overall pWer-on
latch-up behaviour.
3.2 - COMPARISON OF LOGIC AND DRAM
The maximum allowable RR and final VMDlevel for latch-up free power-on of circuits with VEB
generator iu determined by the ratio of C /C.
In the case of IUIC circuits a capacitance
ratio C../C of 1/3 results at power-on. Shis ratio of 1/3 shows to be near the safe area.
Additionally it has to be mentioned that in ILGIC circuits normally no VBB generator is used.
Lhe substrate is grounded to VSS.
In the case ot MRAMs with cell plate bias (VU) or VM/2) a typical capacitance ratio C./C of
20 is found. C. is mainly determined by the cell plate capacitance C,
(also called C.)._
4 - HOW TO AVOID POWER-ON LATCH-UP
7he latch-up hardness of circuits can be improved by technology and circuit design (protection
circuits).
4.1 - TECHNOLOGY

%he use of an epilayer over highly doped substrate is well known to improve the static latchup hardness. With grounded substrate the critical current to initiate latch-up is increased by
orders of magnitude /3/. But for circuits with VBB generator (especially Imms) the power-on
latch-up hardness is a main problem because of the increased effective substrate shunt resistance. The latch-up free regime for infinite RR in Fig.3b can not be improved. For finite RR
and a given C_ the critical R is even reduced by a factor of 2 with epi /3/. This is due to
the higher current gain of the lateral parasitic bipolar transistor in the epi case. A
crmparison of the lateral bipolar transistor current gain for epi and non epi is shown in
Fig. 4.
Surrent gainw

-1

9
Epi 8 Pm

6-

Substrate

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.8
0.6
Collector current Ic (mA)

1.0
--

Fig.4: Cirrent gain of the lateral bipolar transistor vs. the collector current I. for epi
and nonepi.
4.2 - PROTECTION CIRCUIT

In RAN
the main part of C_ is represented by C.,.. A protection circuit reduces the effective C. by disconnecting C_.. frcm VMDor the plate voltage generator during power-on (Fig.5).
Fig.5b show that the latch-up free regime is increased for a certain ratio C_/C. so that no
latch-up occurs.
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Fig.5t Power-on latch-up with and without protection circuit. a.) Critical RR vs. C_b.) minimum supply voltage VDD with infinite RR vs. ratio C_/C.

and

5 - CONCLUSION

Besides the 'functional unit' latch-up path, which is represented by the latch-up test structure, the environment of this path also has to be considered. This is of special importance
when the power-n latch-up hardness is investigated. Latch-up savety during power-on can be
achieved by increasing C /C.
or reducing VDD. For the case of a DRAM with VBB generator, the
capacitance ratio C
-/C
of 20 is leading to a high risk of latch-up during power-on. Spi, a
unique measure for static latch-up suppression can even lead to a reduction of power-on latchup hardness in circuits with on-chip generated substrate bias. in this case it is necessary to
use protection circuits to achieve power-on latch-up free circuits.
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NON-DESTRUCTIVE CHJRACTERISATION OF DEVICE PROCESSING OF SILICON-ON-SAPPHIRE

(SOS) WAFERS
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Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, St Andrews Road, Malvern,
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Abstract - Spectrosopic ellipsometry has been used to obtain microstructural and layer
thickness information from processed SOS wafers consisting of poly-Si/gate oxide/epiSi/sapphire structures. Oxide thickness and interface roughness increased for 0.1 im
SOS wafers. Poly-Si formed by annealing a-Si deposited layers had the best dielectric
function and similar structure and thicknesses were obtained on bulk and SOS wafers.
1 - INTRODUCTION
Processing of SOS wafers for CMOS devices involves the formation of a thin gate oxide (400A)
followed by deposition of a doped polycrystalline (poly-Si) layer (-4000A) for the gate
contact. Thicknesses of these layers are usually estimated from similar layers grown on bulk
monitor wafers. However, differences may occur due to the location of the wafers in the
reactor or because of different oxidation and growth rates for bulk wafers. Standard
measurement techniques used in silicon processing laboratories, eg single-wavelength
ellipsometry or interferometry, cannot be used for SOS multilayer structures. In this work
we report the first use of spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) to measure directly the gate oxide
and poly-Si thicknesses on SOS wafers. Comparison between bulk and SOS wafers indicates
differences occurring as the Si epi-layer thickness is reduced. In addition, the depth
profiling capability of SE has been used to obtain information on the rough surface
overlayer, the degree of crystallinity of the poly-Si and its dependence on doping and
annealing conditions.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL
A series of SOS wafers with Si epi-layer thicknesses of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.6 im were
thermally oxidised at 900*C in the same furnace to produce oxide thicknesses in the range
350-500A. Poly-Si gate contacts were produced on the oxidised 0.4 J'm SOS wafers using two
CVD deposition temperatures. Deposition at 580*C produced an amorphous Si (n-Si) layer while
deposition at 617*C produced a small grain size (500-1000A) poly-Si layer. These layers were
subsequently annealed at 900*C for 30 minutes in a POC1 3 atmosphere followed by 60 seconds HF
etch. The high temperature doping step causes recrystallisation of the a-Si layer and an
increase in grain size of the poly-Si layer, but the former has a more uniform distribution
of large grains (OOOA to 5000A) as assessed by TEM (A G Cullis et al, unpublished work).
Similar processing steps were also performed on bulk Si wafers for comparison. Spectroscopic
ellipsometry measurements were made at each step, over the wavelength range 230-850 na with
75" angle of incidence, using a commercial SOPRA rotating-polariser instrument.
3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(M)

Oxide Deposition Stage

Single-wavelength ellipsometry or Nanospec interferometry as normdlly employed at A - 633 nm
(He-Ne laser) cannot be used to measure the thickness of gate oxides on SOS, since the light
penetration depth is greater than the epi-layer thickness (d). The wavelength-scanning
facility of SE allows a wavelength region to be chosen where the penetration depth is less
than d. For X - 230-400 m the light only penetrates a few hundred A into the underlying Si
layer. This region has been used to make a direct comparison of oxides grown in the same
furnace on bulk and SOS wafers. In addition to the oxide thickness, the theoretical fits to
the spectra can be used to obtain an estimate of any non-stoichiometric or rough interface
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layer (eg SMOx).
Typical raw spectra are shown in Figure 1 which compares results from oxidised bulk and
8
0.1 Ui SOS wafers, together with fitted curves. At about A - 0.3 p m the beginning of
interference fringes can be seen as the light penetrates through to the sapphire substrate.
The peaks in tan * and cos A are clearly shifted to longer wavelengths for the SOS wafer,
providing an imediate visual indication of increased oxide thickness. In addition, the fits
indicate a much higher interface thickness (modelled as SO, a physical mixture of 1:1
c-Si:SiO2) for the 0.1 pm SOS wafer. The variation of SiO 2 and interface thickness with SOS
epi-layer thickness is shown in Figure 2. For d > 0.2 pm the total oxide thickness is the
same for bulk and SOS wafers, although the interface is a higher proportion of the total
thickness in the SOS case. The SiO interface observed here is presumably due to
microroughness at the initial growth interface and the thicker interface for SOS compared to
bulk wafers probably reflects the rougher initial surface of SOS /l/. However, for d
4 0.2 pm, both the Si0 2 and interface thicknesses increase, with a dramatic increase for
0.1 pm SOS. For this epi thickness, the total thickness has increased by - 6% with the
interface roughness almost doubled. The increased oxide thickness might be expected due to
the greater density of (221) microtwin defects occurring within - 0.1 pm of the sapphire
interface /2/. Any deviations of orientation from <100>, the slowest oxidation plane, would
resplt in enhanced oxidation rates and the high density of microtwins may also produce a
rougher surface and hence a thicker interface layer when oxidised.
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(ii) Poly-Si Deposition and Annealing Stage
SE measurements in the short wavelength region for the poly-Si deposited wafers can be used
to obtain information on the microscopically rough surface overlayer and the crystallinity of
the poly-Si. The dielectric function thus calculated for the poly-Si is then used for the
complete spectrum to obtain thicknesses of the multi-layer structure, ie the poly-Si and gate
oxide as well as the Si epi-layer thickness. Figure 3 shows pseudo-dielectric function,
<0 - <E> + i< I>, spectra for poly-Si layers produced on oxidised 0.41j
m SOS wafers.
Identical results were obtained on the bulk Si comparison wafers. This series of curves
provides a visual indication of the change in poly-Si structure as a function of deposition
and annealing conditions. The best, ie highest magnitude <t Ii> result is obtained for the
annealed layer deposited in amorphous form at 580*C. This spectrum agrees well with that for
a c-Si sample with 25A native oxide except in the 0.36 ji m region, where effects of the high P
doping will be important. The 580*C deposited layer is clearly amorphous since no structure
is observed at 0.295 or 0.36 Um, while the 617*C layer is small-grained poly-Si (a
combination of n-Si, c-Si and voids) in agreement with TEM results. The <ti> values for this
layer after annealing are improved but are not as good as the annealed 580*C layer,
indicating a higher concentration of voids and/or a rougher surface. This sequence of polySi quality as a function of deposition and annealing conditions is in good agreement with TEM
results and confirms the data obtained previously by Harbeke et al /2/. Detailed fits to the
spectra indicate 40% c-Si, 40% a-Si, 20% voids for the 617C as-deposited poly-Si layer,
improving to 87% c-Si, 6%o-Si, 7% voids on annealing. However this compares with 98% c-Si,
1% a -Si and 1% voids for the annealed 580*C layer (see Fig 4), confirming that the lower
temperature deposition produces a better quality layer on annealing.
The spectra for the poly-Si layers deposited on oxidised bulk wafers have been analysed in
detail for layer thicknesses for comparison with Nanospec results. Figure 4 shows the result
for an annealed 580*C layer and the quality of fit can be seen to be very good. The poly-Si
layer thicknesses agreed with Nanospec readings within +10%. Best agreement (within 42) was
obtained for the layer with poly-Si optical constants closest to c-Si. However for the other
layers the Nanospec appears to underestimate the thickness when voids are present and overestimate when a-Si is present. This would be expected due to the assumption of a constant
refractive index by the Nanospec analysis program, and indicates taaL inaccurate results will
be obtained if the poly-Si structure is variable or significantly different to c-Si.
Individual layer thicknesses can also be obtained from the SOS multi-layer structures.
Figure 5 shows a spectrum in the region beyond 0.4 jim where the light penetrates the complete
structure. Fits to the spectra give poly-Si and epi-Si layer thicknesses with 90% confidence
limits-5%. Thicknesses of poly-Si layers produced under the same conditions on bulk and SOS
wafers agreed within-80A. The Si epi-layer thickness of SOS wafers was found to vary
considerably but was within the specified tolerance of +10% when allowance was made for the
material converted to oxide. The two theoretical curves in Figure 5 show the sensitivity to
the gate oxide thickness. This mainly affects the peaks at 0.47 and 0.62 Jimand can be
determined with a 90% confidence limit of +20%. To determine this thickensa, measurements
must be made at the 75* angle of incidence used here, since the 0.62 Um peak does not occur
at other angles.
4 - CONCLUSIONS

Spectroscopic ellipsometry has been used to obtain microstructural and thickness information
non-destructively from processed SOS wafers which cannot be obtained by standard methods.
Thus the technique has potential as an on-line process monitor.
REFERENCES
/I/ Pickering C, Dixon S, Gasson D B, Robbins D J and Hodge A M, J C-ystsl Growth 84 (1987)
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A TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROCESS SIMULATOR FOR SIMOX STRUCTURES

I. SWEID, N. GUILLEMOT and G. KAMARINOS
INPG/NSERG, Laboratoire de Physique des Composants & Semiconducteurs,
CNRS-UA 840, 23, Av. des Martyrs, F-38031 Grenoble Cedex, France
Rdsumd - La simulation des proceseus technologiques est tr&s importante pour la fabrication des circuits int6grds. Dans cet article, les auteurs pr~sentent OSIRIS II simulateur technologique sur SIMOX. Le programme prend en compte les conditions limites
propres a cette structure. Les modbles utilises sont bri~vement rappelds. Un exemple
de r~alisation d'un dispositif N-MOS sur SIMOX est simuld par le programme.
Abastract - The simulation of technological processes is very important for the fabrication of integrated circuits. In this paper, the authors present OSIRIS II for the
simulation on SIMOX structures. The program takes into account the limiting conditions
associated with this material. The models used are briefly recalled. Finally, a complete
simulation of an N-MOS device on SIMOY is presented.
1

-

INTRODUCTION

Although many two-dimensional process simulator for bulk silicon do actually exist, they are
not general enough to be able to simulate these process on Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) structures. In this paper, we present OSIRIS II, a simulator for SIMOX (Separation by IMplanted
Oxygen) structure [l; it allows the complete simulation of device fabrication and includes
the following steps :
- resist deposition or removing,
- oxide and nitride deposition or etching,
- ion-implantation of boron, BF2 , arsenic, phosphorus and antimony,
- growth of thin oxides and growth of the field oxide in the case of a LOCOS isolation,
- diffusion of impurities in an inert or oxidizing ambient.
2 - ION-IMPLANTATION
In order to simulate ion-implantation in silicon with a mask, we used the conventional convolution of a vertical distribution with a Gaussian lateral function. The vertical function
depends on the impurity implanted : two joint half-Gaussian's for arsenic, phosphorus and
antimony, and a Gaussian or a Pearson IV fDiction for boron and BF 2 channeling is taken into
account with an exponential tail.

The edge of the masking layer (oxide, resist ...) can be of arbitrary shape : the mask is
then considered as an equivalent silicon layer and the resulting profile is obtained numerically.
3 - OXIDE GROWTH

To simulate the one-dimensional oxide growth, the very well-known Deal and Grove model is used.
where the influence of the ambient (dry or steam), temperature, pressure and chlorine percentage are included in the linear and parabolic parameters. The thin oxide regime is simulated
precisely with the model developed by Fargeix et al. [2].
In the case of LOCOS isolation, the fteld oxide growth is simulated by the analytical model
proposed by N. Guillemot at al. for bulk silicon [4]. When the field oxide rejoins the buried
oxide it is assumed that the buried oxide acts as a thermal oxide, and its growth follows the
Deal and Grove model.
4 - DIFFUSION OF IMPURITIES
The simulation of impurity redistribution during thermal annealing (inert or oxidizing)
involved the resolution of the diffusion equation in a domain which is variable in time;
it is rectangular at first and gradually becomes triangular at the end of the process (Fig.l).
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To avoid numerical problems, a "mixed" solution is used :
- In the isolation region (region I), where the impurity concentration is low, the diffusion
equation is solved analytically [4,5]. - In the source/drain and channel regions (region II)
the diffusion equation is non-linear
electric field drift, concentration dependence and impurity clustering must all be taken into account. A numerical solutions is thus used : the
physical domain is mapped into a fixed-time and invariant rectangular domain by means of coordinate transformation. Then, the so-obtained differential equations are discretized with the
classical method of finite-differences and a Crank-Nicolson scheme. The solution is obtained
using the Gauss-Seidel method [6].
"Natural" boundary conditions are applied between the analytical and the numerical regions
(the concentration obtained both analytical and numerically must be the same).
As studies on impurity diffusion in SIMOX structures are still not fully completed [4], diffusion models in OSIRIS II are the same as those used for bulk silicon in the one-dimensional
program, SUPREM III.

Field oxide

Y

10,0)

Region
solution
numerical solution
Region I11 : analytical

region 31

/ Y:i.
region

..-.

----

y

Silicon-,-

I
Buried oxide

Fig.1 -

Fig.! - Geometries of silicon domain Q when a mixed solution is
used to solve the diffusion equation.

5 - SIMULATION OF A MOS DEVICE ON A SIMOX STRUCTURE
As a conclusion, OSIRIS II is used to simulate the processing sequence for a MOS device in
Fig.2. The process schedule is the following :
- Field implant with2 boron (lO0kev, 10" cm-2 ).
- Field oxidation ( 70mn in steam ambient at 1000°C).
- Etching of 0.05pm of oxide.
- Dry oxidation (100mn, 950C, dry,
3% HCL).
- Implantation of boron (1012 cm-2 , 30Kev) thus adjusting the threshold voltage.
- Implantation of source and drain with arsenic (1015 cm-2 , 120Kev).
- Aneal process (950*C, 30mn).
The surface topographies and corresponding equidensity contours for impurity concentrations
at the end of the process are given in figure 2.
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ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF SILICON INTERFACES PREPARED BY DIRECT BONDING

S. BENGTSSON and 0. ENGSTROM

Chalmers University of Technology, Department of Solid State
Electronics, S-412 96 Gdteborg, Sweden

Abstract - The influence of interface charges on the properties of Si-Si and Si-SiO 2 interfaces
prepared by direct bonding has been investigated. Surface potentials of N-N and P-P interfaces
and recombination currents in P-N junctions depend on surface and heat treatments. In both cases
lower magnitudes were measured in samples pre-treated in HF compared to samples pre-treated
in HNO 3 . Bonded Si-SiO 2 interfaces with interface state densities of about 1011 cm-2 eV- t and
low flatband voltages have been achieved.

I - INTRODUCTION
The technique of directly bonding surfaces of materials together included in the silicon technology f 1,2] has
given rise to new possibilities for device geometries. Interfaces obtained by this kind of preparation have
been included in novel insulating structures [2,3,4] and in discrete power devices [5,61. In the works
performed up to this date, the main efforts have been to demonstrate the mechanical properties of these
interfaces, while the electronic behavior has been investigated only to limited extent. An interesting question,
therefore, is whether this technique can be used in cases where device data critically depend on the electronic
interface properties. The presence of interface charges accompanied by potential barriers and charge carrier
recombination is the main factor limiting this possibility. In this work we have investigated the electronic
properties of interfaces prepared by direct bonding of silicon wafer surfaces of both N- and P-type including
materials with different bulk resistivities. Interfaces of the combinations N-N, P-P and P-N have been
studied together with the bonded interface of the important combination SiO 2 -Si.
2 - SAMPLE PREPARATION
Polished silicon wafers with flatness and warp similar to that of wafers used in integrated circuit production
were cleaned by standard procedure in hot H2 0 2 -NH 3 and H20 2-HCI solutions. This was followed by a
treatment in HNO 3 or 2% HF:H 20, water rinse and drying. The polished surfaces of wafer pairs were
brought together using vacuum in a specially designed fixture. After releasing from the fixture, the wafers
held together by adhesion forces, were loaded into an annealing furnace at room temperature. The furnace
temperature was slowly ramped to the region 1000 - 1100 'C, where the samples were annealed for 1-2
hours, in an atmosphere of oxygen or nitrogen.
3 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Impurities and crystalline defects present at the bonded interface are expected to create charges and [,vtential
barriers. A charge Q at an interface between two semiconductors with a shallow doping concentration N
creates an interface potential V- Q2 / N. This means that the sensitivity to interface charges is less
pronounced at higher doping levels. For resistivities higher than about I f~cm, interface charge densities
2
higher than about 1011 cm- are expected to cause considerable energy barriers (S. Bengtsson and 0.
Engstrom, unpublished). Further, small lateral variations in interface charge may cause considerable lateral
variations in potential.
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3.1 N-N AND P-P INTERFACES
Using spreading resistance measurements across an N-N interface lapped to a small angel for 10 fcm silicon
an interface potential barrier was found. The result, shown in fig. 1, exhibit a clear peak in spreading
resistance due to the interface potential barrier.

Measuring probes

6

0

C

Bonded interface

110

I
silicon'
Fig_. - Spreading resistance measured across a bonded N-N-interlace prepared of two 10 &0cm
wafers and with HNO 3 used as prebond treatment.

-",

The lateral distribution of the interface potential was investigated by scanning the wafer surface with a He-Ne
laser beam and the photocurrent at the interface was measured as a function of the position of the laser spot
17]. No bias was applied during the measurement. The variation in photocurrent, displayed in fig. 2
demonstrates the lateral variations in interface potential. The influence of surface effects was negligible, as
found from measurements after repeated surface treatments. This variation in interface potential gives currentvoltage characteristics with a much smaller curvature than expected from a structure with a simple energy
barrier.

I

NN

Eig

- The lateral variation of photocurrent of a bonded N-N-interface.

The differential resistance at low voltage was used to estimate the influence of different surface and heat
treatments on the interface charge. Fig. 3 displays the diffcrential resistances before and after a post-bonding
anneal at 1000 'C during about 90 minutes for two different pre-bond treatments and for different silicon
resistivities. For samples with low resistivities, a considerable decrease in differential resistance after the heat

r
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treatment indicates a decreasing interface charge for the samples pre-treated in HNO 3 . The samples pretreated in HF exhibit a considerably smaller potential barrier, already after the wafer bonding procedure, and
it was not necessary to give these samples a post-bonding anneal. These results shows that the native oxide
layer present on silicon surfaces after treatment in HNO 3 is important in the generation of defects influencing
the interface rasistance.
1o1

Bere heat treatment

After heat teatment
n

10

0.1
HNO3

0.1
HF

6
HNO3

10
HF

50
HF

Silicon resistivity (ohmcm)
Fie. - Differential resistance at low voltage for some samples with bonded N-N-interface as a function of
silicon resistivity for different surface and heat treatments.
3.2 P-N INTERFACES
PN-junctions were prepared by bonding low ohmic P+-type wafers of resistivities < 0,1 L2cm to N-type
wafers of 1-5 !ncm resistivity. Current voltage characteristics in the forward direction are shown in fig. 4 for
two samples with surface treatment before bonding using HF and HN0 3 respectively. The n-factors in the
expression I=Iexp(qV/nkT) were found to be in the region of 1,5 - 7, with the lowest values for samples
treated in HF. This reflects a higher recombination current in samples treated in HNO 3 , again indicating that
surface treatment in HF before bonding of two silicon surfaces gives a lower density of electron states at the
bonded interface than does a corresponding treatment in HNO 3. Breakdown voltages in the reverse direction
of about 75 V were found for bonded P+N-interfaces using 2-3 12cm N-type wafers.
IF
(

A)

HNO 3

decad
-

IE-0-0000 I

4--HF

L L
VF

..

000/dt

V)

0v

Eig_ - Current voltage characteristics of two bonded P+N-junctions treated in HF and HNO 3 , respectively,
before wafer bonding.
3.3 MOS-STRUCTURES
MOS-structures were prepared by bonding a thermally oxidized silicon wafer to a bare silicon wafer. After
this, the bulk silicon of the oxidized wafer was etched off using a selective silicon etch, leaving a

r
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silicondioxide-silicon structure with a bonded interface. Aluminium contacts were evaporated onto both sides
of the structure to make MOS-capacitors and the interface properties were characterised using CV-technique.
Usually low flatband voltages and low midgap interface state densities at and above 1011 cm-2 eV- 1 were
found. Fig. 5 shows measured CV-curves and calculated interface state density for a MOS-capacitor with
bonded interface. Reference capacitors with thermally grown interfaces oxidized in the same furnace as the
wafers used in the bonding procedure, had interface state densities in the range 1010 to 1011 cm- 2 eV- 1.
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b)
a)
a) HF and LF CV-curves for a MOS-capacitor with bonded SiO 2 -Si interface.
b) Interface state density obtained from the curves in a).

4 -DISCUSSION
For N-N and P-P interfaces the interface charges were reduced by heat treatment or by using HF as surface
treatment before wafer bonding. In fact, the lower differential resistances obtained after these treatments were
of the same magnitudes as the contact resistances of the samples. Estimations of the interface charges based
on these results give concentrations in the region below 10 1 cm- 2. In a recently published work [ I1,
low
interface potential barriers were found for bonded P-P interfaces of samples with bulk resistivities of 0,004
flcm. However, for such low resistivities only interface charges of about 1013 cm-2 are expected to give a
measurable interface barrier. It was also possible to obtain P4 N-junctions with low recombination currents.
For P+N-junctions prepared by direct bonding technique, the P+-region may be expected to diffuse into the
N-region, creating a P+N-junction at a certain distance from the mechanical interface. As seen from fig. 4,
this interface still has a certain influence on the properties of the PN-junction, but can be controlled by the
chemical surface treatment before bonding. Finally, we have shown that SiO 2 -Si interfaces can be prepared
with low interface state densities and low flatband voltages. This demonstrates that silicon interfaces obtained
by direct bonding can be utilized in cases where the electronic properties are crucial for the behaviour of a
device.
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TWO-TERMINAL MOS CAPACITOR ON SOI SUBSTRATE
P. PAELINCK"
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, A. TERAO ( 2 ) and F. VAN de WIELE

Laboratoire de Micro6lectronique, Unlversit6 Catholique de Louvain,
Place du Levant 3, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

Rdsumd - Des moddlisations analytiques et numdriques de ]a capacitd mdtal-oxyde-semiconducteur sont
proposdes pour les substrats sur isolant comportant un film flottant. Le traitement th~orique repose sur
des considerations physiques et met en evidence l'influence de la distribution des diverses charges A
l'intrieur de la structure globale. Les caracteristiques capacitd-tension sont directement interpr6tables A
partir des m~canismes physiques internes du dispositif.
Abstract - The present paper deals with the analytical and numerical study of MOS capacitors on SO
substrates. The major concern is the theoretical treatment of such devices with floating substrate.
Special care has been taken to keep the mathematical modeling consistent with physical considerations.
The importance and the role of the underlying silicon substrate have been highlighted. The different
operating conditions of the capacitance-voltage characteristic have been interpreted in terms of device
intrinsic physical mechanisms.

1 - INTRODUCION
Owing to its simplicity of fabrication and analysis, the MOS capacitor is now intensively used for the control and
the study of the electrical properties of MOS circuits integrated in the bulk.On the contrary, in SOI technology,
altemative techniques to standard C(V) measurements have been proposed for characterizing the MOS system [ 1,2].
However, the structures that are considered in these experiments are 3 or 4 terminals devices, allowing to get rid of
problems related to the floating substrate. Unfortunately, the need for minimizing parasitic capacitance effects
(w.r.t. pure capacitance measurements) results in an increased complexity in the method for extracting the material
parameters. Our purpose, guided by physical reasoning, is to propose accurate analytical and numerical modelings
of the two-terminal MOS/SOI capacitor (Fig. 1). We will show that the capacitance characteristic is somewhat
different from that of the classical bulk MOS capacitor. The discrepancies will be explained from the charges
distribution within the whole structure. The influence of several technological and electrical parameters will be
discussed.
The study is based on the one-dimensional solution of the Poisson equation. Since no current flows through the
capacitor, the Fermi potentials are constant but different in the film and in the substrate. This implicitly assumes that a
gradient of the Fermi potential exists within the buried oxide. Nevertheless, since the carriers densities vanish in the
insulator, there is no current in the oxide. However, the Fermi potential in the SOI film can not be a priori known
since there is no physical contact on the latter. Moreover, owing to the fact that the film is sandwiched between two
insulators, carriers are impedded from leaving the film. These physical considerations lead to state that, whatever the
voltage applied to the gate, the overall charge in the floating SOI layer remains constavt and equal to the charge stored
in the film at equilibrium. This constant charge depends on the doping profile, the interface charges and the
geometrical characteristics of the structure. This is to say that, for any gate voltage, any variational charge appearing
underneath the front gate must be compensated by an other charge (of opposite sign) above the back interface so as to
keep constant the integrated space charge density in the film.The low-frequency capacitance-voltage characteristic is
then easily derived by calculating the variation of the potential drop across the gate oxide with respect to the gate
voltage.

(I) P. Paelinck and D. Flandre are granted by I.R.S.I.A.
(2) A. Terao is a research assistant of the National Fund for Scientific Research
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Fig. 1 - The MOS capacitor on SOl substrate

2 - MODELING

2. 1. Analytical modeling
The analytical model is limited to fixed oxide charges and uniform doping levels. An analytical model for an ideal SOl
MOS capacitor (zero interface charges, zero work function differences) has recently been published 13]. It points out
that, in contradiction with classical approximations [41, the SOl MOS capacitor analysis requires to take into account
the non zero width of the accumulation layer in the SO film as well as the space charge region in the underlying non
metallic silicon substrate.
Our mod i has now been extended to non zero interface charges and work function differences.
In order to solve the one-dimensional Poisson equation in the SO! film, we need an additional boundary condition,
which depends on the following situations :
- as long as front and back space charge regions are not in interaction, we assume that they are separated by a quasineutral region
- when they interact, the sum of the widths of the front and back space charge regions is a constant equal to the film
thickness; in that case, we have to approximate the different space charge region widths[5] and these constitute the
single analytical approximations.
Finally, the analytical model consists in a set of nonlinear equations which can be solved using a classical iterative
method.
2.2. Numerical modeling
Numerical modeling takes all the capacitor characteristics into account : film thicknesses, nonuniform impurities
concentrations, fixed oxide charges and fast interface states densities.The strategy relies on a two-step procedure 161.
In a first phase, the structure under equilibrium conditions is simulated in order to determine the integrated charge in
the SOl film. Then, for other gate biases, the Poisson equation is solved at each node of the discretization grid. The
related set of equations is to be augmented with an integral conservation constraint, allowing to determine the
1
unknown Fermi potential. This additional relationship requires that the overal variational charge must vanish in the
floating substrate for any gate voltage. The latter entails a reasonable increase in the system matrix complexity,
provided that the equations are reordered. The resulting system of equations is easily solved using a gaussian
elimination.

3- RESULTS
The first structure that has been investigated includes interface states densities at the three silicon dioxide/silicon
interfaces. The impurities concentration in the film is one order of magnitude higher than in the substrate. The C(V)
curve is quite dissimilar to the typical characteristics exhibited by classical bulk capacitors (Fig. 2).
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This is due to the various charges appearing in the structure. The basic keypoint lies in the fact that the different
interfaces reach accumulation, depletion and inversion for different gate voltages. In Table I are listed the charges
controlled by the three interfaces for different operating conditions of the capacitor as referred in Fig. 2
(a=accumulation, dadepletion, w.i.=weak inversion, i=inversion).

Case

1

2

3

4

Front interface

a

a

d

d

Back interface

i

i

i

i

i

i

Substrate

a

a

a

d

w.i.

i

5

6

7

8

9

10

w.i. w.i.w.i

i

i

I

i

w.i.

a

a

i

i

i

i

Table I - Modes of operation of the MOS/SOI capacitor

The charge in the substrate depends on the gate voltage in the same manner as in the classical capacitor. However,
charges in the SOl film may interact or not, depending on the film thickness, the doping level and the interface
charges densities. Under non equilibrium conditions, it can be observed that the overall variational charge in the
floating film is zero. This is responsible for the modulation of the electrical potential at both front and back interfaces.
Fig. 3 shows the influence of the substrate doping level on the capacitance. For substrate doping levels lower than the
SOI film doping level, the capacitance depends on the substrate behaviour only over a small range of voltages around
the minimum value. When the impurities concentration increases, the influence of the charge stored in the underlying
substrate tends to modulate the C(V) curve over a wider gate voltage range. This explains why the silicon substrate
must be included in the model instead of replacing it by a metallic gate.
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MOSOI CAPACITANCE
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Fig. 3 - Capacitance-Voltage curve (NAfilm=l015 cm-3,tfilm=2500 )
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(Nssf=5.101 ,Nssb=l0 I and Nsss=5.1010 cm )

4 - .CD.NCLUS ION
A consistent theoretical treatment of MOS capacitor on SO substrate has been proposed. We have shown that, under
non equilibrium conditions, the Fermi potential within the floating substrate has to adapt itself so as to maintain the
charge stored in the film at equilibrium. At present time, no experimental results concerning the MOS/SOI capacitor
as a two-terminal device have been yet reported. This could be attributed to the quite unusual shape exhibited by the
capacitance-voltage characteristic of this structure. From this point of view, the above-mentioned approach gives
some insight into the major physical mechanisms and enables to state clearly the correspondence between the various
modes of operation of the capacitor and its electrical behaviour. However, it is still to b. determined whether the
MOS/SOI capacitor can be used as a characterization device as in bulk technology.
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SILICON SELECTIVE AND LATERAL OVERGROWTH EPITAXY : GROWTH AND ELECTRICAL
EVALUATION FOR DEVICES
J. FRIEDRICH, G.W. NEUDECK and S.T. LIU*
School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette,
IN 47906, U.S.A.
Honeywell SSED, Plymouth, MN 55441, U.S.A.
Rksum
La croissance dpitaxiale s~lective du silicium monocristallin ainsi que la surcroissance dpitaxiale lat~rale
sont devenus des dtapes importantes pour les technologies de traitement avanc~es. Les probl~mes associrs
ii ces 6tapes, tels que l'uniformitd du d6prt, la qualitd de la mati~re et la de6trioration de l'oxyde masqueur
ont dtd recherchds. Des 6lments ont &6 construits pour 6valuer la matire form6e 6pitaxiallement en
fonction de son adequation pnur la fabrication des circuits d1ectroniques. Les rdsultats procurent des
critres fondamentaux qui peuvent 8tre utilisds dans n'importe quel type de rdacteur pour atteindre une
dpitaxie sdlective de qualit6.
Abstract
Selective epitaxial growth of monocrystalline silicon and epitaxial lateral overgrowth have emerged as
important processing steps for advanced processing technologies. The problems associated with these
steps, such as deposition non-uniformity, material quality, and masking oxide deterioration have been
i,.vestigated. Devices have been built to evaluate the epitaxially grown material with respect to its suitability
for circuit fabrication. The results give fundamental criteria that can be used in any kind of reactor system
to achieve good quality selective epitaxy.
Introduction
In selective epitaxial growth of monocrystalline silicon
on a silicon substrate (SEG) the wafer is masked with
SiO 2 into which seed windows are cut. Under appropriLte conditions one can achieve epitaxial growth in these
windows without nucleation on the oxide [1]. When deposition is continued, even after the epitaxial silicon has
reached the oxide surface level, lateral growth occurs.
Epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELO) can be used to fabricate silicon-on-insulator structures [2]. Most recently,
ELO has been employed as part of a 16 MBit DRAM
technology [3]. SEG and ELO offer potential for increased device density, device performance, and design
flexibility, while keeping process complexity comparable
to that of conventional technologies.
The problems associated with low-temperature seleclive epitaxial growth are deposition uniformity, material
quality, non-selectivity by nucleation of silicon on the
masking oxide, planarity and faceting, integrity of the
oxide mask, and, for ELO, the aspect ratio of vertical to
horizontal growth. We have studied these effects in two
different types of commercially available reactors, a
radiant heated barrel reactor, and an induction heated
pancake type vertical reactor. In this paper we report on
some of the results obtained from our experiments and
discuss implications for device fabrication,
Growth Mechanism and Uniformity
Most selective epitaxial processes employ SiCI 2 H2
(DCS) as the silicon source gas, H2 as the carrier gas,
and HCI to control selectivity and to prevent the deposition of polysilicon on the oxide. This system has been
studied for the case of selective as well as non-selective
deposition [4]. SEG and ELO in the SiCI2 H2 -HCI-H 2
system has been found to be sensitive to temperature,
partial pressures of the reactant species, total gas flow,
reactor type, ratio of masked to unmasked area on a
wafer, and to crystal type and pattern orientation on the
growth surface.

SEG poses a peculiar problem in CVD, as the deposition reaction is highly reversible, due to Cl-etching.
Furthermore, the existence of two regions with different
gas compositions close to each other, one over the
masking oxide and. the other over the seed area,
challenges the ability of reactor systems to achieve good
uniformity.
The key to good uniformity is operation at low temperature, where the effect of the Cl/Si ratio in the kinetic
rate expression is subdued, by employing high gas velocities to reduce depletion effects, and by having low
oxide coverage on the wafers. This way we have
achieved 2 % non-uniformity across a wafer for 10 gm
of growth.
In an inductively heated, pancake type reactor we
found that growth rates were a function of masking
oxide thickness (Fig. 1). This dependence is probably
temperature related. The thermal conductivity of SiO 2 is
two orders of magnitude lower than that of silicon.
However, if the decrease in growth rate with increasing
oxide thickness was primarily due to smaller thermal
conductance, an almost linear drop would be expected.
This was not observed, instead the growth rates remain
essentially constant after the initial decrease somewhere
between 80 nm and 300 nm. Furthermore, wafers with
backside oxides did not exhibit lower growth rates, and
thin wafers did not have hilher growth rates than thicker
ones. Thus our results point towards enhanced radiative
heat transfer from wafers with oxide layers thicker than
300 nm. From experiments with locally varying masking
oxide thickness it was concluded that the observed
growth rate dependence is a bulk effect and not due to
local variations in temperature and concentration of
loca
ts
i
reactants.
Material Quality
One of the most important issues in low-temperature selective epitaxial growth is the required low defect density of the grown material. We have studied some of the
parameters that influence the amount of defects and have
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explored the limitations in growing low defect-density
material at low temperatures in commercial reactors.
Meyerson et al. [51 have demonstrated that device
quality material can be obtained at temperatures as low as
750PC in an ultra-high vacuum epitaxy system. In commercially available reactor systems, Borland and
Drowley [61 and Drowley and Turner [7] were able to
grow device quality epitaxial layers in the pressure range
of 10 to 100 tort and at temperatures of about 850C.
We have conducted experiments that elucidate the importance of the background water vapor and oxygen levels in the epitaxial growth environment, as previously
demonstrated by Meyerson for an ultra-high vacuum reactor, and we have applied the results from Ghidini and

over a thin layer of SiO 2 , either along a sidewall or a
gate-type oxide. The integrity of these thin oxides are
essential for the fabrication of complex devices and
circuits by such processes.
Investigations of the effect of post-oxidation anneals
on the breakdown characteristics of thin, thermally
grown oxides showed that a considerable number of
oxide defects are induced when the anneal is carried out
in an oxygen deficient ambient [10]. Such conditions
exist in epitaxial reactor systems, where the amount of
residual water vapor and oxygen has to be minimized to
obtain good crystalline quality material.
H2 , H
We have investigated the effect of
2 -HCI, and
and
150to,
at of H2,
atets
We have

peit an], oeratinrange
H2Ocmerillyu avalab
predict an operating range for commercially available
epitaxy reactor systems where good crystalline quality
material can be grown.
In their investigation of the interaction of H2 0 and 02
with silicon surfaces, Ghidini and Smith showed that
there exist critical pressures for water vapor and oxygen
below which etching of silicon by the reactions
(1)
Si(s) + 02 -- 2SiO(g)

ditions typical for SEG, on the electrical breakdown
characteristics of thin, thermally grown oxides. We
found defect formation in thermally grown oxide films
during selective epitaxial depositions to take place,
accelerated by the presence of a silicon source gas [ 111.
Oxidized, unpatterned wafers were divided into four
groups, each group containing oxides of nominal 60 nm,
80 nm, 100 nm, and 120 nm thickness. To investigate
the effect of the various gas components of the ambient
used in SEG, these groups were subjected to different
processing steps.
The first set of four (group I) was metallized with a
layer of less than 300 nm of Al-Si in a sputtering system,
patterned, and annealed at 450'C in dry N2 for 20 minutes to form MOS capacitors. These wafers served as a
standard against which the other wafers were compared.
The second set of wafers (group 11) was placed into an
inductively heated, pancake type epitaxy reactor, and an
epitaxy cycle was carried out. However, no silicon
source gas or HC1 was added to the ambient. Hydrogen
was the only gas introduced into the reaction chamber
during the 20 minute bake at 950°C and 150 ton'.
The third group of wafers (group Ill) was subjected to
the same procedure as the second group, with the exception that HCI was introduced into the chamber in addition
to the H 2 during the 20 minute bake at 950'C at 150 torr.
'Me HCI partial pressure was about 3 ton'.
The.fourth set of wafers (group IV) was placed into the
epitaxy
reactor and a complete
epitaxy
run was
carried out at 950C and 150 selective
tor'. HCJ
and SiC!2H

Smith [81,[91 On Si/0 2 /H2 O/SiO 2 equilibrium data to

Si + H2 0 -4 SiO (g) + H2 (g)
(2)
takes place, where Ts denotes the substrate surface temperature. For partial pressures of water vapor or oxygen
higher than these critical pressures, oxidation of silicon
occurs. For temperatures greater than about 1000 0 C, the
critical partial pressures for wate, Pc (H 2 0, Ts ), are
one order of magnitude higher than those for oxygen, Pc
(02, Ts ). However, for temperatures less than 950'C,
they are about equal. Pc (02,Ts ) can be expressed as
Pc(O 2 ,Ts)=4.4 xl0 1 2 exp (-3.93eV / kBTs) ton. (3)
where kB is Boltzmann's constant and T s is the silicon
surface temperature in degrees Kelvin [8]. For a given
deposition pressure, one can thus compute a critical preclean and growth temperature as a function of moisture
and oxygen content in the H2 carrier gas. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. For example, if one has a known moisture plus oxygen content of I ppm in the H 2 carrier gas,a
and the reactor can be operated at a minimum pressure of
25 torr, the minimum deposition temperature to obtain
good crystal quality material would be 875°C.
Figure 3 and Fig. 4 show growth above and below the
critical temperature, respectively, for a deposition
pressure of 150 tor and the moisture content in that
particular run. It is observed that good crystal quality
epitaxy was also grown at 890*C and 150 ton. At 860°C
a high number of stacking faults due to local oxidation
during the growth is visible,
The experiments reported here strongly support the
assumption that the limitations of growth in commercial
reactor systems at low temperature may indeed be governed by the water vapor and oxygen background pressure during preclean and growth. Low partial pressures
of oxygen and water vapor can be achieved by low pressure deposition systems, point-of-use purification of the
gases, or both. For the system studied, the lower temperature limit at 0.1 ppm residual moisture and oxygen,
and a minimum deposition pressure of 150 torr, was
about 890°C.
Oxide Integrity
In silicon-on-insulator (SO) by ELO, the masking oxide
functions at the same time as the insulating layer. In
many of the new device technologies silicon is grown

SiCi2 H2 -HCI-H 2 ambients at 950'C and 150 torr, con-

2

carred
a reacand 150t. h
an siCrsHo
were added as reactant gases. The partial pressures of
All runs were
I
torr.
of
order
the
in
were
these gases
carried out for 20 minutes such that no polysilicon
nucleated on the oxide surface. After the epitaxy the
wafers of groups 11to IV were metallized, patterned, and
annealed as described for group I.
Figure 5 plots the yield for the four different groups of
wafers. As expected, the control wafers (group I) yield
almost 100% good devices. The yield decreases noticeabl for wafers baked in H and HCI at 950°C and 150
2
y
ton for 20 minutes (group Ill), and even more when
SiCI 2 H2 was addd to the-ambient (group IV).
On a clean silicon surface, etching occurs in the presence of oxygen or water vapor when the 02 or H 2 0
partial pressures are smaller than the equilibrium partial
pressure of SiO 18,91, which is a strong function of
temperature. At 950'C, partial pressures of 02 or H2 0
of less than about 0.5 mtorr lead to etching of exposed
silicon by formation of volatile SiO. In the Si-SiO 2 system, formation of SiO can occur via the disproportionadon reaction
Si

+ Si0

2

-+ 2SiO(v)

(4)
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for sufficiently low 02 and H2 0 partial pressures at the
reaction site. Such conditions have been achieved in the
investigation of post-oxidation anneals of thermally

rel reactor at 900"C and 50 ton. and an HCl/DCS ratio of
2. The thickness of the buried oxide stripes was 400 nm.
About 8 pm of vertical growth was required to obtain a

grown SiO 2 by Hofmann et al. [101. They reported that
between 750'C and I l00*C oxide decomposition was
non-uniform, initiated at nucleation sites and resulting in
oxide.
voids in the
0
At 950 C, the following conditions must be met for
equation (4) to occur at measurable rates: the 02 or H20
partial pressures have to be lower than 0.5 mtorr, silicon
must be supplied to the reaction site, and the reaction
product SiO must be able to leave the reaction site. In our
epitaxy system, all three conditions were met. Water
content in the feed gas was always less then I ppm
(typically 0.4 ppm). For a deposition pressure of 150
torr, that would translate into a water vapor partial pressure of about 0.2 mtorr, which at 950*C is less than the
equilibrium partial pressure of SiO. The oxides that were
treated in the epitaxy reactor with just H 2 or H2 and HCI
can be compared to those that went through the POA
procedures as described by others. Here oxide
decomposition would begin at weak points in the oxide,
that may be caused by pre-oxidation substrate defects as
well as post-oxidation contamination.
The oxides that went through a regular selective epitaxy, with DCS as the silicon source gas, exhibit a large
number of defects. Here additional silicon is supplied to
the oxide surface from the gas phase, by decomposition
of the silicon source gas DCS at the hot surface. The
abundance of Si can accelerate reaction (4), leading to
higher defect densities. In addition, the reaction product
SiO is easily transported away from the reaction site at
the oxide surface.
Taking the equilibrium partial pressure of SiO as the
dividing line between the region of oxide decomposition
and oxidation, Fig. 6 shows the critical reactor pressure
as a function of deposition temperature, with the carrier
gas moisture content as a parameter. The shaded regions
denote the conditions under which defects can be induced by oxide decomposition. One can see that the
critical conditions fall right into a range where selective
epitaxial depositions are commonly carried out. For
150 torr and a moisture content of I ppm,
at allowable
depositions
the
maximum
deposition temperature would be
about 920aC.

planar surface, which was then etched back to about I
gim by plasma etching. A cross-sectional view of the resuiting SOI by ELO is shown in Fig. 8. After the plasma
etch the film was further thinned to about 0.6 gim by wet
etching to remove plasma damage. A row of discrete
NMOS transistors of various sizes were built on the
SEG seed region, and comparable transistors were built
on the ELO region above the oxide stripes. The SOl
wafers were doped uniformly to approximately 1.5x 1017

Devices
We have built bipolar transistors as shown in Fig. 7
into material grown above the critical minimum temperature, at 950°C and 150 tor" in a vertical pancake reactor,
and simultaneously in the silicon substrate in the same
die. The devices show almost identical junction properties, indicating the quality of the SEG/ELO epitaxial
material is of device quality. Peak betas of greater than
450 were measured that were still greater than 100 at 0.1
nA. The junctions had ideality factors from 1.0 to 1.03
2
with reverse currents less than 30 nA/cm .
For SO by ELO, we have grown silicon selectively
from seed windows, spaced 10 lim apart, such that the
growth fronts merged, resulting in a planar overall surfice everywhere. This was done in a radiant heated bar-

cm- 3 by multiple boron implantation. The gate oxide
thickness was 20 nm. The gate polysilicon was doped
and was about 400 nm thick. The source and drain
regions were formed by arsenic implantation and
annealed at 925°C. After the contact and metal processing, the I-V characteristics were measured. Fig. 9 shows
a typical result for an NMOS transistor made on SOI by
ELO. The drawn features of this transistor were
W/L=3.51in/3.51,tm. In this measurement the source was
connected to the "ELO-substrate" to show the typical
kink behavior of SOl devices. Evaluated at the low drain
voltage, the channel mobility was determined as 410
cm 2 N-sec. The same size transistor in the SEG seed
region exhibited the same mobility. The subthreshold
slope and breakdown voltages were 120 mV/dec and
8.1-8.3 Volts, respectively, for both types of transistors.
From these measureraents we conclude that the electrical
properties of SO by ELO are the same as the ones of the
SEG bulk region.
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HIGHER EFFICIENCY OF CMOS-PROCESS-COMPATIBLE PHOTODIODES IN SOI-TECHNIQUE BY

REFLECTING FILMS
K. KNOSPE and K. GOSER
Bauelemente der Elektrotechnik, Universit~t Dortmund, D-4600 Dortmund,
F.R.G.

Resume: Une tension de plusieurs volts etait realisee sur
circuit integre par integration de photodiodes en couches
Pour accroire
de silicium polycristalin en technique SO1.
le rendement quantique une couche appropriee etait deposee
au joint Si
- poly-Si.
Cette couche ne pose aucune
restriction pour les etapes suivantes et les traitements
thermiques.
Une comparison des rendements
quantiques
mesures avec les valeurs theoriques a ete faite.
Abstract: A voltage of several volts was achieved on chip
by integration of photodiodes in polycristalline
silicon
layers in SOI-technique. For increased quantum efficiency
suitable
layers were deposited at the Si
- poly-Si
boundary. These layers caused no restrictions for successing process steps and temperature treatments. A comparison
of measured quantum efficiencies with theoretical values
has been made.
Introduction
With the development of optical communication techniques the
importance of opto-electrical transformers increases. Because the
CMOS-process
is well advanced and gives the highest
integration
level, the opto-electrical transformers should be compatible to
this process.
Parts if ruch transformers are photodiodes(PD). To
switch a MOS-transistor a single PD is not sufficient, because
the voltage of a single photodiode (caused by incident light)
is
too low. So we realized a series connection of PDs
in SOItechnique to obtain the necessary photovoltage. The integration
of all devices in a poly-Si-layer with a thickness of about 1Mm
causes a bad quantum efficiency of the PD, especially
for
radiation of wavelengths abcve 0,64m (penetration depth >2om,
increases rapidly at higher wavelengths). To increase the quantum
efficiency we deposited both an anti-reflecting-layer (ARL) (to
minimize reflection at the top of the poly-Si-layer) and a back-
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reflecting-layer (BRL) (to minimize the reflection at the
of the poly-Si-layer) /1/.

bottom

Manufacturing
The PDs
(and the other devices) were manufactured by a SoItechnique, which is compatible to the CMOS-process used in our
institute of the university of Dortmund. First different layers
of SiO 2 and poly-Si were deposited on the Si-substrate. They form
both the BRL of the photodiode and the insulating layer necessary
for Sol-technique. Their thicknesses were optimized for radiation
of a wavelength of 800nm, and they caused no restrictions to the
following process-steps (e.g. annealing at 800 0 C or recristallisation at 1250 0 C).
Then a 1,2gm thick layer of poly-Si was
deposited on. This layer was recristallised 5 hours at 1250 0 C
/2/.
The medium size of the crystallites was 0,424m. In this
layer the photodiodes
(and other devices) were integrated by
different steps of oxidation, masking, etching and implantation
of boron and phosphorous respectively. The separation of the
photodiodes
(for series connection) was realized by etching
trenches into the poly-Si-layer down to the surface of the BRL.
After metallisation an ARL was deposited on the top of the photodiodes areas. This layer consists of different sio 2 layers
(deposited from a plasma, thermally grown);
the ARL
optimized for radiation of a wavelenqth of 800 nm.

was

also
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Fig. 1 Scematic view of the
series connection
Fig.3 is a REM-photo;
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Fig. 2 Scematic cross section
of a photodiode

it shows an etched trench between two

PDs

(dark, interupted, horizontal line). The connection between the
PDs is realized by an aluminium layer (8gm width, raised areas).

\
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Fig.3 REM-photograph of the connection between 2 PDs
Experimental and theoretical results
A series connection of 10 PDs was measured. Under monochromatic
light with low intensity we obtained the following photovoltages:
A rum
U [mV]
Radiation Dower fuW/mm 2 ]
0,5
1170 ± 90
25
0,8
340 ± 20
5
Under white microscope light more than 3V were generated. The
quantum efficiency (fig. 4) reaches up to 30% (response 120mA/W
at this maximum); at higher wavelengths an oscillation of the
curve can be seen. One maximum of the oscillation is at a wavelength of 0,8Mm. At this wavelength we have got a quantum
efficiency of 9%, the response was 6OmA/W. The theoretical values
were obtained by computing the absorbed part of the incident
radiation
within
the
poly-Si-layer,
multiplied
with
a
recombination factor (RCF). This RCF takes into account the
leakage current and the recombination of the generated charge
carriers inside the poly-Si-layer. At longer wavelengths the
experimental and theoretical data agree well.
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Fig. 4 Average quantum efficiency of 8 samples of the same lot

The deviations are due to the absorption coefficient and the
differences
between the calculated and
constructed
layer
thickness. Because the exact data for poly-Si were not known
(they depend strongly on the grainsize of poly-Si), those of
crystalline silicon were used. Especially at lower wavelength,
which are in the range of the grain sizes, the deviations are
big.
Conclusions

By integrating PDs in poly-Si in SOI-technique we get a voltage
of several volts on a chip. The use of reflecting films (which
cause no restrictions to the manufacturing process) increased the
quantum efficiency (and so the photocurrent) at specific wavelengths. The combination of all measures leads to an increase of
the
usable
power of
CMOS-process-compatible
PDs.
Laser
recristallisation was used to increase the medium size of the
crystallites in the poly-Si-layer (and thereby the quantum
efficiency)/3/.
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COOL PLASMA ACTIVATED SURFACE IN SILICON WAFER DIRECT BONDING TECHNOLOGY

G.-L. SUN, J. ZHAN, Q.-Y. TONG, S.-J. XIE, Y.-M. CAI and S.-J. LU

Microelectronics Center, Nanjing Institute of Technology,
Nanjing 210018, China

Abstract--A

novel

cool

plasma

surface

activation

method

has

been

for high
quality
SOI/SDB (Silicon wafer Direct
Bonding)
developed
gases,
preparation. The
activation effectiveness of different plasma
of
espetially of 02 plsma gases were investigated. The measurements
H.V-PMOS and L.V.-NMOS devices made on the SOI/SDB and on a bulk Silicon
those
of
indicate
that ratios of electron and hole mobility of SOI to
proved
that
bulk
Silicon
are
0.92
and 0.88,respectively.It was
is
of
device
level
our
So1
substrate
produced
by
SDB
quality.

1.INTRODUCTION
research
SOl
material
has been the subject of an intense and challenging
ideal
few decads,
because it has the potential to provide
the
over
past
temperature
and
high
substrate
for
ultra-high
speed,high
voltage,high
radiation-hardness VLSI systems.Recently,SOI produced by Silicon wafer Direct
high
(SDB)
technology has attracted much attention benause
of
its
Bonding
bonding
quality,high
flexibility and low
cost(l),(2),(3).Rowever,sucessful
report
depends
in
large
extend on the surface treatment.In this paper we
a
novel
cool plasma
surface activation method for SOI/SDB preparation.

2.EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
in
Fig.1.Tow
polished
The
bonding
process adopted in this work is shown
of
tow
wafers
wafers were
oxidized
thermally, and the surface activation
clean
were
performed before the prebonding process which was carried out in
air condition.The bonding was then processed in N 2 or 02 ambient at about 1000

"C for a

few hours.

of
It
has been found that the surface activation and subsequent absorption
steps
for
suceessful
prebonding.The
surface
OH groups are key process
treatment in this work is as follows:(a) Radical atoms/moleoulars (0 2 N 2 ,NH 3 I
for
6 minutes.(b)Silicon
etc.)produoed by R.F.plasma activate the surface
wafers are immersed in a molecular type surface activation solvent for about 1
hours in
order that the surface absorbs large amounts of OH groups.(c)Wafers
cleanned by standard IC
wafer cleanning procedures.
are
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The infrared transmittance curves (0, N, A and V) in Fig.2 show broad and
split dips between 3100--3700 am-1 owing to absorption of OR groups on the
surface .The symbols ON,A and V refer to samples treated at 850 ° C for
6 minutes in 02,N 2 ,NH 3 and vacuum plasma respectively,and 6 is
original
sample.
It was found that the sample 0 in Fig.3 is deactivated after being heated at
1100 *C for 0.5 hour and then being passed steps (b) and (c).The broad and
split dips no longer apper in the curve.It furthur confirms
that plasma
treatment activates the surface and enhances the absorption of OR groups.
The investigation of the influence of temperature and time on 02 plasma
activation process was carried out.Fig.4 show that temp. less than 850°C is
better than 900
"C in terms of OR groups absorption.But there is almost
no difference between IR transmittance spectra curves of 02 plasma treatment
for 6 minutes and 60 minutes at 850°C in Fig.5.It is assumed that there is
a critical temperature value above which deactivation dominates in 02 plasma
treatment.
The fracture strength of the bonded silicon wafer is
110--145 kg/Om 2 ,
which
is
close
to
the values
of
silicon
wafers
used. SEM
microphotograph,in Fig.6 shows the cross-section of resulted bonding wafer.
The high voltage PMOS device, as shown in Fig.7 was designed.It was
fabricated with standard voltage NNOS device both on the SO1/SDB substrate
and bulk Si using Al-gate CMOS process to assess the electrical properties of
the SO1 layer.The SOI/SDB substrate has 4 pm thickness with resistivity of
20
facm.Fig.8 is I-V characteristic of 100V.N.V.PMOS device.The measurevents
indicate that ratios of electron and hole mobility on SO1 layer to those of
bulk Silicon
are 0.92 and 0.88 respectively.It shows that our SOI/SDB is
of device level quality.
3. CONCLUTION
A cool plasma can activate the Si 2 of a Si wafer and helps the bonding
process.Activation effectiveness of different plasma was compared and we found
no sigificant difference among various plasma gases.The temperature
during
activation of 02 plasma below 850°C is nessary to avoid deactivation.The
devices made on SO layer show that SO1/SDB subsrtrate is suitable to IC
application.
This
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CIT 1 AND CIT 2, ADVANCED NON EPITAXIAL BIPOLAR/CMOS PROCESSES FOR
ANALOG-DIGITAL VLSI

C. VOLZ and L. BLOSSFELD
ITT Intermetall, Hans-Bunte-Str. 19, D-7800 Freiburg, F.R.G.

ABSTRACT
Deux processus Bipolaire/CNOS de haute performance ont te developpes;
les processus CIT 1 (2.0 pm) et CIT 2 (1.5 jm). La technologie CIT
n'utilise ni l'epitaxie ni le butied layer. Des transistors bipolaires
(npn, pnp) et des transistors MOS (canal n, canal p) sont implantes
avec succes sur un meme chip sans diminuer leas performances des deux
technologies en presence.
Two N-well high performance Bipolar/CMOS processes have been developed;
a 2.0 jam CIT 1 process and CIT 2, a 1.5 pm process. CIT technology
uses neither epitaxie nor buried layer. Bipolar transistors (npn and
and
MOS
transistors (n-channel and p-channel) have been
pnp)
sucessfully fabricated on the same chip without a decrease of the
performance.

1 INTRODUCTION
For expanding markets like

the

consumer

market,

the

automotive,

or

the

processors with working frequencies of 1
signal
telecommunication sectors,
GHz and more are required. The integration of various kinds of functions on
the
same chip is advantegous. Today's system designs demand processes which

allow integration on one chip [1 - 3). For a high integration level the
power consumption is also a very important issue. In the past bipolar
devices have been used for these analog-digital applications.
In this paper two new high performance nonepitaxial Bipolar/CMOS processes
are proposed; the 2.0 pm CIT 1 process and CIT 2 (4, 51, a 1.5 pm process.
Bipolar transistors (npn and pnp) and NOS transistors (both n-channel and
p-channel) have been succesfully fabricated on the same chip.

2

DEVICE STRUCTURE AND PROCESS SEQUENCE

In the present CIT
Ohmcm are used as
and the collectors
The
implantation.
2.5 pm deep.
Base
the emitter and n+

2
processes p-type <111> substrates with a resistivity of
a starting material.
The n-wells for the CMOS transistors
formed
by
a
phosphorous
of the bipolar transistors are
n-layer has a sheet resistance of 1 kOhm per square and is
as
and drain/source for the p-channel transistors as well
drain/source are made simultaneously.

The collector contact
and
The base is doped by a double boron implantation.
the
emitter area are defined by a nitride layer, which is used as a mask for
The intrinsic base is
implanted
the ion implantation of the extrinsic base.

through this nitride layer where the collector is protected by photoresist.
It allows a self aligned
The following oxidation creates a bird's beak.
separation of the highly doped extrinsic base from the collector contact and
the emitter area.
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CIT 1

After an arsenic ion implantation for emitter and n+ drain/source a
dielectric layer of PECVD oxide is deposited. In the MOS channel region this
oxide is removed. The threshold voltage is adjusted by ion implantation
through an 80 nm thick gate oxide. CIT 1 uses a metal gate. This process is
very simple and needs only 6 photolithographic steps.
Figure 1 shows the
cross section of the 2.0 1m Bipolar/CMOS device structures.

2.2

CIT 2

After removing the nitride layer and gate oxidation, buried contacts for
emitter, collector and drain/source are opened in the gate oxide, which has a
thickness of 20 nm. Polysilicon is deposited and patterned. The polysilicon
is used as an etch mask to remove the oxide on the external base. This step
forms a vertical spacer. The 200 nm thick emitter polysilicon is doped by an
arsenic ion implantation. To reduce the sheet resistance of the polysilicon
(200 Ohms per square) and of the extrinsic base a 50 nm thick layer of
platinum silicide with a resistivity of 8 Ohms per square is selectively
deposited. The bipolar transistor surface is completely covered by this
silicide.
Both collector-base and base-emitter are electrically isolated by
a vertical oxide spacer.
After gate patterning, the lightly doped drain region is defined by a shallow
ion
implantation.
The threshold voltage is adjusted by a deep ion
implantation through the polysilicon layer.
The n-channel drain/source
contacts are completely covered by polysilicon. The p-channel drain/source
diffusion and the n-doped polysilicon are linked by platinum silicide.
The
silicided
polysilicon can be used as a first metal level.
It can
interconnect all kind of MOS contacts, n- and p-channel.
The second metal is 1.2 pm thick aluminium with 2 % silicon.
Between
platinum silicide and aluminium a 170 nm thick barrier layer of titanium is
inserted. A third metal level is available.
Figure 2 shows the cross
section of the 1.5 pm Bipolar/CMOS device structures.

3

DEVICE PERFORMANCE

Table 1 gives a summary of the performance.

3.1

NPN DEVICE PERFORMANCE

Bipolar transistors with a performance comparable to those produced by
conventional
collector implanted bipolar processes were fabricated. The
current gain was 80 and independent of the collector current up to 10 nA.
The breakdown voltages were BVEBO - 6.5 V, BVCBO - 18 V and BVCEO - 6.5 V.
The transition frequency fT was 1.5 GHz for CIT 1 and 5.0 GHz for CIT 2.

3.2

CMOS DEVICE PERFORMANCE

The threshold voltages and the transistor conductance (W/L - 1) of the CIT 1
devices are Vth - 1.75 V, Beta - 8 pA/V2 for the n-channel transistor and Vth
- -1.75 V, beta - 8 pA/V2 for the p-channel transistor. Using 1 additional
mask the threshold voltages can be adjusted independently for the n- and
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p-channel transistors.

n-channel MOS
was measured.

By using the n-well as a lighty doped drain

for

the

transistor a drain/source breakdown voltage of typically 40 V

The CIT 2 devices threshold voltages and conductances (W / L - i) are Vth 0.8 V, Beta - 50piA/V2 for the n-channel transistor and Vth - - 0.8.V, Beta 30 pA/V2 for the p-channel transistor.

3.3

CIT 2 BASIC GATES

To evaluate the basic gate delay, ringoscillators with 51 stages were
fabricated.
The minimum bipolar propagation delay time at 1.25 W is 180 ps
for a fan out of 2.
The CMOS oscillator is interconnected only by
polysilicon
lines. Its minimum propagation delay is 280 ps for a fan out of
1.

4

CONCLUSION

2.0 um and 1.5 um nonepitaxial Bipolar/CMOS processes with high performance
ECL circuits have been developed. The very simple metal gate process CIT 1
with arsenic implanted emitter needs only

6

photolithographic

steps.

The

high speed process CIT 2 uses a polysillcon emitter and silicided polysillcon
the
ECL within
The process is optimized for
lines as a first metal level.
Both
Bipolar/CMOS process. The minimum bipolar propagation delay is 180 ps.
processes have the potential for monolithic multifunctional
analog- digital
VLSI.
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Table 1:

summary of the BICMOS device performance
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HIGH-SPEED OPTICAL DETECTION UP TO 2.5Gbit/s WITH A DOUBLE POLYSILICON
SELF-ALIGNED SILICON BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR
W. BOCK, L. TREITINGER and W. PRETTL*
Siemens AG, Zentrale Forschung und Entwicklung, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000 Mdnchen 83, F.R.G.
Institut fflr Angewandte Physik Universitat Regensburg, D-8400
Regensburg, F.R.G.

Abstract - The photo response of a standard high-speed self-aligned silicon bipolar Iran
sistor has been investigated The photosignal of the base collector diode is found to con
sist of at least two current components. Optical detection capabilities aie demonstratcu
by excitation witi modulated laser light at 830nm wavelength up to data rates of 25Gbil/s

I- INTRODUCTION
The development of double polysilicon (poly Si) self aligning bipolar technology has provi
ded a drastical increase of speed as well as reduced power consumption [I] These qoais
are reached by cutting down the parasitics by using the self aligned emitter base confngu
ration as well as by scaling down the vertical dimensions enabled by the polysilicon cr1lt
ter In this work it is shown that t ese veitical npn standard bipolar transistors havc addtilonal
ly an optical detection capability with high sensitivity and remarkably good frequency response
2-EXPERIMENTAL
We report on the photo response of the base collector (BC) diode of a vertical npn transis
tor fabricated using a self-aligning silicon bipolar process
Fig I shows a cross section of
the transistor and gives the most important dimensions and transistor parameters Polycrystal
line silicon layers are used as diffusion sources and as interconnections to the base and
emitter contacts To improve the optical sensitivity the emitter contact is located about Ojf0l
away from the intrinsic transistor so that the emitter window enables interband hgh to ponetrate into the BC tunction This special transistor does not demand tot any additional pioc.ssteps in comparison to the processing of the standard npn transistor.
A GaAIAs semiconductor laser beam with a waveloncIth X- 830nm was used for optical ex,-i
tation. Light intensity and laser pulse shape were monitored by use of a calibrated silicon
photo diode
To determine the sensitivity of the BC diode the laser was driven by a dc current source
The transient signal was investigated by application of a pulse generator and a bit pattern
generator for modulation of the laser current Fig 2 shows the measured dc pholocurrent as a
function of the light input power The photosignal increases linearily within the range of
lOQrmW to ImW of optical power The sensitivity is about O046A/W corresponding to a
quantum efficiency of T% This is in agreement with the limited vertical extensions of the de
vice due to the shallow doping profile needed for transit frequency greater than 12G[!z. The
depth of the collector of I bLm has to be compared with the light penetration depth I/OC N,20mr.
whore c is the absorption coefficient ot silicon at the used wavelength
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versus inctdent optical power. The insert shows schematically the exper-

mental arrangement.
The transient behaviour of thc photosignal due to the excttatton with a trapezoidally shaped
light pulse is shown in Fig.3, The photo response S(t) plotted as S 0 - S(t) for the signal rise
and as SQt) for the decay. where S is the steady state peak signal. shows a fast and a slow
component. The last component Am~es the first half of the total signal stroke and follows in
stanlaniously the laser pulse with a time constant less than 250ps and 370ps for signal rise

C4-91
and decay, respectively. For both transients the photocurrent approaches the final value
with an exponential time constant 'C = 0.55ns of the slow component.
Complementarily to the transient behaviour is the frequency dependence of the photosignal.
Fig.4 shows a decay of about 20dB/decade of the photocurrent at modulation frequencies
above 2GHz.

1*
0ns

0.55ns

signal rise

.F
.. . . . . . . . . ."
0.37ns

L10.54

ns

1

signal decay

time, lOOps/div.
Fig.3 - Rise and decay of the photosignal S(t) normalized to the peak s;gaal S. due to pul
sed excitation
-30

C-40'
01

-501
W100lp
Fig.4

?

frequency (Hz)
Frequency response of the photosignal due to sinusoidal excitation

3 - DISCUSSION
To understand the time and frequency dependence of the photocurrent various time delays
of the BC- diode have to be taken into accuunt (3]. The time constant T
lops given by
the product of the base-collector junction capacitance CBC with the sum of the external ba
se and collector resistance RB +R c has not much influence on the transient signal. Similarity
the drift time 1CdI 5ps of the carriers through the depletion layer carnot be responsible for
the much greater delay measured. The dominant contribution to the transient behaviour
originates from the photon absorption in the undepleted regions of the external base and of
the collector. As the minority carrier lifetime in highly-doped polycrystalline silicon
(NA _ 1019 cr "3 ) is shorter than Ins (4], the main effect will be given by the relatively large
verltical extension of the collector layer. The time delay 'tr
due to the diffusion of minority
carriers towards the junction is approximately given by
2

1Tr. d D
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where d is the width of the absorption region and D is the minority carrier diffusion constant.
As the collector doping concentration increases towards the buried layer, the diffusion constant varies locally. For d = 1.6 um and a reasonable average value of D = 20cm 2 s -' we find
Tdis = 0.5 ns being of the same order as the time constant of the observed slow component.
As a result we ind that the total photosignal consist of at least two current components. A
fast component originates from the absorption of photons in the depletion layer of the diode
and a slower component with a time constant 'r = O.55ns is due to a diffusion process of minonty carriers to the junction.
I

Fig.5 - Light pulse pattern at 700Mbil/s (a) and 2.SGbit/s (b) detected by the transistor
DC-diode (upper trace) and by a fast Si-photodiode (lower trace). Both signals are inverted.
Fig-5 shows the response of the photodiode in comparison to the incident laser light The
laser was driven by a bit pattern generator at the data rates of 70OMbit/s (a) and 2.5Gbit/s
(b). respectively. The lower curve represents the photosignal of the reference photo diode.
the upper one is the generated photocurrent measured at the load of 500. In the photo
graphs taken from the screen of a sample oscilloscope switching on the light corrsponds to
the falling flanks and vice versa. The slow component limits the bandwidth and leads to a
reduced signal stroke at high-low-high and low high low sequences. The two pholocurrent
components are most obvious when looking at the transition from light off to light on in
Fig.5(a). For data rates below the multi Gbit/s range. especially for 140Mbit/s and
560Mbit/s the transistor is a suitable detector without any restriction with respect to speed.
Dy use of a limiting amplifier data rates up to 2.5Gbit/s can still satisfactorily be detected.
4 - SUMMARY
In summary modern self-aligned silicon bipolar transistors are promising devices for on -chip
detection of light with a wavelength smaller than QOOnm and data rates up to 2.5Gbit/s. the
benchmark of future optical communication networks. The investigated device is the basecollector diode of an integrated vertical npn transistor, fabricated in a double poly Si self
aligning bipol-i proces,.
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AN IMPROVED FULLY CMOS COMPATIBLE BIPOLAR STRUCTURE

A.

GtRODOLLE, G. GIROULT, S. MARTIN and A.

NOUAILHAT

CNET/CNS, BP 98, Chemin du Vieux Chfne, F-38243 Meylan Cedex, France

R6sum - Une technologie bipolaire compatible CMOS 6tudi6e au CNET a dt6 simul6e par le
programme TITAN 5. Pour diminuer la risistance collecteur, une m6thode incluant la
formation de tranch6es A fond permiable a ti imaginie. La simulation process permet
d'Atudier l'intfirt d'une telle technique.
Abstract - A fully CMOS compatible bipolar technology is studied. 2-D process simulations
oF the device have been carried out before wafer processing ; comparisons of the results
with experiments are presented. A new idea for making the collector, without standard
epitaxy of a highly doped buried layer, is described. The 2-D simulation results enable
the advantages to be checked with regard to the classical approach.

1- INTRODUCTION
To decrease the collector access resistance in BICMOS technology, the classical techniques are
to form a buried collector by epitaxy, or to make a highly doped "retrograde well" with high
energy and dose implant /1/. This latter technique could be used in CMOS technology, but it
requires high dose and energy machines and is sensitive to certain mask problems.
The alternative idea presented here is to use trenches (filled with highly doped polysilicon) as
the collector contact as well as additional dopant source for the collector, acting as m buried
layer. This technique has the advantage of not needing any additional thermal or ionic implant
step. The only additional steps, which come just after the formation of the locos and
implantation of the retrograde well, are the formation, oxidation and polysilicon filling of the
trenches. This technique is fully CMOS compatible, and avoids selective epitaxy for the buried
layer of the collector. But, of course this is not simple to achieve. Process simulation of this
structure has been performed, in order to validate the theoretical interest of this technology.
Different values have been tested for the doping concentration and trench depth.

2- PRESENTATION OF BICMOS MAIN STEPS
The process flow is the same as in the 1 micron CMOS technology developed at the CNET, with only
one additional mask level. The bipolar transistor process steps are those of the Nwell PHOS
transistor, except for one additional ionic implant of boron to adjust the intrinsic base and
the gate oxide etching before polysilicon deposition. These two process steps use the same mask.
The main features are the following : the gate arsenic-doped polycide acts as the emitter
contact and as a doping source for the emitter. After polycide etching, a lightly doped
extrinsic base region (LOEB) is implanted before deposition of the oxide-sidewall, to reduce the
boas resistance (Rbb'). Si2 spacers (0.3 microns wide) are used for the self-alignment of the
extrinsic base. The drive in of the emitter and the dopants activation are obtained during the
final RTA. Note that, without the additional implantation of the intrinsic base, a very shallow
base can be obtained, resulting from the diffusion of the born which has been implanted into
the silicid at the extrinsic base implantation step. The N well acts as the collector. In order
to improve the performances of the bipolar and the resistance to the latch-up of the CMOS
devices, a retrograde well is used.

\U
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3- SIMULATION
The process simulations of the transistor have been performed using the TITAN-5 program, whict,
allows multi-sayer ionic implantation and diffusion to be simulated. This helped to choose the
energy and dose of the additional base implant. Profile calculations ale made in polycide and
silicon ; values of the segregation coefficient and diffusivity have been chosen in accordance
to /2/ and the results are in good agreement with SIMS and electrical measurements (Figure 1). A
complete study of arsenic and boron codiffusion in the three layers WSix, polysilicon, silicon
is to be published in the near future.
Simulation of the complete structure, including the collector contact, can be provided, using a
very sharp meshing in the active area (Figure 2).
4- SIMULATION OF AN IMPROVED BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR : A BURIED DIFFUSED COLLECTOR
The structure simulated is shown in Figure 3. The trenches are formed after the locos formation,
in the same way as insulation trenches ; they are then slightly oxidized, and the oxide and the
silicon are etched anisotropically, so that the trench becomes permeable to the dopant species.
The trenches are then filled with highly doped polysilicon (Phosphorus, 1020 to 3.1020
3
atoms/cm ). During the thermal annealing used for the retrograde well (150 an, 1050*C), the
dopant diffuses in the silicon, making a zone equivalent to the collector buried layer of the
epitaxial technology. The simulations have been made on a 4 micron wide structure. Three
simulations have been carried out with a 1.6 pm wide and 2.2 pm deep trench, with a phosphorus
concentration from 1020 to 3.10'' atoms/cm'. At each time, the square resistance of the
collector has been calculated for several cross-sections (Figure 4).
With 10', the square resistance remains 1.2 ki)from X = 3pm to 4pm. To obtain a resistance of
100 f) the position should be at X = 2pm, which means that the dimensions have to be reduced by
2pm, which is not feasible.
With 2.1020, the resistance is 1.2 kf) at X = 4p, 393 )
at X = 3pm. This means that reducing
the dimensions by only Ip is sufficient to obtain a real improvement in the resistance.
With 3.102 0, the resistance is 973 [) at X = 4po, 80 f) at X = 3gm. The collector access
resistance value is low, but the highly doped collector area is too close to the base. To
overcome this problem, another simulation with a deeper trench has been carried out. With a
phosphorus concentration of 3.1020, and a 3 pm deep trench (Figure 5), the transistor active
area remains optimized, as expected. Moreover, the collector access resistance has been
reduced : 43 C at X = 3pm, 134 0 at X = 3.5 ps, 435 C at X'= 4 pm. This is due to the fact that
the total phosphorus dose in the polysilicon trench is higher, and therefore the phosphorus
depletion of the trench is slower. At the end of the process, the remaining phosphorus
concentration in the polysilicon is 2.1020 atoms/cm', instead of 1.5.10'' with the 2 pm deep
trench.
5- CONCLUSION
A general 2-0 simulator, which makes no assumption on the structure, can be used as a predictive
tool, to validate new ideas, before starting the process Itself. In this case a new technique
for processing fully CMOS compatible bipolar transistors without epitaxy has been investigated.
Simulations show that a very low collector access resistance can be obtained without disturbing
the transistor behaviour, provided a 3 pm deep trench, which is dopant permeable at the bottom
and insulated at the sides, can be achieved.
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WELL - OPTIMIZATION FOR HIGH SPEED BICMOS TECHNOLOGIES
H. KLOSE, T. MEISTER, B. HOFFMANN, J. WENG and B. PFAFFEL

Siemens AG. Corporate Research, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Minchen 83,
F.R.G.

Abstract - A high speed BICMOS process with a polysilicon bipolar transistor is presented. Using this
technology the well optimization is outlined. Different approaches to construct the well are compared to
improve the high current behaviour of the bipolar transistor. Influences on the parasitics are discussed.
Using the optimized process version bipolar transistors with a cut-off frequency of 9.5 GHz were
fabricated.
I -

INTRODUCTION

Among the many tasks in the development of a 8ICMOS process the optimization of the well is the most
specific one. The reason for this is that the well configuration necessary for appropriate performance of all
SICMOS devices is not used in pure CMOS or in bipolar processes. Although there are many reports on BICMOS
published so far, this is the first one describing a thorough optimization of this process block.
In this presentation we first give a brief description of the BICMOS process which we used as base-process
for optimization. The main feature of this BICMOS process is the use of arsenic doped polysilicon for the
formation of the emitter. Next the general optimization strategy is outlined. Three approaches are presented
then to maximize the current drive capability of the bipolar transistor
- 1 : single antimony buried layer ( Sb - BL I
- 2: combined antimony/phosphorus buried layer ( Sb/P - BL )
- 3: implantation of doubly ionized phosporus to increase the bipolar well doping ( Sb - 8L

P

Pros and cons of these approaches are discussed with respect to the most important characteristics of a
BICMOS process : cutoff frequency and Kirk current of the bipolar transistor, drain junction capacitance of the
PIVOST. buried layer to buried layer spacing and the current gain of the parasitic vertical pnp bipolar transistor.
2 - PROCESS DESCRIPTION
The optimization approach is outlined using a BICMOS process which has the following features
CMOS part

- 1.2 pm n - well CMOS process
- 2 layers of metal

bipolar part

- antimony buried layer
- collector sink
- polysilicon emitter bipolar transistor
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PMOST

NMOST

bipolartransistor
polyallicOn emtler

p. SUbStrate

1pm
Fig. 1 - Cross-section of the BICMOS devices.
The cross-section of the resulting BICMOS devices is sketched in Fig. 1. As depicted in this figure the buried
layer is used both beneath the bipolar transistor to reduce the collector series resistance as well as beneath
the PMOST to avoid punch through between its drain and the p-type substrate. Reducing the punch on depth1
of the buried layer improves the high current behaviour of the bipolar transistor significantly. At too small
values of this quantity, however, the junction capacitance of the PMOSrs drain is increased.
3 - OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY
The main goal for the optimization of the well process was both not to degrade the performance of the MOS
transistors in comparison to the device performance of the underlying CMOS process as well as to have a
bipolar transistor capable of driving high current densities without speed degradation. Thus for optimization a
tradeoff has to be done between contrasting requirements.

First we checked how shallow the epi-layer can be designed without significant influence on the device performance of the PMOST. To monitore this the area-specific drain junction capacitance was used. The goal was to
keep the increase of the value of the drain capacitance averaged over the 5V swing of CMOS logic below tOX.
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Fig. 2 - Dependence of the averaged drain junction
capacitance of the PMOS transistor vs. spi -layer
thickness
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The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 2. Doing so we ended up with a minimal punch-on depth at the
end of the whole process of approximately 0.85 to 0.9Wn. The respective epi - layer thickness is 1.6 awn
(see
Fig. 2 ). With respect to this boundary condition the high current behaviour can only be improved further by
increasing the collector doping concentration via a combined antimony/phosphorus buried layer or a high energy
implant of phosphorus into the bipolar well. None of these two approaches require additional masking steps.
4. - RESULTS

4.1 - THE CUT-OFF FREQUENCY
SUPREM-II simulation of the process version with the single Sb-buried layer show that there is a considerable
concentration dip right in front of the antimony buried layer ( Fig. 3 ). Due to the low doping concentration
within the dip that value of jc which marks the 10% roll off point of fT is as low as 0.16 mA/Vm. 2 ( Fig. 4 ).
This value of ic is furtheron denoted as the Kirk-current density j..
One way to eliminate this concentration dip is the use of the combined Sb/P-buried layer. This kind of a
conducting layer is formed by a double implantation using both antimony as well as phosphorus as dopant
material. Thus the n-well above the buried layer is not only formed by 'down' - but also by 'up'-diffusion of
phosphorus. As the n-welf doping is enhanced not only within the bipolar but within the PMOST regions as well,
the epi-layer thickness was somewhat increased to maintain unchanged drain junction capacitancies. Comparing
the fT vs. ic plots both for the simple Sb-BL as well as for the Sb/P-BL a considerable improvement in the
Kirk-current density was reached I jK = 0.16 mA/Vn 2 for Sb-BL and iK= 0.37 mA/pn2 , Fig. 4 ). This, of
course, leads to an improvement of the maximum fT value too from 6.7 GHz to 9.2 GHz.
The second possibility to increase the current drive capability of the bipolar transistor is to increase the bipolar
well doping by an implantation of doubly ionized phosporus. Doing this together with the base implantation no
additional masking step is necessary. The doping profile which results from this approach is given in Fig. 5.
The respective IT vs. jc dependence is sketched in Fig. 4. The maximum fT for this process version is 9.5
GHz. The respective Kirk-current density is 0.4 mA/liam 2 .
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4.2 - BURIED LAYER TO BURIED LAYER SPACING
One of the main quantities which determines the packing density of mixed CMOS/bipolar circuits is the BL-OL
spacing. Due to the use of the shallow LOCOS isolation in BICMOS processes the channel stopper does not
block the space charge regions of the buried layers as effectively as in pure bipolar processes.

BL-BL spacing/pm
Sb - BL
Sb/P - BL
Sb - BL + P +

6
8.5
6

normalized Pnp
1
0.8*10

-1

10- 1

Tab.1 - BL-BL spacing and the nomalized current gain Opnp
of the parasitic pnp
Because of the lateral out-diffusion of the phosphorus buried layer ( Sb/P - BL ) during the buried layer and
the n-well drive- in the BL-BL spacing is quite large compared to those of the other apprcaches. The spacing
of these process versions are equal of course because the P ions are implanted at a late stage of the
process flow. Thus no significant diffusion occurs.
4.3 - CURRENT GAIN OF THE PARASITIC PNP
Again due to the shallow LOCOS isolation each bipolar transistor which is not entirely surrounded by a collector
sink guard ring is a possible source of leakage currents in case of saturated bipolar action. The reason for this
is the parasitic vertical pnp which is formed by the inactive base and the collector of the regular npn transistor
together with the p-type substrate. To reduce possible leakage currents 0P"P has to be as low as possible.
The results again are given in Tab.l. Due to the concentration dip which occurs in case of the single Sb-BL
process ( see Fig. 3 ) the current gain of this parasitic pnp device is far too high. Compared to that both the
approach with the Sb/P buried layer as well as with the P+* implantation yield an improvement of one decade
approximately.
5

-

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a high speed BICMOS process is presented, Different schemes to construct the well were compared. It was shown that the single antimony buried layer combined with a doubly ionized phosphorus implantation is the best approach both with respect to bipolar performance as well as with respect to reduced parasitic
effects. The cut-off frequency obtained with this process version is 9.5 GHz. The current density which marks
the 1O roll off point is 0.4 mA/pm 2 . ECL ringoscillators with a voltage swing of 2*200mV designed with
minimum size bipolar transistors and a one sided base contact show minimum gate delays of 140 ps. Thus the
BICMOS process presented is a promising candidate for mixed ECL/CMOS circuits on the same chip.
ACKNOWLEDGEMgNTS:
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AN ULTRA HIGH SPEED TRENCH ISOLATED DOUBLE POLYSILICON BIPOLAR PROCESS
M.C. WILSON, S. DUNCAN and P.C. HUNT

Plessey Research (Caswell) Ltd., Caswell, Towcester, Northants,
Great-Britain

Abstract - This paper describes a double polysilicon bipolar process
incorporating a novel self-aligned emitter-base and deep trench
isolation. The process has been designed primarily for ultra high
speed by minimising parasitic capacitances, and also offers high
packing densities. The performance of the technology is demonstrated
by a 1/8 static divider operating at a frequency of 10.7GHz. Other
representative SSI functions are also described.
1 - INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in silicon bipolar technology have been responsible for sub 50ps
gate delays in ring oscillator circuits and demonstrated maximum operating
frequencies of 10.38GHz in high speed divider circuits 11,2].
Generally, this
performance is attributed to a device structure incorporating double overlapping
polysilicon and emitter-base sidewall spacer technology, thus
minimising
parasitic capacitances due to a reduction in device size.
Several bipolar processes to date incorporate a modified LOCOS isolation

(3,4].

This paper describes a 1pm process primarily aimed at ultra high speed circuits,
and includes a two layer polysilicon structure with
self-aligned emitter-base

and utilises deep trench for isolation of the device. This potentially offers
low buried n+ to channel stop capacitance, high packing density, and near planar
topography for compatibility with multi-level metallisation systems. A 1/8
frequency divider operating at 10.7GHz is reported along with several other
small scale demonstrator circuits.
2 - PROCESS TECHNOLOGY
Device processing begins with the growth of a lpm

epitaxial

layer

over

a

20

ohms/1n buried n+ collector.
Trenches 1pm wide by 5.5pm deep etched through a
sacrificial CVD oxide mask provide device isolation. A channel stop implanted
at zero angle controls the parasitic MOS threshold and suppresses the gain of
the parasitic buried n+/substrate/buried n+ transistor.

All masks are

stripped

and the trenches are refilled with a composite dielectric sidewall and
polysilicon. The sidewall comprises thermal oxide, CVD nitride and a layer of
low temperature oxide (LTO). Following polysilicon etchback, the LTO layer is
stripped and the active area patterned.
the
structure shown
in figure l(a).

Field oxide is then grown resulting
in
The continuous nitride layer lining the

trench and active area prevents bird's beak encroachment.
The process sequence up to emitter-base formation includes an n+ implant to form
the deep diffused collector, the removal of dielectrics over the active area,
and the deposition and patterning of the p- poly extrinsic base contacts.
This
layer of polysilicon is protected by nitride over the active areas and oxidised
field
oxide
for
minimised
in
the
field
region.
This
provides
thicker
topography
for metallisation.
The
interconnect
capacitance, and
a planar
nitride is susequently removed (see figure l(b)).
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EMitter-base formation starts with the deposition of LTO over
the
ppolysilicon. A 1pm emitter window is anisotropically etched through the LTO end
p- poly layers. Thermal oxide is grown and a layer of nitride deposited, during
which p-type dopant is allowed to diffuse from the polysilicon into the single
The intrinsic base is then implanted
crystal to form the extrinsic base.
through the window and a conformal layer of polysilicon deposited. This is then
anisotropically plasma etched to form sidewall fillets 0.2ixm wide as shown in
figure 1(c).
The sacrificial polysilicon fillets protect the periphery of the nitride and
oxide during subsequent dry and wet etching to leave the emitter window (figure
1(d)). The fillets are then removed by chemical etch. This method leaves the
implanted base region free from plasma etch damage. A TEN cross-section of a
fully formed sidewall is shown in figure 1(e).A
After
A second polysilicon layer is deposited and implanted with arsenic.
appropriate patterning and etching, the emitter-base junction and collector
contact are formed by rapid thermal annealing.
The collector area in this
process sequence is treated in the same way as the emitter. A cross section of
this structure is shown in figure 1(f).
The completed device has a self-aligned PtSi/TiW contact structure and standard
Al/Cu interconnect.
Initial circuits were designed with a two level 5pm metal
and via pitch. more advanced circuits were successfully manufactured with a
3.Spm contact pitch on a three level polyimide based metallisation system. A
completed device is shown in figure 2.
3

-

DEVICE PERFORMANCE

\r

A gummel plot showing the DC characteristics of a typical device is shown in
figure 3. The excellent low current gain behaviour is attributable to the use
of a thermal oxide a~spart of the sidewall spacer rather than deposited oxide.
The shallow emitter-base structure is a result of implanting the base through
dielectric coupled with a polysilicon emitter and RTA processing.
An initial
version of the process produced Ft values of 14GHz. Subsequent development has
resulted in a range of emitter-bases with Ft's of 17-22GHz.
Ft curves of a
standard and advanced device &re shown. in figure 4, where in both cases the
effective emitter area was 0.6 x 14.4pm.
The use of trench isolation has reduced the collector-substrate capacitance to
half that of LOCOS and improved packing density. This significantly reduces all
parasitic cacpacitances and improves circuit performance.
A list of basic
electrical parameters for a standard 1 x 5pm device is shown in table 1.
4

-

CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE

The high Ft of the process has enabled a substantial number of high performance
circuits to be designed and fabricated. For example sub 40ps gate delays have
been achieved on ring oscillatorg with a fanout of 1. However, ring oscillators
are a poor example of high speed device technology.
A more impressive
demonstration of the process is a divide by 8 function operating at a frequency
of 8.8GM:.
This incorporated an emitter-base having an Ft of 17GM:, nowever,
the more advanced emitter-base with an Ft of 22GHz enabled the same divide by 8
function to operate at 10.7GHz. The input and output waveforms of this static
frequency divider are shown in figure 5.
other 55! functions successfully processed and evaluated include a :Kb RAM, a
1.6GHz universal shift register and an 8 bit DAC with a 1.2ns settling time. A
micograph of the DAC is shown in figure 6. Several other pathfinder products
demonstrating low powet consumption and high toggle rates have been reported
elsewhere 151,16).
S -

CONCLUSION

A very high speed manufacturable bipolar transistor process has been described.
Trench isolation and the new emitter-base sidewall1 technology provide high
performance, low capacitances and high packing densities. Seversa1 SSI functions
have been evaluated incorporating transistors operating with peak FT's of
between 14GM: - 2205:. The performance levels obtained from these circuits
combined with the yield of a silicon based process make ultra high speed VLSI a
reality.
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Table 1 Typical electrical parameters
of a lx5jsm2emitter device

4z-Maximum

Operating Voltage
Forwardbota
Baseresistance
collector resistance
Emnitter
resistance

Sv
t00
1500
75a

Emltfter-base
capacitance
Colletor-tbass capacitance
Bast transit time
cut-otf trequency

I 9tF
1?IF
6.5pS
IAGHz

ion

rig.2 SEM micrograph of a completed
transistor, the contact pitch
is Spa
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I

Pig.5 oscilloscope trace of the input
and output waveforms of a divide
by 8 function running at 10.7GHz

ri.3 Guedl plot Of a lxSPN 2 eitterU
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Fig.6 A photograph of the 8 bit DAC
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A TRENCH ISOLATED HIGH SPEED BIPOLAR PROCESS FOR A 10K GATE, 950MHz, VLSI
CIRCUIT
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P. HUNT* and A. HEFNER * *
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13ESUME

Une technologie bipolaire rapide, do dimension critique micronique, utilisant l'isolement
par sillons et un emetteur en polysilicium a 6t% evalu6e et caracteris~e. Une
d6monstration du rendement de la technologie a 6tW r~alisde sur un circuit VLSI de 10000
portes.

ABSTRACT
A one micron bipolar process using trench isolation and polysilicon emitter has been
evaluated and characterised. The demonstration of yield was achieved on a 10000 gate
VLSI circuit.

1.INTRODUICTIONj
Very high speed circuits are required for super computers and communication systems.
Bipolar technology has remained the technology of choice for applications where circuit speed is
of primary importance, it has also demonstrated its VLSI capability as well. The key elements of
the advanced bipolar technology are filled deep trench Isolation, self aligned emitter base
structure and polysilcon emitter contact (1),(2).
Both the self aligned structure and the trench isolation greatly reduce the device area and
the associated parasitic capacitance, and hence significantly reduce the power delay product
and Increase the density of bipolar devices. However, yield Is hard to assess with a trench
isolation process, as it remains difficult to perfectly fill the trenches avoiding holes and crevices,
and also to stop defect generation from the top comers of the trench. In order to characterise the
trench isolation process In terms of defect generation and reproducibility, an advanced process
has been set up (3), with one micron critical dimension, using only one polysilicon level for
polyemitter. A 10K gate VLSI circuit was processed with this technology, in order to demonstrate
the yield of a trench Isolated bipolar process.
O

2. MAbiN FEATURES OF THE PROCESS
The process is set up using 1 jim
design rules .The photoltographic steps are
implemented on CENSOR SRA 9535 ,
allowing submicron features . The lateral
isolation between components Is provided by
deep trenches. The emitter-base structure
shows Improved performance by adding a
polysillcon layer between the metallic contact
and the monosllcon emitter region . Finally
the Interconnect system requires one
polycide and two metal levels. Figure 1
shows a cross section of the basic transistor.
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Fig. I- Cross section of the basic transistor
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Deed trench isolation
After full sheet As buried layer implantation followed by 1.2 Igm thick epitaxy deposition
trenches of 1.2gm wide and 5gm deep are used for lateral isolation Special requirements for
trench isolation have been described previously (4); and a conventionnal process of trench
etching and filling was developed as follows:
_ reactive ion etching of monosilicon with CC14 and N2 gases using an etching mask of stacked
layers of thermal silicon dioxide, LPCVD nitride and PECVD oxide. A satisfactory trench profile
was achieved with this process, as shown in figure 2..
_ oxidation of the trench sidewalls to provide dielectric isolation
channel stopper implantation at the bottom of the trench
_ conformal undoped polysilicon deposition in the trenches, and etch back planarisation with a
sacrificial resist layer
_
oxidation for field oxide and polysilicon capping formation with a conventionnal locos
technique
In order to demonstrate yield on a VLSI circuit, specific studies were carried out to achieve
low defect generation and a uniform polysilicon planarisation.
-The trench bottom can be rounded by controlling the redeposition of oxide during RIE , to
prevent stress from the bottom comers to appear. The oxide thickness on the trench sidewalls
was also optimised. For field and capping oxidation , the temperature had to be increased up to
1000 C to prevent screw dislocations to propagate from the top corner of the trench. In these
conditions no defects were revealed by Wright attack (fig.3).
-Amorphous silicon is conformaly deposited in the grooves . The thickness of the layer is ajusted
according to the trench width. The etch back process is done with a sacrificial resist layer, with
an end point detection on the nitride layer. Then an approriate oxidation followed by a wet etch
is performed to remove the remaining polysilicon. With our process, the uniformity on wafer is
satisfactory , and the integrity of the nitride is kept.

Fig.2- Trench profile

FV.3- Detect ana

s with Wright etch

Emitter b e striture
The Improvement In speed for bipolar transistors requires very shallow emitter base
junction. However, reducing the distance between the metallic contact of the emitter and the
emitter-base junction leads to an increase of the Injection of minority carriers into the emitter,
and thus creates a degradation of the current gain. The problem is solved by adding a
polysiftcon buffering layer between the metallic contact and the monosilicon emitter, to remove
the recombination zone further, and to put an interlace barrier to the diffusion of minority carriers.
After intrinsic base Implantation with boron, a 200nm thick amorphous Si layer is
deposited at 5600C under low pressure in the emitter contact. To minimize oxide contamination,
an HF dip Is performed prior to polysilicon deposition. Then the emitter is implanted with arsenic,
and after silicon etch, a I Omn-975C thermal treatment leads to a junction depth of I00nm with a
140nm wide base. SEM of this structure is shown in figure 4. The doping profile obtained from
spreading resistance measurements Is ploted in figure 5.
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Fig.4- SEM cross section of the intrinsictransistor

Fig.5- Spreading resistance measurements
of the emitter base structure

Inronnect
The interconnect system consists of one polycide and two metal levels. The pitches are
31 m ,6Wn and 9un respectively.
A 80 nm thick PtSi is formed on monosilicon and polysilicon contact in order to realise one
interconnect level Inside the cells. A 500 nm thick plasma CVD SiO 2-P20 5 isolates metal 1 from
polycide. Metal 1 consists of 150nm thick TiW barrier and SOOnm thick AISiTi The interlevel
dielectric between metal I and metal 2 is made of 150 nm plasma CVD Si 3N4 and a planarising
layer of polyimide. The nitride layer is used to stop hillock formation. Metal 2 consists of 1.21gm
thick AISiTi. The circuit is finally passivated with polyimide.

3-PROCESS EVALUATION
The one micron demonstrator was processed on wafers, with the technology described
above. The basic transistor is made of a 3-side trench walled base and a non walled emitter.
The transistor area is 109izm2, and the size of the emitter-base junction is 2.4xlim2 . A SEM
cross sectionnal view of the NPN basic transistor is shown in figure 6.
Table 1- Electrical characteristics
of the basic transistor
Transistor area
Base area
Emitter area
Intrinsic gain BF
IKF

109gm2
461±m2
2.4x gIm2
120
5.1mA

BVEBo
BVCBo
Buried lay/subst.
BVCEo
CJE
CJC
CJS

6.21V
21V
46.4V
7.8V
11.3fF
16.4fF
7fF

RE

Fig.6- SEM cross sectionnal view of the basic transistor

13.40

Electrical characteristics of the basic transistor of the demonstrator are given in table 1.
The Gummel plot (fig 7 ) stows a nearly ideal behaviour down to IOOpA collector current, for the
basic transistor. The current gain remains almost constant over five decades of collector current.
The cut-off frequency Is 8GHz at VCE=4V and Ic70014m. For a transistor with a longer
emitter (hence smaller base resistance) than the one of the basic transistor, the measured Ft is
over 12GHz (fig.8)
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4-YIELD ASSESSMENT
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ON A 10K SEA OF GATES

The functionnality of a 2048-stage shift
registers was demonstrated. The aim of this
demonstrator was twofold: first to illustrate
the process capabilities in terms of speed,
density, and power consumption, secondly to4
estimate the yield of the process The overall
circuit uses 35216. transistors and Is quite
illustrative of the capabilities of the processZ'
technology. Figure 9 shows a micrograph of
a completed chip. The chip size is
8.16x10.6mm2. High frequency and speed
were tested on packaged devices,

t-

I

4

demonstrating performances of 950MHz

clock frequency for the shift register, with
1.8mW power consumption per stage, and
95ps propagation delay per stage for 21stage ring oscillators processed with the
same technology,

A

Fig. 9

~

..

~

'1'

lror
of the chip of the 10K sea of
gtes (chip size: 8.2x10. lmm2)

The capability of a one-micron trench isolated bipolar technology to implement high speed
circuits has been demonstrated on a 2048-stage shift register. Performances of 950MHz clock
frequency were obtained. This circuit is very suitable for yield monitoring of a trench isolated
bipolar process.
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SHALLOW DOPING PROFILES FOR HIGH-SPEED BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
K. EHINGER, H. KABZA, J. WENG, M. MIURA-MATTAUSCH, I. MAIER,
H. SCHABER and J. BIEGER
Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000 Munchen 83, F.R.G.

Abstract - Within the framework of a double polysilicon self-aligned
bipolar technology shallow base widths W. for npn transistors were
obtained by low-energy implantation of boron into either crystalline Si
(W. = 150 nm), preamorphized Si (Wo = 125 nm) or by diffusing boron out
of polysilicon (Wo = 85 nm). Rapid thermal processing was used for the
emitter drive-in. A transit frequency of 22 GHz was achieved for W. = 85
nm. Comparison with one-dimensional calculations indicates the potential
of further enhancement of intrinsic device speed by optimization of the
proposed technological approaches.
I

-

INTRODUCTION

The combination of modern self-alignment schemes together with advanced
a drastic reduction of lateral
resulted in
lithographic capabilities
dimensions and parasitics and improved integration density and speed-power
performance of bipolar transistors. For further enhancement of intrinsic
device speed, vertical scaling of doping profiles becomes increasingly
important. Heavily doped n--polysilicon used as emitter contact and diffusion
source for arsenic led to shallow emitter junctions, especially if the emitter
is driven-in by rapid thermal processing. To obtain very shallow base profiles
we investigated three promising approaches:
A) A low-energy implantation (10 keV) i.%to bulk Si was used to form the active
base. However, further reduction of base width W. by lowering the
because of boron ion
implantation energy
seems to
'.d restricted
channelling.
B) To suppress channelling the Si substrate was preamorphized by a
implantation prior to the base implant. Great care has to be taken
obtain defect-free recrystallization.

Ge
to

C) A completely different approach inherently avoiding such problems is the
diffusion of base and emitter out of the same polysilicon layer.
2 - DEVICE FABRICATION

In double polysilicon self-aligned npn bipolar transistors heavily
and p-polysilicon layers serve as emitter and external base
respectively. These layers are separated by sidewall oxide spacers
after an unmasked reactive ion etch-back (RIB) of a conformal Si02
the active base is implanted prior to the formation of these

doped ncontacts,
remaining
layer. If
spacers,
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Fig. 1 - Schematic for dopant distribution of self-aligned bipolar with
implanted base (a) and diffused base (b). In both cases the emitter is
diffused out of the n-polysilicon.

perimeter emitter(E)-collector(C)-punchtrough due to incomplete overlap of
active and inactive base (B) regions is easily avoided. Fig. la schematically
shows the obtained dopant distribution in the vicinity of the oxide spacer.
This advantage of a low resistive base link, however, has to be contrasted
with the difficulty of having different reference planes for base implant and
emitter diffusion due to the RIE step between base implant and emitter drivein. With further vertical scaling this problem becomes more and more severe.
We fabricated devices with fairly shallow base-profiles by reducing the boron
implantation energy to 10 keV. However, channelling of B- ions and their fast
diffusion limits the formation of shallow B-profiles. Even worse, lowering the
ion energy leads to an increased probability for channelling /1/. Therefore,
further reduction of Wx merely by lowering the ion energy seems to be hard to
obtain.
To reduce the influence of the channelling effect, we preamorphized the bulk
Si by Ge implantation at 60 keV prior to the B- implant. To allow for a direct
comparison of the benefits of preamorphization, the B- implantation was done
at 10 keV as well. Of course, perfect recrystallization of the amorphous layer
is of crucial importance. To remove the defects we employed a two step anneal.
the
to
smoothen
30
min)
is' performed
(4500C,
first
step
A
amorphous/crystalline interface /2/ and to create the proper conditions for
defect-free recrystallization during the final high temperature step. In order
to minimize the broadening of the base profile this anneal was done by rapid
thermal processing (RTP) at 10750 (10 sec).
Difficulties with channelling and implantation defects are excluded if the
base is not implanted but diffused. We used the same polysilicon layer as
diffusion source for the active base and the emitter. Since B diffusion into
the substrate is strongly suppressed by the presence of As, the drive-in for
base and emitter is split. After boron diffusion, As was implanted and
diffused by RTP at 10500C (10 sec) like in the approaches described above.
However, as the base is formed later than the oxide spacers, there is an
inherent risk of insufficient base link with this scheme (fig. lb). Therefore,
careful tuning of diffusion of active and inactive base as well as oxide
spacer thickness is mandatory in order to maintain low base resistance Ra.
3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The R/B dopant profiles as measured by SIMS are plotted in fig. 2. For the
sake of clarity only the results of the 10 keY implanted (scheme A) and the
diffused (scheme C) base are shown. Although the same emitter drive-in was
used, a smaller emitter junction depth is obtained for the transistor with the
diffused base. This is attributed to a retarded diffusion of As due to partial
recrystallization of the polysilicon during the boron drive-in step. The
resulting base widths W. of the three approaches are listed in table 1.
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Fig. 2 - Dopant distributions measured
(10 keV) and diffused base (950 0 C, 10 min), respectively.
Table 1 - Device data for the different process versions
base formation process
A
B
C1 (950*C,
30 min)
0
C2 (950 C, 10 min)

W./nm
150
125
105
85

*C'/ps
8
7
5.5
5

Ra/Ra(Process A)

1
1
3
7

Obviously, both novel base formation techniques result in an appreciable
reduction of W.. In the case of implanting B- into preamorphized Si (scheme B)
a final W. of 125 m was achieved. The full benefits of preamorphization,
however, will only be obtained for B- implantation energies below 10 keY.
Thence a greater part of the B profile will be placed inside the amorphous
layer and channelling will be more completely eliminated. By diffusing the
respectively, were
base according to approach C, Wa of 105 nm or 85 rm,
obtained, depending on the B diffusion step (see table 1, scheme Cl or C2,
respectively).
Progress in device performance by the novel base formation techniques becomes
evident from fig. 3 where the transit frequency fw vs. collector current
density J. is plotted as measured with HF-probes on wafer. In the case of
process B the fT-roll-off occurs at lower J. values. This is due to an
increased epi layer thickness (1.3 instead of 0.9 gm in the other cases). A
maximum value

f.

-

14.5

GHz is obtained, which compares to f,

13.0 GHz

for the transistor with implanted base according to scheme A.
In order to demonstrate more clearly the influence of W. we extracted the base
forward transit time xv using the conventional (1/2nfT vs. 1/j,)-extraction
scheme. In fig. 4 the va, values are compared with one dimensional calculations
/3/. The boron concentration at the E/B junction R. and the base width Wa were
determined by SIMS, Mj, also was independently confirmed by C(V)-measurement.
agreement of experimental data and theoretical
From the
fairly good
predictions, we expect that by further reducing Wn values of T, below 4 ps are
attainable.
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To check the link between external and internal base we measured base
resistances R. using a transistor with two isolated base contacts, one for
feeding the regular base current and one for sensing the voltage drop across
the base.
In table 1 values of R., normalized to process version A are
listed. Both devices with diffused bases suffer from an insufficient base
link. In these cases adjustment of diffusion cycles and spacer thickness is
necessary for optimum device operation.

4 - CONCLUSIONS

The key to further enhance the intrinsic speed of bipolar devices is the
reduction of the base width W.. This is demonstrated by a comparison of id
simulations with experimental data. Simple reduction of base implant energy,
however, has only limited chance of success because of the growing influence
of the channelling effect. Two methods to circumvent this problem, i.e.
preamorphization of the substrate prior to the base implant or diffusion of
the active base out of the emitter polysilicon, have been demonstrated to open
good perspectives for accomplishing very shallow base profiles. In first
experiments basewidths down to 85 nm and forward transit times as low as 5 ps
have been attained.

We would like to thank B. Hoffmann and D. Hartwig for supervision of
processing, R. Kakoschke for RTP and T.F. Meister for valuable discussions.
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TRENDS IN INDIUM PHOSPHIDE MICROELECTRONICS

A. SCAVENNEC

Laboratoire de Bagneux, Centre National d'Etudes des
T76lcommunications, 196, Av. Henri Ravera, F-92220 Bagneux, France
RESUME - Parallilement A l'opto6lectronique 1,3 - 1,5 pm, et grice i des
preop-i-tis de transport 6lectroniques remarquables, une micro6lectronique sur
les mat6riaux A base de InP se d~veloppe actuellement. Apris quelques rappels
sur les propri6tis des mat6riaux InP et GaInAs, les diverses structures de
transistors actuellement 6tudi6es sont dcrites, avec leurs mirites respectifs.
Une analyse est ensuite pr6sent6e, portant sur les 6volutions technologiques et
les domaines d'application.
ABSTRACT - Together with 1,3 - 1,5 pm optoelectronics, a microelectronic
technology is presently developing on InP-based materials, owing to their
remarkable transport properties. After general considerations on InP and
GaInAs properties, various transistor structures are presented and their
comparative merits discussed. This is followed by an analysis of current trends
in technology and fields of applications.
I - INTRODUCTION

In the past 15 years, a large interest has concentrated on gallium arsenide (GaAs) devices
for both microelectronic (GaAs MESFETs) and optoelectronic applications (AlGaAs/GaAs
lasers and LEDs). This technology is now rather well-established, even if digital
applications of GaAs MESFETs are unrestly facing progresses in silicon technology. More
recently, another III-V material, InP, exhibiting similar potentialities in the fields of
optoelectronics and microwave or high-speed applications, has experienced a renewed
interest, mainly because of the shift in interest towards higher wavelengths for optical
fiber transmissions. In spite of a higher susceptibility of the material to technological
treatments than GaAs, InP-based optoelectronic devices are now fabricated and are
commercially available. Conversely, no InP-based transistor has established itself as the
plow-horse of an InP-based microelectronic technology, although a large research effort is
building up worldwide in the investigation of various structures of field effect or bipolar
transistors. This should soon result in reliable high-performance devices taking advantage
of the attractive electronic transport properties of InP and of GaInAs, a ternary compound
which, lattice-matched to InP, exhibits a mobility of more than 10000 cm2/Vs.
2 - ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT IN InP AND GalnAs
Like in GaAs, electron mobility in InP and GaInAs is much higher than hole mobility,
which favors n-channel FET or npn bipolar structures. With drift mobilities of 4000 and
10000 cm 2 /Vs. respectively at room temperature, both materials exhibit a similar high drift
velocity, of the order of 2.5 107 cm/s for 1 pm long gate devices (Figl). This value,
somewhat higher than in GaAs, mostly results from the larger separation between r and L
valleys in the conduction band, confining electrons in the high mobility r valley till
they gain an energy larger than about 0.5 eV from the electric field. Even for transistors
with submicron gate length, this superiority of InP and GaInAs over GaAs is expected to
remain valid Il. Also related to the higher JErL value is the more prononced negative
resistance behaviour used in Transferred Electron (Gunn) Devices (TEDs).
In table I, some parameters of interest regarding electronic properties of InP, GaInAs and
AlInAs are given. This third compound is increasingly being used as a high bandgap
material to confine electrons in the channel of GaInAs FETs, thanks to the large
conduction band discontinuity with GalnAs. Unfortunately good quality AlInAs is difficult
to grow by MBE or MO-VPE, with usual mobility in the 1000-2000 cm2/Vs. range. Recently
figures between 3000 and 4000 cm2/Vs have been reported with both growth techniques;
This illustrates the rapid improvement currently experienced in the epitaxial growth of
InP-based material. It is also important to emphasize in table I, the small bandgap of
GaLnAs resulting in its high mobility but also in a low bulk resistivity, high temperature
sensitivity and large impact ionization coefficients (fig. 2).
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Table 1: Physical parameters of InP and lattice-matched GaInAs and AlInAs.

InP

GaInAs

AlInAs

EG (eV)

1.35

0.75

1.45

MOBILITY (cm2 /Vs)

4000

10000

3500

0.6

0.55

0.61

DRIFT VELOCITY (107 cm/s)

2.5

2.5

BULK RESISTIVITY (2cm)

108

2.103

BARRIER SCHOTTKY HEIGHT 0,.(eV)

0.4

0.2

JErz

(eV)

JEC (eV)

0.6/0.8

0.2

0.55

3 - KEY ASPECTS OF AN InP-BASED MICROELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
While n* doped substrates with a very low dislocation density are now available for
optoelectronic devices, high quality semi-insulating (S.I.) substrates are not yet available.
Because of an insufficient purity of starting materials, the resistivity of undoped crystals
is usually only marginal (residual doping : a few 1015 cm- 3 - n type). Semi-insulating
material (107-108 (2cm) is obtained by compensation of residual donors by Fe atoms with a
which increases from seed to queue of the ingot (for instance 1016 - 1017
concentration
cm- 3 ). Like in Cr doped GaAs, Fe atoms tend to redistribute under annealing, resulting in
thermal unstability. Moreover a reproducible process for surface preparation (polishing) is
not yet perfectly established. Obviously more work is necessary before S.I. substrates of
adequate quality becomes available.
Actually most devices are fabricated from epitaxial layers, generally grown on a buffer
layer preventing detrimental pollution from the substrate. VPE but more often MO-VPE or
MBE are presently used for the growth of these structures. A good homogeneity of the
grown layers (composition thickness, doping level) is then necessary not only to maintain
the lattice matching condition in the case of heterostructure - which is not critical in
the A1GaAs-GaAs system- but mainly to provide a small dispersion in threshold voltage.
Very encouraging results have already been obtained in that respect /2/ : a deviation of
only ± 1.5 % over 2 inch substrates of the sheet carrier concentration.
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Another important point which illustrates the difficulty faced in establishing an InP
microelectronic technology is the material fragility : not only InP is more brittle than
GaAs, making the handling of 2 or 3 inch wafers more critical, but also InP, and GaInAs as
well, are quite sensitive to bombardment by energetic species as found in usual plasma
etching or deposition systems. For instance Ar ion milling of InP surfaces even at low
energy (300 V) degrades the material quality and results in the formation of an In rich
surface layer unless special care such as cooling the slice at liquid nitrogen temperature
is taken /3/. InP, and to a lesser extent GaInAs, also tends to decompose at relatively low
temperature with preferential evaporation of the group V element (around 350*C under
ultrahigh vacuum for InP /4/). Although this phenomenum can be fought by encapsulatiu.',
or phosphorus or arsenic overpressure, it obviously requires adjustements in the
processing techniques previously developed for GaAs devices and circuits. Satisfactory
techniques for surface protection are now available for diffusion and implantation
annealing.
Related to its surface unstability, passivation is a very important issue for the
reliability of InP-based devices : it is well-known that reverse biased GalnAs p-n
junctions, when exposed to atmosphere, tend to degrade with conductive paths appearing
at the surface, possibly associated with the formation of an In203 conductive layer. This
problem has so far received limited answers. Only the development of suitable passivation
schemes (PECVD SiN for instance in the case of GaInAs PIN or avalanche photodiodes /5/)
allows the developemnt of stable devices. This passivation issue, which also hampered for
quite a while the development of a viable GaAs MESFET technology, is now well addressed,
partly due to the large interest in establishing a MISFET technology on InP and GaInAs,
motivated by the attractive low surface state density observed on these materials.
To conclude this paragraph, a few considerations on metal-semiconductor contacts are now
given : with most metals, InP and GaInAs surface tend to be pinned quite close to the
conduction band. This has so far hampered the development of a MESFET technology on
these materials. It has also partly motivated the use of AlInAs in various FET structure,
owing to a larger Schottky barrier height, between 0.6 and 0.8 eV (see Table I). This Fermi
level pinning at the surface is also put forward to explain the low and high resistivity
of contact on n-type and p-type materials respectively, with some recent improvement in
the latter case /6/,/7/. A technology for InP-based microelectronics is still far from being
fully established ; but important progress is continuously being made. Such progress is
best illustrated by the increase in performance of the various transistor structures
presently investigated.
4 - InP FETe
First attempts to develop an InP MESFET technology have met limited success, due to the
low Schottky barrier height. Since then, different schemes have been proposed to
overcome this situation : for instance by adding a thin dielectric layer between the
semiconductor surface and the gate metallization /8/ or more recently by use of a shallow
diffusion converting a thin surface layer - completely depleted of carriers in actual
operation - to p-type /9/. It has also been shown that by a suitable choice of the gate
metal (Cd), a larger Schottky barrier appears /10/. None of these approaches has already
established itself as a viable process so far, even though such a technology has been
used in the fabrication of a monolithic laser-FET device /11/.
InP junction FETs have also been investigated, in particular with fully ion-implanted
structures /12/. A major achievement has been the control of a shallow, abrupt p~n gate
junction, thanks to a co-implantation process. Submicron gate planar structures are
difficult to fabricate, with the requirement of aligning the metal gate onto the p~n
region. This can be overcome by subsequent etching with the gate metal as a mask. More
investigations are still needed to ascertain the viability of this structure (gate contact
resistivity, mesa gate passivation) but promising results have already been obtained /13/.
It is worth illustrating the potential of InP JFETs by noting that the monolithic receiver
with the best sensitivity at 1.3 pm (-36.5 dBm at 200 Mbit/s) has been fabricated with InP
JFETs /14/.
However most of the research devoted to InP FETs has so far focused on MISFETs : it was
recognized quite early that the interface state density of insulator/InP could be very low,
below 1012 /cm 2 eV, in contrast to the situation with GaAs. Moreover in the prospect of a
power transistor, a MISFET structure appears quite attractive. This was actually clearly
demonstrated by the excellent results reported on a SiO2 gate power MISFET : 3 W/mm /15/.
Unfortunately InP MISFETs are prone to large threshold voltage drift, in operation, due to
unstability of the insulator-semiconductor interface. InP native oxydes, as usually grown
exhibit poor dielectric properties. Good characteristics were reported however, with the
oxidation of InP through an A1203 film /16/. This oxidation scheme leads to the formatison
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of a polyphosphate insulator, as recently identified. The direct formation of such an
insulator by other means is obviously a promising technique /17/. As an alternative to
oxidation, both nitridation and sulfidation have been investigated. In spite of an
excellent effective mobility (3500 cm2/Vs) characteristic of a low density of fast interface
states, the dielectric quality of the thermally grown sulfide insulator doesn't allow the
fabrication of transistors with low current drift /18/. Actually it is a second approach to
the realization of MISFETs that has received most of the attention : that is the deposition
of a dielectric film (SiO 2 , SiN, A1203, PN, ...) using a large number of techniques, from
e-beam evaporation to CVD. Most of them lead to a low density of interface states, and
then acceptable mobility. However, drain current drift in CW operation, due to trapping
and evidenced by hysteresis of C-V MIS diodes characteristics, remains a major obstacle
to the development of an InP MISFET technology /19/.
Several criteria to be fulfilled in order to obtain an acceptable MIS structure are now
well accepted : a good stoechiometry of the very first atomic layers of the InP surface,
implying no high-temperature treatment or surface bombardment creating P vacancies
a
very thin interface layer, requiring in situ etching /20/, possibly As passivation /21/
a
high quality dielectric. Simultaneous obtention of those characteristics is a real challenge
: conventional CVD, indirect PECVD /22/, UV enhanced CVD /23/, flash CVD /24/, have in
particular shown much promise in that respect, as evidenced by the reasonable drift
behaviour reported with such techniques /25/. Obviously real progress has been made in
recent years in the understanding and control of InP MISFETs drift behaviour. Although
this problem has not yet received a fully satisfactory answer, continuous improvement is
observed (fig.3), opening the door to a MISFET technology, which would be a major
breakthrc.ugh in III-V microelectronics.
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Figure 3: Drift behaviour of the drain current of enhancement-mode InP MISFETs after
a 2V step is applied on the gate. Vds- O.IV.
5 - GalnAs FETs

Gao. 4 71n0.53 As lattice-matched to InP is a very promising material, with a high mobility
and high saturation velocity. Moreover with a low-bangap, it is particularly suited for the
absorption of light at wavelength of 1.3 and 1.55 jim. For these reasons, GaInAs transistors
have received much attention in recent years. But which FET structure is the best is not
clear yet, with continuous improvements being reported for the various structu:es (fig. 4).
This progress can be clearly associated to the better quality of material grown by MBE or
MOVPE including more efficient buffer layers at the substrate interface. As with InP,
GaInAs MESFETs have not received much attention, due to the low Schottky barrier height.
A few attempts have been reported recently aiming at artificially increasing the barrier
height by inserting a thin insulating layer between the metal gate and the GaInAs channel
or by the use of a Cd gate electrode .
The most popular GaInAs structure has long been the homojunction FET (JFET). Many
different approaches have been reported for defining the gate : blanket p diffusion or
implantation followed by gate layer etching, p-n junction epitaxial growth, selective
diffusion or Implantation,...with compromise to be found between gate length reduction
and gate junction passivation. While selectively diffused or ion-implanted gate may be
naturally passivated by the diffusion or Implantation mask /26/ /27/, no efficient scheme
has yet been reported for mesa etched gate. Better performance can be obtained with

A
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heterojunction FETs (HJFETs) : selective etching of a p+ InP gate layer down to a gate
length of 0.5 pm has already been reported with a fmax of 60 GHz /28/, but the critical
passivation problem has still to be solved.
structures, like InP ones, are characterized by a low interface state density (>
GaInAs MIS
2
1012 cmeV-1) allowing the fabrication of MISFETs.
Moreover, and this is probably
attributable to the better surface stability of GaInAs, several Laboratories have already
reported a quite acceptable drain current drift behaviour /29/. For instance with a self
aligned structure with a SiO2 UVCVD gate dielectric, a drain current drift of only 2 % in
70 hours has been mentionned /30/, allowing the fabrication of test circuits and microwave
transistors with a 45 GHz fmax. Similar results (3 % in 30 hours) have since been reported
on depletion mode GalnAs transistors with SiN gate dielectric deposited in a multipolar
plasma after in situ native oxide removal /31/. The MISFET technology, only scarcely
addressed till now, obviously offers much promise, in particular for logic applications and
optoelectronics.
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In the last 10 years AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure FETs have been widely studied as an
alternative to conventional GaAs MESFETs. Known in their original design as TEGFETs,
MODFETs or HEMTs, they showed superior performances in terms of transconductance,
cut-off frequency and noise figure. A parallel development has been experienced very
recently with AllnAs/GaInAs heterostructure FETs, which offer a major advantage over
their GaAs-based counterparts : the conduction band discontinuity, close to 0.55 eV (0.25
eV for usual AlGaAs/GaAs MODFETs) allows a much higher electron sheet concentration
- 3
(about 3.1012 cm ) while preventing a parasitic channel to appear in the AlInAs barrier
over a wider range of bias condition ; only drawbacks : a slightly lower Schottky barrier
height (0.6-0.8 eV depending on AlInAs quality) and a material which has not yet reach the
quality of AIGaAs. Several Laboratories have developed such heterostructure FETs which
already outperform their GaAs counterparts of comparable gate length /32/. Since the
report by NEC of a transistor with a transconductance of 440 mS/mm at room temperature,
progress has been very fast, in particular with respect to high frequency performances
(fig. 5). Recently devices with 1080 mS/mm transconductance and 175 GHz transition
frequency for 0.1 pm gate length, with a minimum noise figure of 0.8 dB at 63 GHz (AG : 8
dB) for 0.2 pm gate length were reported /33/.
While the MODFET structure uses a doped barrier, which can act as a parasitic channel
and be responsible for a high gate leakage current, other designs have been studied,
directly derived from the AIGaAs/GaAs experience, with an undoped barrier, such as the
inverted MODFET and the "MISFET". Such structures usually exhibit lower gate current,
lower transconductance and gate capacitance than conventionnal MODFETs. Still their high
frequency performance remains very attractive, as illustrated by the 100 GHz fmax
doped to
reported by Bendix for a 0.7 pm long gate structure with a 200 A, thick channel
3
doping) a 40
4.1018 cm-' /34/. With a more conventionnal channel (1000 A with 2.1017 cmGHS fmax was obtained at CNET-Bagneux on I pm gate length devices /35/. Moreover a very
barrier FETs with a conduction band
for undoped
expected
good uniformity is
discontinuity close to the Schottky barrier height ; this is an important point for circuit
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applications. Worth mentioning in the prospect
transconductance and near-zero threshold voltage
refractory gate devices with 5 pm gate length /36/.

of circuits
reported by

are the 280 mS/mm
Sony on self-aligned

While improvement in AlInAs/GaInAs heterostructure FETs growth and processing is
continuing, first promising results were reported recently with identical structures but
for an InP channel : on 1 pm gate devices with a doped channel a transconductance of 155
mS/mm was measured and an fmax of 42 GHz inferred from S parameters measurements /37/.
With pseudomorphic AlGaAs/GarnAs, heterostructure FETs as an example,pseudomorphic
AlInAs/GaInAs, AlInAs/InP, AlGaAs/InP, GaInP/GaInAs have also been investigated; No clear
improvement in performance as compared to lattice-matched devices has been demonstrated
so far.
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6 - GaInAs HETEROJUNCTION BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
as in Si or GaAs,
Bipolar transistors can also be fabricated from InP-based materials
they offer potential improvement over FETs in terms of drive capability, threshold voltage
homogeneity, at the expense of a more complex processing technology. While the
AlGaAs/GaAs HBT technology in now developing rapidly, the same HBT technology can also
be envisionned on InP-based materials, with the associated advantages : low base sheet
resistance, low emitter capacitance. With different material combinations available for the
fabrication of HBTs, most investigations have rapidly concentrated on npn structures with

a GanAs base, and either GaIrnksP or AlGaInAs emitter. These bipolar transistors have
very interesting potentialities ; actually recent developments in the AlGaAs/GaAs HBT
technology have shown that the device speed is now approaching a limit set by the
transit time of electrons through the base and collector. The superior transport
properties of InP-based materials could then allow an extension of the frequency range of
operation of HBTs, with the additionnal advantage for circuit applications of a lower
emitter-base voltage. Also of interest are the better behaviour of InP/GaInAs HBTs at low
current density, resulting from the lower surface recombination velocity. This, as well as
the invertibility of wide-bandgap emitter and collector, may be especially interesting in
I2 L circuits.
However, the HBT technology is far more complex than the FET's one, and many
technological problems have to be solved before a viable technology is established :
abrupt p-n junctions, graded heterojunctions, isolation, passivation, non-diffusing
contacts, ... Very promising results have already been obtained, in particular InP/GaInAs
DHBTs grown by gaz source MBE with a transition frequency of 18 GHz for 5 Pm emitter
stripe width /38/, and devices grown by MOVPE with a current gain of 11000 /39/. In the
AlGaInAs/GaInAs system, a current gain of 1200 and a transition frequency of 1.7 GHz for

devices with 20 pm emitter stripe width have been measured /40/. Undoubtedly, these
characteristics will soon be improved, taking into account the general improvement of the
technology of InP-based materials.
7 - FROM DEVICES TO CIRCUITS
An important point has to be made : no InP-based microrelectronic device or circuit, with
the exception of microwave Gunn diodes, has yet been developed, sold or used in systems,
although a few companies intend to do so shortly. For the time being, most efforts are
devoted to the demonstration of the feasibility of transistors or circuits. Low complexity
circuits have been fabricated for demonstration of either logic or optoelectronic
functions. Between 1980 and 1984 several InP MISFET ICs have been reported in the United
States under Navy funding /41/. Such circuits were not able to operate DC, because of the
drift in transistor characteristics. More recently GaInAs FET ICs have also been reported
(GaInAs MISFET ring oscillator with a propagation delay time of 50 ps/gate /42/, GaInAs
JFET base band amplifier). Most attention is presently focusing on using AlInAs/GaInAs
heterostructure FET for digital ICs. In spite of a report by NEC on the dispersion of the
sheet carrier concentration over a 2 inch wafer, almost no data is presently available on
the threshold voltage dispersion of processed transistors. The quality of AlInAs material
for instance is probably not yet sufficient to allow a reproducible threshold from wafer
to wafer. A larger number of reports is now available on the use of InP-based transistors
in optoelectronic circuits. Since the first demonstration in 1979 of an IC associating one
GaInAs PIN and one FET /43/ a large interest has developed in the area of InP-based
OEICs, particularly in Japan. A variety of InP and GaInAs FETs, and even bipolars, have
been used in the fabrication of laser drivers or photodetector amplifiers. This large
interest originates mainly from the expected improvement in performances, resulting from
the reduction of interconnection reactances, as well as in cost and compacity. However
the fabrication of high performance OEICs has so far been hampered by the necessary
compromising for integrable structures of optoelectronic and microelectronic devices. Very
significant achievements have been reported however, on either simple receiver circuits
associating a photodiode and a transistor /44/ or even more complex circuits as recently
reported by ATT Bell (GalnAs PIN plus 8 InP JFET amplifier /14/). Very informative is the

analysis of the current trend in the increase In performance of monolithic photoreceivers
: the sensitivity is steadily improving by about 2.5 dB/year since a few years and within 2
years from now, monolithic receivers should surpass their hybrid counterparts.

Quite

interestingly, a parallel evolution is presently observed with GaAs OEICs, with the recent
report of a GaAs receiver exhibiting a sensitivity of -39 dBm at 250 Mbit/s, equivalent to
the one of non-avalanching diode hybrid receivers at 0.85 pm wavelength /45/.
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A similar evolution is observed

with monolithic transmitters for which increasing
bandwidths are being reported /11/. The variety of transistors, with InP or GaInAs channel
used in these demonstration circuits still illustrates clearly the current uncertainty as to
which transistor structures are the more promising.
8

- PROSPECTS FOR AN InP-BASED MICROELECTRONICS
The InP-based microelectronics is still in its infancy, but it is rapidly maturing as
evidenced by the improvement in basic characteristics such as transconductance and
bandwidth. Most recent reports refer to GaInAs channel FETs which benefit from
simultaneous developments of high quality epitaxial growth techniques required for

optoelectronic devices and of a mature AIGaAs/GaAs Schottky gate technology. Actually,
for many years, and in spite of the known promising characteristics of InP, the motivation
for developing an InP-based microelectronics was not strong enough to allow a sensible
development.

Only

with

the

advent

of

1.3

-

1.5

optoelectronics

did

InP-based

microelectronics experience a real development. Also very important is the fact that the
GaAs microelectronics expertise can quite directly be used for InP compounds /46/.
Thus supported by optoelectronics and GaAs technology, InP-based microelectronics is still
facing specific problems : In the area of technology, several points still require
particular attention, such as high quality (undoped ?) semi-insulating substrates, low
temperature, low energy processing techniques, passivation ; but most importantly it will
be necessary to concentrate future development on a limited number of transistor
structures. In that respect more work has still to be done to ascertain the viability of

structures with a GaInAs channel under operating conditions of real circuits; Beyond that
point, the choice of the best structure is still an open question. For InP and GaInAs
MISFETs, experiencing a real improvement of the stability of their threshold voltage, the
prospects now look better, but much time is still necessary before a reproducible,
industrial processing technology is established. Presently JFETs are quite appealing
because of their simplicity. Good results have already been reported, and small complexity
circuits have been fabricated. Heterostructure gates can possibly improve JFETs
performances ; however heterostructure FETs of the MISFET type, or MODFETs, are more
likely to become the prefered transistors either with InP or GaInAs channels. HBTs are
also very attractive, but since they require an involved processing technology, it will
take much time before they begin to challenge their AlGaAs/GaAs counterparts.
Optoelectronic integration is obviously a promising field of application for InP-based
microelectronics. Fabrication of OEICs with acceptable yield will require adjustements in
transistors structures and processing to ease integration with optoelectronic devices /47/.
Competition might come from mis-matched epitaxy approaches, illustrated by the
realization of GaAs/InP transmitters and receivers by NEC /48/. In the field of microwave
applications, two areas of interest have to be considered : for low-noise amplication,
AlInAs/GaInAs MODFETs already begin to challenge their AlGaAs/GaAs counterparts and
will continue to do so, with industrial development likely to appear soon. For power
microwave amplification, InP has already shown its potentialities. Unfortunately InP
MISFETs used for such demonstration suffered from threshold voltage drift. While some
progress is now observed on this point, other structures (JFETs and even MESFETs) are
also investigated as alternatives, with the same potential for high power although
probably with inferior performance in linearity. Finally one should not forget the
excellent negative resistance properties of InP and GaInAs and of AlInAs/GaInAs barriers
which may in the future allows new development in microwaves or digital applications
/49/, /50/.
9 - CONCLUSION

Transistors made from InP compounds have already shown very attactive performances,

mainly for microwave and optoelectronics applications. Still some basic work has to be
carried on to establish suitable technologies and even to define device structures. Using
the same tools as developed for GaAs ICs and for 1A - 1.5 pim wavelength optoelectronic
devices, InP-based transistors are now able to enter the world of applications in both
microwaves and optoelectronics. A few laboratories, in particular in Japan, are even
already addressing the question of digital applications of GaInAs FETs. In Europe, several

Laboratories are also engaged in research programmes, partly under EEC funding, aiming
at establishing a viable InP-based microelectronics technology.
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Rdsumd : Les principaux ph~nombnes physiques qui se produisent cans lea MODFET
conventionnels AlGaAs/GaAs sont d6crits bribvement : structures quantiques, propri~t~s
de transport - influence du champ Glectrique. La mod6lisation des composants permet
d'obtenir dds informations trbs utiles sur leur fonctionnement et lea principaux
effets physiques qui interviennent tout en permettant d'en pr6voir lea performances.
Les probibmes pos6s par lea r6alisations technologiques ou le fonctionnement dans des
conditions particuliLres (haute temp6rature, grande puissance) sont examin~s. On
d6crit lea nouvelles structures telles que lea MODFET invers6s, lea SISFET et lea
MODFET A couches pseudomorphiques ainsi que leurs performances potentielles.
Abstract : Physical phenomena that occur in conventional AlGaAs-GaAs MODFETs are
briefly described. This covers quantum effects, carrier transport properties, influence
of electric field... Progress in device modeling allow to obtain valuable
information on device behaviour as well as various intervening physical effects and to
predict the performance. Limitations resulting from both technological imperfections
and specific device operations, e.g. low temperature, large power, 4re investigated.
New structures such as inverted MODFET, SISFET, and pseudomorphic MODFETs are described
and their potential capabilities are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Modulation doped field effect transistor (MODFET), also called High Electron Mobility
Transistor (HEMT),
is one of the most promising device for both microwave and high speed
digital applications. It takes advantage of the enhanced mobility and velocity of electrons In
the two dimensional electron gas formed at selectively doped GaAs-AlxGalxAs heterojunctions.
For instance, MODFET ring oscillators have demonstrated switching delay times of 10.2 pS at
1.03mW/stage and 5.8 pS at 1.7m V/stage at 300 K and 77 K respectively using 0.35 Pm gate
length devices /1/. On the other hand, a 1.8 dB noise figure has been mesured at 60 GHz in a
0.25pm gate MODFET 12/. At 94 GHz, 7 dB small signal gain was also mvsured from a single
stage amplifier. MODFET constitutesalso a good candidate for power amplification in the millimeter wave range as has been shown by several authors /3/
using multichannel structures.
Several new device structures have been proposed and realized allowing a significant improvement of performance. Among these we should mention :
- the self aligned accumulation mode GaAs-MIS-like FET (SISFET) (4)
- the inverted HEMT /5/
- the AlAs/nGaAs superlattice HEMT for low temperature operations /6/
- the pseudomorphic GaAlAs MODFET /7/
- the multichannel HENT /3/
- the n AIInAs/GaInAs/InP MODFET /8/
In spite of the large number of theoretical and experimental studies that have allowed tc
progress in the understanding of the basic physical phenomena governing the device behaviour,
several important aspects are not well known. First we will summarize the present situation of

conventional GaAXAs/GaAs MODFETs. Then, we will describe some specific problems of device
technology and behaviour under low temperature conditions and large signal operation. Finally,
we will give a rapid survey
capabilities.
2. PUJSICAL PRIO901
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Conventional GaAlAs/GaAs MODFETs (Fig. 1) are multilayer structures in which the smaller band
gap semiconductor layer (GaAs) is undoped and the larger band gap (AlGaAs) is n+ doped. As the
electron affinity of the former is higher than that of the latter, electrons are diffused
towards GaAs, leaving behind their parent donor impurities. Electrons are therefore spatially
2
separated from the ionized donors and can have impressive mobilities (1-2 000 000 0m /Vaec at
21K). Fig. 1 represents a practical device In which an n* GaAs cap layer is used in order to
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improve the access and contact resistances and a spacer layer in order to reduce the ionizedimpurity scattering.
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Typical AiGaAs/GaAs MOFET
In figure 2, the spatial evolution of the conduction
band minimum is shown for three values of the gate
voltage. These results have been obtained by using a
self consistent solution of the Schrb'dinger and

z
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Fig.2 : Evolution of the conduction
band minimum. subband structure and
carriers concentration.
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Poisson equations /9/. It can be observed that as Vgs
increases, the carrier concentration increases not
only in the
quantum well but also in the
AlGaAs
layer
due
to
quantum effects.This occurs, of
course, when the width of the potential well is
narrow enough for quantum effects to occur along the
direction (oz) perpendicular to the plane of the
heterojunction. As the electrons keep two degrees of
freedom, they form a two dimensional electron gas
(2DEG) with a potential
energy given by
h2
En(k//) - En

+ ----

2

(kx

+

2

ky ) where n Is an Integer.

2m*
The subband structure, that clearly appears on this figure is strongly dependent on the form
of the quantum well and then on the gate voltage.
Figure 3 represents the relative positions of the subband energies /11/
with respect to the
Fermi level EFp as functions of the total carrier concentration in3 the well and then of gate
voltage for a typical device at room temperature (4D - iO18 at/cm , a - 625A, a = 30A).
Looking for the energy levels of the subbands, we can
easily conclude that we have to account for a minimum
.2.
of five subbands if we want to give a precise
E,
description of the device. At equilibrium, about 98%
.of the
carriers occupy the five lower subbands of
E"which 90% on the lowest three. In the same way, as
It has been shown by several authors, for instance
YOSHIDA /12/,
the calculation of the electron
distribution must be based on Fermi Dirac statistics
and using classical approximation can cause important
errors.
It Is well known that the total carrier concentration
i- an increasing function of the doping concentration
1n the AlGaAs layer and the conduction band offset
AEc and then of the Al mole fraction x.
1
.Due
9
to partial quantization, the 2D charge transport
1
,
properties ought to be different from bulk freecharge transport. But due to the lack of information
F
:g.3
Subband energy levels as
on this point, calculation of the matrix elements of
functions of Ns
the various scattering mechanisms (acoustic and
polar optical phonons,lntervalley transfert, Impurities, etc...) is carried out by considering a wave function of the form .
V(x, y, z) - rn(z) exp~i(kxx + kyY), instead of the classical plane wave function, but however
using a three dimensional potential (as in bulk). Of course, new scattering mechanisms such as
intersubband scattering may occur. The main difficulty comes from the fact that the collision
probabilities are strongly dependent on the wave function that depend on the gate potential
and then vary along the channel.
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Under low field conditions, electrons remain in the quantum well and their mobility is the
most significant parameter. As the carriers are separated from the ionized impurities, the
corresponding scattering mechanisms are greatly reduced and mobilities increase quickly when
the temperature decreases. Values of 8.000
cm2 /Vsec, 200.000 cm2 /Vsec and 2.000,000 em2 /Vsec
have been measured respectively at 300 0 k, 770 k and 2*k /13/. The mobility improvement due to
the existence of a spacer layer remains smaller than 15% at room temperature for a spacer
layer thickness of 40A0 /14/. As the carrier concentration strongly decreases /15/ when the
spacer thickness increases, this last parameter must remain smaller than 25A* for devices used
at room temperature. Of course, the situation may be quite different at low temperature : for
instance, the mobility improvement may reach a factor of 20 at 41k for a spacer thickness of
0
500A /16/.
LEE and al /14/ have experimentally shown that the mobility of the two dimensional electron
gas is nearly independent of the carrier concentration ns , at room temperature. On the
contrary, Monte Carlo simulations /9/ indicate that at 771k, the carrier mobility increase by
a factor of two when the carrier concentration increases from 1011 to 1012 cm-2 . Thi.1enhancement is due to screening effect. This effect is more pronounced when, at low treuperaturcb,
nearly elastic scattering mechanisms dominate than at room temperature when polar optical
phonon scatterings are predominant.
In biased MODFET, electrons in the 2DEG are submitted to a high electric field parallel to the
interface. As a consequence, they are able to transfer first from the lowest subbands to the
highest ones and when their average energy becomes comparable to the quantum well height, a
lot of them becomes3D. From a theoretical point of view, the treatment of the transition
between a 2D system to a 3D one is a difficult
task. Several authors /9/, /17/, /18/, /19/ have
calculated the velocity field characteristics in
such structures. Some of them have
tried to
"2.
account for several supplementary effects such as
degeneracy,
interactions,
electron-electron
"screening and so on. On the other hand, MASSELINK
et al /20/ have made some measurements of the
velocity field characteristics in AlGaAs/GaAs
modulation doped heterostructures at 300 K and
77-K. Similar conclusions can be drawn from both
theoretical and experimental works : the values
of the electric field that gives the peak velocity are smaller than those obtained for bulk
_kT
GaAs material. This effect can be explained by
1
2
3
4
5
69
9
1 observing that Eo, the energy of the lowest
E kvlm
subband,is close to 50meV, and then the transfer
FIg.: Velocity field characteristic at
to the L valley is facilitated. However,although
12 -2
77-K. 2DEG :-,-N S = 1.15 10 0m
theoretical peak velocities are the same (fig.4),
11
2
NS - 10 cm- --- bulk GaAs
experimental results indicate
that the
2DEG peak velocity is lower than that of the
lightly doped GaAs bulk. Real space transfer to the L and X valleys of the AlGaAs is probably
responsible for this effect. For electric field values higher than 20KV/cm, the majority of
electrons are in the L andX valleys and it is not surprising that theoretical calculations
predict saturated velocity values similar to those observed in bulk GaAs. Finally, we can note
that such kinds of theoretical simulations also allow to evaluate the perpendicular and
parallel diffusion coefficients that are of primary importance for evaluating noise behaviour.
3. TYPICAL BBIAVIOUR AND MAIl CHARACTERISTICS OF "INTRINSIC' GaAIA/GaAs MODFET
A lot of Monte Carlo simulations /18, 21, 22, 23, 24/ and two dimensional solutions of the
relaxation equations /25, 26, 27/ allow to improve our knowledge of physical behaviour of
AlGaAs/GaAs MOFET. For instance, figure 5 represents the equiconcentration contours for a
typical MODFET (ND - 1018 at/cm 3 , a - 360A- and e - 4OA ) under usual d.c. bias conditions. We
can easily observe that an important carrier injection In the bulk GaAs occurs at the exit of
the gate ; this contributes noticeably to the drain current and is responsible for a large
part of the output conductance. This result is consistent with the corresponding variations of
the transverse component of the electric field that pushes the carriers into the bulk GaAs
under the gate /24/. Squipotential and squlenergy contours (fig. 6) obtained in similar
conditions confirm the existence of a high field domain centered on the quantum well and
located at the exit of the gate. Moreover, we can easily remark that the electron average
energy Is higher than the height of the quantum well during the main part of their drift under
the gate, for usual d.c. bias conditions. As a consequence, the quantum character of their
behaviour is not evident. It should be noted also that when electrons cross the interface from
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GaAs to GaAIAs, their average energy is reduced
and they become colder. Consequently, In spite of
the low GaAlAs mobility, the electron velocity in
AlGaAs can be close to that reached in GaAs. As a
consequence, real space transfer occurs at the
0- exit of the gate, as it is clearly shown in the
fig. 7, that represents the current density
distribution In the same typical MODFET. This
explains the decrease in the 2DEG carrier
concentration in the gate-drain region so that it
becomes smaller than under the source (fig.5).
This effect demonstrates also that a large part
of the drain current is drawn through the AlGaAs
access layer.
Both Monte Carlo and two dimensional relaxation
: Equiconcentration contours (in
models confirm the importance of non stationary
10 cm- 3 ) :Vgs - -O.2V; Vds - 2.5V
electron dynamics effects
for submicron-gate
is shown in fig. 8, the
MODFETs /24/.
As it
electron velocities in the 2DEG are much higher
than their saturated value during the main part
of their drift under the gate and their pea
value increases when the gate length decreases.
Their average value increases also with the
decrease in gate length. These theoretical
predictions are very well confirmed by experi0
mental results /28/ : the effective average
' C
velocity deduced from transconductance gm to gate
7
to
capacitance Cg ratio increases from 1.3x10
2.3x10? when the gate length decreases from 2pm
to 0.15.m. For smaller gate lengths, this quantity remains constant or slowly decreases : this
Fig.6 Equienergy contours (in eV)
variation is not completely explained and may be
due to the combination of both two dimensional effects (small Lg/a ratios) and inertial
effects.
.1un .2
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CURRENT DENSITY
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:15.7
Current density lines in a MODFET
:15.8
Spatial evolutions of carriers
velocities in the 2DEG/24/.
electron saturation velocity deduced either
- --- Lg - 1.20m ---- Lg - 0.6jm
from d.c. current values by using a simple
Lg = O.3om-.--Lg - O.15pm
formula (Jd - q Ns Vs) or from the ratio gm/Cg. This concept is not consistent with velocity
variations represented In fig. 8, where it appears that due to non stationnary electron
dynamics effects, carrier velocities saturate only after the end of the gate and after the
occurence of an important real space transfer.
Note that several authors use the concept of

Current pain cut-off frequency fT is the most important parameter that allows to characterize
the capabilities of FETa, whatever kind of application is envisaged : low noise or power
microwave amplification, digital circuits ... It Is close to gm/2aiCga or 1L where - is the
equivalent tranait time. Both theoretical calculations and experimental .adies indicate that
fT Is mainly dependent on gate length. Figure 9 represents a typical dependence, deduced from
Monte Carlo simulation, of this out-off frequency on the gate length, for the Intrinsic "HEMT
previously considered /24/. It shows that this dependence remains (1/Lg) as far as the gate
length (Lg) to GaAlAs layer thickness (a) ratio is higher than 5. For smaller ratios, edge

\a
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importance and the improveeffects begin to take a prime
ment becomes smaller and smaller. As a consequence, we
observe a significant improvement of the out-off frequency
provided the ratio
Lg/a is
,'t i .
due to a decrease of a,
Is
/
smaller than five.
On the same figure are given some typical experimental
literature, and we can observe a
results reported in
significant difference comparing with theoretical predicIMc
tions (that are quite similar for several authors). Of
course, the differences can be partially due to the
influence of access resistances (mainly source resistances)
that is not always correctly taken into account in the
.
experimental results. We think that surface potential
effect that causes a partial depletion of the GaAlAs layer
.Z
and then a decrease of the 2DEG carrier concentration in
the access zones and that is not taken into account in the
simulations
can explain this difference. As it appears
0
I
2
3
4
5
6 7
from preliminary simulations, for high values of the drain
/L pw.current, carriers are hot before they enter under the gate
Theoretical out-off freand then the transit time and cut-off frequency can be
F16.9
degraded. As surface potential effect occurs mainly between
quency dependence /24/ upon gate
the edge of the gate and those of the recessed zone, its
length
o experimental result
influence is an increasing fonction of this distance R
(Fig. 1). As the gate capacitances Cgs and Cgd of the equivalent scheme increase also when R
decreases, this dimension is a critical parameter when designing such devices.
The maximum frequency of oscillation is proportional to the ratio transconductance gm over
square root of the output conductance gd. As this last parameter is mainly related to carrier
injection phenomenon into the GaAs layer, it Is also degraded when the ratio Lg/a decreases
and then two dimensional character of the carrier movement becomes predominant.
After we have described several aspects of the physical behaviour of intrinsic devices for
classical d.c. bias, we will discuss briefly some problems that appear in practical devices
used under various conditions.
4. PRACTICAL DEVICE BEHAVIOUR UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS
The equivalent scheme of one practical device includes three access parasitic resistances
source resistance Rs, gate resistance Rg and drain resistance Rd. Two of them Rg and Rs have a
strong influence on device performance. Using T-shape electrodes and putting several gates in
parallel, the gate resistance can be greatly reduced. For instance, for a 0.251m gate length,
the use of a T gate instead of a conventional one allows to reduce the gate resistance from
400a/mm to 802/mm /2/. For smaller gate lengths, this technological improvement becomes
essential.
Reduction of the source resistance by contacting, the most correctly as possible, the 2DEG is
also a very difficult task. For this purpose, as it is shown in fig. 1, the majority of recent
n++GaAs cap layer is Introduced between the
devices structures are recessed ones and an
contact and the AlGaAs layer. As it is heavily doped (several 1018), it provides an additionnal current path nearer to the gate /30/. Ni GeAu alloyed contacts are generally used, but
several authors estimate that due to the lateral diffusion, they destroy the 2DEG layer in
front of the contact zone. Non alloying ohmic contacts using n+InGaAs cap layer /31/ seem to
be a promising solution. Another possibility lies in the use of self aligned ion implantation
but it needs refractive gates ; it may increase the gate capacitances Cgs and Cgd and destroy
the 2OEG. Its use seems to be limited to devices for digital applications. Physical analysis
must account for the distributed character of the source resistance Including the existence of
various current paths through the cap layer, thin GaAlAs layer, the 2DEG (fig. 10) and
Gate through the different barriers by tunnelling
effect. At room temperature, the current path
through the cap layer is predominant. In microi Ga As
wave or transient regimes, it must be taken
Into account not only all these elements but
also the displacement currents passing through
n1. AIA, the two depleted zone on both sides of the
OGaAlAs layer. It is possible by introducing
------parasitic capacitances (fig. 10). As it has
been shown theoretically and experimentally by
F
:S.10
Equivalent scheme of the source access zone/32/
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VERSNAYEN /32/, this effect may contribute to a decrease of the equivalent Rs by a factor of 3
between 2 and 60 GHz.
For low noise amplification, it is almost established that the noise figure is an increasing
function of both gate and source resistance. Moreover due to the better carrier-dynamics
properties in the 2DEG, MODFET has better noise performance than MESFET for the same gate
length /33/. However, some major differences appear between the various theoretical predictions
and the agreement is always not very good. Very recently, A. CAPPY /34/ has proposed a
new formulation for calculating the FET drain and gate noise sources, based on the concept of
the local equivalent circuit at each abscissa in the channel and a new approach of the
impedance field method. Typical results are resumed in figure 11, that shows the frequency
dependence of noise figure for a quarter micron gate
length MODFET by using the new method and the classical
49'
one. The influence of access resistance is clearly
,/
shown and a very good agreement with recent experimen4,
tal results of P.M. SMITH /2/ et al can be observed up
to 60 GHz.
,

,

Z

The very large increase of electron mobility when the
temperature decreases from room temperature to 77K
S
(factor 12 to 25) and to 4,K (factor 125 to 250) may
let us imagine an important improvement of the perfor- +
mance.
is partially true : for instance, late
.results obtained by K.M. DUH /35/ show that the cryogenic noise performance of MODFET (noise temperature of
5.31K at 12.5K) approaches that of masers at frequen50
100
cies below X band. But the improvement in current gain
FISOUENCY
OH,
out-off frequencies do
not follow the ratio of
Fig.11
MODFET noise figure versus
carrier mobility but that of average velocity : Monte
frequency/34/. Lg - 0.25pm classical
Carlo simulations /24/ predict only an improvement of
theory--; New formulation.60% between room temperature and 771K. Experimental
0 Experimental points
results /36/ are in good agreement with these predictions and
show also a
corresponding
decrease of the source resistance. However, these
interesting properties cannot be always used due to deleterious effects such as collapse,
persistant photoconductivity and variations of the threshold voltage with temperature. All
these effects are due to the existence of deep-level trapping in AlGaAs by the so-called DX
centers. Collapse is characterized by an important increase of drain resistance (for several
ohms to several ka in certain cases) when positive strains are applied on the gate and the
drain /36, 37/ ; it is due to the trapping of hot electrons in the AlGaAs layer after real
space transfer at the gate end. It seems that it can be suppressed by choosing the distance
between the gate end and the edge of the recessed zone smaller than 0.3 or 0.4pm /36, 39/.
Our knowledge of deep trap level in AlGaAs has been significantly improved recently (40-41).
As this deep level approximately follows the L valley minimum which changes with Al composition x and is taken to be located at 140 to 160 meV below the L valley, its influence can be
suppressed only by using x values smaller than 0.15-0.17 for usual (1018) and uniform doping
levels. However in this case, the height of the potential well AEc and then Ns are reduced by
a factor of two as compared to conventional x composition (0.25-0.3). Such devices may have a
small drain current that constitutes a severe limitation for a lot of applications.
//"

For other applications, several phenomenon limits strongly the capabilities of the device.
First the maximum power is proportional to the product of the maximum drain current ID and the
breakdown voltage VBD. For conventional structures, the drain current is smaller than
250mA-300mA/mm instead of 4OOmA/mm for a typical power MESFET. On the other hand, breakdown
voltages are close to 7-10V that is also smaller than that of classical MESFET.
Secondly, one fundamental parameter for digital applications is the threshold voltage or the
pinch-off voltage Vp and its uniformity along the wafer. As the pinch-off voltage is given by:
Vp.q.Npa 2 /2c, a very good uniformity of both doping level and epitaxial layer is needed.
In order to overcome the problems met with such conventional structures, a great number of
device structures has been developed.
. NEW MOOFSI TRUCTURES
We will describe briefly the main aspects and discuss the potential advantages and
disadvantages of some of these new structures.
Inverted MODFET
In the first works on MODFET (for instance /29/, /42/, Inverted structures witn low-doped GaAs
on the top were considered (Fig.12). As the channel in this case is much nearer to the gate,
much higher transconductance can be expected for the same pinch-off voltage. But the first
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realizations indicate small low field mobilities in the channel probably due to an out diffusion of Si impurities through the heterojunction. On the other hand, the conduction in the
+
embedded AlGaAs N layer, if it is not complemay lead to an undesirable
tely depleted,
Drain
Source
Gate
Cparasitic
conductance.
The optimization
of
: DEG
growth conditions or the use of superlattice
AlAs/GaAs
structures
instead of N1 GaAlAs
layers has allowed to improve the carrier
2
mobility in the channel (up to 20.000 cm /V sec
........at 77,K) and to obtain very promising performance. For instance CIRILLO et al /5/ have
S-1.Substrate
obtained the highest transconductance reported
0
today for lpm FET (1810 mS/mm at 77 K and 1180
mS/mm at 3001K) in spite of a high value of
Fig.12
Inverted MODFET
the source resistance, that may be due to surface effects.The main limitations seem to come
from the gate current values. More recently FUJISHIRO /43/ has shown the very promising capa+
bilities of improved structures using n and n layers on the top of the undoped GaAs for high
speed integrated circuits : 11,8 pS/gate propagation delay and 0.33 mV threshold-voltage
standard deviation by wafer. Mainly, they observe a large improvement in the output conductarne for small gate lengths (2mS/mm for 0.3,m gate) that indicates a better confinement of
carriers and the suppression of short channel effects.
SISFET and MIS like FET
In order to improve the uniformity of threshold voltage, several authors /4, 44, 45/ have
proposed to substitute oy n4AlGaAs layer an undoped AIGaAs layer in a MODFET. In this case,
the threshold voltage is independant of the characteristics of the AlGaAs layer and is only
dependent on the materials used for the gate electrode. In the first realization of SISFETs
(fig. 13), the gate was an n+GaAs /4/ with a threshold voltage close toOV.More recently, the
Gate
Source

Drain

enGaAs

aneAuGeNi

oh-.

bI
ntlayer

el
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c
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P- channel FET
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Schematic structure of SISFET
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SI GaAs

Fig.1
: Schematic view of the n channel and
p channel MIS like FET

gate was ' i Ge covered by a metallization
layer of WSi (Vth - 0.1 to 0.04V). In other structures called HIGHIFETsor MIS-like FET% a
Schottky contact WSi/undoped GaAlAs gives a threshold voltage close to 0.8V. Very promising
results have been obtained, for instance a threshold voltage standard deviation close to 11 mV
over 2-inches wafer for a Ge gate SISFET, a transconductance as high as 470mS/mm for a 0. 6 pm
gate and a 54 GHz cut-off frequency. Moreover,
p channel MIS like FET's /46/ can be fabrica+
ted on the same wafer th'an n channel SISFET
(fig. 14) and
allow the realization of complementary
structures.
However,
two
main
problems limit the capabilities of such structures, the gate current that may reach 102 to
2
-'o
103 A/cm for a voltage of 0.8V above thres', hnld (fig. 15) and the gate resistance that
may by 100 times greater than a conventional
MODFET. Note that in order to improve the
.
confinement of the 2DEG and then the output
conductance, new heterostructures such as the
quantum well metal insulator inverted inter3
face semiconductor FET (QWMI SFET) have been
0
realized with n and p channel /47/.
I
I vy,
F
:.15
Typical carriers concentration and
In order to suppress parasitic effects occugate current variations versus gate voltage
ring under low temperature conditions, we can
for SISFET or MIS like PET
conceive the structure in order that the
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majority of DX centers will be always depleted of electrons. It can be obtained by using a non
uniform doping /36,49/ in the AlGaAs layer (fig. 16). However, such a structure may need gate
self aligned implantation technique if we want to keep very small values of source access
resistances. More complicated solutions have been proposed for instance by HIYAMAZU /48/. A
delta planar doped
AlAs/GaAs/AlAs quantum well is
2 DEG. As the donor atoms are
formed
close
n GaAs
500A
localized
in to
the the
GaAs, no parasitic effects can be
x.20A
observed at 771K.
L-ow doed iGa-s
Multilayer structures
3")' L. -- ei--&:
-:xX
140A
For power applications, theoretical studies and device
optimization are necessary to improve at the same time
Undoped GaAs
.8
breakdown voltage, maximum current and linearity. Y.
.
-.
CROSNIER et al have shown that not only avalanche effects but also tunneling phenomena /50/ determine mainly
SI Substrate
the breakdown behaviour and the use of undoped layers
under the gate (as in fig. 16) allow to improve the
FIS.16 :Example of a specific struc- breakdown voltage by a factor of two. Recently A.I.
ture allowing the suppression of low AKINWANDE et al /51/proposed also to reduce locally the
temperature parasitic effects/36/
doping level in the AlGaAs layer between gate and drain
and they obtained very promising results : a gate to
drain reverse breakdown voltage close to 20 V. Using two, three, four or six DEG channels in
parallel, multichannel HEM1s /3,52,53/ allow to obtain higher drain current and then higher
output power : 600 mA/mm to 800 mA/mm instead of 250-300 mA/mm for conventional devices.
However the structure becomes very complicated, with 16 different layers for instance, mainly
on contacting all the 2DEG with low access resistance. The transconductance may become small
when the deepest 2DEG becomes out of control of gate voltage. However, with a proper design
and theoretical optimization /52/, a very good linearity can be reached as shown in fig. 17
for a triple channel MODFET. Promising results have been recently obtained in millimeter
3wave
range by HIKOSAKA /54/ with a six channel MODFET
(for instance 1,2 W at 30 GHz).
Use of InGaAs
fT GHz
The ternary compound InO.53Gao.47As matched on InP is
appeared for a long time as a very attractive material
Vd(0
20d
for microwave
applications, due to its high mobility
(13.800 cm2 V/sec) and high values of the average electron velocity in submicrometer devices /55/. With an
nIno.5 2 AlO.48As, it constitutes a very promising hete-10
rostructure /56/ because of the large conduction band
discontinuity
(0,53 eV
instead of 0,23 eV
for
AIo. 3 Gao.7 As). As a consequence, 2DEG concentration Ns
-2
may reach 3.7 IO120m
instead of 1012 for a conventio.3
2
-1 GS(V)
.
nal
AlGaAs/GaAs
device.
Due
to
good
transport
Plg.17 :Cut-off frequency variations properties of nAllnAs (quite similar to GaAs),the
versus gate voltage for a 0.8.m
deleterious influence of "parasitic MESFET" is less
triple channel MODFET /52/
pronounced. Of course, some problems remain such as the
quality of InP S.I. substrates, the epitaxial growth of
InAlAs and the height of the Schottky barrier. But the device performance is very attractive
/58-59/ ; for instance a 7.2pS/gate propagation delay (Lg - 0.2pm) and a current gain cut-off
frequency of 130 Hz (Lg-0.2,m).
Pseudomorphic MODFET
As S.I. GaAs substrates are of better quality than InP ones, and having in mind the interesting properties of GaInAs, several authors have proposed to join these unmatched materials
/7/. The lattice-mismatched layer is thin enough, so that the mismatch is accomodated as
elastic strain : it can be free from dislocation /60/ and be considered as pseudomorphic (fig.
18). HENDERSON /61/ has shown that the optimum value of the In mole fraction y in Gal-yInyAs
is close to 0.2 and that the critical thickness of the strained layer is a decreasing functon
of the In mole fraction (typically 200A, for y -0.15). Due to the higher value of the quantum
well height (0.3eVfor Al0 .15 Gao.85As), the carrier concentration is higher than In the conventional
structure.
A-t Gate
Moreover carrier injection and then output conductance are
reduced due to the potential barrier between the strained
FO
GoAs
layer and the GaAs buffer. Although the transport proper0-1. As
d"~ Ec ties for both electrons and holes under low and high fields
remain not well established, a lot of various devices ,as
-----Ef been developed : n channel MODFET /60/, p channel quartum
well MI3 SFET /62/, p channel simple /63/ and multiple /64/
P
1
Pseudomorphic AlGaAs/GaInAs MODFET
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quantum well MODFET, planar n doped double quantum well MODFET /65/. At first we can note that
due to the small value of the Al mole fraction In AlOaAs (typically x - 0.15), .no parasitic
effects such as PPC
occur at low temperature. Secondly, p layer structures appear very
attractive, due to the hole mobility improvement caused hy strain, that lifts the zone center
degeneracy at the top of the valence band. It has been demonstrated /64/ that this kind of
heavy hole has a relatively light effective mass (m*/me - 0.1 to 0.2).
Finally, a lot of works has been done on both the transport properties /66/ and device capabilities /67/ of pseudomorphic InyGa1-yAs/In0.52Ao.48As heterostructures, where y Is the In
mole fraction varying from 0.53 (matched on InP) to 0.65 for Instance. The basic idea of this
last family of devices is to try to profit from carrier velocity improvement resulting from
the increase of In mole fraction In InGaAs. The first results are very promising : a drain
saturation current of 1 A/mm and a cut-off frequency of 64 GHz /67/ for a 0.51jm gate monochannel InO .6Gao.4As/InO.52AlO1.48As MODFET.
In brief, pseudomorphic MODFETs t.ve given the best performance known today : a
current gain cut-off frequency of 165 GHz for a 0.18prm gate and a maximum output power of
0.67W/mm at 60GHz with 22% of efficiency /65/
6. CONCLUSION
Very important progress has been realized during the last years in our knowledge of phenomena
that occur in conventional AlGaAs/GaAs MODFET and in device behaviour and modelisation. Of
course, several basic research works must be followed concerning some specific device
conditions, such as very low or high temperature operation for instance. Mainly due to the
reduction of gate length up to 0.1pm, a significant improvement of performance has been
recently obtained. However, due to parasitic effects (gate and source resistances) and carrier
injection in the buffer layer, it has not been completely reapedprofit from this reduction.
Technological efforts must be done and new kinds of structures can be used in order to
overcome this difficulty. Among these new devices, heterostructures using undoped layers seem
to offer a good answer to the problem of threshold voltage uniformity for digital applications. Carrier transport properties in pseudomorphic devices constitute a very large and
Interesting basic research field for the next future. Progress in our knowledge of such
pseudomorphic devices and improvements in technological realization can lead to improve the
present performance by a factor of two in the next years. For example, a 0.1um gate device may
possess current gain cut-off frequencies that reach 250 0Hz and switching time smaller than
4pS at room temperature.
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CHARGE PUMPING IN SILICON ON INSULATOR STRUCTURES USING GATED P-I-N DIODES
T. ELEWA, H. HADDARA, S. CRISTOLOVEANU and M. BRUEL*
Laboratoire de Physique des Composants d Semiconducteurs (CNRS-UA),
ENSERG, 23, rue des Martyrs, F-38031 Grenoble Cedex, France
LETI, CENG, 85X, F-38041 Grenoble Cedex, France
Resum6 - Nous presentons une extension de la technique de pompage de charge sur des diodes P + IN + A grille de
contr6le, fabriques sur silicium sur isolant. Cette m6thode nous permet d'acceder aux propridtes des interfaces des
structures SOS et SIMOX, tout en 6vitant l'utilisation de transistors MOS A5 contacts. Les mesures effectu~es sur
SIMOX en pulsant la grille et/ou le substrat r6vtlent Pexistence d'une forte densit6 d'6tats d'interface rapides et de
pitges volumiques au voisinage de l'oxyde enterr6.
Abstract - The extension of the charge pumping technique to gated P + IN + diodes fabricated on silicon on insulator is
analysed. This method allows us to evaluate the interface properties in SOS and SIMOX structures, without the need for
5-terminal MOS transistors, The experiment, performed on SIMOX films by pulsing both the gate and substrate, reveal
the existence of a high density of fast interface states and bulk traps near the buried oxide.
2- INTRODUCTION
The great interest in Silicon On Insulator (SOI) structures has generated an effort in the research of appropriate and reliable
interface characterization techniques. Indeed, conventional MOS capacitance measurements suffer from the inherent existence of
high series resistances and interface coupling in very thin films /1/. Current based techniques (dynamic transconductance /2/,
low frequency noise /3/) are much more suitable for SOL
It has been recently demonstrated that the charge pumping can be successfully applied to short-channel MOSFET's fabricated in
SOI /4,5/. This technique is able to resolve the contributions of front and back ints-rfaces while avoiding the influence of parasitic
capacitances and series resistances. A major practical limitation is, however, due to the necessity of a film contact to measure the
charge pumping current; this requires the fabrication of special 5-terminal MOSFET's. In this paper we make use of the presence
of the charge pumping phenomenon in standard gate-controlled diodes /6/ in order to demonstrate that charge pumping
measurements can be used to characterize not only the two interfaces but also the bulk traps in SOl films.
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Fig. I . Experimental set-up of charge pumping technique

2- EXPERIMENT
The schematic set-up of theexperiment isshown in F 1. The P + PN + diode is reverse biased while the gate is continuously
pulsed from strong inversion to accumulation. In strong inversion, minority carriers are rapidly supplied by the N+ contact to
form the inversion layer and fill the interface traps. As the device is pulsed into accumulation, the inversion layer electrons return
almost instantaneously to the N + contact whereas trapped electrons recombine with majority carriers supplied by the P + contact.
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This recombination and the underlying net flow of holes give rise to a charge pumping current I t in the film which is proportional
to both the pulse frequency (Fig. 2) and the amount of interface traps /4-6/. It follows that the ' + contact plays here the role of
the film contact in the 5-terminal MOSFET. The method was validated by comparison with conventional charge pumping in 5terminal MOSFET's and dynamic transconductance measurements.
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Fig.2. Charge pumping current versus
frequency for SOS diodes

The influence of gate length, reverse bias and substrate bias are also investigated. A further development consists of taking into
consideration the contributions of two emission processes. Firstly, some of the interface states can be directly filled by the emision
of holes to the valence band. Secondly, a portion of the trapped minority carriers are emitted from the interface states in the
silicon conduction band instead of recombining with substrate majority carriers. The model shows that by changing the 4
parameters of the gate pulse (top and bottom levels, rise and fall times) it becomes possible to determine the energy profile of
interface states /7/.
The experiment was carried out in silicon on sapphire (SOS) films 0.5 m thick and in SIMOX structures formed by deep oxygen
implantation (200 keV, 1.7xl0' 1 O/m 2 ) and high temperature annealing. The thicknesses of the Si fdm and buried oxide were
about 0.2 im and 0.4 tm, respectively. The silicon overlayer forming the diode base was either P-type doped or natural with an
unintentional residual doping of about 10" s cm-3 still subsisting as a consequence of the annealing process and oxygen activity.
3- DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the variation of I with the pulse frequency for two SOS diodes of different lengths (L - 5 14m, L = 2014m). The
linear behaviour of l, with the fequency is in agreement with the theoretical predictions [ 7], however the ratio between the two
currents is greater than that between the two gate areas. This is attributed to a geometric component present in the longer device.
Indeed, some of the inversion electrons may recombine with holes supplied by the P + contact and contribute to the total measured
current (Fig. 3 for L - 20 lim). This effect is observed for transistors with relatively long channels: L A 20 Mm. Bearing in mind
that the inversion layer formation delay in a P-I-N diode is twice as large as in a transistor, one should expect the geometric
component to exist in diodes of gate lengths of the order of 10 4m.
Fgure3 shows c veraus the pulse base level for the two diodes. For L - 20 in, l, doe not go to zero when the whole pulse
liea in strong inwAiion ; according to Mliot /, this confirms the presence of a geomeftic component. In contrast, for the shorter
diode, lcp decays rapidly a the pulse excursion is hifted towards accumulation or strong inversion.
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Fig.3. Influence of the geometric component
on the charge pumping current measured as a function of the gate pulse
base level
More information about bulk traps is obtained by pulsing simultaneously both gates. According to the new principle of volume
inversion /8/, not only the two interfaces but also the whole film volume are now driven from accumulation into strong inversion. In
our case (Fig. 4). the total value of Ic is almost the same aathat of the back interface. This implies that bulk traps are localized
mainly near the buried oxide.
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Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows a maximum in I at the front interface as the substrate voltage is varied. The behaviour of this curve
can be explained by the fact that when theT;ack interface is in strong inversion or in accumulation, the influence of the front gate
bias on the back interface potential is negligible. On the other hand, when the back gate is biased in depletion or weak inversion a
larger portion of the energy gap can be scanned near the buried oxide as a consequence of the front gate pulse. This leads to a
partial pumping of those charges which are trapped near the back interface. The maximum in Iop (Fig.5) corresponds, therefore,
to an additional contribution of the more defective region situated close to the buried interface.
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Fig.5. Front interface charge pumping
current versus back gate bias
4- CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the extension of the charge pumping method to gated diodes offers an elegant alternative to 5-terminal transistors for
the assessment of bulk"traps in the" Si film and fast states at the interfaces of SOl structures. The density of fast states was found to
be reasonably low (10 " cm-'eV' ) at the front interface in both SOS and SIMOX. A higher density of traps was determined for
the buried interface and results probably from the oxygen implantation induced damage. The charge pumping in P-I-N diodes is a
simple and accurate method and does not require any ad-hoc test device to be specially processed.
Acknowledgements. We thank Drs. C. Jaussaud, J. Margail, A. Auberton, B. Giffard (LETI), A. Chovet, G. Dimopoulos (LPCS)
and Y.Gris (Thomson) for providing SIMOX and SOS structures.
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A CONTACTLESS TECHNIQUE FOR THE CHARACTERIZATION OF INTERNALLY GETTERED CZ
SILICON

M.A. BRIERE

1 )

Hahn-Meitner-Instltut Berlin GmbH, Dept. Dataprocessing and
Electronics, Glienlcker Strasse 100, D-1000 Berlin 39, F.R.G.

Abstract - A characterization technique is described which is capable of measuring the salient electronic
properties of the layered structure formed during the internal gettering process in Czochralski grown silicon.
The method is contactless and involves the use of a two laser, pump-probe, system to measure the carrier
lifetimes in the defect-free-zone (DFZ) and the bulk as well as to measure the width of the DFZ. Excellent
agreement is found with the results of theory and those of the standard bevel and etch method.

INTRODUCTION
The use of oxygen rich Czochralski-grown silicon wafers, in the manufacture of electronic devices, has created a need for
new methods to characterize the salient features of the resulting layered structure, which is shown schematically in Figure 1.
High temperature processing, early in the manufacture of electronic devices, causes the oxygen, incorporated during crystal
growth, to diffuse out of the near surface region. Subsequent hot processing allows the supersaturated solution of oxygen in
silicon to form a mixture of silicon-oxygen phases. Due to the gross density mismatch between the silicon matrix and theSiO.
precipitates, silicon interstitials are generated at the precipitation site. These interstitials often condense to form
dislocation loops and stacking faults. Therefore the resulting substrate is found to have a highly defective bulk, where
precipitation is dense, and a near defect free zone (DFZ) near the wafer's surface where out-diffusion has denuded the region
of sufficient oxygen for precipitation. This region is also known as a precipitate free zone (PFZ). This process of oxygen
out-diffusion and precipitation is known as internal gettering, as the precipitate-dislocation-complexes are found to be
effective sites for the trapping metallics away from the device active region [1]. Effective use of this gettering method
requires the ability to evaluate the relationship of various process and material parameters on the efficiency of the gettering
action and the effects on device performance and yield. Here, a contactless characterization technique is demonstrated, which
yields excellent agreement with the standard bevel and etch method, for the determination of the DFZPFZ, as well as providing
a measure of the near-surface and bulk carrier lifetimes.
The method described here is an extension of the pump-probe technique, pioneered by Harrick 121 and since advanced by
several authors [3-51, which monitors the modulation of the transmision of a sub-bandgap probe by excess free carriers. In
this case, a dye laser is used to generate free carriers at the wafer's surface with nanosecond pulses of highly absorbed blue
light (480 nm). The infrared output of a CO 2 (11.7 jun) laser is used as a probe of the free carrier concentration. The two
beams are made nearly collinear using a ZaS optic and are normally incident to the sample. The transmitted intensity of the
infrared signal is measured using a fast (20ns), cooled, HgCdTe detector. A schematic of the experimental arrangement is shown
in Figure I A very wide band-width amplifier is used so as not to aliminate any fourier components of the signal. The
temporal evolution of the modulated infrared transmission is directly related to the free carrier dynamics. Sampling resolution
on the order of tens of nanoseconds as well as signal to noise ratios ofrl00, allow the analysis of carrier dynamics, as the
carriers diffuse from the surface into the bulk, using single transient measurements. Typical results for a homogeneous sample
and a layered structure, are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.

tl)PrevioJ. address :IM East Fishkil Laboratories, Hopesell Jnct., NY 12533, U.S.A.,Work was originated as
part of en 4.5.Thesis at the Phyaics Dept. of Worcester Polytechnic Institute. Worcester. KA 12603. U.S.A..
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

I"

The absorption of light in silicon is determined by lattice and impurity vibrational coupling as well as electronic
contributions,
%~co=
a,+a,"+
°
i
The electronic contribution to the absorption, for sub-bandgap light, is linearly related to the free carrier density,
u

X..

(2)

+ Kpp

where K =A 'c
and C is a material constant. Therefore, the transmission of sub-bandgap light is directly related to the
free carrier "density. Long probe wavelengths should be used for greater sensitivity.
Assuming an instantaneous pulse source of above bandgap light, the initial spatial distribution of excess free carriers is:
n,,O
e.p ( - , .
P
=
hv( a
i.-t
3)
The modulated transmitted probe beam intensity is then:
(4)

where the change in absorption is related to the change in free carriers as in eq (1). In the homogeneous case, the result is a
single exponential transient, as shown in Figure 3. For the layered structure of Figures 1 and 3, the integrated free carrier
concentration along the thickness of the sample is more dynamic {2},
P
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(6)

are the carrier lifetimes in the DFZ and bulk, respectively and td is the time for the carriers to diffuse from
bulk. On average, this time is related to the width of the DFZ by:

&d -i-

(7)

For the high injection levels used here (1.0-3- 5 ul), the carrier lifetimes are given by:

'r,.0 +'(V8

(8)

as in the Shocldey-Read-Hall (SRH) theory 161.The effect of the gradient in carrier lifetimes at the boundary between theDFZ
and bulk region prevents the straight forward application of the erf(x) in the solution of eqs. (6) and (7). In fact no closedform solution is possible for this problem and numerical simulations must be used to completely evaluate experimental results.
This work is presently being persued. However, some simple analysis is possible without analytical expressions for the free
carrier dynamics. Using the time of flight concept, implicit in eq (5), it is possible to evaluate the width of the DFZ as well
as to measure the effective carrier lifetimes within the DFZ and the bulk.
The analysis consists of evaluating the second natural log, (n(n(x)), of the measured modulated probe intensity which is
described by eq. (4). The result is a measure of the temporal evolution of the integrated carrier concentration, on a
logarithmic basis (ICCLB). An example is shown in Figure 5. The slope of this curve yields the effective carrier lifetimes as
a function of time. This result can be converted to a depth profile of the lifetime if the carrier dynamics are adequately known
in order to deconvolute the two factors in eq. (5). During the earliest portion of the transient, carrier dynamics arc governed
mainly by the properties of the DFZ, to which they are confined. The integrated carrier density changes little in this region.
since the lifetime in the DF7 '.
irv.r than the transit time for the carriers to reach the bulk. At latter times, the
transient is governed increasingly by thc psopett'c.. oithe bulk ,egoi.For long times, the slope of the ICCLB is a constant
and yields the effective hulk lifetime. Though not done here, this lifetime must be corrected for the effect the DFZ in order to
obtain the true bulk lifetime. The intercept of this line with the time axis yields the diffusion time of eqs. (5) and (7).
Even a brief description of the kinetics of oxygen precipitation in silicon is beyond the scope of this paper. The reader
is referred to the wealth of information in the literature (3). It will suffice to note that the width of the precipitate free
zone can be adequately predicted on the basis of classical diffusion, nucleation and diffusion limited precipitation theories
and is approximately given by 17]:
C -C

(2} Of course this reasoning can be extended for any number of layers to describe an arbitrary lifetime profile.
(3) For example see, Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. l6(1984), &(1985), 59 (1986).
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Silicon wafers, p-type (100) 125mm dia., from the seed section of a CZ crystal were used to evaluate the technique.
The samples were etched and polished on both sides to an optically brilliant finish and had initial oxygen
concentrations of 33 +/- .5 ppma, according to the 1978 ASTM standard [8] (for historical reasons), as measured with a Digilab
FTIR. The samples were denuded at 1200 C for 4-20 hrs. and were then further processed so as to cause precipitation in the
wafers bulk. Final processing was performed in an oxidizing ambient so as to passivate the wafer's surface. MOS capacitor
measurements of the surface recombination velocity indicate a maximum value of .1 cm/s.
RESULTS and DISCUSSION
In F gure 6, the DFZ width as measured with this technique is compared with the results for the bevel and etch method
(PFZ) and those of theory (DZ) ( eq. 9). As can be seen, excellent agreement between the infrared method and theory exist.
The results for the bevel and etch method are slightly higher, in agreement with previous results [7), and probably due to the
sensitivity limit of 100 A diameter defects [9](the critical radius of oxygen precipitates in this case is about 6-10 A [71).
The error in determining the PFZ width with the bevel and etch method is high and the results are often subjective.
The measured effective bulk lifetimes are shown in Figure 7, plotted reciprocally vs. the corrected oxygen precipitation,
)
(10)
___=__
which is related to the measured precipited oxygen by:
in order to yield a measure of the bulk precipitate density. The apparent linear relationship between the reciprocal lifetime
and the bulk precipitate density is in agreement with SRH theory for recombination statistics [2], where:
(11)
F
This non-destructive technique therefore allows the characterization of the salient features of the layered structure
formed during internal gettering processes. It can be extended to the analysis of other structures with layers of different
lifetimes, ic. epitaxial systems or power device substrates. The practical ( 1 um) limiting factors in the determination of the
DFZ width is the modulating pulse width and the measurement sampling rate. This technique may also be applicable for on-line
monitoring of substrate properties during device processing.
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A MICROWAVE METHOD FOR CONTRCTLESS MEASUREMENT
CARRIERS IN SILICON WAFERS

T. OTAREDIAN, S. MIDDELHOEK and

C4-I_4

OF THE LIFETIME OF FREE

.J.J. THEUNISSEN*

Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Electronic Instrumentation Laboratory, PO Box 5031, NL-2600 GA Delft,
The Netherlands
*Philips Research Laboratories, PO Box 80000, NL-5600 JR Eindhoven,
The Netherlands
Abstra
- Following an optical excitation of the free carriers in silicon wafers, their lifetimes are
determined by measuring the reflected-microwave power. The relations of the lifetime with the light
intensity of the optical source and with the parameters concerning the deep recombination centers in
the bulk and at the surface of the wafer are discussed.

I - INROUCIO
To improve process control in modern IC plants, the ability to test and measure the important parameters of
silicon wafers, both prior to and during processing, is highly desirable. The usual methods necessitate the
formation of ohmic contacts and special test structures, which may not only change the parameters to be tested
but may also cause damage, add contamination and make the interpretation of the results very difficult. This
paper presents a convenient contactless method, which is capable of measuring the free carrier's lifetime in
wafers. The theory is also addressed. The many advantages of the method include the freedom from damage
caused by a probe and the avoidance of contamination as well as in situ and fast measurement. In addition, the
sample needs no preparation, contact resistance-effects are eliminated and the measurement can be carried out
readily after each processing step. The method is an improved version of that introduced by Ogita /I/ which is
based on the measurement of reflected-microwave power from the wafer as a function of time after a pulsedoptical excitation. The change of reflected-microwave power is proportional to the excess concentration, if it
does not exceed 3% of the majority concentration /2/. The lifetime of free carriers can be obtained by
determining the reciprocal value of the slope of the logarithm of the signal, which is proportional to the
reflected power. This measurement method can be also used for other semiconductor wafers.
2 - THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The measurement system, which is used for the measurement of lifetime of the free carriers, has the functional
diagram shown in Fig. I.

el6

14
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9

10

I1

12

13

Fig. J. The functional diagram of the measurement system
The microwave generator (I) generates microwaves with a power of 80 mW and a constant frequency of
2.8 GHz. The microwave power is directed via a waveguide to an attenuator (2) in order to adjust the emitting
power level. The microwave power is then directed to a splitter (3), which divides the power into two equal
parts. The first part is directed to an antenna (6) in order to irradiate the wafer (7) by the means of a
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circulator (4) and a stub tuner (5). The stub tuner is used to match the impedance of the antenna and the
wafer to the system. The reflected power from the sample is directed via the circulator to a combiner (10),
through which this power is added to half of the original power. By adjusting the phase shifter (8) and
attenuator (9) it is possible to eliminate the offset partially. The resulting power is then directed to an
attenuator (11), a microwave power amplifier (12) and a microwave detector, which provides a voltage
proportional to the microwave power. The output voltage can be visualized by a digital oscilloscope (14) and can
be plotted by a plotter (15). The pulse generator (16) drives the optical source, which is a LED (17), with a
wavelength of 875 um. An analogue-electronic circuit is also added to the measurement system, which provides
the logarithm of the output signal.
3 - THE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE
The reflection coefficient of microwave power with a constant frequency, from a semiconductor sample, is
dependent on the conductivity of the semiconductor, a /2/. The change in the reflected-microwave power is a
consequence of presence of excess-free carriers. In other words the change in the conductivity, (i.e. a small
change in the free-carrier concentration) for small perturbations, almost 3%, can be approximated by Eq. I,
AP,.(t) - [dR()/dJAo(t)Pn

(I)

where Pref is the reflected-microwave power from the wafer, Pi.is the source-microwave power, R(a) is the
reflection coefficient and Ao is the change in the conductivity, which is given by Eq. 2,
,o(t)

(2)

- (G'n+p)qAn(t)

where is and pp are the mobilities of the electrons and holes respectively, q is the elementary charge and
An(t) is the excess concentration of the free carriers generated by the light pulse. From Eq. I and Eq. 2 it
follows,
APre.(t) -

(3)

An(t)

where 4,is a value which remains constant during the measurement and is given by Eq. 4,
(4)

4, - ldR(o)/doJ(pn+"Pi)qpi

The effective lifetime can be obtained by calculating the reciprocal value of the slope of the logarithm of the
excess-carrier concentration as a function of time as is given in Eq. 5,
(5)

r, - -dt/dln[An(t)]

4 - RECOMBINATION IN THE BULK OF SILICON WAFERS AT LOW AND HIGH INJECTION LEVELS
The decay process is theoretically modelled by using the Shockley, Read and Hall model in its general form.
Information about these recombination centers can be obtained by matching a measured decay process on the
model. A general expression is derived from this model, which can describe the behavior of lifetime at different
temperatures and at different injection levels. The general form of the Shockley, Read and Hall model is given
in Eq. 6.
5
vnvP6.6pNt(pn-ni )

dAn(t)
dt

Vngnn+V6nniexp[(Et-Ei)/kTJ Vpgpp+Vp6pniexp{(Et-Et)/kTI

(6)

where,
(7)
(8)

n , no + An
p - p0 + An

capture cross-sections of
vn and vp are the thermal velocities of electrons and holes, a. and op are the and po are the electron
n
concentration,
intrinsic
the
is
n,
concentration,
o
trap
the
is
Nt
electrons and holes,
be rewritten
and hole concentrations, E, is the trap energy level and E, is the intrinsic Fermi level, Eq. 6 can
by substituting Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 as follows,
dAn(t)

-(AAn(t) + BAn(t))

dt

C + DAn(t)

with;

(9)
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A - vnVp6.npP+n0)

(10)

Lt )/kTI
Lnnlxp[(E,.E,)ikTl+vp6pPo+Vp6pnlexp{([',C -. r. nov.
D - vA,+Vp6,
The effective lifetime can be determined by using Eq. 5 and Eq. 9 as follows,

(12)
(13)

ia',(t)

C + DAn(t)
A + BAn(t)

(14)

For low injections, that is excess concentrations of less than 0.1% of the majority concentration, Eq. 14 can be
approximated by C/A as follows,
Trgflow) -

E)/kT]
vn6nn 0+vn6nnexp[(E-Ei)/kT]+v6pPo+vpbpnicxp[(EiVnVp6nSpNI(po+no)

(15)

For high injections, that is excess concentrations of more than 1000 times uihemajority concentration, Eq. 14
can be approximated by D/B as follows,
I

-

r'r(high)

o+

vp6pN

I

vn6.N,

(16)

Thus, the lifetime changes for excess concentrations more than 0.1% and less than 1000 times the majority
concentration. For this reason the lifetime in a high-ohmic wafer will be more sensitive to the light intensity
than a low-ohmic wafer. In a high-ohmic wafer the majority concentration is low, therefore it is easy to
generate an excess concentration of more than 0.1% of the majority concentration. A high-injection level for a
high-ohmic wafer is low for a low-ohmic wafer.
5 - TIlE INFLUENCE OF RECOMBINATION AT TIlE SURFACE O1 SILICON WAFERS
The general-differential equation, which describes the decay of the excess carriers at an intensity at which the
lifetime has a constant value due to the bulk recombination anti diffusion currents towards the surfaces is given
by Eq. 17,
dn
d2 n n
- - D- - dl
dz
,rb

(17)

where D is the diffusion coefficient. A solution for this equation for a light impulse is given by Eq. 18, /3/
00

n(z,t) - cXp(-t/fb)E (Amexp(-a2mDt)co(amz)+Bmex(-omaDt)sin(amz)]

(18)

0

The average density over the whole thickness of the semiconductor as a function of time is given by Eq. 19,
ni(t) -1/d

J nt(z,t)dz -

E nmeXp-(I/rb+Qm2 D)tJ

0

(19)

The response to the other pulse forms can be easily obtained by the convolution of the pulse form and this
expression. The factor exp(-(I/b+aI 2 D)tJ shows up in all the expressions and the term I/rb+an2 D can be
defined as the total lifetime of the excess carriers. The term o.2D is the contribution of the surface effects.
The first term of the summation given by Eq. 19 is a good approximation for the recombination process. The
boundary conditions due to the diffusion currents towards the surfaces and recombination with a velocity of S
at the surfaces, give the following equation, from which the value of a, can be determined,
tan(and/2) - S/Dao

(20)

The value of a, reaches the value of ir/d for very high surface-recombination velocities. Thus the contribution
of the surface effects can be mathematically approximated and subtracted from the results. However, it is
experimentally verified that these surface effects do not play an important role in oxidized wafers and can be
ignored.
6 - THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of the measurements, which are reported in this section, are all carried out with the measurement
system described in section 2. In Fig. 2 two examples are shown. Fig. 2a shows the result of the measurement
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on a low-ohmic wafer and Fig. 2b shows the result of the same mcasuremcnt on a high-ohmic wafer. Doth
wafers were oxidized in order to reduce the surface recombination to a very low level. Both the original decay
process and the logarithm of it, which is provided by an electronic circuit, are shown. The measurement is
carried out at three different intensities, indicated by low, medium and high. The reciprocal value of the slope
of the logarithm signal is proportional to the value of the lifetime, therefore a constant slope indicates a
constant lifetime or an ideal-exponential decay process. It is clear from these figures that the lifetime has a
constant value at low intensities and that it increases as the intensity increases. The change in the lifetime for
low-ohmic wafers is less than that for high-ohmic wafers. These results are in agreement with the theoretical
model, which has been discussed.
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Fig. 2a. The result of the measurement carried out oatan it-type silicon wafer with a resistivity of 10-15 0.cm.
The measured lifetime at a low optical source intensity equals 48 Its.
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Fig. 2b. The result of the measurement carried out on an n-lype silicon wafer with a resistivity of
700-1300 fl,cm. The measured lifetime at a low optical source intensitv equals 157 ps.

7. COLUSIONS
It has been shown that the bulk recombination lifetime of an oxidized silicon wafer can be easily measured, by
using a low intensity. At higher intensities, the bulk lifetime changes from the value belonging to high injection
levels to the normal bulk value.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACY OF ELECTRON-BEAM TESTING ON
PASSIVATED INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

H. FREMONT, A.

TOUBOUL', D. GOBLED and Y. DANTO"

Texas Instruments-France, BP 05, F-06270 Villeneuve Loubet, France
IXL, CNRS-UA 846. Universlt6 de Bordeaux I, F-33405 Talence Cedex,
France

RESUME : L'analyse sans contact au MEB des circuits integr~s par contraste de potentieL est
non destructive. De plus, cette m6thode permet par couplage capacitif l'evaLuation du
potentiel de pistes enfouies sous une couche isolante.
Pour augmenter La precision des mesures par cette technique, une simulation num~rique en
deux dimensions est utilisee. Nous avons en particulier 6tudi6 l'influence du potentiel des
pistes voisines et de ta grille d'extraction, ainsi que le rele du positionnement du
faisceau sur La precision des mesures.

ABSTRACT : The Scanning Electron Microscope associated with a Voltage Contrast system is a
contactless and non-destructive tool for the test of VLSI Circuits. Moreover, the potential
of passivated tracks can be evaluated by Capacitive Coupling Voltage Contrast (CCVC). This
paper presents a numerical simulation applied to improve the accuracy of CCVC measurements.
ParticuLrly, the role of the location of the beam, and the influence of the potential of
the neighbouring tracks and of the extraction grid is studied.

1 - INTRODUCTION
The increasing density of Integrated Circuits makes more and more necessary the
development of new testing techniques for failure analysis and design validation. They must
bring informations related to the internal behaviour of circuits and avoid contact problems
or risks of mechanical destruction. The Electron Beam Voltage Contrast in the Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) provides these features as it is contactless and non-destructive.
Moreover, the use of the Capacitive Coupling Voltage Contrast (CCVC) /1/ makes possible the
measurement of the potential of tracks buried in insulating layers. Because of the
multiplication of metallisation levels and because of the circuits sensitivity to a chemical
depassivation, this appears of increasing interest. However, experimental tests show that
some difficulties have to be overcome in order to improve the accuracy of quantitativw
measurements. The two main problems are the oxide charging under electron irradiation and
the voltage spreading.
Oxide charging mechanisms have been detailed elsewhere /2/. The purpose of this
work is to provide a better understanding of the voltage spreading phenomenon, with the aid
of 2-0 numerical simulations.

2

-

THENV~ERICAL_8APP98 U

The voltage spreading has not to be mistaken for "Local Field Effects". Following
Kohler /3/, we think that the definition, as well as the effects of the voltage spreading
are different. In the "image mode" (when the beam scans the IC surface), the voltage
spreading creates a potential contrast between two metallic tracks. In the "waveform mode"
(when the beam is focused on a specific point), a signal can be measured in the insulator
between these tracks (see photo 1). Furthermore, the extraction grid located at 6 mm over
the IC modifies the potential of the surface.
To solve this problem, we use a two-dimensional numerical simulation of the
potential distribution in test layouts which are similar to existing configurations of IC's
interconnections. The extraction grid has also been taken into account. Figures 1 and 2
depict the studied st-uctures. The differential partial equation which describes the
two-dimensional potential V(x,y) distribution in the structures is a Laplace's equation :
AV(x,y) = 0. The potential of the different grids and the continuity of the electric
induction
at
the
oxide-vacuum
interface
represent
the
boundary
conditions.
A
finite-difference technique has been used. Hence the structure is divided up into a number
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of discrete meshes. Along the horizontal axis, the spatial discretisation fits the diameter
of the electron-beam. The calculation is iterative, and is stopped as soon as a desired
precision is obtained. Typical results of these simulations are depicted in figures 1 and 2.
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the potential
maps, the interface potential can be deduced. In the absence of
any buriedFrom
conductor
(see fig.
1) there is a non-zero interface potential between the two
superficial tracks. This potential can be computed and experimentally measured by the
contrast potential technique.
Figure 3 shows a fair agreement between the calculated and the measured values.
The slight discrepancies which can be noticed stem from the noise superimposed to the
experimental data.
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When the potential of a buried track is measured with the aid of the CCVC
technique (see fig. 2) the non-zero potential created at the interface by the neighbouring
tracks modifies the surface potential, which causes measurement errors. Both the CCVC
experimental data and the numerical simulations give an information on the interface
potential, as a function of the buried, the superficial, and the extraction grids
potentials. But the capacitive coupling between the buried track and the virtual electrode
created by the electron beam has not been taken into account for the potential calculation.
However, it will be shown that this numerical approach can still be used to improve the
measurements.
3 - ANALYSIS OF THE RE§UIS_:_SSAPPLICATION TO THE EX

BIMENTAEL

g gUB[

This approach has been applied to the structure presented on figure 2, in order to
evaluate the influence of V1, and of the extraction grid polarisation Ve on the interface
potential Vs on the top of the buried electrode. The calculated values of Vs depend linearly
on VI (see fig 4). To perfom a measurement, the beam must be positionned at the desired
point, but the beam shifts during a measurement. These faults in the beam location create
measurement errors as shown by the calculations.
Figure 4 presents the variations of Vs as a function of V1 for 3 different points
over the buried track #2. The values, as well as the slopes are different from one point to
another. Potential measurements by the CCVC technique give only access to potential
variations : it is possible to detect tVS as a function of AV1. Different slopes in the
straight lines mean different AVS/ AV. Hence the positionning of the beam must be as
precise as possible when the error due to a AVI on the measured value has to be calculated.
The beam shift during a measurement also introduces errors, which can then be corrected with
the help of the numerical solution.
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In order to get a good voltage resolution, Ve has to be adjusted before every
the potential of the filter grid
measurement by plotting the secondary emitted current y
("S-Curve"). The calculations show that the setting of Ve to different values does not
modify the slope of the plot (see Fig.5). Hence, the choice of Ve does not act on the
measured potential variations. However, the problem of the oxide charging by the extraction
grid /4/ has not been taken into account in the numerical simulation.
Figure 6 gives the variations of the surface potential as a function of the
potential as a function of the buried tracks, for the two extremal values of V1 (0-5 V). The
constant value of the slopes of the two curves proves that the variations of the potential
of the buried tracks, have no influence on the potential surface variations, created by the
neighbouring tracks potential V1.
In fact, the numerical solution cannot give access to the potential actually
measured, because of the capacitive coupling existing, between the buried track and the
virtual electrode created at the interface by the electron beam, which could not be
simulated. But the results shown on fig.6 prove that the influence of neighbouring and
measured tracks are uncoupled. That is to say that the numerical solution can be used to
determine the influence of the neighbouring potential on the measured value, and hence to
yield the actual potential of the buried track.
4 - CONLgj1Qy
A 2-0 numercial potential simulation has been presented. Its application to
improve the accuracy of electron beam testing of passivated IC's has been studied. We show
that the position and the shift of the electron beam can widely create measurement errors,
and that the potential of the extraction grid has no influence on the potential variation
which can be measured by the CCVC technique. Though this model does not simulate the
specific CCVC effect, the numerical results suggest that it can be used to correct the
measured value and contribute to determine the actual potential of a buried track.
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ACCELERATION 1/F NOISE IN SILICON MOSFETs
A.N. BIRBAS, Q. PENG, A. VAN DER ZIEL and A.D. VAN RHEENEN

Electrical Engineering Department, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN 55455, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT - It is usually assumed that the 1/f noise in Si-MOSFETs is limited by
collision 1/f noise. We found this to be the case for devices with relatively short channel
lengths (L<10pm)but for channels of intermediate length (l0jum<L<194pm) we found that
the Hooge parameter varies as L2 . We attributed this to acceleration of the electrons by the
applied field, accompanied by Bremsstrahlung emission and current 1/f noise generation.
This is a new noise source.
INTRODUCTION
In short low noise Si-MOSFETs the magnitude of the I/f noise is set by collisions processes /1/.
Each collision process (normal, Umklapp, intervalley, etc.) has its own characteristic value of the
Hooge parameter CH and can be identified by it. The contributions of the various collisions must
be added quadratically.
In long devices (L>10 gim) a new l/f noise source has been identified in which the Hooge
parameter varies as the square of the device length /2/, /3/. It is attributed to acceleration of the
electrons by the applied electric field, accompanied by Bremsstrahlung emission and current l/f
noise generation. Since the process is in operation as long as the electron is travelling from source
to drain, the contribution must be added linearly. This leads to an L2- dependence; it represents a
new noise source.
ACCELERATION 1/f NOISE
The general expression i.,r the Bremsstrahlung power emitted by a single electron (c.g.s. units) is
P1) = 2e2 a8(t) 2 for
3 c'

in
rC3)

<t<

(1)

where c is the duration of a single radiation pulse and a(t) is the acceleration of the electron. We
can obtain a linear pulse by writing:
C2

(2)
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and now we make a Fourier transform
(3)

2
j -) exp(-jox) dt = 2e3 F(joc))
30
0

where
F(jco)

=

exp (-jot/2)

j a(t) dt = F(O)

(4)

For frequencies 0o much smaller than the reciprocal of T , F(jco) = F(O). Applying Carson's
theorem we find for the energy spectrum of the Bremsstrahlung
2
M= 2 1e3,) F (O)X

inerg

(5)

where X is the number of power pulses per second. Dividing by the quantum energy hf we can
obtain the number spectrum of the photons and furthermore dividing by the duration of the pulse t
we have the spectum Sq(f) of the rate of the photon emission.
Hence
4,e2 F2(O) X"(6
hft

Sq(f)=30

by
with an 1/f type spectrum. We now define the Hooge parameter from the Hooge equation
writing:
a- 1= aINe
otleI
(7)
ft

T-

N

Sl (f)

where N=Ix /e and t the transit time. Since X-N/r we can write equation (6) as:
2
4e2 F (0) N %N2
(8)
2f
St' = 3j h f T
so that:

4a 0 F2(0)
8 e2 2t F2 (O)
37c c2
c2
0H='-3hc

using
a0- 27E e2

(the fine structure constant)

137
hc
We now descriminate between two processes:
a) noise produced by different scattering events. Here m* a(t) = h dk/dt for a single collision
process and:
F2(0) =

fJa(t)

(9)

dt )2
*

)

0

where A(hk) is the change in momentum during an individual collision process and so:
4 a(, [A (fk)]22
2

m~c

CIM=3 t

b) acceleration type of noise. We consider a FET operating in the linear regime (Vd<<Vds). Then
the electric field is constant and the acceleration a(t) = eE/m* is c.nstant too. Hence:
F(0)

m*
'E*dt = E - e E -t
eo
f* m*
fn* Cto

where to is the intercollision time.
Since g=ero/m*, m*g /eto=l
=
F(O)=E

10

-

_u

TO do

TO

L= L
T

where L is the effective channel length of the device.
Furthermore for semiconductors with a single effective mass To=m*t/e where 1o is the time

rbi--",,,,,,i.lm~~

bl

~ -i i l
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constant of the collision process (intercollision time). For p-channel Si MOSFETs there are three
different effective masses ml* ,m2 * ,m3*, a more complicated expression for the time constant
might be:

where g(ri) is the probability that the hole has the mass mi*.
We thus have for the Hooge parameter:
4a
o

Lc_
o2

= - -)

(10)

The dimension of L/ro is velocity and increases indefinetely with increasing L. At first it was
thought that Av could not become larger than c so that CLH might reach Handel's limit 2a0/ic by
relativistic saturation. But as it is pointed out L/to is not a true velocity.
The above effect remains correct even for non linear operation. To show that we split the length L
into sections Ax, having a length comparable to the free path length of the carriers and then:
,t

°ali=

4ao
1 >)2
3 (L<
"
To(E
)

(1
(1

where < > denotes averaging.
EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR THE ACCELERATION NOISE
In Figure 1 the variation of the Hooge parameter with the effective channel length of p-type
MOSFETs made on the same chip is shown. The aH varies as L2 for intermediate channel lengths.
The saturation of the curve is observed as we approach the smaller channel lengths (- 2pm). There
the collision generated I/f noise dominates and no channel length dependence is expected for the
Hooge parameter. Furthermore for long channel lengths no saturation (relativistic) effects are
detected and so no indication exists for the approach of Handel's limit 2ad/i even though the
measured alH for L=194 gum is approaching this value. Another question which may be raised is
the exact extraction of the experimental Hooge parameter /4/ from the measured current spectrum
if the shape of the spectrum is not exact I/f. Even though the experimental data presented here are
coming from current noise spectrums with l/fY shape with 1<7l.1 it can be shown that (xH has
always meaning even if the noise spectrum is not exact 1/f ( A. van der Ziel and A.D. van Rheenen,
to be published).
In Figure 2 the experimentally obtained time constant is plotted as a function of the channel
length and it is found to be constant and of the order of 10-12 sec. This value is resonable for the
intercollision time of p-type silicon which is an evidence of the validity of the above approach.
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF 1/f NOISE SOURCE
L.K.J. VANDAMME

Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology,
NL-5600 M.B. Eindhoven, The Netherlands

R6sumh - Le bruit en 1/f a 6td 6tudi6 dons des r~sistances silicium type n dons des
cr-itions
d'accumulation et de d6pl6tion. Les r6sultats sont interpr6t6s en termes
de ph6nombnes de volume et ils sont coract6ris6s par le paraMtre (x de Hooge ovec des
voleurs comprises entre 10-7 et 10-5. La valeur de a pour la conduction en surface en
r gime d'accumulotion peut itre
ou mains un ordre de grandeur plus grande que la
voleur pour une conduction loin de In surface.
Abstract - The I/f noise of an n-type silicon resistor has been studied under conditions
ranging from accumulation to depletion at 300K. The experimental results are interpreted
in terms of a bulk phenomenon and are characterized by Hooge's empirical 1/f noise
parameter a with values between 10-7 and 10-5. The a-value for surface conduction at
strong accumulation con be at least one order of magnitude larger than the value for
bulk conduction.

I

-

INTROD(CTICN

There is a broad experimental evidence for the bulk origin of 1/f noise in metals and
semiconductors /I/.
The experimental results are then described by Hoge's empirical relation
Sv/V2 = c/fN, where a is the 1/f noise parameter and N is the total number of carriers in the
homogeneous sample subjected to homogeneous fields. As some experimental results point to a
strong surface influence on 1/f noise, the controversy over the bulk or surface origin of 1/f
noise has a long history.
Invoking the role of the interface become very popular in describing the 1/f noise in MOSTs.
Experimental evidence has been put forward in favour of the Mc Whorter model /2-5/. The
proportionality between 1/f noise and oxide-trap density inMOSTs was clearly token as
illustrating the interface or surface origin of 1,f noise /5/. Vandomme /6/ proposed a bulk
model to explain the 1/f noise in MOSTs based on mobility fluctuations. However, some MOSTs
ore straightforward to interpret in terms of number fluctuations /5/.
Recent experiments indicate that c-values are associated with the number of crystal defects
in the bulk /7/. Here we investigate the spatial distribution of the 1/f noise source regarding
the influence of a gate voltage on the 1/( noise of an n-type resistor surrounded by a p-well.
By depleting the Si - Si 02 interface region with a negative gate voltage the bulk 1/f noise
source is observed and characterized by ab Under a positive gate voltage accumulation is
reached and the 1/f noise source close to the Si - Si 02 interface is characterized by as'
- 7 .
which con be greater than %, especially when %is
asIow as 10

2 - SWLE DESCRIPTION
The samples hove been manufactured by Landis and Gyr (Switzerland) to serve as vertical Hall
sensors. The geometry Is presented in cross-section view in Figure 1 and the dimensions and
parameters ore summarized in Table 1. The inner dimension of the p-well and hence length and
widths of the n-type caisson are t = 150m and t = 61 m. The contacts D1 , D2 , D3 , Q1 and Q2
all have a width 2x1 = 9tim. The current-carrying contacts are D2 = D3 and D1 , the sensor
contacts are Q1 and Q2. With the MOS structure on top of the caisson between the contact
regions the region close to the interface con be brought into accumulation at V > 0 or into
depletion at V; < 0. The current I Is passed through DI and D2 , which is connecied with D3
and are used as a reference electrode in the sample. Two and four-probe tests have been
carried out on this sample, which is important in estimating contact contributions. The
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Fig. I -Cross-section of the device. The drivers (current carrying contacts) are indicated
by D1, D and D and the sensors by Q1 and Q2' The values of distances and contact width are
pres4 nteA in Table 1.
so-called 2-probe noise test is obtained by passing a constant current between DI and D2 = D3
and observing the voltage fluctuations at the same contact pair. The 4-probe noise test,
which enables us to suppress possible noise contributions of the contact interfaces at D1, D2
and D3 measures the voltage fluctuations across the sensor contacts Q1 and Q2 while the current
is passed through DI and D2 = D3.

3 - CALCULATED ND OBSERVED RESISTAICE
The resistance between the central contact D1 and the connected outer electrodes D2 = D3
consists of two contributions in parallel : () a bulk resistance always present (ii) a
surface resistance. At VG > 0 the surface resistance will be the lowest and thus daminant. At
VG < 0 the current density close to the Si - Si 02 interface con be neglected and the bulk
resistance becomes dominant. To calculate the bulk contribution, we assume hemicylindrical
equipotentials in the n-caisson all coaxial with the middle line of contact.D. From the
numerical calculations of equipotentials we see that hemicylinders are a good approximation.
The resistance between two equipotentials with rodii x and x + dx becomes dRb = Ob dx/ x t,
integrating from x = xj to x = xd results in
/
R b = IX xd (pb
7 x t) dx =(Pb /r t) Xn Xd/Xi
(1)
The contribution of a surface layer with resistivity ps' thickness 6 and width t is given by
R s = PS (Xd - 2 x.) / 2 t 6

(2)

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the resistance between DI and D2 = D3 as a function of the
gate voltage. The observed resistance values between D1 and D2 - D- and between 0 1 and Q2 are
equal at V > 7V because 2 xq
xd/2. The calculated value of Rb wih eq. (1) and the values
presented in Table 1 equals 3.6kil. The experimentally observed value was 3.8 ko at VG = OV.
This means that the influence of the contacts ore slightly under estimated.
4 - CALCULATED NOD OBSERVED NOISE
The noise contribution of the bulk is calculated by assuming hemicylindrical equipotentials
around the central electrode D1 . Hooge's empirical relation is applied on shell resistances
of thickness dx. By integration of all contributions between x and xd we obtain for the
two-probe noise a spectral density in the resistance of

2
Pb
3
2 11 n t f
R =-

b

(-%
1
--.
x Z

1
--I

(3)
3

xd

Considering 1/xd2 << 1/x 2 and applying eq. (1) we find for the normalized noise spectral
density in Rb
SRb
as
(4)
'b2 = 2 n(in xd/xg, )2 t xi2 n f
The relative spectral density in the surface resistance R3 follows from Hooge's expression
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When the resistance and the noise ore dominated by the bulk contribution, the 1/f noise
parameter o% an be calculated from the experimentally observed f Sv2 value by using eqs(4)
and (1) wit the elimination of t.
5)v 2 x 2
n 3 ( x d/x )
(6)
b q Pb
(R
The value of the i/f noise parameter close to the interface a is calculated from eqs(2) and
(5) and the experimentally observed f Sv/V2 at V > 0, giving
asot t

lv) (xd

2
b,

and

(7)

=RV

noise SVQ at the sensors Q, Q2 we use the general expressions for 4-probe
ne
To calculate
Assuming only bulk contributions the ratio between sensor and driver noise
/8.
arrangement
=
0.3 for the dimensions presented in Table .
SVQ / SVD
=
1
I
4xq/xd. With the values in Table I we find SV /Sr
At strong accumulation SVQ / SvrD
a bulk or srface condi~lon cn be seen from the ratio experNnnlly
Whether or not it's
-vn/Sv
observed
D .

at VpN=0
and Q2reverse
Q1 When
sensors
between
fluctuations
voltage noise)
the (thermal
some
3 shw
Fig.
noise).
=
0.42 mAthe(1/f
and
10.8V atof =0
VG=spectra
V and
for VG=
H
with
caisson is applied, the l/f noise often is contamined
bias between p-well and n-type
generation-recombination (G-R) noise with a cheracterstlc frequency of 200 z. The observed
=
0.1 for the G-R and 0.3 for the I/f part of the noise spectrum which suggests
ratio SV /SV
that G-Rconrbuton stems neither from the bulk nor from the Si - S0 2 interface of the
1/f parare bulk contributions. Samples with G R noise also show large
resistance, while the
leakage currents between p-well ad n-type caisson of the order of IO0A per volt reverse
rim ofSDtheandp-well
perhaps from the
stemsexperimentally
that the ofg-rthecomponent
we suggest
bias. Therefore
Sat
observed
VreThe
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and the surface
the caisson
around
proportionl to 12 as expected when I < ImA. At VG = 0, SV,/Svr = 0.3 and at VG = 10.8V,
n0 se: 9espectively.
and >surface
agreement
is in
which
SvQ/SvD = Ithe'
( ) the thermal noise at I = 0
0 we find
and V.
e bulk
at VpNwit;
results
noise
Cocering
i) the I/f noise is proportional to VG-6 with
is proportional to VGdY with 0.5 < y < 0.75i,
0
2 < 6 < 3. The value .5 < y < I cob be explained by NV G and a reduction in surface mobility
ec by the empirical relation together with
n
ufce
at increasng Vt . The valu oofpaco
mobility reductio and N-VG .
Applying a reverse bias between p-well and n-type caisson reduces the effective resistance
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width and R -l/t. The I/noise SV and hence SVQ in terms of Hooge's empirical relation should
be SV . V2/N - R2 /t - R3 . The obsErved proportionality is in agreement with the expected
proportionality for bulk 1/f noise.
The experimentally obtained 1/f noise values a are summarized in Fig. 2. Most samples show
7
O calculated from eq. (6) of at most 2.5x0- for VG < 0. At VG > 0, surface conduction
comes dominant due to accumulation
and
ar
values
of 10-5 hove been calculated from experimentally obtained fSv/RV2 and eq.(7). The ipatial distribution of the 1/f noise source does
not seem to be uniform over the whole scmaple.
5 - DISCUSSION NOD CCNCLUSICNS
By applying positive or negative gate voltages we have changed the resistance and the conduction path from the surface to the bulk. The ratio between the 1/f noise at the sensors and
the drivers has changed from 0.3 typical for bulk conduction to the value 1, typical for
surface conduction. Conduction noise Sv in general is proportional to a fo J4 dS2/8/ with J
the current density ar2d Q the sample volume. The experimentally observed trends and the
dependence of S on J- are arguments interpreting the noise results, by either eq(6) in terms
of
or by eq.(7) in terms of as . The numerical factor in eqs (7) for our samples is 4.5
time as large as that factor in eq.(6). All observed ab values (eq.6) at VG = 0 appear to be
of the order of 10-6 with trends towards as = 10-5 (from eq.7) at VG >> 0 and towards bZ 2 xlO-7
(from eq(6)) for VG << 0. Hence, the spatial distribution of the 1/f noise source is not
uniform over the whole sample. Similar results to ours obtained on quite different samples
were observed by Clevers /9/. Carruthers and Mavor/10/ have investigated the noise dependence
on bias conditions of burried n-channelMOSTs. From their results we have calculated a-values
of approximately 10- 5 at VG > 0 and 3x10 "7 for VG < 0. For positive gate voltages, the conducting channel forms such that it is close to or touching the silicon/silicon dioxide interface.
At VG< 0 or VPN < 0 the 1/f noise contribution in spectra is often in competition with G-R
noise. In this case only upper values of ab could be calculated as indicated by the arro~s in
Fig. 2. From the different ratios SQ/S D for the G-R and the 1/f part of the spectrum we
conclude that both noise sources stem from different regions in the sample, viz the junction
between the p-well and n-coisson and the n-caisson.
In view of the dependence of a on the quality of the crystal lattice after different anneal
treatments /7/, we suggest, without invoking a trapping model, that the 1/f noise source close
to the interface can be higher due to higher crystal defect density. Experimental findings on
the relation between oxidation and 1/f noise can be understood in terms of Hooge's empirical
bulk relation for 1/f noise. The 1/f noise can decriase owing to oxidation of a defect rich
region with a high a-value that is removed from the conduction path. The relation between
surface states (oxide trap density) and 1/f noise in MOSTs /3-5/ often found experimentally,
should be understood in terms of bulk 1/f noise as due to mobility fluctuations, if an
increased number of surface states goes hand-in-hand with on increased defect density in the
region just below the S1O2 . Then the results for MOSTs that are easily explained by the
Mc Whorter model can also be explained by the empirical relation with different a5 values.
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ON THE ORIGIN OF I/F NOISE IN MOS TRANSISTORS
E.J.P. MAY
Unlversity of Exeter, School of Engineering, North Park Road, Exeter,
BG-Devon EX4 4QF, Great-Britain

Resum4 - Ii est propos6 que le bruit 1/f est d t aux 6tats rapides de
surface qui causent la redistribution des transporteurs par diffusion.
C'est pour quoi la/densitg du transporteur est modulee. It est demontr6
que la racine carree du module de la transformation Fourier de la
densit4 eat inversement proportionelle i la fr6quence.
AIt is proposed that 1/f noise is due to 'fast surface states'
which give rise to a redistribution of carriers by diffusion. This
leads to the modulation of the carrier density. The square of the
modulus of the Fourier transform of the carrier density time function
is shown to be inversely proportional to the frequency.

The origin of 1/f noise has puzzled workers for several decades.
It is now
generally recognised that I/f noise is due to fluctuations in conductance
described empirically by the expression /l/

<

_ 2>

Af
Cf

I
..........

where C is a constant with a wide range of values.
The noise is strongly associated with fast surface states /2/ and yet
there is evidence that it occurs in the bulk /3/.
It has been observed in
a wide range of materials and devices; any theory purporting to explain the
mechanism of 1/f noise must therefore have its basis in universal phenomena.
In this model two phenomena are envoked:
the 'fast surface states' and the
resulting diffusion of carriers in the bulk. The 'fast surface states' give
rise to charge impulses which diffuse into the bulk and produce a time
varying carrier density.
In the mathematical analysis which follows, it will
be shown that the square of the modulus of the Fourier transform of the time
varying component of the carrier density is inversely proportional to the
frequency.
The analysis is based on the continuity equation:
...

at

at

..........

(2)
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where J is the diffusion current density and p the charge density. If one
considers an MOS transitor as a thin strip of n-type silicon having one
main face (outside) with an even distribution of
'fast surface states' and
if J is the diffusion current density in the x-direction perpendicular to
the main faces, the carrier density, n, is given by:

an
Bt

Dn
Dn 32

.......... (3)
(3)

ax2

at

The solution n = n (t,x) for a unit impulse is
2 )
e - -' ' -

1
Dnt )

/(

. . . . . (4 )

The square of the modulus of the Fourier transform of n (tx) is given by:

N(w, x 12
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=

1
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-

e

D
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.. .......
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.

..
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......
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If there are S impulses per unit time of mean square value m per unit
surface area
IN (W,x)I

then

2
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........

7)

If No is the total number of carriers
Sm 2
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3 - COMMENTS
It should be noted that the condition imposed on equation (5) tO obtain the
approximate relation (6) limits the thickness of the MOS transistor channel
to 1Oum in order to maintain the 1/f noise law to high frequencies.
Although this 'surface state diffusion' theory has only been applied to MOS
transistors, a more general approach has been accepted for publication
elsewhere /3/.
Direct experimental support for the 'surface state diffusion' theory is
described in work on the 'generation of augmented i/f and l/Af noise'/4/.
It is proposed that the augmented I/f noise is produced by stimulating the
'surface states' using an external stimulus.
The main conclusion is that this model is in accord with the McWhorter-van
der Ziel model /5/ insofar as it acknowledges the surface states as the
origin of i/f noise. It does not, however, require an oxide layer to
produce convenient time constants; the carrier diffusion mechanism produces
the 1/f fluctuations in conductance.
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NOISE AND DIFFUSION IN p-TYPE SILICON
J.P. NOUGIER, A. MOATADID and J.C. VAISSIERE

Centre d'Electronique de Montpelller"' ) , Universlt6 des Sciences et
Techniques du Languedoc, F-34060 Montpellier Cedex, France
RESUME: La th(orie des fluctuations de la fonction d'occupation detats, developpee tres
recemment, et la notion de temps de relaxation differentiel, permettent de donner ici
lexpression du coefficient de diffusion transversal, qui est calcule numeriquement dans si-p
en fonction du champ electrique a 300 K entre 0 et 50 kV/cm.
ABSTRACT: The theory of the fluctuations of the state occupancy function, recently
developped, together with the differential relaxation time, allow getting the transverse
diffusion coefficient, which is computed in p-type Silicon, as a function of the electric field, at
300 K,from 0 to 50 kV/cm.

I. INTRODUCTION:
Except Monte Carlo simulations, which are much time consuming and thus very expensive, all
the device modeling methods use transport equations, which require the knowledge of the diffusion
coefficient D(E) as a function of the electric field E. D(E) is difficult to obtain. One way to get it is to
study the diffusion noise, experimentally or theoretically. The purpose of this paper is to propose a
new theoretical method for determining the diffusion coefficients, based on the differential
relaxation tim.3 and on the fluctuation of the state occupancy function.

2. STATE OCCUPANCY FUNCTION:
In a previous paper [I, we settle a theory, derived from a series of nice papers from
Gansevitch, Gurevitch and Katilius, they gathered in a review article 121. In that paper. we studied
the fluctuations of the State Occupancy Function f(k,t) of hot carriers (labelled SOF in the following
for convenience). f(k,t) is a random function which takes the value I when the state k is occupied by
a carrier, and the value 0 when the state k is empty. The SOF depends on the external electric field E.
but for convenience we shall omit E, wherever it is possible, f(k,tl fluctuates. due to the random
motion of the carriers, which undergo scattering events. If N(t) is the total number of carriers inside
the sample at time t. one has
NWt - lf(k~t)(I
k
The ensemble average (f(kt)) of f(k.t) is then the distribution function at time t, governed by the
Boltzmann equation (labelled BE in the following). As t--. (f(k,t))-fs(k,E), solution of the steady
state BE in the uniform electric field E

3. THE DIFFERENTIAL RELAXATION TIME:
Since we intend to study small fluctuations around the steady state. we are interested in small
deviations of the distribution function tf(k,t)) around its steady state value fs(k,E). This can be done

3This
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using the differential relaxation time concept, introduced some years ago (31, defined as follows:
When a small perturbation 8E is applied, the new steady state distribution is fs(k,E+SE). When the
perturbation 6E is removed, (f(k,t)) evolves from fs(kE+SE) to fs(kE). The differential relaxation time
c(k.E) is then defined as:
lim

,,-.k

a

- -fim

I t

L(k,E+SE)

I6EI-lkE

-()

)

(2)

Indeed, as shown in 13]. r(k,E) can be expressed, using the steady state BE for fs(k,E+SE) and
fs(k,E), and the transient BE for (f(k,t)). One then finds that i(k.E) depends on the direction of the
perturbation 8E with respect to the electric field E:

(kE)

-

- &E*VEf,(k.E)
q SEVkfs(k.E)

(3)

When 6E is perpendicular to E, one gets %(k,E). In polar coordinates with the polar axis along E.
k-k,O) with k-Ikl and 0-(Ek). i±(k,E) is then easily expressed as 13):
S(k.E)

@fs(k,E)/(
k
qE (afs(k,E)/ae)cose + k(afs(kE)/8k)sin0

Within the above hypothesis, the evolution of the distribution function fVk,t)\, around its
steady state value f(k.,E). is governed by the equation:
=t) (fk,t))- fs(k,E)

at

TA(k,E)5

As an example, figure I show-'the variations of Tj(k,E) versus k-lkl, along three directions
with respect to the electric field E (0-0. 0-it/2. and O-=). in undoped p-type Silicon at 300 K, E-2
kV/cm (fig. la) and E-20 kV/cm (fig.lb). fs(k,E) was computed numerically, using a matrix method,
so as tjfk.E) through eq.(4). We used a one spherical non parabolic band model. As can be seen fig.1,
ji(k,E) is in the range 0.01 to 0.2 ps at 20 kV/cm, and increases as the field strength decreases.

4. FLUCTUATION OF THE STATE OCCUPANCY FUNCTION:
In order to study the fluctuations of the SOF, we apply the general theory developped in I l, to
the particular case studied here, where the BE is replaced by eq. (5). According to Il1, one sets:
(f(k,t)=fs(k,E)+6f(k)exp(iwit1. This expression, carried into eq. (5), gives for the first order terms, 8f(k'
as a solution of:

I-j) +
L

1 1 flk) - 0
T(k.E)j

(6)

The Langevin theory then relies the fluctuationk.6)) to the white noise source term t(k) by:
i(A+

k f ,(4))-_ tk

(7)
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This gives, for the spectral density Sf(k,k',w) of the fluctuations of the SOF:
[2(kE)
(k,

Sk,k',) -

S+ w2

(8)

)

2
where Skk -= I if k-k', and 8 kk-=O if kxk'. St(k) can be evaluated using the variance (Alf
(k,t)) which
writes I 11:

(Af 2(kt))= fs(k.E) (l-fs(kE)-

J Sf(k,km) dv

(9)

Carrying eq.(8) in eq.(9) readily gives St(k), so that finally, with Fs(k,E)

Sffk.kW) = I +

2 ? 2(kE)

Fs(kE) 8kk'

-

fs(kE)[ l-fs(k,E)I:

(10)

5. DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT:
The spectral density Sis(wi) of the fluctuations of the current density writes 1211 I):
Sid'p(o) - '-l

Iv,(k)vp(k') S(k,k',)

1)

k k'
where 0 is the volume of the sample, and a and 3 mean directions with respect to the electric field.
The local noise source term K.(w) is:
Kap(t)

- f1 Sieptw) - 4 q2 n [a(w)

(12)

which gives, using eqs.( I) and (10), replacing summations over k by integrations over (k) space,
and taking into account the density of states 1/8n 3 :

f

(kE)v. (k)vn (k )

l ( +k

=4w

f

w

%(k,E) Fs(kE) d3 k
2kE d3 k
fs(k.E)

(13)

Using this method, we computed the transverse diffusion coefficient Di(E) in p-type Silicon,
with doping impurity concentrations NA-0 and NA- I01 7 cm- 3, at t-300 K, as a function of the electric
field intensity E. Then, in eq.(13), vg(k)-vp(k)-vsinOcosj), ilk,E)-i 1 lk,E) and Fs(k,E)4fs(kE) since in
our case the semiconductor is non degenerate. D.L(E) was also computed using a Monte Carlo
simulation. The results are shown figure 2: taking into account the statistical dispersion of the Monte
Carlo simulation, the results are in excellent agreement.
The result presented here is the first theoretical determination of the hot carrier diffusion
coefficient using the distribution function, with non randomizing scatterring mechanisms Depending
on the electric field strength, it is 10 to 50 CPU time less consuming than the Monte Carlo simulation.
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PROPERTIES OF WSI 2 : OHMIC CONTACT TO N* AND P. Si, BARRIER BETWEEN Al AND
Si, AND FEASIBILITY AS FIRST METAL IN MULTILEVEL METALLIZATION PROCESSES

S.-L. ZHANG, M. HAMMAR, T. JOHANSSON and R. BUCHTA
Swedish Institute of Microelectronics, PO Box 1084, S-164 21 Kista,
Sweden
Abstract: The electrical and chemical properties of WSi2 as well as the
silicide formation have been examined with respect to applications in
VLSI Si-Technology.
1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the shrinkage of device dimensions in modern VLSI technology, a barrier
material between Si and Al metallization is of increasing importance. Such a
barrier must meet three important requirements at all temperatures of
interest: 1) low specific contact resistivity to Si, 2) good barrier
properties to prevent Si-Al interdiffusion and 3) chemical stability with the
adjacent materials i.e. Si and Al. Several metals and their silicides have
been investigated for this purpose. None of the silicides examined in the
literature possesses all the desired properties. They fail either due to
Al-containing compound formation in the case of transition metal slicides or
due to Si-Al interdiffusion in the case of refractory metal silicides at
temperatures around 400"C 1]. W and WSi 2 have recently been more concerned
due to the selective deposition technique as well as the material
characteristics, i.e. thermal stability, low resistivity, etc. Although a
number of reports on WSi 2 has appeared [21, very limited information is
available about the Al/WSi2 /Si system.
SALICIDE (Self-Aligned sILICIDE) technology using WSi 2 could, as a first
sight, be very attractive since a selective technique for W film deposition is
available. However, a most recent study showed that stress induced large
dislocation half-loops might be created along silicide edges when silicon
substrate is used to react with deposited metal layer to form siliclde [3].
Moreover, for the purpose of making a first level metal layer using WSi 2 for
shallow junction MOS processing, it would be unlikely to chemically deposit W
films directly onto heavily doped source/drain (S/D) Si areas because: 1)
formation of encroachment or wormholes [4] during W deposition using WF6 ; 2)
dopant redistribution in S/D Si areas caused by the consumption of Si
substrate during WSi 2 formation and thermal treatment at higher temperatures
required for completing W/n*- or p -Si reactions 15,6]; 3) a rough interface
between WSi 2 layer and Si substrate resulting from rough interface between the
as-deposited W film and Si substrate caused by a native oxide on Si surface
prior to the W deposition and very uneven surface of LPCVD-W films [5,7-91.
[herefore, in order to prepare a WS1 2 layer contacting to the heavily doped
S/D Si areas without affecting the shallow junction, a poly-Si buffer layer is
required.
2. EXPERIMENTAL AND EVALUATION
3-Inch <100>-oriented Si wafers with a resistivity of 16 to 24 Qcm were used
throughout this study. Diodes and Kelvin structures were made on test wafers
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for electrical measurements. Heavill doped n-Si substrates with a surface
were made on boron doped p--Si wafers by
carrier concentration of 7.5E19 cm
As-ion Implantation and high temperature activation. P*-Si substrates were
prepared by BF 2 -ion implantation with two different doses, on phosphorus doped
n--SI wafers. After activation, surface carrier concentrations of I.6Ei9 and
2.6E19 cm-3 were respectively achieved. Undoped poly-Si layers of 2500 A were
then deposited followed by deposition of 1000 A W films. Undoped poly-Si was
chosen to complete WSi 2 formation at 800°C for 30 minutes because a
substantial delaying in silicide formation rate was observed if Si is heavily
doped [5,6].
Reference samples were prepared in the same procedure but on blanket Si wafers
and some of them with different W and/or poly-Si thicknesses.
Leakage current and specific contact resistance (R,) were measured on the test
wafers. r.itherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and X-ray diffraction
(XRD) analyses as well as sheet resistance (R.) measurement were performed on
corresponding structures on blanket wafers.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1) As demonstrated in Fig.l, a maximum R, value appears around annealing
temperature of 700°C, as a W/Si structure was heated. For achieving low sheet
a moderate annealing temperature of 800°C is sufficient for WSi 2
prepared In this way. At this temperature, a resistivity of 25 to 30 p)cm is

fresistivity,
'obtained.

It is of great importance to be sure that there is no excess poly-Si left
between WS1 2 and S/D SI areas after silicide formation so as to make a good
contact. It is also of great significance that excess W on top of WSi 2 should
be avoided for the study of WSi 2 as a diffusion barrier between Al and Si. XRD
analyses with a diffractometer and Read camera showed that WSi2 of tetragonal
structure was formed and neither poly-Si nor W was left after annealing,
within the resolutions of the techniques. The Al/WSi2 /Si structure was
isochronally annealed for I hour in the temperature range of 350 to 575°C and
the R, values were then measured. Comparatively, the AI/W/SI structure was
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also evaluated. Results from both structures are plotted together in figure 2.
The substantial Increase In Ft of the Al/W/Si system is due to a WAl1 2
formation [10]. For the Al/WSi2 /SI system, the minor increase of R6 observed
at 475C is probably due to the reaction between a small amount of W left
after silicidation and the Al layer on top resulting In W-Al alloy, which was
not detectable by XRD technique.

2) Undoped poly-Si layers of 4800 A and W films of 3400 A were deposited on
both heavily and lightly doped SI substrates to show the retardation of
silicidation process on the heavily doped substrates. Annealing of these
structures was done in an argon flow furnace. Annealing temperatures used were
750, 800 and 950-C. Different times were applied. At low annealing
temperatures, the retarding effect is obviously exposed by the diffractometer
if the change of diffractory intensity of W-(110) plane is examined.
Diffractory intensities of annealed samples are normalized to that of the
as-deposited sample (figure 3). On the other hand, identical results, i.e.
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WS12 formation and no W left, were found for both heavily and lightly doped
substrates when 950"C was used for silicidation.
3) The specific contact resistivity and diode leakage current of the system
AI/WSI2 /SI were evaluated after heat treatment at different temperatures. RBS
and XRD analyses and R, measurement were performed to study the thermal
stability of the system.
The contact resistivities of WSi2 to an n+-Si substrate with a surface carrier
concentration of 7.5E19 cm- 3 and a p*-Si substrate with that of 2.6E19 cm- 3 ,
were 9E-7 11cm 2 and IE-6 0cm 2 (figure 4), respectively.
However, all of the diodes failed after annealing at temperatures higher
than 475"C (figure 5), indicating interpenetration of Al and Si which was
revealed by means of RBS analysis (figure 6). On the other hand, any kind of
alloy formation has not been found even after the samples treated at a
higher temperature of 600°C for I hour. This is probably due to Al atoms
diffusing through WS12 grain boundaries within the silicide and perhaps
relates to the absence of tungsten-aluminum reaction.
As a comprehension, the Al/LPCVD-W/Si system was also investigated. Here,
the AI-Si interpenetration, the alloy formation of WA11 2 and a substantial
increase in sheet resistance and leakage current all occurred at 500"C 110].
4. SUMMARY
WSi2 films were made by solid-phase reaction between LPCVD-W and undoped
poly-Si on top of heavily doped Si substrates. Low and uniform specific
contact resistances of WS1 2 to n+ and p+ Si substrates were achieved.
Interpenetration of Al and Si was not found below 475°C when a WS1 2 layer of
2500 A was used as a contact barrier. No W-Si-Al alloy formatiom was
detected. The good and reliable ohmic contact of WSi 2, made in such a way
described above, to both n and p4 Si makes WS12 a promising candidate as
first metal In a multilayer metallization process, for which the
planarization at high temperatures is desired.
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EFFECTS OF COMPOUND FORMATION WITH DOPANTS IN TaS1 2
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Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000 Mtnchen 83, F.R.G.

Abstract

-

TaB2 compound formation in TaSi2 is demonstrated by means of SEM, SIMS- and XRD analysis. This holds for B-

doping of TaSi2 by means of diffusion from poly-Si as well as for direct implantation. The formation of TaAs could not
yet be proven. As the mobile boron concentration level in TaSi is low due to the compound formation diffusion from
TaSi. into Si is rather limited.

I - INTRODUCTION
With shrinking dimensions both laterally and vertically in IC technology the requirements on sheet and contact resistivities are
becoming more severe. Therefore silicides have become a focus of interest. They are used as silicide, salicide, and polycide
layers and also applied as a diffusion source for junction formation /I/. One of the straightforward applications is the
formation of a direct contact to highly doped regions, either by siliciding doped silicon or by dopant diffusion from silicide
into Si. Heat treatments like BPSG reflow or diffusion steps redistribute the dopants within the silicide. However, from
thermodynamic considerations, it can be deduced that upon annealing the dopants not only diffuse, but also may form compounds
with the metal of the silicide M2.This undesirable behaviour has been demonstrated in the case of boron doped TiSi. /3/ and is
also likely to be found in TaSi2, because the heats of formation for these silicides are much lower than for the respective
metal-boron compounds (heats of formation from /4/ in Id/mole: TiSi 2 : - 134,3 TiB 2 : -323,9; TaSi2: -119,3 TaBs: -209,3. For
TiSi. it was demonstrated that the formation of titanium boride particles effectively limits the concentration of freely
diffusing boron at the interface to the mono-Si which leads to unacceptably high contact resistances /3/.
Inthis work boron and arsenic doped TaSi. was investigated with respect to compound formation and its influence on the
diffusion behaviour.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL
In order to exclude any possible process induced enhancement of compound formation (like radiation damage or high concentration
effects) direct implantation into the silicide was avoided and B or As-implanted poly-Si was used as a doping source for the
2

TaSi. instead. 160 nm of amorphous CVD-Si were deposited on < 100> oriented Si and implanted with 8-1015 B cm- , 15 keV or
2

5.1011 As cm- , 50 keV. Subsequently 100 nm of tantalum silicide were sandwich-sputtered (Ist layer Ta; sandwich thickness 10
nam), capped with 200 nm of CVD-SiO 2 and subjected to a heat treatment of 900C, 30 min.

(1) also Deparment of Integrated Circuits, Technical University Munich
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In a second experiment the influence of metal dopant compound formation on junction formation was investigated. 200 nm of TaSi2

were sandwich sputtered on substrate wafers and annealed at 90(rC, 30 min. Subsequently, B-implantation (25 keV, 5"10' 5 cm-' or
2"10 5 6cm-), oxide capping (100 nm si0 2) and diffusion steps from 800*C, 30 min to 100('C, 30 min were performed.
SEM, SIMS, TEM and XRD analyses in combination with specific selective etching procedures were used to characterize the samples.
3- RESULTS
3.1 - Evidence of metal dopant compound formation:
a) Boron
After removing the capping oxide and TaSi2-layer selectively to the B-doped poly-Si, an SEM-micrograph (fig. 1) of the remaining
surface reveals the existence of bright particles (40 0,5 Im) like in the case of TiSii3/.
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Fig. 1: SEM micrograph of the remaining poly-Si surface with
particles after selectively etching the TaSi2.

Fig. 2: X-ray diffracti-,n patterns of the sample in fig. 1,
obtained at grazing incidence and compared with the powder
diffraction pattern for TaB5 .

An x-ray powder diffraction spectrum (fig. 2) at grazing incidence demonstrates that these particles consist of pure TaB.. In a
NM.0H:ll.Oa:Hz = 1:1:5 cleaning solution they can be completely removed. This is also demonstrated by SIMS analyses; fig. 3
shows the B and To signalq as measured before and after this clean. For the latter ease the dpparent B surface concentration is
drastically reduced and the Ta signal is at the detection limit.
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Of course it is very important to separate the mechanism of TaB2 formation from the boron diffusion processes. As nearly all
TaB.-particles are grown across the whole TaSi6-layer, this separation can be done by selectively etching the TaB2 crystallites
out of the TaSia bulk.On the remaining TaSi.-layer surface holes are seen in the SEM at those locations, where TaBl crystallites
had been. Distribution and size of these holes are exactly the same as those of the TaBa crystallites in fig. 1. SIMS profiles
across the TaSi -polycide structure before and after the etching procedure are given in fig. 4.
The B profiles within the polycrystalline and bulk Si are identical before and after the etch step. As expected they show a
residual implantation peak due to slow B-diffusion inside the grains of the poly-Si, a segregation peak at the poly-Si/bulk-Si
interface and a steep diffusion profile within the bulk-Si. Within the TaSi.-Jayer, however, the B-profile changes drastically
3
3
upon removal of the TaB. particles. The B concentration drops from 810"1 atms/cm to appr. 1.7-1019 atms/cr which amounts to a
(4 - 20
particles
TaB
to
small
factor of 50. The pile-up of boron at the TaSia/poly-S interface for the etched sample is due
an
estimate of
data
these
From
removed.
has
been
layer
TaSia
the
after
interface
at
the
am) which are revealed by SEM analysis
the average mobile concentration of B in TaSi2 (from TEM: average grain size d. - 80 am) gives 2109atms/cm3 as an upper lirrit
for 900C(, 30 min, as the existence of such small TaB2 crystallites within the TaSi2 layer, where they could not be selectively
removed, cannot be excluded. The excess boron, supplied by fast grain boundary diffusion from the poly-Si, obviously nucleates
in TaB. crystallites. Increasing the supply of boron would not increase the concentration of mobile boron in TaSi. but probably
lead to further growth of the TaB2 crystallites.
b) Arsenic
In order to detect any TaAs, compound, an identical set of analyses was applied to the As-doped polycide structure After
etching off the TaSis-layer some kind of precipitates was found on the etched sample even after an overetch of 500%. X-ray
fluorescence analysis indicated the presence of Ta and As. However, no clear evidence for a Ta,.Asy compound could be found by
XRD due to coincidence of the strongest lines for TaAs with those of TaSi2. It cannot be excluded that during the anneal some
trace of TaSis migrates into the poly-Si layer like has been seen e.g. in the case of CoSi. /5/ and TiSi /6/. Such inclusions,
of course, cannot be selectively removed from the poly-Si and therefore would provide the TaSi2 signal in the XRD spectrum.
Further analytical work is in progress.

3.2 - Impact of TaBs-compound formation on the boron diffusion behaviour:
a) inside the TaSi2 layer
As expected, direct implantation of boron into TaSi (instead of poly-si) and additional diffusion steps from 800°C to 1000*C
lead to TaB formation as well. From SEM analyses it can be deduced, that the nucleation behaviour is quite different from the
Nolycid case. A lot of tiny TaB2 crystallites were formed in the regime of the implantation peak as well as at the interface to
the monocrystalline Si. Their size (to = 10 to 100 am) and number increased with increasing annealing temperature and
implantation dose. Upon B implantation into TaSi. (2.10'1cm-', 25 keV) an annealing step of 900*('-, 30 min leaves the
implantation peak nearly unchanged (fig. 5) which is mainly due to quick TaB2 formation. Also, quick grain boundary diffusion
obviously leads to a transport of boron to the TaSisiSi interface. There again nucleation of TaB2 crysallites occurs, possibly
supported by catalytic effects of interface impurities like 0.

This causes a depletion of the boron concentration in the middle

of the TaSi. layer.
b) Diffusion from B-implanted TaSi2 into monocrystalline Si
After removal of the TaSi. layer and TaB2-particles, the resulting B diffusion profile shows a shallow profile (x - 110 nm) and
a very low interface concentration of - 4. 101 B cm' (fig. 6) in good agreement with /7/. As TaB.-formation effectively limits
3
the average concentration of freely diffusing boron within TaSis to less than 2"109 B cm B diffusion from TaSi. into Si is
reduced accordingly. This is clearly demonstrated by comparison with a B profie obtained from TiSi. as a diffusion source /3/
(effective TiB. formation) and as opposed to that poly-Si as a diffusion source /7/ where there is no compound formation.
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Fig. 6: SIMS profile of B-diffusion from TaSi. as compared
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4 -CONCLUSIONS
As in the case of TiSi. also for TP1

compound formation with boron has been demonstrated. So in order to obtain meaningful
SIMS data special ways of sampte preparation have to be followed. As most of the boron content is immobilized in the compounds
the concentration level of freely moving boron within the TaSii is severely limited and consequences for contact resistisitics
are to be expected.
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Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000 MfInchen 83, F.R.G.

Abstract: By reducing the thermal budget of a nonselective W/WSi_CVD technology, a via filling process completely compatible with a
conventional aluminum track scheme has been 2 obtained. A specific via
resistance in the range of a few 10-8 Qcm
was realized. Hillock
formation was suppressed significantly. No fluorine pile-up was found
at the WSi--/AlSiTi-interface so the formation of an AIF 3 -interlayer
has been avoided successfully.
Introduction
In multilevel metallization the formation of reliable and planar interlevel
contacts is a key issue. Sputtered metals for via contacting fail due to
self-shadowing problems as via dimensions are continuously shrunk. Blanket
CVD-tungsten offers unique conformal step coverage. Therefore it is well
suited for via filling purposes. Tungsten plugs in vias allow for the use of
headless metal runners in a conventional aluminum track scheme. They fulfill
the option of stackability of interlevel contacts. Tungsten on aluminum,
however, suffers from a high interface resistance and an unfavourable
thermal budget /1/.
The formation of a highly resistive AIF 3 -layer is an inherent problem as
long as tungsten fluorine (WFe) is used for the deposition of tungsten and
tungsten compounds /2/. A high deposition temperature prevents the formation
of such compounds with low volatility, which influence the interfacial
resistance. High temperature, however, enhances hillock formation. Also the
reliability of an optional diffusion barrier at the aluminum-/siliconinterface in the contact area may be endangered. An important goal in every
multilevel metallization scheme is the repeated application of the via
filling process. This aggravates the problem of contact resistances in
connection with low deposition temperature.
This paper describes a tungsten via plug process aiming at the minimization
of via resistance and at hillock suppression. The main emphasis is put on
optimization of the integrability in a multilevel wiring scheme based on
AlSiTi-metallization.
In order to clarify the importance of interfacial phenomena and geometrical
effects the
measured resistances are compared with 2-D simulations.
Calculations were done using the program VLSICAP /3/, which is based on a 2D finite element method.
Experimental
A first metal layer of sputtered and patterned AlSiTi-alloy was planarized
by an etch back of a plasma oxide/polyimide double layer /4/. 1000 nm plasma
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oxide were deposited as intermetal dielectric. The different-sized viaholes
were opened in a dry plasma etch process using CHF3 /02 . The native oxide on
the AlSiTi-surface in the vias was removed by a dip etch in dilute HF just
before deposition of tungsten in a cold wall reactor.
Blanket CVD-tungsten was deposited using WFe/SiH 4 /H2 as reactive gases. In
order to avoid peel-off of tungsten due to bad adhesion on silicon oxide a
100 nm WSi--layer (x= 2.4) was deposited first. Then 500 fin of tungsten were
grown on top of this interlayer. This double 0layer deposition was performed
at various temperatures (To = 400, 425 and 450 C).
Vias with both lateral dimensions larger than 1 pm are not completely filled
by this process; the inner part of such a via remains empty. A sacrificial
layer of 300 nm polyimide was spun onto the wafers. This layer was etched
prior to the tungsten etch back process, thus leaving protective polyimide
plugs in the grooves between the vertical tungsten layers covering the
sidewalls of the vias. Then the W/WSi. on top of the dielectric was removed
by an
etch back
process using a SF6 /02 -plasma (etch-rate: 400 nm
tungsten/min, uniformity: +/- 5%) /5/. Finally the polyimide plugs were
removed with a resist stripping process. Thus the planar oxide surface was
re-established.
A second metal layer of AlSiTi-alloy was sputtered and patterned. Finally
the wafers were annealed for 15 minutes at 450 0 C in forming gas atmosphere.
Via resistances were measured' using two level via chains with vias ranging
down to an edge length of 1.0 gm. The via hole filling was controlled by SEM
as well as by metallographic cross-sections. The composition of the layers
was tested by electron microprobe mass analysis. Auger depth profiling was
used to monitor the interface composition.
Results
Sheet resistance of the WSi.-and W-layers are only weakly dependent on
deposition temperature in the range investigated.
Strong hillock suppression
is, however, achieved by decreasing To to 400 0 C (fig. 1). Even for this low
deposition temperature, the goal of via resistances in the
10- 98cm" regime
has been achieved. Wereas the high temperature (To = 450 0 C) via resistance
is predicted
quite well by the simulation based on measured sheet
resistances of fig. 1, the rise of R_,, with decreasing To is underestimated
by the calculations. This discrepancy points at the existence of a resistive
interfacial layer at low To.
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A comparison of the measured via resistances for different via sizes with
simulated values is given in fig. 4. The simulation was based on measured
sheet resistances (fig. 1). Results are in good agreement with experimental
data for
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deposition temperatures are small (fig. 1), only a slight increase of via
resistance with
decreasing deposition
temperature is
predicted
by
simulation.
A disadvantage of the lower deposition
temperature is the slightly reduced
deposition rate (fig. 5). Below 400 0 C only insufficient growth rate could
be obtained.
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The investigation of the WSi.-A1SiTi interface by AES-profiling did not show
any pile up of fluorine (fig. 6). Fig. 7 shows a TEM-micrograph of this
interface.
The formation of AiFa during the tungsten deposition process probably is
prevented by the presence of silane. SiH. seems to enhance the formation of
volatile fluorine compounds thus blocking the formation of AlFa.
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comes into reach. In particular the well known trade-off
resistances and hillock formation could be greatly alleviated.
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Bdsum&- Pour

les technologies submicroniques,des 6tapes de metallisation autoalign6es sont de plus en
plus n6cessaires . La formation autoalignde du siliciure do tungstene WSi2 par rdaction entre W et Si a
pu 6tre maitds6e en r6alisant des recuits sous oxyg6ne et sous ammoniac La formation latdrale du
siliciure est alors 6vit6e m6me sur des espaceurs d'oxyde d'paisseur 60 nm

AbDIULWith devices at submicronic dimensions , self-aligned processes are becoming of increasing
interest . The self aligned W silicide formation by localised reaction between W and $i has been
controlled using reactive atmosphere , oxygen and ammonia , during furnace annealing . No lateral
silicide formation over Si02 spacers,only 60 nm thick,has been observed

Refractory metal allicides are more and more widely used in semiconductor technology due to their
resitivity as materIals for gate interconnections, contacts on source and drain areas,and as a first
buried metallic layer for local interconnections.For ultra large scale integrationwith devices at
submicronic dimensions, self aligned silicidation is becoming of increasing interest.The self aligned
process can be achieved either by selective deposition of the silicide layers or by direct reaction,
induced by thermal annealing ,between the refractory metal deposited over the whole wafer and the
underlying silicon occurring only at localised points whewo these two materials come Into contact .On
the other hand the reaction between the refractory metal and oxidized silicon surface cannot take
place.This latter approach is known as the saticide process.The critical step In such a scenario
consists of the ability to well control the metal silicon reaction to avoid any lateral silicide formation
over SiO 2 spacers, only a few thousand angstroms wide separating the silicide areas . Without this
control bridging between the gates sources and drains could occur.
To make sure that the silicide process works properly the operating range for annealing time and
temperature must be large enough to allow for control and reproducibility of the process. For this it
appears necessary to slow down the silicide growth kinetics by inducing, at the surface of the metal
layer, a second reaction between the metal and a reactive annealing atmosphere .Consequently a
stable state of equilibrium will be reached between the metal silicide phae and the metal compound
formed with the reactive atmosphere.Titanium is the refractory metal by far the most widely
accepted for this technology /1/.The TISI 2 growth kinetics has been found to be blocked by the
formation of TiNIx compounds during thermal annealing under an N2 flow.This paper presents recent
decisive progress towards the control of the self aligned W sulicide formation .
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2-EXPERIbMENTA
Up to now suficide technology has not worked using W.It is difficult to achieve on the W/S[ reaction due
to the hight sensitivity of the reaction to small amounts of oxygen both at the W/Si interface and
trapped in the W layer during metal deposition2l .Moreover tungsten does not react with N2 .On the
contrary W reacts with oxygen.but in this case the reaction occurs so fast that tungsten is
completely oxidized before the silicide reaction even begins .Recently W nitridation has been studied
using ammonia .The WNx compounds growth kinetics start at 550°C but seem to occur too fast
compared with the W silicide formation which is generally blocked.
To overcome these difficuties encountered when using oxygen or

NH 3 as the reactive annealinlg

atmosphere the following solution has been envisaged.The WOx and WNx growth kinetics can be
controlled by limiting the amount of reactive gas (oxygen or ammonia) in the annealing
atmosphere.Consequently these reactions can be slowed down enough to allow W silicide formation at
the W/Si interface .By varying the oxygen (or NH 3 ) partial pressure in the annealing atmosphere it is
perfectly

possible to control the state of equilibrium between the WOx (or WNx) phase and the WSi 2

phase at a fixed annealing temperature.On the other hand,when the oxygen (or ammonia) partial
pressure has been fixed ,it is perfectly possible to control the reacted silicide thickness by varying
the annealing temperature.Thus the W silicide process can be optimized by adjusting two free
parameters :the partial pressure of the reactive atmosphere and the annealing temperature.For the
experimental study silicon wafers with 600A SiO 2 on the top were used.By reactive ion etching (RIE
two reverse patterns were obtained:either 40um wide silicon lines with 4um wide SiO2 spacers
or4um wide Si lines with 40um wide SiO 2 spacers.Over the whole patterned wafer a SOnm thick W
layer was sputtered. Residual vacuum values of a few 10"8 T were reached in the sputtering system
before starting the W deposition .The W silicon reaction was first studied on unpatterned Si wafers by
using argon during thermal annealing . At 7000C the reaction is complete only for annealing times of
about one hour ,but at 750°C the annealing time is reduced to less than a quarter of one hour.
Annealings under reactive atmospheres of oxygen and ammoniawere then performed using pattened
and unpatterned samples at annealing temperatures in the 700°C,1000°C range and for annealing
times much greater than necessary for a complete reaction of the W layer with the silicon.The
patterned samples were observed by SEM and X ray diffraction ,the unpatterned samples by RBS,
nuclear reaction and X ray diffraction .

The photographs shown in Fig I and 2 correspond respectively to thermal annealing with oxygen and
ammonia. As the SiO 2 spacers are only 60nm thick any lateral silicide formation of this order of
magnitude over such spacers can easily be observed . Figure I a shows the silicide grown at 8500C for
4mn, by using dilute oxygen and after chemical etching of WOx.The llicide is perfectly aligned on the
silicon line and no lateral silicide formation over the SO 2 surfaces Is observed. Fig lb shows the
edge of a SiO 2 line at the boundary with a allicide area.The salicide process has been well controlled.
Fig 2a shows cross sections of patterned samples annealed at 8500C for 4mn under dilute NH 3 .The
view in Fig 2a has been taken before chemical etching of WNx formed on SiO2.The difference In the
thickness of the deposited layer either over the S10 2 surface or over the Si surface underines the
formation of two different phases over these two different surfaces. The photograph of Fig 2b shows
the patterns after chemical etching of WNx.Here also the W salicide process has been well controlled.
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Fig.1I-SEM observation of self aligned sllicide
grown at 850C.4 inn, under oxygen
a-plane view
b-edge of a SiO2 spacer .60 nm thick, at
the boundary with a silicide area

Fig.2-SEM cross sections of patterned samples
annealed at 850"C, 4mn, under NH3
a-before chemical etching
b-after chemical etching

RB.S and nuclear raactlon
Annealing under NH 3 at atmospheric pressure (Fig 3):
In Fig 3a the squares correspond to thermal annealing at 7000 C for one hour.Tungsten and silicon have
not reacted The corresponding nitrogen profile in Fig 3b obtained using the nuclear reaction
14N(d,ot)12C shows two peaks localised at the free surfaces of the sample (4E16 at/cm2 dose ) and
the W/Si interface (3.1E16 at/cm

2

dose).

The crosses in Fig 3a are obtained when annealing at 750°C for one hour. A WN 0 . 7 compound has been
found on the top of the layer, followed by a thick sublayer of unreacted W. The corresponding N profile
shows a peak (4E16 at/cm2) localised at the W/Si Interface.By increasing the temperatures for
isochronal annealings the amount of N Into W increases slowlyFinally a homogeneous WN
stoichiometry Is found when annealing at 900°C and above.From RBS and nuclear reaction,
observations two important conclusions can be reached
1)N diffuses through the layer without precipitate WN x compounds for annealing temperatures up to
750*C.As N solubility in W is very low, the N diffusion must occur at the W grain boundaries The
driving force could be the formation at the SI surface of SiNx compounds thermodynamically favorable
with regard to WN x compounds.
2)The growth kinetics rate for the WN x phases are low compared with the WSi 2 kinetics
3)As a result of the preceding remarksit appears to be the rapid accumulation of N at the W/Si
interface which blocks the silicon diffusion and impedes the WSI2 formation.
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Annealing under oxygen atmospheric pressure:
The W is completely oxidized and forms the W0 3 phase for annealing temperatures above 5000C .The
RBS spectrum in Fig 4 corresponds to thermal annealing at 4000C for one hourThe corresponding
oxygen profile has been obtained using the nuclear reaction (16 0(do.)1 4 N).A W0 3 layer is found at
the free surface covering an oxygen free unreacted W layer .Moreover,not any oxygen peak at the
W/Si Interface has been observed.The W behaviour with oxygen is found to be very different from
the behaviour found with N :
I)Free oxygen does not diffuse through the W layer to accumulate at the WISi interface
2)The W0 3 phase forms at temperatures as low as 400*C,and Its growth kinetics is very fast
compared with the WSi 2 growth kinetics
3)As a resultit is the rapid formation of W0

3

which impedes the formation of WSi 2 .
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X ray diffraction measurements and resistivity measurements have also been performed and the
results confirm the RBS observations.

Self aligned W silicide formation has been controlled by using oxygen and ammonia as reactive
annealing atmosphere . After furnace thermal annealing , W nitride and W oxyde can be selectively
removed using a chemical etching which leaves only the WSi2 phase . Moreover , with respect to
important processing aspects -dopants redristibutlon between WSi2 and poly or monocrystalline Si
allowing to form very shallow junctions below silicided contacts , compatibility of the suicide with a
first W C.V.D. interconnection level/3/- WSi2 presents a very intereiting behaviour making it very
attractive for self aligned silicide processes

/1/ M. E. Alperin, T. C. Hollaway, R.A.Haken, C.D.Goemeyer, R.V.Karnaugh and W.D.Parmantie, IEEE
Trans Electron devices ED_32,141,1985
/2/G.Bomchll, G.Goltz and J.Torres, Thin Solid Films, 59, 1986
/3/F.C.Shone, K.C.Saraswat and J.D.Plummer, IEDM Technical Digest, 407, 1985
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MODELLING DIFFUSION IN SILICIDES
P.B. MOYNAGH, A.A. BROWN and P.J. ROSSER

STC Technology Ltd., London Road, Harlow, GB-Essex CM17 9NA,
Great-BrItain

Abstract - This paper outlines models for the redistribution of dopant during the
incorporation of silicides in VLSI processes.

1. INTRODUCTION
As device geometries are reduced the maximum speed of a circuit is governed increasingly
by the RC constant of the interconnect. Refractory metal silicides are therefore
receiving much attention as highly conducting additions to the polysilicon interconnects
and source/drain regions of VLSI devices Ill. The silicon consumed during silicide
formation is generally highly doped and it is important to understand and to model the
resulting dopant redistribution. Silicide formation is also known to modify dopant
diffusion by injection or depletion of point-defects in the underlying silicon 121. The
modelling of this silicide formation and the corresponding dopant redistribution within
and below the silicide layer is discussed in section 3.
Silicides can also be used as a diffusion source to generate sub-100 nm junctions /3/.
The silicide is formed and implanted and a subsequent anneal causes the implanted dopant
to diffuse through the silicide and into the silicon substrate. Dopant redistribution,
therefore, takes place with minimal movement of the silicide-silicon interface, and the
junctions can be creoaed with high surface concentrations and corresponding low contact
resistivities. It is important to understand and model this process step if it Is to be
exploited in future VLSI processes. The modelling of dopant redistribution within and
below these pre-formed silicide layers is discussed in section 2.
2.

OUT DIFFUSION OF DOPANT FROM SILICIDE AND THE STATIC MODEL

Table 1 outlines an experiment to examine out-diffusion of the common dopants from cobalt
silicide. Thick (0.55 va) silicide layers were formed to allow dopant profile
evolution within the silicide to be examined. Boron, phosphorus or arsenic were
implanted to a range of about 75 nm and the films were then annealed for 30 seconds at
700"C or 1000C. The electrical characterisation data from the resulting p+/n or n+/p
junctions are given in Table 2. Good diode characteristics were not achieved with
similar anneals using titanium silicide as the diffusion source. Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEN) analysis of the cobalt silicide films after formation and after
subsequent anneals showed the silicide-silicon interface to undulate by OAS Vim,
Figure l(a) shows a boron implanted cobalt silicide film after anneal at 1000*C for
30 seconds. The interface undulation is apparent, a. is the silicide grain structure.
Figure l(b) shows the same sample after a junction delineation etch and the junction can
be seen to follow the silicide-silicon interface. The dopant profiles were measured by
Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS), the layer conductivity by Spreading Resistance
Analysis (SEA) and the interface position and junction depth were determined by Bevel and
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Stain (B&S). The results are shown in Figure 2. The high SEA concentration within the
si cide indicates high conductivity. The peak in the SA profile corresponds to the
point at which the analysis probes first reach the undulating silicide-silicon interface
and the deeper inflection point Is where the probes leave the interface. The flat boron
concentration in the silicide bulk shown by the SINS indicates very rapid diffusion to

the silicon surface and a junction depth of 0.17 psmresults.
Dopant diffusion from a pre-formed silicide was modelled by using the one-dimensional

process simulator, SUPREM 3 /4/, with the silicide implemented as a user-defined
materal. Figure 3 shows the simulated profile corresponding to the data of Figure 2.
Simulation of the rapid diffusion in the silicide is achieved by using a diffusion

coefficient for boron of 103 to 104 times the silicon intrinsic value.

Similar

values were required for arsenic and phosphorus diffusion In the silicide. This
illustrates the magnitude and importance of grain boundary diffusion in cobalt silicide.
A silicide-silicon segregation coefficient of unity gives good agreement between
empirical and modelled values of silicon surface concentration, highlighting the

suitability of cobalt silicide for the formation of juntions with low contact
resistance. Also shown in Figure 3 is the predicted boron profile in the silicon
substrate using the default diffusivity and using modified diffusion coefficients. An
eight-fold enhancement of boron diffusivity is required for agreement with experiment.
Arsenic diffusivity from the silicide into the substrate showed a two orders of magnitude
enhancement. These diffusivity enhancements beneath the cobalt silicide are consistent
with considerable vacancy injection by the silicide.
3.

SILICIDE FORMATION ON DOPED SILICON AND THE DYNAMIC MODEL

Figure 4(a) shows an Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) analysis

of a sputtered layer of
titanium metal on arsenic implanted single crystal silicon. Figure 4(b) shows the same
sample after titanium silicide formation. Layer evolution during the formation anneal is
apparent, as is considerable dopant redistribution. Figure 5(a) shows an AES of a
titanium silicide film formed over phosphorus doped polysilicon. A layered structure and
considerable dopant movement is again observed.
The importance of modelling dopant redistribution during silicide formation is apparent
from figures 4 and 5. For the static model, the movement of dopant to and across static
boundaries was readily modelled. For the more general case, however, where dopant
diffusion and segregation coincides with layer formation and boundary movement, a more
complex modelling capability is required. A qualitative model for layer evolution during
titanium silicide formation is shown in Figure 6. The deposited titanium layer readily
absorbs oxygen when exposed to air. On annealing at 6501C, titanium and silicon react to
commence silicide formation. Silicon diffuses through the existing silicide and reacts
with the metal layer to continue the silicide formation, and the silicide-metal and
silicide-silicon interfaces move. The oxygen present in the titanium layer Is not highly
soluble in the silicide and is 'snow-ploughed' into the titanium ahead of the advancing
interface. Nitrogen is incorporated from the anneal ambient, creating a titanium nitride
layer at the metal surface.
Figure 7 shows the layer evolution and the corresponding redistribution of arsenic or
phosphorus during a self-aligned silicide process step. As the silicide forms, the
dopant diffuses rapidly through it, zgregates preferentially to the metal layer and some
dopent segregates to the capping nitride layer where diffusivity is low. The capping
nitride and unreacted metal are subsequently stripped. Also shown in Figure 7 is a
self-aligned nitride formation at 1100*C. This results in the displacement of silicon
and dopant by nitrogen at the silicide surface as the titanium nitride forms. Much of
the displaced material diffuses through the silicide and Is epitaxially redeposited on
the substrate.
A preliminary investigation of the implications of this qualitative model was undertaken
using a modification of the oxidation model in SUPREN 3. Silicide-silicon and
slicide-amblent segregratlon coefficients were varied as was the diffusion coefficient
and sillcide-silicon boundary velocity. The low dopant diffusivity in the capping
titanium nitride layer was found to limit the flux of dopant from silicon substrate to
anneal ambient. The titanium nitride therefore plays an important role in minimising
dopant loss during the silicidatlon of highly doped silicon.
A fully characterlsed moving boundary model for silicides must be implemented in a
process modelling package like SUPRENM 3 if the use of silicides in VLSI processes is to
be optimised.
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4.

CONCLU6±ONS

As silicides are incorporated into VLSI processes, it is becoming increasingly important
to model their effect on dopant redistribution. Two initial models have been presented
here which address this problem. The static model has been shown to give results which
compare favourably with experimental data. A qualitative dynamic model is outlined which
when implemented will provide a useful tool for determining the effect of silicides on
VLSI processes.
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DEGRADATION OF THE POLY-SI/SILICIDE STRUCTURE IN ADVANCED MOS-TECHNOLOGIES
P. LIPPENS, K. MAEX, L. VAN den HOVE, R. DE KEERSMAECKER, V. PROBST*,
W. KOPPENOL
and W. van der WEGInteruniversity Microelectronics Center (IMEC vzw), Kapeldreef 75.
B-3030 Reverlee, Belgium
Siemens AG, Central Research and Development, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000 Mnchen 83, F.R.G.
Department of Atomic and Interface Physics, Utrecht State
University, PO Box 80000, NL-3508 TA Utrecht. The Netherlands

Rdsum. L'interaction dans le syst~me poly-Si sur TiSi2 sur un substrat de Si et dans le syst~me
polycide avec CoSi2 ainsi qu'avec TiSi2 est analysde quand ils
sont soumis A une temperature dlevde
dans un four classique. On dmontrera que lepremier syst~me souffre d'instabilitd due k lacroissance
epitaxiaie dans ]a phase solide qui peut seulement 8tre 6vitde partiellement par le dopage de lacouche
poly-Si. Le systime polycide montre une couche de TiSi2 qui est devenue rude et qui pourrait poser
des problmes pour des couches poly-Si initiellement plus minces que 450 nm. Dans le cas de CoSi2,
ladgradation est d6sastreuse: le mdtal Co peut 6tre d~tect6 partout dans la couche poly-Si, ce qui est A
peine dvitable meme par un dopage du CoSi2 avec As ou B.
Abstac. The interaction in the system poly-Si on TiSi2 on Si and in the polycide system both with
C,Si2 and TiSi2 is investigated when subjected to furnace heat treatments at high temperature. It will
be shown that the first system suffers from instability due to SPE-regrowth which is partially avoided
by doping the poly-Si. The polycide system shows severe roughening of the TiSi2. However, in the
case of CoSi2, the degradation is more pronounced, viz. the Co is detected all over the poly-Si layer
and this can hardly be suppressed by doping of the CoSi2-layer.
IntrodUction
In this work, the stability of layered sillcide/poly-Si structures is investigated when subjected to high
temperatures. These high temperatures are used In a full process to perform a glass reflow and, very
recently, to diffuse the dopants Into the Si using an implanted slicide as a diffusion source [1], [2), [3].
This Investigation deals both with the system poly-Si on TiSI2 on a Si-substrate and with the polycidesystem (a COSI2 or TiSI2 layer on a poly-SI-gate). The first structure has recently' been proposed for
application in an n-MOS process with CoSi2 in which source and drain regions are formed by diffusion from
a dopent gas ambient through a 'poty-plug' on the siicide in the contact holes [4]. The latter structure occurs
in a self-aligned process, for instance when dopants are diffused from an Ion implanted silicide forsource
and drain formation. In such a case, It would be very attractive to dope the poly-Si gate also by diffusion from
the Implanted slilcide-layer.
A TIS12-layer of approx. 90 nm thick was formed on Si-substrates of <100> orientation. The native oxide
was removed by a 2% HF dip Immediately before sputtering the metal. Then 100 nm of poly-Si were CVDdeposited at 600°C and were either left unimplanted or implanted with As or B to a dose of 5.E15 cm"2 . To
prevent dopent evaporation during heat treatments, a cap layer of 100 nm CVO-SiO2 was deposited. Finally,
furnace heat treatments were performed at 8006C (2 h) or at 900"C (30 min and 2 h) In an N2 ambient.
This set of samples will further be referred to as the poy-plug-syst m. In another experiment a gate oxide
of 20 nm was grown followed by deposition of 450 nm of poly-Sl at 600°C. Then 90 nm of CoSi2 or TiSi2
was formed which was also either left unimplanted or implanted (B or As) and capped with 100 nm of CVDS102. Also here a native oxide removal in 2 % HF was carded out. Again heat treatments were performed at
700°C during 4 h, at 800°C during 2 h or at 9000C during 1 h in an N2 ambient. This system will be
referred to as the polycide structure. Both sets of samples were analysed by RBS, AES, cross-sectional SEM
(XSEM) and TEM.
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Results
Figure 1 shows 2 MeV 4 He+ RBS spectra of the unimplanted poly-plug structure with TiSi 2 that was heat
treated at different temperatures. It is clear that after an 800°C, 2 h step, the RBS spectrum coincides
completely with the one for the unheated sample which indicates that no Interaction between the layers has
taken place. But after a 900°C, 2 h treatment, the Ti-peak as well as the edge from the Si-substrate have
shifted to higher backscattering energies Indicating that the Si/silicide Interface has moved towards the
surface. The same behaviour was seen in a sample heated also at 900°C but only during 30 min: in this case,
however, the Ti-signal Is broader and much less 'block-shaped' and the Si-substrate edge has not moved that
far towards higher backscatterlng energies. SEM-micrographs from cross-sections of the samples which
were selectively etched show 3 layers on the SI-substrate after deposition. The sample which received a
900"C, 2h heat treatment on the other hand reveals the TiSi2-layer directly under the cap-SiO2 (fig. 2).
This suggests a total transport of the poly-Si layer through the TiSi2 and a solid phase epitaxial regrowth of
this SI on the substrate. High resolution TEM-micrographs taken in the region of the interface silicide/Sisubstrate revealed a perfect SI-lattice pattern.
It Is also interesting to note that on the SEM-micrograph of fig. 2, the TiS12 Is no longer a continuous layer,
which could be expected after the heat treatment mentioned: an analogous behaviour was in fact detected for
the system where TiSi2 was grown on a Si-substrate (and capped with an Si02-layer) which was subjected
The Si from the substrate regrows epitaxially in between the
to a high temperature for an extended time [5].
sillcide
grains by the mechanism of thermal grooving, resulting in Si-mesas. In the case proposed here, this
tendency seems to be enhanced because Si is supplied now from two directions (I. e. from the substrate and
from the poly-Si layer). On the other hand, once a thermal groove has been formed the transport of the Si
from the poly-Si layer towards the Si-substrate proceeds very quickly. This means that both epitaxial
regrowth mechanisms strengthen each other.
The role of the dopants was investigated in the case of B arid As. For As-implanted poly-Si and for various
heat treatments at 900°C, the RBS-spectra indicate only a small broadening of the Ti-peak (fig. 3) due to
increased TiS12 roughness (ball-up), which is considered to be the precursor stage of SPE-regrowth of the
Si-substrate in between the TiS12-grains. Therefore, an attempt was made to show that even in this case,
there Is a transport of SI from the poly-SI layer into and through the TiSi2. Samples were prepared with
thicker silicide layers (300 nm) and a very fine-grained poly-Si layer to a total thickness of 200 nm was
grown on top of them by a furnace crystallisation step during 10 min at 650°C of sputtered Si. The Asimplantation was done In the sputtered Si film to a dose of 2.E16 cm- 2 . The resulting RBS-profiles for heat
treatments at 800*C and 900°C during 60 min, depicted in fig. 4, indicate that the backscattenng yield of the
Ti, resp. the Si in the TIS12 has decreased, resp. increased which points again to an interaction between the
layers, though in an early stage. It can be concluded that there is a dopant-induced retardation effect and this
was supported also by the results for B-doping of the poly-Si. Figures 5 a and b show TEM-micrographs of
samples with B doping for the poly-Si layer, which were unheated or annealed at 9000C for 2 h,
respectively. Figure 5 b shows that on some places the poy-Si has regrown almost completely on the Ssubstrate, whereas on other places some Si is still left on top of the TiSl2.
In the polycide-system, no drastic Interaction of the poly-Si and the silicide layer is expected due to SPEregrowth. This is indeed observed for TiSi2 on poly-Si, where only a ball-up effect of the TiSi2 is seen after
a 900°C, lh heat treatment (fig. 6). Nevertheless, this could be serious since It gives rise to a silicide layer
with disconnected grains and to places where the remaining poly-Si layer between gate-oxide and TiSi2grains is very thin. For thinner poly-SI layers this could even lead to places where the TiSi2 directly
contacts the gate-oxide resulting in low oxide breakdown voltages and at least fiat band voltage shifts.
However, inthe case of CoSi2 already an 800°C heat treatment for 2 h causes drastic effects, viz. the Co
atoms are distributed over the entire poly-Si layer and no clear CoSi2-phase can any longer be recognized in
the RBS-profile of fig.7. A heat treatment at 7000C, even during 4 h did not show any degradation of the
system except for a small roughening of the silicide layer. When the CoSi2 is implanted with As (to a dose of
5.E15 cm- 2 ), it was seen that the Co is still moving over the poly-SI, although the As must have diffused
partially into the poly-Si and stuffed the grain boundaries of both sulicide and poly-Si layers in the first
stage of the heat treatment (the RBS profile for As-doping is also included in fig. 7). A 9000C, 1 h heat
treatment yields more or less the same result, which Is also the case for B-doping of the silicide. These
experiments Indicate that the diffusion of dopants from a CoSI2 layer In order to dope the underlying undoped
poly-Si will not be possible for MOS-technologles. Further experiments are being processed to investigate
the stabil ty of the slilcide on predoped poly-Si (either P solid source doping or Implantation combined with
a drive-in step). However, the first results do not Indicate a drastic Improvement, which was again to be
expected from the results with As-diffusion from the COSI2.

Gandasn
It Is concluded that the poly-plug system with TIS12 suffers from spatial Instability due to SPE-regrowth
when heated above 800°C which causes the poly-Si layer on top of the suicide to regrow on the substrate and
moreover the TISi2 to bal-up while leaving SI-mesas In between the grains. The dopants can only avoid to
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some extent this regrowth: even when large As-atoms are used to stuff the grain boundaries of the system the
Si-content in the TiSi2 Increases considerably. This is In good agreement with the results from Murarka et
al. [6) for the case of CoSi2 and In-situ doped poly-Si and with the experiments of Lau and van der Weg for
many other systems (7] . The polycide structure, subjected to a furnace heat treatment, shows a severe
degradation both with TiSi2 and CoSi2. In the latter case. Co Is detected all over the poly-SI layer, though XRay Diffraction spectra reveal that only poly-Si and CoSt2 phases are present In the system. These results
suggest that either CoSi2 migrates as a whole all over the poly-Si layer or that C0812 breaks up during the
heat treatment, the metal diffuses all over the poly-SI layer and forms again CoS12-grains, which Is in
agreement with theories about the main moving species during siicide formation [8). [9]. In the former case
an extensive epitaxial regrowth of the poly-SI grains in between the TISi2 grains Is observed resulting in a
poly-SI layer which is locally very thin under the balled-up silicide. In further experiments, the use of
rapid thermal processing (RTP) will be Investigated to avoid these poly-Si/silicide interactions.
The authors would like to thank J. Vanhellemont for the TEM work and R. Wolters (Philips, Eindhoven) for
access to X-Ray Diffraction analyses. P. Lippens Is Indebted to the Belgian Institute for Scientific Research in
Industry and Agriculture (IWONL). K. Maex and L. Van don hove acknowledge the Belgian National Fund for
Scientific Research (NFWO) for their fellowships as senior research assistants.
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A FULLY CHARACTERISED PROCESS FOR TITANIUM SILICIDE BY RTA FOR ONE MICRON
CMOS

N.F. STOGDALE

Plessey Research Caswell Ltd., Caswell, Towcester, Northants.,
GB-NN12 8EQ. Great-BrItaln

Abstract A fully characterised process for self-aligned titanium silicide by RTA
s-d3 cribed. Factors influencing formation; surface pre-clean, time-temperature
schedules and ambient choice are all discussed. The sensitivity of the formation
process to implanted arsenic is also described and a model presented for this
effect. The technique is proven by its inclusion in a one-micron trench isolated
OMOS process schedule and electrical results for devices and circuits thus fabricated are presented.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Self-aligned titanium silicide formed on the gate and junction regions of small geometry
CMOS devices gives enhanced device performance arising from the reduction of parasitic
series resistances. The use of a Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) system allows tight control
of ambient oxygen and greater process flexibility and control. A fully characterised
process for self-aligned titanium silicidation by RTA is described, giving a silicide with
good surface quality and low, uniform sheet resistivity. Factors influencing surface
quality; surface pre-clean and ambient choice are described. Choice of thermal cycles,
times and temperatures, for optimisation of the sheet resistivity and lateral encroachment
are also discussed. The optimum film is analysed by SEM, SIMS and AES for surface quality,
thickness and stochiometry. The sensitivity of the formation process to implanted dopant
is described and a model presented for the sensitivity to implanted arsenic.
2.

FACTORS INFLUENCING SILICIDE FORMATION

2.1

The Effect of Surface Pre-treatment

Silicide surface quality was found to be critically dependent on surface pre-clean.
Several methods of pre-cleaning were evaluated: wet chemical, SF6 plasma flash, HCL gas
clean and 100:1 HF based spray clean. Sputter deposited titanium was used throughout and
an in-situ W (argon ion) sputter clean was also evaluated. The best silicide surface
quality was achieved with the 100:1 H spray clean, without a pre-deposition RF sputter
clean.
2.2

The Effect of Ambient Choice

The choice of ambient; argon or nitrogen, was found to have a critical effect on silicide
surface quality. Argon produced a poor quality 'broken' surface (sheet resistivity
3.3ohm/sq.), whilst nitrogen produced a good surface quality (sheet resistivity 4.5ohm/sq).
Nitrogen forms a titanium nitride capping layer wich protects the titanium from reaction
with any ambient oxygen. The final silicide resistivity is increased by the consumption of
titanium by this competitive TIN reaction.
2.3

RTA Time-Temperature Schedules

RTA time and temperature schedules over the range 600-1000"C, 10-60 seconds were evaluated
for optimisation of sheet resistivity and lateral encroachment (see figure 1).
The optimal
process was found to be two-stage 6756C 30 seconds, followed by an unreacted titaniu= strip
and a second stage anneal 1000C, 10 seconds. Lateral encroachment of the silicide over
surrounding oxide areas is Inhibited by the use of a two stage process, no diffusion path
exists at the high temperature anneal stage due to the unreacted titanium strip. An
initial thickness of SODA titanium was used throughout.

C4-1%
3.
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ANALYSIS OF FILM PROPERTIES

Films were analysed for surface quality, sheet resistivity, thickness and stochiometry by
SEM, 4-point probe, SIMS and AES. Surface quality was found to be of good, even texture.
The optimal process gave a stlicide with a sheet resistivity of 4.55ohm/sq (±-O.5). Thickness, determined from the silicon lattice transition in the SIMS profile (silicide to
bulk), was found to be 680A (see figure 2). The film is found to be pure, stochiometric
TiSi 2 (65% Si, 35% Ti) from AES. Trace elements carbon, oxgen and nitrogen were not
detected at the 0.1% detection limit.
4.

FORMATION SENSITIVITY TO IMPLANTED DOPANT

The silicide exhibited a formation sensitivity to implanted arsenic. Implant doses in the
2
range 5E13a, - 2 to 1E16om- were evaluated, (implant energy 50KV). Silicide formation and2
sheet resistivity were seen to degrade with increasing arsenic dose. Below dose IE14cm4.55ohm/sq; above this dose the resistivity increases to
the resistivity is a constant
2
(see figure 3). No sensitivity to dopants boron, boron fluoride
45ohm/sq. at dose 1E16cr
an4 phosphorus was indicated across the same dose range (see figure 4).
4.1

Model for Sensitivity to Implanted Arsenic

The sensitivity to implanted arsenic, for the activation conditions used, is found to be
dependent upon excess dopant at the silicon surface. The excess dopant exists as interstitial or clustered arsenic and inhibits silicon diffusion across the interface. (The
silicidation reaction is dominated by silicon diffusion across the silicon/titanium interface.) Excess dopant concentrations can be calculated from the SUMPREM3 model by subtracting active from chemical concentration at the surface. The thermal cycles assumed are two
1050"C 21 second dopant activation anneals in nitrogen plus the thermal cycles associated
with the silicidaton. A strong correlation is found between excess arsenic concentration
and sheet resistivity (see figure 3). Excess dopant drops to zero at implanted dose
1.3l4cm- 3 , below this dose the sheet resistivity is a constant 4.55ohm/sq. Above this
critical dose the excess dopant concentration increases to 3.3E20cnr 3 at dose 1E16cm- 2 ,
with a consequent sheet resistivity of 45ohm/sq. Sensitivity to implanted arsenic can,
hence, be controlled by adjustment of either the implant conditions or the activation
anneals to assure zero excess dopant.
S.

ELECTRICAL DATA

The optimised silicide process was fabricated on device structures on a one-micron trenchisolated CMOS process /1/. Polysilicon gates are fabricated with oxide sidewalls to allow
fabrication of self-aligned silicided structures (see figure.5). A scanning electron
micrograph of a fully silicided trench isolated CMOS transistor is shown in figure 7. The
devices have good electrical performance, electrical parameters are shown in table 1. This
technique has been used to fabricate working circuitry, in particular unloaded inverter
ring oscillators with stage delays of 120ps.
6.

CONCLUSION

A process for self aligned titanium silicide by RTA has been described. The silicide has
good surface quality and is of low, uniform sheet resistivity. Sensitivity to implanted
arsenic has been discussed and implant dose and activation conditions found to be critically important by its Inclusion in a one-micron trench-isolated CMOS process schedule
which has fabricated working devices and circuits.
7.
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Device strcture

Structure Following
Slilcidatlon

Figure 5: The Self-Aligned Sulicide Process.

Figure 6: SEM micrograph of trench isolated CMOS transistor
showing Self-Aligned Sulicide.
VT
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VOLT
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RING OSCILLATOR (49 STAGE) SPEED:l2Ops.
Table 1: Electrical data for silicided transistors.
(W=20 urn, L-lurn)
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OUTPUT IMPEDANCE FREQUENCY DISPERSION AND LOW FREQUENCY NOISE IN GaAs
MZS VETs

D. GITLIN, C.R. VISUANATHAN and A.A. ABIDI
Electrical Engineering Department, University of California,
Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.
Abirrot- L'Invefstlaton trait* dolIn relation entbe bruit g-r et In dispersion de friquence do l'izpdance
do sortie GaAs NMSFKL On a employ& use notivefle technique poor l'ldentlilcation des niweaus; pro.
fonds qul sont responsabits do bruit et do Is dispersim. La dipendence do bUs do Is dispersion fut
Sgalenaent Investigua atuon mobl costant aus simulations en deux dimensions eit presenti.
The interrelation between g-r noise and output Impedance frequency dispersion In Gaos NWErs has

been Investigated& A Dew technique to Identif the deep levels responsible for the dispersion isused It is
found that sme traps ane responsible for both noise and dispersion. The bias dependence of the dispersion was alse investigated and a model Ispresented which Isconsistent with 2-1) simulations.
1. Introduction
Low frequency anomalies in GaAs mesfets, such as frequency dispersion In output conductace and transcoriductance, low frequency noise and bacitgatirig, have received considerable attention recntly. Our experimental
measurements are intended to clarify the origin and interrelation of these phenomena. This paper describes the
results of experiments to relate the output impedance frequency dispersion mid the low frequency noise in GaAs
NMSFErs. A new technique is used to identify tie deep level responsible for output impedance dispersion.
This technique consists of monitoring the phase of the output impedance vs frequency at various temperaures.
We have also found that this same trap gives rise to S-r noise also.
2. Experment
Depletion MESFET arrays, fabricated with a recessed gae structure on LEC grown substrates and with nitride
passivation were used in the experiments. Access region between the gat and sourceldrain electrodes were
hIlm long. The pincboff voltage was -1.3 V.
The noise measurement was done by using a tus-impedance amplifier a described elsewhere. 1 The output
impedance was obtained by using a lock-in amplifier to measure the differential voltage Sams a S0 ohm resistor
in series with the drain, a well a die drain voltage& Both t in-phase and quadrature component were measured as a function of frequency, temperature and different bias conditions.
3. Results

The phase of the output imnpedance was plotted as a function of frequency under various bias condition as
shown in Fig. 1. The frequency at which the minitiumn In die phab occurs, corresponds to die inverse of the

trap tim constant, %and isfound to increas with temperatur. 0-i noise measurememu we also carried out at
several temperatures-12
1. lbM tput noise pow nmlplie by frequeaqr was plotted a a fnction of frequency
(Fig 2 The peak in thi plot orccur at tde same frequency a that corresponding so the minimum of the phase
suggesting atconmmon oigin between dhe output impedance dispersion end the low frequency noise a illustrated
in Fig 3 for do. umasuremns at M9CThis kat o the concluio diat the dispersion Isnot surface state gencrated3 since It Ibgenerally accepted that g-r noise Is generated by bulk traps.
An Anternius plot of -cyields an activatio enernj of 07 @V (Fig 5). which is comparable to the energy
of the electrn trap EL2 (Ed-AM *V). The temperature gradient between die substrte mid the actual device
was take into amcount following Hughes ci. 42 Without any temtperaur correction an activation eneru of
0.68 eV would have been obtaned. 71. method employed here to Idenif the traps causing the rh dispersion
has an advantage ovar the commonly used conductance DLTS methods Only the traps Involved in the aI.
pheomen are excited, whereas the DLTS Involves also other traps ursoclated with the surface and depletion
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region. We have also studied the frequency dispersion in devices with different channel lengths at various bias
voltages. The resits show that the dispersion increae as the channel length is reduced and the drain bias is
increased. The dispersion is larger at V,, - 0, and is always negligibly small in the linear region of operation.
4. Discussion
A question arises whether temperature gradient alone can explain the bias dependence of the output conductance
dispersion in analogy with the bias dependencd of g-r noise as explained in Hughes et aL2 Our data indicates
that this is not the case. By looking at the phse vs frequency at different bias voltages, we see that the
minimum of the phase is reduced strongly by inceasing V& (Fig 4). On the other hand the frequency at which
the minimum in phase occurs is seen to shift with temperature without any appreciable qhange in the minimum
value. Thus, our results indicate that the output impeda ce i controlled by the electric field.
We can summarize the behavior of the device as follows. At Val close to the threshold voltage, the
current saturates due to a true pinchoff of te conducting channel at the drain end. At Vos - 0, however, the6
current limiting occurs due to velocity sauraton, and an electrostatic dipole region f ms close to the drain.
This modifies the flow of camier by forcing them into the subsrate. 7 as We have verified this by 2-D PISCES
simulations (Fig 6). Carriers surmount the relatively shallow potential barrier (< 0.7V), and penetrate deeply into
the SI substrate where traps am encountered. At low frequencies, a fraction of the carriers is captured and emitted by taps in step with changes in Voj, leading to a large z& because only untrapped carriers appear at the
drain, and the trapped carriers tend to reduce the channel thickness; whereas at high frequencies, the time constants of the taps are too long for this to occur, and the current flows as if it were in a trap-free material,
decreasing z:h. The amount of dispersion depends on the fraction of total carriers that are trapped. Increasing
Vs causes a larger voltage drop across the dipole, thereby strengthening it and causing more carriers to be
deflected into the substrate; the amount of dispersion increases accordingly.
S. Conclusion
We have used a new method to measure the deep level responsible for z& frequency dispersion in GaAs
MESFET's. This method uniquely identifies the origin of this phenomena. The results show that the same traps
cause dispersion in output conductance and give rise to low frequency noise in these devices.
Our results indicate that the high electric fields that exist in moder MESFET's am responsible for the output
impedance frequency dispersion. This result is consistent with the saturation mechanism that has been previously proposed.7 Our experimental data are also consistent with the experimental observations that a p-type
implant under the channel eliminates dispersion and reduces noise, by increasing the barrier experienced by carriers deflected towards the substrate. At shorter channel lengths, however, the dipole gets stronger. Unless the
operating voltages are also scaled down, such an implant may be unable to restrain carrie, and these low frequency parasitic phenomena, along with an undesirable bipolar action In the p-layer' wilLappear.
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A

Abutract
The preparation and performance of self-aligned single- and dual-gate InGaAs JFETs is discussed.
Single-gate InGaAs JFETs exhibit maximum extrinsic transconductance of 350, 275 and 140
mS/mm at a gate length of 0.5, 1.5 and 3.5 lm, respectively. High overall potential barriers at the
channel substrate heterointerface are necessary for control of threshold voltage uniformity over a
wide range of gate lengths. For the first time device behaviour of self-aligned dual-gate InGaAs
JFET is demonstrated.

1.Introduction
The compatibility with optoelectronic devices in longwavelength optical communication systems,
the high electron mobility and velocity makes InGaAs lattice matched to inP attractive for
microwave devices and amplifiers in OEICs. In the case of InGaAs FETs the low Schottky barrier
of n-InGaAs // prevents the fabrication of MESFETs. Tc overcome this problem high band gap
materials such as GaAs /2,3/, lnP /4/ or InAlAs /5/ were grown on top of the channel or InGaAs
MISFETs were realized /6/. The best way to realize InGaAs FETs seems to be the JFET. This is
due to the high potential barrier of the pn-junction which is solely determined by bulk properties.

The pn-junction can be implanted /7,8/, diffused /9,11/ or grown by epitaxy /12-14/. State of the
art are submicron high speed InGaAs-JFETs with self-aligned structures, which reduce pa'.

:tic

resistance, noise and the mask-alignment effort. They achieve cut-off frequencies above 30 GHz at
a gate length of 1.2 /pm /15/

and above 70 GHz at a gate length of 0.5 pum /14/,

extrinsic

transconductances of 330 mS/mm for normally on /11/ and 550 mS/mm for normally-off devices
/10/. In this work the fabrication and device performance of mesa type self-aligned single- and
dual-gate InGaAs NET with diffused gates is discussed.

2.Sample Preparation
7

All layers were grown by LPE. The growth started with a Zn doped p-InP buffer layer (p<01
cma,
30,4
jim) on s.i. InP.Fe substrate (Sumitomo). It is followed by the n-InGaAs channel layer
(1.1017 cm , 0.40 sm). This layer is lattice matched at growth temperature to the lnP buffer layer.
The p+-InGaAs layer is diffused from Zn doped se~n-on film sources into the n-InGaAs. The pnjunction is diffused because thermal degradation effects during the fabrication process are lower as
compared to ion-implanted and annealed or epitaxially grown layers /9/. The doped emulsions are
spun on and dryed in air at about 100 °C for 30 min. During the open tube diffusion the samples
are covered with a quartz plate to prevent thermal degradation effects at the surface of the sample.
There is no mechanical damage due to the covering of the sample during the diffusion process.
0
The sample is diffused at 535 C within 10min. Hole concentrations well above 101. cma can be
reached /9/. The junction depth is controlled by the diffusion time and obeyes a Vt law,

For the T-shaped gate Al is evaporated onto the whole sample (200nm). It is followed by a
photolithography step and a second metallization (5nm Cr, 100nm Au). After lift-off the gate is
defined by the CrAu patterns. The Al is selectively etched with a phosphoric acid (HsP0 4 :
CHaCOOH) using the CrAu cap layer as an etch mask. The T-shaped gate is completed by etching
the p+-mesa. The source and drain metal is directly evaporated onto the undercut structure and
thus ensures the self-alignment. It is followed by an additional bond pad metallization. The
fabrication process is finished by etching the n-mesa.
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3. Experimental Results
After gate formation a Hall-mobility of 7300 cm 2/Vs was measured on an ungated Hall-bar. From
maneto-transconductance measurements /16/ maximum drift mobilities between 5500 and 6500
cm /Vs were deduced. These values agree well with numerical Hall-factor calculations for InGaAs
-s
bulk material with a background carrier concentration of about 1,1017 cm /17,18/. Therefore it is
concluded that the FET formation process does not degrade transport characteristics of the active
InGaAs channel layer.
Fig. I displays DC-characteristics of InGaAs single-gate JFETs. Due to the T-shaped gate the gate
lengths are 3.5, 1.5 and 0.5 im. As it is expected /9/ the transconductance increases with
decreasing the gate lengths. The maximum extrinsic transconductance comes up to 140. 275 and
350 mS/mm at a gate length of 3.5, 1.5 and 0.5 /pm, respectively. These are the highest values ever
reported for normally-on InGaAs-JFETs in the submicron and micron gate regime.
With decreasing gate length short-channel effects appear; i.e. the saturation and pinch-off
behaviour become worse. The threshold voltage shifts from -IV to -I,6V with decreasing gate
length. This is about the order which was predicted in /19/ by numerical simulations of InGaAsFETs. In contrast to these results InGaAs-FETs with highly doped (PtNP > 1*1017 cm-S) and thick
(0.8 pm) p-InP buffer layers exhibit no threshold voltage shifts in the submicron gate regime / II/.
lnGaAs-FETs without buffer layer typically display tremendous short channel effects with
decreasing gate length /6,9,13,18,20/. If a p-lnP buffer layer is used it is assumed that the lack of
short-channel effects is due to a better carrier confinement in the channel. The reason is a higher
overall potential barrier at the channel-substrate heterointerface which'is solely determined by the
carrier concentration in the active region of the FET and the p-lnP buffer layer. The high
potential barrier suppresses carrier transfer from the channel into the substrate which may lead to
the aforementioned short-channel effects /21,22/. FETs without a buffer layer - the channel is
directly grown on the s.i. InP substrate - exhibit a channel-substrate potential barrier which is
determined by the conduction band offset only (AEC m 0.22eV /23/). This is indicated by an
accumulation layer in the lnGaAs at the heterointerface /6,24/. In contrast to this accumulation
layer a depletion region arises with increasing the distance between the Fermi-level and the
conduction band edge in the inP; i.e. with doping the InP by acceptors. In the case of a small
potential barrier at the channel-substrate heterointerface an electron transfer from the channel into
the substrate is probable especially at higher electron velocities. Therefore short channel effects
occure with decreasing the gate length. As a result potential barrier tuning at the channel-substrate
heterointerface is necessary for the control of output characteristic at a certain gate length.
Fig. 2 displays device characteristics of self-aligned lnGaAs dual-gate FETs. The device consists of
two gate electrodes (L. -1.5 pm) which allow a separate gain control by the second gate. The
spacing between the two gates consists of a 4 pm wide floating metal layer. Fig. 2 clearly
demonstrates the device behaviour. Biasing the second gate towards negative voltages strongly
reduces the transconductance of the device. Such a dual-gate FET will find application in lnP
based high frequency mixers and oscillators.
In conclusion self-aligned single- and dual-gate InGaAs-JFET were fabricated on LPE layers.
Single-gate InGaAs-JFET exhibit maximum extrinsic transconductances of 350, 275 and 140
mS/mm at a gate length of 0.5, 1.5 and 3.5 pum,respectively. For a better control of threshold
voltage homogenity with decreasing gate length a high overall potential barrier at the channelsubstrate heterointerface is necessary. For the first time device behaviour of self-aligned dual-gate
inGaAs-JFET is demonstrated.
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RESUME:
Des transistors MISFETs 6 canal N, fonctionnant en mode desertion et
enrichissement et ne pr~gentant aucune d~rive du courant drain sourcc ant 6t fabriqu~s Sur des
couches 6pitaxiales de Ga0,111n 0 53AsV
obtenucs par la mithodc MOVPE i pression r6duite. Ces
dispositifs utilisent un procWd de passivation qul inclut un retrait de I'oxyde natif dc la surface
de GalnAs suivi par un d~p6t de Si3N., les deux i6tapes 6tant rbalis&s en plasmas multipolaires.
Les transistors MISFETs fonctionnant en mode dt~sertion et enrichissemcnt ( L, =2 pm,
W = 200pum ) ont une transconductance de 140 et 150 mS/mm, respectivement. Aucune d6rive
du courant drain source n'apparalt en 105 .spour Ics deux types de dispositifs grice A ce procWd
de passivation et en particulier A I' absence d' oxyde A 1Vinterface.
ABSTRACT. N-channel depletion and enhancement mode MISFETs with no drain current drift
have been fabricated on GN.47In,.5,As epitaxial structures grown by low pressure MOVPE. These
devices use a passivation process which includes removal or native oxide from GalnAs surface
followed by a Si3N4 film deposition, both steps performed using multipolar plasmas. Depletion
and enhancement mode MISFETs ( 1, = 2pum, W = 200pm ) exhibit an extrinsic
transconductance of 140 and 150 mS/mm, respectively. No dIrain current drift is observed in
105 s for both types, of devices due to the efficiency of the passivation process and especially to
the absence of oxide at the interface.
1. INTRODUCTION
Interest in Ga0 4 ,In0 .,As alloy lattice matched to lnP has been stimulated by its applications for
both long wavelength optoelectronics and high speed field effect transistors (PETs). Its excellent electronic
properties ( ,.(300K) -12000 cm2 Is 1,1',
> 2.5 x lO0cm/s and AE,, = 0.55 eV ) provide the opportunity to make PETs with high performances /I/. lDue to the low Schottky barrier height of metals- on
n-GalnAs ( .- 0.2 erP), a metal/semiconductor PET technology is not viable. So, GalnAs 17.Ts with
various alternative gate configurations such as Junction PETs, ( WFETS) /2,3/, Metal lnsulatoi Semicondluctor FETs ( MISFETs) /4,5/1 , HeIterojunctions FET ( 1-FEr,"s) /6/ and Modulatiob Doped PETs
(MODFETs) /7,8/ are now investigated.
The MISFET structure is very attractive but its development has been hampered until now by
the difficulty to reproducibly achicve a good insulator/QalnAs interface. So, the key issue to develop a
viable GalnAs MISFET technology is the control of the insulator/semiconductor interface. Nethertheless,
demonstration of operating ring oscillators using invcrsion mode GalnAs MISFETs has already been
done by P.D. Gardner et al /9/ and propagation delay as low as 50 ps was measured in a nine stage ring
oscillator.
In this paper, we describe the technological process used to fabricate depletion and enhancement mode n-channel MISFETs. The passivation scheme includes removal of native oxide from GalnAs
surface and deposition of a S13N4 ilm, both steps performed in multipolar plasmas in a ultra high vacuum
system. The major problem encountered on InP and GalnAs MISFETs relies on the long term stability
of drain current. It will be shown that this passivation process is very efficient and particularly, due to the
absence of oxide at the S13N 4 / GalnAs interface, highly stie devices are achieved. The drain current
drift is shown to be less than 5 % over 101 s.
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!. MATERIAL
Epitaxial layers have been grown by low pressure Metal Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy
(MOVPE) in a horizontal reactor, capable of handling two 2" wafers in one run /10/. The epitaxial
structures are grown on iron doped semi-insulating lnP substrates and consists of a nominally undoped
lnP buffer layer ( dp = 0.2 pm) and two n-doped GalnAs layers. Intentional n doping is obtained with
SiH4.The active GalnAs layer, doped to ND ~ 1011 cm 3 (jupo, - 6000 cm1V-'s -l ) is about 0.1 um and
0.05 pr thick for depletion and enhancement mode MISFETs, respectively. The top contact layer, doped
to N. -, 2 x l0l cm -3 is 0.1 pm thick (see also figure I).
111. TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS
IlI.A. Passivation scheme
Due to specific problems related to the Ill-V compounds surfaces such as their propension to
loose their stoichiometry under high temperature or bombardment and also to their reaction with their
native oxides /11/, a few conditions have to be satisfied to obtain a good insulator/Ill-V compound interface. Main requirements are a low temperature process with no energetic particles applied on a "stable"
surface. The latter condition can be fulfilled either by achieving a stable oxide, this method is recommended by G. Hollinger et al /12/ on InP or by removing the native oxide at the semiconductor surface,
that is our purpose on GalnAs. Moreover, we have shown in the past that the "native oxide" is the main
contribution to drain current drift of MISFETs /13/.
Removal of native oxide is achieved by a hydrogen multipolar plasma. This cleaning step is
done in a ultra high vacuum system and in-situ monitored by kinetic and spectroscopic ellipsometry
/14,15/. Then, the sample is transferred in the deposition chamber where a Si 3N4 film is deposited using
a multipolar plasma of SiH, and N2 at room temperature.
A detailed analysis of structural and electrical properties of these Si3N films has been reported
in reference 16. Using optimized deposition conditions, the I MHz dielectric constant is 6.8, the breakdown voltage is - 4 x 106 V/cm and the resistivity at a field strength of I MV/cm is - 2 x 10"4 (I.cm.
Besides the oxygen content of the film is < 5%.
This Si3N4 / GalnAs interface, characterized with MIS structures, presents a low interface
states density, in the range of 3 to 5 x 10" cm 2el I over 0.4 cV of the band gap /14/ when annealed at
400 *C during one hour before Ti/Au metallization and for 15 min after the metal deposition.
III.B. Device fabrication
A schematic view of the MISFET structure is reported on figure 1. The main difference between the technologies for depletion and enhancement mode MISFETs lies in the thickness of the active
GalnAs channel.
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Device processing begins with the isolation of the active regions by wet chemical etching of n+
and n GainAs layers and lnP buffer layer. Then, the channel is defined and the n+ GalnAs layer is
chemically etched. Immediately after this, the sample is introduced into the UHV system where the native
oxide is removed and Si3 N4 is deposited at room temperature. After annealing at 400°C during one hour,
Ti/Au gate metallization is evaporated and defined by lift-off. Windows are opened in the dielectric film
by reactive ion etching to define source and drain regions. Finally, ohmic contacts are formed by
Ni/AuGe/Ni followed by an alloying.
IV. DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS
IV.A. I(V) chracteristcs
Typical values of transconductance of D-MISFETs with a 420 A thick Si 3N, and with 200 pm
gate width are 80, 115 and 140 mS/mm for 8, 4 and 2/pm gate lengths, respectively. Figure 2 shows the
I(V) characteristics of a device with 4 pm gate length. Using a curve tracer, the hysteresis is small, indicating a low density of slow states but no pinch off is achieved.
E-MISFETs ( L, = 2 pm, W = 200,pm) exhibit a transconductance of 150 mS/mm. Transfer
characteristics represented on figure 3 also shows no pinch off. This behaviour on both types of devices
is suspected to be due to parallel conduction under the channel. Change of thickness as well as doping
type of the buffer layer is assumed to improve the pinch off behaviour. From the transfer characteristic
at low V0 s, the effective mobility of electrons in the channel has been estimated to 4800 cmZ V-Is-'.
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Figure 4: Drain current drift versus time.

IV.5. Stability measurements
In both cases of Depletion and Enhancement mode MISFETs, there is no drain current drift
at all when operating at low VDs and after a voltage step on the gate. When biased in the saturation region ( Ves= 3.0 V - figure 4 ), only a slight drift of drain current occurs ( < 5%/ in l0 s s) which could
be due to hot electron injection in the insulator. These devices are remarkably stable compared to
MISFETs usually reported in litterature for which the order of magnitude of the drain current drift is
20%.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, it has been shown that a SiN 4 film on a perfectly cleaned surface produces an
efficient passivation of GalnAs. E and D-MISFETs exhibit
an extrinsic tranconductance of 140 and 150
mS/Im, respectively. Moreover, completely stable devices are obtained due to the absence of native oxide
at the insulator/GalnAs interface. Same technology on devices with smaller gate lengths is expected to
produe stable devices with higher performances.
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IN SITU PROCESSING OF InP BY FLASH LPCVD FOR SURFACE PREPARATION AND GATE
OXIDE DEPOSITION
Y.I. NISSIM, C. LICOPPE, J.M. MOISON and C. MERIADEC
CNET, Laboratoire de Bagneux, 196, Av. R. Ravera, F-92220 Bagneux,
France
RfsuM - Des films de stilce sont rialfsis dans un rfacteur CVD opfrant I basse pressT6F-,refroidi par air et eau et comandg par chauffage optique rapide. Des vitesses
de dp8t allant jusqu'A 100 /sec sont obtenues sous un flash thermique de 700°C. Ces
dlp~ts sont effectuls sur InP sans qua sa surface soit endommgfe. Les stuctures
InP/SiO ainsi formfes ont d'excellentes proprift1s flectriques adaptles aux exi gences
du MISF'T. L'amilioration des propri6tds d'interface de cette structure est obtenue
par exposition de la surface d'InP au silane avant le dfp~t d'oxide. Une ftude de
surface indique qua le silane riduit les oxydes natifs d'InP.
Abstract - Silicon dioxide films deposited on InP substrates are obtained In a reduced
pressure, air and water cooled CVD reactor, with a rapid thermal heating. It is shown
that a 700C temperature flash results in 10I deposition rates close to 100 Ai'sec.
High temperature deposition (700C) is thus obiained In few seconds on InP substrates
without any surface damage. These layers display excellent electrical properties well
suited for RISFET applications.
Improvement of the interface properties of this
structure is obtained by flowing silane on the InP substrate prior to oxide deposition. Interface studies show that silane reduces the InP native oxides.
1

-

INTRODUCTION

Passivation of InP has generated a lot of efforts for MIS applications. Since native oxides
of InP exhibits electrical properties with are not suitable for gate dielectrics, there is a
need to develop appropriate deposited insulators. The techniques proposed that can be
sustained by an InP substrate are direct or indirect plasma /1,2/, low temperature pyrolitic
CVD /3/ and photolytic CVD /4/. However in all cases, there Is room for improvements in
interface properties and bulk SfO2 structures. Whn the thermal exposure of an InP substrate
is reduced to a few seconds, the maximum temperature allowed before surface degradation can
be considerably increased. In this work, the pcssibility of combining a conventional horizontal CVD reactor with a rapid thermal heat rg system using tungsten halogen lamps as a
source of radiant heat was explored for InP pfkessing. This flash CVD technique named also
LRP after the work of ref. /5/ allows precise control of thermally driven surfaCe reactions.
In this case the substrate temperature rather than the flux of reactive gas, Is used as a
switch to turn the CVD reaction on and off. The thermal exposure of the substrate is thus
minimized. This technique is a unique opportunity for I1-V material to have access to high
temperature processes such as CVD or LPCYV /6/. Deposition of St0 2 was performed on InP at
700 C. Following an in-situ cleaning of the InP surface under a SiH4 flow.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL
A flash CVD reactor was designed. It consists of an horizontal quartz chamber mounted above a
row of halogen lamps. The reactor walls are constantly air and water cooled to insure fast
temperature cycling on the substrate, and avoid undesirable contamination. The possibility to
deposit S10 2 on InP at temperatures above 6OO°C was explored. The reactant gase utilized are
silane and oxygen diluted in flowing nitrogen. The total pressure of the system is kept
constant at 5 Torr.
A full description of the deposition regimes, and of the kinetics of the reaction obtained on
silicon substi ates are described in ref. /7/. On InP substrates SbO films are obtained up to
700*C of substrate temperature with no degradation of the InP surface. Deposition rates of
100 A/sec are measured at this temperature with an oxygen to silane gas ratio of 10. The
total cycle time for a 700 A-thick gate oxide deposited on InP in less than 20 sec, with a
temperature rise time of 3 sec and a natural cooling time of few seconds. The InP surface
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which is usually thermally degraded at temperatures above 300C is preserved here due to the
fast temperature cycle and the auto-encapsulation of the substrate in the first stage of
deposition.
III - CHARACTERIZATION OF THE St0

FILMS ON InP

The index of refraction of this oxide was measured to be 1.46. Its infrared absorption spectrum shows that the SiH4 + 0 reaction is complete with no traces of SI-H absorption bands.
The Si-O stretching and bening modes are located respectively at 1070 and 450 cm-1. These
figures are very close to the optical characteristics of thermally oxidized silicon films.
oriented along the (100) direction with a residual n-type concentration of
InP substrates
7x101 5 e/cm3 were carefully prepared for electrical characterization. A 1O00A-thick SO
layer was then deposited at 700*C with the above specified parameters. MIS capacitors weri
on this structure with the lift-off of a Ti-Au metallic film. A resistivity
then fabricated
of 8x1015 g.cm and a breakdown strength of 7 WV/cm were measured on the oxide layer. Capacitance and conductance versus voltage characteristics were measured at 1 MHz. The resulting
C(V) plot is displayed in Fig. la.
As can be seen from this curve accumulation and inversion regimes are easily reached. The
residual hysteresis is 0.8 V which is a low figure for InP based structures. This value does
not depend on scanning speed. Capacitance and conductance versus voltage characteristics were
then taken between 10 and 100 Hz. At these frequencies the dielectric capacitance does not
vary and no conductance peaks due to electron traps are observed in this frequency range.

r--,
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GATE VOLTAGE (V)

-10

5
10
GATE VOLTAGE (V)

(b)

(a)

Capacitance voltage characteristic at 1 MHz of a MIS diode fabricated on InP by
Fig. 1
flash LPCVD.
a) deposition of S10 2 on a virgin as polished substrate
b) deposition of S102 after an in-situ cleaning in flowing silane.
IV - IN-SITU SURFACE CLEANING
One of the major advantages of the flash CVD techniques is that in-situ processing
easily accomplished. The suostrate is hot only during deposition or surface reaction
during purging or gaz flow stabilization. Different processes can thus be made
without cross contamination of one to the other. Surface prPparation prior to oxide
tion can then be conceived.

can be
and not
in-situ
deposi-

The authors have shown that an oxidized InP surface exposed to a silane flow will react at
300*C /8/. Sllane changes the bonding of surface InP oxides, restoring covalent bonding
through a chemical reaction involving silicon bonding to InP and taking over the available
oxygen to form SI-O bonds. This is illustrated by the change of AES signal of Indium and
Phosphorus of Fig. 2. These spectra indicate that In and P recover their covalent bonding
after silane exposure.
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Fig. 2 : Indium and Phosphure Auger spectra for different treatments of the InP surface. Thin

solid lines represent clean InP surface, dashed line represents oxidized InP surface and
thick solid lines represent the restored InP surface silane exposure. Experiments were performed at a substrate temperature of 300°C.
The potential efficiency of silane preexposition of !nP substrates on the improvement of
semiconductor/insulator interfacial properties has been tested. MIS capacitors have been
process with and without silane in situ cleaning. The cleaning procedure demonstrated in a
UHV environment was transposed to the flash CVD reactor conditions. It results in a flash at
250C for 10 sec in 0.1 Torr partial pressure of silane. The C(V) result of the in-situ cleaning Is shown in Fig. 1-b. As can be seen, the hysteresis cycle is lowered by a factor of 3
to a final value of 0,25 eV. This improvement of the hysteresis width can be unambiguovsly
assigned to a reduction of interface slow traps.
V - CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that LPCVD can be controlled with radiant heat. This technique opens the
access of high temperature processes to III-V materials such as InP. Furthermore multiple
processing steps can be easily carried out in situ within such a reactor.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE SCHOTTKY DIODE AND FET ON InP

S. LOUALICHE, A. GINOUDI, H. L'HARIDON, M. SALVI, A. LE CORRE,
D. LECROSNIER and P.N. FAVENNEC
Centre National d'Etudes des T6lcommunications LAB/OCM/TOH, BP 40,
F-22301 Lannion Cedex, France

R&aSum6 - Une diode Schottky de trds haute qualitA a 6t6 r~alis~e

sur InP de type n en utilisant un traitement de surface original.
Cette diode atteint des tensions de claquage de 60 V et le courant
de fuite reste infrieur A 1 p A A 30 V. Le meilleur dispositif a
un courant de fuite de 0.2 nA A - 1 V et une hauteur de barri~re
de 0.7 eV. Cette Schottky a 6t6 utilise
pour la fabrication de
transistors A effet de champ (FET) par CBE et implantation
ionique. Une transconductance de 140 mS/mm a 6t6 mesur~e sur un
transistor de 3 pm de grille.

Abstract - A high performance Schottky diode has been realized on
InP by a special surface treatment. The diode reaches a breakdown
voltage of 60 V and the reverse current remains at 0.6 pA for 30 V
reverse voltage. The best device shows a reverse current of 0.2 nA
at 1 V voltage with an ideality factor of 1.54. The Schottky has
been used as a gate in the fabrication of FETs on InP by ion
implantation and CBE. A transconductance of 140 mS/mn has been
obtained on a 3 pm gate length FET in the frist experimental trial
without any optimisaton.

The Schottky diode is widely used in high speed devices like FETs and
optoelectronic devices like MSM (metal semiconductor metal). The InP and
related ternary and quaternary materials are the most important
semiconductors for the optoelectronic technology. These materials are
used in the fabrication of emitter and receiver devices in the 1.3 pm
and 1.5 pm wavelengths for lightwave communications in optical, fibers.
The InP and related compounds have also excellent transport properties
(high mobilities and high saturation velocities) for high speed
applications. But due to the absence of good quality Schottky diodes,
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this material is not extensively used in high speed devices (FET, HEMT)
like GaAs.
In the present work we have fabricated a good quality metal insulator
semiconductor (MIS) tunnel Schottky device on InP and GaInAs. The
fabrication has been done by a low temperature process (below 2000 C)
which leads to excellent devices.
The samples used to study Schottky diodes are undoped n type (5 x 1015
cm-3 ) InP substrate or layers grown by gaz source molecular beam
epitaxial layers (also called CBE : chemical beam epitaxy). The CBE
layers are n type InP (undoped _ 1016 cm- 3 or n type GaInAs (_ 5 x 1015
cm-3 ) of about 1 to 3 p m thickness grown on semi-insulating InP : Fe
substrates. The ohmic contact (Au-Ge annealed 360 0C - lOs) is done first
to avoid the annealing step to the Schottky contact. After the oxide
fabrication, the Schottky metal (Au) is deposited through a metalic
mask. The Schottky dots have two dimensions : 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm. The
carrier concentrations are measured by C(V) technique using the Schottky
device.
The current versus voltage (I(V)) electrical characteristic of a typical
diode measured at room temperature is given in Figure 1. The breakdown
voltage of this diode is about 10 V, the ideality factor is 1.54 and the
apparent barrier height is 0.7 eV. The reverse leakage current at 1 V is
below 0.2 nA. To the best of our knowledge these parameters seems to
indicate that this Schottky diode is the highest quality device ever
fabricated on n type InP and campares favorably to the Schottky diodes
fabricated on GaAs. The study of the saturation current with temperature
from 100 K to 300 K (R&f. 1) leads to evaluate the oxide thickness of
the MIS tunnel diode of the figure 1 to 35 A. By increasing the
temperature of the diode fabrication by 500C above that of figure 1, the
breakdown voltage is increased from 10 V (Figure 1) to 60 V (Figure 2).
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Figure I : Typical I(V) characteristic
of 0.2 mm diameter diode on n : InP
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Figure 2 Reverse I(V) characteristic
of 0.2 mm diameter diode on n type
InP. The leakage current is about 0.6 pA
at 30 V.
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The barrier height of this device is 0.65 eV and the ideality factor is
1.45
The reverse leakage current of this diode is still
below tht
microampere range at 30 V reverse voltage (Figure 2). The oxide thickness of this diode is estimated to 50 9 by I versus T measurement. An
0
ellipsometry evaluation of 0the oxide thickness leads to 25 A for the
device of Figure 1 and 35 A for that of figure 2. An other method has
been used to evaluate the oxide thickness fabricated on InP
by the
present oxidation method. A part of on an n type InP sample has been
protected by 100 A Pt layer on its top, the other part has been oxidised
and etched ten times to measure the thickness
of the InP material used
0
by the oxidation. These measure gives 200 A for the InP removed by 10
successive oxidation
and etch runs. This experiment leads to an oxide
0
thickness of 40 A if we suppose that toxlde
- 2 tinp. These three
different methods give an order of magnitude
of the optimum oxide
o
thickness for the Schottky contact of 40 A.
The oxide fabricated to enhance the surface barrier of the Schottky
device seems to be stable. The Schottky device parameters does not
change when the diode is stored at room temperature during a few months.
The device has been polarised at 3 V reverse voltage during 48 hours and
we
do
not
observe
any
particular
variation
of
the
device
characteristics. The annealing at 2000C for 10 minutes of the finished
diode decreases the leakage current by a factor 2. The annealing of the
oxide prior to the Schottky metal deposition at 200 IC for 30 minutes improves the Schottky quality (better leakage current). At the temperature
of 250°C and above the oxyde quality is degraded.
The gold (Au) has been chosen for the Schottky contact. Other metals
(Al, Ag, Cr) are also tested, but the devices fabricated by te gold
contacts give better performances.
A Deep Level Transient Spectrocospy (DLTS)
measurement has been
performed on the Schottky fabricated on undoped InP. The temperature
range of the measurement lies between 90 K and 300 K and no trap has
been observed in this temperature range. If we suppose a trap emission
cross section of 10- 1 5 cm2 , there is no trap, having its energy lying
between 0.12 eV and 0.6 eV below the conduction band, introduced by the
Schottky preparation technique. The experimental sensitivity, indicates
that the trap concentration, if they exist, is below 1010 cm- 2 .
The present oxidation method studied on n type InP has been tested on
GaInAs layers grown by CBE on InP substrate. The GaInAs material in n
type ( - 5 1015 cm-3 ) undoped having about 1 pm thickness. The Schottky
fabricated on this material has higher leakage current but the breakdown
voltage is as high as 300 V (Figure 3). This is the highest breakdown
voltage ever obtained on a Schottky device in GaInAs semiconductor.
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The Schottky device fabricated on n type InP has
good long term stability, does not introduce
deep
traps
and
the
device
parameters
are
suitable
for
electrical
measurements
(I(V),

I(l)m

C(V), DLTS).

This Schottky device has been also

found suitable for the gate contact in field
effect transistors (FET) fabricated on n type

to
0.5

V Ivolts) InP.
50SO
0

I
Figure 3 : Linear I(V) characteristic of a Schottky diode
on n type Galn s (1 pm3
thickness ; 5 10'5 cm- )
grown on a semi insulating
InP substrate. Note the
breakdown voltage (> 300 V).

Two methods have been tried to dope the active

layer of the transistor : Ion implantation and
CBE. The silicon ion implantation on <100> semi
insulating substrate at 2 doses and 2 energies
(1012

cm-

2

-

40

keV

and

2 x

1012

c.

-2

-

100

keV). To improve the ohmic contact a shallow n+
ion implantation (1013 cm- 2 - 20 keY) has been
done below

the

source and

drain

contact.

The

ion implantation annealing is performed at 750 0 C
during 30 seconds.
The ohmic contact annealing occurs at 3400C for 15 seconds. Before the
fabrication of the Schottky gate, we have done a 1200 A etch below the
gate by a chemical solution (Br 2 : HBr: H2 0 : 0.1 : 10 : 100) for the
control of the saturation current. The gate Schottky contact has higher
leakage current compared to the previous Schottky diode. For a 3 p m x
300 p m gate contact the leakage current is about 1 pA at - 1 V and 4 p A
at - 2V. The best transconductance on a 3 p m gate implanted FET is 140
mS/mm and compares favorably to the best 1 p m gate MIS devices on InP
(180 mS/mm : Ref. 2 - 200 mS/mm Ref. 3). But the device with the best
transconductance does not reach the pinch off. The device reaching the
pinch off has a transconductance of 110 mS/mm for a 3 pm gate. Other
devices presents lower transconductances (Figure 4), but these devices
can support Vds voltage above 11 V, and have
excellent and constant
output transconductance from Vgs - 0 to the pinch off. This property
make them suitable for high power amplification with a good linearity.
The active layer grown by CBE consists of an undoped buffer layer (0.5
pm ; 1016 cm-3 ) and a doped active layer (0.2 pm ; 2 x 1017 cm- 3 ) has
been grown to improve the ohmic contact. The contact resistance is found
to be better in CBE FET (3.5 Q ) than in the implanted one (30 Q ). It
is necessary to etch unde: the gate to control the drain saturation
current and to reach the pinch off of the transistor because of the high
residual doping of the buffer layer. We have found an other methods to
avoid the etch by growing a p type layer (500 A ; 3 x 1017 cm- 3 ) between
the buffer layer and the active layer. This method leads to transistors
which reach the pinch without etching below the gate for a moderate
gate voltage of 3 to 4 V. The gate leakage current is about 4 p A at 3V.
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The transconductance

obtained in the case of CBE transistors is less
than that obtained on implanted FET (50 mS/mm ; Figure 5). This is
probably due to the poor quality of our buffer layer.
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Vg=1.6V

0.2V/step
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Figure 4 Ids - Vds network of ion implanted
FET on n type InP gate dimension
3 pm x 300 pm

0

1

2

3

Vds(V)

Figure 5 : Ids - Vds network of CBE FET
gate dimension : 3 pm x 300 pm

In

conclusion, a high quality MIS tunnel Schottky diode has been
fabricated on n type InP. This device presents excellent long time
stability, high breakdown voltage (60 V), and ultra low leakage current
(0.2 nA). The fabrication process does not introduce deep traps. This
Schottky diode is adequate when it is used as a gate in the FET. We have
shown that the fabrication process of the diode is compatible with ion
implanted technique or epitaxial technique for FET fabrication.
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ION IMPLANITED InP MISFET' a WITH LOW DRAIN CURRENT DRIFT
G. POST, P. DIMITRIOU, A. FALCOU, N. DUHAMEL and G. MERMANT

CNET, Laboratolre de Dagneux. 196. Av. Henri~ Ravera, F-92220 Bagneux,

t

France
Rioum&
Dos transistors A effet de champ M.IS.
sur phosphure d indium semi-isolent ont iltA
6laboris. Les contacts at Is canal sont dop~s par implantation de silicium. La dihlectrioue
do grille
eat SiC 2 d~pOsA par activation ultraviolette. Les dispositifs A d~sortion a conal
do 2 microns ont un. dirive du courant do Saturation infhrieure & 10 p. cent an 24 heures.
Ile sont compatibles avec une tochnoloGie do lasers pour 1 intAgration opto-47*ctroniqu.

Abstract
M15 field effect transistors on semi-insulating indium Phosphide have been fabricated.
contacts and the channel are doped by silicon implantation. The gate dielectric Is SI02
wvith a 2-micron channel length havea
dePOsited under UV activation. Depletion-mole devices
atu rat ion current drift
lose than 10 per cent in 24 hours. They are compatible with a laser

The

technology for

I'

integrated opto-electronics.

1. Introduction
Semi-insulating
indium
phoophide is the substrate
materiel
of choice
for
integrated
apto-olectranic emitters and receivers ([11,[t21.
MIS and MIS-like field effect transistors can be
adeby Ion implantation (E3)1(41).
:arsenido s ltice matched to ImP

by ebitaxy of n-type InP ((51 - (71),
or on the ternary
a[] [101). The implantation
technology is appealing for
the drift
However,
geometry.
due, to its simp licity and othe Planar device
:nertinprPoaca.
isA bIlity of impl anted InP MISFETsa has to be overcome if
they are to compete against the InP
JFET's [11], the stable GaInAs MISFET's ([121). or the AljnAs/GaInAs HFET's ((131 - (161).
teprue
da MISt system Prepared by LIV-enilenced CVD of silicon dioxide atio
We studi
((173)*and achiee
a tolerably small amount of drift
on 2-micron devices. Even if
the absence of
gate/contact self-alignment is a performance drawback, those transistors May be useful in a laser
driver application.
2. Device Fabrication
A two-step implantation process is Wsed to prepare the n+ contact and the deplotiOn-mode
channel of the devicesa0.The channel implantation Consists of 1012 silicon atoms / cm2 at 100 key. A
Photoresist mask protects the substrate outside the channel regions.
In order tO keep the FETs
entirely pl aner,
the contact
implantation
is selective,
too.
A 300 to
400 nm
layer
of
Plasma-dePosited Phosphorous-dod silicon dioxide is used as the implantation mask for the high Si
2
dos of 1014 at./cm . Well-defined channel masks Of 1 PM have boon prepared by reactive ion etching
of the PSG mater ial . The Iow-f requency plsame PSG depos it ion has been adopted 1(o that the damaged
layer on the fragilie InP surface does not exceed 50 nm..
The Implantation annealing has been carried out at 750 OC, after the stripping of the contact
mask and the deposition iif another 200 nm PSG capping layer. Following the removal of the annealing
cap and the degraded InP surface layer, Au/Ge ohmic contacts have been evaporated and alloyed et
410 OC. The channels could then be etched chemically to bring the setured current down to a typical
value of 100 mA/ems, which has been found to yield a FET thrashold of -2 V on good substrates with
low Fe background.
The gate Insulator S102 has been deposited at 100 OC from the UV-activatod reaction of $ilone
The kinetics Of this process
:Ad nitrous oxide, using traces of IIg vapour as a Cotalyser.
crit ically dependent on the incident UV light intensity and the mercury concentration. The lach
control and the absence of in-situ thickness monitoring in our restrcil-type reactor resulted
films scattering In a 20 Am Interval about the intended thickness Of 70 nm..

is
Of
in

Titaniwe-gold gate* have been electron-beam evaporated end delineated using a lift-off
mash.
Finally, the devices have been Peesivated under a double layer of UV-dGpOsited Silicon nitride and
silicon dioxide, and Ti-Au contact Pads have been added.
3. Properties of 141S Dioqdee
Control samples of unintentionally f-doped ImP have been used to prepare MIS diodes along
with each transistor procoess.
Annealing of the diode structures between 200 and 250 OC has been
eccessful
In curing moot of the evaporation-related
damage
and
in Improving the dielectric
strongth Of the V102. We obtained an insulator resistivity of 1014 ohm cm, a breakdown electric
field of 5 MV/cm and an accumulation capacitance dispersion below 3 IX in the range from 100 iiZ to
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caacitorsilicon
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UVCV0

ni, MIS system

since the water and SiOM
21. The dielectric constant is rather high IS to 5.5).
100 k~z (Fig.
contents of the UVCVO layers are 7 atoms S, as estimated fro. the infrared absorption spectra.
Rutherford bacikscattering analysis of the trace amount of Hg incorporated in the silicon dioxide
3
layers on
for thick control
1016 stoms/cm
(several
gave a value below the detection l imi t
graphite). An eiectron-injection type hysteresis of 0.5 V (Fig. 1) is Characteristic of these MIS
1 MV/cm at a 0.2S V/cm sweep rate.
systems. for C-V cycles stressing the structure up to

D

4. Transistor Characteristics
Three varieties of MISFET's hav.e boom St~d5od On -s~trates with a low Fe doping level I<
3
2-micron
channels,
gats$ over
1 and
with
5-icron
cm- 1;
Enhancement-mode devices
1015
NO self-alignment
depletion-code traneistors with 2-icron channels and 2..3 micron gate length.
between the channel and the gate has been tried: our MIS systems do not withstand the implantation
annealing treatment as do some GalnAs MIS systems ((6]).
The 2-micron enhancement and depletion mode devices have Lhreshold voltages of 0 V and -2 V,
31. and traneconductances from 70 to 110 mS/mm at 100 mA/ffm Saturated drain
respectively (Fig.
unimplanted neighbour exhibit very similar Vgs - Ids curves
current. An Implanted MISFIT and it*
(Fig. 41 and the transconductance peaks are almost the same. The dominant effect Of the impantation
is a threshold voltage shift; most of the active channel electrons are In the accumulation layer.
The gate transfer characteristics in tne linear region correspond to a peak effective mobility Of
2
2200 Cm /Vs. The gate-source capacitance of the depletion-mode FETes a about 2 pF/mm.
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current

drift
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sequence

the

"t=o"

Fig.
S Shows
the
static
transfer
curves
of
NMOS-style
inverters
composed
of
an
*nhencement-mode switch and a depletion-mode load, after repeated cycling of the device with a 0 to
5 Volt input. Before stres, the threshold was 0.5 Volts lower, which 1s consistent with the
hysteresis observations on the C-V curves.
S. Drift Behaviour
The biggest problem of current InP MISFET technology Is the long-term drift of drain current:
a decrease is observed in general, corresponding to an upward drift Of threshold voltage due to the
injection and trapping of negative charges at the InP-SiO 2 interface ([181). We used the common
method of drift characterization which is the measurement of drain current evolution on a
logarithmic time scale under small drain bias (Vds = 0.1 V), after the application of a gate
voltage step.
A sequence of 24-hour drift cycles on the same depletion-mode device In the linear region (Vg
from 0 to -2 V. then back to 0 V) gave a reversible threshold voltage drift of less than 0.5 V.
Three cycles In the saturated regime (step in Vd from 0 to 2 V, then Vg held at 0, -2 end 0 V) have
been recorded next (Fig. 6). There are effects of positive and of negative charges, the positive
ones being dominant at longer time constants. We cannot exclude alkali ion contamination as a
possible parasitic drift effect since our processing environment and methods lack Somewhat the
stringent MOB disciplina. The total amount of saturated drain current variation in 24 hours is
equivalent to A threshold voltage drift of lees than OS Volts. That means thet It can be
compensated for in a typical leser driver application where a feedback stabiliSation of the light
Output level is necessary in any case.

6. Conclusion
Wholly implanted lnP MISFET's
may be pushed to performance levels adequate for most
applicatione In Optoelectronits. The devices are entirely planar, have a negligible gate leakage
current, their threshold may be adjusted between -2 and o Volts, and no epitasiel layers are
required. On the Other hand, the eubstrate preparation and the gate dielectric deposition are
delicate processes. The residual drift Of threshold voltage Is still a matter of concern about
device reliability, but important progress has boon made on that subject, Better control of process
steps is expected in the near future and we hope that the planar geometry of Implanted FETs will
make them fit easily into OEIC designs.
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INTERFACE STATES PARAMETERS DEDUCED FROM DLTS,
ON TiAu/Si3N4/GaInAs MIS STRUCTURES

C4-227

ICTS AND CONDUCTANCE METHODS

J. BARRIER, M. RENAUD, P. BOHER and J. SCHNEIDER
Laboratoires d°Electronique et de Physique Appliqu~e (LEP) ( 1),
3, Av. Descartes, F-94451 Limeil-Brevannes Cedex, France

RESUME: Plusieurs m6thodes de caract~risation 6lectrique utilisant les techniques de DLTS,
d'ICTS, et de conductance ont W mises au point et associ6es. En prenant en compte les corrections dues Aila variation de la section efficace de capture en fonction de l'6nergie, ces m~thodes
permettent une d6termination coh6rente des caract~ristiques des 6tats d'interface et ont W
utilis&es sur des structures MIS (TiAu/Si 3N4/Ga. 47ln. 53As). L'application A l'optimisation d'un
proc~d6 de passivation efficace de l'interface Si3N,/GaInAs utilisant un retrait de l'oxyde natif de
la surface de GalnAs suivi d'un d~p6t de Si 3N4 par plasma multipolaire en ambiance ultra vide
a permis [a r6alisation de transistors MISFET sur GalnAs poss6dant de bonnes performances.
ABSTRACT: A set of electrical characterization methods has been developed using DLTS,
ICTS and Conductance techniques. Taking into account corrections due to the variation of capture cross section versus energy , this method allows for a coherent determination of interface
states parameters and has been used on TiAu/Si 3N4/Ga. 4 1n. 3As MIS structures. It has been
applied to perform an efficient passivation process of the Si3N4 /GainAs interface consisting in an
in situ native oxide removal and Si3N4 deposition by multipolar plasmas in a ultra high vacuum
system. GaInAs MISFETs with good performances could be achieved using such an optimized
process.
L INTRODUCTION
Ga.471n. 53As is a very attractive material for the fabrication of high speed electronic components due to its excellent electronic properties. Several gate configurations of field effect transistors
(JFET, HFET, MODFET ) have been investigated with good results.
For insulated gate field effect transistors (MISFETs) technology, large interface states densities and drain current drift can appear with the insulator deposition, especially on III-V compounds
MISFETS. Theses difficulties hampered the development of this technology but, recently, few works
have demonstrated possibility to overcome them /1,2/. Such application requires an efficient passivation
process to reduce the density of interface states while keeping a high stability with time. Many
passivation methods have been applied with various results but main conditions are a low temperature
process and a low energetic insulator deposition due to the Ill-V compounds surface instability.
Here, we have used a ultra high vacuum system and multipolar plasma treatments. Because
native oxide' seems to be responsible of the drain current drift /3/, we have chosen to remove it in a
multipolar plasma treatment.
In order to improve this passivation process, we needed to develop a set of sensitive characterization methods. DLTS, ICTS, Conductance and Capacitance measurements have been performed on
TiAu/SilNJGaInAs MIS structures. Then, two kinds of treatments and there effects on the deduced
interface state density were studied.
It. SAMPLE PREPARATION
Electrical measurements have been made on GalnAs layers lattice matched to n+InP substrate
grown by vapor phase epitaxy using the chloride method. The samples are chemically deoxidized in di(lJLP :

Numer
la
of the internationl Philips Research Orgaultion
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luted HF before introduction into the UHV system. Then, the native oxide is completely removed in a

H2 multipolar plasma with a given hydrogen ion density that we have varied during this study. Finally,
a Si3N4 film is deposited using a multipolar plasma of Siff
4 and N2 at room temperature. Both steps can
be monitored by in situ kinetic and spectroscopic ellipsometry /4/. After passivation, one hour annealing
at 400°C is performed and TiAu dots are evaporated followed by a l5mn anneal at 400'C.
III. CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES
ll.A. DL TS-ICTS
We have recently presented a general method to extract the density distribution N,(E) and the
capture cross section o,(E) from DLTS and ICTS measurements (J.M. Lopez Villegas, P. Boher, M.
Renaud submitted to J. Appi. Phys. 1987). The coherence between the two spectroscopies is assumed
only taking into account the variation of c, versus energy. This method is the most sensitive one but it
assumes that the capture cross section is constant versus temperature.
11.B. CONDUCTANCE
Conductance method has also been applied on the same samples. Using a HP4192A
impedance analyzer, Capacitance and Conductance can be measured from 500Hz to 10MHz at a constant bias on the metal gate of the sample which can be heated from room temperature to I 10'C. The
analytical expression of interface states admittance (Y,,) has been calculated by Deuling /5/ only in two
cases:

i) When the capture cross section and the density of states do not change with energy over a few
KT:

>

Y" eN,, ,ln([
y,, .. T

+ WT-)

2

+ j tan 1(,)T)

where T is the interface time constant classically related to the capture cross section.

ii) For a variation of a, versus energy defined by y = (KT/e) x (d In(aj/dtdl) = 0.5 , where the
effect of the variation of a, is maximum. (The first case corresponds to y-0):
1/A + oWT/2
eN
where A = (I + o2T2/4)-I2
Y,, ±-- " ({l I - A I +lA In I I/1A-+ r/2

Interface states parameters are obtained by fitting the experimental curves with both models.
IV,, a, ( variance of surface potential fluctuation ) and time constant are deduced from Gp/wo(F) curve
and O,( surface potential) from Cp(F) curve. a, is calculated fro - and /,. This method needs the precise
knowledge of the impurity concentration. Measurements at various temperatures allows for the determination of any thermal activation of capture cross section.
IV. INTERFACE CHARACTERIZATIONS
Figure I reports the fit of Gp/o)(F) and Cp(F) curves with the two hypothesis ( y-0 and
y-0.5 ) for conductance measurements made at room temperature on one sample ( gate bias: -1.4 V)
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Figure 1: Experimental and theoreticalparallel capacitance Cp and conductance divided by the angular
frequency GpJw versus frequency for the sample treated with the lowest hydrogen ion density ( sample 1).
y=
: N, - 3.4 x l0 2cm- 2eV - , as = 0.03, a, = 5.6 x l0-5 cm 2 ,
0J,=0.388
eV
v = 0.5: N, = 3.3 x 10' 2cm-2 eV- , c,= 0.67, U.,= 1.03 X 10cm , ,= 0.351 eV
The Gpfo(i) curve cannot be well fitted by the constant cross section model even with no
charge fluctuation ( as= 0.03 ). On the contrary, the variable cross section model improves both fits
of Gp/co(f) and Cp(F) curves and confirms DLTS and ICTS measurements which show a strong
variation of o (fig. 3a)
Effects of different hydrogen ionic densities during the UHV treatment on the interface states
characteristics are shown on figure 2 for the density of states and on figure 3a and 3b for the capture
cross section. It clearly appears that higher hydrogen ion dcnsity which is the more energetic one (sample
2) provide larger interface states density and also larger capture cross section and so faster interface
states.
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Figure 2: Interface states densities versus energy on GalnAs MIS structuresfabricated either with a low
( sample I) or high ( sample 2) hydrogen ion densities during the oxide removal treatment. The values
extractedfrom conductance have been obtained using a variation of the capture cross section in the fits.
The density of states measured on the same samples by DLTS and ICTS methods are also reported.
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Figure 3a & 3b: Capture cross sections versus energy on GalnAs MIS structuresfabricated either with a

low ( sample i) or high ( sample 2) hydrogen ion densities during the oxide removal treatment. The values
extractedfrom conductance have been obtained using a variation of the capture cross section in the fits.
The capture cross sections measured on the same samples by DLTS and ICTS methods are also reported
This result confirms that the whole process must be the less energetic as possible , especially
for the oxide removal and for the Si3N, first layers deposition. The excellent agreement between
conductance method , DLTS and ICTS measurements can only be obtained taking into account the
variation of a. versus energy. Conductance measurement, have been made from room temperature to
I 10°C on the sample processed with the lowest hydrogen ion density . Capture cross sections calculated
from the variable cross section model fit are reported on figure 3h and no thermal activation could be
observed.
V. CONCLUSION

This work shows the necessity to take into account the capture cross section variation versus
energy to correctly extract interface states parameters from conductance measurements on MIS structures. With these conditions, this method allows for the determination of a constant capture cross section
versus temperature. Applied to the characterization of different multipolar plasmas treatments, this
method shows the great damages produced by energetic ions in the plasma on the electrical properties of
the interface. The optimized passivation process has permitted to the fabricate GalnAs MISFETS with
good performances (140 mS/mm and no drain current drift, see other paper in the proceedings).
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NEGAPIXEL IMAGE SENSORS TECHNOLOGY
R.P. KHOSLA
Electronics Research Laboratories, Eastman Kodak Company* Rochester,
NY 14650-2010, U.S.A.

Abstract-In this paper we will discuss the technology of meganixel sensor
an -megapixel imager status in Eurone, Japan, and U.S.A. The discussion
will also include the applications Of these sensors for high-definition
television (HDTV) and high-quality electronic photography.

Charge-coupled devices (CCDs) were invented by Boyle and Smith1 in 1970.
These devices were immediately proclaimed to have applications in the
area of imaqing, signal processing, and memories. Much work has gone
into the development of CCDs for applications in all these areas.
However, the greatest progress has been made in the area of solid state
imaging. Since 1973, the number of picture elements has increased fromQ
few thousand to the most recent announcement of a 2-million pixel imaqer'
by Toshiba, thus giving a three orders of magnitude increase in pixel
density in 15 years. Of course these advances have, in general, followed
the advances in dynamic random access memory. During the same 15-year
period, the D-RAN has also increased in memory by three orders of
magnitude, from 4 kilobits of memory in 1973 to 4-meqabit memory which
were reported this year [Figure 1].
These advances have occurred as a result of the advances in VLSI
technology which have given a push in improvements in materials,
equipment, and processes. Sensors have been developed for consumer,
commercial, and industrial applications. Consumer applications range
from video to high-density televisions industrial uses include robotic
and machine vision, electronic imaging for advertising and communication,
integrated text and images in offices, and publishing. In the areas of
defense application, we are moving from general surveillance applications
to imaging applications in the areas of robotic battlefields and
intelligent robotics.
This presentation is specifically dedicated to advances in meqapixel
technology, and is a report on the status of magapixel sensor development
in Europe, Japan, and U.S.A. In this paper, we will start with a brief
background review of CCD technology and image sensors.
An image sensor consists of photosensitive elements that convert incoming
light to an electric charge and readout structures that transfer the
charge to the output. Three major classes of photosensitive elements are
in use: the photodiode, the photocapacitor, and the photoconductor. The
major classes of readout architectures for image sensors are the
frame-transfer CCD, the interline CCD, and the x-y addressed metal oxide
semiconductor array. Photodiodes have better sensitivity in the blue
compared to photocapcitors. In frame-transfer architecture, the entire
pixel area is photosensitive and, as such, the quantum efficiency is high
compared to the pixel in interline or x-y addressed architecture.
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The motivation for the development of high-density megapixel sensors is
i) to provide the consumer with high-quality pictures that are
comparable to the pictures of traditional silver halide photography, and
(ii) as sensors for high-definition television (RDTV). The equivalent
resolution of a 35 m film is of the order of 20 million pixels, and the
requirement for high-definition television is approximately 2 million
pixels. Until 1986, most of the work that has been done in the solid
state imaging area based on CCD technology has been in the development of
sensors that bad pixel densities to satisfy NTSC television requirements
and were usually in a 2/3-inch format. The pixel density for NTSC
television is approximately 380,000. A large number of companies have
pushed the technology for high-density sensors to reduce costs. Thus,
the major driving force for continuing to push CCD technology for TSC
standard has been price/performance. Table I shows the list of
1/2-inch-format CCDs that are available today. As such, solid state
sensors of moderate (200,000-400,000 pixels) resolution that are
compatible with NTSC requirement now occupy an established and growing
market.
The first large-density sensor was developed by TI and had a pixel
density of 640,000 elements. Since then, there are at least eight
companies that have announced products with megapixel resolution sensors:
Ford Aerospace, Kodak, NBC, Sony, Tektronix, Texas Instruments, Thompson
CSF, and Toshiba. Table I gives a comparison of the pixel density,
pixel size, imager area, and other characteristics of the various
megapixel sensors.
Although the advances in the megapixel technology have mostly resulted
from the advances in semiconductor technology, there are specific sensor
considerations such as sensor architecture, pixel size, signal, noise,
blooming control, color filters, and others that must be addressed.
vith the specific application. For
Sensor considerations can varw
example, the Tektronix imager was designed tor astronomical
x 27 ), and has a chip size of 55 x
applications,
has a pixel size of 27
2
4
55 eM . The Kodak megapixel sensor has a higher pixel density of 1320 x
2im
and is compatible for
1035 and a pixel size of only 6.8 x 6.8
2/3-inch TV format.
To keep the total size of the device small, TI developed the
virtual-phase CCD technology and Kodak developed the true-two-phase CCD
technology. Reducing the size of the pixel to keep the chip size small
has an added problem in that the charge handling capacity of the pixel or
the amount of signal per pixel becomes low. Appropriate architecture
such as the frame transfer device is generally employed for sensor design
to take advantage of the large fill factor. Appropriate scsling of the
pixel, from both design as well as processing, can immen.sely help the
charge handling capacity of an image sensor, as has been well
4
demonstrated in the development of megapixel sensor technology at Kodak.
The charge-handling capacity of imagers can also be increased by putting
photoconductive overlayers on CCDs. With this scheme, the diode in the
pixel that is generally used as a photosensitive element becomes a charge
storage medium, and the total pixel containing the diode, the transfer
gate, and the output structure now has a photoconductive overlayer and is
nearly 2100 percent photosensitive. This scheme has been utilized by
Toshiba to make a 2-million-pixel CCD. To maintain a high
signal-to-noise ratio, the low-signal handling capacity of smell pixels
puts pressure on devising ways to reduce the noise levels in the sensors
to a very low level. In addition to using ultra-high purity silicon
wafers, intrinsic qettering techniques are commonly employed to
precipitate impurities towards the center of the wafer, giving rise to a
50-75-um-deep denuded zone at the surface on which devices can be
fabricated.

o\>
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One can further reduce the noise by designing highly sensitive output
amplifiers. One example of such a highly sensitive amplifie4 is the
floating diffusion electrometer, which was designed at Kodak to achieve
an output structure noise level of only 15 RMS electrons. Other
amplifier designs have been reported with RMS noise as low as -1
electron, but at a cost of processing complexity. There are other noise
sources in the CCDs that can be diminished by clever design and signal
processing techniques. The CCD dark currents have been reduced down to
.03 nanoamp per sq. cm. The signal handling capacity of many CCD imagers
is such that a dynamic range as high as 70 dB has been reached.
As the size of the pixel becomes small and the number of pixels
increases, signal overload (blooming), which is generally a problem with
all solid state sensors, becomes even more significantly difficult. For
larger pixel formats, it is possible to use simpler schemes such as
lateral overflow drain for blooming control. However, with smaller pixel
sizes, this is not possible. Therefore, antiblooming techniques using
vertical overflow drain become extremely important. These require
careful modeling and simulation of several ion implantations and
diffusions in order to accomplish a higher blooming control factor.
For many consumer and commercial applications, it is necessary to have
single-chip color sensors. This is required not only. fqr keeping the
cost of electronic image capture systems down, but to reduce the
complexity of the cameras. Once again, there are a number of color
filter schemes such as the checkerboard pattern and color stripes.
These, too, require extensive modeling and simulation to ascertain the
optimization of color filter design for a given system application. It
is important that in the design of image sensors, the specifications are
well defined so that the above-mentioned sensor considerations can be
optimized.
CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we have seen rapid development in the performance of solid
state imaginq devices which has paralleled the advances in DRAM
technology. This has been accompanied by cost reductions and widespread
availability of such sensors for a variety of applications. While
extrapolations for future developments in DRAM development are commonly
made, it seems unlikely that imaging devices, which are analog in nature,
can continue at the same pace. This is due to fundamental limitations
such as the absorption length of visible light and to photon counting
statistics. Continued progress is, however, expected in device
performance and image perfection as the technology for VLSI devices
develops.
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TABLE I
1/2-INCH FORM4AT CCD

ARCHITECTURE

PIXEL
NO.
H xV

PIXEL
SIZE
H x Vum

1984

ILCCD

404x506

17.2xl0

1984

ILCCD

404x490

15.1x8.8

1985

CCPD

510x485

13xl0

1985

t40S

400x480

16x10

NEC

1986

ILCCD

768x490

8.4x9.8

Philips

1985

604z576

10x15.6

CCC

806x490

8.05xl9.8

COMPANY

Matsushita

Mitsubishi

DATE

Accordian
CCD

1988

Accordian

Sanyo

1984

FTCCD

400x542

llxlo

Sony

1986

ILCCD

510x492

12.2x9.9

:nstruments

1986

FTCCD

774x4:8

8.5x19.8

Toshiba

1986

ILCCD

570x497

11.5x10

TABLE II
MEGAPIXEL SENSORS

COMPANY~

DATE

IPIXEL

ARCHITECTURE

SIZE

{NO.

PIXEL
SIZE

H XV

RX

_Urn

Ford
Aerospace

1988

FFCCD

1.

1024x1024

12x12

Kodak

1986

FFCCD

2/3*

1320x1035

6.8x6.8

NEC

1986

ILCCD

1.

1280x970

9.9x9.8

Tektronix

1986

FCCD

55x55mm

2048x2048

27x27

Texas
Instrumnents

1987

FTCCD

2/3"

1024x1024

12x12

CSF

1987

FTCCD

20x20rn

1024x1024

19X19

Toshiba

1988

IL Si

1"

1420x1036

7.307.6

Thompson
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TIME DEPENDENT BEHAVIOUR OF FIELD LIMITING RING PASSIVATION SYSTEMS

M.K. JOHNSON, D.J. COE, A.D. ANNIS and J.N. SANDOE

Philips Research Laboratories, Cross Oak Lane, Redhill,
GB-Surrey RHI 5HA, Great-Britain

Abstract
Off-state modelling is used extensively within Philips to design field limiting ring passivation systems
for switching devices. However, no work has been done to ensure that the quasistatic approach is
valid in the transient case. This paper presents the results of fundamental simulations of the pulsed
operation of a device with a field limiting ring. These are used to describe the ring's time dependent
behaviour in detail and so to identify possible pitfalls in the conventional design approach.

Introduction
Field limiting rings represent a technique widely exploited for the edge passivation of discrete power devices.
By reducing the electric field from junction curvature and surface effects, a suitable field limiting ring system
can give devices a breakdown voltage approaching that of bulk silicon (see, for example, Kao and Woltey [1]).
Presently field limiting ring passivation schemes are designed within Philips using an off-state device simulator
and it is assumed implicitly that a device whose electric field distribution is optimised for off-state operation
will also work safely under transient conditions. Since many power devices are used in circuits where they
are switched at high frequencies (eg switched mode power supplies), the validity of this assumption is critical
to the design methodology. Previously no attempt has beni made to verify this.
This paper presents fundamental modelling results from Itr pulsed operalion of a device with a field limiting
ring. The results are used to illustrate the mechanism by which 1irwfloatinig ring operates under switching
conditions and indications are given as to whether such bohavioir rotld ever become dangerous.

Simulation Results
The simulations were carried out at a fundamental level. In other words, the detailed distriblitions of potential
and mobile charge carriers throughout the devire were predicted by performing a consislent solution of
Poisson's equation and the time dependent electron and hole cotinuity equations. The device simulated is a
pn
diode with one p, floating ring (see Figure 1) which was subjectedI to two reverse biassing voltage pulses
as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 depicts the resulting cu.rrent flow, mainly displacement current, and tthe
variation in the ring voltage (ie the voltage at which the ring floats). To explain the behaviour of the ring in this
switching device, it is convenient to divide its operation (arrd hence Figure 3) into eight regions.
When the first pulse commences (region 1), the deplelion region around the main junction begins to expand.
The current wavelorm has the expected shape for a diode subjected to a constant voltage ramp. At -0.21#s a
hunp of current occurs. This coincides with the onset of pumchthrough between the main junction and the ring
anrd is caused by the Increased capacitance of the system. Displacement current Is now supplied by both the
main junction and the ring junction. Figure 4(a) clearly displays tIhreelectric field pattern at the surface of the
device during punchthrough. The plot of hole concerhatinrr in Figrure 5 shows the expanding depletion region
around the ring and the space charge produced by the liuurthrogh current.
Punchtlhrough current continues at a high level until tire main junction voltage stops falling (at the end of region
2). During this time the voltage differeuce between tIhr, main junction and the ring, that is the punchthrough
voltage, gradually Increases. This "fan-out" effoct is dir tIo Inhetwo-flirrmensional nature of the device.

ERupp_
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When the main junction voltage stops falling and remains sleady at -200V (region 3), the displacement current
etilickly diminishes to leave only the leakage current of the reverse biassed diode. The ring voltage suffers a
lurther slow fall due to the decay of displacement current between the ring and the main junction and hence
the disappearance of the voltage drop required to support it.
As the main junction voltage rises (region 4), the ring voltage rises with it although at a markedly slower rate.
Throughout this phase of operation there Is no conductive path between the ring and the main junction as can
be seen from the electric field distribution at the surface of the device in Figure 4(b) and the hole concentration
in Figure 6. This change in the ring voltage is surprising because the only apparent mechanism by which its
stored charge (and hence voltage) could rise Is by generation of electron-hole pairs in the depletion region.
It can be shown that current from such sources is far too small to explain the observed rate of change of the
ring voltage. In fact, the cause of the ring's behaviour is simply the electrostatic coupling of two isolated
charged bodies, ie Coulomb interaction. So it is no' the internal charge on the ring but the electric fields
external to the ring which are causing the ring voltage variation.
A change in the rate of rise of the ring voltage coincides with a second sudden jump in current (at the start of
region 5). The cause is the reappearance of punchthrough and so a conductive path between the ring and the
main junction once more exists. This is demonstrated by the plot of electric field in Figure 4(c) and the plot
of hole concentration in Figure 7. This time holes flow onto the ring, since it is more negative than the main
junction, and its depletion region slowly collapses. It is this displacement current that causes the sudden
increase in the rate of rise of the ring voltage. The fan-out effect is again noticeable.
When the ring voltage reaches OV (region 6), punchthrough ceases and the ring is left floating at some voltage
below ground. The charge on it can now only decay by leakage current due to generation of carriers. So after
10/As when the second pulse is dpplied there is still a voltage remaining on ihe ring which has the effect of
raising the contact voltage required to initiate punchthrotigh. This is noticeable in the current waveform as a
shift in the time at which punchthrough occurs and the current hump appears (see Figure 8). Note that the
effect of electrostatic coupling between ring and main junction reappears during region 7.
To summarise, the device's behaviour shows the following features:0
e

the displacement current variation with lime shows fine structure superposed on the normal waveform for
a diode. This is due to the onset of punchthrough to the field limiting ring.
due to electrostatic coupling effects, a change in the contact voltage causes a change in the ring voltage
even when there is no conductive path connecting the two regions.

*

at the end of the first pulse the ring is left charged and hence floating at a voltage below ground.

*

fan-out is observed, ie the ring voltage does not change at the same rate as the contact voltage.

The first three effects are purely transient phenomena and cannot te modelled quasistatically by off-state
simulations.
Experimental Verification
Experimental observations of displacement current show similar fpatres to those seen in the simulations.
Figure 9 shows the current wavefori for a BU508 bipolar transistor passivated with field limiting rings, which
is subjected to repeated voltage pulses where the contact voltago risps at a rate of 10V//s. This waveform
shows both:*

fine structure in the form of several humps. These fatiures are much smaller than the ones observed in
the simulations because of the smaller capacitance of the rings in the experimental case.

*

fine structure moving down the waveform as the pulse repetition rate is increased. Again this is because
a short time between pulses means that the residual charge left on the rings at the end of one pulse does
not decay significantly before the next.

Thus the experimental observations seem consistent with tIhe simulation results.
Discussion of Results
From a device design point of view, the peak electric field within the device Is the quantity of Importance since
this determines whether the device will breakdown. The variation of this with time Is shown in Figure 10. Point
B on this waveform gives the electric field predicted by off-state simulations. It can be seen that the electric
field peaks twice during the first pulse, at A and C, and not at B. The difference In electric field between A and
B arises from the voltage drop necessary to support the flow of punchthrough current between the main
junction and the ring. Thus the size of this difference will depend on the resistance of the punchthrough path
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(ie the device structure), the voltage ramp rate and the capacitance of the ring system. In the simulations
shown here this difference is less than 2% and in most devices will be fairly small.
The peak electric field at C is dictated by the voltage required to punchthrough from the ring to the main
junction. In most devices this is very close to the voltage needed for punchthrough from the main junction to
the ring. However, point C occurs at the end of region 4 on Figure 3 when electrostatic coupling has already
lowered the voltage on the ring and the punchthrough voltage has dropped due to the fan-out effect. So. it
would require a device with very asymmetric punchthrough voltages for the field at C ever to exceed that at
A.
Conclusions
The results from the fundamental simulations have revealed In detail the mechanism underlying the transient
operation of devices with field limiting ring passivation systems. This turned out to be more complicated than
initially envisaged. Experimental work has reproduced some of the effects seen in the simulation results and
hence supports their validity.
The simulations suggest that the electric fields present under transient operation are very close to those in the
steady state except when a significant voltage drop is required to drive punchthrough current between the ring
and the main junction. This voltage drop is dependent on the resistance of the punchthrough path, the
capacitance of the ring system and the voltage ramp rate.
Our improved understanding of the behaviour of field limiting rings in switching devices has lead to greater
confidence in the current quasistatic design methodology as well as indicating its potential limitations.
[1) Y. Kao and E. Wolley, "High Voltage Planar p-n Junctions", Proc. IEEE, 55(8), August 1967.
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3D MOSET DEVICE EFFECTS DUE TO FIELD OXIDE
M. THURNER and S. SELBERHERR

Institut fdr All gemelne Elektrotechnik und Elektronlk, Technische
Unlversitlt Wien, Gusshausstrasse 27-29. A-1040 Wien, Austria

Abstract - This paper presents 3D effects of MOSFET's due to the nonplanar nature
of the field-oxide body. The investigations have been carried out by MINIMOS 5 our

fully three-dimensional simulation program. Three-dimensional effects like threshold
shift for small channel devices, channel narrowing and the enhanced conductivity at
the channel edge have been successfully modeled.

1 Introduction
The shrinking dimensions of the elements of IC's require suitable device models in physics and
mathematics for accurate simulation. The usual two-dimensional device simulations describe fairly
well the electrical characteristics for wide channel transistors but the advanced VLSI technology led
to serious problems in modeling very narrow channel devices and therefore a great demand appeared
for 3D simulations. The three-dimensional effects in MOSFET's like the shift of the threshold
voltage, enhanced conductivity or the large depletion region near drain at the channel edge caused
by the finite channel width are not taken into account by the two-dimensional simulations [II; the
2D programs are meanwhile state of the art. Accurate investigations of the previously stated effects
and the knowledge of increa-.ed current densities under certain bias conditions at the channel edge
are important not only for studying the electrical device characteristics but also for aging effects
121-(3]. A realistic physical model and suitable mathematical algorithms have been developed to
simulate the previously stated three-dimensional effects.
We shall report in Chapter 2 about the physics and the mathematics on which the simulations are
based. In addition we shall present the device structure and a consideration of some aspects of tle
oxide body of the MOSFET.
The results of our simulations carried out by MINIMOS 5 are reported in Chapter 3 and will be
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discussed there, too.

2 Physical and Mathematical Aspects
The basic equations which are implemented in our MINIMOS to describe current flow in silicon differ
only slightly from the conventional equations. The Poisson equation and the continuity equations for
electrons and holes are 'the' established basic equations which are commonly in use. A derivation
of these equations can be found in e.g. 171. The current relations for electrons and holes are
somehow different from the conventional drift-diffusion relations. They include the hot electron
transport effect. Detailed information on the 'hot-electron-transport' model can be found in 16,91.
In addition to the well known boundary conditions for the Poisson equation and the continuity
equations we have to implement a boundary condition for the mobilities. We set the driving force

F as in (1).
P. lim = 0

(1)

If we neglect this boundary condition we get unrealistic mobilities near the interfaces. For solving
the set of differential equations we apply for discretisation the box integration method after Forsythe
110) to deal with the boundary conditions of the nonrectangular simulation region. The linearized
equations are solved by the SOR method and the Gauti-elimination 141,151,181. The geometry of
the 3D MOSFET model is given in Fig. 1. We implemented an approximation to the complete
oxide-volume which can be seen in Fig. 2. The upper plane denotes the interface of the oxide to
the contacts and the surrounding volume, respectively. The lower plane denotes the interface of
oxide and semiconductor. The definition of the interface is quite general and can be varied in a wide
range. The gate contact is filled in the middle of the upper plane, the Source and Drain contacts
are on the left and right. In the middle in the gate region the distance of the upper and lower plane
equals the gate-oxide thickness. The drain currents calculated by 2D and 3D simulations cannot be
compared in a sal ight forward manner if the field oxide is nonplanar. The oxide reduces gradually
the channel width which is given by the mask specifications. Therefore we introduce an effective
channel width weff for the 2D current calculation instead of the given mask width. The effective
channel width is calculated by (2)
W
We/f

fo

= W-

)/2 dz

(2)

0

w is the width specified by the mask, Dr, denotes the channel depth, 1/2 denotes half of the channel
length, foz(z) is the function which describes the geometry of the channel in width direction.

3 Results and Discussion
The geometry of the investigated 3D MOSFET is given in Fig. 1: an n-channel MOSFET with an
Ipm x Ipm channel and gate oxide of 15mm. For demonstrating the effects at the channel edge
we select two different bias points. The first is near threshold with U -- 0.OV, UD = 3.OV,
U(; - 1.0V (the threshold voltage for this device is U,,,- 0.75V). The potential distribution in

channel length and width direction at the semiconductor/gate-oxide interface is shown in Fig. 3.
(This plane penetrates into the field oxide near the contact boundary of Source and Drain.) The
corresponding minority carrier distribution is given in Fig. 4. A remarkable depletion region at the

drain side causes the channel cJ,,arge to be smaller (under certain bias conditions) than predicted
by 2D simulations. The second bias point is far above threshold UQ = Ur = 0.01', UD

1.OV,

Ur = 3.0V. The corresponding potential distribution can be seen in Fig. 5. The location of the
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plane for which the distribution is drawn, is the same as at the previous bias condition. The high
increase of the potential distribution out of the channel is due to the gate contact overlapping the
field oxide. Also interesting is the minority carrier distribution (Fig. 6), which shows the enhanced
conductivity at the semiconductor field-oxide interface. Note that only one half of the channel
width is shown in Fig. 3 - Fig. 6; -0.5sm denotes the middle of the channel width and 0.0Jm the
boundary of Source and Drain contacts. The effect on the device characteristics of these effects
depends on the gradient of the bird's beak and the channel width. A high gradient in the field
oxide shape results in high parasitic current at the channel edge; this effect is less significant for low
gradients. Narrow channel devices with high gradient have much higher currents than predicted by
2D calculations while the agreement with 2D simulations is good for wide channel devices in any
case. Using a low gradient in bird's beak we get a very smooth potential distribution compared to
a nearly rectangular shape.
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NOVEL CALCULATIONS IN THE FIELD OF ACCURATE ANALYTICAL MOS TRANSISTOR
MODELLING
L. LAUWERS and K. DE MEYER"1

)

IMEC, Kapeldreef 75, B-3030 Leuven, Belgium
Rksumd:

Des calculs analytiques d6tailles, I partir de quelques modtles physiques de base, prouvent que le courant dans un
transistor &canal court peut kre pr~cis~ment d~termint, sans que lenombre de paranitres empiriques augmente. En
plus, il est
dcmontr6 que quclques unes des approximations, sur lesquelks beaucoup de modbles actuels sont basds, sont
incorrectes, et que les adaptations elides manquent de base physique.

Abstract:

Extended analytical calculations, starting from basic physical models with only few assumptions made, prove that
the drain-source current for a wide range of MOS transistor geometry, can be accurately determined using one single
model, without enlarging the number of empirical parameters. Furthermore, it is proven, that some of the
assumptions, on which lots of actual models rely, are incorrect, and the related empirical improvements commonly in
use lack physical background.

1. Situation
In most circuit simulators today relatively simple analytical transistor models are being used. These models do
compromise accuracy with respect to minimizing computational effort mainly because of the large amount of
transistors to simulate. However, the urge for reliable simulation of complex VLSI circuits emphasizes the need
for more accurate analytical device models valid over a broader range of device dimensions and operating
conditions. In current models too often one still relies on approximations with very limited applicability and
which even already have become invalid for a long time.
In this work detailed calculations with only a limited amount of assumptions and simplifications were made in
order to obtain accurate short channel MOS model equations, suitable for medium-size digital designs, as well as
analog applications and device investigation (e.g. parameter sensitivity analysis). We propose new threshold and
mobility models, valid for both long and short channel devices, based on sound physical principles.

2. Model improvements
We started from the basic device physics models, which are commonly used and at this moment still prove
their validity, as long as one doesn't make wrong approximations. Carrier mobility and velocity are well
described as a function of the lateral field E and normal field Eneff
at a certain point c in the channel [1][21
by:
c=
tc'Elc
V1+ gcEc

with Etc = 1c

Vmax
and
Pc

O
,O
R(c) I+@.Eneff

with Eneff

.Qinv(c) + Qden(c)
esi

In each point between source and drain, an effective normal field, Eneff, is considered, which is typical for
the mobility reduction at that point.Assuming Eneff to be the average of the surface field at the interface and the
depletion field at the back of the inversion layer, 1-0.5 [5). However, we found Cto be quite lower, which
reduces the weight of the inversion charge in reducing the mobility.
The sheet current JL. written as JL -Qinv(Vc).vc, can now be integrated in Schockley-style[ 1([8], while the
mobility reduction term R(c) is now considered to be dependent on the position in the channel. Hence, the current
equation depends on expressions of both inversion and depletion charge integrated from source to drain.
f4l
Promfesor at the KatIolieke Universiteit Leuven and Research Associate of the BeRian National Found for Scientific Research.
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with R(Vc) = I+ e. ( . Q, +Qdep)

"-c)

JR(Vc)

0
At this point, three basic ideas do fundamentally differ from classical calculations in this area, and enable us
to achieve high model accuracy, without introducing any new parameter.
First, it is emphasized that both inversion and depletion charge, given by
Qinv(C) = Cox (V'GS - VTH(c))

with VTH(C) = VFB +W(c) + 7(c)

Qdep(C)
=Cox 7c) 11VO
2

where w(c) = 0F -VBS +Vc is the local potential drop from the surface to the bulk, do vary from source to drain,
as Vc, being the channel potential, raises from 0V at the source to VDS at the drain.
Furthermore, it can be seen that, as y is determined by the average doping level for the local depletion layer
depth, a variable substrate doping concentration invalidates the use of a single bulkfactor y, not only for
different VBS biases, but also for each applied drain-source voltage. Therefore, we developed a satisfactory
relationship betwc,n yand V, which causes tho bulk-factor to be dependent on both VBS and Vc:

Y(c)=- Yi + r2.
(Vy=j(0- 2--+ T3. WC)-2F)
This three-parameter relationship offers an appropriate y for all depths of the local depletion layer, within the
range where yi, y2 and -f3
are fitted on data. yj keeps its physical meaning as the surface bulk-factor at the
source.
Finally, classical threshold voltage models are linearized, using the Taylor series expansion for 4IWk. [3][4],
where some correction factors have to account for the errors made in neglecting higher order terms, and using
the expansion outside its convergence region. This doubtful technique can simply be avoided by taking Wc
as new integration variable. Wc then varies from W0=4 24F-VBS at the source, to WD=424F-VBS+VDS at the drain.
Taking above considerations rigourously into account, leads to the following formulation of the current:

IDS = iiOCoxr.

ND

DD

1+ VmaxL JR(Wc
A;. )

Wc

c

c WO

WO
where T(W) and R(W) are polynomials in Wc:
T(Wc) = TA -TBWc -TCWc 2 -TDWc 3
W c -R(Wc) - RA +RBWc +RCWc 2
dVc = 2Wc dWc
L, bc'h numerator and denominator polynomial, only the first terms, TA and RA,are dominant, and depend on
the applied gate- and bulk- voltage. The higher order coefficients only depend on the model parameters:
TA-VGS -VFB -2 F -yt'2i-F+ -f2#F-VBS
RA= I+eKTA
TB=y -y2 4 _2* -3 20F
RB= e(1- )TB
TC= t + y2
RC=0(i-9)Tc-I
TD= T3
The analytical solving of this current integral, which is not explained here, leads to:
.
IDS - C as.

2
+Cd.R(WD)+CWI.(WD-WO) +CW2.(WD -0

3
) +CW3.(WD3-Wo )

2

with:
P(WC). 1+

2. IR2"4RARC

2RC Wc +RB- 4 RB2 -4RARC
Cjbg= 2(-RBC CTa+(RBC 2-2RAC) CTb)/RB2-4 RARC
Cred,, (CTa -RBC CTb)IRC
Cwt= 2CTbtRC
CW2- (-Tc+ Rnc TD)/RC
CW3- -2Tt/3/RC

RAC=RA/RC
RFIC'RB/RC
CTa- TA + RAC TC- RACRBC TD
CTb -TB + RBC TC + (RAC-RBC 2 ) TD
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The first term is the basic current carrying term which, due to mobility reduction, results in a logarithmic
function of VDS. In the first order zero-reduction case R(c)=1, this term limits to (VGS-VTH)VDS. The second
logarithm, which is the basic mobility reduction term, then tends to 0. The third to fifth term are adjusting
reduction terms, primarily dependent on respectively TB, TC and TD.

3. Implementation in a CAD-model and remarks on data-fits
After introduction of some classically modelled small geometry effects, e.g. drain induced barrier lowering
and the influence of the bird's beak [3), this equation is implemented in a full CAD-model, where, for deviceinvestigation purposes, several options for the saturation region and -voltage are provided [3]. The saturation
voltage is determined to obtain continuous slope in the transition region.
Fittings have been carried out on several I-V data sets by our parameter extraction program SIMPAR [6]. In
the saturation region, also a slope fitting is performed, which is adequate for analog applications.
IDS-VGS, IDS-VDS fittings for the new model are shown on figs. I to 6, where the simulated curves (dotted)
are compared with the measured data (full lines). The relative RMS-residuals are never above 1%, for short
channel as well as for long channel devices, both for nMOS and pMOS.
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As we compire this formula with other models, it can first be said that some physical parameters, e.g.
mobility and threshold voltage, loose their unique device definition, as their values and effects have been locally
taken into account. Furthermore, in view of the obtained accuracy in a wide range of data, applied voltages and
device geometries, one can conclude that earlier commonly made approximations, were too rough, or restricted
to a small validity range. Therefore, it is not surprising that parameters that resulted from these approximations,
f.i. FB, .,... [3] kept causing problems either in the short channel or long channel model.
It is remarked that, besides by the series resistance and the saturation velocity, the current in the whole triode
region is only influenced by two small geometry parameters, modeling drain induced barrier lowering and the
bird's beak. No other parameters are involved.
4. Implementation in a circuit simulator
The full CAD model has been integrated for testing purposes in the circuit simulator ELDO [7]. Simulations
are now being done, and some results will be presented at the conference.
5. Conclusions
The fitting results on several data sets are very accurate. The major ,nportance of these detailed calculations is
that we can now rely on a closed current formula, which performs unseen accuracy in analytical modelling. One
can take this formula as a starting and reference point for making ones own approximations, possibly deriving a
simplier expression the accuracy of which could be acceptable for certain operation conditions.
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A NEW ANALYTICAL AND STATISTICAL-ORIENTED APPROACH FOR THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL

ANALYSIS OF SHORT-CHANNEL MOSFET's
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Dept. of Electronics University of Ancona, v. Brecce Blanche,
1-60131 Ancona, Italy
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ABSTRACT
An approximated analytical solution of Poisson's equation for the short-channel MOSFET operating in
the subthreshold regime is presented. It is shown that the proposed approach predicts a dependence of the
threshold voltage on process parameters and drain and substrate voltages in very good agreement with
two-dimensional analysis and with available experimental data. Finally, the method of this work, which
permits to gain a factor of about 103 in CPU time with respect to numerical modeling for threshold
predictions, seems particularly suited for statistical modeling.
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to improve circuit performances and to reduce chip size, devices used in today MOS VLSI circuits have
very small channel lengths and/or channel widths. Besides, when device dimensions are scaled down, second-order
phenomena, such as drain induced barrier-lowering and influence of the curvature of the source and drain junctions
[1-2], become essential in establishing the electrical behaviour of the MOSFET. As a consequence, the device
performances should be determined, in principle, by the adoption of two- ( or even three- ) dimensional device
simulators (see, f.i., 13-6] ).
However, these simulators are very time consuming and, thus, very cost effective when multiple analyses, such
as those required for statistical modeling, must be performed. On the other hand and as well known: i) in order to
develop designs with the aid of circuit simulators, circuit designers require very simple (even if strongly
approximated) analytical device models, while ii) in most cases, device designers, to get a general view of the way
a process is going on or to evaluate the spread existing between the characteristics of devices processed with the
same or with different runs, are interested in the knowledge of only a few device parameters of the MOSFET (such as
threshold voltage and gain factor).
The purpose of this paper is to derive, through the weighted-residual method 18], an approximated analytical
solution of the two dimensional Poisson's equation for a short-channel MOSFET operating in the subthreshold region.
In particular, it is shown that the proposed approach is able to predict a distribution of the surface potential along
the channel close to that achievable with the two-dimensional simulator HFIELDS [6]. Besides, this approach can
also satisfactorily predict the dependence of the threshold voltage in short-channel devices for a wide range of
values of both device parameters (such as oxide thickness, junction depth and substrate doping) and bias voltages.
Finally,it is shown that with the analysis of this work threshold voltage predictions can be achieved with a reduction
of a factor of about 103 in CPU time with respect to standard numerical analysers [6]; this result enables to qualify
the approach as a cheap method to predict the sensitivity of threshold voltage on fabrication tolerances in
short-channel MOSFETs.
2. MODEL FORMULATION
For a device operating in the subthreshold regime, by neglecting carrier concentrations Poisson's equation can
simply be expressed as
q Na

a 2

ax

2

in the semiconductor

11)

2

0

in the oxide

where * Is the electrostatic potential, Na is the bulk doping and es the permittivity of silicon.
Eqs. 1 , once defined the proper boundary conditions, can be solved by means of standard numerical procedures
(3-6]. However, some approximate mathematical methods that reduce partial differential equations to a set of
ordinary differential equations are available and more easily solved. One of the most powerful methods is the
so-called weighted residual approach (8]. Following this technique we can seek for an approximate solution *'(xy)
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to ( 1 ) in the linear form
n

*(x.y)

*'(xy) =

-

a

(2)

4 j(x.y)

where *j(xy) are independent arbitrary functions to be properly chosen and aj are coefficients to be determined.
The errors, or residuals ( Rsi and Rox ), introduced by approximation ( 2 ) can thus be defined for eq. ( 1 ) as
qNa
B25
(3a
in the silicon
-N--t
R. =

_

~y

X

aand
R. =

£S

2

2

C
2 + K
a y2
ax

in the silicon-dioxide

(3b)

Usually, to reduce the residuals, a suitable number of integrals of the error, weighted in different ways through
some weighted parameters Wk, are required to be zero, that is

J

(4)
k= 1.2 ... , n
Wk R, do - 0
J Wk Rr dr +
0
r
where r is the boundary of the domain a in which equations (1) have to be solved,while R - and R.0 are the residuals
evaluated along r"and inside fl, respectively.
In this work, in order to get a relatively simple and low-time consuming approach, we choose to fit the
electrostatic potential with a simple polynomial in x and y with independent coefficients, i.e.
= j
j=O

f
k=o

j

a'(X.y)
x k

0< n

2

2'

05 mS 3

Morever, always in the light to achieve a simple analytical formulation, we made a choice of the relationship (2')
where, by imposing the boundary conditions, all the coefficients result as functions of only one of theme. This
results in a strong simplification of the analysis which reduces the set of equations (4) for the residuals to one
equation only. As a consequence, the evaluation of $' results dependent on the evaluation of one parameter ajk only.
Now, due to the very simple formulation (2') for s' , the application of the weigthed-residual method gives a
simple linear equation for the minimum value *smin of the surface potential:
(5)
smin = a VGS - 5
where a and 1 are numbers which depend on device geometry, device physicai parameters ( Na , tox, VFB ) and on
bias voltages.
3. SURFACE POTENTIAL AND THRESHOLD BEHAVIOUR
An example of the behaviour achievable for the surface potential along the channel of the device ¢s(y) by using
-3
the approach presented in this work is shown in Fig. 1. Device parameters were L=1.5 tim, Na= 1016 cm , Nd=
3 t
1018 cm- , ox- 25 nm, xj- 0.25 rim,VBS- -2 V, VDS= 1 V, VGS - VFB= 1.2 V. In the same figure, for
comparison, the behaviour of the surface potential achieved with the two-dimensional analyzer HFIELDS 16] is
shown as dotted line. As can be seen, the agreement between the two behaviours is resonably good and, in particular,
the values found for the minumum value #smin of the surface potential are pratically coincident. As far as the CPU
time is concerned, for the results of Fig. 1 we found that our approach enables a reduction in computer time of factor
1: 1000 with respect to the calculations required from HFIELDS. This factor represents also an average value for
the CPU time ratio for all the other comparisons we made by varying device parameters in the following ranges: L=
"3
V.
0.6/ 10 jam, Na. 4/50 - 1015 cm , to,. 10 / 70 nm, xi= 0.15 / 0.45 lim, VBS- 0 / -4 V, VDS- 0.1 /5
4. THRESHOLD VOLTAGE PREDICTIONS
In MOS technology a parameter extremely useful to *conventionally' define the conduction state of a single device
and to Identify process variations throughout a wafer and among chips built on different wafers with the same run
(or different runs) is the threshold voltage. For the sake of simplicity and a) to take into account that the carrier
Injection In the channel of the MOSFET almost exponentially depends on the variations of the barrier-height at the
source-channel junction with respect to Its value at equilibrium and b) to account for the strong dependence of such
a barrier-height on device parameters and bias voltages in short-channel devices, we defined the threshold voltage
VTH as the gate-source voltage which gives a certain value #*for the surface potential smin . So doing we get:
VTH

1211
B

(6)
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Fig.2 shows, as continuous lines, the threshold-voltage value, calculated from (6) and using * = 2 * ( OF being
the Fermi-voltage), as a function of channel length for several values of the body bias. Device parameters were: Na.
1016 cm- 3 , tox= 25 nm, xj= 0.25 lr, VDS= 5 V. The results achieved with CADDET [71 are shown as dots In the
figure. As can be seen, the agreement between comparison is very good. Similar conclusions can be drawn as far as
the dependence on oxide thickness, substrate doping and drain voltage; a comparison between the results predicted
from the model of this work and the numerical simulations is shown for three values of the oxide thickness in Fig. 3.
Finally, a comparison between the results predicted from our model and experimental data [71 is shown in Fig. 4.
As can be seen, for the examined channel-length and oxide-thickness range, the proposed model satisfactorily
predicts the threshold behaviour.
5. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THRESHOLD VOLTAGE
Due to the very low CPU time required, the approach presented in this work seems particuraly suited for
statistical analysis of the threshold voltage in short-channel MOSFETs. In fact one can assume that threshold voltage
given by eq.(6) is a random function of some process variables
(7)
VTH =VTH (L, tox, Na , xj )
Then, by considering that the process variables can be characterized with a certain probability distribution, one
can easily derive the distribution probability of threshold voltage. In particular we assumed a gaussian distribution
for all the above variables and calculated the distribution P(VTH) of the probability density associated to the
threshold voltage, the mean value and the root-mean square error of the threshold.
Fig. 5a shows, for three values of channel length, the P(VTH) distribution achieved by considering a constant
in channel length of 0.1 gm. The other device parameters were considered constant and equal to
mean-square error
Na= 1016 cm- 3 , tox= 2 5 nm, xj= 0.25 lm, VDS= 5 V, VBS= -2 V. As can be seen, as the channel length decreases
the
p(VT-H) distribution becomes more broadened with a more pronounced asymmetry toward lower values of threshold.
These conclusions are fully confirmed from the results shown in Fig. 5b, where the mean value and the value of the
root-mean square error of the threshold voltage are reported against channel length. In particular, for the process
considered, one can derive an increase from 0.07 % to 3.5 % in the ratio between the root-mean square error and
the mean value of the threshold voltage when the channel length is decreased from 5 pm to 1 uin.
Similar conclusions can also be drawn by considering a gaussian distribution for the oxide thichness, the
substrate doping and the junction depth.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work the weighted-residual method was utilized to find an approximated analytical solution of the two
dimensional Poisson's equation in short-channel MOSFETs. In particular, it was shown that the proposed method:
i ) is able to predict a distribution of the surface potential along the channel very close to that achievable with
two-dimensional simulators;
ii) can satisfactorily predict the dependence of the threshold voltage in short channel devices for a wide range of
variation of process parameters ( such as channel length, oxide thickness, substrate doping and junction depth
and bias voltages;
iii) for threshold evaluation it requires a CPU time lower of about three order of magnitude with respect to
two-dimensional simulators.
Finally, due to property iii) above, the analysis was extended to find the probability distribution of the threshold
voltage induced by variation in process parameters. In particular, results were found for gaussian distributions of
channel length, oxide thickness, substrate doping and junction depth.
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THE SERIES RESISTANCE OF SUBMICRON MOSFETs AND ITS EFFECT ON THEIR
CHARACTERISTICS

F.M. KLAASSEN, P.T.J. BIERMANS and R.M.D. VELGHE

Philips Research Laboratories, PO Box 80000, NL-5600 JA Eindhoven,

The Netherlands

Risumd - Une formule de moditle, lie au procs, pour les rdsistances sdrie des MOSFETs est prdsentde, en supposant
un profil de dopage lindaire pour des jonctions graduelles. La variable la plus importante du procs est le gradient
de dopage lat(ral, tandis que la dose du drain lg~rement dopd n'a pas beaucoup d'influence. Les valeurs calculdes
des resistances correspondent bien avec les valeurs mesur~es, qui ont tE extraites des paramtres d'un nouveau module
de circuit pour des MOSFETs. Dans ce modile le courant et la tension de saturation sont exprimis explicitement en
termes des rdsistances sdrie.
Abstract - A process-related design formula for the MOSFET series resistances is discussed, assuming a linear doping
profile for graded junctions. The main process variable is the lateral doping gradient, whereas the LDD-dose has little
effect. Calculated resistance values agree well with measured data, which have been extracted from the parameters of
a new MOSFET circuit model. In the latter model the current and saturation voltage are expressed explicitly in terms
of the series resistances.
1 -

Introduction

In order to maintain a 5.5 Volt power supply in (sub)micron-size MOSFETs, graded source/drain junction profiles are widely used. Although the required reduction of hot carrier effects by this approach has been discussed extensively, little attention
is paid to the associated effect of increased series resistance. In graded junctions the largest contribution to R, arises from current crowding at the channel side (compare Fig. 1). However, when using implicit relations (derived for conventional junctions
[1, 2]), to calculate this effect in LDD devices, large deviations from experimental data are found (compare Fig. 2). In this contribution a new process-related design formula for this resistance has been derived, which is based on the assumption of a linear
lateral doping profile, in agreement with 2-D process simulation results. Furthermore its effect on the transistor characteristics
and performance are discussed.

2 - Calculation of the LDD-MOSFET series resistance
According to the schematic representation of the current pattern of fig. 1, the source/drain series resistance of a MOSFET
consists of four components: a contact resistance below the contact window, a sheet resistance, where the current flows along
parallel lines, a spreading resistance due to current crowding at the vincinity of the channel end and an accumulation layer
resistance owing to gate overlap. The contact resistance R. has been calculated applying a transmission line model to the interface between the metal and the semiconductor (3]. Usually its value and that of the second component are much smaller than
the spreading resistance. Using the assumption (based on numerical simulation) that the current converges within an angle of
I radius from the full junction depth (y) to the thin accumulation sheet (thickness y,), the latter resistance is given by
-64Y.

R,

p d x'
xX'W()

= 0.64
-64 y,

where the constant of 0.64 comes from l/tgl. The above integral has been evaluated in case of a uiform junction doping II]
and an exponential profile at the vincinity of the channel [2]. However even in the latter case, for LDD-type devices large deviations from experimental data are found (compare fig. 2). In fact. according to 2-D process simulation and experimental data
[41, for the tail of graded junctions a far more linear doping profile applies.
Assuming an accumulation layer to be present between the undepleted junction end (x = 0) and (x = - x,) (compare
fig. I), its resistance is simply given by

R

=

X

,

(2)

where qN, and p, are the charge and mobility of this layer, respectively and W is the channel width. Defining a doping profile
N = No - kx, where k is the lateral doping gradient, according to (I) the spreading resistance is given by
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where 1 is the average bulk mobility in the tail of the graded junction.
Considering that the total series resistance is determined by the minimum of the sum of R, and R_, x. follows from the condition d(R 0 + R.)/dx, = 0. This procedure yields
x.= k'
wh r

where

c

064(A./,) N~kc"

-

No] ,

(4)

y,(N 0 + kx)

I

c = In LyC(N

+kx,+

0.64 ky,)

Substituting the latter value in (3). we finally obtain
0.80c(5
=

qW(f.u

,)" (N.k)"

(5)

From this result we conclude that the main process variable, affecting the LDD series resistance, is the lateral doping gradient
k = d N/dx. whereas the implant dose has only indirectly little effect. This is shown in fig. 2, where the calculated source
series resistance has been plotted. The values of k have been obtained from process simulation. In addition, since Mu.decreases
with N0 (Vos). Rv decreases slowly with gate bias [21. For instance, when Vcs is decreased from 4 to 2 Volts. the resistance
values of fig. 2 increase by 25%.

3 - Effect of seres resistances on the translstor characterlstlcs
Starting from the well-known model equation for a short-channel MOSFET [51, the effect of a source (R.) and drain
resistance (P,) on the characteristics can be calculated by taking into account the Kirchhoff relations
V S = VDS -

'D(R.,

+

RW)
=

V S = VGs - ID&L

}(6)
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In the above relations VDs and Vos are the external drain-source and gate-source bias.
Using the above relations and assuming that for a practical device
0(R
in which 0

=

+ Rd) < 0.50,

(3o W/L is the MOSFET gain constant, the current equation can be rewritten into
ID

(VGs

(7)

'/2( + b) Vrs

- VT) VDS -

I + OA(VGs - VT) +

e9VSB

+

0 D(s

In this equation VT is the threshold voltage. 6 is a factor representing the substrate backgate effect and 6ois a mobility degradation parameter. However compared to the previous model [5] two paramctcrs are present, which are gencralisations of the mobility degradation (0o) and velocity saturation effect (0co)
=

0o +

0C=

0,, -

19

Furthermore from the internal saturation condition d ID/dV6,
we obtain

vs=2(V65

- VT)

LIl
+

O(R, + R.)
'/00 =

3R

,

(8a)

.

(8b)

0, the external saturation voltage can be calculated. In this way

2JV

- VT)i

+

1(9)

Generally, owing to the presence of R, and R,d, under the same bias conditions the current is reduced, but the saturation
voltage increases.
In principle the model parameters VT, 6, 0, OA. 0, and Occan be determined from a comparison between the measured
transistor characteristics and calculated model data. Usually Vr and 6 are expressed in terms of the zero-bias threshold voltage
VTo and a threshold slope factor "i [5]. In addition for a short-channel transistor a drain feed-back effect VT = VTO - fVos
has to be taken into account. From measuring the characteristics of devices with different gate lengths, according to relations
(8a) and (8b) R, and Rd can be obtained from the slope of OA vs 3 and 0, vs 0 plots. However since 0,,, = (L E,)', where
E, is the velocity saturation field, in the latter case the value of the parameter E, is required.
4 - Comparison with experimental results
Generally the model equations (7) and (9) represent well the characteristics of MOSFETs with graded junctions. Fig. 3
shows a good fit to the measured characteristics of a device with a 0.5 Am gate length. Corresponding values of major parameters
are given in the subscript. Next figs. 4 and 5 give the parameters 0, and 0, as a function of the gain constant (. The latter has
been varied by taking devices with different gate length (compare the insets). In agreement with eqs. (8) a linear dependence
is observed. From the slope value and the indicated value of E, (obtained from non-LDD devices), a value R,, = 680 0 and
R,d = 560 Q per pm gate width has been obtained. Unfortunately owing to additional effects, the accuracy of the above model
is not sufficient to provide the gate bias dependence of the series resistances. Therefore the given data has to be considered as
an average. However, if the resistance values are determined from the characteristics at low drain bias, a slightly larger value
for R.d is observed. This is due to the absence of an accumulation layer at large drain bias.
Following the above procedure, the resistance value has been measured as a function of the LDD-implantation dose. The
results for the source resistance are given in fig. 2. Not only agree the measured data well with values calculated according to
eqs. (3), (4) and (5), but the weak dependence on the dose D is confirmed too.
Finally fig. 6 gives the decrease in drive current of an optimized LDD-device compared to a conventional type. Owing to
compensating effects (a decrease of 0c and an increase of V0 ss) this decrease is less than the direct change in 0A and 6,.
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ANALYTICAL.ANALYSIS OF PIJNCHTHROUGH IN flURRIED CHANNEL P-NOSFETs
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Rilurrii - La phlinombi do pergage dons lea MOSFET dip*6tls &t
canal P (BC-P-fwfOSFET) eat modillisd do maibre analytique par
hutlilsaton do I&transformation tension-dopage (VOT). On montre quo It micanisme du pargage dans lea BC-P4AOSFETs e.st
semblable, h celui des MOSFET cmnaux N htconduction &surface, cod &tcause do rabaissement do barrilie provenanit dr, Is
tension drain (DIBL). Cependant ce phiincomine eat ronforcii, dan e canaux: enterrilts. par un phitnomnon ditcran lectrostatique
do Is surface iriversile. Ce nouveau modis do courant do pergeg, Is premier du genre, trait* correctement lea effele dd6crantage
et donne un., grand* prliclsion sur un. lang plage do polarisation at do longeur do canal.

AbOM~

-The punchtrough phenomenon in burrled-channel (BC) P-MOSFETs (depletion mode devices) is analysed analytically
using te voltage-doping transfornation (VDT) technique. The mechanism of pundflhrough ina BC-P-MOSFET isshown to be.
sialy as i a surlace-channel (SO) N-MOSFET, due to the DIBL effect. However ina BO-MAOSFET the 0191. effect is shown to be
considerably enhanced by the effect of screening of the surface Inversion layer of electirons. The new punchithrough current model,
an unique Lipto date, deals correctly with the screening effect and shows high accuracy within a wide range of biases and
chaniel lengths.
1- ITOU
Punchthrough (pt) leakage currents give a significant rise to a stand-by power dissipation in MOS circuits. Thereby punchttirough becomes
one of the severest limitations when shrinking MOSFETs to subnicron dimensions. For this reason pt phenomenon has received a great deal
of inrst Inthe literature, but this uniquely inrelation to surface-chaninell (SC) N-MOSFETs. To date there isno analytical model published,
being able bopredict punichthrough currents in burnled-channeil (BC) P-MOSFETs. Such a situation must become strange when taking into
account that i CMOS circuits pt leakages of BC-P-MOSFETs contribute. at leost equally as those in SC-P.MOSFETs to a total stand-by
power dissipatin. The analysis presented In this paper is based on the voitage-doping transformation (VOT) which has already been
successfully applied to the modeling of short-channel threshold voltage 111I
and punichthrough 12)in SC-N-MOSFETs. Now an extension of
the VDT to the puncfthrough in BC-P-(or N-)MOSFETs isproposed.

Acrng to the voltage-doping transformation [1]j the 2-dim Poisson equation on the x-axis can be rewritten in the following 1-dim tornm
a2,p
q
--- I
-N(x)(1
ax2 I xlex-sjis es
where the x-axis Isthe loo of the potential minima along the channel and goes perpendicularly to the silicon surface. The effective doping
N*Ir)-N()- 5 D(xFq where D(xga2V/ay 2 ke x-axis Is found analogically as In12]from an approximation of the lateral potential distribution
0(yt'l(x..consty) although now an exponential instead of a parabolic approximation is used. In a SC-N-MOSFET it is reasonable to
approximate the lateral potential distribution by a famly of parabola. because the potential across the p-n 'source-buk and drain-bulk
junctions varies quadratically with distance. However ina BC-P-MOSFET there isnoin-p junction inthe way from a source to a drain. Pfiester
etal. found in 13]a 2-dim analytical solution for a potential distribution in a BC-MOSFET. Their solution shows that the lateral potential
distribution in a BC-MOSFET depends exponentially and not quadraically on a distance. This finding prompts the lateral potential
distribution 6(y) to be approximated by a superposition of a constant anid
two exponent.
y + vC
y -Ie tLc
Ot~y)-a+bexp(- -- )+cxp(
)

(2)

where y-1vc Isthe distance of the virtual cathode from the source boundary and to~ witl serve as a fitting parameter. The coefficients a, band
c are determined by the boundary conditions idenrtical as in (2] anid next N*(x) is found to be
-for os xStI

N'(x)INWA -NA. DS -P (-)
2
21.O
qL o

(3a)

wheom
2

(I IVOS+ (Vb

+ VSa.ffv)2 d) 2(V+ VSB - mX VbI V8B VDS -W~c(1 -d)]

d
1Vb . V8 -qc) (2 -d) -2 4viV +vs 8 -eV
Ri )(Vb + VSBj+ VDS -?Wv(

-d) )1/2

and d-1 - @XP(
-Leto). to isthe thickness of the Implanted p-channel and rilathe second fitting parameter.

(3b)
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Fig. 1 - Physical mechanism of punchthrough in BC-P-MOSFET. Large negative drain bias increases the effective channel doping NO
pertaining to the gate field. As a result, potential within the channel becomes more negative, thus lowering the barrier height and thereby
allowing more current to flow.
Additionaly we assume that only the channel doping is modified by the drain field so that for 6X-o

N*(x)-N

D.

Expression (3) describes

expacitly the voltage-doping transformation. On this base the mechanism of punchthrough in a short- BC-P-MOSFET can be accounted for
as follows: the drain bias increases the effective channel doping N*A pertaining to the gale field thereby reducing the penetration of gate
and bulk electrical fields into the channel, see Fig. 1. As a resut the potential minimum pcvc a"ong the x-axis becomes more negative thus
bringing the transistor towards the "on-state" as shown in Fig. Ib). In this way the drain current can become quite significant even for
VGS-OV (when the channel should normally be 'off"), which purely means punchthrough. It is to be noted that the above effect is
suppressed when Ler#-

because then N*A-,NA whatever the drain bias, compare eqn (3a).

3 - POTIENTIAL BARRIER H-EIGHT
The potentia barrer encountered by holes on their way from a source to a drain equals [ vc(g) -Vbi-VSB], and as q~vcvaries with x thus
also the barrier differs in height depending on depth x , where %vc(x)wn(x,y.Lv). The lowest barrier occurs at the depth tvo (corresponding
to the location of the virtual cathode) and equals ('Pcvc-Vbi-VsB), where VcveP(tvcLvo) is the potential of the virtual cathode. Thus the pf
current flows within only a narrow strip at depth tv instead of a whole channel opening 0 to 1c . Consequently we will focus only on fvc
finding.

Equation (1) has a 1 -dim form typical of the long-channel case so its solution (easily obtainable by double integrating) is well known from
the long-channel MOSFET's theory. For this reason, as well as for the lack of space, it will not be quoted here. The solution for Wcvc
combined with a pl current expression (analogical to that used in (21) allows BC-P-MOSFET punchthrough characteristics to be modeled.
The resuiing lines N in Fig. 2 show much less punchthrough than the measued ones denoted by M. A physical interprtation of this fact is
that the surface inversion layer of electrons, neglected up to now, screens the gate electrical field lines thus giving completely the control
over the channel up to the drain, and thereby enhancing punchthrough, compare (4I.The simplest way of how to take into account the
surface inversion layer screening (SILS) effect is to assume that the barrier heigth becomes independent on the gate bias once a strong
inversion is induced, as prompted by the depletion theo"y. Lines P in Fig. 2 show, however, that such an approach (perfect SILS effect)
must lead to a significant overestimation of punchthrough at large positive VGS biases. From the above it becomes clear that the SILS
effect is essential to punchthroxh in BC-P-MOSFETs and thereby necessitates a more careful treatment.

SILS effect:
,.,,,...
,,,

•.......... perfect
-------neglected

I A

\

\
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.

-measured

_ "-

_.
V=0 V",

',

",, .

gate-source voltage, (V)
Fig. 2 - Comparison of the model of ideal SItS effect - lines P, and the neglect of the SILS effect - lines N with measurements - lines M.
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B - Inversion ata
Inorder to find the prnciple of the SILS effect the Poisson equation (1) must be completed with the term N~exp 't'IJT)corresponding to the
concentration of electrons in the inversion layer

a2W

-

-

q
'I'
-[N(x)+NDexP-1

(4)

A strict derivation of 9,,would necessitate in double integration of (4) which is analytically impossible. However it is to be noted that pc
can be accurately described by a solution to (1) thus neglecting the inversion layer, ifonly the the actual depletion depth td, is derived
fronm(4) which deals correctly with the inversion layer Indeed, knowing the actual Id value, which accounts correctly for the effect of the
surface inversion layer of electrons we msy expect good results for qccfrom the solution to (1) because whole the region tvcx~(tc+td) is
tree of electrons and contains only the apace-charge of ionized impurities whiich is just correctly Incorporated in (1). Itwill be shown in the
that needed to produce the strong
next Section that such sn approach ensures very good results even for gate bisses much greater th~an
inversion a the surface. On the above basis ipcmis ormally found by double integrating (1) to be
qNg)
qcvc

-

ND

~d(1
t2

(5)

-)

-

aridtd by single integrating (4) to be

WA
ld

2js

t

o + ] 1c(+-)

- -

(6a)

%

where
q(NA+ND)

LDcx g

tox %UT
tti

2ESUT

corresponds to the onset of the strong inversion at the surface ( q.O ) and is formally given by (6a) after substituting op byO0.LD is

the Debye's length anid reads (c5UT&"qdD)1/

and VdVG-VSB-VFB.

The presented model of nonideal S115 effect has fairly improved the accuracy. The mean error of the theory is made as malas3±3%
(currents in logarithm are compared). The comparison befween measured and modeled BG-P-MOSFET subtihreshold characteristics, as
ilustrated in Fig. 3, demonstrates an excellent agreement for long as well as short channels. The verified range of validity of the model
Includes gate voltages VGS ranging from threshold voltage, in this technology Vtha-0.5V. up to large positive voltages much higher than
those needed to induce a strong inversion at the surface. In the technology used for the verification the surface inversion is induced at
3

VGsSO0.
V whereas the modeled characteristics shown in Fig. 3 extend up to 1.2V still being in very good agreement with measurements.
As tar as a drain bias is concerned the range of OV down to -I y is treated very correctly by the model, however under a condition that the
corresponding pt current does not exceed the level of about IgA. Otherwise the current becomes apace-charge limited which is not taken
into account in the analysis. As regards the bulk bias, the range 0 to 5V poses no difficulty to the model as can be observed in Fig. 4. It is
worth noting that the positive bulk bias suppresses punchlhrough in BC-P-MOSFETs analogously as a negative bulk bias suppresses
punchthrough in SC-N-MOSFETs.
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Fig. 3 -Measured (solid lkne) and snalyticay modeled (dashed line) subthreshold characteristics for a series of BC-P-MOSFETs with
different electrical Channel lengt and parametrically varied drain bias. Bulk bias Is kept at OV.The technological parameters read:
3
5
3
2
1Ocm- , ND.3.3x10I cm- ,tC.0.21stm, t,,.25,lm, I~-470cm N/s and VF..-O.2BV. The used values of the fitting
NA0 .1
parameters are: iq-O.979 and LoO.3O4IHm.
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ig. 4 -Measured (solid line) and analyticaly modeled (dashed line) subthreshold characteristics for a series of BC-P-MOSFETs with
different electrical channel lengt hs withIparametrically varied bulkcbias. Drain bias is kept constant, The technological parameters read:
3
2
3
15
NA-1 .44,10l6cm- , N 0 -3.3x10 cm- . tc-0.211Hm, t05 -25ilm, lop-470cm /V/s and Vp 6 .- 0.219V. The used values Of the fitting
parameters are: i1..O.979 and L0-0.304Wm.
5.- CDGjL)S5)
In conclusion, our analysis for the first time enables the BC-P-MOSFET characteristics to be modeled analytically. The model exhibits an
excellent accuracy and a wide range of validity. The mean error of the theory is of 3% (currents in logarithm are compared) whereas the
number of code lines needed to implement it on the H1P9000 calculator is as small as 30 lines of BASIC code, Thanks to the analytical
analysis the punchthrough phenomenon in BC-P-MOSFETs has for the first time be entirely accounted for. The impact of the surface
inversion layer screening (SI15) effect on punchthrough is deduced and investigated. As a result the analysis is believed to find
applications i design, process optimization and simulation of advanced BC-P.MOSFETs.
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A MOBILITY MODEL FOR MOSFET DEVICE SIMULATION
A.J. WALKER and P.H. WOERLEE
Philips Research Laboratories, NL-5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract The device characteristics of sub-micron MOS transistors depend strongly on the
mobility of the charge carriers in the inversion layer. A new low lateral field mobility model
for the normal field dependence will be presented. Good agreement was found between the predicted
and measured mobilities for a large variety of samples. The model was successfully
incorporated into a two - dimensional device simulation program which gave predictions
agreeing well with experimental data.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of sub - micron silicon MOS transistors in future generations of memory and logic circuitry
has led to intense interest in the accurate modelling of these devices with particular attention being paid
to the mobility of the charge carriers in the inversion layer. Scaling the transistors into the sub - micron
regime demands the use of thinner gate oxides and higher substrate doping densities. The influence that
these changes have on the mobility must be built into any model if accurate predictions are to be made
about device performance.
This paper presents a new physically - based model for the normal effective field dependence of the
electron and hole mobilities in silicon inversion layers at low lateral fields Recent results of an investigation
into the application of this model to measurements carried out on MOS devices with gate oxide thicknesses
and surface doping densities scaled for process generations down to 0 .2 5 Am are given. Furthermore, for
the first time such a model was incorporated in a two - dimensional device simulation program and compa:isons between predictions from this program and measurements on sub - micron transistors are presented.
2.

MODEL

It has been shown elsewhere that the electron I1J and hole 121mobilities follow universal curves when plotted
as functions of an effective normal field, Efj, given by
Eqj! = 1(Qs.p +

(1)

.i

with ?I = 1/2 for electrons and 1/3 for holes and where Qkp and Qjn are the depletion and inversion
layer charges per unit surface area respectively.
In this new model a semi - empirical approach was taken to model the mobility - E,/ curves. It was
assumed that the room temperature inversion layer mobility is dominated by three scattering mechanisms 131,
namely Coulomb, carrier-phonon and surface roughness, each with its own contribution to the net mobility.
These contributions are designated by is,,€ and liar respectively. Actual modelling of scattering processes
in inversion layers is very complex due to the quantum mechanical nature of these processes and the fact
that at temperatures above absolute zero more than one sub - band is filled. Therefore, a simplified semi empirical approach was adopted.

-

'
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To obtain a simple first order expression for carrier mobility due to screened Coulomb scattering, the
Brooks - Herring formula was adopted [41:
CT1 "5
1
+ b) - b/(1 + b)"N
(2)
No), N1 is the charged impurity density, N0 is the mobile carrier density,
SIn(1

where b = (24m'cs~k2 T 2)/(tq

2

C is a constant, ts, is the dieiectric constant of silicon and the other symbols have their usual meanings.
The following modifications were made for the inversion layer :
N. = n,,o / < z >

N, "- N, + No-/

< z >

where n,,, is the number of mobile carriers per unit surface area, < z > is the average distance of mobile
carriers from the Si/Si0 2 interface and No, is the fixed oxide charge per unit surface area.
As a result of numerical calculations [5], < z > can be given as a function of the mobile inversion charge
number density per unit surface area, n,.., and therefore as a funtion of E,0 1 .
As was given elsewhere 16], the mobility u,, due to carrier - phonon scattering and the mobility p,, due
to surface roughness scattering can be approximately given by
= k2,TE}E-'I

3

(3)

= k,, E -f/

(4)

where k, and k, are constants.
The net mobility p was calculated using Matthiesen's rule. i.e.
I-

I + I +

1

(5)

with p,, p,, and p., given in equations 2, 3 and 4 respectively with the constants C. k, and k,, as fitting
parameters.
The above equations were incorporated into a two - dimensional device simulation program, CURRY 7],
in which the effective field at any point from source to drain was calculated by averaging the normal field
in the depth direction over the inversion layer or surface accumulation layer at that point. The model is
therefore a non - local one with the mobility at any point dependent on the values of the normal electric
field at other points.
3.

EXPERIMENTAL

To measure the mobility, a set of devices was fabricated which included both n- and p-type transistors and
associated capacitors. The devices were all made on (100)-oriented p-type Si wafers with a resistivity of 20
'fl.cm. An n-well was formed using high energy phosphorus and arsenic implants while the p-substrate was
implanted with high energy boron for the n-type devices. Gate oxides of thickness between lonm and 23nm
were thermally grown at 900'C in an oxygen,/nitrogen mixture (10% oxygen by volume). Polysilicon gate
electrodes were used and doped with phosphorus. Capacitor gate electrodes had areas of up to 3.3 x 10-'cml
with transistor gate areas up .o 4 x 10 4 cm 2 . Gate oxide fixed charge and interface state levels of below
I K I01cm 2 were measured in the devices.
The effective inversion layer mobility, u, was extracted from conductance measurements in the linear
region on 200pm x 200pm MOS transistors. The mobile inversion charge per unit surface area, Q,,, was
measured on the capacitor structures (8]. The sub - micron transistors were fabricated using electron beam
lithography. The n-MOS device had a gate length of 0.53pm and width of 3.9jum. Its gate oxide was 12.5nm
thick. The p-MOS device had a gate length and width of 0.60pm and 4.2pm respectively with a 10nm thick
gate oxide.
4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results from mobility measurements on the large n- and p-MOS devices are given iii Fig.1 and 2 respectively in which moh;ity is plotted as a function of normal effective field. The surface doping density, N,,
and gate oxide thickness, t,, are also shown in the figures. The points are the experimental data with the
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solid lines being the fits of the model to these data. Fig.1 shows that the electron mobility in the inversion
channel is almost independent of surface doping density at high effective fields but depends strongly on the
doping at lower fields. In the case of the pMOS devices, different boron implants had been introduced into
the originally n-type channel but it was not clear as to what the actual density of charged impurities would
be since the impurities are not completely ionized.
It was apparent in the model for electrons that the same values for C (equ.2), k, (equ.3) and k,, (equ.4)
could be used for all samples provided that the surface doping density, N1, and the oxide fixed charge, N..,
were known. The values used in Fig.1 were C = 2.63 x 1017, kp= 1.35 x 107 and k, = 7.0 x 10"4 all
expressed in cge units.
In the model for holes, the value of N, was unknown. Therefore a fit was carried out to find the optimum
3 x 106 and
value of C/(N, + No/ < z >) using fixed values of k, and k,. This was 0.225 for k,,
k=
2.22 x 1014 all in cgs units. This is the solid line in Fig.2.
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Fig.1 . The low lateral field electron mobility rsus the normal effective field for samples with gate oxide thickness
and surface doping density as given in the inset The points are the experimental values while the solid lines are
the fits of equation 5 with p,, icp and p, as given in equations 2, 3 and 4.
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Fig2. The low lateral field hole mobility versus the normal effective field for samples with gate oxide thickness
as given in the insert. The points are the experimental values while the solid line is the fit of equation 5 with A., PjP
and p, as given in equations 2, 3 and 4.
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In Fig.3, simulations of a half - micron n-MOS transistor together with experimental data are shown.
Good agreement between the calculated and experimental data is observed. Similar data for a buried channel p-MOS transistor are shown in Fig.4. The Id. - Vo. characteristics at low V,, are modelled well but
systematic deviations in the I. - V&. characteristics at high drain bias suggest that the lateral - field model
for holes is not accurate at high lateral fields.
Id. (pA)

Id. (-A)

200

(V)

2

4

*

3
* 2
0

1

3

2

4

5

0L

1

3

I1
4

5

Vds (v)

(b)

V9s V)

(a)

2

Fig.3. (a) Id. - Vv, (Vd. = 0.1V) and (b) Id, - Vd, characteristics of an n-MOS lightly-doped drain transistor with
a gate length of 0.53pm and width of 3.9/jm and gate oxide thickness of 12.5nm. The dots are calculated data points
using the device simulation program.
Id, (1,A)

Id. (mA)

81

Vg (V)

1.017

-4

-3
* -2
0

0
-1

-3

-2

(a)

-4

V98

-5

(v)

-I

-3

-2

(b)

-4

Vd.

-5

(v)

Fig.4. (a) Id, - V#, (Vd,
- 0.IV) and (b) Id, - Vd, characteristics of a p-MOS buried channel transistor with a
gate length of 0.60pm and width of 4.2pm and gate oxide thickness of 10nm. The dots are calculated data points
using the device simulation program.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

It appears that a simple mobility model with three parameteri can describe a large amount of experimental
data. The model was successfully incorporated into a two - dimensional device simulation program which
subsequently predicted 0.5Mum MOS transistor behaviour in good agreement with experiment
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"WCAP" : WORST CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM : A TOOL FOR STATISTICAL CIRCUIT
SIMULATION
i;.

BALLAY and B. BAYLAC

SGS-Thomson Microelectronlcs, Central R and D/CIS/TDMC. BP 217,
F-38019 Grenoble Cedex, France
Rdsum@ - Le but du programme 'WCAP' est d'extraire automatiquement les dispersions
des

param~tres

du

premier

ordre d'un modble

histogrammes d'indicateurs classiques

CAO, directement

depuis

plusieurs

(tension de seuil, courants statiques, ... )

usuelleent mesurds sur des testeurs industriels.
Abstract

-

The goal

of

'WCAP' Program is to

extract automatically first order

CAD model parameter spreads directly from various histograms of classical indicators
(threshold voltage, static currents, ... ) usually measured on industrial parametric
testers.
IHTRODUCTION
Usually, these spreads of first order parameters were either directly measured on sophisticated R & 0 parametric testers for new processes, or "estimated" by process/design/odel
people for industrial processes. In both cases, the estimated spreads of first order model
parameters let to overestimated and unrealistic spreads of electric quantities (current,
access time, ... ) inainly because 3-sigma variations on each first order parameter induce
5 to 8 sigma variations on current or access time which are complex functions of ALL the
first order model parameters.
In 'UCAP' program, the indicators

used to control

the

process are considered as

linear

functions of the first order model parameters whose sensitivity coefficients are calculated
using multivariable

regression procedure. Chapter

1 will

show how at this point, their

theoritical

histograms may be easily calculated analytically. The fit with experimental
leading to REALISTIC minimum and maximum values for the first order
model parameters is described in chapter 2. A real application is then developed.
distributions thus

I - AATHEi4ATICAL 4ODEL OF PROBABILITIES
The fundamental basis of the program is the exact calculation of probabilities for linear
functions of variables. This calculation is rather easy in the case of 2 or 3 variables
when each of them varies uniformuly over a given range and figure I summarizes one particular
case with 3 variables. Larger number of variables should induce triple, quadruple ...
Integrals and complex distribution

(Gaussian instead of Uniform) lead to non-analytical

integrals. That is why we assumed the 2 following keypoints

r
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i) each indicator can be considered as a linear function of the first order model parameters.
ii) the distribution of each first order model parameters is uniform.
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Theoritical histogram of a linear function of 3 variables uniformaly distributed

2 - ADJUSTMENTS OF MODEL PARAMETER SPREAD TO FIT HISTOGRAMS OF INDICATORS
The previous assumptions are valid when the indicators are properly chosen. In the case of NOS
devices, the following indicators should be selected :
i) threshold voltage on a long and wide MOST (may be different substrate biases)
ii) static current on a long and wide MOST (may be different biases)
iii) static current on a short and wide

OST (may be different biases)

iv) static current on a long and narrow MOST (may be different biases)
A multivariable regression applied on each indicator versus the different model parareters
(TOX, NB, UO,
other

DL, DW) can be easily performed and the agreement is fair. Note that the

secnnd order model

parameters

have been measured on

typical wafers

and are kept

constant. This remains correct as soon as there is no correlation among parameters. That
is why we used a specific home-made model for OS devices whose parameters are independent
/]/, /2/ and translation to other simple models are then performed.
The simple linear formula used to represent the indicators allow an easy and fast calculation
of their distribution, assuming an uniform distribution of every model parameter. At this
step, we use Marquartd's algorithm /3/ to fit actual distributions by modifying the window
of first order model parameters.
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3 - APPLICATION TO COS 1.2 U PROCESS
We validate this program on a 1.2 u CAOS process and we now present the case of the N-channel
HOSFET family. The chosen indicators were in that case
i) threshold voltage at VBS=O for W/L=25/25
ii) static current for W/L=25/25 and VDS=O.I, VGS=5, VBS=O
iii) static current for W/L=25/25 and VDS=5.0, VGS=5, VBS=O
iv) statis current for W/L=25/1.2 and VDS=O.I, VGS=5, VBS=O
v) static current for W/L=25/1.2 and VDS=5.O, VGS=5, VBS=O
vi) static current for W/L=1.2/25 and VDS=O.l, VGS=5, VBS=O
vii) static current for W/L=1.2/25 and VDS=5.O, VGS=5, VBS=O
The model parameters whose spread were fitted are
i) oxide thickness
ii) channel doping level
iii) nobility
iv) difference between drawn and electrical poly length
v) difference between drawn and electrical poly width
Figures 2 to 4 are output examples pointing out the accuracy of this analysis. The different
assumptions are so realistic and, moreover, there is a strong relation between the final
spread of each model parameter and its real one that could have been measured (see figure
5).
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4 - CONCLUSION
This program is an efficient tool to evaluate accurate spreads of model parameters needed
for circuit simulation directly from histograms built with data from production line.
Once the spread of

each model

parameter is known, actual worst case parameter sets can

be built. The same kind of analysis might be applied on results of SPICE simulations to
know the theoritical distribution of desired variables (access time, gain, bandwidth,
Once this is done, the design yield of a circuit can be evaluated. To do so, some
software must be written to generate SPICE input files and to extract automatically its
results of simulation. This is the key to achieve proper simulations of analog circuits
... ).

when worst cases cannot be easily defined.
program can be applied to every model,
The methods used in 'WCAP'
are independent, for OS technologies as well as BIPOLAR ones.

whose input parameters
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BAND-TAIL SHOCKLEY-READ-HALL RECOMBINATION IN HEAVILY DOPED SILICON
M.Y. GHANNAM, R.P. MERTENS, S.C. JAIN, J.F. NIJS and
R. VAN OVERSTRAETEN

*Electronics and Communications Department, Cairo University, Guiza,
Egypt
Interuniversity Microelectronics Center, Kapeldreef 75,
B-3030 Heverlee, Belgium
Risumi - La densiti des centres de recombinaison type Shockley-Read-Hall due aux 6tats localis~s
siturs dans le prolongement de la bande des porteurs rminoritaires a 6t6 calculie pour le silicium
que l'effet de ces itats devient dominant pour des concentrations
fortement dope. Nous prouvons
de dopage sup~rieur a 1017 cm - 3 .
/
Abstract - Shockley-Read-Hall recombination center density due to the localized states in the
minority carrier band tail has been calculated. It is shown that in heavily doped silicon, the effect
of these band tail states is comparable to or more important than that due to deep states and
modifies the lifetime of minority carriers significantly.
1 - INTRODUCTION
In the bulk of a semiconductor, Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination assumes the presence of all recombination centers at a single energy level in the energy band-gap. The recombination rate is given by
-

uT.,,vphN,.(pn - n?)
U.[n + njexp(Ej - E,)/kT] + ou,[p + njexp(Ei - Et)/kT(

where an, and a'p represent the electron and hole capture cross sections, Nt is the recombination center
density per unit volume, vth is the carrier average thermal velocity, n and p are the electron and hole
concentration respectively, ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, E is the intrinsic energy level and E, is
the recombination center energy level, k is Boltzman constant and finally T is the absolute temperature.
When a continuum of localized states is inserted in the energy band-gap a more generalized formula has to be
used. In this case the density of the recombination centers Nt has to be modified to consider the continuous
nature of the localized states. A per unit energy per unit volume density of states D(E) now replaces Nt
in equation (1) and the recombination rate equals the integral of the per energy rate over all the continuum
levels. The resulting expression has the form
f

u(E)dE

aiapvthD(E).(pn - n)dE=

Eg antn + njerp(E - Ei)/kT] + a,(p + niezp(Ei - E)/kT]

(2)

E

This procedure has been followed for instance to describe the surface recombination rate U. In this case
however, D(E) has a per unit energy per unit area dimension. In a heavily doped semiconductor, potential
energy fluctuations result in energy tails that appear at the conduction and valce band edges and extend
deeper in the band-gap. The localized states in these band tails act as recombination centers. Though they
are situated far away from midgap, the density of these states might be so high such that they contribute
significantly to U. The total recombination rate in the bulk of a heavily doped semiconductor should therefore
be expressed by equation (2). The integration should be carried out starting from the lowest localized state
level in the tal of the valence band up to the highest localized state level in the tail of the conduction
band. This integral can therefore be splitted into three components. The first component represents the
recombination rate caused by the centers situated at the discrete level near midgap which is responsible for
the recombination process taking place in unperturbed-band material. The second and third components
represent the recombination rates caused by the centers in the tail of the valence band and in the tail of the
conduction band. In heavily doped semiconductors, equation (2) can therefore be written as

J u(E).dE+

U = U. +

VBgali

f u(E).dE

(3)

CBt.il

In terms of lifetime, equation (3) can be rewritten
l/

q

l/o + Iir,,-b + l/r bt

(4)

MR M"

a
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where req is the equivalent lifetime, ro represents the lifetime due to recombination at the discrete center
near midgap, and r1btand rTabt represent the lifetime due to recombination in the tail of the valence band
and in the tail of the conduction band, respectively. Note that band tails are fundamental phenomena in
heavily doped semiconductors and therefore the recombination taking place through the band tail centers is
associated with a lifetime that represents a fundamental limit. We shall neglect here the recombination rate
due to recombination via the localized states in the majority carrier band tail, if such states would exist. In
such a situation equation (4) reduces to
1/-rq = 1/c0 + 1/rbt

(5)

where "btrepresents the lifetime due to recombination via the centers located in the minority carrier band
tail and is given by
1/rt=O'msn,,VtAhNtbt
(6)
where Ntbt represents the effective density of recombination centers in the band tail. By combining equations
(2), (3), (5) and (6) Ntb5 for n-type material can be expressed as
EG.
D(E).dE
f
,,in I + (nr/n).(-p/o'.).ezp(Ej - E)/kT

Ntbt "

(7)

In order to calculate Nbt, D(E) should be known. In section 2 we introduce some functions that can be used
to represent D(E). Also, the limits of integration must be defined. Section 3 deals with the model followed
to determine the localization edge in the minority carrier band tail. In section 4 the doping dependence of
Ntbt (rbt) is discussed and in section 5 some numerical examples are presented and fitting of experimental
data iscarried out. Finally a short discussion followed by a conclusion is presented in section 6.
2 - DENSITY OF STATES IN THE BAND TAILS
In heavily doped semiconductors, energy band tails are created due to potential energy fluctuations as it is
schematically represented in Fig.1. The parabolic representation of the energy band states does not hold
anymore. A relatively simple model for the new density of state function was given by Kane [1]. In his
model, the potential energy fluctuation is assumed gaussian with a standard deviation b. The potential
energy fluctuation arises from the Coulomb potential of the ionized impurities per unit volume that are
randomly distributed on lattice sites. The rms potential energy fluctuation 6 is therefore given by [2]
1 /2
6 = q2 /(47rE).[21r(N + + NA)L,]

(8)

where L. is the screening length which depends on the carrier concentration and on temperature. The border
between degenerate and non-degenerate material is controlled by a critical temperature T, which for n-type
material is given by [3]
T(K) = (3/,r)1/(h 2 /8km*)n2/3
(9)
where m* represents the effective density of states electron mass. The material is non-degenerate when T is
greater than T,. In this case, the screemng length L. is quite accurately represented by the extrinsic Debye
length 121
L. = (kTc/q 2 n)' /2
(10)
On the other hand, the material is degenerate when T is smaller than Tc. In this case, L, can be satisfactorily
represented by the Thomas-Fermi screening length 11,2]
L. = (eh

2

Im'q

2

)' 12 .(ir/3n)'/5

(11)

For the valence band in an n-type material, Kane's density of states has the form
2

D(E) = (2s,7)1/

.(m'/2 /r 2 h3 ).y(E/7.)

where mr is the effective density of states mass for the valence band and I,,
variable y is represented in integral form by
y(z)

-

-

J

(Z
(:

-

r)

12

.erp(-z 2 )dz

(12)
/"26.
The dimensionless

(13)

Substituting some values for n-type silicon in the set of equations (8) to (13), we obtain D(E) for the valence
band (minority carrier band) which is diplayed in Fig.2 together with the parabolic band.
Other models have been proposed to represent the band tail states. For comparison, the density of states

lai
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based on iFalperin and Lax model 141
is plotted together with Kane's density of states in Fig.3 15J. The model
of Halperin and Lax takes into account the kinetic energy of the carriers when solving Schroedinger equation.
This kinetic energy was neglected in Kane's model and therefore it results in a much larger density of states.
2
The extent to which kinetic energy effects reduce band tailing depends on the kinetic energy h /2m*L in
relation to 6. Localized tail states have also been described by mobility edge models (e.g.[6]). We use Kane's
model here merely to illustrate the importance of band tails in determining U. The effect call be evaluated
for any other model of band tails in a similar way.
3 - DETERMINATION OF THE LOCALIZED STATES IN THE BAND TAILS
In order to determine the recombination center levels in the band tail, one has to define sharply the localization
edge which is the energy level that separates the localized states from the extended states in the tail. Using
a carrier transport model based on effective medium theory [71 and percolation theory [8], one can determine
accurately the edge of localization in the minority carrier band tail. This model assumes that, due to band
edge distortion, the volume of a heavily doped silicon crystal is divided into potential wells and barriers of
different height as shown in Fig.4. The barriers constitute non conductive regions and free carriers can move
between the hills only. The fractional space f occupied by free holes of energy E is given by
(14)

f = 1/2erfc(E/iqv)

It is known that in a binary mixture of conducting (with conductivity g1) and insulating particles, the effective
conductivity in three dimensions is given by [91
g = 1/2.gm.(3f - 1)

(15)

Therefore, if f is smaller than the percolation threshold fpc = 1/3 the conductivity g becomes zero. Putting
f = 1/3 in equation (14) we get the percolation threshold energy
E = E,, = 0.4306 6

(16)

which represents the localization edge and in the same time the lower integration limit E,,,

of equation (7).

All states with energy above Ep, are localized and act as recombination centers. Due to their high
density, only those centers having energies within a few 's from E,. are effective. Numerical results show
that centers having energief greater than 6 6 contribute to the band tail recombination by less than 0.01%.
Therefore, we substitute for the higher integration limit of equation (7) by E_.. = 6/.
4 - DOPING DEPENDENCE OF THE BAND TAIL LIFETIME
As discussed in the introduction, the recombination taking place via band Lail centers is characterized by
a lifetime r6t and an equivalent center density Nib,. At low doping Nebt is extremely small such that the
band tail recombination is negligible. In this case, the lifetime rTq is totally governed by recombination via
the centers situated at the discrete energy level near mnidgap. Assuming that the density of these centers
is independent of the doping level, rq will also be independent of the doping level and equals io. At high
doping levels the density of the band tail centers N16, becomes large such that r,. becomes nmitch smaller
than r, and approximately equal to rbt,. Since A',6 increase" rapidly with the doping level, r " will follow
the inverse behavior. In a certain doping range results of mmerical calculations show thai
(17)

Ntb, - C .NV

where C and the exponent a are constants and N is the doping concentration. Combining equations (5) and
(17), the equivalent lifetime r,q can be expressed as
7=

(18)
I + (N/No))

Equation (18) states that at low doping concentration (N/No)*<
levels (N/N 0 ) 4 >> 1 such that r,q = r.(No/N)*.

, I and rq = r, while at high doping

5 - NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The band tail recombination center density Na,, as expressed in equation (7) is plotted in Fig.5 versus doping
level taking the electron to hole capture cross section ratio R as an independent parameter. At each doping
level D(E) is replaced by its corresponding Kane's function. Ean and E,,,. are determined in the way
described in section 3. The intrinsic carrier concentration is modified to include band-gap narrowing (10).
As expected, a continuous increase in Nb, with doping level is obtained. In the doping range 101 s - 10"s
cm - ' the exponent a of equation (17) is strongly dependent on R. In order to fit our theory to the reported
experimental data representing the fundamental minority carrier lifetime in i-type and p-type material (Il
we have to:
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1) determine the constants -r, N. and a of equation (18) from the experimental dependence. Indeed, r. is
the constant lifetime of the low doping region, N. is the doping level at which rcq = -r./2 and a is the slope
of the high doping region.
2) use Fig.5 to relate the value of a to its corresponding R value (note that due to the difference in the effective
mass of the minority carrier, D(E) hence NOg are not equal for p-type and n-type silicon). Consequently the
Ngbt curve that has to be considered is defined. Knowing Ntbe and Tbt and using equation (6) we are able to
extract the value of the minority capture cross section. Since R has been determined in a previous step, we
can now obtain a value for the majority capture cross section.
The results of such procedure for n-type and p-type material are given in table 1 and the fit is displayed
in Fig.6. The values of R seem reasonable and lie in the range reporte in the literature. On the other hand,
the values of or, and qp are very small compared to the values usually met. This result could have been
expected since, as discussed earlier, Kane's density of states are overestimated and a more accurate model
such as the one in 14] would reduce D(E) by two orders of magnitude. Therefore, Ntbt would roughly be
reduced also by the same amount which leads to an increase in the extracted capture cross section v ues by
a factor of 100. On the other hand, the idea that the tail recombination centers have smaller capture cross
sections than the deep level center is not totally rejected.

fitting param.
constants

results

Table 1
quantity
n-type
R
0.01
ro (s)
4x10 - 4
a
0.743
s
N,(cm - 3 )
3x10i
o'p(cm 2 )
1.334x10 2 0
2
_ _,,(cm )
1.334x10 - 1 s

p-type
3
7xl0- 1
1.171
s
4x10 '
2.328x10 7.000x10 -

6 - DISCUSSION
More generally, the reported experimental values of the fundamental minority carrier lifetime suggest values
for the quantity o'.Nt between 10 - 4 and 10 - 1 /Cm in the diopilng range t90" - I0O cm - respectively. Considering that reasonable values of a would lie between 10-13 and 10'7 cm2 , the corresponding Nt values
should be 10' _1013 cm- at a doping of 10" cn-1 and 1012 - 1016 cm- at a doping of 10 cm-3 . By
consultin Fig.5 we clearly see that even if Neb, is reduced by two ,rder of magnitude its value could still
easily lie in the range of values stated above. We therefore conclude that band tail SRH recombination is a
phenomena that cannot be neglected in heavily doped silicon. One should he very carefull when trying to
model the fundamental lifetime in silicon when the doping level exceeds 1017 cm -

CONDUCT
ONBUL 'o"

Fig. I - Schematical representation of the band tail formation resulting from random spatial variation of the
electrostatic potential.
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GATE OXIDE QUALITY OF DRAM TRENCH CAPACITORS
S. ROHL, M. ENGELHARDT, W.-U. KELLNER and A. SCHLEMM

Siemens AG. Microelectronlc Technology Center, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000 Mnchen 83, F.R.G.

Abstract - The quality of thin trench capacitor oxide dielectric for

4M and 16M DRAM generations is investigated by leakage current and
time dependent dielectric breakdown measurements. Geometric trench
shape and surface smoothness influence leakage currents and thus dielectric lifetime, but etch chemistry, side wall redeposition and
contamination are more important factors which reduce gate tCide
quality. It is shown that silicon removing post treatments regain gate
oxide quality comparable to planar capacitors.
1

-

INTRODUCTION

Oxides as thin as 10 nm are currently used in trench structures as capacitor or gate dielectric of 4M and 16M DRAMs . Leakage currents and
breakdown voltages have been discussed (ref.l) but few reliability
and lifetime studies of large area trench structures have been published
to date and the factors influencing gate oxide quality in trenches are
not very well known. In this work we have investigated the influence of
different trench etch processes and post treatments on gate dielectric
quality.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL

0

Etch processes with CBrF3 in a single wafer triode etcher and processes
using BCl /C12 and CrP3 in a batch reactor were optimized with respect to
the trench profile. The aim was a round trench bottom, sidewalls perpendicular to the wifer surface without bowing or undercut. The trench profiles
obtained (1 um cross section, 4-5/um depth) are summarized in fig.l. For
single wafe; processing, no.1 to nb.3, CBrF3 gas flow is increased and for
no.4 CBrF3 gas is diluted by N2, because processes were more stable with
respect to homogeneity and trench profile reproducibility at higher gas
flow. Batch processing no.5 and 6 showed less sidewall redeposition as compared to no. 1-4 and had slight trenching (no. 5) and severe trenching (no.6),
respectively. Process no. 6 was therefore only applicable after a wet anisotropic etch removing some 100 nm of Si. A typical example of sidewall film
is shown in the SEN of fig.2. Strong sidewall films help to avoid trenchingat
the bottom, produce a round shape and prevent undercut. Auger depth profiles
for 0, C and W were taken at three trench depths to analyne the sidewalls.
They proved that the redeposition (fig.2) consists mainly of S10 2.
No excess carbon was found inside the trench as compared to the cleaved
surface outside the trench. Nitrogen was however found for the diluted procome (no.4). This reduced to below the detection limit of 2 at.% only after
02 plasma treatment (fig. 3). Different poet treatments were applied to remove sidevall films, contamination or Si damage viz: buffered HF (BHF) oxide
etching, 02 barrel reactor plasma, CF4/02 isotropic dry Si etch and aniso-
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Fig.l: SEN micrographs of the trench process of six different etch
processes after removal of sidewall redepositions.
a) Single wafer processes with CBrF3 b) Batch processes
# 1 low
# 5 CBrF /BCl3 /C12
# 2 medium
gas flow
# 6 BCI3 7CI2 (incIuding
# 3 high
wet anisotropic Si etch)
# 4 N2 diluted
ed

Table 1: Process flow
p-type <100> Si
deep p-well
LOCOS isolation
trench mask
mask etching
trench etching (4-5 um deep)
redeposition etchin4
post treatment
As trench doping
sacrificial oxide
gate oxidation 13.5 nu
poly-Si deposition and doping
trench refill
poly-Si electrode patterning

Fig.2: SEN micrograph (oblique view)
of trench process # 2 showing
typical sidewall redeposition
tropic wet Si etchirg using an organic base etchant. Trench and planar capacitor arrays of 1mm active area and an oxide dielectric of d-13.5 nm were
then fabricated with the process flows given in table 1. A SEN cross section of the gate oxide at the upper trench corner is given in fig.4.
Tunneling currents of trench and planar capacitor arrays were measured
(fig.5) revealing sharp corners at the upper trench edge (gate positive)
or at the trench bottom (gate negative). Early failures wee determined by
loading the capacitors with a constant current of 60 uA/cm to the saturation voltage (70 maec) and accepting only those sybtes that reached
5-12 V/cm. To test stability a test condition of 1 mA/cz2 for 0.5 sac was
chosen as an accelerated stress to obtain reasonable meaguring times. This
condition corresponds to a charge density of 5.10 - 8 C/cm and occuring
failures are classified as defect related (ref.2). On a few batches long
term measurements at the same current density were performed in order to
determine the charge necessary for an intrinsic breakdown (ref.3).
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Fig.4: TEN cross section of the upper
trench corner

treatment
Trench depth

a) as etched (surface roughness
on trench sidewall is 3nm)
b) after sacrificial and gate
oxidation

rig.3: Auger signal of nitrogen on trench
sidewall (process # 4) at three
depths, normalized to the cleaved
surface outside the trench
3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The trench tunneling curves of (fig.5) are due to the oxide thinning
at the upper trench corner (fig.4). The close agreement of trench and planar curves for gate negative show that the trench bottom is round. Process
no.5 and 6 show here reduced values and a much larger spread. The small
spread of trench curves indicates a very homogeneous thin oxide at the
upper trench corner across wafer and batch. The oxide thinning should
therefore only reduce intrinsic oxide breakdown. If defect related breakdown occurs it should not be related to this oxide thinning.

Trench

Trench

piano

ptanor

S 0

S13.nm

01 mm
-IS

-i

-4

4

-

-

3

I

I

i

s

Vgote IV ]
pig.5: Tunneling currents for both gate polarities from 25 die on one
wafer for planar and trench capacitor arrays (process # 2)
The gate oxide quality taken as the percentage of capacitors that withstood
the above test criteria is shown in fig.6. A reference of planar capacitor
arrays is given on the left and is compared to trench process no.1 to 6.
Different post treatments are detailed and comparison with a triple trench
dielectric (ONO) consisting of an oxide-nitride-oxide stack of 13.5 nm
oxide equivalent thickness is shown on the right (ref.3).
Dielectric quality close to that of planar capacitors is found for process
no.1 and 2 but these lack reproducibility in etch rate and trench profile from batch to batch. The higher gas flow leads to more stable geometric
profiles and etch rates and to high repeatability (no.3, 4) but these proceses need a complex post treatment to reach similar yields. The 02 plasma
removes the nitrogen (see fig.3) while HF-etching removes the S10 2 redepositions. Etching off approximately 50 ma Si in CF4/02 plasma or by wet che-
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mical etching improves gate oxide quality. We assume that the strong redeposition formation of process no. I and 2 hinder contamination of Si sidewalls by etch products whereas reproducibility is degraded by a high degree
of redeposition formation. This is corroborated by the fact that reduction
of nitrogen (compare fig. 3) and etching of Si improve gate oxide quality
substantially . Another possible cause for gate oxide degradation would be
crystal damage at the trench bottom. This is however ruled out by experiments showing no improvements when process no.2 which had shown a good
oxide quality is added to process no.4 as in situ dry pst treatment
thermol SiO2
Oro

d13.5nm

JONO

trench
$1

t2

single wafer
CBrF.
1
6:13

1

botch
C&F.
act, I
8

01~

s

S6OpAcffi

70msec

B

-;

1mAcnyT2, SO0msec

*

Ecort1OMVcr10

Fig.6: Gate oxide results for single wafer and batch etch processes
Hatched boxes indicate means and standard deviations.
For # 3 and # 4 results for the following post treatments
are shown: A - wet anisotropic Si etch, B - .0 plasma + BHF
C -;2
plasma + BHF + dry isotropic Si etch. Triple trench
dielectric (ONO) and planar reference are shown for comparison.
The single wafer processes were superior to the batch processes investigated in this work, presumably because of enhanced sidewall redeposition.
The extremely high percentage of early failures of process no. 5 can be
explained by trenching problems of varying degree at the trench bottom.
Similar experiments using ONO dielectrics showed trench shape to have
little influence, except in the case of process no.5, and also resulted
in superior dielectric quality.
4 -

CONCLSIO

Gate oxide quality in trench structures is sensitive to trenchwall contamination by etch byproducts. Sidewall films can protect against these
contamination but lead to unstable process conditions. To increase
the process window post treatments are necessary. Composite dielectrics
(ONO) are much less sensitive to the trench etch process. Even if these
take over in present and future DRAM generations trench oxide quality
will remain an efficient tool for the optimization of trench etch processes
in VLSI applications.
This work was supported by the Federal Department of Research and
Technology (sign NT 2696)
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IMPROVING RELIABILITY USING DESIGN CENTERING
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Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000
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R9SUX9
Ici sont analys6es lea performances d'une porte NOR en
technologie BiCMOS. Afin de rdduire i'influence de la dispersion des param6tres de fabrication sur lea fluctuations
des diff6rents courants internes, un logiciel d'aide A Ia
conception (Design Centering Program) optimise la largeur des
transistors MOS. Ceci permet, pour une fluctuation de 5% du
courant de chaque transistor MOS, d'am6liorer lea performances (temps de propagation) du circuit d'environ 37%.
ABSTRACT
In this work the reliability of a BiCMOS NOR Gate is investigated. A design centering program is used to dimension the
width of the MOS transistors in order to make the circuit
utmost insensible to current efficiency fluctuations caused
by process parameter deviations. Therewith the reliability
could be increased by 37% while the current efficiency of the
single MOS transistors fluctuates within its 5% value.

1. INTRODUCTION
For conventional circuit design it is almost impossible to take
into account processing fluctuations and environmental influences
(e.g. supply voltage, temperature) on circuit reliability. One way
to get rid of this problem is the so-called "worst case design".
But this is often an elaborate way. A better choice for improving
circuit reliability is a design centering program, that will give
a circuit design almost insensitive to parameter fluctuations. The
design centering program applied here uses a Monte Carlo search
algorithm for that case.

2. DESIGN CENTERING
The reliability of circuits depends on the fluctuation of design
parameters. Mobility of the charge carriers in the channel, threshold voltage difference, oxide thickness for MOS transistors and
current gain hfe for bipolar transistors are the most important
ones. To increase the reliability of a BiCMOS NOR Gate (fig. 1),
an essential part of a BICMOS SRAM decoder, we used a design cen-
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program /1/. The circuit has the task to switch a
tering
capacitive node of 5 pF faster than 2.5 ns.
The switching time of a circuit is directly coupled with the current efficiency of the single transistors which can be described
by their channel width W. Mobility, threshold voltage, hfe, gate
oxide thickness and channel length fluctuate within the 3a value
according to table 1.
Table 1: Parameter fluctuations
oxide thickness
threshold voltage
supply voltage
channel length
carrier mobility
current gain hfe

±2.5 nm
±250 my
±10%
±10%
±10%
±10%

The design centering program generates a gaussian distributed
cloud of points in the parameter space around the nominal value of
the transistor width. All points which lead to a switching time
shorter than 2.5 ns are acceptable points and the mean value of
all these acceptable points becomes the new nominal value. Then a
new region of acceptability is generated. This method leads
finally to a circuit design which is utmost insensitive to process
fluctuations.

3. RESULTS
The result can be seen in fig. 2. The design optimized with
respect to switching time using ideal design parameters leads to a
del'y time of 2.1 na. Its reliability for a switching time shorter
than 2.5 ns reacts extremely sensitive to current efficiency fluc
version (*) shows less
(A). The
design centered
tuations
dependence on this fluctuations even for extremely high fluctuations. For a standard deviation of 5% current efficiency fluctuation the improvement on reliability is 37%.
The design parameters (table 2) for this worst case analyses are
based on a 1.2 gm BiCMOS process with a polysilicon emitter npn
bipolar transistor (fig. 3).
Table 2: Process characterization.
MOS transistor

bipolar transistor
emitter area 1.6 gm * 10 gm
100
hfe
9 Ghz
ft
11 0
Re
40 0
Rc
325 9
Rb
60 fF
C,..
78 fF
C'.
C j.
70 fF

gate oxide thickness
N-channel L...
V~h
p-channel L.re
Vzh

250
1.1 gm
0.87 V
1.1 gm
-0.9 V
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Fig. 3: Cross sectional view of bipolar and MOS transistors.

This work was carried out within ESPRIT project BiCMOS 412.
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ELECTRON BERN DIRECT WRITE EFFECTS ON CMOS DEVICES
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BARLOW

Plessey Research Caswell Ltd., Caswell, Towcester, Northants.,
GB-NN12 8EQ, Great-Britain

Abstract Electron beam exposure effects on metallised MOS devices have been
stucea. The results show that exposure leads to the generation of interface
traps and positive oxide charge that can be almost completely removed using low
temperature annealing (450°C). However, bulk oxide traps generated during exposure are only partly removed by the anneal and this leads to an increased trapping
efficiency, which can seriously degrade MOS device integrity.
INTRODUCTION
E-beam direct wafer writing is especially useful in metal patterning for discretionary
wiring and wafer scale integration. However exposure of MOS devices to high energy
electrons can result in the generation of oxide bulk and interface trapping centres, which
can impair device performance. Whilst low temperature annealing is effective in reducing
interface traps, bulk oxide traps can only be completely removed by high temperature
anneals(1, 2 ) and this creates problems after metal patterns have been deposited. Thus
e-beam exposure of metallised MOS devices can lead to degradation of device performance and
lifetime because of the restrictions on post e-beam anneal temperatures and times. This
paper shows the results of an investigation into the effects of e-beam exposure on MOS
devices, exposed to doses in the range 0.15C/cm2 to 5&C/CM2 . The doses are applicable to
those required for metal patterning and due to the limited range of anneal temperatures
that can be used, this is an important area.
Experiment
An advanced CMOS process employing trench isolation, with a 2Om gate oxide, oxide sidewall
spacers and silicided source, drain and gates was used. The devices were fully processed
with their surfaces protected by thick dielectrics and patterned metal (O.5pn of Al/Cu on
top oi 0.15pm of TiW ). Parts of the wafers used were kept as controls, whilst the rest
were subjected to e-beam doses in the range O.15pC/cm2 to 511C/cm 2 at 20kV. No resist was
used on the wafers during exposure and the doses were chosen to simulate typical exposurac
required for metal patterning. Measurements were made before and after exposure, then the
samples were annealed in H2 /N2 at 425°C for 30 minutes.
Results and discussion
Fig.1 shows the threshold voltage shift, Vt as a function of dose for mos transistors with
drawn gate lengths in the range 5pm to 11 m. The threshold voltage was measured before and
after exposure to obtain the Vt shift. The plot shows that a rapid shift is seen, for even
the smallest dose (0.15pC/cm 2 ) followed by a tendency toward saturation of Vt as the dose
increases further, also the Vt shift tends to increase with gate length. The shift, which
corresponds to a reduction in Vt is due to the generation of positive :harge throughout the
gate oxide during exposure. Besides positive charge generation, e-bem exposure also produced a large increase in the interface trap density which led to transistor subthreshold
and gain degradation. The subthreshold slope increased from a pre exposure level of
2
2
98mv/dec to around 300mv/dec after a O.SpC/cm exposure and up to 660mv/dec after a 5pC/cm
2
exposure, whilst the gain was reduced by around 30& after a 5C/cM exposure. Junction
leakage also increased dramatically from a pre exposure level of a few pA to 1-OpA after a
O.5! C/cm2 dose. This increased leakage was mainly attributed to degradation of the trench
parasitic transistors. These parasitic transistors are normally off and suppression of
them is paramount for good and reliable circuit operation( 3 ). The lateral and vertical

,
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trench parasitic voltages before e-beam exposure were around2 5.5V and 5V respectively.
After exposure the potentials fell by 50% after a 0.151pC/cM dose, and for higher doses the
trench potentials could not be measured on the test system due to the very high leakage
currents flowing at zero volts. The degraded trench potentials are due to the generation
of interface traps and positive oxide charge in the trench sidewall oxide, this leads to
increased depletion and higher leakage currents flowing.
Low temperature annealing (425"C. H2 /N2 , 30 mins) led to almost complete recovery of the
trench potentials, with the worst case being 93% recovery after exposure to a 5pC/cm2 dose.
The anneal produced almost complete recovery of the nmios device characteristics by reducing
interface trap levels to their original values and removing the majority of the generated
positive charge, due to recombination with electrons tunnelling from the silicon. Fig.2
shows the Vt shift as a function of dose after annealing, comparison with Fig.1 shows a
drastic recovery in Vt, the recovery improving with gate length. The gain is recovered to
its pre exposure levels, whilst subthreshold and Junction leakage improved due to the
reduction in the interface trap density and increase in the trench potentials, Fig.3 shows
the recovery in the subthreshold characteristics of a 1pm gate length mos device exposed
to a D.lSpC/cn 2 dose after annealing.
Reliability
In order to assess the effects of e-beam exposure on reliability, charge injection measurements were performed on gate oxides and electrical stress tests on nmos devices, biased to
ensure hot carrier injection into the gate oxide were made.
2
Charge injection measurements were performed using a constant current density of 20WA/cm
and the injection mode was such that electrons were injected into the oxide over the oxide/
si barrier. Prior to e-beam exposure injection measurements determined the oxide bulk trap
density to be -10 10 cm-2 , after exposure injection measurements showed a large increase in
electron trapping. This large increase in trapping sites is shown in Fig.4a where the
maximum flatband voltage shift as a function of dose is plotted, for a 5VC/cm 2 dose the
bulk trap density has increased to -5.10 11 cm- 2 .

Low temperature annealing, successful in reducing the interface trap density and generated
positive charge, only partly reduced the density of neutral traps as Fig.4b shows, with the
bulk trap density now around 2.3.10 1 1 cm 2 for an oxide exposed to a 5pC/cM 2 dose. Thus
exposure of the gate oxide leads to a large increase in the density of neutral traps that
can only be partially removed using a low temperature anneal. This has important
implications for device lifetime as Fig.5 and Fig.6 show. Fig.5 shows the Vt shift as a
function of electrical stress time and Fig.6 shows gain degradation as a function of stress
time, for exposed and control (unexposed) devices with I M gate lengths. The bias
conditions were set to give the maximum substrate current and arsenic source and drains
were employed to ensure any differences between the Vt and gain plots of the exposed and
control devices could be clearly observed without the need for large biases. Fig.5 shows
that the device exposed to a 0.SpC/cm2 dose and then annealed shifts 55mv in 17 hours
whilst the control device shifts 20mv in 20 hours, whilst Fig.6 shows that gain degradation
for the e-beam exposed device is significantly larger than for the control.

Summary
Electron beam exposure leads to the generation of oxide bulk and Interface trapping centres
and positive oxide charge which leads to degradation of umeos
device and trench parasitic
characteristics. Low temperature annealing almost fully recovers subthreshold, Junction
leakage and gain characteristics, whilst the Vt is found to recover to within 25mv of its
original value, depending upon gate length. However the large density of neutral trans
introduced during exposure are only partly annealed out and this leads to increases in the
oxide trapping efficiency during hot carrier injection which greatly enhances Vt shifts and
gain degradation, which can seriously affect circuit performance. Neutral traps are only
effectively removed by annealing at temperatures greater than 700"C; annealing at such
temperatures after metallisation would require the use of non aluminium based alloys,
otherwise reduced doses or energies during e-beam writing of metal patterns could be
required.
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EFFECTS OF GAMMA RADIATION ON TRENCH ISOLATED CMOS
P.L. MEDHURST and D.J. FOSTER
Plessey Research Caswell Ltd., Caswell, Towcester,
GB-Northants NN12 8EQ, Great-Britaln

Abstract

The gamma radiation hardness of trench isolated CMOS has been assessed

wT-Firespect to the shift in threshold voltage of parasitic sidewall devices and

minimum channel length !I4OS and PMOS transistors. For parasitic devices, saturation of the threshold voltage shift is apparent after 2OkRads. This is attributable to the low volume oxide films inherent to the device structure. Drifts in
the parasitic threshold voltage over a 0 to 5OkRads range are significantly lower
than for similar LOCOS field devices. Off-state leakage current is generated in
1OS transistors and has been characterised as a function of gamma ray dose; such
leakage current levels also saturate with Irradiation dose.
Introduction
The radiation hardness tolerance of an MOS transistor is becoming an increasingly important
criterion for space applications. This paper describes the effect of cumulative doses of
gamma radiation on the electrical performance of NOS and PMOS transistors fabricated by a
one micron 040S process. Trench technology was used for device isolation and associated
parasitics were compared to field transistors in conventional LOCOS isolation. The positive charge generated in thick field oxides (approximately O.Spm) of LOCOS devices can
rapidly cause parasitic devices to link-up and short power supplies. With trench isolated
devices, a thin sidewall oxide (0.15m) offers a better degree of tolerance due to its
lower volume. Devices were irradiated using a cobalt 60 gamna ray source. In both cases,
for LOCOS and trench, 5V was applied to either polysilicon over field oxide or the trench
polysilicon; this was especially severe for the trench case where the polysilicon remains
around OV during circuit operation.
Experiment
The trench device architecture uses 1.8im deep n-wells in p-type substrate and 20 deep
trenches. There are two sources of oxide charge within the transistor structure: (i) the
1500A oxide passivation layer lining the trench sidewalls, (ii) the 200A gate oxide layer
of the top transistor. The trench sidewall oxide is the dominant feature since it
surrounds the entire device. On top of this is the polysilicon filling which would act as
a parasitic gate for any leakage path to the substrate. A cross section of the trench
structure is shown in Fig.%.
The devices were mounted on test boards and wired 'or the specific bias conditions of 5V
for *IOS devices and -5V for RMOSdevices, with thl bias applied to either the trench polysilicon or to the silicided gate electrode. A hig,. electric field would subsequently be
exerted across the sidewall oxide for parasitic devices and the gate oxide for the top
transistors.
Devices were irradiated under these bias conditions in accumulative doses up to 50kRads,
being withdrawn at the required dose for d.c. measurement. Two dose rates were available:
5.3kRads/hr and 1.75kRads/min, the latter being selected for incremental dosages of lOkRads
and above. The shift in threshold voltage was monitored as a function of gamma ray dose
together with any associated increase in off-state leakage current. These were measured
for both lateral and vertical trench parasitics, and for the top transistors. Fig.2 shows
a schematic of the device cross-section and associated current flow from the parasitic
transistors.
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The effect of gamma radiation is to create electron-hole pairs uniformly in the oxide
layer. Electrons lost to the substrate will allow a net positive charge build-up in the
oxide. This increases with further irradiation, causing the threshold voltage to shift in
the negative direction. The magnitude of this shift has been reported to follow a cubed
relationship with oxide thickness (1). For PMOS devices, the negative shift enhnces the
suppression of parasitic action. However, for NMOS devices, the thresholds are seen to
fall thereby allowing additional leakage currents to flow.
The shift in threshold voltage as a consequence of gamma radiation was observed to saturate
for both P1OS and PROS parasitics and top transistors. This can be related to the small
volume of oxide adjacent to the device channel which limits the amount of positive oxide
charge build-up. Saturation in the threshold shift for the top transistors (Fig.3a) and
PMOS parasitics was observed to be at 20kRads. The transition to saturation was softer for
the
O4OS
parasitics with the onset occurring between 35 to 40kRads. Fig.3b shows the
saturation effect for the sidewall parasitic devices.
The lateral and vertical PMOS parasitic devices showed drifts in the threshold voltages of
68mV/kRad and 104mV/kRad respectively. These results are significantly lower than those
from similar LOCOS devices. Parasitic threshold drifts for LOCOS have been measured as
high as 420mV/kRad for aluminium field and g3Omv/kRad for polysilicon field devices
(Fig.4), and therefore can only tolerate approximately 5 to 10kRads irradiation. Lateral
and vertical N40S parasitic devices have demonstrated drifts in threshold voltage of
340mV/kRad and 230mV/kRad respectively. Although higher than their PMOS counterparts, they
are still three to four times lower than LOCOS.
Off-state leakage was negligible for all
PMOS devices over the range 0 to SOkRads. Some leakage was observed for the lateral N4OS
parasitic, rising to a peak of -9pA after 30kRads where it saturated. The vertical W40S
parasitic showed a smaller rise, peaking at -18nA at the 30kRad saturation level. Fig.5a
shows the variation in off-state leakage current with gama-ray dose for N4OS parasitics.
The observed saturation in threshold shift and leakage current of the trench devices as a
result of the thin oxide, implies a tolerance to radiation doses much higher than 5OkRads.
The threshold voltages associated with the top transistor showed lower drifts (because of
the thinner gate oxide) of 2mV/kRad for WOS and 3.2mV/kRad for M4OS.
This again is a
significant improvement over LOCOS. The leakage associated with the 1#4OS top transistor was
negligible at low doses, only being detectable after 30kRads and rising to 21iA at SOkRads
(Fig.5b). This is due to the charge inversion along the trench sidewall. A thinner oxide
and higher well doping would reduce the inversion. In circuit operation, the field across
the sidewall would be about OVsince the trench polysilicon would be zero. Therefore a
lower off-state leakage would be expected.
Conclusions
The small volume of the trench sidewall oxide is significant in maintaining tolerance to
radiation harsh conditions. It has been shown that the saturation in the parasitic
threshold voltage shift through oxide charge build-up, occurs at 20 to 40KRads and that
subsequent Irradiation will have no further effect on threshold shift. The off-state
leakage identified in 1OS devices could be reduced by higher p-well implants, thinner
oxides and lower fields across the trench oxide during irradiation, with saturation levels
kept low to effect the functionality of static logic circuitry such as used in gate arrays.
The relatively low leakage and threshold drifts identified for trench isolation compared
with LOCOS offers excellent potential for this technology for operation in radiation harsh
environments.
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THE INFLUENCE OF X-RAY DAMAGE ON ELECTRON-INDUCED INTERFACE DEGRADATION IN
MOB CAPACITORS

U. SCHWALKE,

E.P. JACOBS and B. BREITHAUPT*

Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Microelectronics,
D-8000 Manchen 83, F.R.G.
Sietec, Arbeitsgruppe Mikrostrukturtechnik, D-1000 Berlin 13, F.R.G.

71jmaet - The radiation response of OS capacitors and their degradation
resistance after annealing has been investigated. Compared to unexposed
samples, irradiated and subsequently annealed NOS capacitors were found
to be more prone to electron-induced interface degradation. The enhanced
degradation correlates with the initial radiation damage and is lowest in
TaSi2 silicide gates. To which extent hydrogen contamination of the oxide
or mechanical strain may account for the observed results will be
discussed.
S- Tr[p'unn e

'oN

The realization of fine-line CMOS structures with dimensions < 0.5 im will
require advanced lithography and etching techniques. X-ray lithography has
proven
to be a promising technique for future eubmicron semiconductor
fabrication /1/ and reactive ion etching is already in use for micron and
submicron feature patterning. Since photon energies used in x-ray lithography
and the energies of the intense radiation generated in plasma etching systems
are well above the SiO 2 band gap, electron-hole pairs are generated in the
oxide during irradiation. As a result of hole-trapping and interface-state
generation, structural and chemical changes occur near the SiO./Si interface
/2/ which will damage the oxide. The radiation response is known to be
affected by hydrogen contamination /3/ introduced in the oxide
during
processing as well as mechanical strain /4/ induced by gate electrodes.
Usually, radiation damage is removed by low temperature (300°C S T ! 5000C)
forming gas metallization anneals. However, little is known regarding the
degradation behavior of annealed KOS devices. There is concern that the
relaxation of the oxide damage is unstable, leading to enhanced device
degradation
during operation /5/. Especially in submicron devices with
increased internal electrical fields and more severe hot-carrier problems this
may become a serious limitation for device reliability.
In this work, the radiation response of K0S capacitors with different gate
materials and gate oxide thicknesses as well as their degradation resistance
after annealing have been examined.

2

-

RXPERTumUPAT. pmrnuun

MOS capacitors used in this study were prepared by means of a standard CMOS
process on 4-inch <1003 Si wafers. Gate oxides of 11 to 45 nm were grown at
9000C in dry Oa+HCL ambient and as gate electrodes n-poly-Si, n--(TaSi 2 )polycides and TaSiz-silicides were used respectively.
All x-ray exposure experiments (I,.-l.6keV) were performed at the lithography
beam line of the BESY Synchrotron Facility in Berlin. only specified areas of
the wafers were irradiated so that several differently exposed as well as
unexposed reference chips could be obtained on the same wafer. To be close to
practical processing conditions, no bias was applied to the devices during
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irradiation and the exposures were in the sensitivity range of the resists
envisaged for x-ray lithography. The x-ray doses absorbed in the gate oxide
with various gate electrodes were calculated by means of the XMAS program /6/.
Compared to n--poly-Si gates, the total dose absorbed in SiO 2 was found to be
reduced by - 30% for TaSi. silicide and polycide gates. Annealing of the
exposed0 wafers was either performed at 4500C in forming gas for 15 minutes or
at 700 C in pure N2 .
Electron-induced
oxide degradation
was accomplished
by Fowler-Nordheim
constant-current injection from the Si-substrate (positive gate bias - PGB) as
well as from the gate electrode (negative gate bias = NGB). The interface
state density (D±v) spectrum was calculated from the HF and quasi-static C(V)
curves /7/ whereas flatband voltage shifts ( A Vi) were determined from the
HF-C(V) curves.
S-

RR.RT1T.

AND nT~r!1IRTON

1.1 - Radiation R songg of Mns napacitorn

In Fig.lA radiation-induced negative flatband-voltage shifts as a function of
the incident dose are shown for MOS capacitors with different gate electrodes
but the same oxide thickness of tox = 25 ran. The Vras shifts increase with dose
and saturate at - 0.3 J/cm2 due to space charge buildup in the SiO2 layer. For
different gate materials large variations in the saturation AV.. values were
observed which are paralleled by the D±x
spectra shown in Fig.lB. The
radiation damage was lowest in TaSi 2 silicide gates which is mainly attributed
to the corrective mechanical stress created by the silicide /8/. Consistent
with the strained-bond model /4/ a corrective compressive strain in the SiO 2
induced by the TaSi 2 film would compensate for the intrinsic strain induced by
oxidation. As a result of the increased Si-O bond strength at the interface,
an increased radiation hardness (Fig.l) and an improved hot-carrier stability
/9/ is observed. On the other hand, in n'-polycide gates the mechanical stress
of the silicide is expected to be efficiently buffered by the 300 nm poly-Si
layer so that the radiation response should be comparable to n--poly-Si gates.
However, due to the increased amount of hydrogen incorporated into the oxide
during processing (900°C silicide formation anneal in forming gas) a largely
increased radiation sensitivity is obtained, consistent with previous results
/3/.
Since
studied

oxide thicknesses

will be

the radiation

response as

reduced in scaled CMOS devices, we have also
a function

of t... For tox values of a 20

rnM,
AV,. is proportional to the oxide thickness, indicating a constant
radiation-induced trapped oxide charge of
5.5 x 10-0 C/cm2. However, as tox
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is reduced below 20 nm, a departure from linear dependence is observed
(Fig.2A), suggesting a reduced hole trapping in thin oxides. The beneficial
effects of thin oxides with respect to radiation hardness are even more
obvious in the D±L spectra shown in Fig.2B. Again, reduced interfacial stress
present in thin oxides or different growth properties during initial oxidation
may account for the increased radiation stability.
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radiation damage. This result suggests that H-atoms bonded at defect-sites in
SiO 2 are responsible for the relaxation of the radiation-induced oxide damage.
During subsequent constant-current injection experiments the irradiated MOS
capacitors were found to be more prone to interface degradation compared to
the unexposed ones, as evident from the Va. shifts (Fig.4) and the DL spectra
(Fig.5A). The enhanced degradation is explained by the reduced bond energy of
the Si-H bonds (S 3 eV) which are therefore more easily broken then Si-O bonds
(- 5 eV). Consistent with this interpretation, the susceptibility to electroninduced
interface degradation was found to correlate with the initial
radiation damage level and was lowest in TaSi 2 silicide gates (Fig.5B).
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We have shown that low temperature metallization anneals in forming gas will
only conceal radiation-induced oxide damage. Compared to unexposed samples, an
increased
susceptibility to
electron-induced interface
degradation was
observed which was found to correlate with the initial x-ray damage level.
Nevertheless, radiation hardness and hence degradation resistance can be
improved by the proper use of advanced gate materials and thinner oxides as
well as avoiding H2 contamination of the oxide during processing.
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MOS-DEGRADATION IN INPUT AND OUTPUT STAGES OF VLSI-CMOS-CIRCUITS DUE TO
ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE

X. GUGGENMOS

Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Microelectronics,
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Mfnchen 83, F.R.G.

Abstract OS transistors have been used as sensors to study noncatastrophic effects of electrostatic discharges in input stages with
protection circuits as well as output stages of VLSI circuits. Stress
voltages far below the destructive level were found to cause both,
severe threshold voltage shifts and transconductance degradation. As a
result a reduction in circuit reliability is observed. To prevent
degradation, selected and improved ESD protection circuits have to be
used. It will be shown that the standard criterium for ESD-hardness
needs to be extended in order to account for these requirements.
I - INTRODUCTION

Micron and sub-micron CMOS-Devices are known to show an increased susceptibility to excessive voltages and currents caused by electrostatic discharge
(ESD) or similar electrical overstress /1/. Consequently the ESD-hardness of
the input and output stages has to be improved. The accepted characterization
criterium for the ESD-hardness is given by the critical voltage V..L of the
ESD test model (e.g. Human Body Model - HBM, Machine Model - MM) at which
significant leakage current or malfunction occurs /2/. This test will only
consider catastrophic failures caused by single discharge pulses. Soft damage,
such as threshold voltage and transconductance degradation in the CMOS devices
will remain undetected /3/-/5/. However, this unrevealed ESD damage may be a
serious limitation of device reliability. This issue is expected to become
even more relevant in scaled down OS devices with reduced cate oxide thicknesses and increased hot-carrier stress during operation.
In this work we have studied to which extent non-catastrophic effects of ESDstress will cause degradation of the MOS devices of input and output stages.
In CMOS input stages ESD protection circuits are integrated to limit the voltage at the susceptible MOS-gates. Their efficiency to prevent degradation has
been investigated. To account for ESD effects on output stages, the driver
performance of output transistors has been studied.
We will provide experimental evidence that ESD stress will cause significant
device degradation and reduce device reliability. Protection circuits selected
with a high ESD-hardness according to the standard tests were found to be
insufficient in some cases.
2 - TEST STRUCTURES AND MEASUREMENT SETUP
For the
electrical characterization of input stages special test structures
consisting of an input protection circuit combined with a typical CMOS input
inverter were used. The effects on output stages were studied at single driver
transistors without additional protection circuits.
An especially developed ESD-tester enables a combination of a two pin ESDstress and a full DC-characterization of the test inverter. In addition to the
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standard characterization (leakage current, malfunction, etc.), MOS parameters

of the
(Vt,)

individual transistors of the input inverter such as threshold voltage
and transconductance (g-) are determined after each ESD-stress.

3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 - MOS DEGRADATION DUE TO ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE
To determin the ESD-hardness of an input stage according to the standard test
the voltage of the ESD-model is stepwise increased. Fig. i illustrates the V~f
shift and the g- degradation of the NMOS-transistor of the input inverter
during a step stress test with the HBM. Note that only for stress voltages
of -4600 V a significant leakage
exceeding the critical voltage (V-±.)
current occurs. However, much below this value starting at a voltage of about
-2000 V, the MOS characteristics are largely degraded. Since the observed V~h
shifts are negative in all cases, it is concluded that positive charge
trapping in the SiO 2 has occured. The observed V . shift and the changes in
the transconductance indicate that voltage spikes pass the protection circuit
and reach the gate which are not high enough to cause gate oxide rupture but
will cause a current injection into the gate oxide.
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Fig. I Threshold voltage shift (a) and degradation of the transconductance
(b) of the NMOS-transistor of an input inverter with protection circuit (PC)
vs. stress voltage (Human Body Model 100 pF, 1.5 kOhm)
Protection circuits with different elements and layout variations have been
compared. The protection circuit b) of Fig. 2 has a higher critical voltage
V...,. of -3900 V compared to -2600 V of structure a), but already at a voltage
of about -400 V a significant shift of the threshold voltage of the PMOStransistor takes place. Up to a voltage of about -2300 V structure a) shows no
significant degradation. Accordingly, structure a) would be the better choice.
This result demonstrates that the standard ESD specification according V-1t
can be misleading with respect to device degradation.
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Fig. 2 Threshold voltage shift of the PMOS-transistor of an input inverter
for two different protection circuits vs. stress voltage (Human Body Model 100
p7, 1.5 kOhm)
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Next let us consider
additional protection

the influence of ESD stress on output stages without an
circuit. Fig. 3 shows the resulting degradation of an

output transitor. In this case the ESD stress voltage is applied between
drain and the source of the NMOS-transistor (gate floating). Compared to
degradation of input transistors, a similar degradation behaviour
observed. For this type of stress there are two possible mechanisms for
degradations The high vertical electrical field between urain and gate
induce a transient gate oxide current (loading the floating gate) and/or
high lateral electrical field at the drain edge may generate hot-carriers.
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Fig. 3 Threshold voltage shift (a) and degradation of the transconductance
(b) of the MOS-transistor of an output inverter without protection circuit
vs. stress voltage (Human Body Model 100 pF, 1.5 kOhm,VD/Vw)
3.2 - EFFECTS ON CIRCUIT RELIABILITY
Now we will concentrate on ESD induced longterm effects. At first the influence of single ESD-events on the hot-carrier degradation behaviour of input
transistors is studied. Fig. 6 shows the V=h shift and the g. degradation of
an NMOS-transistor due to hot-carrier stress (L.n--1 gm, V.=7 V, Va-3.7 V).
After 128 seconds a single ESD-stress (Machine Model, 50 pF/0 Ohm/-500 V) is
performed. In this case, the hot carrier stress causes a negative V , shift
and the negative shift due to ESD stress accumulates. After a brief delay, the
g. degradation is shiftet to a higher level. In any case the additional ESDstress reduces the device lifetime because a specified degradation level is
exceeded earlier. These findings are paralleled by results reported recently
in the case of output transistors /3/.
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Fig. 4 Threshold voltage shift (a) and transconductance degradation (b) of an
NMOS-transistor due
to hot carrier stress (Vo-7 V, Va-3.7 V) with an
additional ESD-stress after 128 sec.
Next the effect of a multiple ESD-stress is discussed. Fig. 5 shows the Ve.
shift caused by an increasing number of discharges with an amplitude far below
the critical voltage (compare Fig. 1). The degradation caused by each single
ESD event accumulates resulting in a large total V.. shift. The number of
discharges resulting in a fujwtional failure can be estimated from this curve.
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Both experiments show that the degradation caused by ESD-stress reduces the
lifetime of the MOS devices due to cumulative effects. Even low level ESD
events have to be avoided in order to maintain circuit reliability.
100

-500

SO

-250

0

200
number of

400

600

800

ESD pulses

Fig. 5 Threshold voltage shift of
input
the NMOS-transistor of an
inverter with protection circuit vs.
number of discharges with a constant
amplitude (Human Body Model 100 pP
-1500V, VIN/VSS)

0

00
l,..

200
.ft.r

300

ESO- cre..

400

So0

(Al

Fig. 6 Annealing behaviour of the
time
threshold voltage shift vs.
after the initial ESD-stress at a
elevated temperature of 140 OC

Further evidence of the importance of the results mentioned above with respect
to longterm effects was found in the annealing behaviour of ESD induced degradations. Fig. 6 shows the annealing behaviour of the threshold voltage shift
of an NMOS-transistor which was caused by a single ESD-event. Even after 350
hours at an elevated temperature of 140 OC about 81% of the initial shift of
430 AV remains. It this therefore reasonable to assume that the relaxation of
ESD damage is not fast enough to relief from degradation effects under normal
operating temperatures.
4 - CONCLUSIONS

It was shown that MOS devices of input/output stages degrade significantly at
stress voltages far beiaw the destructive level when unsuitable protection
circuits are used. Since the observed V.. shifts and go, degradation alter
and switching times of the input/output stages, the
trigger voltages
performance is reduced. Multiple ESD events as well as single ESD events in
combination with hot-carrier stress during operation was found to accumulate.
As a result of this enhanced degradation, a reduction of circuit lifetime will
occur.
As a consequence protection circuits have also to be selected and improved
according to degradation effects. Standard characterization methods were found
to be insufficient and in some cases, misleading. An extended characterization
method has been developed. In test structures the MOS-transistors of input as
well as output stages can be used efficiently as sensors for dangerous
transient overvoltages. This method enables a proper selection and systematic
improvement of protection circuits.
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MASSIVE HILLOCK GROWTH ON CATHODE SIDE OF TEST STRUCTURE DURING
ELECTROMIGRATION EXPERIMENTS
B.

BACCONNIER,

G.

LORMAND*

and F. MARTIN

D. LETI/IRDI, CEA, CEN/G, 85X, F-38041 Grenoble Cedex. France
.Laboratalre d'Etude des blat~rlaux, BAt. 303, INSA,
F-69621 Vllleurbanne Cedex, France

R-ud-Nous observons ['apparition d'excroissances stir [a cathode des structures de test au cours d'essais
d174ectromigiration. Cc phdrinmne est oppost Acelui habituellement observE en pr~sence de gradients therm iques
Elev~s aux extr~itts des lignes de test. Stur les films Al-Si-Ti d~posds A80*1C,
l'apparition des excroissances
eat accouipagn~e de relies de fortes d~pressions du cott de l'anoide. En l'absenice (fun rdseati continu de joints de
grains. Ia quantitd de matibee traversant entibrement la ligne est nidgligeable. 11en rtsulte tine divergence
importante du flux de matibre aux deux extxdmit~s de cette ligne. Sur lea films Al-Cu. l'apparition des
excissances et le d~placemnent de leur front vers l'anode eat controlE par f'dlectromigration progressive du cuivr,,.
La divergence duiflux de mati~re eat due, conime dans lexpfrience des bandes en croix, Atine diff~rence entre les
coefficients de diffusion intergranulaire des zones riches et pauvres en cuivre.
AhmW ~We observed a massive hillock growth on the cathode side of test structures during electromigration
experiments. This phenomenon is opposite to the one observed when high self beating thermal gradients arc
presents. On Al-Si-Ti films, a mass depletion occurs on the anode while hillocks grow on the cathode. The
discontinuity of the grain boundary network isresponsible for these effects, which are correlated to an enhanced
lifetime. On Al-Cu films, hillocks appear at the negative pad - end contact segment junction and their front
piogagates towards the anode with a velocity proportionial to current density. As in the cross stripe experiment,
the phenomenon results from the difference between the grain boundaries diffusion coefficients in Cu depleted
and Cu rich area.

I - l?-fRODJQO
During electrom~gration experiments on thin Al films, a mass flow oriented towards the anode goes through
test structures. Mass is primarily transported by grain boundary diffusion /1.2/ and mass flow presents local divergences
at grain boundary triple points. However, more generalized flux divergences can be induced by differences in grain sizes
or self heating thermal gradients. The latter effect leads to mass accumulation on the anode and mass depletion on the
cathode, which has provided in the past an extensively used technique for measuring mass flow. Table I presents some of
the experiments published on this technique. Not withstanding the fact that mass accumulation or depletion occurs in a
quite heterogeeu way (hillocks or voids formation), the microstnucture is assumed to he homogeneous in regard to
swripe dimensions. This hypothesis does not seem to be questionnable when grain size ismuch smaller that line width.
We observed a massive hillock growth on the cathoide side of test structure during the test of Al-Si-Ti and
Al-Cu metallizmions. We explain bow this pmticular behavior isrelated to microstictua inhoniogeneities.
TrABL.E 1. Observation of mass accumulation or depletion.
Metal

Method

Line width Grain size
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2- EXPER~bMNTS

Al-Si-Ti (I wL% Si - 1.8 wL% Ti) and Al-Cu (0.5 wL% Cu) films were sputtered on respectively Ti-W and
Ti-N diffusion barriers both on 1000 A of thermally grown SiO2. Film thickness was 0.6 pm for AI-Si-Ti and 0.7 lun
for Al-Cu films. A-Cu films were deposited with IOOV bias voltage. Table 11presents elaboration and electromigraLion
test conditions. Failure criterion was an increase of 10% of the electrical resistance. AI-Si-Ti films deposited at 80 and
200CC were studied in T.E.M.. Cu profile on both tested and untested Al-Cu lines was measured by electron probe
micro-analysis (E.P.M.A.). Alllines were observed in SE.M. after testing.

TABLE I I. Elaboration and electrornigration test conditions.
Line width Current density Temnperature
Annealed
Deposition
temperature (°C)30mn (450*C) (I.m)
(GA/m2)
(°C)
200,170
15
1.4,4
yes
80
A] -Si -Ti
Metal

Al -Si -Ti

120, 160,200

yes

15

200

Al-Cu

Room Temp

yes

4

10

200

At-Cu

Room Ternp

no

4

10

200

1.4.4

3- RESULTS
We observe hillock growth and mass depletion respectively on the cathode and on the anode of Al-Si-Ti 1.4 n
lines deposited at 8 0 C (Fig. I). When the deposition temperature increases, both effects disappear and the lifetime of 1.4
pm lines decreases while that of 4 pm lines increases (Fig. 2). Grain size is ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 Im both for 80°C
and 200*C deposited films. Grain boudaries of 80"Cdeposited films look more like cell walls than like well defined grain
We have noted that
boundaries. Mass depletions observed on the anode have lateral dimensions of about the grain size.
hillock growth can occur far from the end-contact segment and test line junction (farther than 0.1 mm) and is more
heterogeneous that anode depletion. Hillocks volume, evaluated by S.E.M. observations, corresponds to a mass flow of
0.35 pm3 /s for 200C and 0.15 prm3 / s for 170C testing.
The behaviors of annealed or unannealed Al-Cu films are roughly the same : hillocks first appear at the negative
pad and end-contact segment junction (Fig. 3) then hillock front propagates towards the anode with a velocity
proporionnal to current density (Fig. 4). We detect no change in conductor shape on the anode. Cu profiles indicate a Cu
depletion in the areas where hillocks are present. Figure 5 show the typical variations of electrical resistance of
unannealed lines during test. We notice, after a an exponential type decrease in the frst hours, a steep decrease of
resistance occuring approximatively at the same time for all films. Failure occurs randomly during this decrease.
4- DISCUSSION
Effects induced by electromigration can occur when mass flow divergence is not equal to zero everywhere in the
conductor. However, it often seems necessary to define mass flux in a given section of the test structure in order to
This flux can be expressed as the sum of the fluxes ineach
calculate diffusion coefficients from the observed effects /l/.
grain boundary of the considered section and assuming in first approximation that grain boundaries are the same may be
written:
J=Z*.e.p.j / (kT).8.D0.exp(-Q/kT).n.t

(1)

where Jis the mass flux, Z*.e the effective chaige. p the resistivity at the temperature T, j the current density, n
the number of grain boundaries crossing the section, 8 the grain boundary width, t the film thickness, DO and Q define
the grain boundary diffusion coefficient D.and k and T have their usual meaning. We are going to see now how
variations
of n and D on our test structures allow to explain the observed effects.

At-Si-Ti films deposited at 80C have a grain size close to the width of 1.4 pm lines. Hence, there is always a
discontinuity of the grain boundary network on the test-line not far from the end-contact segments, which means locally
n-0. In this place, mass flux divergence is strictly proportionnal to mass flux, and leads to strong accumulations or
depletions. Mean time to failure of these lines has been found higher than that of larger lines. This result can not be
explained simply by a grain size dependence of electromigration resistance as reported for others materials 7,8/: when
deposition temperature increases, 4 pun lines have a larger lifetime than 1.4 pim lines, the contrary being obtained on
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80C deposited lines with the same grain sie. The cell wall aspect of grain boundaries inthe 80C deposited films may
explain a mom homnogeneous diffusion coefficient than wall defined grain boundariesand taus divergences at triple points
of these
am less imptanL The shorter current strw duration (lifetime being shorter) associated with the high
we
eMerature deposited films is certainly the reason why we do not see any hillocks on the cathode of thes films. The
variation of
xruded volume with temperature gives an activation energy of 0.5eV (± 0.2eV) between 170*C and
200°C. Eq. 1 applied to the end contact segment gives a value of IE-16 cm3 /a for dD at 2)0C. which is close to the
value of paoe aluminium /5/. The fact that hillocks can grow far from the flux divergenc section would equire further
consideraious on stesses and defects concentration to be discmused.
It would be interesting to enlighten the reasons why such a hillock growth has not been reported for others
alloys. A competition between thermal gradients and microstructure effects is an hypothesis, because our test structures
tend to lower the thermal gradients more than sirucures in which line is in direct contact with pad. This hypothesis
becomes questionnable when grain size is much lower than pad size (see Table , /6/)
because even ifthermal gradients
are high, bulk diffusion is always much smaller than grain boundary diffusion at usual test temperatures. However, de
case of passivation cracking localized on the cahode of test structure during electromigration tests on layered structures
has been reponed /9. Tis unexplained behavior was related to an increase of lifetime.
The apparition of hillocks on the cathode side of test structure is related to Cu depletion. According to the
numerous studies of Cu influence on Al grain boundary diffusivity /0,111,12/,
we may st that grain boundaies of Cu
depleted arm present amuch higher diffusion coefficient then those of non affected areas. Hence a higher mass flow in
the depleted areas and a mass acumulation (hillock growth) arses at the edge of the depleted area. This explnaton has
already been given by Ho and Howard ll / to account for the simultaneomus appaition of hillocks and voids during the
cross stripe experimenL When the edge of depletion area navels along the ts line, an additionml aluminium volume is
pushed into the line, leading to the observed step decrease of electrical resismance. It is difficult to determine quantitavely
whether hillocks keep growing or not after areas have been completely depleted. However, the size of hillocks is
relatively constant on the end contact segment. Futhermore. the steep decrease of resistance ends when hillocks have
invaded the whole test line before failure. Threfore we conclude that hillock growth results mainly from the difference in
diffusion coefficients.

The authors would like to thank A. M. Papon for T.E.M. observations, A. E,-mollieff etS. Marthon for E.P.M.A.
measurements, M. Papapietro, 1. P. Joly and C. Arena for encouraging discussions.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF FIELD-OXIDE-TRANSISTOR-INSTABILITIES CAUSED BY SOGPLANARIZATION
B. VOLLMER, G. ROSKA and J. WINNERL
L

Siemens AG, Central Research and Development, Microelectronics,
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Mdnchen 83, F.R.G.
b

A spin-on-glass planarization process in multilevel metallization can cause
instabilities of metal-2-gate field oxid transistors. The threshold voltage
shift of a p-channel transistor is reduced for negative gate bias and it
can be accelerated by gate bias and temperature. The threshold voltage
shift is caused by a thermally activated and field enhanced diffusion
process.
The planarization process leaves SOG
inclusions,
but
the
instabilities are also observed in strcutres where no inclusions are
present.
1

-

rnDWTz2

In view of the decreasing feature size of CMOS devices, the metallization will
become the dominant factor in determining chip size and speed performance, two
or more metallization layers will be necessary. Planarization techniques have
to be used to smooth topography and thus to guarantee a sufficient step
coverage of the second metal layer. Planarization processes which are based on
an etch-back-method using spin-on-glass (SO)
as a sacrificial layer meet the
geometrical requirements of subp technologies.
This auxiliary layer is
not
totally removed but remains in narrow gaps between first metal lines //.
The
aim of this paper is to investigate instabilities of the field isolation with
metal-2 gate under bias-temperature stress caused by a SOG planarization
process.
2

-

TUUI~AL

The samples were fabricated in a 1pm CHOS technology with minimum fieldoxide
width of 1.8pm and thickness of 600nm. The first metal is isolated from gate
level by a sandwich of 150nm undoped (TUOS) and 650nm boron/phosphorus doped
(BPSG) oxide. The planarization process starts with a PECVD oxide deposition.
Undoped SOG is
then spun-on and cured to remove the solvents. The following
non selective etch back process provides a smooth and semi-planar surface. The
SOG remains only in contact holes, at the edges of vertical side walls and
within
narrow gape between first metal lines. The SOG inclusions are
encapsulated by a further PNCVD-oxide layer. The total intermetal dielectric
thickness is 1pm.
Netal-2 lines over field oxide form parasitic field oxide transistors. The
metal-2 gate can additionally be crossed by metal-1 lines. These two cases are
represented by the test structures shown in Fig. la. The gate oxides of the
metal-2 field oxide transistors consist of field oxide, TOS, BPSG and PECVD
oxide with a total thickness of about 2.4pm. The structures with metal-1 bars
contain BOG inclusions, whereas without bars the sacrificial SOG layer is
totally etched back. The BOG planarization process involves the risk of
remaining Impurities like mobile ions or polarizable structures.
P-channel
transistors with mstal-2 gate were used to investigate field isolation
instabilities.
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The transistors were stressed on wafer level with an increased gate bias (400
100V) at temperatures from 70 to 140 C. They are always characterized at 900C
as a typical operating temperature, independent of the stress temperature.
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Fig. 1 a - Schematical cross section of a p-channel metal - 2 gate field
oxide-transistor with and without metal-i fingers.
Fig. I b - Subthreshold characteristic for 2.89m field oxide transistor with
metal-2-gate (with and without metal-i bias before and after -100V
V is degate bias stress at 1200C). The turn-on voltage shift
fined as gate bias shift at 10p&/pm width leakage current.
3 -
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Fig. lb shows typical subthreshold characteristics for metal-2 p-channel
transistors with and without metal-I bars stressed with -100V gate bias at
1204C. The characteristics after stress are shifted to lower gate voltages.
This shift is due to a threshold voltage reduction, while the substhreshold
slope is nearly unchangel. ''e
turn-on voltage V.. is defined as the gate
voltage at lOpA/&Am leakage current.
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Threshold voltage shift for positive and negative gate bias.
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& V after a defined stresstime increases with
The turn-on voltage shift
increasing gate bias (Fig. 2). Both structures show an enhanced degradation
for negative bias. A negative gate voltage is the realistic bias condition for
p-channel transistors.
Within the examined time period of 20h and stress voltages up to -100V the
time dependence of the V4. shift follows a square root law (Fig. 3). A
deviation from this law is only observed for high V, shifts (a 20V). At a
stress temperature of 1006C, not only the structure with SOG inclusions shows
V
a degradation of the turn-on voltage but also the structure without bars,
without bars is even higher at this temperature. The time dependence indicates
caused by a diffusion process rather than by
that the voltage shift is
polarisation which should show a logarithmic time dependence. The voltage
dependent time constant shows that the diffusion process can be enhanced by
the gate field. This allows accelerated degradation experiments at increased
gate bias.
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Time dependence of the threshold voltage shift of a field oxide transistor with (a) and without (b) metal-l-fingers.

Plotting the logarithm of & V versus the reciprocal temperature a linear
This exponential reverse temparature
results for both structures.
dependece
and the square root time dependences indicate a thermally activated diff'wion
The activation energy of samples witbo .t fingers stressed at -lOGV is
process.
0.6eV and higher than of samples with fingers (0.4eV). Therefore
approximately
the degradation of samles with fingers dominates at low tmperatures. In both
cases the activation energies increase at reduced gate bias. With a voltage
dependent activation energy the A V can be described by the following relationship.

kT
With

versus

"

is plotted
the gate bias during stress Vf. In Fig. 4b the voltage shift
gate bias for 1400C. The observed exponential dependence has a
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From literature activation energies are known for example for a Na--diffusion
in SiO=. of about leV and for hydrogen ions (protons) in SiO 2 of 0,36eV /2/.
The above extraction values are within them, they are lower than the values
for Na-diffusion in SiO2 . The activation energy with bars is about 0.4eV and
would fit to a hydrogene-diffusion. The activation energies depend on the ion
concentration and on the type of oxide (pure or doped SiOm).

4 -

CONCUSIM

For the described BOG planarisation process bias/temperature stress leads to
of metal-2 field oxide transistor isolation. The threshold voltage
degradation
thermally activated and gate field eandced diffusion
shift is caused by a
structures without metal-I
are also observed in
The instabilities
process.
themselves can not only be
the 806 inclusions
and therefore
fingers
responsible for the instabilities.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IMPLANT ANGLES EFFECTS ON ASYMMIETRtICAL NNOSFET9
CNAR1ACTERISTICS AND RELIABILITY
P. DARS,
CPJET-CNS,

T. TERNISIEN d'OUVILLE, H. MINGAM and G. MERCKEL
BP 98. P-38243 ?4eylan Codex,

France

Rflsum6: - L'analys. statistique de [a dlesymn6tl& dos caract6ristlques ilectrlques dos transistors NMOS LDD
tradult Mflluence dos angles d'implantatlon six Ia variation du non recouvrement grille-drain (Cou grille-source )
observd sur I"s dispositif r6alis" saur une mflme plaque at aur les dlfffirentes plaques d'un mme lot do
fabrication. La consiquence de cette dispersion our Is vleltlissement dos structures montre limportance du suivi

de ce param~tre pour Is flabiiti des transistors at Is prudence nflcmsalre pour flnterpriltatlon des r6sultats do
ses dectrique effectu6 sur lee transistors.
Abstract: - Statistical analysis of asymmetry in 100 NMOSFETs electrical characteristics shows the influence of
implantation angles on non-overiap variation observed on devices realized on a 100 mm wafer and within the
wafers of a batch .The study of the consequence of this dispersion on the aging behaviour illustrates the
importance of this parameter for reliability and the necessity to take it in account for accurate analysis of stesen
results.

INTRODUCTION:
The development of short channe NMOSFETs needed the design of new structures In order to decrease the peak value
of the Electric field near the Drain edge. Several ways have been investigated (eg.LDD ,DDD architecture) which have given
good resulls In reducing; hot carriers degradation. On the other hand , thoe devices are known to be sensitive to process
parameters Ike irmplantation angles ( Tilt anid electrostatic scanning ), gate etching profiles ... , which have a strong
influence on the asymmvetry of NMOS devices , depending on the positio of the device with respect to the ion beam 11.21 .
The asymmetry of transistors ( due to the shadowing effect of the gate edge on lightly doped implants) is shown to play an

Important role on the aging behaviour of the devices.
EXPERIMENTAL
In order to anelyse the consequences of tilt and
electrostatic scanning angles on devices . we have designed a
test structure Incluing two perpendicular typical NMOSFETa
2
( SWIePm ).-LDDdevices are fabricated through a IprnNwait CMOS proess using a sidewall spacer technique with a
gate oxide thickness of 25 nmn.The lightly doped junction
2
implant is done through an arsenic iplant dose of 1013 cm'

I=

.with 7* off-axs. Initial electrical test mneasurements are
made On an automatic test line in order to analyse the
difference in bulk and drain currents at a given voltagecondition ( Vd.7 V, V9-3.5 V ) for both PerpendicularI

-

structures in the forward and reverse mode ( invertn the
roeOf drain and sorce )Ths we iseca"Ilout for all the

b

wafers ( .100mnm )in a batch . in eeverall poeitions per
waier( 20or 60 1p Ain on the proems
(wee"l)
Electrical etreeee wre performed on those d~evi, in order to
show the consences of the synlinetrlcal beftaviour of devices
a diamete of a 100 mmnwafer.
On lie relabit, a"

-

-

fig

probing pattern

a. direction parallel to prim-fiat ,b. direction
perpendicular to prm~

ftl

Traneliore awetreseed. at room temperature, for 10 hours. The stress conditions are : Vd. 7 Volts, Vg.. 3.5 Volt
RESULTS
1. INFLUENCE OF ELECTROSATIC SCANNIN
We 81mlysed the dIfferree in bul or drain curent for the two perpendicular devices with the test mae ina given
order (Irom l1* I te 20 We 'efIne the dlfleren-ein drain currents by

.
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Diffid.

2x .
L
(df.ldr)

t.Id in forward mo
Ir . Id reverse m

(Vd. V.Vg.3.SV)

The same work was made for bulk currents and gave similar results.
To illustrate the influence of the two electrostatic scanning angles . we plot the differences in two directions ( see fig.1
aAlong the direction parallel to the primary flat ( see fig.2a ) the gradient is evident for devices with the channel
parallel to the flat with a difference between the upper and the lower device of about 6 %.
b. Along the direction perpendicular to the primary flat ( see fig.2b. ) , the gradient is significant only for the
devices with the channel perpendicular to the flat. The dispersion between the upper and the lower device is about 4 %.
D -Ird M%

011lhd %
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fig 2. Gradient of drain current asymmetry along the direction parallel ( 2a.) and perpendicular ( 2b.) to the primary flat
( a for channel parallel to primary flat, + for channel perpendicular to primary flat )
The two different behaviours are explained by the influences of the electrostatic scanning angles of the implantor on
a whole wafer .The differences in the two directions are due to the different scanning angles aong toe two directions in our
implantor . It means that . even with a 0 off-axis implant angle, we find some devices with a non-overlap drain structure

24NFLUENCE OF THE TILT ANGLE
For avoiding the channelig effect during the implant, the wafers are implanted with a tilt angle of 7 degrees. That
tilt angle gives different results on wafers depending on the position of the wafer during the operation ( see fig 3 ). It we
plot the differences In currents for the two perpendicular directions ( see fig 4a. ), the points are distributed along a circle
. That circle is due to the fact the tilt angle has a complementary effect on the perpendicular transistors . The values
measured on a whole wafer (illustrated by the same number) are centered around a median position depending on the random
position of the wafer during the low dose Implant . If the analysis is done in only one direction ,it is possible to locate
symmetrical devices that give the best results in stress measurements. However ,this case means the worst case for
perpendicular devices.
The diameter of the circle shows the process sensitivity to the tilt angle.( we fig 4a. and fig 4b.)
DiE Vid (%)
30
1 01

01

"d

I

-'-

rr

-20.
fig3. Drain current asymmetry on dilffew

Wafers
wafers of te same both (S

points per wafer)
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fig4. Influence of the technology on bulk current asymmetry

3-CONSEQUENCES ON DEVICES RELIABILITY
Asymmetrical devices are known to be very
sensitive to electrical stresses performed in the nonoverlap region [3] . In order to show the consequence of
the dispersion of electrical characteristics over a
wafer, we analysed one with a central value of Diffid .0.
In that case, transistors structures change from a drain
overlap to a non-overlap situation along a diameter . The
results of the stress show only a slight degradation of
the transconductance ( dGm/Gmo< 5 % for 10 hours of
stress ) until we reach the non-overlap condition, which
gives the worst results ( see fig 6 ), A factor of 4 in Gm
between the two extreme
degradation is observed
cases, after 10 hours of stress

Dr'b,O

________

0

-40 Chnnel /0

a. Poly spacer technology

prim

fl40

b. Oxide spacer process

dGm/Gmo (%)
25'
x
20'

10
X
X

XX

X

5
0
.6

-4

-2

£

i

0

2

i
4
6
Diffid (%)

fig.6 Influence of asymmetry on Gm degradation
after 10 hours of stress

CONCLUSION
Such an analysis with only a few complementary measurements , gives an accurate idea of the process sensitivity
to implant angles and provides a predictive tool for aging behaviour ofadvanced CMOS structures.
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PHOTODIODE FOR COHERENT DETECTION : MODELING AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

J.E. VIALLET, S. MOTTET, L. LE FUEROU and C. BOISROBERT

Centre National d'Etudes des T6ldcommunicatons, P-22300 Lannion,
France

R~sum6 - En d6tection coh6rente, la puissanee optique de l'oscillateur local peut
conduire le photoditecteur en regime de forte injection. Des d~gradations de
performances

du dispositif

peuvent alors

Otre constat~es

A partir

de simulations

numriques et de mesutes.

Abstract - In

coherent detection, the optical power of the local oscillator can lead
the photodetector in the high injection regime. Degradation of the device performance
can then be observed from numerical simulations and experiments.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Coherent detection can subtantially improves optical communication system performances (1]
. Wavelength stabilized semiconductor lasers provide for the necessary local oscillator.
Optical power of the local oscillator greater than the radiant power corresponding to the
optical signal, yields better signal to noise ratio.
Photodetectors
design is
a compromise between different parameters such as sensitivity,
response time, capacitance, gain. noise. The intrinsic material width of a PIN photodiode
must be such that sufficient light is absorbed (sensitivity), that the free carriers thus
generated are quickly collected (response time), driven at their top velocity by an
uniform electric field, and so that the junction capacitance is low to limit RC time
constant.
At high level of optical illumination, free carrier densities can be such that the
electric
areas.

field in

PIN photodiodes

This behaviour is

is

no

longer uniform

and exibit low and high values

expected to affect the response time of the device.

The goal of this study is
to determine the influence of the optical power on the
photodiode performances, in
coherent detection, when a high radiant optical power shines
on the photodetector,
mixed along with the transmitted low level signal from the fiber
output.
The operation of Si, Ge, OaInAs/InP photodiodes under low and high optical power
are described in
terms of sensitivity, linearity, response time and diode capacitance as
predicted by numerical simulation and confirmed by measurements.

2 - MODELING AND NUERICAL METhODS
Unidimensional
numerical simulation of PIN photodiodes are performed,
using finite
difference methods, solving the following set of equation that describes the behaviour of
semiconductor
devices. This set includes Poisson equation, electron and hole continuity
equations and current formulation.
Thermal generation recombination term as well as
optical generation are taken into account [1].

i

--mmm
~m~m
ma ne .nm . ~ m
. .. m

..
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Electric field distribution in Ge PIN photodiode, with high and low field value.
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With n, p; T G. 'pp; P.. ip ; E O. EF, are respectively electron and hole carrier densities,
carrier lifetimes, mobilities and Fermi levels. The electrostatic potential is (p. The
dielectric constant is E and the fixed charge density is C . Thermal generation
recombination is described by the Schockley-Hall-Read formulation Use R and the external
optical generation Oop (x)
takes into account the a absorption value at position x, as a
function of wavelength X.
The set of equation is linearized and solved within an uncoupled scheme of resolution,
using a variable implicit method to solve the transient case.
Fig.1 - Electric field distribution in Ge PIN photodiode, with high and low field value.
3 - NUMEICAL SINULATION RESULTS
At high optical power, the electric field in the intrinsic layer of the PIN photodiodes is
no longuer uniform (Fig 1). As the optical power increases, larger potential drops arise
at the P*V and vN" Junctions and Increasingly wider areas of low electric field spread in
the intrinsic material. The peak value of the electric field does not modify carrier
velocities and is unsufficient to enhances avalanche. With electric field as low as a few
kV/ca, carrier velocities can drastically decrease and lead to large transit time of the
carriers across the intrinsic layer. With slow drift, in poor quality material, the
carriers can suffers from recombination before being collected an4 thus sensitivity
lowers. The obtained electric field distribution is equivalent to that of two junctions.
The sum of the corresponding space charge regions is then smaller than the intrinsic
layer width and it can be expected that the overall capacity increases.
Accurate computation of the capacity or the device is performed taking into account the
local variation of the electric charge and of the displacement vector between two close
bias [2). Dvolution with optical power Is given In Fig 2.
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Fig.2 - Increase of PIN photodiodes capacities, with increase of the local oscillator
radiant power, as obtained by numerical simulation.
Numerical simulations show that for optical
behaviour of the photodiodes can be far
photodiodes had been designed for. An optical
of the core of a monomode fiber) is equivalent

2
power larger than 102, photons/s/ cm the
different than the low optical regime such
power of 5 mWshining over 100 m2 (surface
2
to some 5.1022 photons/s/cm .

4 - MEASUREMENTS AND IMPROVED EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
The complex impedance of the photodiodes has been measured on a 50 0 load, using a network
analyser, through S11 parameter, after proper calibration, in the .1 - 2 GHz band width.

Experimental data (.) and impedance fit (continuous line).
Fig.3 - Improved equivalent circuit for Ge photodiode and value extraction method provide
good impedance fit in the .1-2 GHz range.
The different elements of the equivalent circuit of the photodiode (Junction and package
Junction and serial resistances, wire inductances) are obtained through an
capacitances.
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improved parameter extraction method. This method allows to determine the best fit values
of the different elements of the equivalent circuit described by the operator without any
prior knowledge of the values or ranges. The equivalent circuit of the photodiodes had to
be completed by elements such as wire inductance or chip to package capacitance to obtain
correct fit as shown in figure 3.
The variation of the junction capacitance and serial resistance of the photodiode have
thus been extracted for optical power at 1.3 pa ranging from obscurity to 4.4 MWfor the
GaInAs/InP diode (3.5 mA photocurrent. 7.5 102 0 photons/s/cm2 ) and 9 aW for the Ge diode (7
mA. 1.5 102'ph/s/cm2 ).

0A

U/
U/
U

,,/i
a

I

2

3

4

S

6

PHOTOCURRENT (.R)

OaInAs/InP PIN diode a Ge PIN diode
Fig.4 - Relative junction capacitance increase versus diode photocurrent, as 1.3Pm local
oscillator radiant power increases. The Junction capacities are obtained from microwave
measurements and improved equivalent circuits of photodiodes.
As it can be seen in figure 4, the junction capacity of the Ge and GaInAs/InP photodiodes
continuously
increase with increasing optical power. The time constant (junction
capacitance - serial resirtance product) continuously increases but for such optical power
is still below transit time.
5 - CONCLUSION

Numerical simulations of photodiodes predict that above an optical power corresponding to
flux greater than 102 1photons/s/cm,
the response time and the junction capacitance will
continuously rise. Experimental measures confirm this increase of the capacitance and R.*C
time constant. For standard diode active diameter (70 Pa), the optical power delivered by
a conventionnal semiconductor laser (a few mW) is beneath the limit for which photodiode
performances would shrink.
6 - REP
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PHOTODETECTOR

M. ZIRNGIBL, R. SACHOT and M. ILEGEMS
Institut de Micro- and Opto6lectronique, Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

Rsum6: Nous reportons [a caractarisation d'un photod6tecteur mttal-semiconducteur-mdtal en fonction
de sa g6ometrie, de la tension appliqute et de la puissance optique incidente. De I'oxyde d'etain et
d'indium (ITO) est d6pose sur des substrats GaAs et des couches MBE afin de d6finir les contacts
Schottky interdigit6s qui forment la surface active. Les detecteurs montrent une efficacit6 quantique
externe 6levte et une r6ponse rapide (temps de monte < 70 ps, largeur

A mi-hauteur

< 185 ps).

Abstract: The characteristics of metal-semiconductor-metal photodetectors as a function of layout
geometry, applied voltage and optical input power are reported. The structures are fabricated using
interdigitated indium tin oxide Schottky contacts deposited by sputtering on GaAs substrates and
MBE-layers to form the active area. The detectors show high external quantum efficency and fast response
(risetime < 70 ps, FWHM < 185 ps).

In an optical telecommunication or read-out system, sensitive and broadband photodetectors are
necessary as interface elements between an optical waveguide and a electronic circuit. There is an
increasing interest in metal-semiconductor-metal photodetectors (MSM) because of their high speed, their
planar structure which is compatible with integration with electronic devices and their large active area
which facilitates the coupling of the light into the detector. The capacitance of their structure is
detemined by the lateral distance between the contact fingers at a given active area of the detector so that
the RC product is small even for detectors with large areas (typical 200 fF for 200x200 pm 2 active area
at punch through voltage). Finally, the fabrication of the MSM's is very simple compared to that of
vertical detectors like p-i-n diodes. In spite of these promizing features, the explanation of the internal
gain mechanism is still a subject of research 1- 8 .
We have fabricated MSM's with an indium tin oxide (ITO) metallization on undoped and Cr doped
GaAs substrates (referred to as GaAs-MSM and GaAs(Cr)-MSM) and on undoped AIGaAs/GaAs MBE-layers (referred to as MBE-MSM) using a simple one-level lift-off technology. ITO, which acts as an
anticoating layer at 820 nm, is sputter-deposited on the semiconductor surface to form the interdigitated
Schottky contacts (Fig.I) so that the whole detector area can be illuminated. The size of the active area is
50x50 pm2 and 200x200 pm2 . The geometry is adapted to be mounted into a 50 Ohm coplanar microstripline. The distance between the fingers, L, and the finger width, d, varies from I to 16 pRm. The
MBE-layer consists of an undoped I pm thick GaAs active layer and an underlying 0.5 Pm thick
AI0 .3 Ga 0 .7 As buffer layer to limit the light collection zone.
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Measurements of sensitivity are made by focusing the beam of a laser diode which emits at 820 nm
on the detector so as to achieve an uniform illumination over the entire active area. The optical input
power is measured with a calibrated Si photodiode. In Fig. 2 we plot the photo- and dark current against
bias voltage for a MBE-MSM with finger width and finger spacing of 3 pm. The dark current is probably
governed by structural defects rather than by the Schottky barrier heigth as evidenced by the asymmetry
of the I-V characteristics. Contrary to photoconductors, the photocurrent is not proportional to the bias
voltage but determined by the reverse Schottky diode caracteristics.
independent of the optical input power.

The sensitivity is 0.46 A/W (Fig. 3)

Fig. 4 shows the detector response to a short laser pulse of 60

ps risetime and 100 ps full width at half maximum (FWHM). The detector risetime of 72 ps is limited by
the optical pulse while the FWHM of 184 ps is probably limited by the hole transit time (120 ps at
5x10 6 cm/s saturation velocity taking into account the carriers generated under the fingers)
The detectors fabricated directly on the substrates show the same risetime but a higher FWHM (about
250 ps). Their photocurrent as a function of the finger spacing L for different values of the average
2
electric field is represented in Fig. 5. The data are taken on diodes of 200x200 pm active area with 4

um and 8 pm nominal finger width. For the detectors on undoped GaAs substrates, the dependence on
geometry and electrical field is weak, contrary to those on GaAs(Cr) which show an increase of the
photocurrent with L. The sensitivity of the GaAs(Cr)-MSM seems to depend only on L and not on the
finger width. Unity external quantum efficiency is situated at 290 pA. Thus, the GaAs(Cr)-MSM's have
external efficiencies up to 500% for large L. To our knowledge, these are the highest values reported so
far for this kind of detector. Taking into account reflexion losses the GaAs-MSM's show also a small
internal gain. The measured dark curreats at 2 V/)pm average field are 10 nA and ICO nA for the MSM's
on GaAs(Cr) and on the undoped GaAs, respectively and do rot show any clezr dependence on the device
geometry. The GaAs(Cr)-MSM with a small finger spacing siow a linear der-endence of the photocurrent
with the input power (Fig. 6) while the sensitivity of those with a large L va:ies at first sublinearly with
input power and then increases sharply above 100 )pW for the structures operated at 29 V bias applied
(Fig. 7). At lower optical input power, the photocurrent is independent of the finger spacing L.

Focusing

the laser spot alternatively on the two electrodes, we have observed that the photocurrent is maximum on
the negative electrode and minimum (,n the positive electrode. The ratio of these currents is 10 for the
GaAs(Cr)-MSM and 2 for the GaAs-MSM.
The interpretation of the measurements of the GaAs- and GaAs(Cr)-MSM's is not clear. The observed
gain is not believed to be due to a photoconductive effect because the contacts are not ohmic. Avalanche
multiplication may be involved in areas of locally enhanced electric field, although the average lateral field
is as low as 2 V/pm.

There may be an optical induced lowering of the Schottky barrier heigth, but no

clear dependence of the photocurrent on the contact area is observed. Measurements of the barriers under
illumination and comparisons between MSM's with different metallizations are being carried out to further
elucidate the observed behavior.
In conclusion,

we

have fabricated

and characterized

a very simple MSM-photodetector

with

interdigitated ITO Schottky contact. This type of detector could find widespread applications in optical
telecommunication- end data systems because of its simplicity and low cost, its high speed (risetime < 70
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pa, FWHM < 185 ps) and sensitivity (up to 500% external quantum efficiency), and its planar structure.
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MBE layer The dimensions are W - 50 pm and 200
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the 50x50 m MS~s. The MSM is designed to be
integrated into a 50 Ohm microstripline.
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Fig. 2: I-V characteristics in the dark and under
illumination of a MBE-MSM with an active area of
50x5O urn 2 and 3 yim finger width and spacing.
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HIGH SPEED InAlft/InGaAs DOUBLE NETEROSTRUCTURE p-i-n' a
3.-C. BISCHOFF")1 , T.H. HOLLENBECK* (2), R.N. NOTTEBURG" 13 ),
M.C. TAMARGO% J.L. DE MIGUEL% C.F. MOORE' and H. SCHUMACHER*

Institute for Micro and Optoelectronics. Swiss Federal institute of
Technology, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
.Bell Communications Research Inc., 331, Newman Spring Rd., Red Bank,
NJ 07701, U.S.A.

R6sum6 - Des photodiodes p-i-n inAlAs/lnGaAs a double h~terostructure ont 6t6
produites par MBE et montees Sur des guides d'onde copianaires. Deux methodes:
(I) i'Incorporation de couches InAlAs non dopees entre la zone d'absorption InGaAs et
les couches InAlAs dop~es et 00i l'utilisation d'ht~rojonctlons graduelles ant Wt
utills~es pour r~duire l'accumulatlon de porteurs aux Interfaces. Bien que les deux
methodes amiliorent les performances des diodes p-I-n a double h~tdrojonction. ies
mellieurs r~sultats ant W obtenus avec les heterojonctions graduelles: une efficacit6
quantique de 238 % at 1.3 pm. un temps de mont~e de 21 ps et une largeur it
mi-hauteur de 40 ps ant 6t0 obtenus pour une diode ayant une surface de 24x24 pmg
et une couche d'absoption d'une 6palsseur de 0.5 pm.
Abstract - UBE grown double heterostructure InAlAs/InGaAs p-i-n photodiodes have
been flip-chip mounted on coplanar waveguides. Two methods: (1) incorporation of
doping setback InAlAs layers between the InGaAs absorption region and the doped
InAlAs layers and (ii) compositional grading have been used to reduce carrier pile-up
at the heteroInterfaces. Although both methods improve the diode performances, the
best results were obtained with compositional grading: a quantum efficiency of
=38 % at 1.3 jpm, a rise time of =21 ps and a FWHM of =40 ps have been obtained
for a device with a 24x24 pm2 area and a 0.5 pm thick absorption region.

One of the most promising approaches for detection in the 1.0 - 1.7 pim wavelength
range is the use of a p-i-n photodiode coupled to a field effect transistor amplifier.
ln,.saGaO.47As based p-i-n photodlodes have already shown low dark current, good quantum
efficiency and high speed operation /1/12//3/. Most devices investigated to date are of the
homojunction type with a p-type layer formed by diffusion of Zn in the InGaAs layer. In
contrast, the devices Investigated here are MBE grown Ino.ssAlo.asAs/no.saGao.47As/lno.ssAle.4aAs
double heterostructure p-i-n's.
Immediate advantages of a double heterostructure are an excellent control of the
absorption region thickness and the elimination, in the photoresponse. of the diffusion taill
due to absorption In low field Tegions. The pulse response of these devices is however.
typically characterized by long tails due to carrier pile-up (trapping) at the heterojunction
Interfaces /4/. We present results of an investigation a? two possible methods to reduce the
deleterious effects of carrier trapping: (I) incorporation of doping setback layers at the
heterolnterfaces and 0ii) compositional grading of the heterointerfaces.
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The samples were grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)
on lnP (Fe-doped)
semi-insulating substrates. Three types of structures were realized. The first one is a
double heterojunction p-I-n structure with abrupt interfaces which consists of an undoped
lno.=Gao.47As absorption layer sandwiched by two Ino.=AIo. 4sAs layers, one doped with Si
(n-type) and the other with Be (p-type) The two others are slightly modified structures.
One contains 300 A setback layers of undoped Ino.wAlo.aAs separating the doped layers from
the intrinsic Ino.53Gao.47As and the other one, compositionally graded (In. Ga, Al) As layers
gradually going from the Ino.52Alo.aAs composition to the Ino. aGao.47As. These graded layers
are 300 A thick and undoped.
Mesa diodes, designed for back illumination through the semi-insulating InP substrate,
were fabricated from the as-grown wafers and mounted, upside down. on coplanar
waveguldes. With this technique, the losses due to the coupling of the p-i-n diode to the
coaxial connector (Weltron K connector) can be maintained below 3 dB at 26 GHz.
Dark currents of respectively 328 PA and 537 PA at 5 V were measured for devices
2
with compositional grading and areas of respectively 14x14 im2 and 24x24 MIm
. For these
devices, whose absorption layer thickness is 0.5 Im, the capacitances at 0 V bias are
respectively 50 fF and 145 fF.
We present In fig. I the reverse I-V characteristics of double heterostructure p-i-n
diodes with abrupt heterointerfaces. in the dark (lower curve) and front illuminated with
white light through the prober microscope (upper curve). The photoresponse shows a turn-on
voltage at = 0.4 V. Dispersion in the characteristics of diodes issued from different
processing runs indicates that this turn-on voltage is sensitive to the processing and is
related to the quality of the Schottky type TI-Au contacts. Above the turn-on voltage, the
sensitivity of the photodiodes is fairly Independent of the applied bias voltage.
In fig. 2, we have reported the peak amplitude of the response of double
heterostructure p-i-n diodes to optical pulses generated by active mode locking of a laser
diode as a function of the reverse bias voltage (characteristics of pulses generated by
laser #I:
rise
time = 44 ps,
FWHM = 45ps.
repetition
rate = 350 MHz
and
peak
power = 14.6 mW.). It appears that these eevices have, under pulsed excitation, a behavior
which differs significantly
from
that under
continuous
illumination.
Indeed
the
characteristics reported in fig. 2 show that our devices do not respond to fast optical pulses
when their reverse bias voltage Is below a threshold value which depends on the type of
heterointerface: =I V for devices with compositionally graded interfaces, =2.8 V for devices
with doping setback layers and =5 V for devices with abrupt interfaces. Above threshold.
the peak current of the three types of devices increases linearly with bias in the voltage
range shown in fig. 2. The best sensitivity, obtained at 6 V bias for a double
heterostructure p-l-n with a 0.5 pim thick absorption layer, is 0.4 A/W (peak amplitude =
291 my). At 1.3 um. this corresponds to an external quantum efficiency of 38%.
At higher bias voltages, the pulse response peak amplitude levels off (fig. 3,
characteristics of pulses generated by laser #2: rise time a 5.3 ps. FWHM = 7.4 ps,
repetition rate = 440 MHz and peak power = 6 mW.). Only the devices with compositional
grading were measured in the higher voltage range. Indeed for devices with abrupt
interfaces or doping setback, the breakdown voltage. = 8 V. was reached before any
leveling of the response could be observed.
Devices with abrupt interfaces show a 80 ps rise time and a 1.4 ns fall time at 5.5 V
bias. This long fali time Is strongly temperature dependent and can be reduced to 180 ps by
elevating the detector temperature by directing a hot air flow to the dlod4'. Devices which
employ doping setback and compositional grading show threshold response at bias levels of
3 V and 1.5 V respectively. Operating the devices, with doping setback, at 5.5 V bias, we
observe over an order of magnitude improvement in fall time: 120 ps versus 1.34 ns for the
diode with abrupt Interfaces. The same observation can be made at 3.3 V bias by comparing
the devices having compositional grading with the ones having doping setback: 110 ps
versus 1.02 ns.
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Although the speed of all the devices is increasing with bias voltage the best results
are achieved with compositional grading; we obtain a 55 ps rise time. a 70 ps FWHM and a
102 ps fall time at 6 V. This response is limited primarily by our laser diode (laser #I).
Indeed measurement of devices with compositional grading on an identical set-uo. except for
the laser diode (laser #2). have resulted in a 33 ps rise time, a 54 ps FWHM and a 82 ps
fall time at 8 V bias for an active area of 24x24 pm' (fig. 4). Devices of smaller size have
not shown any speed improvement over the largest ones. This is -due to their smaller top
contact to mesa area ratio resulting In an increased series resistance.
To evaluate the Intrinsic rise time and FWHM of our devices, we have made the
following assumptions: (I) the pulses have a gaussian waveform, (1i) the S4 sampling head
rise time is 25 ps and the corresponding FWHM is 35 ps and (iii) the light pulse rise time
and FWHM are 5.3 ps and 7.4 ps /5/. Under these assumptions, we obtain for the device
whose pulse response appears in fig. 4 an intrinsic rise time of 21 ps and a FWHM of 40 ps.
During this work. we made the following observations. The dependence of the diode
responsivity on bias voltage is apparent only under pulsed excitation. The responsivity of
the diode is larger when the areal density of carriers trapped at the heterointerface under
dark conditions is low, for example, when the band discontinuity is small (compositional
grading of the heterointerface) or when the band potential minimum is above (for electrons)
the quasi-Fermi level (structure with doping setback layers under reverse bias). These
observations lead us to the assumption that the time spent by a carrier at the
heterointerface. and thus the probability to be lost by recombination, decreases when the
photogenerated carrier density in the well is large in comparison with the carrier density in
the well under dark conditions. However, further work will be necessary to determine exactly
the mechanisms involved in the transport of carriers through band discontinuities in double
heterostructure p-i-n diodes.
In conclusion, we have presented two methods to reduce carrier trapping at the
heterointerfaces in lnAlAs/InGaAs double heterostructure p-I-n photodiodes: Incorporation of
doping setback InAlAs layers and of compositionally graded InAlGaAs layers. The best results
have been obtained with devices with compositional grading and are very promising: external
quantum efficiency = 38 %. rise time = 21 ps and FWHM = 40 ps.
The authors wish to acknowledge R. F. Leheny and M. Ilegems for their support and
M.-H. Meynadier, C. Caneau, B. W. Meagher, D. A. Humphrey, R. J. Martin and B. Zimmermann
for their assistance during the course of this work. We are particularly grateful to
H. Temkin for his advise and for providing the laser diodes.
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GaSb AND GaInAaSb PHOTODETECTORS FOR A > 1.55 pm PREPARED BY METAL ORGANIC
CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION

G. BOUGNOT, F. PASCAL, F. ROUMANILLE, J. BOUGNOT, L. GOUSKOV,

F. DELANNOY, P. GROSSE and H. LUQUET

Centre d'Electronlque de Montpellier (CNRS-UA 391), Universit6 des
Sciences et Techniques du Languedoc, Place Eugene Bataillon,
F-34060 Montpellier Cedex, France
Risumi - Des couches de GaSb de type p et n unt 6 ilabor~cs par d~p6t en phase vapeur
partir d'organomitalliques (MOCVD) sur des substrats de GaSb et de GaAs semi-isolant
16

,

3

les plus faibles niveaux de dopage obtenus sont p = 2 x 10 cm
n - 8 x 10 lcm
. Des
couches de Gax In xAs ySb1 y de type p ont aussi k
fabriqu~es par cette m6thode avec
une composition assurant la photod~tection
jonctions obtenues sont d~crites.

2.5pm.

Les propri6t~s des couches et des

Abstract - p and n GaSb layers have been grown on GaSb and semi-insulating GaAs substrates by

Metal Organic Chemical

Vapor Deposition (MOCVD)

levels obtained are : p = 2 x 10 6il,

-

,

5

n = 3 x 10

3

cm

method ; the lowest doping

. P type Ga

x In xAs ySb 1 y layers

have also been fabricated by MOCVD with a composition insuring the photodetection at
a wavelength of 2.5pm. The properties of the layers and of the as grown junctions are
described.
With the aim of realizing a Separated Absorption and Multiplication (SAM) photodetector,
at a wavelength of 2.5pm preparation and characterization of GaSb and Ga lx lnx AsySb1Iy layers
and devices have been undertaken.

I - FABRICATION I/I
The different layers are elaborated by Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) using
trimethyl-gallium (TMG), trimethyl-indium (TMI) and trimethyl-antimony (TMSb) in a vertical reactor at atmospheric pressure. The n doping is obtained using dimethyl tellurium (DMTe) diluted in
H 2 . The results presented here are relative to :
- n and p type GaSb layers deposited on semi-insulating GaAs ; GaSb mesa diodes
p GaSb/n GaSb substrate.
- mesa diodes : p Ga IxlnxAsySb Iy/n GaSb substrate, this device has allowed to test the
infrared photodetection in the MOCVD ternary and quaternary alloys.
2 - LAYERS CHARACTERIZATIONS
p GaSh
- 3

The lowest p- value (Hall p density) obtained in our native GaSb is 2 x 1016cm
at 300K
2
with an associated Mobility
p pH= 900cm /V.s. The variations of PH and IpH with temperature
(77 < T < 300K) are shown on figure la and b. A model involving two acceptor levels and a compensating donor level has been used to account for the p variation and leads to the determination
16
-3
of the energies EA
23meV, EA
76 meV with respective densities NA = 1.3 x 10 cm ,
I
2
3
161
NA = 1.03 x 10 cm . The donor density is negligible, the hole effective mass has been choosen
equal to 0.23 m 0/2/, the spin degeneracy factor 9A
4 ; the factor gA - 2 has been derived
from the calculation. This result indicates that this
layer is weakly doped Ind weakly compensated
and that the involved elaboration technique does not introduce any new electrically active defect.
The existence of two native acceptor levels has already been derived from optical and electrical
measurements in various GaSb samples ; our NA and NA values are nearly equivalent indicating
that E A

may

correspond to the 2nd ionization of A I

to the bist publicated results of H. Miki et al./3/ '
dt
e
et
3
PH=

and M. Lee et al/4/
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n GaSb

The n doping level has been controlled by varying the DMTe pressure in the reactor /51.
0
The lowest nH value has been obtained with the following growth parameters : T = 560 C,
-6
15
-3
=
-,
PnH 5000cm'/V.s at 300K. The
P(DMTe) = I x 10- Atm ; V/Ill ratio = I : nHz 8 x 10 cm
figures 2a and b show the variations of nH and pnH as a function of T for three representative
samples. The increase of nH with decreasing temperature can be explained by the contribution of
two types of carriers ( I and L bands) coming from a degenerated Te donor level.
In conclusion, despite of the huge lattice mismatch ( Aa/a = 7.8.10 - 2 ) the electrical properties of these p and n layers are very similar to those of single crystal materials.
3 - OPTOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF THE DEVICES
GaSb diodes
They are made of natural p MOCVD GaSb layer on n GaSb substrate. The mesa diode diameter is 190pm.
- Capacitance - Voltage (C-V) characteristics.
Some devices exhibit a linear I/C 2 = f(V) variation, however, generally such a variation is not observed and two limiting effective doping levels NB at low voltage and NB > NB
at high voltage
can be deduced. This fact could be related to In interaction layer - suistrate 'during the growth
which needs further investigations. The experimental N B values does not exactly coi'ncide with the
calculated ones deduced from the hole density in the layer and the electron density in the substrate
M. Yano et al /6/ have already observed such a discrepancy and attributed it to interface defects.
- Current voltage I-V characteristics.
A typical example of room temperature I-V characteristic is shown on figure 3. A generationrecombination current 1, R is dominant in the low voltage range with a I value of 10-10s. For
higher polarization values an excedentary current is present greater than the expected current.
This current can be due to the extension of the space charge in a perturbed region with lower
values, this region could be the metallographic interface ; this current may also be due to surface
leakages in these unpassivated devices. For V > 7V a more or less soft breakdown occurs which
can be attributed to multiplication. The multiplication is confirmed by th1e variation of the I-V
characteristic with temperature which exhibits a shift of the breakdown to lower V values and a
more abrupt avalanche ; it is also confirmed by the observed photocurrent multiplication -neasured
at 1.3pm (figure 4).
- Spectral responses
The figure 5a represents a typical spectral response of a GaSb diode with a junction depth
of 4 pm. The external quantum efficiency at 1.55pm is equal to 0.22. Based on a single model
of homojunction, the diffusion length in the MOCVD GaSb layer can be estimated : Ln - 4pm.
Ga l-xlnxAsySblIy diodes
In this first step of investigation, the non optimized, and generally mismatched heterojunctions made of a p Ga IxlnxAsySb Iy deposited on n GaSb substrate have been elaborated in order
to determine the growth parameters corresponding to x and y values allowing the photodetection
at a wavelength of 2.Spm.
The spectral response of figure 5b is relative to the diode P20 in which the quaternary layer was
Ga0.8In0 .2As0.1 8 Sb 0 . 8 2 is matched to GaSb, the figure 5c is relative to the diode 19 on which the
ternary layer was Ga 0 6 31n 0 3 7 Sb. A backward illumination (through the substrate) has been used
to do the measurement.
For the matched heterojunction, the spectral response is cdssical, the cut-off wavelength in the
near infrared range is about 2.3pm. For the mismatched heterojunction, the cut-off appears beyond
2.Sipm (the evaluated gap for x = 0.37 is 430 meV) but the photoresponse cannot be explained by
the presence of only two materials : GaSb (Eg = 730 mev), Ga 0 .6 3 In0 .3 7Sb (Eg = 430 meV),
the increase of the response at about 1.9pm is probably due to a material of intermediate composition.
4 - CONCLUSION

MOCVD method has allowed to elaborate p and n type GaSb layers with electrical properties very
similar to the best ones measured on material grown by other techniques.
The growth method has also allowed to deposite Ga x In
xAsySb Y layers with a gap value adapted
to the photodetection at
2.5pm.
"
b

.

.

.

.

.
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This work must be extended with three main purposes
the decrease of the doping level in GaSb,
the control of the growth conditions in order to fabricate Ga 0 .7 4 In 0 .2 6 As 0 .2 4 Sb 0 .7 6 layers matched
to GaSb with Eg =490 meV and the evaluation of the phototransport parameters in this absorbing
layer.
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1.51u PHASE SHIFTED DISTRIBUTED FEEDBACK LASER

GILLERON, J. CH..RIL, D. LESTERLIN, P. CORREC and J.C. BOULEY

M.

Centre Natlonal d'Etudes des T616communicatlons

Laboratolre de

Bagneux, 196, Av. Henri Ravera, F-92220 Bagneux, Prance
R~sum6 - Nous pr~sentons la conception, la technologie de fabrication et les
propri~t6s d'6mission de lasers A contre-r~action distribute d~phas~e. L'utilisation
d'un ruban de largeur non uniforme conduit i tin pourcentage p'as 6lev6 de
fonctionnement monomodal.

Abstract - We present the design, technology and lasing properties of phase-shifted
distributed feedback lasers. The use of a non-uniform width stripe leads to a higher
percentage of single-longitudinal-mode operation.

1-INTRODUCTION
for
ight sources
lasers are attractive
distributed
feedback (I)FB)
GalnAsP/InP
long-h ul, high bit-rate optical fibre transmission systems. In order to improve the singleto introduce an optical
mode operation yield, many structures have been proposed /1,2,3/
degeneracy and suppress the
phase-shift inside the cavity to remove the wavelength
wavelength dependence on the facet positions usually observed in the conventional DFB
lasers. In this paper, we present the technology and properties of a 1.55pm Phase-Shifted
Buried Ridge Stripe (PS-BRS) laser easily obtained by adjusting the optical wave propagation
constant with a longitudinally non-uniform stripe width.

PHASE SHIFT REGION

GUIDE
LAYER
A1
20

Au

LAYER
ACTIVE
GaInAsP 1.SSym

Fig. 1: Schematic view of the 1.5pm
Phase-Shifted Buried Ridge Stripe laser.

Fig. 2: SE1 photograph of the phase shifter
before the second epitaxy.

The PS-BRS laser, derived from the RRS structure /4/, is schematically shown in
Fig. 1. The laser reported here has been entirely grown by Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE).
First, a n-lnP buffer layer, a 1.5ino GalnAsP active layer and a 1.37pm GalnAsP guide layer
wee .uccessively grown by two-phase LPE. Then, a 2nd order grating was chemically etched
into the guide layer and a non-uniform widt.h stripe selectively etched into the active and
guide layers (Fig. 2). Finally, single-phase, low-temperature LPE was used to overgrow the

,rj
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burying p-lnP and the contact pl-quaternary layers. GaAs protection cover was used
reduce the grating deformation likely to occur during the heating period prior
overgrowth. Classical technologies were used to obtain 300pm-long laser chips.
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Fig. 3: Calculated relationship between the phase shifter length Lp and the stripe width
widening (narrowing) of the stripe JV.
The wider stripe region of width Wp and length Lpa50pm acts as a phase shifter and
has been designed to produce a a/2-phase shift /1,3/. The nominal stripe width of the mask
is 2pm but, because of underetching, the actual uniform stripe width Wg is 1.80m. To avoid
parasitic reflections at the ends of the phase shifter, tapered regions were introduced to
connect it smoothly to the uniform regions and the widening of the stripe AW=Wp - Wg was
set to lpm. Fig. 3 shows the calculated relationship between the phase shifter length Lp and
the widening (narrowing) of the stripe 3V. We notice that Lp is rather sensitive to Wg . For
example, if, because of excessive etching, Wg decreases from 1.8 to 1.5pm, the optimum phase
shifter length decreases from 50 to 35 pm and a 50pm-long phase shifter designed for
Wg=l.8pm and ALV= I1m will produce a total phase-shift of 0.7n. Hence, the lasing properties
of the resulting lasers will be severely degraded.
3-LASING CHARACTERISTICS
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Fig. 4 shows the light-current characteristics of 12 unselected lasers measured from
the same cleaved bar. Threshold currents range between 40 and 50 mA. Almost 90% of the
mounted lasers exhibited CW single longitudinal mode (SLM)
operation with a side mode
suppression ratio greater than 30 dB.
Fig. 5 shows typical sub- and above-threshold spectra of a PS-BRS laser with an
anti-reflection coated front facet. Above threshold, the laser exhibits mode hopping free SLM
operation up to the optical power saturation due to the current leakage of the BRS
structure. SLM operation is also observed with a main mode and side modes located
symmetrically to the main mode. This symmetry demonstrates the effect of the phase shifter
on mode selection and validates the stripe design.

4-CONCLUSION

We have reported on the design, technology and lasing characteristics of PS-BRS
lasers. We have experimentally observed that the percentage of SLM operation is higher for
such lasers that for conventional lasers with uniform width stripes.
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FABRICATION AND LASING PROPERTIES OF A NOVEL SINGLE LONGITUDINAL MODE 1.5 vm
GaInA8P/InP DISTRIBUTED REFLECTOR (DR) LASER
K. KOMORI, H. SUZUKI, K.S. LEE, S. ARAI, Y. SUEMATSU, M. AOKI and
S. PELLEGRINO*

Department of Physical Electronics, Tokyo Institute of Technology,
2-12-1 Ookayama, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 152, Japan

.C.S.EL.T., Centro Studl e Laboratorl Telecomunicazioni SPA, Via Reiss
Romoll 274, 1-10148 Torino, Italy

Rfsum6 - Un nouveau laser, du type A single mode dynamique, avec r~flecteur distribu6
dans lea regiones active et passive a 6t6 realis6. On a identifi6 des int~rassantes
proprietes comme un elev6 rapport de soppression des modes satellites, un petit
courrant de seuil et des propriet~s d'6mission asymmetrique.

Abstract - A new type of dynamic single mode laser, which has distributed reflector (DR)
both in active and passive regions has been realized; attractive properties such as
high sub-mode suppression ratio, low threshold and asymmetric properties have been
detected.

Introduction
We report the fabrication process and preliminary results concerning a new dynamic single
longitudinal mode (DSM) laser with the aim of high power operation and high single mode
fabrication yield. Asymmetric DFB

lasers in High/Low reflection configuration reported up
to now and obtained by coating front and rear facets, have a DSM expectation value around
80% (1). Hence we developed a structure capable of high power, high yield DSM operation
as well as suitable for monolithic

integration, by joining a Distributed Bragg reflector

to a DFB structure, in a Bundle Integrated Guide (BIG) (2) configuration to maximize
the coupling between DFB and DRB regions. The theoretical analysis of the structure has been
published elsewhere (3).
Structure and Fabrication
A schematic drawing of the structure is shown in fig.l, and in fig.2 the fabrication
sequence is outlined. The island-type mesa process (4) was employed, during the second
within the four total LPE growth, in order to obtain flat growth conditions of the
GaInAsP (Ag=l.3 /um) passive waveguide. High quality first order grating on AZ photoresist
has been obtained employing an Ashing process at low oxygen pressure and RF power;the Ashing
rate is shown in fig.3. The grating was transcripted using (HBr:HNO3:H20=l:l:lO) solution:
the chemical characterization of the system and its etching properties will be described
elsewhere. Finally, usual Buried Heterostructure was formed during the fourth LPE growth.

Results
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Minimum CW threshold current of 25 mA was obtained for a 400 um DFB, 200 /urnDBR regions
length, respectively. Since the stripe width was 3 /um, hte threshold current density was as
low as 2 KA/cm2. In pulse conditions asymmetric emission properties were detected, as shown
in fig.4, with a front to rear power ratio of 2.1, demonstrating good match between DFB
emission and DBR reflectivity spectrum. Single longitudinal mode emission at 1.5 um up to
3 times threshold (6 mW output power) were observed, as shown in fig. 5. The lasing wavelength
temperature coefficient and characteristic temperature To were 0.1 nm/deg at 1.2 times
threshold and 53 Krespectively (fig. 6). The large fixed single mode operation range shows
that the laser is operating in DR rather than in DBR mode.

Conclusion
A new kind of DSM laser was developed; threshold current as low as 25 mA, asymmetric emission
properties and sub-mode suppression ratio of 38 dB at 3 times threshold were recorded.
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SILICON MOLECULAR BEAN EPITAXY : STATUS ; DEVICES ; TRENDS
E. KASPER
AEG Research Center, D-7900 Ulm, F.R.G.

Abstract - The single crystal growth, by molecular beam epitaxy, of materials compatible with silicon is described, and device applications are given. Process temperatures are decreased to 2400C,
heterojunction devices are fabricated, strained layer Si/Ge superlattices are investigated, and
silicon based monolithic integration of heterojunction devices and conventional devices is
suggested.

I - INTRODUCTION
Todays microelectronics development is governed by the shrinkage of lateral dimensions. As a consequence the technology is forced also to reduce vertical dimensions, and to decrease process temperatures. Other material systems, like GaAs, are competing with Si, especially for high speed devices and for optoelectronic applications. The electronic functions are confined to a rather thin
surface layer on a several hundred micron thick substrate. With increasing tendency this surface
layer is fabric3ted by epltaxy - a single crystal deposition process at temperatures well below the
melting point. The substrate serves as stable handling support which gives orientation information
to the epitaxy layergrownon it. In a traditional way a uniform epitaxy layer is grown, which
serves as a thin substrate to the following device definition processes. The well proven chemical
vapour deposition (CVD) process fulfills nearly perfectly the requirements of this simple layer
structure as long as layer thickness is well above the micron.
The introduction of a new method as silicon molecular beam epitaxy (Si-MBE) is justified if besides better solutions to remaining problems new opportunities for device physics and fabrication
will be opened. Si-MBE offers submicron layers, extremely abrupt junctions, complex dopant profiles
for complete realization of the vertical device structure, processing at temperatures low enough to
suppress totally solid state diffusion of group III/V elements, and heteroepitaxy of Si-semiconductor, Si-metal and Si-insulator structures. Indeed, one of the objectives of this article is to
stimulate device designers and manufacturors not to be satisfied with a simple layer on a substrate
but to demand realization of vertical device structures with high degree of design freedom.
The reader is referred to three books /1 - 3/ which allow an in depth sight of the main topics
treated here. Individual references are only given for very recent results. A good opportunity for
more information is given to European scientists with the 3rd Int. Symposium on Si-MBE (E-MRS
Spring Meeting, May, 29th - June, 2nd, Strasbourg, 1989). Call for papers can be obtained from the
author.
2 - STATUS
A rather small community (roughly fifty groups around the world) from universities and industrial
research laboratories define the technical status of SI-MBE.
2.1 - The method
MBE as physical vapour deposition (PVD) process refines the evaporation method by condensation of
the molecular beams on heated surfaces within an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) environment (Fig. 1). Of
essential importance are the cleanliness of the surface and an understanding of the adsorption of
atoms on the growing surface. The cleanliness of the surface is determined by an in situ cleaning
step before epitaxy and by the clean ultrahigh vacuum surrounding. Atoms from the molecular beam
impinging on the surface are bonded to the surface with a desorption energy lower than the binding
energy of the crystal. The adatoms diffuse rather easily on the surface creating a twodimensional
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Fig. 1: Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). Adsorption and incorporation of beam atoms (left side).
Surface model (right side). Desorptionenergy Eds i (4), binding energy W(1) and diffusion
barrier Us (3).
adatom gas. Adatoms are incorporated at surface steps which move forward by this adatom catching.
Vertical growth proceeds by lateral movement of atomic steps.
2.2 - The apparatus
Within the ultrahigh vacuum pumped growth chamber are three subsystems (table 1). Matrix and
Table 1: Subsystems of an Si-MBE growth chamber
Subsystem

Sources

Wafer Heater

In situ Monitoring

Typ. examples

Effusion cell,
E-gun evaporator,

graphite meander
(heated by electrical
current)

Quadrupol mass spectrometer
(QMS),
Reflection high energy
electron diffraction (RHEED)

low energy ion
implanter

dopant elements are evaporated from the sources equipped with beam shutters. Fig. 2 shows an
effusion cell used for dopant evaporation. As dopants from effusion cells Sb for n-doping and GaA'
for p-doping are used. Low energy ion implanters use preferably As for n-doping and B for p-doping.
The growth chamber is or can be connected with further UHV-chambers, e.g. load lock, preparation
chamber, analyses chamber. Many of the equipments are home made with differing design. Within the
last years equlment manufacturers (table 2) improved their apparatus considerably.
Table 2: Si-MUE equipment manufacturers
Anelva

Atomika

Perkin Elmer

Riber

Varian

VG

(Japan)

(FRG)

(USA)

(France)

(USA)

(England)
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Fig. 2:

BE-equipment: Typical effusion cell design./1,2.1

2.3 - Doping techniques
Coevaporation of the dopant material is of limited use in Si-MBE because of desorption and segregation phenomena. Therefore tonassisted doping techniques were developed which may be interesting
also for outside MBE applications. Low energy ion implantation operates with ion beams which are
deaccelerated to 1 to 3 keV energy and focussed to an entrance port to the MBE chamber. With the
help of an electrostatic deflection plate the beam is scanned over the wafer.
Doping by secondary implantation (7,Sl)
utilizes Whe Si-ions always present in electron gun evaporation (typ. 0.1% of the atomic beam density). The Si-ions are accelerated by an applied substrate

substrate

Sb concentrction(cm "3 ) voltage (V)
o

0

---P

. .

. . . .
-100

V

Fig. 3: Doping by secondary Implantation (DSI). Dopant profile (Sb) and corresponding substrate
voltage (lef t side). Scheme of process (right si P.
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voltage (typ. 100 V - 1000 V) toward an preadjusted Sb-adatom layer (typ. 0.1 monolayer (ML)) on
the wafersurface (Fig. 3). The Si-ions knock on the Sb-adatoms and implant them a short distagce
(-1 nm). Very sharp transitions (Fig. 3) and f-doping spikes can be created by this technique.
2.4 - Heteroepitaxy
Semiconductor-silicon, but also metal-silicon and insulator-silicon couples can be grown by Si-Mi
(table 3). Siuicides, calcium fluoride and silicon germanium are the most prominent partners of
Table 3: Si-based heteropitaxy partners
material class
partner

semiconductor

metal

insulator

SiGe, Ge

NiSi 2 ,

CaF 2

G Aa

cosi 2

silicon based heterosystems. GaAs on Si is usually grown in an GaAs-MBE equipment although the
in situ cleaning is Si-MBE typical. A connection between Si-MBE and III/V-MBE equipments will
allow growth of a wide variety of materials.
3 - DEVICES
Device classes are selected which are not only DC characterized.
3.1 - Integrated bipolar transistors
In one approach the simple uniformly doped layer of roughly one micron thickness was varied
systematically in thickness. With the given layout and process sequence a maximum transit frequency of 7 GHz was obtained with - 1.2 pm layer thickness. The transit frequency decreased to
6 GHz and 4 GHz for layer thicknesses of 0.9 Pm and 1.7 pm respectively. 2.5 GHz-Frequency dividers were fabricated with high yield from Si-ME layers.
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Fig. 4: Integrated bipolar transistor from differential epitaxy layers. Frequency fT versus
current fC' Inset: transistor structure.
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A more interesting approach demonstrated lateral definition of
oxide windows. This growth mode is called differential epitaxy
encouraging resulting in transit frequencies comparable to the
my knowledgeno real trial to fabricate the whole structure of
Si-MBE.

device structures by growth
(Fig. 4). The first results
above mentioned date. There
a high frequency transistor

into
were
was,to
by

3.2 - Silicon mm-wave integrated circuits (SIMM WIC)
Up to now the brightest success with Si-MBE structures was obtained for discrete mm-wave
('30 GHz) devices. The first commercial Si-MBE device /4/ - a 90 GHz-lmpact Avalanche Transit
Time (IMPATT) diode - is the existing most powerful semiconductor device in this frequency range,
and has the potential to occupy oscillators from 60 GHz to 300 GHz.
A real break through wasthe monolithic integration of the IMPATT into a 75 GHz-oscillator /5/. In
the meanwhile mm-wave receivers and transmitters with integrated antennae were realized (Fig. 5)
pushing Si-technology to the 100 GHz regime and beyond this border.

30

20f =93 GHz
a.

10 L

a

12

16

Fig. 5: Si-based integration of 100 GHz devices with microstrip oscillators, receivers and
antennae (SIMMWIC). Scheme (below), outputpower (above right), receiver voltage (above
left) and a receiver chip (above, middle) are shown.
3.3 - SiGe heterostructure devices
Heterostructures offer the designer a new freedom because of the unique properties not available
in homogeneous materials. A nice example is J.F. Luy's /6/ work on a MITATT diode with improved
noise properties. But the classical examples are the n-channel MODFET and the waveguide APO optical detector (Fig. 6) fabricated by H. Dlmbkes and T.P. Pearsall from E. Kaspers and J. Beans
material, respectively. A review of the recent work on SiGe heterostructure devices is given in

/7/.
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Fig. 6: N-channel MODFET (left side) and optoelectronic (1.3 pm) APD-receiver (right side) based
on SiGe heterostructures on Si substrates.
4 - TRENDS
MBE fits very well into the general trend of semiconductor processing toward low process temperatures and submicron structure dimensions. Silicon on insulators (SO) are gaining increasing importance. This paper will discuss MBE-typical solutions to SOI structures. A very large contribution to the performance advance of Ill/V-devices is given by the systematic exploitation of
heterojunction properties. The exploitation of heterojunction effects in silicon based devices
attracts attention for extension of the frequency range and for novel concepts. As examples are
treated for the former the heterobipolar transistor (HBT) and for the later the modification of
band gap character by strained layer superlettices (SLS). Monolithic integration of such heterostructure and superlattice devices with silicon based conventional IC's is proposed to be one of
the innovative technology directions of the 90's.
4.1 - Low process temperdtures
Si-MBE has reduced the growth temperatures of epitaxy layers far below the temperatures usually
applied by the CVD-process. Standard growth temperatures for the Si-MBE process are between 550"C
and 750 0 C. This is low enough to suppress completely the solid state diffusion of the common dopant
elements from group III and group V of the periodic system of elements. Recent investigations are
directed toward a further reduction of the process temperatures. A lower limit of single crystal
growth of silicon seems to be reached between 1400C and 2400C. The most important results of such
investigations are in contradiction to earlier results obtained from CVD experiments.
- On a single crystalline substrate epitaxy is obtained at all temperatures above temperature TEpi ,
which is slightly dependant on growth rate. For very thin :ayers single crystal growth is
also possible at temperatures below TEpi but with decreasing crystal perfection as thickness increases.
- The transition at TEpi is between the single crystalline phase and the amorphous phase. Poly crystalline layers are created only if ordering information is failing either by an amorphous layer,
e.g. SiO, or by a contamination of the surface.
- The condinsatlon coefficient is unity at the Si-MBE growth temperatures. That means all material
from incoming molecular beams condenses at the surface with negligible reflection or desorption
events.
4.2 - Silicon on insulator (SO0)
The creation of silicon on insulator (SO)

structures does not belong to the original strengths of
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Si-MOE. But now, at least three ways are offered to create SOI-structures:
- Epitaxy on porous silicon. The low growth temperatures avoid a change of the properties of porous
Si, which is a problem at process temperatures above 900 0 C. The unchanged porous oxide can be
oxidizedwith high lateral oxidation rates from windows etched into the epitaxy layer. Single
crystal islands or stripes are lying on an oxide.
- Lateral solid phase epitaxy (L-SPE). High quality solid phase epitaxy is obtained by a slight
variation of the MBE-process. At room temperature the impinging molecular beams condens to an
amorphous layer which can be eiter n- or p-doped up to levels of 10o°/cm'. This amorphous layer
recrystallizes from the interface at temperatures around 6000 C. Lateral solid phase epitaxy
(L-SPE) is obtained if the deposition takes place on a prepatterned Si0 2 layer with windows
(seed area) to the substrate. This elegant method has the disadvantage of overgrowth of only a
few microns. Maximum overgrowth width of 50 pm was obtained with highly doped layers.
- CaF 2 /Si heteroepitaxy. This most promising technique is based on the single crystal growth of
different material stfkings (heteroepitaxy). Generally for heteroepitaxy, problems with lattice
mismatch, with different thermal expansions, with surface morphology (threedimensional nucleation) and with quality of interface structures (dislocations, stacking faults, twins, antiphase
boundaries) have to be overcome. From several groups encouraging results /8/ were obtained with
the CaF 2 /Si heterosystem.CaF 2 is a good insulator with a small lattice mismatch to silicon.
4.3 Heterobipolar transistor (HBT)
Itis predicted, and in the
I/V material system, a~ready proven, that bipolar transistors would
benefit from heterotransitions between the base and emitter regions. For silicon based transistors
two concepts are now under actual consideration.
(i) The low bandgap base HBT (Fig. 7) with a thin, strained SiGe base layer between Si collector
and Si emitter. Since end of 1987 at least five companies (AEG, AT&T, IBM, NEC, British Telecom) are developing this transistor typ /9, 10/ with a predicted over 40 Gi~zoperation of a
silicon based device.

P

Poly-

Fig. 7: SiGe base HOT. Structure and fabrication steps of the NEC transistor /9/
(ii) The metal base transistor utilizes ultrathin metal layers cladded by Si layers as vertical
transistor structures. As metal layers N;Si 2 and CoSi2 are used. Both silicides exhibit low
lattice mismatch to silicon.

A,

4.4

-

Industrial equipment

Al'

The main body of SI-MOE work is now done under research conditions. Therefore, the equipment manufacturers are mainly oriented to this nonindustrial market. The increasing number of industrial
customers will certainly strengthen efforts toward industrial equipment. Cooperation between equipment manufacturers and semiconductor/electronics industry is necessary. Such cooperation leadeto
the development of a batch process for Si-MOE /11/. to process control based on optical in situ
monitoring /12/, and to en MOE machine /13/ based on the design principle of highest simplicity.
The design p'inciple of highest simplicity /2/ requires that an industrial equipment contains only
subsystems which havebeenproven to be absolutely necessary. Such an equipment will allow efficient,
cost effective, reliable operation. FIg. 8 shows a two chamber equipment with a storage chamber
containing a cassette type 25 wafer magazin for up to 150 mm wafers, an automated wafer transfer to
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Fig. 8: Si-MBE equipment for single wafer processing of up to 150 mm diameter wafers /13/. Design
prirciple of highest simplicity /2/.
the growth chamber, a growth chamber with mass spectrometer controlled e-gun evaporation of the
matrix beams (Si, Ge).
4.5 - Strained layer superlattices
Periodic stackings of heterostructures (superlattices) open the possibility to tailor material
properties of semiconductors (artificial semiconductor). Material partners with lattice mismatch
can be combined without crystal perfection degradation, if the superlattice period is thin
(strained layer superlattices - SLS). The most prominent Si-based SLS system is the SiGe alloy
with up to 4 % lattice mismatch. Adjustment of strain, mobility enhancement of holes and electrons,
strain induced band ordering and phonon zone folding effects were already demonstrated in this
system /14/.
Most spectacular predictions promise for ultrathin Si/Ge superlattices a strong enhancement of direct band gap transitions. This would allow novel optoelectronic functions in a silicon based
material system.
A monolithic integration of heterostructure or superlattice devices with conventional IC's on a
silicon substrate has the potential to influence future electronics in a dramatic way /Fig.9/.
The silicon substrate would give the stable, perfect.subst-ate, the conventional IC would define
the complexity level, and the heterostructure devices would define the ultimate performance
(speed, combination of microelectronic and optoelectronic functions). The heterostructures will
occupy only a small part of the chip area, and they will be defined by low temperature processes
after the conventional IC part. For the solution of the problems connected with, research on
mismatched structures, low temperature processing and heterubtructure stacKing with high perfection is needed.
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Fig. 9: Si-based monolithic integration of conventional IC with superlattices
devices (left). A small part of the chip area (core regions, ntrachip links) is occupied
by the heterostructures (right).
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MEASUREMENT OF MINORITY-CARRIER LIFETIME AND INTERFACE RECOMBINATION
VELOCITIES IN P-I-N DIODES, FROM HIGH FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF A BIPOLAR JFET
STRUCTURE" )

G. VITALE and P. SPIRITO

Dept. of Electronic Engineering, University of Napoli, Via Claudio 21,
1-80125 Napoli, Italy

Abstract - A new method to measure the minority-carrier recombination lifetime in the
low-doped layer of a p-i-n diode, and its emitter recombination current, is presented.
The method is based on the measurement of the cutoff frequency of a three
terminal device structure, similar to a vertical JFET, that incorporates the diode
under test.
The paper displays the basic theory of the measurement and some
experimental results.

1 - INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a new method to measure the minority-carrier recombination lifetime
in the low-doped layer of a p-i-n diode, as well as the recombination current in the p+ layer
of the diode.
The method is based on a three terminal device structure, that incorporates the p-i-n
diode under test, as reported in Fig.l. The test structure is similar to a vertical Junction
Field Effect Transistor, in which the p-i-n diode under test can be either the Gate - Drain
or the Source -Gate diode. A similar device structure was first proposed in [1] as a means to
measure the recombination velocity at the high-low transitions that appear in the device
structure, and subsequently used in [2] to characterize the BSF of a Solar Cell. The method,
which is being presented here, extends the characterization of p-i-n diode (or a Back Surface
Field Solar Cell), by using the same test structure to measure also the lifetime of the lowdoped layer and the recombination into the p region.
For the purposes of the present analysis, the test structure must be operated with the
gate forward biased, with respect to the source, thus inducing an electron-hole plasma within
the low-doped layer of the device. If a small-signal current is added between the gate and
the source, an amplified current is detected at the drain. A measurement of the cutoff
frequency of the device, as a function of the d.c. bias current, allows the simultaneous
determination of the epilayer lifetime and of the recombination velocity associated with the
p+ layer of the p-i-n diode.

source
ate

L ujJ
SUSTRATEJ

Fig.1 - The structure of the+test device. Tle b~xes indicate the subdivision oi the test
structure into the n n n and the p n n structures.
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- THEORY OF THE MEASUREMENT

A small-signal analysis of the test structure, has been carried out by solving the
fundamental transport equations, linearized for small-signal. To that purpose, the device has
been splitted into two, one-dimensional structures, as shown in Fig.2 and 3. These are: (1)
The n+-n-n+, source-drain structure and (2) the surface p+-n-n+ (gate-source) structure. When
the latter is forward biased, an electron-hole plasma is induced into the epilayer, within'a
thickness, Xlo which is controlled by the source-drain bias. From the d.c. analysis [3], it
turns out that X1o is given by:

2 q In (pso - ND)
Xlo =-I
Ido Ad
where:
p, is the hole density at the source, ND is the epilayer doping, Ad is the device
area, Id is the train current, the subscript o indicates d.c. quantities.
In the analysis, the source - drain structure is further subdivided into two parts,
namely the conductivity modulated region, close to the source transition, and a drift region.
The gate - source diode has been solved by summing the impedances of both the p+-n and the nn+ transitions and by accounting for the recombination within the epilayer, the latter being
a function of the thickness of the conductivity modulated region, X1 The two structures are
bound together by setting a common boundary condition both for the static and the dynamic
equations. Finally the small - signal impedances, Z2 1 and Z22 have been calculated by
integrating the electric field over the various regions to obtain the voltage 9 d and by
recalling that:
--

1g

(2a);

Z22

ITdO

-

(2b)

Id

IgffO

The small-signal, common source current amplification, hfs has been obtained as: hfsfZ21 /Z22 .
If it is further assumed that the transport within the drift region is Ohmic, the
general expression for the small-signal drain voltage is:
9d-VT

-

Ps - J-lVT( Ps
Pso

ND

Id
31

do

Pso

)++ Ido Pso

c Ad so

ND

TdW

3

o Ad

where:
l - X2 1o/4Dn is the transit time into the conductivity modulated region, Id is the
drain current, ps is the hole density at the source, W is the epilayer thickness o is the
epilayer conductivity, the tilde indicates small-signal quantities.
It is worth to point out that the transport regime of the drift region does affect the
low-frequency value of hfs but it doesn't change its cutoff frequency.
The current at the input source-gate diode, has been derived by taking into account the
effects of transit time between source and gate, the recombination within the epilayer,
including the effects of the floating boundary, X1 . The recombination currents at the source
and gate layers have been modeled by means of the recombination factors:

N

+

N-

SOURCE

P+

GATE

ad
Fig.2 - The p+n n+ structure and the minority-carrier distribution across the epilayer
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as - SsAs/ND ;

= SgAg/N4

(4)

where: As (A) are the source (gate) areas, Ss (S) are the source (gdte) recombination
velocities,
at are functions of the minority-carrer transport properties of these highdoped layers. It is assumed that the impedance associated with the transport within these
layers enters into the model at frequencies much higher than those of interest in the present
analysis.
With these assumptions ,the gate cxirrcnt at the sc,rcp interfar- is:
AX

(1 + jwt) + 2 agPso + 2 as Pso (1 + JwTD)

Ig - q Ps

(5)

I -

1+

jwD
Ag ad

2 ad Ag

where: T is the epilayer minority carrier lifetime, TD is the diode transit time
From Eq.3, Z2 2 is obtained as the ratio Vd/ld with psO. The latter condition is in fact
equivalent to: 1gffi0.
Similarly, if Id is set to zero, in Eq.3, and the ratio of Eq.1 to Eq.3
is taken, the transfer impedance, Z21 is obtained.
The general expression for hfs can be written as:
(I + jW/Wz) (1 + jw/wzd )
hfs = hfo

(6)
(1 + J wdo) (1 + jw/wp) (1 + jw/wpd)

[ Ad

where: hfo =
q ND W

o

1
-

2 VT o Ad
°

X1

Ad

o+

(7)

1

2 Pso(as + ag)

Ido(a s + ag)
+

(8)

2

q Dn A d

T

The other zeroes and poles lie far above wo over a wide range of device
allowing to simplify hfs as:

parameters,thus
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Fig.3 - Field (solid lines) and hole (dashed) distributions for constant drain current
(left) and for constant gate current (right) between source and drain.
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hfo

hfs

(9)

=

(1 + jW/Wo)

From Eq.8, it turns out that a plot of wo vs.
with the w axis equal to 1/% and a slope:
dwo

d=

Ido is a straight line whose

as + ag9

intercept

(10)

q Dn A2 d

dido

is proportional to the recombination velocities of the Source and Gate layers. Fig.4 displays
the experimental determination of these quantities, by using the method outlined above.
The Base layer is n-type epitaxial, 2 10I 4 cm "3 doped. The measured lifetime is 2.2 psec.
The separation of the two components of the recombination term, can be carried out
by
measuring independently the Source recombination velocity, by using the method reported in
Ref.l. From Fig.4, the recombination velocities are: Ss - 3 cm/sec, SG = 2.2 cm/sec.
By a proper design of the test structure, namely by making either the source or the gate
area much larger than the other, one of the recombination terms can be made to dominate over
the other, thus improving the accuracy of the measurement.
REFERENCES
I
S.Bellone et al. "Measurement of the Effective Recombination Velocity of Semiconductor
High-Low Transitions" IEEE Trans. Electron Devices, Vol.ED-32, pp. 17 71 -17 75 (1985)
[2] T.Daud and F.A.Lindholm "Direct experimental determination of voltage across high-low
junctions" J.Appl.Phys., Vol.59(I), pp.285-287 (1986)
[3] S.Bellone et Al.:" A quasi-one-dimensional analysis of vertical PET devices operated in
the bipolar mode" Solid-St. Electron. vol.26, pp.403-413 (1983)
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JFET FOR COMPLETELY DEPLETED HIGH RESISTIVITY SILICON
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RtIume - On pr6sente le projet d'une nouvelle classe de transistors A effet de champ a jonction
JFETs, conjue pour l'int6gration sur le wafer i haute resistivit6 d'un d6tecteur de radiation
compltement en d~pletion, et les r6sultats exp6rimenteaux obtenus. Ces dispositifs vont rendre
possible I'integration d'un preamplificateur A faible bruit directement sur le d6tecteur et par
consdquent une am6lioration de ]a resolution. Ces nouveaux JFETs ont ete projetes pour obtenir un
- I
gm/CG de 500 MHz et on a mesure pour eux un gm/ID de 1/850 mV
et un pinch-off de 1.5 V.
Abstrct - The design and the experimental results of a new class of JFETs, suitable for
integration on the high resistivity wafer of a fully depleted radiation detector, are presented.
These devices will make possible the integration of a low noise preamplifier directly on the
- 1
detector, improving the achievable resolution. The new JFET has a measured gm/ID of 1/850 mV , a
pinch-off of I.5V and a designed gm/CG of 500 MHz.

I

INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, there has been an increasing interest in the integration of front end
electronic circuits onto some new type of fully depleted large area detectors for position and energy
measurements of ionizing radiation (Semiconductor Drift Chambers, fully depleted CCD, etc.) /1,4/.
As it is well known, the signal-to-noise ratio for amplitude measurements, as well as the timing
resolution, increases by lowering the output capacitance of the detector and matching to this
capacitance (which includes stray capacitances of connection to the preamplifier) the capacitance of the
input device of the preamplifier /5,6/.
These detectors can be built with a very low output capacitance of the order of tens of femtofarad
practically independent of their active area /7,9/.
The energy and position resolution achievable with these detectors have been limited, so far, by the
excessively high input capacitance of even the best commercially available descrete field effect
transistor.
To fully exploit the unique property of very small capacitance of these detectors, it is compulsory to
build the input preamplifier on the same chip of the detector. In this way it is possible to reduce
to negligible values the strays of the connections and to design an input FET with a capacitance
matched to the detector one.
2 - DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

OF THE INTEGRATED JFET

The peculiar characteristics of the detectors impose some design constraints to integrateu JFETs /10/:
Implementation on the detector wafer (high resistivity, detector grade, n-type silicon, 2Kohm.cm,
<I I I> surface orientation).
Implementation with the limited production steps used for the detector. In effect in order to
keep the leakage current low, only relatively low temperature (800 C) processes in the detector
production are allowed, with no diffusions and no polysilicon process presently available.
requirement of operation on a fully depleted n-type substrate.
surface connection of the p+ gate with the n+ output anode of the detector.

\ego
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3 - STRUCTURE OF THE JFET
A schematic cross section of the device is shown in Fig.l. The doping is obtained exclusively by ion
implantation. The Source and Drain electrodes are obtained with a high dose, low energy Phosphorous
5
implant4 (Sxlo
cm - 2 , 30keV), while the Gate is obtained with a high dose, low energy Boron implant
(Sxl01 cm "2 , 12.5keV). A deep Phosphorous implant (8.5x10 1 1cm- 2 , 520keV), centered at 0.65 um depth in
the bulk, forms the channel of the FET. A deeper Boron implant (I.8xl011cm - 2 , 480keV), centered at
1.03um depth in the silicon bulk, separates the n+ channel from the underlying completely depleted bulk.
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Schematic cross section of the JFET built on high resistivity silicon.

The fixed negative charges of the depleted Boron deep implant create an electric field which enhances
the confinement of the electrons injected from the source within the n+ channel. Fig.2a shows the
effectiveness of the deep p+ implant in confining the electrons in the channel. Curve A represents the
case in which the deep p+ implant is present, curve B the one in which the deep p+ implant has been
omitted. A schematic 3D plot of the electron potential energy in the Source and Gate region of the
transistor is shown in Fig.2b.
In order to isolate each transistor from the others in the integrated amplifying circuit and from the
detector sensitive area, the device is surrounded by a thin p+ electrode reverse biased with respect to
any present n+ electrode. The bulk is completely depleted of all mobile charges by a suitable high
negative bias voltage at the p+ implant on the back side of the wafer. Silicon nitride has been
deposited for passivation purposes and to allow the deposition of the required aluminium connections.
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Fig.2 -a) Potential in the channel region with (curve A) and without (curve B) deep p+ implant.
Only 30um depth is shown. b) Schematic 3D plot of the potential energy for electrons in the Source
and Gate region of the JFET, with a negative bias applied to the Gate and OV to the Drain.
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The described structure has been used for JFETs of different geometries. Some of the geometrical
parameters are the same for nearly all the transistors designed, in particular the Gate length is 7um,
the spacing between the Gate implant and the Source and Drain implants are respectively 4um and 5um. The
Gate width ranges between 100um and 2000um. Small transistors have a central square Source completely
surrounded by concentric gate and Drain electrodes. Larger transistors have a comb structure.
A test wafer with JFETs of different geometries has been produced. Each transistor has , as mentioned
in section 2, an n+ pad connected to the gate simulating the anode of the detector and used as a
connection pad for bonding and testing, and n+ source and drain pads of suitable dimensions for a wedge
bonding, all electrically insulated by p+ guards. Some n+ additional pads have been integrated near the
transistor in order to collect the reverse current from the depleted bulk.
4 - CHARACTERIZATION OF THE JFET
All the produced test transistors have been successfully tested. The ID-VDS characteristics of a
transistor having a gate width of 100 um are shown in Fig.3a and the corresponding transcharacteristic
ID-VGS for VDS=2.5V is shown in Fig.3b.
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Fig.3 - a) Characteristics of the JFET (Hor. 0.5V/div., Vert. 5OuA/div,
Vback=-140V, Vguard=-3.5V. b) Related transcharacteristic curve for VDS=2.5V

2.0

(b)
Vgate 200mV/step).

The resulting pinch-off voltage is V =-I SV. The maximum transconductance gin, at Id= 2 6 0 uA, is 0.3 mA/V
corresponding to a gm/fD=I/850 m P-I . The gate capacitance CG is extimated to be of the order of 0.1 pF,
and therefore the value of gm/CG is expected to be of the order of 500 MHz. The slope of the ID-VDS
curve in the saturation region corresponds to an output resistence of 50 kOhm.
Note in Fig.3b that the square law approximation of the transcharacteristic fits very well the
experimental points. This is due to the fact that this relationship is obtained for the simplified
configuration of a delta charge distribution in the channel , which represents quite well the deep n+
implantation of the described JFET.
Note that the measurements shown in Fig.3a and 3b were performed with n+ contacts in proximity of the
JFET connected to ground. These contacts collect most of the current from the depleted bulk and from the
reverse biased p+ junctions, which otherwise would be collected by the Drain, giving a non neglegible Id
current in pinch-off conditions.
The Gate current is the algebraic sum of different components, as shown graphically in Fig.4a:
II - bulk current (electrons collected by the n+ Gate pad),
12- reverse current of the junction formed by the p+ Gate electrode and the n+ channel (electrons
emitted by the p+ Gate electrode),
13- reverse current of the junction formed by the n+ Gate pad and the surrounding p+ guard (electrons
collected by the n+ Gate pad),
14- current exchanged between the n Gate pad and the n+ Drain and Source electrodes and pads
(electrons emitted by the n+ Gate pad).
Fig.4b shows the measurement of the Gate current as a function of the Gate to Source voltage of the JFET
connected as a diode with the Drain short circuited to the Source. Curve A shows the case with external
n+ contacts connected to ground and p+ guards reverse biased with respect to the Gate. Curve B shows the
case with p+ guards connected to ground. Curve A shows that in operating conditions for the JFET
(VDG<SV) the Gate current is less than one tenth of a nA. Curve B is presented in order to show,
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Fig.4 - a) Scheme of the different current contributions to 1gate to show their signs and
origins. Arrows and signs are shown according the usual convention.
b) Gate currents of a diode-connected FET (D and S short-circuited) as a function of VDG under
different guard biases: curve A Vguard=- 2 V; curve B Vguard-OV. Guard potentials referred to the
Gate.
in comparison with curve A, the effectiveness of a negative bias (with respect to the Gate) applied to
the guard in screening the Gate n+ pad from collecting the bulk current 11 and in blocking the 14
component. In the case of curve B, approximatively I uA of current is collected by the n+ Gate pad,
while in the case of curve A most of this current flows to the external n+ pads and only the 12 and 13
components (approximately one tenth of a nA) flow to the Gate pad.
In case of curve A, the Gate current is dominated by 11 for VDCy 3V ( VDG<7.5V for curve B), while for
higher VDG it is dominated by 14. These two components have opposite sign and the prevailing of one over
the second determines the change in sign of the overall Gate current shown in Fig.4b. The components 12
and 13 are neglegible in the polarization conditions presented. The low value of the total gate current
is surely not due to a compensation effect of mucb larger currents of opposite signs because of its
relatively slow variation in a relatively large range of bias conditions. Such a low value of the gate
current much less than the reverse current of the detector, will make its shot noise contribution
negligible with respect to the one associated with the detector leakage current.
5 - CONCLUSIONS
In view of the integration of a low noise preamplifier on the high resistivity fully depleted silicon
wafer of a radiation detector, the required JFETs have been produced and tested. Due to the operational
and technological constraints posed by the detector, a new non conventional design of the transistors
has been introduced. The measured performances of these JFETs meet the the design specification and show
the possibility of an improved low noise processing of the detector signal.
Research supported by the U.S. Department of Energy (Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016) and by the Italian
INFN and CNR, Progetto Finalizzato MADESS.
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SELECTIVE EPITAXY BASE FOR BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
J.N. BURGHARTZ, B.J. GINSBERG, S.R. MADER, T.-C. CHEN and D.L. HARAME
IBM Research Division, T.J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights,
NY 10598, U.S.A.
Un transistor dont la base est preparee par 6pitaxie s6lective a &6tfabriqui avec une larpur de base de
II00A et une risistance cawr de la base intrinsique
de 28000/0. Nous dimontrons qu'il est possible
d'utiliser tne ar

de base inf6eure i 1000k si les cycles thermiques apris le d6p6t de Is base sont

minimiseAs. L'utilisation de couches minces epitaxihes pour Ia base intrinseque permet d'-viter les
difficaltis ies i la formation des espaceura, en limitant Ianuc*ation sur le silicium polycristallin de Is
base extrins*ue i la peripheric de l'emetteur. L'interface poly/epi eat orient6e suivant un plan (11).
Caci conduit i une degradation des characteristiques des dispositifs i cause de l'6talement lateral de Is
base extrinsque en dessous des espaceurs.
A Selective Epitaxy Base Transistor (SEBT) is presented with a basewidtl of I100A and an intrinsic
base sheet resistance of 28000/0. It is demonstrated that a sub-1000A basewidth is possible if the
tcmperature-time cycles after base deposition are minimal. Using thin epitaxial layers to form the intinsic base avoids difficulties in sidewall formation caused by nucleations on the extrinsic base
polysilicon at the emitter window perimeter. The poly/epi interface was found to be on a (11) plane.
This leads to a degradation of the device characteristics due to extrinsic base encroachment underneath
the sidewall.

INTRODUCTION
Advanced bipolar technologies with a narrow implanted intrinsic base have doping concentration profiles which
are determined by channeling and defect enhanced diffusion during subsequent annealing steps /1/ and which
therefore limit scalability. For scaled bipolar transistors of the future a rectangular profile is desired to achieve
both a sufficient collector-emitter (C-E) punch-through voltage and a minimal base transit time. Unlike ion implantation silicon epitaxy does not suffer from the above restrictions and abrupt profiles, i.e. a steep out-diffusion
tail, can be achieved. To integrate epitaxial base technology in advanced double-poly self-aligned structures /2/,
the epitaxial deposition process has to be selective to substitute for ion-implantation without any additional
process steps.

INTRINSIC BASE PERIMETER
The Selective Epitaxy Base Transistor (SEBT) was presented previously /3/. The results demonstrated the device
quality of selective epitaxial films, grown in a conventional epitaxy reactor. In the SEBT structure the intrinsic
base epitaxial layer is linked-up directly to the extrinsic base polysilicon which is different from technologies using
implanted base layers (Fig.l). It is preferable to grow the epitaxial base bounded by polysilicon rather than oxide
or nitride because facetting with high defect density occurs at the epi/dielectric boundary /4,5/. But nucleations
have been observed on the polysilicon (Fig.2), which make emitter-sidewall formati6n difficult, i.e. sidewall etchthrough is possible if nucleations are too large. It was demonstrated that for sufficiently thin epitaxial films, ane
consequently small nucleation sizes, sidewall formation becomes noncritical /3/. For the obtained basewidth of
I 100A the emitter sidewall covers completely the nucleations at the polysilicon. However it was observed not to
be straight because of a slightly higher thickness of the epitaxial film close to the window boundary which is due
to merging of the polysilicon and the epitaxial growth at the window perimeter (Fig.3). The poly/epi interface
was observed to be on a (I I1)-plane. Since the boron diffusion coefficient is essentially higher in polysilicon
compared to epitaxial silicon, lateral encroachment of the extrinsic base dopant to the emitter is possible underneath the sidewall. The consequence is a degradation of the current gain by a reduction of the effective emitter
Gummel number at the emitter edge /6/.
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INTRINSIC BASE VERTICAL PROFILE
As mentioned above, epitaxial base formation makes possible basewidths in the sub-lOOOA range. To achieve an
acceptable punch-through and Early voltage with such a narrow base the toal base dopant, i.e. the boron concentration, has to be sufficiently high. A narrow more highly doped base is more sensitive to the epitaxy processing conditions and the subsequent termperature-time cycles which widen the basewidth. To quantify the impact
of sidewall processing steps on profile broadening SIMS measurements were performed before and after emitter
sidewall formation (Fig.4). The selective epitaxial film was deposited in an Applied Materials 7810 radiantly
heated barrel type reactor running in reduced pressure mode using SiC 4 at 900C /7/. To protect the epitaxy
silicon surface from dry-etching during sidewall formation, a 300A buffer oxide was grown at 800°C after epitaxy.
This oxidation is the dominant factor in broadening the profile because of oxidation enhanced boron diffusion /8/.
The basewidth was I100A including sidewall processing and 9SOA without emitter sidewall.

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS AND DISCUSSION
The Gummel plot of the SEBT with I 100A basewidth is shown in Fig.5. Compared with former results /3/ similar
device performance was achieved also for small emitter sizes. This is due to the lowered E-B leakage current by a
well performed emitter sidewall. Current gains up to 24 were measured. Such values are still somewhat low for the
measured intrinsic base sheet resistance of 2800Q/0. It is assumed that an encroachment of the highly doped
extrinsic base, as described above, is the the reason for this reduction. At high currents the gain is even more
degraded (Fig.6). In this range base current crowding takes place, increasing the current density near the emitter
perimeter and decreasing the effective gain of the transistor.
Therefore lateral extrinsic base encroachment has to be lowered by either a wider sidewall or by modifications in
processing. Since the sidewall width is determined by the height of the extrinsic base nitrideioxide/poly stack,
encroachment has to be limited by a reduction of the final temperature-time cycles including epitaxy process itself.

CONCLUSION
A Selective Epitaxy Base Transistor (SEBT) was presented with a basewidth of I 100A. Basewidths below 1000A
before emitter sidewall formation were measured. The incorporation of an epitaxial base and appropriate low
temperature processing will maintain a narrow base profile and result in a sub-1000A basewidth in double-poly
structures. E-B leakage caused by emitter sidewall etch-through, as seen in former work, could be removed with
deposition of thinner epitaxial films and consequently smaller nucleation sizes. Current gains up to 24 were found
which are somewhat small values for the measured intrinsic base sheet resistance of 2800(1/0. An encroachment
of the extrinsic base dopant to the emitter was found to be the reason for this reduction. It is concluded that high
device performance can be obtained in the SEBT device with a reduction of the temperature-time cycles and an
optimized sidewall.
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Fig. I Cross-Section of the SEBT.

Fig. 2 SliM of emitter opening
after selective cpitaxy.
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Fig.3 TEM cross-section of the emnitter window after
epitaxial base formation. Polysilicon nucleation occurs
at the perimeter resulting in an (11I1)-interface with the
layer. In this region the flmnthickness
is somewhat higher. The epi thickness (1600A) is essentially thicker than in device processing.
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UNIFIED MODEL FOR BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS INCLUDING THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT
DEPENDENCE OF THE BASE AND COLLECTOR RESISTANCES AS WELL AS THE BREAKDOWN
LIMITS

,L

F. HtBERT ° and D.J. ROULSTON
Electrical Engineering Department, University of Waterloo, Waterloo,
Ont. N2L-3G1, Canada
Avantek Inc., Advanced Bipolar Products, 39201 Cherry Street
Newark, CA 94560, U.S.A.
Rgsume - Un module pour transistor bipolaire, qui tient compte des
variations des r~sistances de base et de collecteur avec la tension
emetteur-base, la tension collecteur-base et le courant collecteur, ainsi
que la dependence en tension de la charge de base et le claquage par
avalanche, est pr~sentg. Un bon accord entre les simulations par ordinateur
et experimentations est obtenu.
Abstract - A unified bipolar transistor model, which takes into account the
variation of the base and collector resistances with emitter-base voltage,
collector-base voltage and collector current, as well as the voltage
dependence of the base charge and the avalanche breakdown, is presented.
The agreement between computer simulations and experiments is shown to be
very good.
1

-

INTRODUCTION

High performance bipolar transistors typically have narrow base widths and
operate at high current densities. These two effects tend to reduce the useful
operating region of the transistor since punch-through and avalanche effects
reduce the maximum voltage, and saturation and ohmic quasi-saturation effects
increase the minimum voltage limit for high current operation. Also, the base
resistance varies with operating voltage and current which affects the device
performance.
Accurate and physical transistor models are required in order to properly
predict the device performance. A unified model which takes into account the
base punch-through and avalanche breakdowns [1], as well as the base and
collector conductivity modulation is presented.
2 - ASSUMPTIONS

The modeling of the voltage and current dependence of the base and collec~or
resistances is based on the solution of the carrier distribution within the
base and collector regions.
For an NPN transistor, with the doping profile shown in Fig. la, it is assumred
that when in saturation, the electrons injected from the forward biased baseemitter junction will spread into the collector region (Fig. ic).
The basecollector space charge layer will then effectively disappear, and due to
charge neutrality in the collector region, the hole concentration (p(x)) may
be solved from the knowledge of the electron distribution (n(x)) and the
epitaxial collector doping n(x)=p(x)+Nepi The base and collector conductivity modulation is then solved from n(x) within
the transistor.
Some workers have solved for the collector conductivity
modulation through a solution of p(x) (holes) as a function of the basecollector voltage (Vbc) (2-5] but this neglects the effect of the base-emitter
voltage (Vbe) and the fact that the solution of p(x) is difficult (5] due to
the uncertainty in defining the exact point of hole injection in the collector
under high level injection (HLI). An other advantage in considerinq n(x) is
that the base conductivity modulation is solved automatically (unified model).
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Figure 1 - Details of the emitter, base and epitaxial collector regions. a)
typical doping profile. Carrier distribution in the normal mode (b) and in
saturation (c).
3 - CARRIER DISTRIBUTION
For a reverse biased base-collector junction (Fig. 1b),
may be computed by assuming negligible drift current:

the collector current

Ic = K q Ae Fn Vt dn/dx = K q Ae Pn Vt nP(O)/Wb

(1)

where q is the electronic charge, Ae is the effective emitter area, un is the
average electron mobility, Vt is the thermal voltage (kT/q), Wb is the neutral
base width, K is unity under low level injection (LLI) conditions and K is
2 in HLI (since Ic is made up of equal drift and diffusion components). n (0)
is the injected electron density in the base at the emitter-base space chbrqe
layer edge (Fig. 1).
It is defined as, for LLI and HLI conditions:
np(O)

=

{ [(ni 2 /Na)

exp(Vbe/Vt))-

I

+

in i exp

(Vbe/2Vt)J-I

K-

(2)

where n is the intrinsic carrier concentration, Nao is the effective doping
level a the emitter-base scl edge (Fig. 1a) and is obtained from CV
measurements or from device simulations.
In the saturation mode of operation, the base-collector junction no longer act,
like a sink for the electrons, and free carriers will extend from the base inlt'
the collection region. The electron distribution may be solved from I.:
Ic = [I + (np(Wb)/(nP(Wb)+Nhli))) q Ae Pn Vt dn/dx

(3)

The term in square brackets takes into account the gradual transition between
LLI and HLI (K above).
Nhli is the effective doping level at which HLl hegn-:,
n (Wb) is the electron carrier density at the base-collector junction equal tc
( n(Wb)+Nepi).
The electron distribution is

n(x) = np(O)
dn/dx= I/(
4 - COLL CTOR

-

fdn/dx)

(x)

(4)

l + inp(Wb)/(nP(Wb)dNhli))](q Ae Pn Vt)

SISTANCE

The width of the collector region over which the conductivity is modulated Ly
free carriers is defined as x., as shown in Fig. Ic.
It is defined as:
x o = (np(0) - Nepi)/(dn/dx )

(I)
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The conductivity modulated collector resistance (Rcm) is
Rcm - ((Xo-Wb)/(q Ae' Pnc Ncm)) + ((Wepi-(Xo-Wb))/(q Ae' Pnc Nepi))

(7)

where A ' is the emitter area modified to include lateral current spreading
within the collector region [6] and Pnc is the field dependent electron
mobility (5].
N
is the average concentration over the modulated region of
width xo, computc using (4) above with x=(Wb+(Xo/2)).
The voltage dependence of Rc is evaluated by assuming a one-sided abrupt
junction
Rc = Rcm ((Wepi-Wscl)/Wsc1 ) + Rcext

(8)

where
computed from integration of Poisson's equation and from the
nw W
ois Nepi,
(Wsc<Wei) and Rcext is the current and voltage independent
resistance.
5 - BASE RESISTANCE

The base resistance is inversely proportional to the base conductivity and to
the base width. HLI and base widening effects will therefore reduce the base
resistance. For a given increase in base carrier concentration (proportional
to an increase in base conductivity) defined as Nbm, and a given increase in
base width, defined as Wk, the resulting reduction in base resistance is
Rbbi = Rbbio (Navg/(Navg+Nbm))(Wb/(Wb+Wk))

(9)

where Rbgio is the low current intrinsic base resistance and Na._ is the
average Ease doping.
(9) may be expanded to include the base widening due to
saturation effects and Kirk effect, and conductivity modulation due to HLI and
Early effect (variation of Qbc in Fig la).
This is discussed in detail in [7].
6 - BREAKDOWN AND CROWDING EFFECTS
The avalanche and base punch-through breakdown effects are based on the work
published in [1].
Crowding effects are included by using distributed
equivalent circuits.
7 - MODEL PARAMETERS AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Most of the model parameters may be obtained from measurements (sheet doping
profile, sheet resistances, CV, etc.) or from device simulations. Nhl i may be
estimated as half the collector doping (N i) [2].
For devices with ightly
doped bases, HLI will occur first in the Mse and the value of Nhli will tend
to the average base doping.
The model has been implemented in the WATAND circuit simulator [8], and two
different bipolar transistors displaying quasi-saturation effects have been
considered. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the agreement between simulations
and experiment is very good. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the simulated
and computed base resistance (using BIPOLE [9]).
The reduction in intrinsic
base resistance is properly simulated. The evaluation of the avalanche and
base punch-through breakdown model has been carried out in [1].

8 - CONCLUSIONS
A physical model for the variation of the base and collector resistances of
bipolar transistors with operating current, base-emitter voltage and basecollector voltage, compatible with CAD programs, is presented. The model is
based on the solution of the electron distribution within the base and
collector regions under LLI, HLI or saturation conditions. The model has
been implemented in the WATAND circuit simulator and the agreement between
simulations and experiment is very good.
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PEDESTAL BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR WITH POLYSILICON ACTIVE BASE AND EMITTER WHICH
ACHIEVES MINIMIZED CAPACITANCES

F. HtBERT* and D.J. ROULSTON

Electrical Engineering Department, University of Waterloo, Waterloo,
Ont. N2L-3GI, Canada.
*Avantek Inc., Advanced Bipolar Products, 39201 Cherry Street
Newark, CA 94560, U.S.A.
Rgsumg - Des transistors bipolaires qui utilisent une couche de
polysilicium doper de bore pour la base intrins4que (sur silicium
monocristallin) et extrins~que (sur oxyde), et un gmetteur
polycristallin doper de phosphore, ont &te realises avec des gains en
courant inverses jusquQ5 10.
Le processus de fabrication est base
sur la d6position normale de couches polycristallines, suivie d'une
recristallisation qui d6pent du doping.
Abstract - Bipolar transistors using a boron doped polysilicon layer
for the intrinsic (on monocrystalline silicon) and extrinsic base
regions (on field oxide), and a phosphorous doped polysilicon emitter,
have been realized with upward current gains up to 10. The process
is based on standard polysilicon film deposition followed by doping
dependent recrystallization.
I - INTRODUCTION

Minimized parasitic junction capacitances of bipolar transistors may be
achieved by self-alignment and by locating the extrinsic base region on
top of a thick oxide layer (1-4].
The latter method, considered here,
typically requires high temperature epitaxial film growth for the base
formation [1,2,3] or photo-epitaxial equipment [4).
The results of such
methods are similar: epitaxial silicon is formed over the monocrystalline
Si (intrinsic region) and polysilicon forms where there is oxide
(extrinsic region).
In this paper, a polysilicon rather than epitaxial base is used in order
to simplify the processing requirements. Polysilicon base devices (non
self-aligned PNP transistors) have been realized by workers at IBM [51
using an in-situ doped arsenic base, but low current gains and large
capacitances have been obtained (rapid thermal anneal (RTA) was not
utilized, and the extrinsic base region was not deposited on the field
oxide).
NPN transistors with minimized capacitances and recrystallized
polysilicon base have been fabricated using RTA techniques. The
structure, referred to as the PEDESTAL transistor from its appearance
(see Figure 1), has been realized based on the doping dependence of the
recrystallization of polysilicon films [6].
The recrystallization is
performed prior to base doping in order to minimize the sensitivity of
the base width to processing.

/-CONTACTS-

/- EMITTER

-CONTACT

Fiaure I - Cross-section of an NPN PEDESTAL transistor. The base and
emitter are formed of polysilicon. The downward mode emitter is labelled.
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2 - PROCESS DESCRIPTION
The devices have been fabricated using a 3 pm thick, 0.5 ohm-cm N type
epitaxial layer grown on an N+ <111> substrate. After growth of a 0.5
pm field oxide, the intrinsic base area is patterned by etching of the
oxide. The base an undoped polysilicon layer of 0.5 to 0.6 pm is
deposited at 5906C using silane in an LPCVD reactor. An HF interface
treatment (to remove any native or chemical oxide grown during any RCA
clean) is carried out prior to poly deposition.
Since undoped polysilicon does not easily realign epitaxially (even
after a 120 seconds 1150 0 C heat treatment) (6], but phosphorus (Ph)
doped poly films do (even after a 30 seconds 1100 0 C heat treatment), a
low concentration of phosphorus is introduced in the undoped poly layer
in order to enhance the recrystallization and epitaxial realignment
with the substrate. The Ph furnace deposition conditions are 10 minutes
at 6500C followed by an 80 minute drive-in at 9000C to redistribute the
doping. It should be noted that a 6 in-situ y4 dopid layer (with
concentration of the order of lxlO
to IxlO
cm ) could also have
been used (this was not investigated since the gas flow meters used in
our LPCVD in-situ doped reactor cannot yield such concentrations).
Rapid
thermal anneal (RTA is used to recrystallize the poly film [6) and the
conditions are 1150 C for 40 seconds in oxygen.
The base layer is then boron (B) doped (900 0 C process) yielding a base
sheet resistance of approximately 150 ohms/square. An indication of the
crystalline nature of the base layer is the time required for patterning
similarly doped poly layers in KOH. Typical poly films etch in 4 minutes
while the base layer of the PEDESTAL transistor required 42 minutes to
clear, indicating that the layer morphology has significantly been altered.
The combination of Ph doping and RTA is responsible for the changed layer
morphology since an identical poly layer to the PEDESTAL base deposited on
a patterned test wafer, undoped when annealed at 11500C for 120 minutes in
02, cleared in only 13 minutes using the same KOH solution.
The emitter window is defined through patterning of the base oxide followed
by deposition of a 0.4c)am thick in-situ phosphorus doped N+ polysilicon
film (deposited at 585 C, with 20-30 ohms/square). After RTA for activation
of the emitter doping (40 seconds at 1050 C in nitrogen) the contact
windows and metallization steps are performed.
3 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Ic-Vce characteristics of a PEDESTAL transistor are shown in 5igure 2
(upward mode).
The device characteristics are adequate for I L operation:
BVCEO of 2.5 volts, Early voltage of greater than L3 volts and current
gain greater than 5. The measured base width of the transistor is
approximately 0.14 pm, partly within the polysilicon and epitaxial
regions, as obtained from groove and stain measurements. Current gains
of 10 have been obtained with the trade-off 2f reduced Early voltage
(4 volts).
The Gummel plots of a 100xloo pm upward transistor are shown
in Figure 3. The collector urrent shows ideal behaviour and the leakage
current is less than 5 piA/cm5. The base current has an ideality factor
of 1.62.
In the downward mode of operation, Ic is ideal, with low leakage.
The collector saturation current (Is) of the transistor is near identical
for either mode of operation, indicating a near symmetrical transistor
(upward Is of 0.99 fA and downward I of 1.22 fA) in terms of effective
emitter area. The base current in the downward mode is greater, with
ideality factor of the order of 2 to 2.6 which is typical of polysilicon
diodes (5,7,8].
The maximum downward current gain achieved is unity.
It has been observed through measurements of devices with equal emitter
area but different perimeter, that the recombination is not only a function
of the poly characteristics, but also of the oxide films covering the base
layer (surface recombination).
The base oxide has been grown using 850°C
steam oxidation rather than a higher temperature dry oxygen process, and
the poor quality oxide which results (cracking observed using a surface
profiler) increases the surface recombination. This has been confirmed
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through measurement of the base ideality factor of poly emitter
transistors with diffused bases in mono silicon, fabricated using the same
base oxide: ideality factor of 1.4 rather than 1.0 is obtained, indicating
that the surface recombination is non-negligible (also, devices with large
emitter periphery to area ratios have lower current gains).
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ideality factors for Ic and 1 b are 1.0
and 1.62 respectively.

Test wafers have also been processed without RTA and Ph doping of the base
polysilicon layer prior to boron doping. The resulting devices had current
gains below unity and non-ideal Gummel plots (ideality factors for the base
and collector current greater than unity).
The poor performance is
attributed to non-ideal characteristics of the interface between the base
layer and the emitter and collector regions since boron doped poly does not
easily recrystallize and epitaxially realign [6], even after the final RTA
used to activate the emitter dopant. Similar results have been obtained
for test devices which received an RTA of the boron doped poly prior to the
emitter deposition.

4 - TYPICAL APPLICATION
A typica application considered for such a process is Integrated Injection
Logic (I L).
The lateral PNP device, required as injector, may be
fabricated by diffusing the base dopant into the N type substrate rather
than into the undoped polysilicon layer, as shown in Fig. 4. This would
require patterning the base polysilicon prior to doping, such as to expose
the collector and emitter regions of the PNP transistor (one extra noncritical mask, no extra diffusions).
Improved speed is possible due to
reduced dimensions of the active area and reduced injection in the
extrinsic base when compared to diffused technologies [7).
Since the delay
(due to the device) is proportional to the stored charge, the increase in
switching speed is proportional to the reduction in active area of the
transistor.
Fo a typical 5 pm process, the reduction in active emitter
area (upward mode) when using the PEDESTAL process is approximately 5
times.
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5 - CONCUSIONi
Bipolar transistors referred to as PEDESTAL transistors have been
fabricated using a boron doped polysilicon layer for the intrinsic and
extrinsic base regions. The extrinsic base is formed on top of a thick
field oxide in order to minimize the parasitic capacitances and minimize
the effective upward emitter area. The downward emitter is formed using
an in-situ phosphorus doped polysilicon layer. Current gains up to 10
and ideal collector current behaviour have been realized through
recrystallization of the polysilicon base layer. This has been achieved
by depositing an undoped poly base layer and doping the layer very lightly
with phosphorus prior to a rapid thermal anneal (1150 0 C for approximately
40 seconds) and prior to boron doping. T~e PEDESTAL device is an ideal
candidate for high speed low complexity I L logic.
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HIGH FREQUENCY BASE RESISTANCE AND THE REPRESENTATION OF TWO AND
THREE-DIMENSIONAL AC AND DC EMITTER AND BASE CURRENT FLOW OF BIPOLAR
TRANSISTORS
F. H9BERT* and D.J. ROULSTON
Electrical Engineering Department, University of Waterloo, Waterloo,
Ont. N2L-3GI, Canada
*Avantek Inc., Advanced Bipolar Products, 39201 Cherry Street
Newark, CA 94560, U.S.A.
- La rdsistance de base et 1'imp&dance d'entr6e a haute
frfquence de transistors bipolaires sont simulees en utilisant une
reprdsentation h trois dimensions (3D).
On observe que la reduction
de la resistance de base ainsi que les courants 3D de transistors
non-mures ne peuvent atre correctement representges par des circuits
equivalents standards. Une repr~sentation parallile du transistor est
proposee pour mieux modeler les transistors iAon-murgs a haute
fr~quence.
Resum

Abstract - The high frequency base resistance, input impedance and

current flows of bipolar transistors are simulated using a quasi threedimensional (3D) representation of the device. It is found that the
reduction in base resistance as well as the 3D current flows of
non-walled transistors cannot be properly simulated using standard
distributed equivalent circuits. A parallel connected equivalent
circuit is proposed for improved high frequency modeling of non-walled
devices.
1 - INTRODUCTION

The base resistance (Rbb) and input impedance of bipolar transistors will
effectively reduce at high frequencies due to ac current crowding within
the intrinsic and extrinsic regions, since the capacitances and resistances
are distributed. In this paper, a three-dimensional (3D) technique
required for the simulation of the ac base resistance based on a 2D
distributed network representation of the layout of transistors (1], with
all the parasitic capacitances added, is described. The quasi 3D
simulation of the input impedance of a poly emitter transistor is carried
out to demonstrate the effect of ac current crowding. It is also found
that the standard distributed equivalent circuit does not properly
represent the two dimensional current flow of non-walled transistors; a
parallel equivalent circuit is proposed as an alternative.
2 - QUASI THREE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATIONS

In order to study the 3D ac behaviour of a transistor, the 2D distributed
network representation of the transistor layout, as used in [I], is
modified to include the vertical capacitive current: thi peripheral (side)
and plane capacitances of the base and emitter diffusions are distributed,
and the current sources under the emitter, which represent the vertical
base current flow (1], are replaced by a resistance (Rv ), shunted by a
capacitance (Cs ) as per the hybrid-" equivalent circuit representation.
This is shown in Fig. 1. C? is the parallel combination of the diffusion
(CD) and the emitter-base capacitances (plane, Ce , and sidewall, Ces).
Ccs and Cc are the sidewall and plane collector-gase junction capacitances
respectively.

This representation permits silILiation of the input impedance and of the
intrinsic and extrinsic base resistances (Rbbi and Rbbx, from power
dissipation considerations, (1]) at various frequencies. The operating
current is defined by the value of Rvr and CD used in the analysis.
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Figure 1 - 2D layout representation [1] modified to take into account the
vertical ac current flow. The component values are indicated in the 4
cross-sections shown.
It is assumed that the collector is an ac ground and that dc current
crowding is negligible.
The sheet capacitances, specified in Farads per
unit area, and the sidewall (edge) capacitances, specified in Farads per
unit length, are represented by grounded capacitors at each node of the
equivalent circuit, as shown in the various cross-sections of Figure 1.
The capacitive values required for the analysis may be obtained from
measurements or from device simulators, such as BIPOLE [2], for the bias
voltage of interest.
3 - HIGH FREOUENCY SIMULATIONS

The ac input impedance has been simulated for a single base contact
transistor with the characteristics listed in Table I. The transistor
considered is an oxide isolated device with a non-walled poly emitter and
an ft of 3 GHz. The resulting "input impedance circle" [3] is shown in
Figure 2. A semi-circle if formed by curve-fitting of the low frequency
data points (as expected [3]) and the extrapolated high-frequency
intercept (1400 ohms) yields exactly the low-frequency base resistance.
E
1600
400
U -200Z

REAL INPUT IMPEDANCE (ohms)
2200
3000
3800
4600

04

FREQUENCY

2

IN GHz

,-'00

CL05

0015
00
0.0

_0D

CL -1400

012503

z

>- -1800-

0,175

0:.CI

0075

005

1-22001

Figure 2-

Input impedance of a non-walled poly emitter bipolar transistor.

Half of the layout view shown in Fig. 1 was simulated.
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Table I

-

Poly emitter transistor characteristics

Parameter
Emitter area
Base area
Ext. sheet res.
Int. sheet res.
Current density
R
Cy
Ces
Ccs
Ccp

Value
2 x 2
4 x 7
548
3020
151
5
1.28x]0
1.40x10 - 14
7.77x.0 - 1 6
2.75xi0 -- 11 77
1.75xi0

UDnts
Pm
2
2

pm
ohms/square
ohms/square
amps/pm
ohms/pm
F/pm2
F/pm
F/pm 2
F/pm

The divergence of the input impedance from the semi-circle at very high
frequencies is a result of ac current crowding which effectively reduces
the base resistance.
Both Rbbi and Rbbx are observed to reduce, and the
reduction in Rbbi is greater than that of Rbbx due to the larger
capacitance in the intrinsic region.
4 - EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS
The variation of the input impedance of non-walled emitter transistors
cannot be properly simulated using a standard distributed equivalent
circuit (as shown in Figure 3) due to the multi-dimensional current flows.
To illustrate this, the surface potential over the emitter of walled
(Fig. 4) and non-walled (Fig.5) devices have been computed using the quasi
3D technique described above. The base current flow in the walled device
is clearly one-dimensional (from a layout view) and the equivalent circuit
of Fig. 3 may be used to accurately model the variation of the input
impedance with bias or frequency. In the case of the non-walled structure,
since the base current flows around the emitter, current crowding first
occurs at the emitter edge which is farthest away from the base contact.
Also, the emitter-base voltage at the emitter periphery will vary with
current which results in 2D variations of the emitter-base capacitance
This does not occur when the device is walled since the base current is
one-dimensional in the layout plane.

c
-EXTRINS IC

Rc"

Rxc2

-

--

-INTRINSIC.

Rxc3

Rbi

Rcs,

'2 i

ib+R

cs2

Rcs3

Rbt
R51

bb
R02

R93

Rc4

R
Re4

cs5

R.5
R95

RRe

E

Figure 3 - Standard distributed equivalent circuit showing the plane and

sidewall capacitances. 5 intrinsic and 2 extrinsic sections are shown.
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B

Figure 5 - Potential (z-axis) over
half the surface of a non-walled
emitter single base contact device.

Figure 4 - Potential (z-axis) over
the surface of a walled emitter one
base contact bipolar transistor.

In order to better represent the distribution of the emitter-base voltage
over the emitter surface and the 3D currents, the parallel distributed
circuit of Fig. 6 is used. Each of the three transistors shown (device "Al
represents the quadrant near the base contact, device "C" represents the
quadrant farthest away from the base contact and device "B" represents the
remaining two quadrants) may be represented by the distributed equivalent
circuit of Fig. 3. RbA, Rb and RbC are the extrinsic resistances along the
paths shown in Fig. a.
These are computed using a 2D sinulator [1] with
the following requirements: RbA is the minimum value of Rbbx (when most
of the current flows in quadrant "A") and the sum of RbA, RbB and RbC is
equal to the total extrinsic base resistance computed at low currents and
low frequencies [1].
C_
CA
A)

B'

Rb

C2

A 4Fbi8

C,

2

FParallel equivalent circuit of non-walled emitter transistor.
a) layout view showing the base current paths. b) equivalent circuit.
The four emitter quadrants are assumed to carry equal currents. The area
of the "B" transistor is twice that of the "A" and "C" devices.

(1) F. Hgbert and D.J. Roulston, Solid-State Elec., jU, (1988), 283.
(2) D.J. Roulston, Proc. CICC, (1980), 2.
(3] W.M.C. Sansen, R.G. Meyer, IEEE J. Solid-State Cir., S
, (1972),

492.
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ELECTRICAL BEHAVIOUR AND MODELLING OF A N-DOPED a-Si:H EMITTER
BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR
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Groupe de Micro~lectronique, Universit6 Rennes I. Campus de Beaulleu,
F-35042 Rennes Cedex, France
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I - INTRODUCTION

BAASE
Cr Al

In
recent
years,
heterojunction
bipolar
transistors (IIBT's) have attracted much attention
because it is possible to get a high current gain
with
heavily
base
duping.
Furthermore,
heterojunction
structures
mainly
employing
the
conventional
silicon technology are particularly
attractive,
especially
hydrogenated
amorphous
silicon/single
crystalline
silicon
(a-Si:H/c-Si)
heterojunctions II -41. The use of n-doped a-Si:H/pdoped c-Si as emitter-base junction of a HBT allows
to create an extra barrier to holes that minimizes
the

minority

carrier

injection

in

the

emitter

aS:.BSE
BASE

__

SiO 2

p

N-

EASE

COLLECTOR

W+

and

thus allows to get a high current gain bipolar
transistor in silicon technology. This paper is
devoted to the study of the electrical behaviour of
a n-doped a-Si:H emitter HBT, to the understanding
and the modelling of the electrical mechanisms in
order to improve the features of these devices.

Fiq. I

II - FABRICATION OF THE DEVICES

possibly

The bipolar transistors are fabricated on an
epitaxial
suhstrate
as
follows.
The
n'-doped
substrate constitutes the collector layer. The base
is fabricated from ion implantation of boron in the
n-epilsyer. The emitter is made of s-Si:H deposited
on the base layer from a silane decompobition at low
temperature (250-275^C) with PH3 as doping gas (glow
discharge technique). The a-SiiH layer is very thin
in order to minimize the series resistance of the
emitter
and
is 50 nm
thick.
rollowing
this
deposition, an emitter contact is made of chromium
that plays the role of a diffusion barrier to the
aluminum atoms of the contact overlayer (fig.l). The
choice of a chromium layer instead of titane layer
in due to a better ohmic contact obtained with this
element after checking the contact resistance on
test structures (chromium or titane and a-Si:N
layers deposited on glass substrates and n- degenerated silicon substrates). The finished devices
are annealed in forming gas at low temperature
temperature (250C) ligthly lower than the a-Si:H
deposition temperature. This annealing step improves
the electrical characteristics of the transistor

Mu'rALLIZATION

I
CO.LLCTOR
Croosscction of tht,structur

because the aluminum contacts on silico
and chromium are improved. The emitter area vare
in the range 60-3500 um2. Figure 2 shows a fins
structure.

Fig. 2

Photoqraph of the final transistor

m_ , mm m m~mm.
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Ill

- DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS
The

Figure 4 shows the variation of
c Ilector
current
gain
versus

behaviour
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types
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the saturation of the current gain is not observed
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be
the
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A

comparison between
static
and
dynamic
current
gains versus collector current is given on figure 6.
The
difference can
be
easily
explained
by
the

from C(V) measurements. Because the doping profile2
I/C
of the base is directly deduced by tracing

variation

heterojunction mainly

of

the

total

current

gain

versus

the

current density (Fig. 4). Figure 7 shows the total
emitter-base
junction
current
versus
the
baseemitter
bias
when
collector-base
junction
is

versus

V,

the

space

charge

extends in

layer

of

the

the nonocrystalline

region. Therefore,
the
breakdown
mainly of the doping profile of

voltage depends
the base as in

heavily

shortened (VCB-O). Because the slope equals I/VT,
th- collector current law is well described by the

doped
monocrystalline
emitter
bipolar
tansistor. On the other hand, we may predict that
the volumic recombination mainly occurs on the base

diffusion model

four orders of

side of the space charge

I

IV - MODELLING
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V - DISCUSSION
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MAXIMUM OPERATING VOLTAGE LIMITATIONS DUE TO PARASITIC BIPOLAR ACTION IN
VLSI CMOs
D. TAKACS and M. STEGER
Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Microelectronics,
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Mnchen 83, F.R.G.

hatract-The influence of the PBTA (Parasitic Bipolar Transistor Action)
induced by impact ionization on the maximum operating voltages as well as
on the isolation performance in VLSI CMOS structures was investigated
using the sensitivity of the nMOS- and bipolar-parameters to the
operating voltages.Strong coupling between the KOS- and bipolar-currents
exists due to the potential drop caused by the impact ionization currents
of the
nMOSFET.The base currents of the bipolar transistors reduce the
measurable substrate current.The maximum operating voltage in CMOS is
limited by the impact ionization induced PBTA.The isolation performance
is reduced by the collector current of the vertical transistor.
1. INTRODUCTION
The driving force to reduce dimensions in VLSI is to increase the speed and
the packing density of the circuits. The main difficulty in scaling down CMOS
designs in the future will be the reduction of the effective channel length
L.e of the MOSFETs and the n-/p- isolation spacing between them. By reducing
L.r, the breakdown properties of the MOS transistors are affected. Reducing
the n-/p- spacing will affect the electrical separation between the n- and pMOSFETs.
When scaling down to submicron levels at constant operating voltages, the
electric field in the channel and the related impact ionization rates increase
rapidly. The potential drop AV.. produced by the impact ionization currents
in the electrical substrate of the nMOSFET gives rise to Parasitic Bipolar
Transistor Action (PBTA). The resulting bipolar current is an injection
current. It increases exponentially with
AV.. (-I decade/60 mV). The PBTA
leads to interactions between the currents of the n- and p-channel areas that
can be enhanced by the positive feedback of the npn &ad pnp bipolar
transistors in CMOS.
Although potential drops AVas below 0.6V will only lead to relatively low
bipolar currents, they can significantly influence the MOS currents and the
isolation between the
well and the substrate.The MOSFET parameters are
affected by the impact ionization dependent change of the back gate bias
Va. and by the bipolar current I. injected from the source of the nMOSFET.The
isolation performance is then affected by the collector current of the npn
transistors.The result is a limited operating voltage and a reduced isolation
performance.
The purpose of this work was to investigate the influence of the impact
ionization induced
PBTA on the maximum operating voltage of the nMOSFETs and
on the isolation performance in CMOS.Experlments were carried out on samples
fabricated in p-well based twin-tub CMOS processes with 1.0m to 1.51im feature
sizes and gate oxide thicknesses from 20nm and 25 nm,respectively.
2. MAXIMUM OPERATING VOLTAGE
Fig.l shows the cross sectional view of a p-well CMOS structure with the nchannel MOSFET, the parasitic npn bipolar transistors and the current
generator 1 L__ representing the impact ionization current. At sufficiently

V\
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large potential drop AV.. caused by I±., electrons are injected from the n
source into the p-well leading to PBTA.Since the emitter efficiency of the narea is very high,two effective npn parasitic bipolar transistors contribute
to the injection current. The consequences of the PBTA in p-well CMOS can
become increasingly important considering the voltage limitations and the hot
carrier degradation of the nMOSFETs.
Va.;--

Vs

Vs

V.

VDS

VDD - VE

nn.sb

n+el

P.

trt

Fig.l:Cross sectional view of the test structure
bipolar transistors and the current generator I~,

with

OSFETs,parasitic

The lateral npn transistor can cause the well known drain induced barrier
lowering (DIBL) for short channel lengths. It represents a drain to source
voltage limitation for the nMOSFET.
The vertical npn transistor can cause:
* A reduction of
the isolation
between p-well and n-substrate due to iLS
collector current.
*A reduction of the maximum operating voltage VD=Vcz for a CMOS relevant
functional unit
(to retain the same
current levels in the well and the
substrate
as without PBTA).
* A reduction
of the maximum operating voltage VDS of the nMOSFET because of
an
injection
the source.
An increased
of electrons
from enhanced
the source
leads to from
increased
drain current
due to injection
the attraction
of the
injected electrons by the gate field. An increaed drain current
leads to an
increased impact ionization and thus to a positive feedback.
The two basic conditions for starting PBTA are: the impact ionization
current I±o
and a certain collector to emitter voltage VCU=VDD. The current
Io, is determined by the operating point of the
OSFET e.g. VGa, V
Ve. V
is the CMOS relevant operating voltage VDD. The degree of the VnS and
and
Vo limitations by the PBTA will be demonstrated by the dependences
of the
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Fig.2:lnfluence
of
the
parameters.Fig.2atsubstrate current I..,normalized by Ion at Vc=-V0 =6.4V vs.
Vcn. Fig.2bithe maximum operating voltage VDn- 1 . VS. Vas for different V0..
The normalized substrate current of the nMOSFET as a function of the
VDU=6.4V is
operating voltage VyI-V., for different gate voltages V.* at
shown in Fig.2a. The normalizing factor is the substrate current at V..=Vo..
The filled circles for each gate voltage correspond to the condition that
injection from the source occurs. This condition is verified by measuring the
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drain and source currents of the nMOSFBT. The first filled circle going to
higher V.. voltages for each Va indicates the condition at which the value of
the source current becomes just equal to the drain current. The last value of
Vc= before injection represents the maximum operating voltage Voo-.- for the
given CMOS structure. At low gate voltages the substrate current (-current in
the p-well) of the nMOSFET is very low too so that it results in a high
relative change.Increasing V.s,injection occurs at lower V..=V.. voltages
indicating a respective operating voltage limitation.

4-5

6V

I
4

S

0

2

3

4

Fig.3:Operating voltage-sensitivities of the collector current I. (Fig.3a) and
of the n-channel substrate current In. (Fig.3b) as a function of V..
Fig.2b shows the maximum operating voltage V..--- as a function of the
gate voltage Va. for different V.S voltages of the MOSFET.The shape of the
VDD--- curves reflects the well-known substrate current shape for all drain
voltages VDe. VDodecreases with increasing VDB.
The collector current of the vertical npn bipolar transistor Ic,the
substrate and the drain currents Is. and ID of the nMOSFET characterized by
their sensitivities to Vcz=VDo
as a function of the Van for different Vos
voltages are shown in Fig.3a,3b and Fig.4, respectively.
1100
10
6.

25
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0

1
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2

(vI

3

4

5

Fig.4:Sensitivity of the n-channel drain current vs.Va, for different VD..
Fig.3a shows that injection occurs only for Vo.s6.5 V. The curve follows
the Van-dependent substrate current shape.Even at V0.- 6.5V the injection from
the source is significant only in that gate voltage range where the substrate
current is sufficiently high. Below V~a-6.5V no injection into the substrate
takes place.The nMOST parameters in this case are influenced by the body
effect changing the threshold voltage VT.Due to the modulation of the
depletion width at the well/substrate junction,the well resistance Rw, and thus
the potential drop AV.* are modulated too.
The influence of the PBTA on the substrate and drain currents is demonstrated
in Fig.3b and Fig.4. Without injection (circles) both substrate and drain
sensitivities are increased when Vo. in increased. With injection (filled
circles) both substrate and drain sensitivities are reduced. The reduction can
be estimated from the difference betwean the dashed line (i.e.the curve
approximated from points without injection) and the measured curve in the Vs.
range where injection occurs.The Is. reduction shows clearly that a part of
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the impact ionization current I±o is consumed by the base current of the npn
transistors. Therefore the impact ionization in MOSFETs will be underestimated
using the measurable I.. to monitor it.The reduction in ID is a consequence of
the decreased voltage drop AV. caused by the reduced Ia..
3. ISOLATION PERFORMANCE
The influence of the PBTA on the isolation performance of a CMOS relevant
functional unit e.g. inverter is demonstrated in Fig.5a.
The substrate
currents of the n- and p-channel MOSFETs in the inverter circuit ,I... and
I..,respectively are shown vs. the input voltage V... The regular substrate
currents I.. and I.s. generated by impact ionization in the respective
MOSFETs are denoted by solid lines. However,an additional peak of the I... is
observed (denoted by dashed lines).This is the collector current of the
vertical npn transistor.Preventing PBTA by reverse biasing the p-well/source
junction, the additional peak disappeares (dotted line).
The maximum values of the additional peaks for different doping levels in the
p-well vs.V., are shown in Fig.5b. Reducing the PBTA by increasing the Gummel
number,the collector currents I.p.are reduced effectively.
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Fig.5:Substrate currents of the MOSFETs in a CMOS inverter.Fig.5a:I.ogand
I.v vs.VzN.Fig.5b:Maximul values of the additional peaks I.... normalized by
the channel width W vs. V.. for different doping levels in the p-well.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
voltage drops AV.. below .6V caused by impact ionization currents in the
electrical substrates of the respective MOSFETs lead to PBTA in VLSI CMOS.This
action results in limitations of the maximum operating voltages of the discret
*OSFETs and of the CMOS functional unit.These influences were investiated
using operating voltage- sensitivities of the MOS- and bipolar-currents.
The obtained results demonstrate clearly that:
nMOSFET- and the bipolar-currents in CMOS are strongly coupled by
potential drop caused by the impact ionization currents.
* The maximum operating voltage in CMOS is limited by the PBTA induced by
operating point dependent impact ionisation in nMOST.
" Any increase of the well-doping effectively reduces this effect.
" The base currents of the parasitic bipolar
transistors reduce
measurable substrate current of the corresponding MOST.
* The isolation performance of a functional unit in CMOS is reduced due to
collector current of the vertical bipolar transistor.
*The
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PLASMA ANODISATION OF SILICON FOR ADVANCED VLSI
S. TAYLOR, W. ECCLESTON, J. RINGNALDA*, D.M. MAHER*,('),
D.J. EAGLESHAM, C.J. HUMPHREYS* and D.J. GODFREY**
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, Liverpool
University, PO Box 147, GB-Liverpool L69 3BX, Great-Britaln
"Department of Material Science and Engineering, Liverpool University,
PO Box 147, GB-Liverpool L69 3BX, Great-Britain
**GEC Hirst, Wembley, GB-Middlesex HA9 7PP, Great-Britain

Abstract - Inductively coupled, RF stimulated plasma anodisation of silicon is discussed
in terms of both MOS electrical properties and the oxidation of Si3N 4/SiO 2 /Si materials
systems. The electrical properties of the plasma oxides grown at 400'C are comparable to
those of thermal oxides grown at 10001C. Preliminary results based on transmission
electron microscopy observations prior to and after plasma anodisation indicate that
Si 3 N 4 /SiO 2 strips on silicon exhibit interesting laterdl oxidation behaviour and therefore
Si 3N 4 may be a potential mask against plasma anodisation for advanced VLSI.
1 - INTRODUCTION
Plasma anodisation is an attractive technique for the oxidation of silicon due to the rapid
oxidation rates observed at low temperatures /1/. Prolonged oxidation at high temperatures can
generate defects in the silicon and these defects lead to degradation in both yield and
performance of small geometry devices. An additional disadvantage of thermal oxidation is the
so called "bird's beak" effect: lateral oxidation occurs underneath a masked area, thus limiting
the minimum device separation which can be achieved. Although plasma anodisation has been
widely investigated (see / 1/ and references therein), previous studies have highlighted the
severe difficulty of producing effective masks for this process /2/; most of the established masks
against thermal oxidation appear to be consumed during plasma oxidation. Therefore an
important issue with regard to plasma anodisation is to find materials systems in which the
vertical oxidation rate of the mask is low compared to silicon and the lateral oxidation of both
the mask and the silicon substrate under the mask are minimal. The present summary
addresses this issue in the limited context of Si3 N 4 /SiO 2 strips on Si and includes data which
show that the electrical properties of plasma grown oxides at 400°C are acceptable for advanced
VLSI applications.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental apparatus used for the anodisation has been described elsewhere in some
detail /3/. The anodisation chamber consists of a quartz tube containing oxygen at a pressure of
approximately 150mTorr. The plasma is initiated using an inductively coupled RF generator
operating at 27MHz and 1 kW. The sample to be oxidised is positioned on a heated metal
pedestal 5-6 cm from the plasma discharge centre and forms the anode in an external d.c. circuit.
Silicon wafers of up to 100mm in diameter can be uniformly oxidised.

( )Present address: AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974, USA
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The response of several materials systems to plasma anodisation is being investigated by crosssectional transmission electron microscopy (x-TEM). The materials systems include strip
structures (-3Vm wide) of silicon nitride/thermal oxide and silicon nitride/thermal oxide/
polysilicon on (100) n-type silicon substrates. Both the silicon nitride and polysilicon structures
were grown by CVD deposition. Specimens for TEM were prepared from the initial structures
and from structures after oxidation by mechanical polishing to a thickness of -30 gim, followed
by ion-beam milling to perforation using 4kV Ar ions. The x-TEM observations were carried out
at 200kV and all structures were imaged edge-on along the strip (i.e. [011]) under zone-axis,
bright-field conditions.
3- RESULTS
As shown in previous work /4/, the electrical properties of plasma oxides grown at 400*C are
comparable to thermal oxides grown at 1000 0 C and the electrical breakdown strength of the
plasma oxides exceeds that which is required for isolation of VLSI structures. A typical
histogram of electrical breakdown data is presented in Fig. 1. The mean electrical breakdown
strength is 9.5MV/cm over 90% of the probed area with a complete absence of low-field
breakdown. In addition MOS capacitors fabricated using plasma oxides have electrical integrity
similar to that attainable using thermal oxides. Figure 2 shows a comparison between a typical IV curve for MOS capacitors with plasma- and thermally-oxidised dielectric layers. Conduction
through the oxide in the high-field region prior to breakdown is thought to occur by FowlerNordheim tunneling. The differences in the curves are attributed to a higher level of positive
charge either near to the interface or within the oxide. At the present time these positively
charged traps can only be removed by higher temperature anneals. The slight inflection, or
ledge, in the plasma grown case is probable associated with electron traps which are filled by the
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling current.
100
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~4020
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I.

FIELD STRENGTH (MV/cm)

Fig. 1 - Histogram showing the field strength of 25 MOS capacitors of diameter 0.38 mm: the
plasma oxide was grown at 400*C and the the oxide thickness was -0.1 Am.
The structural features of Si 3 N 4 /SiO 2 strips on silicon before and after plasma anodisation at
4000 C are illustrated by the x-TEM micrographs in Fig. 3. Figure 3a is before plasma anodisation
and Figs. 3b and 3c are after plasma oxides of -0.171Lm and -0.45pn thickness were grown,
respectively. It can be seen from this sequence of micrographs that the silicon substrate was
masked from plasma oxidation at the expense of the Si 3N 4 strip, the surface of which has been
partially converted into an oxynitride layer. Other important features which are apparent from
Fig. 3c include a marked reduction of the "bird's beak" effect usually produced during
conventional LOCOS isolation, as well as the potential to achieve substantial improvements in
the lateral encroarchment of a vertical edge, produced by thermal oxidation ( e.g., as illustrated in
Fig. 3d ). This important phenomenon is presently under investigation. Lastly, an electrical field
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Fig. 2 - Current-voltage characteristics of plasma and thermal oxides showing comparable
electrical integrity: plasma oxide was 420 nm thick and the thermal oxide was 460 nm thick.
induced variation in the oxide surface topography above the terminating edge of the silicon
nitride strip is observed ( Fig. 3c). This effect can be visualised quite dramatically from the Iowa

b

d

Fig. 3 - Cross-sectional electron micrographs showing similar portions of Si3N4/SiO 2 strips on
crystalline silicon (a-c) and polysilicon (d): a) is before plasma anodisation; b) and c) are after
plasma anodisation at 5000 C; and d) is after thermal oxidation at 1000*C.
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Fig. 4 - Cross-sectional electron micrographs showing the entire length of the Si3 N 4 /SiO 2 strips on
Si which appear in Figs. 3b and 3c. The terminations of the Si 3 N 4 strip in 4a (downward
arrowheads) map onto the inflections at the upper SiO 2 surface in 4b (upward arrowheads).
magnification micrographs shown in Fig3. 4a and 4b which correspond, respectively, to the
structures shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. It is quite clear from these observations that the end
terminations of the Si3 N 4 strip in Fig. 4a map directly onto the inflections at surface of the
plasma oxide in Fig. 4b. This result is taken as an indication that both the lateral and vertical
oxide-field strengths are modified by the terminations of the Si3 N 4 strip. The fact that there is an
anisotropy in the plasma-oxidation field strength is further supported by the observation that a
SiO 2 thickness of -0.45.Lm can be achieved at the expense of -0.06Ium of Si 3N 4 vertically and
-0.15 urn of Si3 N 4 laterally. The net result of the lateral Si3N 4 movement is to define the vertical
limits of the underlying SiO 2 /silicon interface (i.e. minimal bird's beak effect).
4 - CONCLUDING REMARKS
The present structural results are taken as an indication that the lateral shift of a Si 3 N 4 mask
under a given plasma anodisation process will depend strongly on the geometry of the Si3 N 4
strip. Furthermore the realization of large anisotropic electric-field effects for different materials
systems and varying geometries of a particular materials system may open the way for
nanometre-scale structural engineering in the field of plasma anodisation.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF S1O 2 FILMS DEPOSITED BY PYROLYSIS OF
TETRAETHYLORTHOSILICATE (TEOS)
W.S. WU, S. ROJAS, S. MANZINI, A. MODELLI and D. RE
SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, 1-20041 Agrate Brlanza, Milano, Italy

Risum& - La vitesse de diposition, l'uniformnit d'6paisseur et Iacouverture de marche des couches de SiO3
deposies sur plaquettes de Si par TEOS pyrolyse ont iti itudiies comme fonction des paramitres de processus:
tempirature, flux de gas et pression. Des couches d'oxyde avec uniformit6 de 4-1% sur plaquettes de 100 nun
de diamitre et couverture de marche de 76% sur marches de 1pm x Ijm ont itt obtenues. La caracterisation
.lectrique des couches de SiO2 de TEOS deposkes sur simple crystal de Si ont montri une densiti de charge
d'environ 1011 cm- 2 , une densiti d'itats superficial a moitii du gap du silicium infirieure 1 1010 eV - ' cm -2,une
barrikre Si/SiO, de 2.6 eV et un champ de rupture de 7.5 k 9 MV/cm. Lea couches de SiO3 de TEOS deposaes
sur polysilicium dopi POCI montrent proprieti d'isolation comparable aux couches d'oxyde thermique cra i Is
temperature de 1100*C.
Abstract - Deposition rate, thickness uniformity and step coverage of SiO 2 films deposited on Si substrates by
pyrolysis of TEOS have been studied as a function of process parameters: temperature, pressure, and gas flow.
Oxide films with uniformities of ±1% on 100-mm wafers and step coverage of 76% on 1,pm wide and deep tr-nches
have been obtained. The electrical characterization of TEOS-SiO2 films deposited on single crystal Si shows a
charge density of about 1011cm- ', a surface state density at Si midgap lower than 1010 eV - 1 cm- 1, a Si/SiO,
barrier height of 2.6 eV and a breakdown field strength from 7.5 to 9 MV/cm. TEOS-SiO2 films deposited on
POCI doped poly-Si show insulation properties comparable to that of SiO2 films grown at 1100*C.
1. Introduction
Highly integrated semiconductor devices require insulating layers with low defectivity, high thickness
uniformity and good electrical properties. Thermal oxide grown on single crystal Si has nearly ideal electrical
properties, but when grown on polycristalline Si its qualities are degraded. Moreover, the high temperature
required for Si oxidation give rise to severe constrains on process architecture. On the other hand, low
temperature CVD oxides do not match the defectivity requirement and their electrical properties are very
poor. Recently there is a renewed interest on TEOS based SiO2 and several publications have pointed out
that TEOS-SiO, films are promising for microelectronic applications /1,2/.
In this work we have investigated the TEOS-SiO2 properties-deposition rate, thickness finiformity, etch
rate, step coverage, stress- as a ivnction of process conditions and we have identified two optimum processes
for low and high deposition rate suitable for film thicknesses in the range from 300 to 5000 A. The physical characteristics of these films will be briefly reported, while more space will be devoted to the electrical
characterization of TEOS-SiO2 iayers on single crystal Si. Also, as one of the first conceivable application of
this film is as interpoly insulating layer, we will provide an electrical characterization of the film deposited on
POCI, doped polysiicon.
2. Process characteristics and film properties
The depositions were performed in a standard horizontal LPCVD system on 100-mm wafers. A schematic
drawing of the system is depicted in Fig. 1. The gas flow rate from the TEOS bubbler, and thus the amount
of TEOS vapor introduced into the reactor, is automatically controlled by a throttle valve and a pressure
transducer while the bubbler temperature was kept constant at 50*C. The wafers were placed back to back
with spacing of 9.5 mm in quarts boats with covers having no holes.
The films were characterised by measuring refractive index and thickness (Rudolph ellipsometer, Nanospec).
etch rate in P-etch solution (30 cc HNO, 70%, 51 cc HF 40% and 900 cc H2O), film-induced stress (Canon
LSF 500), and step coverage (SEM). Measurements were performed on films as deposited and after anneal
(95WC, 15 min in N2). Density and infrared absorption measurements were performed too.
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup

Fig. 2. Deposition rate (left) and thickness variation

used for the deposition of TEOS-SiO2.

(right) as a function of deposition temperature.

Table 1. TEOS processes (low - high deposition rate).
Process
A
B

Dept. rate
A/min
60
115

Temperature
'C
700 +1
720 ±1

Pressure TEOS pressure
mTorr
Tort
700
3
700
4

Intra-wafer
uniformity
1%
1.5%

Inter-wafer
uniformity
3%
3.5%

Process optimization has been accomplished by examining the reaction rate sensitivity against temperature, pressure, and TEOS flowrate. The initial choise for these parameters was: temperature = 700*C,
pressure = 400 mTorr, TEOS line pressure = 3 Torr. Each parameter has been varied one at a time while
keeping the other constant. Fig. 2 reports the Arrhenius plot of the deposition rate. From this figure it can
be desumed an activation energy of 37 kcal/mol at low temperature while a saturating behavior is observed
at high temperature, in agreement with previously reported data /1,3,4/. The thickness uniformity within
wafer is also shown in Fig. 2. For temperatures lower than 745*C thickness variations are within ±5%.
The effect of pressure variations on deposition rate is small. The deposition rate increases linearly from 43
A/min at 200 mTor to 65 A/min at 800 mTorr, while within-wafer uniformity is nearly constant and equal
to about ±11%. At lower pressure the thickness variation within wafers of the same run is about ± 13%, while
in the pressure ranrge between 400 and 800 mTorr is about + 6%.
The deposition rate increases sublinearly with the TEOS line pressure and is 21 A/min at 1 Tor,57 A/min
at 3 Tori and 70 A/min at 5 Tori. At I Tori the film thickness decreases along the wafer diameter from
the nearest to the furthest position relative to the TEOS injectors in the reactor, indicating a depletion of
reactants. At higher TEOS pressures the thickness uniformity is good (± 1%).
We have characterised the step coverage of TEOS-SiO2 films by measuring the ratio of film thickness on
the wall to the one on the top of 1-ism wide and deep trenches. Step coverage increases with increasing process
pressure from 65% at 400 mTorr to 76% at 700 mTor (deposition temperature = 700C) and decreases with
increasing temperature-at 745*C and a pressure of 700 mTorr the step coverage is 63%.
On the bases of the results of process characterization two optimum process conditions have been selected
for low and high deposition rate (process A and B of Table I). Additional fine tuning of wafer boats position in
the reactor and a sligthly tilted temperature profile (1l1C) has allowed to improve the thickness uniformity
within the wafers of a run to about ±3%. Table I reports the physical properties of SiOa films obtained by
the two processes compared with that of a SiO 2 film grown at 1100*C in dry O ambient.
Table II. Physical film characteristics.
Process
A as dep.
A annealed
B as dep.
B annealed
Thermal

Etch rate
Step
(P-etch) A/min coverage
15
76%
3
10
74%
3
1.6
-

Stress
100 dynes/cm'
0.8 C
2.8 C
1.2 C
3.6 C
-

Refractive
index
1.446
1.450
1.445
1.450
1.460

Density
p/cm'
2.17
2.20
2.17
2.22

2.25

Si-O stretching
band, cm-'
1063
1074
1063
1074
1080
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Siandga phse(POC13 ) doped poly-Si. TEOS-SiO, layers 200- to 1000-k thick were deposited by using
both processes A and B. Some samples were prepared according to process A but at the higher temperature
of 745*C. An annealing step (15 min at 950*C in N,) was performed on some wafers immediately after
the TEOS-SiO, deposition. A simple n+ polysilicon-gate process was used in the device fabrication. For
comparison, MOS capacitors with thermal SiO 2 as insulating layer were processed in parallel. The oxide
thickness of TEOS-SiO, films was determined by C - V measurements assuming ft. = 3.9 for the dielectric
constant. The agreement between electrical and optical- measurements of the film thicknesses was within 5%.
In Fig. 3 are shown the low frequency C - V curves for as deposited and annealed samples prepared
according to poes A. Also shown is the theoretical C - V curve, shifted of +0.22 V along the gate voltage
axis to match the annealed sample curve in the inversion region. The interface state density Dig was evaluated
by both the quasi-static /5/ and the conductance /6/ method. The unannealed sample has a u-shaped
distribution with Dig = 2 x 1010 eV-' cm-3 near midgap and Die = 4 x 1011 eV-1 cm-2 at 0.2 eV above the
valence band edge. The capture cross section is of about 2 x 10"~ cm2 . Annealing in inert ambient reduces the
interface state density near midgap, of about an order of magnitude. The short time constant of the interface
states near fiatband and in weak accumulation limits the experimentally accessible region of the band gap,
but the large deviation from the theory of the C - V curve in weak accumulation indicates a high density of
interface states just above the valence band edge, even for thq annealed sample. The flatband voltage shift
AVjr8 obtained from I-MHz C - V characteristics corresponds to a negative effective charge of 3 x 101, cm-2
for unannealed samples and of about 1011 cm-' for annealed samples, independent of oxide thickness. This
finding, together with the high interface state density near the valence band edge, suggests that the measured
al,8 is main.1y due to the charge of these interface states-filled with electrons at VG = Via-rather than
to electrons trapped in the bulk of the oxide.
The current density - electric field J - E. characteristics of the unannealed sample are reported in
Fig. 4. Very similar characteristics were measured on annealed samples. The nearly temperature independent
conduction suggests that charge transport in TEOS-SiO 2 is controlled by Flowler-Nordheim electron tunneling
trough the Si/StO2 interface. The luw-field deviation from the ideal Fowler-Nordheim conduction for positive
gate voltage is likely due to a decreiase of the barrier height from a value close to that of thermal SiO, near
the Si/SiOl interface to a lower value in the balk of the film. This hypothesis is confirmed by the higher
conduction observed for negative gate voltage, when electrons are injected from the poly-Si/SlO, interface.
The asymmetrical behavior with respect to the gate voltage polarity is enhanced for thicker oiddes and depends
on process conditions, as shown in Fig. 5 where the J - X. characteristics of 900-k thick samples are reported
in a Powler-Nordheim plot. For positive gate voltage only one curve is shown, the other two beeing nearly

°

coincident. Measurments performed on thermal oxide of similar thickness are shown for comparison.
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The effective barrier height /7/ evaluated from the slope of the characteristics, assuming an electron
effective mass equal to 0.5 the electron free mass, is of 2.9 eV for thermal oxide, 2.6 eV for TEOS-SiOz at high
positive gate voltage, 1.9 eV for 7000C deposited TEOS-SiO at negative gate voltage and 1.5 eV for 745°C
deposited TEOS-SiO at negative gate voltage. Samples deposited at 7200C (process B) show an anomalous
behavior which is also apparent from the time evolution of the current at a fixed negative gate voltage: for
these samples the current decreases with time even in the low field regime following a power law J ox t' with
a between 1/2 and 1/3 depending on the electric field. For the other two samples the current was remarkably
constant in time with the exception of the higher fields tested.
Breakdown measurements were performed using a staircase voltage ramp with positive gate polarity on
TEOS-SiO2 films deposited on n-type Si. The average breakdown field ranges from 9 MV/cm for thin (200
A) films to 7.5 MV/cm for thicker (900 A) films. No dependence on process conditions was observed.
In order to evaluate the performances of TEOS-SiO2 films in practical applications we have performed
defectivity, breakdown field and I - V measurments on samples deposited according to process A on POCI3
doped polysilicon. Current - field characteristics are compared in Fig. 6 with those of thermal oxide grown
at 1000 and 110(0C. The oxide thickness was of about 500 A for all samples. Film defectivity was tested on
large area capacitors at an electric field of 3 MV/cm. To pass the test a leakage current density lower than I
mA/cm was required. A defect density of 4.5 defects/cm 2 for 500-M thick samples and of 1.2 defects/cm for
800-A thick samples was found. Although thinner films have a higher defectivity, their dielectric breakdown
strength is better than for thicker samples. The average breakdown fields are of 7 and 5 MV/cm for thin and
thick films, respectively.
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RAPID THERMAL PROCESSING OF ARSENIC-IMPLANTED POLYSILICON ON VERY THIN OXIDE
J.Y.-C. SUN, R. ANGELUCCI, C.Y WONG, G. SCILLA and E. LANDI*
IBM Research Division, Thomas J. Watson Research Center,
PO Box 218,
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, U.S.A.
*CNR-LAMEL Institute, 1-40126 Bologna, Italy

R~sum - Dans le cadre d'un procd CMOS A grilles en silicium polycristallin (n+ et p+), le recuit
thermique rapide a 6tt utilise avec succ~s pour une grille en silicium polycristallin implantd avec de
l'arsenic et depos6 sur 7 nm de Si0 2 . Le travail de sortie de la grille que nous avons obtenu correspond i ]a valeur thdorique attendue. Les dtats d'interface et les charges fixes dus au recuit rapide
peuvent etre eliminds par un recuit A 500°C sous forming gas. Les mesures de tensions de claquage
aussi bien instantanees qu'en fonction du temps montrent que lintegriti de roxide de grille (7 nm)
est preservde apr~s le recuit rapide. La diffusion de l'arsenic dans le silicium polycristallin lors du
recuit rapide est en accord avec les resultats de la litterature pour des recuits conventionnels.
Abstract - We demonstrated the feasibility and advantages of using rapid thermal annealing (RTA)
to achieve a proper work function for arsenic-implanted polysilicon gate on 7 nm SiO 2 in a dual work
function (n+ and p+) poly-gate CMOS process. Interface states and fixed oxide charge due to RTA
can be annealed out at 500°C in forming gas. Time-zero and time-dependent breakdown results
show that the integrity of 7 nm gate oxide can be preserved after RTA. The diffusivity of arsenic in
polysilicon under RTA is found to be consistent with literature data from conventional furnace
anneals.
1 - INTRODUCTION
Doping of the polysilicon gate by using the source/drain ion implantation step for a dual work function
(n+ and p+) poly-gate CMOS process is desirable and challenging under reduced implant dose and thermal
budget for future sub-micrometer CMOS VLSI applications /1/. Recently rapid thermal processing (RTP)
or annealing (RTA) has been studied as an alternative or supplement to the conventional furnace annealing
for minimizing the heat treatment necessary to diffuse and activate dopants. It has also been explored for
silicide, glass reflow, oxidation and nitridation processes /2/. In this paper we report the results of a comprehensive study on the rapid thermal annealing of arsenic-implanted polysilicon gate electrode on 7 nm gate
oxide. It is demonstrated that RTA is required for the activation of arsenic to get a degenerately doped n+
polysilicon, while maintaining shallow source and drain junctions in a dual work function poly gate CMOS
process. SIMS profile (chemical concentration) should be supplemented with carrier concentration profile
to investigate the dependence of gate work function on arsenic dose and annealing conditions. The effective
diffusivity of arsenic in polysilicon under RTA conditions is extracted. The effects of RTA on the quality
and integrity of the underlying 7 nm thin gate oxide have been identified and methods to anneal out RTA
induced damage are reported.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL

Aluminum contacted polysilicon-gate capacitors were fabricated on 1 0-cm (100) p-type Si wafers. Immediately after 7 nm dry oxide was grown, 250 rm polysilicon was deposited at 610*C by low pressure
chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). The polysilicon gate was doped by arsenic ion implantation (2x 101
or 4x 105t cm- 2 ) through l0nm screen oxide at 30 KeV. Different combinations of furnace annealing and
RTA (AG-2146) in nitrogen were performed to redistribute and activate arsenic. Splits in RTA gas atmosphere (N2 , Ar, and forming gas) and ramp rate conditions have been included. No post-aluminum annealing
was performed. The fiat band voltage (VFB) and interface states density Dt were obtained by using highfrequency (HFCV) and quasi-static C-V (QSCV) measurements. Arsenic concentration was measured by
SIMS. Carrier concentration and mobility were determined by Hall effect and resistivity measurements using a Van der Pauw geometry fabricated on polysilicon. Time zero oxide breakdown (TZBD) was measured
by ramping the current and recording the snap-back voltage. Time dependent breakdown (TDBD) measurements were performed by constant current stress.
3 - ARSENIC DIFFUSION AND ACTIVATION
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The difficulty of using conventional furnace annealing to achieve degenerately doped n-type polysilicon
with reduced implant dose and annealing temperature is illustrated in Fig.l, case A, where the chemical
(SIMS, solid line) and carrier concentration (dots) profiles of As implanted (2 x 1015 cm -2 dose) 250 nm
polysilicon are shown after furnace annealing at 850 0 C for 30 nin. High diffusivity of As along the grain
boundaries /3/ at 850°C gives a high concentration of As (about 2x 1019cm- 3) at the gate oxide interface.
However. the carrier concentration profile in Fig.l, case A, clearly shows low activation of As (4.2% of the
implant dose) due to severe As segregation into the grain boundary at low temperature /4/. A highresistivity polysilicon layer exists near the gate oxide interface due to limited dopant activation and low
carrier mobility. The work function of this polysilicon deviates from that of a degenerately doped n+
polysilicon as indicated by the measured value of VFB (-0.6V) which is more positive than the theoretical
value (-0.92V) for n+ polysilicon on 7 nm oxide and 2x 10t 6 cm -3 boron-doped substrate. Moreover, a reduction of MOSFET transconductance can result from the formation of a depletion layer near the
polysilicon/oxide interface under positive gate bias due to low active As concentration.
SIMS profile (solid line) of Fig.l, case B, shows that an additional RTA at 1100°C for 10 sec in N 2 redistributes As uniformly across the 250 nm polysilicon film. The nearly flat carrier concentration profile
(dots) with an average value of 1.7x 10t 9 cm - 3 clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the additional RTA
(high temperature, short time) in activating a large amount of As, up to 21% of the implant dose.
Fig.2 shows the As concentration (solid lines) and the carrier concentration (dashed lines) in polysilicon
as a function of RTA temperature without any prior furnace anneals. RTA at 1 100C for 10 sec is necessary
to distribute As uniformly throughout the 250 nm polysilicon film as indicated by curve C. The redistribution of As in 250 nm polysilicon is incomplete at lower RTA temperatures as evidenced by curve B
(1050°C) and curve A (1000°C), where a considerable amount of As remains near the top surface of the
polysilicon film. It is worth noting that the arsenic concentration increases towards the polysilicon-oxide
interface after RTA at I 100 0 C as seen in the SIMS profiles of Fig.2, case C, and Fig.t, case B. This effect
is due to the grain structure of the polysilicon. Cross sectional TEM reveals columnar grains with high density of smaller grains near the polysilicon/oxide interface, meaning increased grain boundary area toward
that interface. This results in an increased amount of arsenic confined at or near the grain boundary and
therefore an increase in total arsenic (SIMS) concentration toward the polysilicon/Si0 2 interface.
The average carrier concentrations are 0.9x 1019 cm - 3 , 1.1 x 1019cm- 3 , and 1.8x 101 9cm- 3 after RTA at
I 000°C, 1050*C and 11 00°C, respectively. Although the average carrier concentrations are within a factor
of two for the three RTA temperatures, the carrier concentration profile depends strongly on RTA temperature. As shown in Fig.2, RTA at 1100°C is required to activate a large amount of arsenic close to the oxide
3
9
interface. The carrier concentration after RTA at 1000°C is high at the surface ( -4x 101 cm- ), but falls
off sharply beyond a depth of 50 nm from the polysilicon surface, consistent with measured SIMS As concentration, grain size, and the segregation effect. It is therefore clear that neither SIMS profile nor average
carrier concentration is sufficient, and they must be supplemented with carrier concentration profile measurements in order to investigate the dependence of polysilicon work function on implant dose and annealing
conditions, even in the case of RTA.
The effective diffusivity of As along the polysilicon grain boundary was extracted from SIMS profiles using a large grain (200-300 nim) polysilicon film /5/ so that only a very small fraction of the implanted arsenic
impurities near the surface, i.e. those within a diffusion length of the grain boundary can reach the grain
boundary and diffuse rapidly through it. In such a case a simple one dimensional limited-source diffusion
model applies, and the tail part of the SIMS profile fits well to a Gaussian curve. The RTA and furnace
diffusivity data obtained in this way are plotted in Fig.3 together with some published data of arsenic in
polysilicon /3,6/. The diffusivity data spreads at least over two order of magnitude due to the strong dependence of grain boundary diffusion on grain structure and impurity or dopant content. Our data from either furnace annealing or RTA is within the spread. The activation energy calculated from our limited data
is 3.5 eV, consistent with reported values /3,6/, suggesting that the diffusion of arsenic under RTA and
furnace annealing follow the same physical mechanism. The broadening of the arsenic peak in the SIMS
profile at the surface of the same large grain (200-300 nm) polysilicon after RTA. mainly due to the movement of the dopant inside the grain, may be used to estimate the diffusion length of high concentration of
arsenic in single crystalline silicon. A value of 15 nm for Vi- under I I00°C 10 sec RTA was obtained,
which agrees with extrinsic arsenic diffusivity data /7/. This is evidence that dopant redistribution in the
substrate is very little during such polysilicon RTA processes.
4 - INTERFACE STATES AND OXIDE CHARGE
There is an increase in interface states density after RTA in N 2 as shown in Fig.4. Two peaks have been
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observed in both poly and Al gate capacitors, one located at roughly 0.1eV above midgap energy with a
density of I 0 3 eV t 1cm- 2 and the other at 0.35eV below midgap with a density of 2x 1012 eV-1cm- 2 . This
increase in Dt is consistent with published data on post oxidation furnace annealing in nitrogen /8/. It has
little dependence on RTA temperature above 8000 C, gate material, or RTA temperature ramp rates. There
is no Dt increase if RTA is performed in forming gas. The RTA induced interface states may be explained
in terms of the reduction of the concentration of water related groups and the increase of the density of Si
dangling bonds at the SiO 2 /Si interface during RTA in inert gas ambient. These interface states persisted
after 400*C 30 min anneal in forming gas. They are completely annealed out after a 500*C pre-aluminum
FG anneal for 30 rain.
RTA also induced a positive VFB shift that can be attributed to changes in the density of interface states
and fixed oxide charge. A reduction in positive fixed oxide charge after high temperature anneal in an inert
ambient was reported previously /9,10/. The change in fixed oxide charge is further confirmed by performing RTA in forming gas, where positive shift is observed without any increase in Dit. Another evidence
of the change in fixed oxide charge is that Dt increase is independent of the RTA temperature ramp rate
while VFB shift is bigger for higher ramp rate. Our data shows that the positive VFB shift can be completely
recovered after a pre-metallization FG anneal at 500 0 C for As-doped n+ polysilicon-gate capacitors.
Fig.5 shows VFB and carrier concentration data as a function of thermal process. The first case (850*C
30 min) corresponds to case A of Fig.1 where the low (-0.6 V) VFB value is due to low carrier concentration
at the polysilicon-oxide interface. The second and third case correspond to RTA at I 100°C with or without
a prior furnace anneal. In these cases the carrier concentration at the interface is high enough for degenerately doped polysilicon conditions but VFB is still low, which is due to RTA induced changes in oxide
charge and interface states. An ideal VFB value (-0.92V) is achieved if an additional anneal is done after
RTA, i.e., at 5000 C for 30 min in forming gas (the one to anneal out interface states) or at 800 0 C for 15 or
60 min in N2 . In spite of the decrease of carrier concentration after 800*C furnace annealing, the VFB is still
the expected one, suggesting that the polysilicon is degenerately doped from VFB point of view if carrier
concentration at the oxide interface is at least 1019cm- 3 .
5 - INTEGRIfY OF 7 am GATE OXIDE
Fig.6 shows that RTA at 1100*C for 10 sec in N2 increases the average time-zero oxide breakdown field
by roughly 0.4 MV/cm. Additional anneal at 800*C for 1 hr in N 2 has no extra effect on the breakdown
strength. Fig.7 shows little change in the oxide breakdown charge density after RTA at 1100*C under constant current (Fowler-Nordheim tunneling) stress measurements. The improvement in breakdown strength
is consistent with published data on post-oxidation annealing effects using conventional furnaces /8/. which
can be attributed to the reduction of water-related groups and the modification of sub-oxide charge state
concentration /8/.
6 - CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we demonstrated the need, feasibility, and advantages of using rapid thermal annealing to
achieve a proper As-doped n+ polysilicon work function on very thin gate oxide with little dopant redistribution in the substrate. The importance of carrier concentration data to supplement SIMS data has been
demonstrated. Diffuaivity data of arsenic in polysilicon for furnace annealing and RTA has been extracted.
The effects of RTA on the interface states, fixed oxide charge. and breakdown strength have been identified.
The integrity and quality of 7 nm gate oxide after RTA of the polysilicon gate can be preserved by means
of a suitable low temperature furnace anneal.
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INFLUENCE OF THE FABRICATION CONDITIONS ON THE p'-TaSi 2 /POLY-Si GATE QUALITY
C. MAZURE, U. SCHWALKE, F. NEPPL, P. EICHINGER* and M. METZGER*
Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Microelectronics,
D-8000 Mflnchen 83, F.R.G.
*GeMeTec, D-8000 Mdnchen 60, F.R.G.
Bhanml - L'effet des diff6rentes 6tapes de fabrication du poly-siliciure
sur la qualit6 resultante du dopage p, de la grille est examin6. En
particulier
on 6tudie la diffusion de bore en correlation avec la
contamination en oxigbne. Le rdle de 1"interface TaSi 2 /poly-Si et de
l'atmosphere de recuit sur la redistribution du bore est montr6.
Ahstrart - The effect of different polycide fabrication steps on the
resulting
p- gate quality is investigated. In particular the boron
diffusion is studied in correlation with the oxygen contamination. The role
of the quality of the TaSi 2 /poly-Si interface and of the annealing
atmosphere on the boron redistribution are pointed out

The TaSi 2 /poly-Si bilayers constitute a well suited system for the fabrication
of p--gates /1/. Nevertheless controversial results concerning the boron
redistribution after implantation into the TaSi 2 layer have been reported
/1,2/, questioning the p- TaSi 2 polycide quality, i.e. the p- work function 4
reproducibility. Earlier experiments suggested a correlation of the boron
profiles with the oxygen distribution in TaSia /3/. Recently, evidence for
TaB2 formation after high dose implantation (2xlXcm-2) has been reported
/4/. However, the effect of oxygen contamination in TaSi 2 or Ta-B compound
formation on the B outdiffusion from TaSi2 into the poly-Si is yet unclear.
In this paper we first discuss the effects of an interfacial oxide on the B
transport across the TaSi 2 /poly-Si interface and point out the importance of
poly-Si
surface cleaning prior to TaSi 2 deposition for good p- polycide
behavior. Next, the role of oxygen on the B diffusion within the silicide is
discussed. Finally the effects of annealing ambient on the B redistribution in
the p, TaSi 2 polycide are investigated.
2

-

ZIPUTUWAT

2
MOS-capacitors (0.01 to 8 ,u,
) with TaSi2/poly-Si gates were fabricated on nor p-type (100) Si. The gate oxide thickness was 25 nm. The poly-Si cleaning
prior to TaSi
sputtering consisted of a buffered HF dip and an in-situ
sputter cleaning with Ar ions. The silicide films were prepared by Ta and Si
cosputtering to a thickness of 200 nm. The Ta-Si sandwich thickness was w
1.3nm. After TaSi 2 deposition on poly-Si (100 nm) the wafers were covered with
a CVD-oxide (100 nm). B was implanted either into TaSi
2 ur into poly-Si prior
to Ta-Si sputtering. The B doses ured were 5xl0'-cm-2 and 2xl0x6cm- 2 . Finally
the samples were annealed at 9000C in a N2 or Ar/H2 atmosphere.

SIMS profiles of B and oxygen were recorded using oxygen (02- ) and cesium
(Cs-) primary ions, respectively. For Capacitance-Voltage C(V) measurements
the oxide cap was removed. SIMS measurements were done before and after the
oxide cap etching; the SIMS results for samples with and without oxide cap did
not differ. B implantation standards for poly-Si and TaSi. were used to
calibrate the B SINS signal. Unimplanted polycide samples were used to
determine the background SINS signal. For B (0- primary ions) the background
was 3-5x1017cm-2 in TaSi2 and 2-4xl0
0cm-3 in poly-si. The oxygen profiles
(Cs- primary ions) were limited by a background of about 103 counts.
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Earlier experiments with TaSi2 on mono-Si have shown, that interfacial oxides
impede B transport from TaSi2 into mono-Si /5/ for T:9000C. At the barrier
brakes down /2,5/, but this temperature is not capatible with modern CMOS
processes. In order to elucidate the role of interfacial oxide on poly-Si on
the B transport across the TaSi/pOly-Si interface at 900*C, samples with and
without the poly-Si surface cleaning were investigated.
The B profiles for the samples with appropiate poly-Si surface cleaning and
with interfacial oxide are shown in Fig. 1. The B profiles can be roughly
divided into a region af low B diffusivity (the implanted region), and a tail
region of fast diffusing B (grain boundary enhanced diffusion) /1,6/. There is
no significant difference between the low diffusivity regions of both type of
samples. In contrast the tail regions differ significantly (Fig. 1). For the
clean interface sample the flat tail saturates at l-2xl09cm-3 /1,6/. For the
sample
with interfacial oxide the B concentration in the tail region
continuously decreases.
Additionally a pronounced peak is observed at the
TaSi2/ply-Si interface. In the poly-Si the B doping is very low. At the polySi/gate-oxide interface the B concentration is as low as or lower than
lxl01cm-3.
A B pile-up is a characteristic of interfaces between thick oxides and
silicide /7,8/. Fig. 2 shows an example of B accumulation at the oxidecap/TaSi2 interface. By increasing -.
he implantation energy the B profile peak
is moved deeper ii.to TaSi2, and the B accumulation near the oxide cap (100nm)
is separated from the implanted region. In the case of interfacial oxide the
resulting B profile exhibits a similar B pile-up at the TaSi 2 /poly-Si
interface (Fig. 1, curve b), although in this case the oxide thickness is only
3-5nm. Furthermore, the charactersitc B distribution in the tail region for
the TaSi 2 /poly-Si bilayers (Fig. 1, curve a) is altered. In the sample with
interfacial oxide the B profile within the TaSi layer strongly resembles
those obtained for TaSi
between two thick oxide layers /7/. The fast
diffusing B accumulates in TaSia near and at the TaSi2 /poly-Si interface
inducing a B concentration decrease in the tail region deeper in the TaSi2
layer.
C(V)

measurements confirmed

the SIMS results. For the sample with interfacial
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oxide the C(V) characterstic are shifted to more negative gate voltage values
indicating a lower p--4. This consistent with the insufficient doping of the
underlying poly-Si from SIMS measurements.
3.2 - ONYCRN CONTAMINATION

Fig. 3 shows the oxygen profiles for the samples with poly-Si cleaning and
with interfacial oxide. The corresponding B profiles are shown in Fig. 1. The
oxygen concentration in the as-deposited TaSi 2 layer has a constant value
throughout the layer and the poly-Si is largely oxygen free. For annealed
samples with poly-Si surface cleaning a decrease of the oxygen concentration
towards
the
oxide/TaSi2
and
TaSi 2 /poly-Si
interfaces
is
observed.
Additionally, oxygen diffuses into the poly-Si increasing its oxygen content
by several orders of magnitude. For the sample with interfacial oxide the
oxygen concentration remains quite constant in TaSi 2 and increases near the
oxide/TaSi2 interface. The poly-Si remains practically oxygen free. The
interfacial oxide appears as a small oxygen peak at the TaSi 2 interface.
Apparently an interfacial oxide also hinders the oxygen diffusion across the
interface.
The oxygen profiles for samples with poly-Si cleaning with and without2 B
implantation were alike. Moreover for a B dose increase from 5xlOScm- to
2xl0' 6cm- 2 no dose effect related to the oxygen distribution is found. It
follows that neither the presence of B nor the implantation affects the oxygen
distribution in the polycide. A similar oxygen distribution is also expected
in the case of B implantation into the poly-Si prior to TaSi 2 deposition. In
this way implantation effects within TaSi 2 are avoided. As shown in Fig. 4, a
widely uniform B concentration is obtained and again a B pile-up near the
oxide/TaSi2
interface is
observed. The
oxygen concentration near the
oxide/TaSi 2 interfaces can decrease, increase or remain at a constant value
1,
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though in either case B accumulates nar the oxideTaSi2 interfaces.
suggests that oxygen does not significantly affect the B redistribution.
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samples annealed

in Ar/H 2

dopant loss

has been

detected in

spite of a

100nm oxide cap /3/. In order to investigate the dependence of the B
redistribution on the annealing ambient (Ar/H2 or N 2 ) independently of
implantation effects in TaSi2 , B was implanted into undoped poly-Si prior to
T&Si 2 deposition. The same poly-Si surface cleaning was used as described
before.
Typically for CMOS processes, after the gate fabrication step the remaining
9009C processing time is 180-250 min. Fig. 4 shows the resulting B profiles
after annealing in Ar/H 2 or in N 2 at 900 0 C for 180 min. After annealing most
of the implanted B diffuses into 2the TaSi2
layer. If annealed in N 2 a high and
uniform
B concentratin (-2xl0 Ocm- 3 ) is achieved. For Ar/H 2 anneals a
considerable dopant loss occurs in spite of the 100nm oxide cap. This is due
to the increase of the B diffusivity in oxide by several orders of magnitude
in case of H2 containing annealing ambients /9/. Such a B loss to the oxide
cap is only possible if a sufficient B supply is assured by the TaSi 2 layer.
This suggests that the grain boundary diffusionis the dominant mechanism for
the B redistribution even for long annealing times. Other mechanisms such as
Ta-B
compound formation
do not
seem to
significantly affect the B
redistribution. Nevertheless this does not rule out that B in TaSi 2 partly
exists as TaB 2 .
A
if

rough estimate
annealed in

gives that

approximately half of the 2 implanted dose is lost

Ar/H2 . Although

for B

dose a5*l0X5cm-

the

polycide

p-_

remains unchanged (B concentration in poly-Si - lxlOXDcm-3). But, on the other
hand, the B contamination of the furnace might be of concern. The poly-Si
doping does not depend on the B dose for doses ?5xl01 4cm- 2 and for low B dopes
the resulting B redistributin is quite independent of the implantation scheme
/6/. If low doses are used, however, subsequent processing must avoid H2
containing anneals in order to assure p--46 reproducibility.
4 - r0NrT.I&IDO

In summary we haver shown that a native oxide constitutes an effective
diffusion barrier for B. Therefore the cleanliness of the TaSi 2 /poly-Si
interface is a crucial factor for reproducible p--TaSi 2 polycide gates. The
content and distribution of oxygen in the polycide does not affect the B
diffusion. Annealing at 900 0 C in H2 containing ambients leads to dopant loss
in spite of a thick oxide cap. In case of long annealing times and/or of low B
doses the dopant loss would reduce the p-doping of the p- polycide, i.e. of
the underlying poly-Si layer, deteriorating the MOS properties.
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EFFECT OF DEPOSITION TEMPERATURE ON PLASMA GROWN ALUMINUM OXIDE FILMS

C.

BOURREAU and Y. CATHERINE

Laboratolre des Plasmas et des Couches Minces, CNRS-UA 838, Institut
de PhysIque et Chumbe des Nat6riaux de Nantes. 2, rue de la
HoussinI re, F-44072 Nantes Cedex 03, France

Risumi.- Les propridt~s physiques et dlectriques de couches minces d'oxyde d'aluminium
d6pos6es par plasma (13,56 MHz) A partir de trim6thylaluminium sur du silicium sont fortement
d6pendantes de Ia temperature A laquelle eat effectude cette croissance. On montre que
0
lea couches se densifient lorsque Ia tempdrature de ddpdt passe de l'ambiante 6 300 C.
La caractdrisation par Ia mdthode C(V) des structures MOS fait apparartre une dispersion
des rdsultats. Toutefois, un recuit dans Ar + 02 A 3500C et pendant une heure apporte une
amdlioration sensible des caractdristiques de ces films (diminution de Ia tension de bande
plate et de 11hystdrdsis).

Abstract.- The physical and electrical properties of aluminum oxide films deposited from
aluminumtrimethyl under plasma conditions have been studied as a function of the silicon
substrate temperature. It is shown that an increase of the temperature enhances the oxidation
reaction and gives dense films.
The C(V) characterization of MOS structures shows a large scattering in the results. However
higher temperature (up to 300oC) gives lower flat band voltage, lower hysteresis which indicates a lowering of the free charges in the oxide.

- INTRODUCTION

During the past years there has been a great interest in low temperature techniques for the deposition
of insulator films for the purpose of insulation, charge storage, diffusion inhibition and processing
of optoelectronic devices/I/. Silicon oxide is now frequently used in electronic devices but silicon
nitride and aluminum oxide present several advantages compared with silicon oxide : a higher dielectric
constant, a good radiation resistivity and are good barrier against the diffusion of impurities. These
dielectric characteristics are necessary if one wants to obtain electronic components with stable
and reproducible behaviour. The plasma method in other respects permits the deposition of dielectric
films at low temperature ( < 4000C) and enables the use of temperature sensitive substrate as 11 - V
compounds.
The present work deals with the influence of the deposition temperature on plasma deposited aluminum
oxide films using aluminumtrimethyl as aluminum carrier gas.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL

METHODS

The figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the glow discharge apparatus used in this study.
Aluminum oxide films have been deposited by decomposition of aluminum trimethyl diluted in helium
(- 1% MA) in a radiofrequency discharge (13.56 MHz) with carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) or nitrous oxide (N 2 0)
as oxidizing agent. The Influence of several parameters such as RF power, pressure, has already been
2
studied/ /. Typical deposition pressures of 13.3 Pa (0.1 torr) are used and deposition powers are
in the range 10- 30 W. The deposition temperature can be choosen between room temperature and
0
450 C. More experimental details can be found in reference 2.

\I
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the glow discharge set up for AIOxfilm deposition.
3 - INFLUENCE OF THE DEPOSITION TEMPERATURE UPON GROWTH KINETICS
As shown in figure 2 an Arrhenius plot of the deposition rate as a function of the temperature results in
a decrease of the growth rate with the temperature rise. This plot also gives a low negative apparent
activation energy of - 0.4 kcal/mole (-0.017 eV). Such a low apparent activation energy is representative
of a deposition rate controlled by radical flux /3/.
30 50 100
200 300 400 oC

100:
50-

101
Fig. 2

-

2

3

Arrhenius plot of the dependence of the growth rate on the substrate temperature
Pressure 13.3 Pa, flow rate : 25 sccm
6u% C0 2
50 % CO,.

The negative temperature coefficient can be interpreted by the competition of two processes: aluminum
incorporation via adsorption of aluminum trimethyl radicals and the oxidation of aluminum which inhibits deposition sites. Thus the increase of the oxidation reaction rate with the temperature involves the decrease of the film growth rate by aluminum incorporation. Similar results have been observed with N2 0.
4 - EVOLUTION OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AS FONCTION OF THE DEPOSITION TEMPERATURE
The evolution of the refractive index and etch rate (room temperature,
MAfig. 3.
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Fig. 3
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2
.
400
Etch rate and refractive index versus deposition temperature
25saccm, 60%,CO,.

Pressure 13.3 Pa, flow rate
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It clearly shows the densification of the films with the higher deposition temperature. This densification
is characterized by the increase of the refractive index n from 1.55 up to 1.65. This variation of n
corresponds to an increase of the film density from 1.8 up to 3.2 g/cm'. These density values are
always lower than sapphire density values : from 3.4 up to 3.7 g/cm'. ESCA analysis
confirms this
enhancement of the oxidation of Aluminum with the deposition temperature (Table 1).
Table 1 - Atom deposition of AIOx layers measured by ESCA.
DEPOSITION
TEMPERATURE

ATOM %
WITHOUT CLEANING

ATOM %
AFTER At ION
CLEANING

[0]

(All

[C]

[0]

[All

CC]

room

(50 % C0 2 ) 47,4

27,6

25

60,6

30

9,4

300C

(50 . C02 )

53,9

33

13,1

56,3

38,7

5

3000C

(60 X C02 )

44,5

32,7

22,9

55,0

44,7

-

TOC

Most of the carbon of the high temperature films is due to pollution of the layers during storage while
low temperature films exhibit Al - C bonds as was shown by IR spectroscopy /2/.
5 - ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
5.1. As deposited films
C(V) curves of film deposited on n type silicon have been obtained by using a mercury probe in
order to constitute a MOS structure. The results present a large dispersion and no significant evolution
of the flat band voltage can be observed with the deposition temperature variation. A typical C(V) curve
for as grown films is given in fig. 4 a and is dominated by a large hysteresis, that is the C(V) curve is
dominated by large flat band voltage shifts as for sputerred A12 0 3 films /4/ or CVD films from AI(CH 3)3
/5/. Typical values for effective charge levels QT are given in Table 2 and compared with the results
of other authors.

'b

1

t
I
I

0'
0

-10

10

volts

Fig. 4- C(V) curves of A12 0 3 MOS slructure.
a : as deposited film, b: after one hour 35OOC annealing in Ar/0
0
350 C annealing in Ar/0 2 (1/1), d :theoretical curve.
Table 2 - Effective charge level for as grown A12 0
Deposited
Method
Charge
density

C VD
AI(CHS)a

3

C V D Plasma
AIC) 3 oxldotlor

_1.5_510, a -31011

This
work

N2 0

Reference

41011,6101

5

6

7

(7/1),

c: after two hours

films deposited by various methods.

(coI)
81011 41011,21012

QT(cm

2
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5.2. Effects of amneal

processes

We have studied the effect of a one hour annealing (Ar/O 2 (1/1) 3500C) on the electrical and physical
characteristics of 1hese layers. After one hour annealing a noticeable densification occurs : thickness
varies from 2034 A down to 1410 A while refractive index grows from 1.55 up to 1.59.
The evolution of the C(V) curve shown in figure (4 b) gives a decrease of the hysteresis and of the
flat band voltage which are characteristics of a lowering of the effective and free charge levels.
After asycond annealing of one hour (,t = 2 h) there is a slight variation of thickness 1410 A down
to 1380 A but a deterioration of the film structure substantiated by the lowering of the refractive
index from 1.59 down to 1.49 and of the oxide capacitance from 277 pF down to 162 pF. This effect
was also observed in oxide films obtained by plasma oxidation /7/.
6 - CONCLUSION

Aluminum oxide layers obtained using plasma deposition from Al (CH 3 )3 at temperature of 3000 and
more present good physical and structural properties, however the electrical characterization shows
the importance of the insulator, semiconductor interface and the need of a better control of trapped
and free charges. This will be the goal of our future work.
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SUPERFICIAL-ENHANCED THERMAL NITRIDATION OF 3iO2 THIN FILMS
A. GLACHANT, B. BALLAND', A. RONDA" 1) , J.C. BUREAU* and C. PLOSSU*
CRMC 2 -Ddpartement de Physique, Facultd des Sciences de LumIny,
Case 901, F-13288 Marseille Cedex 9, Prance
*Laboratoire de Physique de la Matidre (CNRS-UA 358), B~t. 502, INSA
de Lyon, 20, Av. A. Einstein, F-69621 Villeurbanne Cedex, France

Rdsum

- La nitruration superficielle de films minces ("\13 nm) de SiO 2 peut Otre
stimulee en pratiquant des recuits r~p~titifs entre 9000 C et 1200 0 C dans une faible
pression (< 10-1 mbar) d'ammoniac de puret6 contr6lae. La zone superficielle nitrur~e
s'stend alors sur 3 a 4 nm avec une decroissance rapide de la concentration d'azote en
fonction de la profondeur. Les r~sultats exp~rimentaux sugg~rent que les esp~ces amines
NHx (0 < x < 3) sont essentielles dans le processus de nitruration de S102 par NH3 . Des
structuris Al/SiO 2 nitrurCe/Si(100)p ont W fabriquses in situ ou non. En optimisant
les conditions de nitruration, les mesures 6lectrioues r~v~lent une faible densit6
d'6tats dinterface (1010 a 1011 eV -1 cm 2 ), une bonne tenue A l'injection d'slectrons
caract~ris~e par un 6quilibre entre pi~geage et d~pi~geage dans la region nitrur~e et
un champ destructif parfois supdrieur a 10 MV cm-1.

Abstract - Superficial nitridation of thin (,. 13 nm) SiO2 films can be enhanced using
annealing cycles of short duration at high temperatures (900°C-1200°C) in low pure
ammonia pressures (,<10
mbar). The nitrided surface region is 3 to 4 nm wide with a
rapidly decreasing nitrogen concentration versus depth. The experimental data suggest
that amine NHx (0 < x < 3) species are essential in the nitridation process of SiO 2
using NH3 gas. AI-gate/nitrided Si0 2 /Sl(100)p capacitors have been prepared in situ or
1
not. Electrical measurements show that a low interface-state density (1010 to 1011 eV
cm- 2), a good stability during electron injection due to a balance between trapping and
detrapping in the nitrided region of SiO 2 and a destructive breakdown field as high as
10

V cm-1 can be achieved by optimizing nitridatlon conditions.

I - INTRODUCTION
Superficial nitridation of thin SiO

2 films grown on Si would modify the insulator structure in
such a way to make it impervious to contaminant diffusion and less susceptible to degradation
during VLSI processes and high-field stresses, without damaging the electrical characteristics
of the Si0 2 /Si interface. The nitridation of SiO 2 thin films is generally accomplished in high

ammonia pressures (P ; 1 bar) and at high temperatures (9000 C < T < 1200C) /1/ using excessively long furnace times or plasma-enhanced processes. Rapid thermal nitridation at high temperatures /2,3/ has been also proposed to reduce nitrogen interfacial concentration, increase
surface nitridation and overcome the difficulty of dopant redistribution. Nowever, these
various processes suffer from the inability to control the spatial nitrogen distribution in
the oxide film and consequently the defect density in the oxide bulk and at the SiO 2 /Si

(1) Present address : SE, Facultds Universitaires N.D. de la Paix, 61 rue de Bruxelles,
B-5000 Namur, Belgium.
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interface. We show here that superficial nitridation of very thin SiO 2 films (thickness of
w13 nm) thermally grown on p-Si(100) can be achieved in low ammonia pressures (P < 10- mbar)
by thermal activation (950*C < T .< 1150*C) using annealing cycles of short duration (sequential mode). The purpose of our study is to understand the changes in electrical properties
correlated with the composition of the insulating films during the nitridatlon process. Moreover, this study should lead to a better understanding of the nitridation mechanisms of thin
thermal SiO 2 films and then to a limitation of nitrogen incorporation in the surface region.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The nitrogen content of the thermal oxides as a function of nitridation parameters (T, P,
annealing duration At, total nitridation time t) has been investigated using several analytical technioues. Nitrogen depth profiles in the nitrided films were measured by AES in conjunction with argon ion-sputtering and SIMS. The elemental composition and chemical bonding
were studied by AES, XPS. Raman (R S ) and infra-red (IRS) spectroscopies. Some electrical
measurements by use of I(V), C(V,w)-G(V,w) and OLTS techniques, time-dependent breakdown and
trapping-detrapping measurements have been performed on Al gate MIS devices prepared in situ
or not with thermal-nitrided oxide gate insulators to relate the electrical properties to the
elemental composition.
3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Enhancement of surface reaction was observed for sufficiently large nitridation times
(4 h .< t < 10 h), T >, 9500 C and P >, 10-3 mbar /4,6/ as shown in figure 1. Moreover, the
reaction rate during the first nitridation stages increased for the shortest annealing
periods (At 4 10 min). In these conditions, a temperature rise above nu950C did not affect
markedly the reaction rate. The experimental data suggest that amine NHx (0 < x < 3) species
are essential in the nitridation process (Fig. 2) : these species have to diffuse through the
surface layer to react with SiO 2 . The thermal reaction proceeds via the replacement of oxygen
atoms following probably successive reactions predicted in the literature : the final products
expected are eventually nitride and/or higher order amine groups with the loss of oxygen in
the form of water. The nitrogen pile-up at the SiO /Si interface was hardly detectable and the
reaction was essentially localized in the surface Pegion of Si02. In our case, surface reaction enhancement can be attributed to various complementary factors, including a dry ammonia
ambient, a low concentration gradient of nitriding species and a rapid decrease of the
diffusion coefficient of NHx groups when increasing the nitrogen concentration.
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Fig.1 - (a) N Auger depth profiles from a nitrided S102 film (P - 10'Imbar - T = 1024C t - 1Oh) using different sputtering rates (1 nm.min-1 : e and 0.2 m.min- 1
o) ; (b) SIMS
profiles of Si-N and N-0 from a S102 film reacted at T = 1045 C (P = I0 - 3 mbar) during
t - 4h and the corresponding interfacial-state density vs. energy. The nitrogen concentration
is quite negligible in the interfacial region.
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Fig.2 - (a) Nls and Si2p photoemission lines (T = 10240C - P = 10-3 mbar - t = 5h) for two
vertical sampled depths (about 2 nm (e = 20°, and 4 nm (a = 450) with respect to the Nls
line) ; (b) Infra-red spectrum of the same reacted sample. Nitride species are mostly localized near the insulator surface.
The effect of ntrdation on the flat-band voltage shift AVFB was analysed by comparison of
simulated ideal and actual C-V curves. AVFB was in the range -1 to 0.8 V depending on nitridation conditions and was related to the nitrogen distribution within the nitroxide. The small
positive charge density created (negative AVFB) was generated rapidly during the initial
nitridation process and is correlated with trapping by Si-OH or Si-H groups resulting from
Si-0 bond breaking and/or Si-dangling bonds generated by in-diffusion of H species (as shown
by SINS, XPS and IRS analysis). After a long nitridation time (t > 90 min), the C-V characteristic was shifted in positive bias direction due to either a longer heat cycle or an increase
of nitrogen concentration. The amphoteric and deep =Si centers produce a density of states
peak near midgap (electro-optical measurements : UV photo-lonisation) ; they will thus show
two levels : a lower +/O(gSi*) trapped hole level and a higher 0/-(-Si-) trapped electron
level. The interface densities are evaluated from C (V,w) and G(V,w) curves or from ULTS.
Before nitridation, the midgap surface-state density at the Si02/Si interface is 1010 eV- 1 .
cm- ; a sufficiently low interface-state density (1 to 10.1010 eV-I.cm -2 ) can be achieved by
optimizing nitridation conditions (Fig.lb). As observed from conduction and I-V characteristics, at high electric field, the Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling remains the dominant
mechanism in nitrided oxide, similar to the oxide (Fig.3). Electron injection from metal gate
or from the substrate into insulating layers was accomplished by FN tunneling : the nitrided
oxide having the highest nitridation rates did not show catastrophic dielectric breakdown
(before reaching saturation) but rather exhibited a balance between injected electron trapping
and tunnel detrapping (Fig.4). The final destructive breakdown field was measured by applying
a negative bias voltage to the Al electroce at a definite sweep rate : it varied from
2 MV.cm-1 to > 10 MV.cm-1 depending on the nitridation parameters.
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Fig.4 - (a)Flat-band voltage shift vs. injected electron number (curves A,B,C,D). (b)F at
(1045%, 10-Imbar,
C,D). (A): nitrogen to oxygen ratio r = 0.5
band voltage relaxation (curves
3
0
7.5h). (B): r = 0.45 (1045 0C, 5.10-4mbar, 4h), (C)and (D): r = 2.3 (1045 C, 10- mbar, 4h).
4- CONCLUSION
Superficial-enhanced thermal nitridatlon Of S102 thin films has been carried out by thermal
activation in low pure ammnonia pressures. Amine NHx species have to diffuse through the surface layer to react with S102. The electrical properties measured with Al gate MIS structures
show that nitrided oxide films will be good quality gate insulators for future scaled-down
VLSI devices.
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PROCESS DEPENDENCE OF HOLE TRAPPING IN NITRIDED S902 FILMS
M. SEVERI, M. IMPRONTA, L. DORI and S. GUERRI
CNR, IstiLtuto LAMEL, Via de' Castagnoll n.1, 1-40126 Bologna, Italy
R~sum6 - On a effectu6 une analyse sist6matique du pi6geage des trous dans des couches
minces (20-30 nm) d'oxide nitrur6 avec la technique de l'injection & avalanche, en
fonction des conditions de nitruration. La nitruration realis6 A templratures relativement basses (700-800*C) et pour des temps courts produit une augmentation des pi~ges
des trous. La reduction du pidgeage des trous peut 6tre obtenue seulement avec des
conditions de nitruration plus s~v~res. On a 6tudi6 aussi l'effet du r~cuit en atmosphdre d'oxyg~ne aprds nitruration.

Abstract - A systematic investigation of hole trapping in 20-30 nm nitrided oxides as
a function of the nitridation conditions were performed using the avalanche injection
technique. Nitridation carried out at relatively low temperatures (700-800*C) and for
short times brings about an increase of hole traps. Hole trapping reduction can only
be achieved for more severe nitridation conditions. The effect of postnitridation
annealing in oxygen was also studied.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Thermally nitrided SiO films are being extensively investigated in order to improve several
properties of the insu ator in metal-oxide-semiconductor structures for VLSI. In particuldr,
it has been inferred from high field stress that hole traps in nitrided oxides are reduced to
very low levels /1/. Very recently /2/, this has been confirmed by direct measurements using
hole avalanche injection. By using the same technique, in this work we have performed a
systematic investigation of hole trapping in 20-30 nm nitrided oxides as a function of the
nitridation conditions and postnitridation annealing treatments.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL
n-type (100)-oriented silicon substrates with a resistivity of 0.1 ohm.cm were used. 20-30 nm
gate oxide films were thermally grown in dry oxygen at 1000°C in quartz-tube furnace and
in-situ annealed at the same temperature in N for 10 min. Thermal nitridation was carried
out in ultrapure ammonia gas at temperatures -between 700 and II00C and 'ol times ranging
from 5 to 60 min In a cold-wall rf-heated reactor at atmospheric pressure. Some of the
nitrided oxides were subsequently annealed in oxygen at 90Q-10Q0°C. Aluminum and gold were
deposited by evaporation. Electrodes with areas of 2.46x10
cm were formed by photolithography or using a metal mask. In some Al-gate samples, a post metallization anneal (PHA) in
nitrogen at 450*C for 20 min was performed. Avalanche injection was achieved with a 150-kHz
sawtoot9 signal. The average injected current density was kept constant at a value of
1.2x10
A/cm . All the measurements were done at room temperature. The oxide charge buildup
was monitored by periodically interrupting the injection and performing C-V measurements.
3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Let us first discuss some experimental results obtained on standard SIO 2 films. Fig.l shows
the negative flatband voltage shift upon hole injection for Al and Au gate capacitors with 30
rm SiO 2 . Two features are worth noticingi a) Au and Al gate capacitors before PMA show very
similar hole trapping behavior. This result rules out that electron injection from the gate
gives a significant contribution to the voltage shift. b) PKA treatment reduces hole trapping
in Al gate samples. This result is in agreement with some indications already reported in the
literature without discussion /2-4/. On the other hand, hole trapping in Au gate samples does

not practically change by performing a. anneal in forming gas before metallization. It is our
opinion that the effect of PHA is related to the modification of the stress at the SiO /Si
interface brought about by the PKA itself. Upon cooling to room temperature, thermal mis-1tch
leads to a large tensile stress in the Al film /5/ which counteract the compressive stress in
the SiO,. In this way, the density of the strained Si-O-Si bonds near the Si/SiO, interface
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Fig.1 - Negative flatband voltage shift by avalanche injection of holes in 30 nm SiO with as
deposited Al (dashed curve) and Au (solid curve) gate. For Al, data are also shown aiter PMA.
might be reduced. Strained bonds near the interface have been suggested as one of the defects
which can give rise to hole traps /3/. The possibility that mechanical stress in Al gate
might reduce the strained bonds was first proposed by Chin and Ma /6/ in discussing the
generation of interface states by ionizing radiations.
Now we turn to discuss the trapping properties of the nitrided oxides with Au gate electrodes. Similar results were obtained in Al gate samples. Fig.2 shows the effect of the
nitridation temperature from 700*C to 1100*C on the hole trapping in 30 nm SiO 2 films.
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Fig.2 - Effect of nitridation temperature on thq h e trapping in
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Nitridation time was 30 min. Dot area = 2.46x10

30 nm SiO2 with Au gate.

As can be seen, nitridation at 700 and 800*C increases hole trapping with respect to the
standard oxide, while at higher temperatures a remarkable decrease is obtained. We believe
that the effect on hole trapping is strictly related to the nitridation kinetics /7,8/. For
low nitridation temperatures (700-800*C) and/or for short times, there is a pile up of
nitrogen at the Si/SiO2 interface. In these conditions, hole traps increase. However, when
the nitridation process is carried out at higher temperatures and/or for longer times, the
nitrogen peak moves away from the interface and an oxygen-rich layer grows. The formation of
this layer has been attributed to the oxygen released by the exchange reaction in the bulk of
the oxide /8/. This oxygen may help in reducing the oxygen deficiency near the Si/insulator
interface which has been suggested to be one of the cause for hole traps /9/.
To test this hypothesis we have performed some experiments by varying the nitridation time at
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a fixed temperature (900*C). The results are reported in Fig.3. For a short nitridation time,
hole trapping steeply increases, in correlation with the rapid increase of the nitrogen
concentration at the Si/dielectric interface. With increasing nitridation time, oxygen diffuses to the interface and the hole traps decrease. It is interesting to note that saturaration has been observed for a 60 min nitridation.
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A decrease in the strain in the interfacial region with the increase of nitrogen, as already
suggested /2/, may give a further contribution to the reduction of the hole trap density.
The reduction of the hole traps brings about a reduction of the interface states generated
upon avalanche injection of holes, as can be seen in Fig.4, which shows quasi-static C-V
curves after 100 sec of injection for pure oxide and for oxides nitrided at 900C for 30 min.
These results confirm those reported in /2/.
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It is interesting to observe that similarities and differences exist between hole and electron trapping in nitrided oxides. Contrary to hole traps, electron traps increase with the
nitridation temperature /10/; however, an interfacial phenomenon, like the "anomalous positive charge" (APC) generation during electron avalanche injection, shows the same nitridation
temperature and time dependence as hole trapping, sugqesting a possible correlation between
trapped holes and APC.
Finally, we would like to discuss some preliminary results on the effect of postnitridation
heat treatments. The dependence of hole trapping on high temperature annealings in cxygen is
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illustrated in Fig.5 for oxides nitrided at 900*C. It can be seen that hole trapping increases dramatically for the annealing at 950*C for 15 min, while it gradually decreases by
performing more severe oxidizing treatments. Eventually, for a 60 min annealing at 1000°C a
hole trapping lower than that in as-nitrided oxides is obtained. The increase in the hole
trapping is probably due to the extension of the strained-bond region towards the oxide bulk
through a viscous flow process during the anneal at high temperature (> 950°C) /3,4/. Only
when oxygen succeeds in penetrating the SiON barrier and reaches the interface, the hole
traps can be reduced.
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4 - CONCLUSIONS
We have found that hole trapping in nitrided oxides depends on the nitridation conditions and
on the postnitridation heat treatments. A reduction of hole trapping can only be achieved for
This
relatively
severe nitridation
conditions (temperature > 900*C and time > 15 rain).
reduction has been correlated with the formation of an oxygen-rich layer near the Si/insulator interface. A postnitridation 0 2 anneal can increase or decrease the hole traps: its effect depends critically on the temperature and time of the process.
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CMOS TECHNOLOGY USING PLASM& NITRIDED OXIDE AS A GATE DIELECTRIC
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R6sum6 - Une nouvelle technique de nitruration plasma d'oxyde a 6tb
dFveopp6e pour lea isolanta de grille tris minces. Lea propri6t6s
d'interfsce sont conserveas aprbs nitruration en plasma d'ammoniac A
0
950 C. Un excellent comportement des transistors i grille nitrur6e lors
d'exp6riences de
vieillissement a 6t6 relev6 ; l'absence de d6fauts
dus au plasma illustr6e par lea rendements de mimoires SRAM indique Is
compatibilit du proc6d6 avec Is production.
Abstract - A new technique of plasma nitriding oxide has been developed
for very thin gate insulators. The interfacial properties are preserved
after plasma nitridation in ammonia at 950*C. Excellent behaviour is
observed during aging experiments on transistors using nitrided oxide
as the dielectric gate ; the absence of defects due to the plasma as
illustrated by the yield achieved for SRAM memories suggests the
process compatibility with production.
I. INTRODUCTION
In MOS-IC technology, interest devoted to very thin films of nitrided silicon dioxide is
mainly due to their barrier properties (1). Furthermore, it has been reported that nitrided
dielectrics show less wear-out and radiation sensitivity than silicon dioxide (2). WhateveL
the nitridation process, thermal or plasma, the key-point is to obtain surface nitridation
without degrading the initial SiO / Si electrical performance. In this paper, we report
electrical characterization of MA2 structures and MOS test transistors of SRAM devices
using dielectrics prepared by direct plasma nitridation of dry thermal SiO 2 .
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The ammonia plasma treatments were performed in the Unit of Reactive Anodization for
Nitridation and Oxidation of Semiconductors (U.R.A.N.O.S.) which is a multiwafer set-up
compatible with IC production (3). The 13 MHz R.F. plasma is created through external
electrodes located away from the reaction region so that no energetic particles could
attain the wafers. Thermal oxides (from 10 to 25 nm) preared at 950 °C in dry 02 were
nitrided from one to six hours at 9500 C using NH3 at 3. 10
mbar (hPa) with an incident
power of 600 W. Some of the nitrided samples were annealed in low pressure dry 02 at the
nitridation temperature. Capacitors electrodes were defined using photolithography. Device
testing was performed after a postmetallization anneal in N2 /H2 at 450 0 C for 30 min. High
frequency and quasi-static C(V) measurements on structures prepared with aluminum and
polysilicon as the gate material were used to determine the fixed charge Nf and interface
trap densities Dit. The breakdown voltage of nltrided S0
films were investigated by
applying a fast ramp voltage (25 V/s). The breakdowq voltag JVbd) was defined as the gate
voltage at which a current density of
x 10"
Acm- flows through the oxide. Each
histogram is the result of 85 measurements on the same wafer. Aging experiments based on
transconductence degradation measurements were performed on NMOS transistors using.25 no as
grown and nitrided oxides as the gate insulator. Finally, SRAM devices including the plasma
nitridation gate process were tested and their yields were compared to control wafers using
the same 2 p design rules CMOS technology.

3. RESULTS
Typical
after 3
1. FrT
2. 10

high frequency and quasistatic C(V) curves of a capacitor with 15 no thick oxide
hours nitridation on P-type Silicon using N+ Polysilicon electrode is shown in Fig.
the flat band shift as compared to the control oxide, an increa18 in qf (d~f) up to
2
cm- is observed while the midgap Dit remains unaffected (2. 10"' cm-.eV'1 ). The
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Figure 11.Fird charge and interface ap
creation during the nitridadon of 15 nn
oxides.

kinetics of interface trap and fixed charge build-up are plotted in Fig. 2 as a
fonction of the nitridation time. It indicates the continuous incorporation of
positive charges with the time, an effect which has also been reported for pure
thermal nitridation. But in contrast with thermal processes, interface trap
levels are scaled down after plasma nitridation. These results were confirmed by
precisely measuring the Nit distribution using DLTS for 10 no nitrided oxide on N
and P substrates. The data on P type silicon summarized in table I show that the
average midgap Dit is reduced after 3 and 6 hours below the initial oxide

1

-2

TABLE I. Dit (eV- .cm
)deternined by D.L.T.S.
for 10 nm oxides on P type Silicon.

Oxide

15 an

Nitrided

- grown

1 Hour

-2 1010 12 1010

3 Hours
1

TABLE 11.
Effect
of 02 post - nitridation anneal on
the VFB distribution (264 capacitors/wafer)
4 VFB) -mean value, o(VFB)=std dev.

6 Hours

5 109

2

1e>
a(VFB)
1

dNfxlO '

Oxide

2 Hours

as grown

Nitrided

-0.66

-0.83

.02

.10
2.4

2H Nitided
+ 02 .anneal

-0.73
.06
1.0

level. This low defect density can be explained by the low nitrogen incorporation
in the bulk and at the interface already reported for plasma nitrided oxides (1).
A low pressure oxygen anneal performed just after a 2 hours nitridation under the
same pressure and temperature conditions was tested for a 15 nm oxide. As shown
in table II, the fixed charges were mostly eliminated. Furthermore, the Vfb
distribution over the wafer was also improved after this 02 anneal. Statistical
measurements of the breakdown voltage Vbd in Fig. III reveal that nitridation
does not induce defect in the dielectrics and that the breakdown
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characteristics of the initial oxide (avg. Vbd =15.5 V, a :0.3 V) are
aaintained or ligthly improved after nitridation (avg. Vbd
15.7 V, a z0.2 V).
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Figure MI. Histogsms of VWd for a 3H*nitrided as
comnpared to the control oxide. bins (-)on the metal.

Figure IV shows the evolution of the flat band voltage Vfb for the original
oxide as compared to the nitrided oxide structures during a Fowler-Nordheim
injection from the gate into the dielectrics. The curves show that the nitrided
oxide presents less modification during the experiment than
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Figure [V. Change in flau band voltage during
Fowler - Nordheim injection.
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Figure V. Comrparison of traneconductance degratuu
(d~a/d~moj %) between nitrided (I and 2) and non
mnrded (3 and 4) rnso.

the thermal oxide. Similar results were obtained for the Dit measurements. Stress
measurements were performed on NMOS transistors using 25 nm nitrided and .tandard
oxides. Transconductance tests are reported on Fig. V for devices with channel
lengths between 1 and 1.3 micron with the conditions indicated in table MI. In
spite of the channel length sligthly shorter for the nitrided dielectrics, the
transconductance degradation is reduced with respect to the non nitrided oxide.
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TABLE II. Volage aging conditions, effecte channel length and
transanductance degradation (dGm %) for nitrided (1, 2) and non
nitrided ranasse (3, 4).

Transistors

1

Leff

1.14

VG
VD

3.5
7.0

dGm %
(for 1OOH)I

3.7

3

2

1.12
I 3.0
7.0
3.3

I
I

4

1.31

1.31

3.5
7.0

3.5
7.0

6.8

6.

Based on the time dependent law A.tn (3), an extrapolation of the transconductance
degradation (dGm %) for a 100 hours stress gives the results indicated in table III. This
seems to indicate that aging reduction after plasma nitridstion is related to the low
interface trap density.
Plasma nitridation of the gate insulator was applied on 2 microns design rule CMOS
technology including 60 SRAM (6 Transistors/point) memories and test transistors without
any attempt to adjust the VT shifts due to the fixed charges and without post nitridation
anneal. A strong correlation has been noticed between higher fixed charge and lower
circuit yields regions over the wafer. The yield reduction (average 15 with 31% for the
best nitrided wafer versus 60% avg. for the non nitrided set of wafers) is only attributed
to the VT shift as no other defect was detected in the other test devices
4. CONCLUSION
Our study shows that the plasma nitridation of S102 films used as dielectric gate
insulators does not affect the electrical characteristics of the MIS structures. The
reduction in interface trap density seems to be a characteristic of plasma nitridation
which is also associated with lower trapping and better aging behaviour for N transistors.
The threshold voltage of the transistors is shifted due to the presence of fixed charges
which can be substantially reduced through a subsequent 02 anneal. Absence of other
defects demonstrates the possible utilization of plasma nitridation processing in assembly
lines.
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Rdsumd
Dans les circuits intdgrds h transistors mdtal-semiconducteurs de AsGa,
on s'est servi de barribres de diffusion par-dessus les contacts ohmiques
allids Ni-Au-Ge et "non alli6s" Pd-Ge. Ceci empche la diffusion des
couches d'interconnexion suivantes et assure la stabilit6 et la basse
resistance (0.05 ohm.mm) des contacts. L'dvaluation de ces structures de
contact du point de vue dlectrique ainsi que par AES et par TEM est
prdsentde ici. Les rdsultats montrent que l'effet de barribre produit des
contacts uniformes et faibles et un bon rendement de circuits numnriques
rapides A intdgration A dchelle moyenne (MSI).
Abstract
Barrier layers have been used on top of Ni-Au-Ge alloyed and Pd-Ge "nonalloyed" ohmic contacts for GaAs MESFET integrated circuits. They prevent
diffusion of subsequent interconnection layers and so maintain stable low
resistance ( 0.05 ohm.mm) contacts. The assessment of these contact
structures, both electrically and using AES and TEM, is presented. The
results show that the barrier action is effective in producing uniform
and reliable contacts and good yields of MSI high speed digital circuits.
1 -INTRODUCTION
Ohmic contacts to GaAs using the Ni-Au-Ge alloyed system have been popular for
many years and have been successfully used in MESFET integrated circuits for
low resistance source and drain contacts. The contact morphology and
reproducibility of these contacts can be rather variable and to improve these
aspects we previously used an evaporated silicon dioxide dielectric
encapsulating layer during the alloying process /I/. This prevented surface
tension effects degrading the contact edge definition and also encouraged more
even alloying of the contact. This approach had the disadvantage that the SiO 2
had to be removed after alloying, leaving the contact open to subsequent

degradation during processing.
A more attractive option is to use a conductive barrier layer which can be
left in place and, on top of which, an interconnect layer can be deposited in
the same deposition cycle as the ohmic contact layers. The barrier has to be
capable of remaining intact during ohmic contact formation, not allowing
interdiffusion of the top interconnect metal. This maintains the stoichiometry
of the underlying layers to preserve the integrity of the ohmic contact. The
barrier layer also has to have good adhesion properties and must be stable
during subsequent device processing. A further important requirement of the
contact is good surface and edge morphology for subsequent photolithographic
alignment of sub-micron features. We have investigated a large number of
possible barrier materials but only three, zirconium diboride (ZrB ), tungsten
silicide (W Si ) and tungsten nitride (WN) fulfilled these conditigns.
The fabricadio
of Ni-Au-Ge alloyed and also Pd-Ge non-alloyed ohmic contacts
is described in the following section. Pd-Ge contacts have the advantage that

they are formed by solid phase epitaxy to give smoother interfaces and do not
contain Au, a potential reliability hazard. The electrical characteristics of
the contacts, their uniformity and stability and the

resulting MESFET device

results are summarised. The barrier integrity, on both large (100pm) and small
(0.1pm) scales, was investigated by Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) depth
profiling and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEN) cross-sectional analyses
rPnPr1ivP1 v.
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Semi-insulatiig Gals substrates, ion-implanted with Si to give a peak doping
level of 1*10 cm , were used to give comparable conditions to the FET source
and drain regions. The alloyed ohmic contact layers of Ni (5nm), Au (45nm), Ge
(20nm) or the non-alloyed Pd (50nm) and Ge (100%) layers were deposited by
electron beam evaporation at a pressure < 1*10 mbar. ZErB was also evaporated,
rather than sputtered as in initial reports for silicon tichnology /2/, so
that it could be incorporated in the same deposition sequence. A thin Au layer
was also deposited on top of the barrier layer to give a low resistivity
surface for ease of measurements and subsequent layer contacting. Thus the
total ohmic contact structure can be deposited in a single evaporation
sequence and defined by conventional photolithographic lift-off techniques.
The W Si 3 and WN were sputtered in order to retain a constant stoichiometry.
Lift-gff of these materials was still possible using a specially developed two
level resist technology.
Heat treatment of the ohmic contacts was carried out on a carbon strip heater
in flowing forming gas or in an optical annealing system in flowing argon /3/.

The contact resistance was measured using the transmission line model (TLM)
/4/ by extrapolation of resistance for zero contact pad separation and
normalised to a 1mm wkde contact and thus expressed in ohm.mm. Low contact
resistivities (ohm.cm ) are difficult to calculate accurately since the models
assume specific current paths and doping values. The contact resistance is
also more useful and easily applied to the parastic resistance of a MESFET.
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Contact resistance vs temperature of heat treatment for ohmic contact
systems.

Figure 1 shows the contact resistance obtained as a function of heat treatment
for both Ni-Au-Ge and Pd-Ge contacts with different diffusion barrier layers.

The minima in contact resistance are in the same temperature range as Au-Gedi /1/ and Pd-Ge /5,6/ without barrier layers, indicating that the barrier
layers are effective and play only a secondary role in the contact formation.
The minimum values of 0.06 ohm.ms at 440*C for Ni-Au-Ge and 0.04 ohm.mm at
330*C for Pd-Ge are amongst the lowest values ever reported. Particular care
was taken to ensure that lithographic dimensional errors were accounted for
since a difference of 0.4 pm in pad separation is equivalent to 0.03 ohm.mm
which is significant. Each point represents the mean of 16 devices in the case
of Ni-Au-Ge and 6 in the case of Pd-Ge and the error bars indicate the total
spread in measurements. A similar uniformity is exhibited over a whole 50mm

diameter wafer with the contact structure Ni-Au-Ge-ZrB -Au which has a mean of
0.07
ohm.mm
and a
standard
deviation
of 0.02
ohm.mm. A2histogram
similar
results
with
a WN barrier
layer
is illustrated
in figure showing
2.
AES sputter etch profiling was used to check the integrity of the barrier and
in all cases abrupt interfaces between the layers were observed after ohmic
contact formation. A typical depth profile for a Pd-Ge-WSi-Au stucture is
shown in figure 3. The AES technique uses an analysis area up to 100pm in
diameter, much greater than the average device area, and so only the average
structure is revealed. In order to ensure that the barrier was effective and
did not show small areas of breakdown which would be significant on a devce
(0.1 pm) scale, cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) samples were prepared using Ar t~n
beam thinning and examined in a Jeol JEM 2000FX microscope with EDX analysis.
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Fig 4

TEN cross-section of an optically annealed Ni-Au-Ge-Zrg 2-Au contact.
The schematic diagram shows the phases present.2

Fig 5 -TEN
cross-section of an optically annealed Ge-Pd-WN-Au contact. The
schematic diagram shows the phases present.
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The XTEM study of the Ni-Au-Ge-ZrB -Au system, fig 4, showed the amorphous
ZrB layer to be an effective barrier. Occasionally, however, Zr from the
barier was observed to have undergone a limited planar reaction with adjacent
Au rich phases forming Au Zr. The phases which were present in both the
optically annealed and calbon strip annealed contacts included; orthorhombic
NiGe, hexagonal NiGeAs, cubic epitaxial Ge, cubic C1 Au-Ga and hexagonal a'
Au-Ga. The carbon strip heated samples contained additional, Ga-rich Au-Ga
phases, hexagonal 8 + 4' Au-Ga and orthorhombic Au Ga. These phases probably
resulted from the longer anneal time of 60s (cf. 51 for optical annealing).
The diffusion depth of the metallisation into the GaAs was 0-15 nm and 45 nm
for the optically and carbon strip annealed samples respectively. These values
compare favourably with the 70-110 m values quoted for Ni-Au-Ge contacts
without diffusion barriers /8/.
Fig 5 shows a typical XTEM of the Ge-Pd-WN-Au system. The fine polycrystalline
WN barrier layer was found to be intact and unreacted. The top Au layer
(f.c.c.) contained horizontal twin boundaries. The lower contact structure
consisted of an upper layer of large PdGe and Pd Ge grains and a lower layer
of smaller PdGe grains. A thin (<10nm) layer of 3pitaxial Ge exists at the
GaAs interface through which some of the PdGe grains protruded up to 30 nm
into the GaAs. It is thought that the rough two-layer morphology is a product
of the short annealing time and not an effect due to the barrier.
The barriers have also proved to be effective during subsequent device
fabrication which involves further high temperature processes and also during
deliberate temperature stressing at 300*C for periods up to 100 h. No changes
in contact resistance were observed within the measurement accuracy for the
Ni-Au-Ge system but the Pd-Ge resistance increased to 0.23 ohm.mm. This is
not surprising considering the sintering temperature was only 3300C. The
incorporation of ZrB barrier layer ohmic contacts in MSI scale circuits has
proved satisfactory 9n over 100 wafers. These had additional Ti-Pt-Au layers
on top of the ohmic contact for interconnection between devices. There is no
evidence of interdiffusion of these different layers in contrast to the report
of interdiffusion when no barrier layer was included /7/.
MESFETs with the following parameters were regularly achieved;Small signal transconductance
Large signal transconductance
Saturation threshold voltage
Source-drain saturation current

(g )-151 mS/mm
(G')=104 mS/mm
(Vm)- -2.05 V
(1 T )=213
mA/mm
dss~' 1
Am
The drift in the above parameters was within +/- 2% after temperature
stressing at 300 0 C for periods up to 100 h /3/. These MESFETs were used in 8:1
multiplexer and demultiplexer circuits operating at speeds of 1.8 Gbit/s or
greater and which had fully functional yields of 32% - the failures being due
mainly to lithographic defects.
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CONTROL OF THE FABRICATION STEPS OF ImP MIS TRANSISTORS BY MEANS OF SCANNING
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE MEASUREMENTS
B. COMMERE,
B. CANUT*

M. GARRIGUES,

S.K. KRAWCZYK,

C. LALLEMAND,

K. SCHOHE and

Laboratolre dslectronique, CNRS-UA 848, Ecole Centrale de Lyon,
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Hhsuamh- Nous montrons l'elficacltb do Fimagerie do photoluminescence i sulvre Is, qualite.
I'homog~n6it6 at ls reproductibilit6 d'un 6chantillon dens Is r6alisation des transistors MIS
sur InP. du substrat do depart et apris chaque 6tape technologique. Grice i l'utilisation do
conte technique nondestructive, rapid.. at nexigeant pins de contacts avec Is surface de
lechantillon. nous avons obtenu une amelioration consid6rable des dispositifs 6inborha.
Abstrac

- We show the efficiency of scanning photoluminescence measurements for
monitoring the quality, homogeneity and reproducibility of' the starting wafers and processed
substrates after each technological step during the realization of InP MIS transistors. Owing

to this nov technique, which is noninvasive, contactiess ad fast, we have obtained a
considerable improvement of the fabricated devices.

The caracteristics of Ill-V semiconductor devices and the fabrication yield are critically influenced
by nonuniform and nonreproducible properties of starting and processed substrates (e.g.l I . The
control of the entire technological process is usually achieved a posteriori by electrical
characterization of the completed devices. However. such approach is not sufficient since it allows
only to detect "that something again didn't work in the process", and that most of the devices on the
wafer do not work properly. Thus, a tight control of the quality and the uniformity of the waters at
each process step is necessary in order to improve the device performance, to increase the scale of
integration and to lover the costs by incresing the fabrication yield. Scanning photoluminescence
(PL1)measurements emerge today (e.g. 2. 31 a a promissing technique to asses the quality, the
homogeneity and the reproducibility of the processed substrates in a contactless. noninvasive and fast

way, conform to Industrial requirements for routine quality check.

Here we report on the realization of laP MIS transistors improved and controled by room temperature
scanning PL measurements, which yore performed at each individual step during the process.

The InP)MISFEI's processed in this work had a classical structure of n-channel devices [e.g. 41 and
were fabricated on Fe doped 4100) oriented semi-insulating laP vafers. The nomipal channel widths
by
and lengths veto lO0gia and 20am. rspectively. The source and drain regions were defined
photolithography and selectively implated with 28SI ions (150keY energy. 2-10 14 ca"2 dose,. room
temperature). Post implant annealings vere typically performed at 750*Cfor 10 min. using the
"vafer-to-vWfer" capping technique in a phosphorus rich amoshers. provided by heated laP powder.
After the annealing, the channel areas were slightly etched in an H10 3 solution followed by various
kinds of surface treatments such as BF etching, anodic ozidation (5)and others. After the deposition of
the gae Insulator (Al%, electron beam evaporation) the saples were annealed for 30 &in. at 300'C
In 02 Ad then for 120 min. at 33WC in H2 /N2.
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Scanning PL measurements vere performed at each fabrication step using the SCAT imaging system.
which was developed in our laboratory (Fis.l). This system operates with an He-No laseras excitation
source. The laser beam is focussed on the sample surface by a mlscroscope objective. The PL intensity
is measured vith a Si photodiode. The sample is moved on an X-Y stepping motor stage. vhich is
controlled by a computer. aflowing to choose the scanning area (up to 2inch wafers) and the
resolution (between Ijpm and several tens of Jim).

r

Fllt

I-Y stage
-

~

Control unit

iMcrocomputer

)b)
Fig. I The photoluminescence SCAT imager. a) general view. b) schematic of the system
3.1 - STARTING SUBMTATE QUALITY

Ve used scanning PL measurements to detect the presence of doping striations and dislocations in the
bulk material and other extended defects in the nP surface region, which are probably left by the
cutting and polishing of the substrate (FIg. 2). Destructive etching of the surface is normally
necessary to reveal the defects and dislocations. In the cue of semi-insulating InP substrates.
dislocations locally result in a strong increas of the Pl. intensity. and thus, they can easily be
detected and counted by means of scanning PL measurements. Although the impact of the striations.
dislocations and other exteded defects on the performance of InP MISFETs is not yet defiaitively
evaluated, we expect, that as in the case of the GaAs device technology, the choise of homogenous
substrates will improve the homogeneity of the device characteristics on the wafer.
32 - IMPILANTATION ANDP STIMPLANT ANEALING
The quality of implanted and annealed wafers depends on the degree of dopant activation, material
recrystalizatlon and on the thermally induced degradation of the semiconductor surface region. This
degradaeion takes place on both implanted and not implanted areas.
Ve have found a monotonous correlation between the average PL intensity after implantation and

subsequent annealing at various temperatures and the value of 1.1. deduced from aligned RBS
spectra. Thes results indicate, that scanning PL measurements can be used to contrel the
reproducibility of the annealing conditions and the uniformity of implanted and annealed wafers. A
possible cause of long range nonuniformies is a nonhomogenous distribution of the temperature
acros the wafer during the poest implant annealing.
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b)

a)1

Fig. 2 Typical P1 images obtained on a semi-insulating (Fe-doped) laP waer; a) image of the entire
2inch vafer shoving doping striation, b) image of a small area (2rm 2mm) shoving the presence of
dislocations
Ve have identified two different types of thermally induced degradation. The first one, clearly"
observed in nonimplanted areas, results ina homogenously reduced average PL intensity after the
annealing (Fig. 3). Scanning PL measurements, performed after successive etchings of the
semiconductor (PL depth profiling) shoved that this damage takes place within several hundred of
Angstroms in the semiconductor bulk. and that its extension depends on the annealing conditions.
This type of degradation was observed in all the samples. The second type of degradation results in a
local increase of the PL intensity (apparition of "photoluminescence peaks" on the surface). This type
of degradation was observed only on a few samples and could have been correlated with unefficient
capping of the substrte during the annealing. Since this type of damage was easy to detect by
scanning PL measurements, it was possible to elliminate bad wafers already at the very beginning of
the process and to optimize the annealing conditions.
In some samples ye have observed an anomalous and nonuniform increase of the PL intensity at the
boundaries of the implanted areas. This effect was particularly pronounced in the channel region
(Fig. 4) and was identified to be due to nonperpendicular valls of the implantation barrier.
Optimization of the lift-off procedure was sufficient to improve drastically the definition of the
implanted regions.

6650

"C

0.5

J0

300

100

Fig. 3 Photoluminescence depth profiling
obtained on not implanted am after postImplant annealing at 650" C and 730' C

Fig. 4 Photolumineacence image of nonuniformities inthe channel ar of laP
MIST observed after poatimph t anneThe scanned ares isO,s x 5Au
&lag.
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3.3 - ECMING OFTHE GATE AREA

Scanning PL depth profiling measurements allowed us to determine precisely the distance from the
surface to which the substrate vas degraded during the post-implant annealing. Removing of this
damaged surface region prior to the deposition of the gate insulator dramatically improved the
electrical properties of the transistors. In particular, we2 obtained an increase of 2the effective

An individual
mobility of electrons in the channel from some 100 cm /Vs to more than 1000 cm /Vs.

transistor, characterized by PL imaging after implantation. annealing and local etching, is shown in
Fig. 5. The higher PL intensity inside the etched areas of both implanted and nonimplanted regions
proves, that the etching of the sample indeed improves the electronic properties of the semiconductor
surface.

Fig.3 PL image of in individual transistor in 3D and grey-level scale. This image was obtained after
implantation, post-implant annealing and local etching. Dark pixels represent high PL intensity,
bright pixels represent low PL intensity. The scanned area is 0.5mm z 0.3mm.

3.4 - CHEMICAL SURFACE TREATMENTS. GATE INSULAT

O

TON ANp poST-M

ITION ANNE-LING

As we have shown in a previous work 161, the integrated PL intensity varies up to three orders of
magnitude with chemical treatments of the lnP crystal, which affect the composition of the native
oxide on the surface. Also, we demonstrated in 171. that the PL intensity provides a reliable estimate of
the surface quality in terms of the surface state density in the upper part of the gap. Thus. scanning
PL measurements are useful to choose those treatments, which ensure low surface state densities.
However, appropriate treatments should not only give good initial surface properties, but also should
protect the crystal against the degradation induced during the subsequent technological steps, as in
particular the insulator deposition. PL mesurements, performed succescively prior and after
chemical surface treatments, after the insulator deposition and after the post-deposition annealing.
allowed us to identify, to what extent esach of the above steps contributes to the final quality of the
interface and which interdependencies exist between these steps. Thus, scanning PL measurements
offer the possibility to track the evolution of the surface/interface properties, providing crucial
information for the process optimization.
Furthermore, we have found by means of scanning PL depth profiling measurements, that the
insulator deposition not only results in the creation of interface stales, but also may leed to the
creation of defects and nonuniformities inside the semiconductor surface region. This effect depends
on the deposition conditions, which can be optimized using scanning PL measurements as a guide.
The power of scanning PL measurements for the control and the optimization of the InP/insulator
interface properties will be discussed in detail elsewhere.
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3.3 - CONTROL OF THE £ETMEPIRCESS

Fig. 6 shows the histogram of the PL intensity obtained on a small area of the wafer (covering a few
individual trusistors) after implantation, annealing and etching. The caracteristic distribution of the
PL intensity is due to the presence of different zones in the scanned aeas (as indicated in the figure)
and reflects the electronic quality of'each zone. The comparison of such histograms obtained on

different areas on the wafer provides information on the uniformity of the processed substrate at this
stage of the process. The PL histograms obtained after each technological step can be considered as
the "identity card" of the process, allowing the comparison of independent runs and the evaluation of
the process reproducibility.
As a final example. Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the average PL intensity in the channel region for
two different processes. In the first one the surface was simply treated with HF solution, in the second
one an anodic oxide was formed on the surface prior to the gSae insulator deposition. We have found.
that if two independent runs of the same process type result in the same evolution of the PL intensity
in the channel, the electrical characteristics of the devices are roughly the some. Furthermore.
higher PL intensities in the channel are correlated with larger transconductancies of the transistors.
nonimplanted

two
-

mplated
Setched

00

l

nonetched

nonimplanted

nonetched

zA

23

4

PL intensity (au.)
Fig. 6 Histogram of the Pl.intensities obtained on a small area covering a few individual transistors
after implantation, annealing and etching. Photoluminescence from different zones are indicated
on the figure.

anodic oxidation

.1

annealing
implantation

insulator
deposition
etching
sraedevice
treatent

f'inal

Fig. 7 Evolution of the average P1. intensity in the channel ae during two different processes:
with Hff etching and with anodic oxidation prior to the gate insulator deposition.
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Processing of InP MIS transistors was monitored and improved owing to scanningPL measurements
performed after each technological step. Out results indicate. that the scanning PL measurements are
veil adapted. I) to extract pieces of information necessary for the optimization of individual steps in
the process and ii) to control the uniformity of sterting and processed vafers as veil as the quality
and the reproducibility of each fabrication step. This nev assessment technique is perfectly well
compatible vith the I1-V technology.
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Mg*/O ' ION IMPLANTATION IN Ga.A/GaAlAu HETEROSTRUCTURES
B. DESCOUTS, N. DUHAMEL and Y. GAO

Centre National d'Etudes des T6ldcommunications, Laboratoire de
Bagneux, 196, Av. Henri Ravera, F-92220 Bagneux, France
+

+

Rdsumi - Des implantations de Mg et 0 ont 6t6 r6alisdes dans des hdt~rostructures
GaAs/GaAlAs pour des applications de transistors bipolaires, le but de ces implantations 6tant de rendre la couche de collecteur fortement rdsistive (avec i'O)
et de contacter la couche de base (avec le Mg). L'activation du Mg a 6t6 rdalis~e
par des recuits rapides jusqu'A 900*C. Nous montrons que les conditions permettant
d'obtenir une compensation par l'oxyg6ne sont tris ddpendantes du matiriau. De
plus, pour des faibles doses d'oxyg6ne nous avons not6 une 6volution dans le temps
de is compensation. Enfin, nous d6taillons l'intdraction entre Mg et Be (dopant
de is base).
+

+

Abstract - Mg and 0 ion implantations have been performed in GaAs/GaAIAs heterostructures for bipolar transistor applications in order to form an isolation layer
in the collector region (with 0) and to contact the base layer (with Mg). Rapid
thermal annealing with peak temperature up to 900C has been employed to activate
Mg. We show that the conditions to obtain compensation by oxygen are strongly
dependant on the starting material. Moreover for low oxygen doses we have noted
an evolution of the compensation with time. Finally we discuss the interaction
between Mg and Be (dopant of the base).

I -

INTRODUCTION

GaAs/GaAlAs heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT's) are of great interest for
application to high speed integrated circuits, but the performances of these devices are
limited by extrinsic parasitic elements such as the external base capacitance. Several
solutions to this problem have been reported in the litterature (1-4). Particularly, P.M.
Asbeck et al. (2) have shown that oxygen ion implantation in GaAs/GaAIAs HBT's can lead to
the formation of an isolation layer and to a reduction in the capacitance of the base
collector region. Jointly to the oxygen implantation they performed Be implantation to make
contact to the base region. However, they have characterized the effect of the oxygen
implants on the device and the C-V and I-V measurements performed give information on the

sample as a whole and not on each separate layer. They did not study the thermal stability
of the compensation in such heterostructures.
We have already shown (5) that Mg is a suit le
opant to contact the base layer
with a high hole concentration at the surface (^u 10 cm ), avoidng the use of Be which
is extremely toxic. In this work, we have performed 0+ and Mg
ion implantations in
GpAs/GaAlAs heterostructures for bipolar transistor applications in order to form an
isolation layer (with 0) and to contact the base layer (with Mg). In addition to
capacitance measurements, we have carried out electro-chemical profiling thus obtaining
the carrier profiles in each layer of the heterostructure. We have studied the influence of
the oxygen dose and the influence of the anneal temperature. During this work we have noted
an anomalous diffusion of Mg and Be, so we have performed SIMS measurements to explain the
behaviour of these impurities.

II - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
M24 and 016 or 018 were

implanted

at

room

temperature

using

a High Voltage

Engineering 400 kV accelerator. The samples were 7* off the incidence direction to minimize
channeling effects. In consideration to the thickness of the different layers of Che
heterostructures (table I) we have 1 hosen tjhe follojing ond~tions for Mg implantations
30, 60, 200 keV at doses of
x1O , 2x10',
8x10
Mg /cm
respectively. To reach the
collector layer it has been necessary to perform the oxygen implantation with an energy
550 keV ;xeiave -sed doubly charged oxygen ions. We varied the oxygen dose from 2.5x1O
0 .cm . Following implantation, the samples were annealed in a commercial
to 1.5x10

I
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halogen lamp furnace (6). The method to measure the temperature and the configuration
used during R.T.A. have been described elsewhere (7). We varied the annealing temperature
from 700 to 900*C.
TABLE I : RPITAXI&L LAYER STRUCTURES USED IN THIS WORK
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SIMS analysis were performed before and after anneal with a Cameca IMS 3F ion
microanalyser equipped with an oxygen source or a cesium source, depending on the element
to be analyzed. The compensation of the collector layer has been verified by two methods :
we have measured the carrier concentration profiles in the heterostructures with a Polaron
semiconductor profile plotter, and we have determined the capacitance of the extrinsic
base-collector region. Mesa etching has been used to prepare individual diodes of area
(120x120)im .

III - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the carrier concentration profile for a sample implanted with Mg
only (curve a) and for a sample implanted with Mg and 0 (curve b). The two samples have
been annealed at 900C (peak temperature). On curve a, in the p-type region we see the hole
profile corresponding to Mg (up to about 0.4pm) and the hole profile co~responding to Be
(base doant). We can already point out the "stairs-like" shape of the Mg profile and the
broad Be
profile. We will discuss theseitwo -foints later. In the n-type region we see the
doping level in the collector (n 2x10 cm ) and the electron profile of the collector
+
contact layer (n 4x10 cm ). After the oxygen implantation (curve b) the hole profile is
identical but we do not have a p-n junction. We measure a very low hole concentration with
a corresponding large depletion region. We can measure the carrier profile in the collector
contact layer, but it is neccessary to etch all the collector layer which is highly
compensated.
Figure 1 clearly shows that it is possible to form an isolated layer by oxygen
implantation even after anneal at 900*C. However two facts must be pointed out : 1) the
conditions
(minimum oxygen dose, anneal temperature) are not reproducible from an
heter?gtquctre to another ; 2) for some heterostructures and for low oxygen doses
(<1(0 0 /cm ) the compensation is not stable with time and the highly resistive layer
recovers its initial electrical activity within a few days after the anneal process. From
these two observations we can conclude that compensation by oxygen is strongly dependant on
the oxygen dose and on the material quality.
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Fig. 1 Carrier concentrations as a func0
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we hav 8 implanted the
In order to lower the detection limit for oxygen by SI
isotope 18 of oxygen in some samples. The atomic profiles of 0
and SIN are shown in
figure 2. The important points to be underlined are the following
first, on the oxygen
profile after anneal (750C) one peak appears at about lm ; this peak can be attributed to
an oxygen accumulation at the interface collector-collector contact layer during the
anneal. The oxygen trapped at this interface will not be efficient to compensate the doping
level of the collector, thus the quality of the interfaces will be of major importance.
Secondly, in the collector contact layer oxygen diffuses toward the interface collector
contact layer - S.I. substrate. These two points allow us to suppose that there is an
interaction between Si and 0 as it has been reported in the litterature (8). However there
is no evidence that the compensation is due to the formation of such complexes (9).
obtain reproducible results it is necessary to implant high oxygen doses
14T
(>lxlO 0 /cm ). So we have carried out capacitance measurements for high oxygen doses.
Figure 3 shows the behaviour of capacitance versus voltage for a sample implanteN wilh Mj
only (curve a) and for a sample implanted with Hg and 0 with a dose of 1.5x10
0 /cm
(curve b). The two samples have been annealed at 800C. The capacitance of the sample
without oxygen decreases with bias voltage. In the contrary, the capacitance of the sample
implanted with oxygen is almost independant of bias voltage, indicating that we have formed
an insulating layer. Moreover, at zero bias the capacitance with oxygen is equal to 3.5 pF,
i.e. 1.5 times lower than the value obtained without oxygen (5.4 pF). This is in accirdance
with the results presented by Asbeck et al. (2).
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b -Be-_N. interaction
As mentionned above, we have noted in the carrier profiles an anomalous behaviour
of Mg and Be. To clarify this problem we have performed SIMS measurements befnre and after
anneal for different cases.
14+
2
Figure 4 concerns a sample implanted with Mg and 0 (1x10 0+/cm 2 ) and annealed at
8500C. It shows a strong outdiffusion of Mg leading to an important decrease of the Kg
concentration, as compared to the atomic pFgfile 3 before anneal (although the Mg
concentration at the surfjje ts still high 10
cm
; and Mg reaches the base with a
concentration of about 10 cm' ). Moreover, the Mg atomic profile presents three steps and
goes up to the tail of the Be profile. It is however interesting to note the good
activation of Mg since the carrier profile is identical to the Mg atomic profile up to the
base.
In figure 5 we have drawn the Be atomic profile before and after a eal Sor a
sample which has also been implanted with Mg and with an oxygen dose of lxlO 0 /cm and
annealed at 850C. We clearly see the important diffusion of Be both towards the emitter
layer and the collector layer. This diffusion is asymmetric, it is more important towards
the emitter layer, i.e. towards the Mg implants. This effect is neither due to the high
temperature anneal itself, nor to the oxygen implant. As a matter of fact, in the case of
an unimplanted smple and a sample implanted with oxygen only, we do not see such an
asysectric diffusion. We can therefore suspect an interaction between the two p-type
dopants Mg and Be. In order to verify this assumption we have perfijmed Mg imp1ntaqion2
with the two lower energies (30 and 60 keY, with doses of 8x10
and 2Y10
Mg /cm
respectively) so that Mg does not reach the Be doped layer.
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atomic profile after anneal at 850 'C.

Figure 6 shows that after anneal (850oC) there is still an outdiffusion of Mg and a
slight indiffusion but we do not aee any step in the atomic profile. On the other hand,
there is also a diffusion of Be but it is much less important than
in the previoua case
(with three Mg implantations), and it is symmetrical. This effect may result from
competition of the two species for the available gallium sites as it has been reported by
Houston et al. in the case of Zn and Be (10).
CONCLUSION
We havea hown in this work that oxygen ion implantation allows to obtain high
resistivity
layers
stable
at
high
temperature
(up
to
900C)
in
Ga tGaAlAs
heterostructures. But the compensation is very dependent on the quality of the :Carting
maralnd to obtain reproducible results it is necessary to implant high oxygen doses (>
10 0 Cml).
Another point which has been underlined is the strong interaction between Mg and Be
resulting from the competition of these two p-type dopants for the Ga sites ; and leading
to an anomalous diffusion of Mg and Be during the high temperature anneal.
The authors acknowledge Dr J. TASSELLI for her help in the technological steps, A. SIBILLE
for C-V measurements, M. GAUNEAU for some SIMS measurements. They would like to thank Dr
E.V.K.
RAO for helpfull discussions and Dr F. ALEXANDRE and J. RIOU who furnished the

heterostructures.
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Abstract - GaAs MESFET's with non-alloyed ohmic contacts have been achieved through a
solid phase reaction of the Ge/Pd/GaAs(xtl) structure upon annealing at 325'C for 30
min. Different Au-based overlayers over Ge/Pd have been tested for device applications
and compared with a conventional AuGeNi contact. The thermal stability of the contact
resistivity has been evaluated through long-term storages at 300"C.

1 -

INTRODUCTION

New ohmic contacts to n-GaAs have been developed with the aim of improving the contact properties as well as the technological features in comparison with the usual AuGeNi metallization.
The fabrication process of AuGeNi, based on the formation of a liquid phase during a short
time annealing, can still give repeatibility problems among successive runs and poor uniformity through the single wafer, in absence of an accurate GaAs surface preparation /1/. The
search for a more controllable realization process pushed toward investigation of ohmic contacts achieved through solid state interactions, such as Ge epitaxy on GaAs /2/ or solid phase
reactions between GaAs and metal overlayers /3/, which showed both excellent electrical and
morphological properties.
Application of ohmic contacts based on the solid state reaction of the Ge/Pd/GaAs structure to
GaAs MESFET's has been investigated in this work, with a particular attention to the technological realization process. The Ge/Pd ohmic contact resistivity and thermal stability, and
the dc and rf MESFET performances have been compared with the results obtained in the case of
conventional AuGeNi contacts, for 0.25 W devices.
2 - PdGe CONTACT REALIZATION
Ge(113 nm)/Pd(44 nm) bilayers have been e-beam deposited on conventionally chemically clean-d
7
-3
<100>n-GaAs substrates l.5xI01 cE
S doped, patterned for measurements conform to the Transmission Line Method (TIM) /4/. After the contact definition by lift-off, ohmic contacts have
been achieved through annealing at 325"C for 30 min in a forming gas flux. Such a treatment
given the lowest contact resistivity as shown in /5/.
The reaction kinetics has been monitored at different times during the annealing by AES, and
results are schematically summsrized in Fig. 1. After the shortest annealing period (5 min)
the whole Pd is involved in the polycrystalline PdGe phase, through a solid state reaction
with Ge. Pd2Ge, which appears before PdGe in the "ideal" phase formation sequence, is already
no more detectable. An inhomogeneous unreacted Ge layer is left at the surface, and a small Ge
accumulation is detected at the PdGe/GaAs interface, attributed to the epitaxial growth of Ge
over GaAs as shown in /6/. The thickness of the Ge epilayer increases with the annealing time,
until all the excess surface Ge has been consumed, i.e. after 30 win. A non-flat PdGe/Ge(xtl)
Interface still remains at the end of the Ge epigrowth, due to the Inhomogeneous columnar
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growth of the PdJe grains /7/.

GaAs Pd

Go

325*C
5min

GsAs

PdGo
H

Ge 325%
30 ain

GaAs

Ge& PdGe
(xtl)

Ge (st()

As deposited

Fig. I - Schematic representation of the solid
annealing of the Ge/Pd/GaAs system.

phase epitaxy of Ge over GaAs during the 325"C

The formation of a crystalline Ge film is favoured due to the lower free energy than amorphous
Ge. The Ga and As mount in the PdGe layer is below the ASS detection limits, indicating that
only a minor substrate dissolution might occur, and consequently no contact sinking into GaAs.
Oinicity is assessed through the Ge/GaAs interface by an electron tunneling conduction
mechanism, due to the expected formation of a n*-GaAs layer Ge doped during the annealing
period /3/.
The contact resistivity of the Ge/Pd metallization has been evaluated in a test pattern conform to TIM, the spacing among the pads varying from 5 to 25 Pa. From the specific contact resistivity
Qc derived through TIM, the linear
contact resistivity Qt can be deduced, more
suitable for technological applications, as Qt= Qc/Lt. The transfer length Lt defines the
width of the GaAs/metal interfacial stripe through which most of the current is injected from/
in GaAs. LA is typically 1 pan long for Ge/Pd contacts. In Tab. 1 the average value Qt and
the standard deviation AQt are reported for the Ge/Pd contact, and compared with the values
obtained for a conventional Au(150 m)/Ni(30 nm)/Au(60 =-)/Ge(30 na) contact annealed at 450"C
for 30 9. et is much larger for AuGeNi than for Ge/Pd, while AQt is almost the sane for both
metallization, just after the ohmic contact formation.
3 - OVERLAYER PTALLIZATIONS
In a double recessed channel structure, widely used for power MESFET's, source and drain ohmic
contacts act s a meak for the channel first etching. Ge/Pd is not suitable for such application, due to its etchability by the GaAs chemical attacks. A Au-based overlayer represents a
proper solution, useful moreover for bonding purposes,
thermal dissipation improvement and
decreasing of the contact sheet resistance. The overlayer is deposited in the sme e4aporation
run of Ge/Pd and poeses the seene fabrication steps.

Ge/Pd

AuGeNi

Au/Ge/Pd

Au/Pd/Ti/Ge/Pd

Au/Pt/Ti/Ge/Pd

Qr(a M)

0.16

0.24

1.19

0.14

0.12

AQt(O M)

0.04

0.05

0.21

0.02

0.02

Tab. 1 - Average value Qt and standard deviation 4A t of the linear ohmic contact resistivity
for different metallizations on n-GaAs.

The use of a bare Au layer is detrimental to the contact properties, as shown in Tab. 1, due
to the metallurgical interactions with the underlying Ge/Pd layers during the 325'C annealing.
The insertion of a proper diffusion barrier betwo
Au and Ge, such as Pt/Ti or Pd/Ti, hampers
the Au indiffusion,
leading to excellent Qt and AQt values (see Tab. 1).
The et values
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slightly lower than for bare Ge/Pd, can be justified by observing that the microprobes used
for TLN mesurements are far from the contact edge much more than a transfer length. Bence the
perassitic sheet resistance contributes to the total measured resistance and rises up the Qt
values. Such an experimental artifact is minimized by decreasing the contact sheet resistance,
as shown in Tab. I for samples with the metal overlayer.
4 - ThRH3AL STABILITY
The thermal stability of the Ge/Pd contact is a fundamental requirement for applications in
power devices where high temperatures, well over 100"C,are steadily reached during the operating life in the channel region.
Accelerated aging tests at 300'C have been performed and results concerning the Qt variations are shown in Fig. 2 for Ge/Pd with/without overlayers and
for AuGeNi contacts.
The Ge/Pd bare metallization shows a relatively fast increase of Qt during the first
tens of hours (Fig. 2a)
followed by an almost linear slow growth, without any
further increase of data spreading.
The contact resitivity is
almost twice after 200 hours,
but is still
acceptable for device applications. The physical mechanism determining the contact degradation has been tentatively attributed to the microstructural modifications affecting the PdGe/e(xtl) interface /7/. However, even impurity indiffusion from the annealing
atmosphere could contribute to the observed contact resistivity degradation.
On the contrary,
the average et remains roughly constant
in the case of AuGeNi (Fig. 2a), but with a substantial
increase of the data dispersion, up to AQt=0.06
m.

0.4

0.3

/

0.2
E

*Gida

0.1 -

As

a AuPdTIIGejPdGa Ai
a1ALUPVWGG§Pd.ra As
o AuMNIAuAGeG As

1.5

v Au/GePdIGa

As

1.0 '

b)
A

50

100

150

200

Anneang Umne(hours)
fig. 2 - Variation

of the linear contact resistivity

different ohmic contacts.

Qt versus annealing time at

300"C for

Lines are drawn for the eye guide.

The active role of Au in determining the contact resistivity is responsible for the peculiar
behaviour of the Au/Ge/Pd metallisation upon storages at 300"C, much different from Ge/Pd. The
contact resistivity noticeably decreeses,
as well as the data spread, within the first
hours
at 300'C (Fig. 2b),
indicating that ovan lower Qt values could be achieved by optimizing the
fabrication process. For longer annealing times,an average value larger then 0.5 0 m is main-
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tained, without any noticeable further degradation,but not suitable for MISFET ohmic contacts.
In the case of the Au/Pd/Ti overlayer (Fig. 2a), a dramatic and steep increase of Qt is observed, suggesting the onset of detrimental metallurgical reactions between Ge/Pd and the
overlayer. In this case the at values quickly become not suitable for MISFET applications.
The contact resistivity values for the Au/Pt/Ti overlayer (Fig. 2a) are always smaller than
that of bare Ge/Pd, and very close to that of AuGeNi, but with a much narrower data spread.
Thus, Au/Pt/Ti appears as a suitable overlayer for device applications.
5 - MUSFET RALIZATION
Ge/Pd metallization with both Au/Pd/Ti or Au/Pt/Ti overlayers has been used for source and
drain pads in 0.25 W, 4 double recessed gate fingers MISFET's fabricated by a lift-off photolithographic method. The substrate was a Cr-doped S.I. (100> GaAs wafer, over which a buffer
undoped layer 2 pm thick and an active layer 0.4 pm thick and S doped at 1.5xiO1 7 cm-3 were
grown by VPE. lpm long Au/Pd/Ti gate contact was deposited after the ohmic contact realization. A 200 am SiN passivating layer was PECVD deposited prior chip scribing and mounting. For
comparison, MISFET's have been realized with a similar procedure by using the AuGeNi ohmic
contact previously described. Typical values of Ge/Pd MISFET parameters are Idss=150 mA, gm=60
mS, Gain=8 dB and Poutput=23 d~m at 8 Ghz at I dB compression, and are similar also for the
AuGeNi devices. An evaluation of the parasitic source and drain resistances has been accomplished by using the Fukui method /8/ coupled with the measurements of the forward I-V diode
characteristics at the gate-source and gate-drain terminal pads, on the AuGeNi and Au/Pd/Ti/
Ge/Pd devices. As expected, the average source and dralfkresistances for Ge/Pd contacts,
1.59 and 1.95 0 respectively, are lower than for the AuGeNi devices, 1.73 and 2.61 0 respectively, owing to the lower Qt value.
6 - CONCLUSIONS

The Ge/Pd ohmic contact offers a suitable option, alternative to the usual AuGeNi, for MISFET
applications due to the excellent morphological and electrical characteristics. The solid phase reactioL ruling the ohmic contact formation allows for a better process control resulting
in good repeatibility with a small contact resistivity value dispersion. The use of a Au/Pt/Ti
overlayer allows for a straightforward application of such ohmic contact in a conventional
MISFET fabrication process, and moreover improves the contact thermal stability.
Work partially supported by CNR-P.F. Materiali e Dispositivi per l'Elettronica a Stato Solido.
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ANNEALING OF TiW SCHOTTKY CONTACTS ON Gal

M. VAN HOVE, M. de POTTER, W. DE RAEDT, 0. ZOU and M. VAN ROSSUM
INZEC vzw, Kapeldreef 75, B-3030 Leuven, Belgium

R~sum - La stabiliti de l'interface TiW/GaAs durant le recuit rapide I des tempratures allant de
700*C i 10500C a iti 4tudi4e avec les techniques SIMS, Auger, RBS, XRD, TEM h haute resolution,
EDS, et des mesures IV et CV. Les mesures de contacts Schottky ant dimontri une forte croissance de
hauteur de barri&re, allant de 0.70eV apres diposition i 0.95eV apris un recuit 1 950*C. Les risultats
indiquent une augmentation artificielle de la hauteur de barriAre due au dopage de type p du substrat
par une diffusion de Ti.
bstract - The stability of the TiW/GaAs interface during rapid thermal annealing at temperatures
between 700°C and 1050°C has been investigated using SIMS, Auger, RBS, XRD, cross-sectional TEM,
EDS, IV and CV analysis. Schottky contact measurements showed a steady increase of the barrier
height with annealing temperature from the as-deposited value of 0.70eV to 0.95eV after annealing at
950C. The results are consistent with an artificial barrier height enhancement due to p-doping of the
substrate by indiffusing Ti.

1

INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the application of refractory gate metals in a self-aligned GaAs
metal-semiconductor field- effect transistor (MESFET) technology. The processing requires the gate material to
maintain a good rectifying contact with low leakage current and high breakdown voltage when subjected to high
temperature annealing (-.900'C) necessary to activate the n+ implant. The refractory metal/GaAs interface
has to be mechanically, chemically and electrically stable. Most problems are related with peeling off, chemical
reaction and interdiffusion. Although TiW and TiW-based alloys have been frequently considered as appropriate
candidates /1.2,3/, the stability of TiW during rapid thermal annealing (RTA) has not yet been ascertained. In
this contribution we report an extensive study of the TiW/GaAs interface after RTA.

2

EXPERIMENTS

After degreasing and in situ Ar sputtercleaning, thin films (50nm-200nm) of TiW were deposited on Si-doped
GaAs wafers (n - Eli/cm3 ) by dc magnetron sputtering from a 30%Ti/70%W compound targe, The Ar
pressure was optimized to obtain minimum film stress conditions. The composition of the deposited TiW films
was determined by RBS as 25%Ti/75%W. The samples were subjected to RTA in forming gas ambient at
700C-10WC. 109. Electrical measurements were performed on 90,mxg0,um Schottky diodes patterned by
standard lithography. Alloyed AuGe/Ni was used as backside contact. In order to avoid diode leakage at the
edges about 200nm of GaAs was etched away in H2SO4:H202:H20 before measurement.

I
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Fig.1 - High resolution cr-sectionalTEMimageof
the TiW/GaAs interface after annealing at 90O*C, 10s.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All the films examined showed good adherence even after annealing at the highest temperatures. XRD analysis
showed a clear W a-phase spectrum. After annealing, the peaks showed a reduction of the halfwidth, which
can be attributed to grain size growth. High resolution cross-sectional TEM examination (flg.1) showed good
TiW/GaAs interface stability. However, local island growth of epitaxial phases induced by RTA were found. No
clear morphologic structure in the TiW film could be detected by TEM, due to the very streng absorption of
the electron beam by the metal. Auger (fig.2), SIMS (fig.3), RBS (fig.4) and EDS show significant motion of
the Ti resulting in surface accumulation as well as Ti diffusion into the GaAs substrate. The W/GeAs interface
however remains stable for temperatures up to -1000*C.
Forward and reverse current-voltage characteristics of as-deposited and annealed TiW Schottky contacts are
shown in filg.5. They show a continuous increase in both the ideality factor and the Schottky barrier heights
extracted from IV- and CV-data (fig.6). Diodes annealed at 950C have a barrier height as high as 0.95eV
(IV-value), which is considerably higher than the value of 0.70eV obtained for nonannealed diodes. Significant
degradation of the diodes occurs after annealing at temperatures higher than 1000*C, coinciding with the onset
of W/GaAs interdiffusion.
Breakdown characteristics of as-deposited and annealed TiW/GaAs contacts are depicted in fig.7. Unannealed diodes show a soft turn-on of the breakdown, which is characteristic for Schottky diodes. After annealing
the breakdown voltage increases and the characteristics become avalanche-like. Measurements at higher temperatures show an increase in breakdown voltage, which confirms avalanche being the breakdown mechanism.
The RTA-induced properties of the contacts are consistent with the Shannon contact structure /4/ (metal/ptGaAs/n-GaAs). The p+-formation is attributed to the indiffusion and activation of Ti which is known to have
acceptor levels in GaAs /5,6/. Due to the p+-Iayer formation a barrier height enhancement occurs. With
increasing annealing temperature the p+- layer becomes thicker and/or more highly doped. This explains the
steady increase of the barrier height with annealing temperature. It is estimated that a 1.E18/cm p+-Iayer of
200A thickness can account for the 250meV difference in the barrier height between the as-deposited and 950*C
annealed diodes. The avalanche breakdown behaviour of the annealed diodes is consistent with the formation of
a p+-Iayer between the metal and the n-GaAs substrate. Breakdown will be initiated by avalanche multiplication
at the p+/n junction.
Our observations show that rapid thermal annealed TiW/GaAs contacts, and Shannon contacts in general,
can have advantageous properties for application in a self-aligned MESFET technology.
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0.9 eV POTENTIAL BARRIER SCHOTTKY DIODE ON 0.75-0.5
Ga1 In, -AS\a-Si:H\Pt
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eV GAP

A. DENEUVILLE, F. VALENTIN and S. BELKOUCH
Laboratoire d'Etudes des Propri6tds Electroniques des Solides, CNRS,
BP 166, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex, France. Associated with University
Joseph Fourier, Grenoble, France
Risumd - Les courbes I(VT) de ces structures pour 1000 A de a-Si:H et x = 0.2 et 0.47 sont similaires Acelles
des diodes Pt/a-Si:H et en consdquence controlies par l'interface Pt/a-Si:H. Ceci ouvre de nouvelles
perspectives pour les MESFET sur GaxInl.xAs.

Abstat- The I(VT) curves of such structures for 1000 A of a-Si:H and x = 0.2 and 0.47 are both similar to

those of Pt/a-Si.H-diodes, so controlled by the Pt/a-Si:H interface. This opens new perspectives for MESFET
on Gaxlnl-xAs.
I - INTRODUCTON
The transmission wavelengths of optical fibers fit the gap of Gao.47Ino.53As (0.75 eV) or Gao. 2 Ino.8As (0.5 eV).
Integrated circuits with detection and treatment of the photoinduced current are wished. At this moment neither MISFET
nor MESFET structures are satisfactory respectively from problems to prepare good insulators on Ill-V semiconductors
and from the pinning of the Fermi level at the metal III-V interface very close to the conduction band edge. Loualiche et
alI/have shown that a 0.78 eV potential barrier can be obtained with the structure Ga0.471n0.53As\a-Si:H(l000 A)\Pt.
The aim of this work is to reproduce this result, to improve the performance of the structure and to check if it works also
on the 0.5 eV gap semiconductor Gao.2Ino.sAs of the same family.
2 - PREPARATION AND APPARATUS
The GaxIn 1 .xAs films grown by MBE on semi-insulating InP are supplied by Loualiche of CNET Lannion.

The a-Si:H films (1000 A) are deposited by glow discharge decomposition of SiH4 in SiH4 10 %/H 2 90 % mixture at a
total pressure of 1.9 Torr and 230 ° C on the GaxIni.xAs and also on high resistivity Si monocristal for physicochemical
characterisation. This is mainly done from the analysis of its infrared absorption by a Perkin Elmer 683 Infrared
Specrohotometer.
The height of the potential barrier is derived from the analysis of the I(VT) characteristic which is recorded from 200 to
400 K by a Keithley 617 electrometer controlled by a microcomputer Apple 13.
3 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The a-Si:H is an amorphous wide band gap (~ 1.8 eV) semiconductor whose properti-s depends mainly on the
hydrogen content. At low thicknesses, oxygen can also be included in the film which damages its properties. Hydrogen
content as well as oxygen contamination of a-Si:H film can be studied through the specific absorption bands of Si-H and
Si-O bonds. There are several absorption bands according to the mode of vibration of the bond. We check here the
wagging mode of the Si:H bond around 630 cm - ! and the stretching mode of the Si-O bond around - 1050 cm-1 . Their
oscillator strength is constant /2/, /3/, which allows a derivation of the H and 0 concentration from the area of the
absorption bands after calibration. For instance, the I-R absorption band for the 1000 A a-Si:H film is given on Fig. 1.
From the aers of the 630 and 1050 cm "1 bands we deduce an hydrogen content of - 28 % and an oxygen contamination
of - 0.2 %. The hydrogen content is as usually higher than in thick films, the oxygen contamination is at a quite

satisfactory low level.
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The I(V.T) curves of both the Ga0.4 71n0.53As and Gao.2Ino.gAs structrues exhibit a Schottky behaviour as shown
4
2
2
11
respectively on Fig. 2 and 3. In both cases, the current density increases from - 10- A/cm to - 10- A/cm , and the
ideality factor n decreases from 1.6 down to 1.1 as the temperature increases. There is also for both structures an
inactivated current component appearing below - 260 K and whose relative intensity increases as the temperature
decreases. This may be tentatively attributed to a tunnel component through the localized levels of a-Si:H
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From the extrapolation of the linear part of the forward characteristic to zero voltage, we deduce the saturation density of
current at each temperature. It is thermally activated, with respectively 0.94 eV (Fig. 4) and 0.84 eV for the
Ga0.47InO53As and GaO.21n0.sAs structures.
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Fig. 4 -The sturatio current Js versus the reciprocal temperature for the Pt/a-Si:H/Ga. 47 ln0 .53As structure.
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by J = A exp-[
So the I(V)curves of thesestructurescan be represented

exp-

1] as for he usua Shoty

diode, except that as for Metal/a-Si:H /4/ diode we cannot choice between a diffusion or thermoionic behaviour for the
saturation current. The ideality factor and the saturation current are higher and the potential barrier slightly lower for the x
= 0.2 than for the x = 0.47 structure.
If we compare to the results of Loualiche et al A/ifor x = 0.47 we get here at room temperature n = 1.2 instead of
7
2
n = 2 Js - 10-10 A/cm instead of 10- A/cm2, q0B - 0.9 eV instead of 0.78 eV for the same a-Si:H thickness of

1000A.
2
for x = 0.2, n = 1.35 Js - 10-10 A/cm and q0B

-

0.84 eV.

So, the structures have been improved in regard to the previous ones (lower n and Js, higher q0B)and the results are
similar for x = 0.2 and 0.47. The ideality factor, current density and potential b.rrier obtained here are also similar to
those of Metal/a-Si:H Schottky diodes. So, this suggests, that the I(V,T) curves of this kind of structure are mainly
controlled by the Metal/a-Si:H interface, which is confirmed by measurement on the same type of structure with various
cristuiline semiconductors /51.

CON CLUSJQOi
We have shown that Schottky type structures Pt/a-Si:H/Gaxlnl-xAs (x = 0.2 and 0.47) can be obtained for 1000 A of
a-Si:H with good ideality factors, low saturation currents high potential barriers, significantly improved in regard to the
previous results on x = 0.47, similar to those of Pt/a-Si:H diodes. These caracteristics are controlled by the Pt/a-Si:H
interface, and so, the potential barrier 0.9 eV is much higher than that of Pt/Gaxlnl.xAs (< 0.3 eV) which will
considerably help for MESFET structures.
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VERY LOW RESISTIVITY AuMn GATE OHMIC CONTACTS FOR GaInAs DIFFUSED JFETs
P.E. HALLALI, P. BLANCONNIER, L. BRICARD and J.C. RENAUD

Centre National d'Etudes des T61dcomwunlcations, Laboratolre de
Bagneux, 196, Av. Henri Ravera, 7-92220 Bagneux, France
RESUME - Tant pour les transistors i effet de champ & jonction que pour les
Fr-iuiistors bipolaires A h6tirojonction de la famille GaInAs/InP, l'obtention
de contacts ohmiques de type P A faible r6sistivit6 est une itape
particuliirement critique en raison de la forte hauteur de barr6re Schottky
sur ces mat6riaux. La r6alisation d'un surdopage p+ par diffusion de Zn en
boite semi-ferme ainsi que l'utilisation de l'alliage MnAu ont permis de
-7
risoudre ces probl6mes : une r6sistivitA de contact aussi faible que 10
.0 cm2 a en effet pu ftre obtenue.
ABSTRACT - For GaInAs/InP junction field effect transistors as well as
heterojunction bipolar transistors, the achievement of very low resistivity P
type ohmic contact is a very critical step because the Schottky barrier height
on these materials is quite high. The realization of a highly doped P* layer
by Zn diffusion in a semi-closed box and the use of MnAu alloy contact have
allowed
to solve these difficulties : in fact, a contact resistivity as low as
10- 7 2 cm2 has been obtained.
1

-

INTRODUCTION

GaInAs and AlGaInAs materials, lattice matched to InP, are currently of first
importance for optoelectronic devices in the 1.3 - 1,55 pm wavelength range /1/.
Furthermore, the combination of a high electron mobility and good quality
heterojunctions predestinate them for high frequency systems /2/. To take advantage of
these potentialities, it is essential to minimize all the parasitic RC components and so
to reduce the specific contact resistances. Thus, for instance, microwave power and
noise behaviour of field effect transistors (FETs) are strongly dependent on the gate
resistance ; for junction FETs, this is particularly critical : besides the influence of
the gate metal resistance (as for MESFETs), the contact resistance and the spreading
resistance of the gate layer are very important. The situation is equivalent for
heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) for which the base resistance is a key point.
For (GaInAs)I-z(AllnAs)z, a Fermi level pinning has been found at about (0.5+0.3z) eV
above the valence band, due to surface states of the metal semiconductor interface.
This implies barrier heights on GanAs close to 0.2 eV for '1' n and 0.55 eV for OBp.
Consequently, while extremely low specific contact resistances are achievable on n
(Al)GaInAs, good ohmic contact on p (A1)GaInAs are very difficult to obtain.
The AuZn alloy is currently used to contact p-type Ga(Al)InAs /3/. However, Zn
outdiffusion during the alloying step generates an increase of the metal resistance.
Besides, for JFETs as well as HBTs, the contact must be shallow (< 1000 A ) in order to
maintain the quality of the underlying pn junction. The non alloyed TiAu metal is also
very often used /4/ but the best resistivity obtained with this metal ("2.10-6 r2 cm 2 ) is
not a quite satisfactory value for high performances microwave transistors.
This paper presents the technique we have developed to obtain reproducible low
resistivity p type ohmic contacts : it is based on the use of MnAu alloyed on a Zn
diffused (AI)GaInAn layer. The performance of the contact will be described in terms of
the d.c. contact resistance and two devices (JFETs and HBTs) using this process will be
characterized.

2 - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The (GanAs)l-z(AlInAs)z layers used In this work have been grown by Molecular Beam
Epitaxy on semi-insulatirq InP /5/. The samples provided for evaluating the contact
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resistivity by the transmission line model (TLM) /6/, are non intentionally doped. The
JFET and HBT structures depicted in figure 1 are detailed elsewhere /7,8/. In all cases,
the process can be divided in three main parts :
a) Zn diTfusion : it occurs in a semi-closed quartz box /9,10/, with ZnAs z as
diffusion source under a flow of purified H2. The diffusion temperature is 500*C for
GaInAs and 480*C for AlGaInAs.
b) 4 % Mn 96 % Au deposition : the metals are deposited using electron
beam evaporatin with a background pressure of 2.10 - 7 Torr. Deposition rates of 5 A/s
for Mn and 10 A/s for Au are regulated by a controller. The Mn is deposited first. The
proportion of Mn optimized for GaAs /i1/ has been kept for (Al)GaInAs.
c) Annealing : the samples are annealed in a conventional furnace under a
flow of Ar-Hz gas. They are heated till they reach the chosen temperature and then
immediately transfered in the cold part of the furnace. With such an annealing
25 s.
technique, a temperature of 300 C is reached with a thermal time constant of
AI~a~~s
N
AlGalnAs N"

(AuGeN)
-AlGainAs N
S(Aufr')(AuMn)
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AuGeNi
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InGaAs Si
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I
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I
S.I. InP

Figure 1

3

-

JFET and HBT structures

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Zn diffusion has been investigated for different compositions of (GaInAs)l- z
(AlInAs)z. Figure 2a illustrates the Zn diffusion speed for z = 0 and z = 0.4 ; a high
surface concentration is obtained : 4.1019 cm- 3 for GaInAs (figure 2b) which is
essential for reducing the p contact resistivity. Besides, the reproducibility of the
technique and the abrupt junction profile give a very good control of diffused depths.
Finally, the high quality of these p-n junctions has allowed to fabricate GaInAs JFETs
with low gate leakage currents (Ig < 25 nA at Vg
5 V), showing thus the
under-layer is not damaged during the diffusion process.
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Several experiments with TLM stripes have been performed for determining the
minimum of contact resistivity as a function of the annealing temperature (Fig. 3). For
2
-5
n cm
as deposited contacts, TLM evaluation gives specific resistances close to 10
2
for GaInAs and i0-4 12 cm for (GaInAs)0. 6 (AlInAs) 0 . 4 . The best contact resistivities Rc
-7
2
are obtained after an annealing at 290*C*; R c is lower than 10
( cm for GaInAs and
Rc = 10-6 12 cm2 for z = 0.4. These values, which are particularly reproducible, are the
lowest ever reported on these types of materials.
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Variation of the specific contact resistivity with the Zn doping level

Figure 3 illustrates also the interest to "over-dope" p type layers by a Zn diffusion
5
2
-3
f) cm .
with a p doping of 2.1017 cm , the contact resistivity is not better than 3.10The variation of Rc with the doping level is shown in Figure 4a. Such a behaviour can
be expected referring to two main effects (figure 4b):
- the high doping level due to the diffusion
width and makes easier the conduction by tunneling
semiconductor.
- the shallow diffusion of Mn (< 1000 A)

process reduces the barrier
between the metal and the

reduces again the barrier width.
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Figure 4 : a) variation of the contact resistivity with the Zn concentration
b) Schematic valence band diagram at the equilibrium, after Zn diffusion and
after MnAu alloying
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These two characteristics have been exploited for the processing of JFETs and HBTs.
Even if the geometries of the devices are quite large : gate length of 2.5 pm for the
JFET and emitter width of 10 pm for the HBT, their frequency behaviour is excellent :
a maximum oscillation frequency of 14 GHz is reached for the JFET (which is the best
value reported for diffused JFETs) and a transition frequency of 1.7 GHz for the HBT
/12/.

4 - CONCLUSION

MnAu alloyed contacts with excellent ohmic characteristics have been fabricated on p+
diffused (Al)GaInAs ; the technique presented here is an efficient method for obtaining
very low contact resistivities required for high performances JFETs and HBTs as well
7
2
as lasers and photodiodes. The lowest contact resistivity, !5 10- .0 cm , is found to
occur with an annealing temperature near 290*C. This resistance value is the lowest
ever reported for contact to p-type GaInAs.
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DEFECT CHARACTERIZATION OF SL*-IMPLANTED GaAs BY MONOENERGETIC POSITRON BEAN

TECHNIQUE
J.-L. LEE, K.-H. SHIM, S. TANIGAWA*,
and D.S. MA

A. UEDONO,

J.S. KIM, H.M. PARK

Compound Semiconductor Department, Electronics and Telecommunications

Research Institute, PO Box 8, Daedok Science Town, Choongnam, Korea
Institute of Materials Science, University of Tsukuba, Sakura-mura,
Ibaraki 305, Japan

Monoenergetic positrons with variable energies were used to study the depth
Abstract
distribution of implantation-induced vacancy-type defects in undoped GaAs and p-type Si. In Band As*- implanted Si substrates, parabolic-type distributions of vacancy-type defects were
In Si*-implanted GaAs, the concentration of vacancy-type defect decreased continuously
observed.
with increasing depth below the surface. The distribution of defects changed into parabolic-type
in annealing the Sit-implanted GaAs above the temperature of 900 CC.

I-INTRODUCTION
Processing of semiconductors often involves the use of ion implantation as a means of
introducing dopant impurities. After implantation the semiconductor lattice will not only be
Although a lot of
damaged, but in addition, will be left a nonuniform lattice displacement /1/.
researches have been theoretically proceeded to understand the mechanism of defect production
during the ion-implantation into semiconductor/l,2/, their validities have not yet been confirmed
experimentally because of the lack of suitable techniques. Especially little is known on the
behavior of electron traps in the implanted region in activating the ion-implantcd GaAs.
in the present work, we report the application of the monoenergetic positron bean technique
for the study of vacancy-type defects in both B4-and As-implanted Si and Si-Implanted GaAs. The
depth distributions of vacancy-defects below the surface were investigated in activating the Si*implanted GaAs by a two-step annealing technique in which a high-temperature main anneal step is
followed by a second anneal at a low temperature /3/. The results were discussed in conjunction
with those obtained by Hall measurements and deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS).
2-EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Undoped semi-insulating liquid encapsulated Czochralski (100) GaAs samples were Implanted with
t
the doses of 4 .6xl01m, 3xl0 1, and 3x1Om Si* cm 9 for the energies of 20, 30 and 120 keY, respecTo compare the defect generation behavior in elemental semiconductors with that in
tively.
compound ones, implantations with 80 keV Bf and 150 keV As* were done on p-type (100) Si wafers,
respectively. In ordcr to examine the carrier generation, GaAs samples implanted with the dose
The implanted specimens were protected
of 3x1012 Si4 . cam8 at an energy of 120 key were used.
by a 2000 A silox encapsulating layer to minimize As loss from the surface and then annealed by a
two-step rapid thermal annealing (RTA). First stage annealing was done at 900 and 920 C for
RTA temperatures fer second stage anneala period of 5 a under flowing ultra-pure nitrogen gas.
ing were 800 and 850 oC for periods of 10-30 s to examine the improvement of electrical properties
by two-step annealing. After chemically removing the silox encapsulating layer, the wafers were
characterized by mono-energetic positron beam measurements, Hall measurements and DLTS.
Monoenergetic positron beam technique enables to study an atomic scale disorder at the
surface and i the sub-surface region/4-b/. The implanted positron eventually annihilates with an
electron, producin. two annihilation photons. A Doppler broadened profile of these annihilation
photons can provide the momentum distribution of the annihilating electrons. A positron is
repelled from positively charged ion cores by a coulomb interaction. In a perfect metal the
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Doppler broadened energy spectrum consists of both a narrow parabolic part corresponding to the
annihilation with conduction electrons and a broad one with core electrons. In a metal containing
a high concentration of vacancy-defects positron annihilates selectively at vacancies of openvolume defects. As a result, the contribution of core electrons in the Doppler broadened energy
spectrum is reduced and, in turn, that of conduction electrons is increased. The lineshape
parameter S which is defined as the ratio of the central region to the total counts of the
Doppler broadened energy spectrum shaos the annihilation characteristics. From the change of
the S parameter, one can derive the information about the fraction of positrons which annihilate
in such defects and the concentration of defects through the positron trapping model /6/. Once we
are able to get slow positrons, the acceleration of them with a desired energy makes it possible
to adjust the implantation profile of positrons to restricted regions of interest in the specimen
under study.
The present experiments were performed with a variable-energy positron beam line in ultrahigh vacuum /5/. Positrons emitted from a anna source are moderated by a venetian-type vahe
which is made of well annealed tungsten foils with a thickness of 25.4 p a. Implanted positrons
tend to diffuse back to the surface, because of the negative work function of a positron for
metals and/or the presence of a deep potential well at the surface image potential /7/. Positrons
tbermalizing within a diffusion length of the moderator surface can reach the surface and then
they are emitted into vacuum. Slow positrons emitted from the moderator are guided by nine
separated magnetic coils of 100 C with a diameter of 700 am. Acceleration of slow positrons is
performed by applying a high desired voltage between 0.1 - 50 kV to the source chamber. The source
chamber is floated by a ceramic break.
The Doppler broadening profiles of annihilation radiations were measured by a high purity
Ge detector with an energy resolution of 1.1 keV in FWHM for the 512 keV I rays. Annihilation
spectra with total counts of 5 x 109 were taken at various incident positron energies. The
central region of the I spectrum was defined from 510.5 to 511.5 keY. The incident energy of the
positron beam was adjusted from 100 eV to 25 keV. All measurements were performed at room
temperature and the vacuum in the present experiments was 8 x 10-9 Torr.
3-RESULTS

AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1 shows the variation of the S parameter as a function of incident positron energy
for the three Si-implanted GaAs specimens. The relation between the positron incident energy
and the mean positron implantation depth a is given by/4/

E
E

347
a

EA)
1.

= -

(keY)

(1)

P

where p is the density of the specimen.
The values of a are shown in a horizontal axis together
with the positron indicent energy in Fig.l.
The value of S decreases continuously with
increasing depth below the surface. Tanigawa et al/B/ reported that any detectable doping effect
could not be found in Si by the angular correlation measurements. They considered that no
trapping effect is due to the weak trapping power of impurities, that is, an interstitial-type
defect does not have such a trapping potential for a positron. Thus the difference of the S
parameters between the implanted and the unimplanted GaAs specimens is attributed to the
introduction of vacancy-type defects by the ion implantation. The damaged region shifts toward
inside of the specimen with applying the high energy of Sit to GaAs.
Gibbons et al/l/ theoretically suggested the generation of :igh concentration of vacancies by
the recoils of Ga and As from near-surface region. They observed the stacking faults and the
microtwins surrounded by dislocation networks extending the surface in the cross-section of Si*
-implanted GaAs /9/. It is generally accepted that Von is of acceptor type and can exist in
negatively charged or neutral states. On the contrary Yas is of donor type and its charge state
can be negatively, neutral or positively charged depending on the position of the Fermi level
/10/. It has been, however, reported that positron cannot be trapped at Van. Therefore it is
apparent that the S parameter change as a function of depth is related to the distribution of
Ga vacancy and vacancy agglomerates.
The S parameters as a function of incident positron energies for P.- and As-implanted Si
specimens, respectively, are shown in Fig.2. The defects for both types of specimens are found to
be distributed In a parabolic form, which are clearly compared with the defect profiles In GaAs,
given is Fig.l. This Implies that the vacancy generation mechanism for ion implants into GaAs is
different from that into Si. According to the calculation given by Gibbons et al /1/, vacancies
are produced from the origin points of high energy recoils. Consequently the concentration of
imleatation-induced vacancy decreases logarithmically from the surface to the inside of bulk which
is clearly consistent with the present experimental results in Si*-implanted GaAs. They suggest
ad the distribution of atomic displacement with a parabolic shape which is originated from the
final stopping points of the recoils /1/, namely low energy recoils. The distribution shape,
resulting from the low energy'recoils, agrees with that of the defect profiles in V- and As*implanted Si, which suggests the low energy recoils might dominate the vacancy generation In ion

I;

implants into Si. However the reason why different mechanisms for the production of vacancy-like
defects during ion-implantation are working in Si and GaAs remains open.
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Fig.l S parameter versus the incident positron
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As-implanted Si samples.
energy and/or the depth for Sit-implanted GaAs
samples with different implantation energies
and dose amounts.
Variation of S parameters versus incident positron energy in samples activated by the two-step
annealfng process is illustrated in Fig.3. The damage profiles after RTA are parabolic-type
distributions, in which defect concentration is not dependent upon the duration time of the
second-stage anneal. Ralston et al/ll/ suggested that the distribution of dislocation loops as
a function of depth from the surface of ion-implanted GaAs was a parabolic-type, which is consistent with that indicated by slow positron measurement ( see Figure 3 ). Potentially great
interest in Fig.3 is the lack of recovery of Ga-related damage induced by ion implantation during
RTA.
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100

DLTS spectra of Si-implanted GaAs activated by a second stage RTA for different times are
shown in Fig.4. In the first stage RTA, three distinct DLTS peaks are observed, which are denoted
as A, I and C, respectively. The trap levels of the three peaks are 0.26, 0.48 and 0.64 eV,
The signal C decreases with
respectively. After the second-stage RTA, peak A diminishes.
increasing the second-stage anneal time whereas the height of signal B is unchanged. The signal
C with an activation energy of 0.64 eY might be related to 1L3 (0.64 eV) or 112 (0.63 eY) which
Comparing DLTS results with depth
were observed in Sio. capped GaAs by Kuzuhara et al /12/.
prrfiles of vacancy-type defects given in Fig.3, it in believed that signal B with an activation
eaergy of 0.48 eV is related to the Ga-related vacancy-type defects. A lot of OLTS works/13/ have
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suggested that the trap level at 0.53 - 0.57 eV corresponds to implantation induced damage, which
is consistent with the present results.
The results in Fig.5, obtained from Hall measurements, indicate that two-step ETA gives better
activation efficiency than one-step RTA, which imply the enhancement of carrier generation with
increasiusg the second-stage anneal time, although the vacancy-type defects produced by ionimplantation are not recovered regardless of the duration of second-stage anneal time, given in
Flg.3. This implies the activation of Sit-implanted GaAs proceeds from the exchange of interstitial Si (Si:) with substitutional Ga (Gai) given in eq.(2), rather than the trapping of
Siz into Ga vacancy.
Ga + Si
However the appropriateness of
implanted GaAs remains open.
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4-CONCLUSIONM
Slow positron bean technique was used to determine the distribution of vacancy-like defects in
Si-implanted GaAs and P-and As-implanted Si.
In B*- and As-implanted Si substrates, the
parabolic-type distributions for vacancy-type defects were observed. This implies the production
of vacancy-like defects is dominated by low energy recoiling process in ion iplants into
elemental semiconductor. In compound semiconductor such as GaAs, the concentration of vacancytype defects decreased continuously with increasing depth below the surface, which was due to the
vacancy generation by high energy recoiling process. The continuous decrease of implantationinduced defects changed into the parabolic-type distribution in the depth below the surface by
annealing the Si-nplanted GaAs. The concentration of defects is not changed by increasing the
second-stage anneal time whereas the activation properties detected by Hall measurements have been
improved.
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LASER SCANNING TOMOGRAPHY : A NON DESTRUCTIVE QUALIFICATION TEST FOR
SEMICONDUCTORS
J.P. FILLARD
Laboratolre LINCS, Centre d'Electronlque de Montpellier (CNRS-UA 391),
USTL, P-34060 Montpellier, France

RESUME - Parmi los differentes methodes de caracterisation des defauts dans les wafers de
semiconducteur. les techniques par infra rouge doivent 6tro remarquees pour leur caracthre
parfaitement non destructif. Le d6veloppemoent r6cont do is tomographie laser i balayage permet
d'obtenir des images do haute resolution des disloecations dbcoroes et des microprcipitbs.
Lexploration du mathriau dans les trois dimensions est ralise avec une grande precision jusque
dans le voisinage immediat des zones actives des composants. On etudie lobservation des micro
difauts et particulieroment les substrats GaAs do diffhrentes natures. Des images i l'cheile
microscopique revblent des precipitfs do taile bion inferieure A la limite do diffraction optique.
D'autres resultats ont sussi te obtenus sur lnP. CdTe ou Si : Is plus part des semiconducteurs
classiquos pouvent 6tro analyses par tomographie laser i balyage ce qui fait de cette methode un
outil prhcieux d'investigation.

ABSTRACT - Among the various physical approaches of the semiconductor wafer defect
characterization a special attention is to be payed to the infra red imaging techniques which are
prefectly non destructive . Recent developement of the Laser Scanning Tomography will be
emphasized because it gives highly resolved images of decorated dislocations and
microprocipitates. Three dimensional exploration of the material is allowed with a large accuracy
and possibly close to the active regions of the circuits. Observation of micro defects are reviewed.
especially concerning GaAs materials of various origins and constitutions. Microscale images
enable us to reveal very small scatterers even if their size is much smaller than the optical
diffraction limit. Results obtained on other semi conductors such as InP. CWoe or Si will also be
reviewed ; most of the conventional semiconductors are relevant to this powerful technique
which is a unique means of investigation.

I - INTRODUCTION
It is known that compound semiconductors (such as GaAs for instance) suffer a large diversity of
crystallographic defects induced by the delicate interface equilibrium during the growth process and
also by the post growth cooling transient. These defects diversely affect the behavior of the elaborated
circuits and leads to a scattering in the specifications /1,2.3/.
In order to control such flaws and also to undertake a feedback on the growth technology, several
inspection techniques wore suggested which are more or less destructive of the surface of the wafers;
also ingot or wafer annealing is often intentionally used to improve the uniformity of the
technological process /4/.
Twelve yeas ago it was suggested by Tsjima /5/ that light scattering ultra microscopy (Tyndall effect)
could be a powerful tool for investigating defects and especially metallurgical faults in GaP crystals .
This technique was afterwards largely improved by Ogawa and coworkers /6,7.8.9/ who invented a
revamped experimental set-up incorporating new devices like the laser and the computer .They used it
to explore quartz materials as well as as, laP. CWTe etc...
This technique was called Laser Scanning Tomography (LST) because a focused laser beam is
introduced in the ouple and linearly maved in order to generate a virtual plane of illumination . The
corresponding light beam issago is collected by a camera having a line of sight at 90" to the beam
direction, the successive Lmages being assembled by a dedicated computer . This method is attractive
becaus it gives throe dimensional capablity and is non destructive. The performances in contrast
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sensitivity and spatial resolution are especially high. To our best knowledge we are presently the only
laboratory outside Japan that is equipped and experienced for such analysis.
From 1985 up until now, several studies were reported /10,11,12,13/ from several laboratories , they all
refer to large scale ( even wafer scale ) images on GaAs materials; they provide us with detailed and
complex distributions of bright defects the origin of which is questionable even if a satisfying general
/14/.
/41
correspondence is found with other classical investigations such as surface chemical etching
X ray topography IRT /12/. infrared transmission IRT /15/ or cathodo/photo luminescence C/PL /16/.
We have used the LST method (see Ogaws /17/) with the essential improvement of the optical
configuration in order to observe sub-micron scale particles: higher optical magnification (typically X
40 or larger) of the camera leads to a field of observation as small as 220x220 mm (frame memory
512x512 pixels) at a maximum distance of 5 mm from the laser beam input face. The tomographical
"plane" thickness was also improved by a sharper focusing of the laser beam ; the minimum thickness
achieved is 10 arm and this plane is adjusted with the focus plane of the camera objective (the thickness
of which is also 10 am). The wafer surface can be approached to within 10 jam without introducing
major perturbations in the image. In that configuration of reduced field, the scanning of the laser
beam can be introduced simply using a vibrating mirror thus providing a "live" image on the TV
monitor. A more reduced scale of analysis (down to the diffraction optical limits ) allows us to discover
the ultimate objects giving rise to the scattering in GaAs bulk material : they are all reducible to small
"droplets" of condensed foreign atoms in the matrix.
These aggregates are found either along the dislocation path as decoration precipitates (DP) or in the
dislocation free zones as clouds of randomly distributed microprecipitates (MP) : these two kinds of
defects are isotropic Rayleigh type /18,19/ scatterers ; they are the only objects revealed by LST . no
evidence is found for a contribution of the EL2 centers /20,21/ in the scattering mechanism /22,23,24/.
The presence of microprecipitates in LEC grown GaAs has been also revealed by several methods (see
Stirland /25/). For precipitates much smaller than I lam laser scanning tomography (LST) is of special
interest owing to its ability to detect individual scatterers which are smaller than the diffraction limit;
it is also well suited for a 3 dimensional visualisation of these defects. We studied by LST technique
different types of Sl LEC GaAs materials, namely undoped, Cr or In doped, unannealed or ingot annealed
In this review communication we intend to comment the present state of the art in this domain of defect
imaging especially dedicated to semiconductor wafer inspection. Of course GaAs is not the only material
amenable to such investigation methods : InP , GaP , CdTe or even Si itself give rise to unexpected
features of hidden flaws.

2 - EXEE

dff

L

The Laser Scanning Tomography (1ST) experiment /17,26/ is sketched in Fig. I- : a focussed infra red
laser beam is introduced in the wafer through a flat section and parallel to the faces ; the light scattered
by the internal flaws along the beam path is collected by a TV camera and the image of this "optical
window" is sent to a computer which selects the central TV lines ("TV window") ; then the sample is
moved by stepper motors ("step window") and the total image of the virtual scanning plane is
reconstructed and displayed as sketched by Ogawa /17/ in Fig. 2- . Three dimensional information can
be achieved by simply changing the position of the tomographical plane.
This method allows a large amplification of the contrast of the image, it is
and does not require any vacuum or low temperature facility. A macroscopic
of minutes whereas microscopic images 2x2 mm are live TV images. It still
thickness of the observation plane is determined by the dimetre of the
(typically some 50 em ).

perfectly non destructive
scale image takes a matter
remains that the effective
laser spot on the sample

It was shown /10/ that the scattered intensity obeys a 1-4 dependence which is typical of a Rayleigh
isotropic scattering . The very low "absorption" coefficient a of semi insulating GaAs ( 2( a < 0.5 cm-I)
in the I I Mm range enables penetration in the wafer to large distances ( some cm) which makes it
possible to inspect 2" wafer, using a YAG laser (1.06 Mm). Reducing the laser beam diameter down to
1011tm allows generation of very thin tomographical planes. Lateral resolution for detecting the
presence of a scatterer is very high provided that the scattering yield is effective: particles as small as
20 A (macromolecules) were actually revealed by ultra microscopy in colloidal solutions /27/
This perfectly. non destructive and accurate method was essentially used at a macroscopic scale ; it
revealed very detailed cell structures in undoped GaAs and also dislocation clusters in GaAs-In. the
comparison of these LST images with other imags is quite satisfactory, keeping in mind that the
referred volume is of limited thickness and adjustable in the bulk whereas other methods refer to the
region close to the surface ( EBM, C/PL. SCE and refnesion IRT ) or to the whole thickness (transmission
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TEo or IRT ). The origin of the scattering was initially attributed to refractive index variations
/28/ or to E12 concentrations /29/. The present work definitively confirms with high resolution images
that scatterers are microprecipitates condensed on dislocations or distributed in the volume as clouds of
particles. As stated by Skolnick the deep center EL2 does not contribute in the scattering even if a
correlation is found with a through a power 4 dependence /10/.
If the beam path is kept very Iong in order to get cm scale images then absorption and light losses
usuaily introduce a progressive reduction of the lamer beam intensity along the distance and the LST
image becomes unbalanced : this disadjustment can be compensated by a computer correction on the
final display.
If a microscopical investigation is considered, the image field viii be smaller : 250 pim would correspond
to a lateral resolution 0.5 pm / pixel which could be considered as a satisfying outer limit . This is
achieved with a microscope objective X40 on the camera. The immediate consequence is a camera focus
depth some 10 pim wide. Of course the beam diameter has to match this dimension in order to remove
"ghosts" of remote scatterers from the image. Such a reduction involves a more convergent laser beam
and strongly limits the distance of maximum exploration see Fig.3-. Varying the beam focus and the
camera objectives thus allows us to adjust the observation requirements between limits which become

tighter as the magnification is higher. These optical constraints are in some way compensated by
important advantages specific of these microscopical investigations :
i) the beam energy concentration is enhanced thus allowing us to reveal smaller scatterers
ii ) the limited range of lateral exploration makes it possible to use vibrating beam or flat beam /8/
techniques instead of the stepper motors and a live image is obtained with remanent photocathod
camera (N214).
iii ) the limited range of exploration corresponds to weak attenuation and no computer corrections are
required.
iv ) the reduced depth of focus allows us to locate the scatterers in depth with increased precision ,in
the micron range.
These now specifications of the experimental set up lead us to expect a more precise LST probing of
interfaces and micro structures of epilayers.

The origin of the scattering giving rise to the LST image in GaAs was related to condensed atoms on
dislocations. It is likely that excess As atoms are concerned /30/ . especially in materials grown under
As rich melt conditions ; these atoms were shown to precipitate and form small droplets some micron
wide distributed along the path of the dislocations.
In Fig.4- we report investigations on a conventional LEC undoped material; the wafer comes from the
central part of the ingot and the classical cell structure is observed at a macroscale ( Fig.4a- ) using a
large laser beam (150 pim). Fig.4b-c- represent succe-sive enlargements of windows indicated by white
boxes, each view corresponds to an adapted thinner LST plane corresponding to a sharper focusing of
the laser beam. Details of the walls become more precise to the point that small individual precipitates
are resolved; they are crowded in the wall zone and arranged along curved lines entangled in the 3D
space . Varying the vertical position of tomography allows verification that they effectively are point
objects and not vertical string or rods.
The situation could be similsa (Fig.5-) in lnP crystals /31/.32/ but with a wider separation between the
droplets: this should induce the illusion of non related defects. The density of defects strongly varies
from sample to smple and in some cas inside the wafer itself. It is likely that the condensation
mechanism of precipitates is very similar in InP and GaAs.
It is known that In doped GaAs materials show a reduced EPD density ; the corresponding LST images
effectively reveal /22/ isolated O110)
dislocations as shown in Fig.6- ; their correspondence with etch
pits sad ai" with I ray topography images can be satisfactorily verified /3x/. A uniform cloud of
microprecipitates is distributed In the bulk whereas a denuded zone (DZ) is surrounding the dislocation
to a distance of some W0-200 Om apart . A graphical illustration of this situation is given in Fig.6bThese DP we presumably particles smaller than DP because the individual brightness is much lower
sad the density higher.
The only previous observation which can be related to thee MP was performed by photoetching
experiments /3/ /33/ and correspondsto a "micro roughness" of the etched surface ;we did not find
evidence for thes particles in the literature devoted to TEN analysis.
The collective effect of UP in the 1ST scattered intensity was discovered by Osaka /35/ and Moryin /36/;
the high magnification of the microomography allows us to resolve individual MP thus demonstrating
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Fig.6c- that "speckle" artefacts as suggested by Osaka /35/ are not concerned in such images. Clouds of
UP were observed in every GaAs-In samples we analysed and their density in the free space vas
estimated /32.35/ in the range 2.5 109 cm-3 which is a quite large value; then it is worth supposing
that the size of these particles is rather small 6 1000 A).
In ingotannealed materials a large cell structure is developed but the inner space of the cells is filled
with UP as shown in Fig.7- ; three dimensional evaluation of the clouds was easily achieved revealing a
sphere like arrangements selectively distributed; the local density of particles is in the range 3.5
109 cm-3 which means that they are very small. Also a careful examination of the walls reveals a cloud
of another kind of MPs which recovers and embodies the walls: these MPs are not easily observed
because they superpose over the bright scatterers and ghosts of the walls which saturate the camera. It
is to be supposed that the various cell MP (CMP) and the wall MP (WMP) are presumably of a different
nature because they are differently distributed with respect to the cell structure; they seem to be
specific of the manufacturer's fabrication process and likely of the high temperature annealing.
From all of these observations it turns out that 1ST is the more adapted technique for the study of
microprecipitates and it is likely that their electronic influence on the GaAs IC specification could have
been underestimated. The situation holds the same for Si where SiO2 precipitates are clearly observed
and numbered even at very low density.
We recently reached the experimental evidence that high magnification allows to obtain a more
localised information consistent vith the analysis of epilayers or micro circuits; an example is given in
figA- shoving the LST image of defects located in a 10 lam range beneath a test circuit on GaAs
material; a vealth of work is now required to correlate the electrical specifications of the circuits with
the presence of neighbouring defects.
Most of the investigations performed in the field of IST are devoted to GaAs bulk materials because there
is a key problem of improving crystal growth technology; nevertheless this LST technique is as well
available for InP as stated above but also for other materials such as CdTe or I-VI compounds such as
ZnS, Zn Se/17/.
Surprisingly very few investigations (Ogawa /17/) were performed on Silicon may be owing to the
established opinion that it is a well achieved and controled material. Si IC technology actually requires a
precise control of the Oxygen concentration and of the gettering of metal impurity atoms by the Silicon
dioxide precipitates . Our recent work shoved that these particles can be easily observed by LST as
observed in Fig#J-. This obviously means that Silicon will be a very promising field of research with
1ST inspection in the imediate future.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Infra red imaging techniques of defects in III-V compounds was proposed some years ago by Ogava /17/
and it was established that they can be compared to the traditionnal inspection techniques /33/ such as
EPD or RT . An important advantage is that they are perfectly non destructive ,easy and fast to
implement; such inspection means must contributes in the data bases of wafer parametres already
installed in some industries involved in the III-V ICs.
The 1ST method used for GaAs materials provide us with very good images of defect distribution .These
images were found /22/ to agree fairly veil with the dislocation pattern and assumed EL distribution.
They were initially related to E2 through different possible mechanisms of scattering; it now seems
more realistic to directly interpret the LST image as a Rayleigh type scattering on microprecipitates of
different metallurgical origins diversely arranged in the bulk depending on the local thermal
situations .Toour present knowledge there is not any evidence for IST observation of pure dislocations
but only indirect evidence of decorated dislocations due to precipitates.
iST tomographes are currently used in Japan as systems dedicated to the GaAs wafer inspection at the
laboratory level but also as "on line" non destructive test as veil as surface etching or NT controls .
Presently two Industrial instruments are developped in Japan and a second generation system is under
development in France.
IST inspection of wafer* leads to detailed san highly contrasted images of decop"td dislocations and
microprocipitates which can be possibly extended to a 3D information. It allows a very accurate
evaluation of defects at a macroscopic as well as microcopic scale; extension of the method is expected to
investigate interfaces or epilayer structures. LST also allows to obtain 3 dimensional information of the
defect organization by accumulation of parallel tomographic planes ; some years ago japanese workers
made some 3D mocke-up /38/ which clearly reveal the "sponge" texture of the intricated cells of
dislocations.

C4-467
It is likely that this imaging technique viii be eventually used on various kind of semiconductors as a
non destructive means of investigating microprecipjtates.
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Figure 4-1LST images of defects in a GaAs conventional sample at different magnification (a - b - c).

Figure 5- LST Tomography of laP material showing

te

distributLion of microprecipitates

-a--

Figure 6- Indium doped G&Ms tomography of individual (001) dislocations(a); graphical illustration.
enlarged tomography of microprecipitates in the matrix (c)
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a-b

Figure 7- Ingot annealed GaAs (a) and enlarged tomography of microprecipitates located in the cells (b)

Figure 8- Defects in the vicinity of a GaAs circuit.

Figure 9- Silicon dioxide precipitates in Si materials
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FUTURE BIPOLAR DEVICE STRUCTURES

H. GOTO

Bipolar Process Engineering Department, Fujitsu Limited, 1015,
Kamikodanaka, Nakahara, Kawasaki 211, Japan

Abstract - Recently developed bipolar device structures including their problems and
future trends are reviewed. Polysilicon emitter-base self-aligned structures and
trench isolation techniques are becoming key elements for high performance bipola"
ECL
device structures, by which parasitic capacitances and resistances have bee
reduced drastically. In order to get further improved performance, smaller parasitic
capacitances associated with the pull-up resistor as well as high cutoff frequency
are required. Wafer-direct-bonded SOI structures are the promising candidate,
while
the base resistance and the cutoff frequency should be optimized moderately. The
most serious problem is the power dissipation of ECL-type circuits.
Smaller logic
swings and low temperature operation should be also considered.

1 -

INTRODUCTION

As the integrated circiut industry has come to the mature stage, the role of each device
is getting more and more distinct. CMOS is the major VLSI and/or ULSI device because of
the low power dissipation, while bipolar is in the high speed ranges with less integration
level, and GaAs is in the small scale high frequency IC domains. Recently, between CMOS
and bipolar ECL, BiCMOS has emerged with higher speed than CMOS and less power dissipation
than ECL. With the advent of BiCMOS, conventional S-TTL or IIL digital devices seem to be
swept out in the field of bipolar VLSI's such as gate arrays although standard LS- or ALSTTL families are still in volume production. At present, the major role of bipolar devices
has focused on very high speed logic devices with larger integration level than GaAs,
which are achieved by ECL-type circuits. ECL has
us become a major driving force for th<
progress of high performance bipolar device techi Ulogies. In this paper, the preser.t
status of the bipolar technologies is reviewed and by examining the problems of bipolar
levices especially, ECL-type circuits, future bipolar device structures and suitable
features are discussed.
-

PRESENT BIPOLAR DEVICE TECHNOLOGIES

There have been several good reviews about bipolar device and circuit technologies.
Lspecially, in the article /l/ , almost all of bipolar device structures and circuit
xamples before 1980 were reviewed. In the articles
/2,3/ ,advanced bipolar device
structures developed recently were compared and discussed,
while the similar topic was
also discussed in the article
/W/. In this
section, recently developed bipolar device
structures are rearranged and their essential properties are pointed out.
2 - 1 Device Structures
Since the development of DOPOS technique /5/ , polysilicon has been used as the emitter
-lectrode as well as the emitter diffusion sourse. In the end of the seventies, a
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polysilicon self-aligned (PSA) technique /6/ also utilized polysilicon as a
base
electrode. Based on these techniques, self-aligned techniques using the polysilicon as
both the emitter and the base electrodes accompanied with anisotropic dry etching
techniques made it possible to realize sophisticated self-aligned bipolar device
structures /7,8/ . These techniques were mainly intended to achieve
(1) reduction of parasitic base-collector capacitances
(2) reduction of base resistances
without using tight lithography rules. The key structure is the stacking polysilicon
electrodes separated by a sidewall insulating spacer. Another approach was also employed
to achieve those two requirements by trying to make an ideal one-dimensional structure, or
to make a symmetrical emitter and collector strucrure. This structure was formed by mesaetching combined with a planarizing polysilicon technique /9/ or selective-epi-silicon
growth in grooves /10/ . There is one more important structure implemented in bipolar
devices, that is trench isolation /11,12,13/ . By introducing trench isolation, the
collector-substrate capacitance has been reduced much smaller than that of oxide
isolation. Concerning trench isolation there is a review in the article /14/. By improving
these techniques and combining them, a lot of advanced bipolar device structures have been
developed in the eighties. The stacking double polysilicon self-aligned structures are
named such as SST /7/ , Self-aligned transistor /8/ , OXIS-II1 /15/ , SAPT /16/ , SDD
/17/ , ExCL /18/ , MOSAIC-III /19/ and ESPER /20/ . Similar structures were also reported
in the articles /21,22,23,24,25,26/ . These structures can be easily combined with trench
isolation techniques. The most advanced examples are shown in Fig.1. The mesa-etched or
selective-epitaxially grown sidewall-base-contacted structures are named SICOS /9/ or
Symmetrical transistor /10/ . A sophisticated self-aligned transistor using selective
growth of poly- and single- crystalline silicon was demonstrated /27/ . There is also an
advanced version of SICOS as shown in Fig.2.
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(b)
Fig. 1 - Advanced double polysilicon self-aligned structures.
(a) SST-1B. A selectively implanted deep collector (SIC) region is formed beneath the
intrinsic base /28/.
(b) ESPER combined with U-FOX. Typical combination with trench isolation /20/.
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Fig. 2 - Sidewall base contact structures.
(a) Self-aligned transistor using selective growth of poly- and single- crystalline
silicon /27/
(b) SELECT/SICOS. Edge contact structure is applied to conventional SICOS /29/.
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2-2 Device Characteristics
Ring oscillator results demonstrated by the previously mentioned device structures are
listed in Table 1. The basic gate delay time of 20.5 ps was achieved by an NTL circuit,
and sub-40 ps delay times were demonstrated by ECL circuits. Practical device performances
are also listed in Table 2. Subnanosecond static RAM's, sub-50 ps gate arrays, 10 GHz
frequency deviders have been demonstrated. Using advanced bipolar device technologies, not
only high frequency small scale IC's but also very high speed LSI's or VLSI's have been
realized.
Table 1 - Ring oscillator results by advanced bipolar technolgies.
Company
NTT
NTT
Fujitsu
Hitachi
Plessey

Circuit
NTL
ECL
ECL
ECL
CML

tpd
20.5
34.1
38.8
46.7
50

Power or Ics
ps
ps
ps
ps
ps

NEC

ECL

52

CETRI
Matsushita
Tektronix

CML
CML
ECL

52
ps
53
ps
54.6 ps

SONY

---

IBM

ECL

Motorola
Fairchild

ECL
ECL

69

73
75
80

2.32
7.54
1.28
0.58

ps

2

ps

mA/G

um2
um22
um
2

O.35x13
O.35x 7
O.35x1o
2x 3 um
1x 8 um

2

0.16 mW/G
3.2 mW/G
1.8 mA/G

1.5x 3 um2
0.5x12 um22
0.5xlo uM

0.43 mA/G

0.6x 1 uM

2

12 mW/G

O.8x 2 um

ps
ps
ps

mW/G
mW/G
mA/G
mA/G

Emitter Size

0.8
0.9

mA/G
mA/G

*

Reference

SST-1B
SST-1B
ESPER **
SELECT/SICOS
HE1

***

/28/
/28/
/20/
/29/
/26/
/30/
/23/
/31/
/24/

**

/25/

Self-Aligned
Transistor *
MOSAIC-III
SAPT **

/32/

***

SDD **

2

us22

1.5x 4
1.5x2.5um

*

Technology

*

/19/
/16/

; Mask size.
**; Combined with trench isolation.
Double polysilicon self-aligned structures.

Table 2 - Recently developed high performance bipolar devices.
Device

Performance

Technology

Company

Reference

5K

tAA= 0.85 ns

IBM

/33/

Fujitsu

/34/

IBM
Fujitsu
NTT
AMC
Siemens
Mitsubishi
NTT
NTT
NTT

/35/
/36/
/37/
/38/
/39/
/40/
/37/
/41/
/42/

ECL RAM

16K ECL RAM
(& 1.2K G.A.)
32T RAM
64K ECL RAM
2.1K CML G.A.
13K ECL G.A.
10K ECL/15K CML G.A.
18K ECL G.A.
16b Multiplier
1/8 Divider
8b A-D Convertor

tAA= 2.8

ns

Self-Aligned Tr.
and Trench Iso.
IOP-II

tAA=
3
tAA=
5
tpd= 43
tpd= 100
tpd= 120
tpd= 150
tm = 4.3
ft =10.38
fs = 400

ns
ns
ps
ps
ps
ps
ns
GHz
MHz

Trench Iso.
IOP-II
SST-1B
HEl
OXIS-IIIH
SCOT
SST-lB
SST-1A
SST-1A

tAA; Address access time.
tm ; Multiplication time.
fs ; Sampling frequency.

tpd; Basic gate delay time.
ft ; Toggle frequency.

2-3 Properties of Present Bipolar Device Structures
The technique utilizing polysilicon is one of the key properties for the present
advanced bipolar device technologies. The polysilicon is used as a contact material for
both the emitter and the base as well as the diffusion sources. The polysilicon electrodes
are easily separated by the oxide of polysilicon, realizing the minimum distance between
the base and the emitter. This causes the small base-collector capacitance and the small
base resistance. At the same time, sidewall spacer techniques also provide easily lower
submicron emitter widths with only upper submicron lithography rules. In addition, the
polysilicon emitter contact enhances the current gain, although the mechanism is not yet
clearly understood. By optimizing the process condition, the current gain can be increased
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without suffering from high emitter series resistances /43/ . Another major property is
trench isolation. It not only enhances the packing density but reduces drastically the
collector-substrate parasitic capacitance compared with conventional oxide isolation. By
using these techniques, the switching speed as well as the power dissipation of ECL-type
circuits has been improved. VLSI chips of ECL circuits are now coming in the market /44/.
3 - PROBLEMS OF PRESENT BIPOLAR DEVICE STRUCTURES
In this section, the problems concerning the advanced bipolar device structures of
typical two cases are discussed.
3-1 Double Polysilicon Self-aligned Structures
The most serious problem of this structure is the sidewall spacer thickness control.
There are two sequential ways to form the implanted intrinsic base region and the sidewall
spacer; sidewall etching followed by base implantation and vice versa. In the case of the
former, although there is little
damage for emitter-window opening, the cross-link region
between the intrinsic base and the extrinsic (graft) base should be formed by lateral
diffusion from the polysilicon base electrode. Too much lateral diffusion enhances
peripheral tunneling leakage, while less encroachment cause punchthrough /45/ . In the
case of the latter, there is little cross-link problem because the intrinsic base region
exists just beneath the sidewall spacer. However, careful emitter opening using
anisotropic dry etching should be required. Even in this case the emitter junction depth,
the sidewall spacer thickness and the graft base depth should be optimized to avoid too
much lateral encroachment.
Another problem is a tight alignment control between the graft base mask and the
intrinsic base opening mask when the base-collector capacitance is tried to be reduced.
'The double polysilicon self-aligned structures require one mask alignment step if the
walled base structure is employed, even if lower submicron emitter widths and emitterbase separation can be achieved without using tight minimum lithography rules. In the case
of /7,23,28/ , the graft base region is formed from the same mask as that of the intrinsic
base formation without any alignment step. However, there is a disadvantage of the nonwalled base structure that increases the outer peripheral parasitic base-collector
capacitance. If a walled-base.Iike structure is introduced, a tightly aligned lithographic
tool is needed.
3-2 Sidewall Base Contact Structures
The philosophy of sidewall base contact structures is mainly to realize an ideal
symmetrical one-dimensional structure just as written in textbooks. It is the ultimate
structure, but actual processes and device operations never result in one-dimensional
behavior. The graft base diffusion control is the most serious problem in this structure.
Sufficient graft base diffusion is necessary to achieve lower base resistance because only
the sidewall regions are contacted by the doped polysilicon. The graft base diffusion
occurs not only laterally towards the emitter but vertically along the oxide wall to the
collector. The lateral diffusion enhances the emitter-base leakage current and the baseemitter capacitances just as the same situation as the double polysilicon self-aligned
structures. Moreover, the vertical diffusion increases the base-collector capacitance. In
order to avoid these problems some process modifications have been tried sacrificing
process simplicity /28,46/ . Nevertheless, there are still contradictions between the base
resistance and the base-collector capacitance.
4 - LIMITATIONS CONCERNING ECL CIRCUIT
The advantages of ECL circuits are not only their high speed operation but their
excellent drivability of loaded capacitances. These are originated in the non-saturating
operation of the current switch and the high transconductance of the emitter follower.
However, their large power dissipation is the serious problei-, that limits the integration
level of ECL chips. A lot of circuit techniques have been tried to reduce the power
dissipation of ECL-type circuits by using e.g. series gating, cascaded circuits of
differential inputs and so on, but modified circuits usually have less flexibility for
various applications of system designs. So, essentially the power dissipation of the
current switch emitter follower should be decreased for VLSI or ULSk applications, whereas
they never reduced to be nearly zero such as CMOS that dissipates the power only when
switching. This means there is always a large gap between the largest integration level of
CMOS chips and that of ECL chips. Nevertheless, the strategy of the optimization for ECLtype circuits is; the smaller the current, the lower the power dissipation.
How can the currents of ECL circuits be reduced without any degradation of the switching
speed? The switching delay time (tpd) of ECL circuits is roughly expressed as
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tpd=rb'Cb+RL'Cc+kl tF

-()

Cb=k 2 "Cd+k 3 "Cbe+k4"Ccb

(2)

Cc=k5"Ccb+k6 "Ccs+k7"CL+k8"Cef

C3)

where rb is the base resistance, RL is the pull-up resistor, tF is the transit time, Cd is
the diffusion capacitance, Cbe is the base-emitter capacitance, Ccb is the base-collector
capacitance, Ccs is the collector-substrate capacitance, C is the wiring capacitance
associated with RL, Cef is the loaded capacitance associated with the emitter follower
transistor, and k, to k8 are the constants. If the logic swing is kept constant, the
smaller switching current is achieved by larger R . This ia the way to reduce the power
dissipation especially for the larger integration chips. Lower power ECL circuits are more
influenced by the second term of Eqn.(1) and Cc must be reduced much more than high power
circuits to improve the switching time. These can be realized only by the improvement of
the device structure and the process technology. There is also the other way to obtain
smaller switching current by reducing the logic swing. RL can be kept constant when the
switching current is reduced in proportion to the logic swing while the circuit noise
margins are decreased. However, supposing that low temperature operation such as 77k is
introduced, the reduction of the logic swing from the value of room temperature to a few
tenths is not a ridiculous ai;-oach. Additionally, there is a possibility to enhance the
efficiency of the cooling system.
The first term and the last term of Eqn.(1) are strongly correlated. The first term can
be reduced by smaller base resistance (rb). This means a highly doped intrinsic base
region or a wide base width as well as smaller extrinsic base resistances are required.
The last term can be reduced by smaller transit time, or higher cutoff frequency (fT). The
otimization of the effects caused by rb and f is very important because smaller rb often
corresponds to lower fT directly, although Cbe and Ccb can be reduced by shrinking the
active area. The highest f reported to date corresponds to the tF of nearly 6.2 ps
(fT= 2 5 .7 GHz), that is only T8% of the total switching time (tpd=34.1 ps) /28/ . If only
the maximum fT (fTmax) is raised to the twice value ( >50 GHz ), the reduction of the
transit time will contribute at most 3.1-ps decrease of the switching time. Only too high
fTmax has very little influence on the delay time. Accordingly, moderate values of fT and
r should be chosen avoiding punchthrough and forward tunneling. Rather little
contribution of fTmax upon the total switching time is the most different point from GaAs
HBT. In the case of GaAs HBT, the transit time is 42% of the switching time (t =2.3 ps,
tpd=5.5 ps) /47/ . The contribution of RC time constants of GaAs HBT is much smaller than
that of Si BJT. This is mainly because parasitic capacitances corresponding to the
substrate are nearly zero owing to the semi-insulating GaAs characteristics. This fact
suggests that the parasitic capacitances associated with the substrate of Si BJT should be
reduced drastically to the nearly zero value.
In addition to the properties of ECL circuits using Si BJT mentioned above, there are
still
a few problems. When the switching current is reduced, the emitter area should be
deireased to keep the cutoff frequency high enough for the optimized circuit operation.
This is a suitable situation for the reduction of junction capacitances, but contact
resistances as well as base resistances will increase. In order to avoid this problem, the
process and device structural optimizations are also required.
5 - FUTURE BIPOLAR DEVICE STRUCTURES
Double polysilicon self-aligned structures and sidewall base contact structures will go
on making a progress in the near future. However, sooner or later, the most suitable
structure will be selected from not only the performance point but the production cost
point of view. The double polysilicon self-aligned processes have been already used in
volume production. The most sophisticated device has been realized by the double
polysilicon self-aligned and trench-isolated structure using submicron lithography rules.
It seems that double polysilicon self-aligned structures will be the major selection in
the future because of their valanced cost and performance properties. Of cource, present
device structures are not optimized enough to achieve the ultimate performance of Si BJT.
In this section, the future Si BJT structure to achieve the ultimate performance of ECLtype circuits in ULSI ranges are discussed.
As discussed in Section 4, the most crucial factor affecting the switching time and the
power dissipation is R 'Cc. Cc consists of Ccb,Ccs,CL and Cef. Among these capacitances
Ccb can be reduced by the decrease of the base area using tightly aligned lithography
tools, but never reaches zero. On the contrary, Ccs and C can be reduced if the parasitic
capasitances associated with the silicon substrate are
ecreased. Ccs can be reduced to
the nearly zero value while CL may be less than a half if an insulating substrate is used.
In other words, SOI is a very good choice to decrease both Ccs and CL. A lot of SOI
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techniques such as beam recrystallization, epita.xial lateral overgrowth and so on have
been investigated for bipolar device applications, but there has always been a serious
problem; the crystalline defects. However, recently wafer direct bonding techniques to
obtain a thin SOI structure are coming up as a new face. According to these techniques,
the crystalline quality of the SOI is essentially the same as that of single crystalline
silicon wafers. This fact was proved by experimental 64K DRAM's /48/ . Now, the SOI
structure of bipolar devices are not a dream but a realistic target.
Next point is the reduction of each resistance such as the base resistance (rb) and the
emitter series resistance. In order to reduce series resistances, polysilicon electrodes
should be covered by silicides or refractory metals /49/ • Concerning the base resistance,
the intrinsic base resistance is the most dominant in the case of the self-aligned
structures. The intrinsic base resistance is dependent on the base doping and the base
width which also affect the cutoff frequency. So, the base profile must be optimized for
the moderate intrinsic base resistance and high enough cutoff frequency without suffering
from forward biased tunneling and punchthrough. The emitter series resistance, which is
dominantly a contact resistance associated with the polysilicon emitter contact, should be
kept small when the emitter area is decreased to sustain the sufficient cutoff frequency.
For this purpose nearly recrystallized extended polysilicon emitter with a silicide
contact is quite suitable.
Fig.3 shows the schematic cross-section of a future bipolar device structure. The BJT
itself is fully isolated by the trench-isolated SOI structure. Both the polysilicon
ele rodes for the base and the emitter are covered by silicides or refractory metals, and
the polysilicon emitter is a nearly single-crystallized extended emitter. The lateral
device dimensions are optimized to achieve the best valance between the base resistance
and the base-collector capacitance avoiding the extrinsic base encroachment trouble. The
vertical profiles are also optimized for the emitter junction depth to avoid the narrow
emitter effect and for the base junction depth to optimize the intrinsic base resistance
and the cutoff frequency. In order to reduce the Kirk effect the collector doping profile
should be tailored. Fig.4 is an example of such doping profiles of both the intrinsic and
extrinsic base regions.
According to the two-dimensional physical DC and AC device simulation /50/ based on the
device structure of Fig.3 and the impurity profiles of Fig.4, the cutoff frequency, the
base-collector capacitance, and the AC base resistance were estimated. Fig.5 shows the
cutoff frequency (iT) versus the collector current (Ic) characteristics as well as the
current gain dependence upon Ic. Maximum fT of 56 GHz at the collector current of 0.3
mA/um is obtained and hFE of more than 50 is achieved at the same time as shown in Fig.5.
Fig.6 shows the base-collector capacitance (Ccb) and the AC base resistance (rbb') versus
Ic, where Ccb of 1.1 fF/um and rbb' of 550 ohm'um are obtained at the small collector
current. From these results the basic gate delay time of a typical ECL circuit
(F.I.=F.O.=1) is estimated at least below 20 ps at a switching current of 0.3 mA/um in a
condition of room temperature. If much lower temperature operation such as 77K is
considered, the logic swing can be reduced without suffering from the decrease of circuit
noise margins. In this case not only circuit designing but process conditions e.g. the
doping profiles should be optimized /51,52/ . Low temperature operation can achieve the
lower power dissipation, the enhancement of cooling efficiency, lower wiring resitances
and longer MTF of wiring metals. All of these properties are quite suitable for ULSI chips
that consist of ECL-type circuits.
When the basic gate delay time reaches around 20 or 30 ps, the most serious problem is
the loaded wiring delay time owing to the wiring capacitances which are physically
limited. ECL-type circuits are the best solution for driving large loaded capacitances
whereas they are always accompanied by the large power dissipation. Low temperature
operation is advantageous to relax this problem, while it is strongly dependent on the
system and circuit designing strategy. Accordingly, the optimization of cost and
performance valances in the total system designs including the software, the hardware and
the individual chips are the key features for the system development in the future.
6 - SUMMARY
Today's advanced bipolar device structures, their problems and future trends have been
reviewed. The major role of bipolar devices has focused on ECL-type circuits. In order to
reduce the switching time and the power dissipation, the double polysilicon self-aligned
structures combined with trench isolation have become the major structure. For further
improvement RC time constants associated with the silicon substrate should be reduced,
which can be achieved by wafer direct bonding SOI techniques. Low temperature operation
should be also considered although it is strongly dependent on the system designing
strategy. Basic gate delay times now have little influence because loaded wiring delay
times are by far larger. The total cost and performance valances of the system designs are
the key features for the future system development.
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Introduction - For several years, there has been a great deal of activity in the hetero
epitaxy of GaAs and others III-V materials on silicon substrates. For the first time, we
can now seriously consider hybridization of Si and GaAs technologies on the same wafer.
Applications for GaAs on Si range from substitution of a GaAs substrate by a large area
passive Si substrate with superior strength and thermal conductivity to the multi-function
ICs were Si and GaAs are monolithically integrated on the same chip.
The achievement of device quality GaAs on Si and others mismatched systems Is the consequence of several factors.
Both Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and Metalorganic Chemical
Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) permit preparation of oxide force silicon surfaces. The lattice
mismatched and associated misfit dislocations are among the difficulties to be solved. The
a,proprlate choice of substrate crystallographic orientation and a nucleation layer deposition regime helped to confine most of the misfits dislocations to a thin region close to
the interface.
As a result the thicker portions of the epitaxial structure could have a crystal perfection
that, though inferior to homoepitaxial GaAs, is suitable for majority carriers devices.
In the following, we will describe growth of device quality GaAs on Si and discuss material
optimization through thermal annealing. We will then discuss the performance of GaAs
devices which have been already grown on Si.

I-

MBE GROWTH AND MATERIAL OPTIMIZATION THROUGH THERMAL ANNEALINGS

Some publications have shown that rapid or long thermal annealings /1,2/ lead to a reduction of
the dislocation density in the GaAs epilayer. We have studied the evolution of the defects in
relation with these two thermal processes on a 400 nm GaAs film grown on Si /3/.
The samples are grown in a Varian Gen II MBE system. The (001) Si substrates are misoriented by
4* towards 1110) or 1100]. The substrate preparation consists in a degresaing followed by 10 min
in (HF:H 2 0) (1:10) and then 10 min in hot (HNO 3 :H20) (1:1).
Under UHV the sample is heated for
half an hour at 800*C and I min at 1000"C. Then the temperature is lowered to 300-400*C and an As
prelayer is deposited before the beginning of the GaAs growth. The samples consist in a 400 nm
GaAs layer grown at 0.4 pm/h with a temperature ramp from 350*C to 450*C. The epilayer is encapsulated in a 150 nm AlAs layer, deposited at 630*C, to prevent GaAs from evaporating during the
annealing process.
Long thermal annealinE (LTA) has been made in
hour.
Rapid thermal annealing (RTA) has been
870*C for a few-seconds. Thus we have obtained
ex situ RTA and one with in situ LTA just after

situ at 720*C under As 4 overpressure during one
performed ex situ on half of another specimen at
three samples to compare: one as grown, one with
growth.

The crystalline quality of the GaAs epilayer is checked by Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
(RBS) (fig. 1) and Transmission Electron Micrucopy (TEM) (fig. 2). Pig. Is shows that the
crystallographic quality of the as grown specimen is much inferior to the bulk GaAs.
Fig. lb
indicates an improvement of quality for the LTA sample and Fig. Ic shows the closest signal to the
GaAs bulk for the RTA specimen.
The count ratio between random and channelling spectra measured just after surface peaks, x m
confirms these results.
Its is equal to 35% for the as grown sample, 8% for the LTA-one and 3.
for the RTA-one. In this last case, it shows that the surface quality of the sample is comparable
to RBS observations of bulk GaAs.
In accordance with RBS observations, it is evident from TEN pictures on figures 2a.b that the
dislocations density is largely reduced by RTA. The sample with LTA has a defects density equiva-
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lent to the RTA sample. Such results are In good agreement with those given by C1HAND
et al. /1/;
they prove that the thermal annealing processes considerably Improve the crystalline quality.
2

-

2.1

DISCRETE GaAs DEVICES ON Si SUBSTRATES
-

Solar Cells

Solar cells were among the first devices fabricated In GaAs on Si. The lower density of Si makes
It an attractive substrate for GaAs space communications solar cells.
As a minority carrier
device, solar cells performances are highly dependent on crystalline perfection.
Furthermore
tensilet stresses, related to a large difference In expansion coefficients of GaAs and Si, fsvorr
cracking for thick 0~ 4.gm) laye 9. The best GaAs on Si cells /4/ yielded 18% efficiency. The
dislocation density was 2x 106 cm5.
If the dislocation density and cracking could be controlled, cascade cells fabricated with a GaAs
cell as top and a Si bottom cell could offer an optimized 38% theoretical efficiency by utilizing
at Its maximum the solar spectrum.
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2.2 - LEDs

Large areas of LEDs have been suggested for printing applications because of the availability of
large area, inexpensive Si substrates.
A GaInAsP light emitting diodes grown by LP-MOCVD on Si substrate has been recently reported /5/.
The device has been operated CW at 200 MA for several hours without any significative degradation.
Clearly, most GaAs on Si LED research is aimed at combined function circuitry such as optical
interconnects and will be discussed later.
2.3 - Lasers

Injection layers emitting at room temperature, operating CW were r-ported for both GaAlAs/GeAs
/6/ and GaInAaP/InP structures /7/. In spite of these very impressive successes, the demonstrate
performance and reliability tests are not adequate for real applications. The greater silicon's
thermal conductivity, may permit upright mounting, and consequently simplifies the technology
associated with flip-chip mounting.
the active region. This
Lasers are subject to degradation as soon as one dislocetiop penetrates
-2,
1000 timps lower than the best
place the upper limit on the dislocation density at about 103 cm
values achieved with GaAs on Si. The residual stress also ° ontribute- to degradation. For reliable laser performance, the stress should not exceed I x 10 dyne cm 1 /8/, which is one order of
magnitude lower than the values currently achieved. Both stresses and dislocation density are
reduced with patterned substrates. When the substrate dimensions are close to the epilayer thickness, both the stress and dislocation density are reduced /9/. For a stripe layer the stress
becomes essentially uniaxial and remains at a high level. If the laser dimensions can be reduced
in both directions, then the expected reduction in stress should have a significative impact on
reliability and performances.
2.4 - GaAs on Si Optical Waveguides
A lot of work is currently being done in the field of optical IntrachIp InterconnectIons and
therefore on integrated optical waveguides. III-V structures on Si are of wide interest due to
the speed and electrooptic properties of multiquantum well (MQW) GaAs/AlGsAs waveguides. A ,-.ucture consisting of three 100 periods GaAs/AlAs MQY layers has been grown on Si. MQW 1 (GaAs/AlAs
respective thicknesses: 90/200 A), MQW2 (50/200 A), MQW 3 (100/100 A) are respectively the guide,
cladding and buffer layers.
The sample cross-section has been observed by Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM).
Figure 3 shows a picture of MQW 2 , which proves the very high quality of the multileyer.
The waveguide has been tested by monitoring the transmission of near infrared intensity filtered
by a monochromator. Preparation of the end faces of the waveguide has been obtained by a standard
cleaving procedure. The optical waveguide is monomode from 0.86 to 1.2 Jm and further. Figure 4
shows the transmission spectra of the sample for two cavity lengths with an excitation with TE
mode (similar results have been obtained with TM mode). The oscillations of the curves are caused
by the coupling between modes due to birefringence. The propagation loss is about 14 dB/cm at
1 pm in TM mode, which is still higher than for GaAs on GaAs optical waveguide.

3

dark field image of MQW3 cross-section. The
Fig. 3 - ST
mean distance between dislocations is approximately I pm.

Fig. 4 - Transmission spectra of
CaAs/SI waveguide for cavities of
2.5 end 5 mm.
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2.5 - Field Effects Transistors
The majority carriers devices are relatively unsenaitive to dislocations. The best GaAs on Si
FETe present little degradation in performance from that expected from devices fabricated on GaAs
substrates. Generally, FETa in GaAs-on-Si exhibit transconductances 80% of the values from all
GaAs transistors. However, GaAs PET operation depends on high resistivity underlying substrate
and buffer layer. In comparison with semi-insulating GaAs Si substrates, up to 4 Inches, have a
resistivity at least three order of magnitude below. The status is even worth over 4 inches. For
GaAs on Si FETe applications, there is a requirement of a thick epitaxial high resistivity buffer
layer. For buffer layers thinner than 3 m, degradation of leakage currents and backgating
effects are significative. Cut off frequencies up to 55 GHz have been measured with GaAs on Si
MESFETs /10/. GaAs-on-Si has been proposed as a promising material for power FETs, to take
advantage of the superior thermal conductivity of Si. Measurement of the thermal assistance under
the gate attested of an improvement by a factor - 2 /11/. Simplified technology could be
achieved for GaAs-on-St power FETe on highly conductive Si substrates /12/.
Also it has proposed that GaAs-on-Si might be an attractive material by radiation resistance
because carriers generated within the substrate by an ionizing particle may be trapped by dislocations close to the hetero interface.
3 - GaAs INTEGRATED CIRCUITS ON Si SUBSTRATES
3.1 - Digital Integrated Circuits - MESFET

T.I has demonstrated /13/ a functional 1K static RAM containing 7500 transistors. Threshold
voltages both for enhancement and depletion mode MESFETs presents dispersion close to the devices
fabricated entirely by an implantation on a GaAs substrate.
Wafer having both before and after implantation annealing were not sufficient to impede fabrication of such a dense circuit. If the access time are only slightly slower than those on circuits
fabricated simultaneously on control GaAs wafers, the circuit yield (- 10%) was much lower.
3.2 - Digital Integrated Circuits - Bipolar
Fifteen stage ring osclilatora and ROMs have been fabricated in GaAlAs/GaAs on Si using the difficult emitter-down (HI L) configuration that allows high-denslty integration /14/. All layers
2
were grown by MBE, the p+ base regions were defined by ion implementation. In this HI L configuration, the emitter-base interface is the Si-GaAs hetero-interface and the current path is through
the imperfect, SI/GaAs heterojunction. The observation of identical emitter-base characteristics
for GaAs-on-Si and the all GaAs control devices indicates that the dislocations threading from the
Si substrate do not appreciably degrade the performance of these heterojunction bipolar transistor
(HBTs).
A novel concept of GaAs-Si heterojunction bipolar transistor that combines a highly developed Si
bipolar technology with a GaAlA• emitter /15/. The device would require for motion of a critical
GaAs/Si emitter base interface. Recent results at THOMSON /16/ concerning localized growth of
GaAs on submicron Si0 2 windows provide encouragement for further investigation.
Calculations indicate an f-x of 108 GHz the AlGaAs-on-Si HBT as compared with 76 GHz for the
conventional AIGaAs/GaAs HB1.
3.3 - Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits
Monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs), consisting of GaAs components connected with
metal microstrip transmission lines on a semi-insulating substrate, promise to be an important,
large scale application for GaAs. Although these circuits are not densely integrated, they
The promise of
require large chips because of on-chip matching components such as inductors.
using large diameter GaAs-on-Si wafers, which are resistant to breakage and have superior beat
dissipation characteristics, is very attractive; but can the silicon substrate's relatively high
elegtrical conductivity might be a problem. Indeed, the availability of GaAs in a high resistivity
(100 ohm cm), semi-insulating form was a major factor in developing MNIC technology. Early work
/17/ on the use of Si as a transmission medium for hybrid circuits showed that of the two transmission line loss mechanisms - substrate loss and conductor loss - the conductor losses dominate
at higher frequencies (> 30 Gz) as long as the substrate resistivity exceeds 2000 ohm cm. At
me-wave frequencies (90 GHz) the attenuation of microstrip lines on Si with a resistivity of
10,000 ohm cm can be quite low (0.6 dB/cm) /18/.
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The active elements in NNICs are usually majority-carrier MESFETs which are easily fabricated with
acceptable performance in GaAs on Si.
Application of GaAs on Si to MMICs then depends on the
availability of high resistivity silicon. Such material is grown by the float zone process and
traditionally has been available only in sizes less than 125 mm. Although float zone growth of
150 m SI crystals Is believed to be feasible, the cost may be excessive in comparison with the
expected advantages of the larger wafers. Wafers of intermediate size (100 mm) would still be
attractive for potential MMIC applications, but there remains an additionnal potential problem.
High resistivity silicon is subject to resistivity reductions during high temperature processing.
Fortunately, recent results /18/ indicate that Si with a resistivity as high as 10,000 ohm cm can
be stable at diffusion and thermal oxidation temperatures.
A single-stage NNIC feedback amplifier in GaAs on Si has been tested /19/. Operating between 8.5
and 11.5 GHz, the GaAs-on-Si NMIC showed a lower gain and smaller bandwidth then the GaAs-substrate control. However, computer simulations showed that the lower performance was due mostly to
a leaky Schottky gate on the GaAs-on-Si test circuit and that the lower resistivity of the Si substrate (7000 ohm cm) had only a negligible effect on the microwave performance. No resistivity
degradation occurred during growth of the GaAs layer or during subsequent processing. The superior thermal conductivity of the Si substrate was evident in thermal resistance measurements which
indicated that the junction temptrature of the GaAs-on-Si MMIC was about 156C lower than the allGaAs control.
4 - MONOLITHIC INTEGRATION OF GaAs and Si
The most exciting potential of GaAs-on-Si occurs in applications which combine functional components for both GaAs and Si In a single chip. This can be an emerging technology that couples the
high components density and process sophistication of Si with the high sp.ed, high frequency and
optoelectronics capability of GaAs. Significative technology evaluators examples of such integration Include Intra- and interchip optical interconnects, GaAs NMICs with Si signal processors and
Si high density CMOS coupled with high speed GaAs processors.
Success depends on the development of special processing regimes, e.g., growth of the GaAs on
selected regions of a preprocessed silicon wafer containing fabricated devices or circuits,
Because silicon processing generally requires higher temperatures than GaAs, the silicon circuits
must be formed (at least up to metallization) before GaAs epitaxial deposition, during which the
preprocessed Si circuitry must be protected by a inert mask. Ultimately, interconnects must be
established between the Si and GaAs components. This requires that the upper surface of the GaAs
layer be nearly coplanar with the Si surface (or the dielectric layer covering it). The approach
being investigated to achieve such coplanarity employs deposition of the GaAs selectively into
depressions or
"trenches" etched to the optimum depth within the Si substrate /14/. When the
GaAs is deposited by MBE, a polycrystalline film is simultaneously formed over the mask that
protects the Si and defines the desired single-crystal GaAs area. The polycrystalline material
must be removed during subsequent processing.
Deposition of GaAs into trenches etched Into Si is fraught with potential problems. As mentioned
previously, tilted substrate orientations are desired to minimize threading dislocations and eliminate antiphase domains; however, multiple orientations, exposed within the trench, are subject
to simultaneous deposition. Depending on the trench etching process, the original tilted surface
orientation may not be preserved at the bottom of the trench. The severity of these potential
difficulties is being experimentally assessed.
4.1 - High Speed GaAs with High Density Si
Successful operation of a preliminary integrated circuit has been demonstrated with a composite
ring oscillator containing 35 Si OOS inverter stages and 12 GaAs MESPET buffered logic inverter
stages all operating in concert /20/.
4.2 - Optoelectronic GaAs with Si
A device-level demonstration vehicle integrating a AIGeAs/OsAs light emitting diode with a Si
MOSFET fabricated in the underlying substrate has already been tested /21/. The LED was modulated
at rates up to 27 Mbit/s (limited by the large area of the particular Si test device used). But
serious applications will require integration of lasers to obtain the requisite output powers and
bandwith, and the barriers to laser performance and reliability imposed by the high dislocation
density and atres of GsAs Yn Si must be circumvented. Presently the stresses measured in GaAs on
Si are around 10 dyne cm- , about an order of magnitude greater than considered acceptable for
lasers.
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CONCLUSION

We have reviewed the state-of-the-art of the MBDE
and NOCVD growth of GaAs directly on Si substrates and of GaAs devices that have so far been fabricated.
We have shown the tremendous progress
made in solving the mjor problems of the growth of GaAs on Si. Striking Improvements have been
made with regard to misfit dislocation contrV1, ai5dthe achievement of reproducible GaAs surfaces
with very low dislocstion densities (i.e., 10 cm- range) Is now In progress.
We have also shown that many of the Important GaAs devices have already been grown on Si, with
performance Identical to their counterparts on GaAs for the majority carrier devices and with good
performance for the minority carrier devices. In light of the rapidly increasing number of Industrial groups that are now working on the fabrication of GaAs devices on Si substrates, one can
consider that a first phase of the GaAs on Si research Is completed and that the feasibility of
this technique Is now established.
Further efforts should be directed toward two areas:
1) the
conception of new devices actually using the hybridization of GaAs and Si technology,
11) the
extension of this new heteroepitaxy to other III-V compounds such as GaSh or InP and to II-VI
compounds /22/.
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RESUME
L'utilisation de TiW (15/85 w.%) en contact direct avec du silicium p* a ie
6valume. La resistance des contacts a 6t6 6tudi6e en function de traitements
thermiques diffirents, recults rapides (RTP),ou recuits conventionels au four
en atmosphere s~che ou humide. Des mesures parall~les ont 6t6 faites
simultaAment sur des 6chantillons metallishs avec de l'aluminium.
Les profiles de diffusion des 16ments dopants ont 6t6 d6terminds par mesure
6lectrique (SRP). La hauteur des barri~res de Schottky a 6t6 mesurqe sur de
siliclum de type n. Les valeurs dtermlnes sont 0.55 eV pour TIW et 0.8 eV
pour l'aluminlum. Les r~sultats montent qu'il est n~cessaire d'avoir des
concentrations superficlelles tr~s 6lev~es a fin d'obtenlr des resistances de
contact falbles.
Ces effets sont plus accentubs pour ielectrode characteris~e par une plus
haute barriere de Schottky avec le siliciur p . Ainsi les contacts TIW/SI sont
tr~s sencibles & des petites variations de concentration de Bore. En d6plt de
ces observations, pour une concentration siperficlelle donn~e, apres recuit
rapide (RTP) les preformances des contacts TIW/Si p* sont meilleures que
celles des contacts AI/Si p*.
Dans le cas de ces contacts des pr6cipitations de siliclum r~duisent laire
effective des contacts. Il en r6sulte une augmentation des resistance de
contact qui est d'autant plus marque que les dimensions sont r6duites. Avec le
TiW ces pr6cipitations sont 6limintes.
ABSTRACT
The use of sputter deposited TiW (15/85 w.t.%) as a direct contact material
to p silicon is evaluated. The effect on the contact resistance of different
post-implant activation conditions, e.g. rapid thermal processing and
conventional furnace annealing in dry or et amblents, has been studied. For
comparison parallell measurements were done on identically processed wafers
metallized with aluminium.
The resulting dopant profiles were determined by spreading resistance
profiling (SRP). Schottky barrier height measurements were performed on n-type
wafers metallized with TiW or Al. The respective values were 4=
0.55 eV and
%n = 0.8 eV. The results from contact resistance and SRP measurements show
that a high surface carrier concentration is necessary in order to achieve a
low contact resistance.
This effect was more pronounced for the material with the higher barrier
height to p* silicon i.e. TiW was found to be more sensitive to a small
variation in the boron surface carrier concentration. Despite of this it was
observed that given a high surface carrier concentration, after RTP , the
performance of TiW contacts to p* silicon surpassed that of Al. In case of a
direct Al-Si contact, silicon precipitation occurs in the contact hole thereby
reducing the effective contact area..This will cause an increase in the
resistance of contacts which becomes more pronounced for small dimensions.
With TiW ,silicon precipitation is avoided.
INTRODIXTION
In modern IC-technology dimensions are approaching 1 micrometer. The reduced
size of contact holes may result in unacceptably high contact resistances.
A method often suggested to circumvent this problem is to form a silicide on
the source and drain areas of the transistor. Alternatively, the specific
contact resistivity can be lowered by increasing the dopant activation, since
the resistance of a metal to semiconductor contact is a function of the active
dopant concentration and the Schottky barrier height.
To maintain a high degree of dopant activation in a shallow Junction, it Is
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necessary to use a relatively high temperature for reduced annealing times
These demands are difficult to meet with conventional furnace annealing.
However they can be met with the RTA technique (1). In boron implanted
silicon the transient enhanced diffusion of dopants is severe below 900C (2).
At low temperatures the dissolution of small defect clusters proceeds slowly
thereby increasing the transient period and the resulting junction depth. The
clusters, thought to act as primary source of Interstitials, remain stable at
600C. Therefore the low temperature annealing step does not affect the
diffusion tail of the final impurity profile. For complete defect removal,
temperatures in the order of IIOOC are needed (3). At this temperature a few
seconds are sufficient to fully activate the implanted dopant atoms. For such
annealing conditions the transient broadening of the impurity profile should
be limited to tens of nanometers only.
We have compared conventional furnace annealing with RTA by measuring doping
profiles, dopant activity and the resulting contact resistance propoerties of
p+ contacts to silicon. In atechnology with shallow source/drain junctions, it
can be necessary to improve the reliability of the'Al/Si system by introducing
a barrier metal, e.g. TiW, that prevents excessive reaction between Al and Si
(4). Therefore we have carried out our tests on both Al/p+-Si and Al/TiW/p+-Si
contacts.
EXPERIMENTAL
N-type wafers of 15-25 tcm resistivity (100) oriented were used as starting
material. Active device areas were patterned by means of conventional LOCOS
technique. After field oxidation a 200 A thick screen oxide was grown. The
samples were then implanted with BF2 with a dose of 5 1015 cM-2 at 50 keV.
A low temperature anneal at 600 *C for 25 minutes was used to recrystallize
the damage caused by implantation before 4000 A of undoped TEOS-oxide was
deposited on the wafers.
The implanted species were then activated by Papid Thermal Annealing (RTA) in
an AG 210T, Heat-pulse equipment. The effect of different annealing time
and temperature was studied. For sake of comparison a couple of as-implanted
wafers were furnace annealed at 925 oC in either a dry or a wet ambient.
Contact windows were defined by standard photolithography and opened by RIE in
a mixture of CHF 3 and 02.
Prior to metallization the wafers were subjected to a dip in buffered HF to
remove any native oxide in the contact windows. Metallization was performed in
an Electrotech MS 6200 D.C. magnetron sputter.
A trilayer structure consisting of 1500A TiW/3400A AI(SI,Cu)/IIOOA NoSix was
sputter deposited on the wafers (4). The TiW-film, serving as a direct contact
to silicon, was deposited from a target containing 15 % titanium by weight.
The as-deposited TIl-film was found to contain 24 atomic percent of titanium
as determined by Rutherford Backscattering Analysis (RBS). For reason of
comparison a bilayer of AI(SI,Cu)/HoSix was deposited on a few identically
processed wafers to serve as a set of references.
The structures used for evaluation of the contact properties were four
terminal Kelvin resistors with three different contact sizes viz 5x5, 3x3 and
2x2 ps. The actual doping profiles were determined by Spreading Resistance
Profiling (SPR) technique.
The LOCOS technique was also used to define circular patterns for measurements
of the metal-semiconductor barrier height. In this case N-type silicon wafers
with a 10 gm thick epi layer (15-25 Qcm) on top of a has layer of 0.001 flcm
was used in order to reduce the influence of the series resistance. These
wafers were also aluminium metallized on the backside. The barrier height for
both AI(SI,Cu) and Til to silicon was determined with the C-V technique and
the Horde plot (5).
Prior to electrical evaluation all samples recieved an hydrogen anneal at
400 *C for 70 minutes.
RESULTS
Figure 1 shows a comparison between boron profiles obtained by RTA and
conventional furnace anneal. The RTA was performed at 1125C during Ss in inert
ambient and the furnace anneal ws done at 925C for 30 min in N2 , wich for
both samples resulted in similar junction depths. The overall as well as the
maximum active dopant concentration was a factor of 3 higher for the sample
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where RTA was used. The corresponding sheet resistances measured with

four-point probe was 42 0/square for the RTA sample and 126/square for the

furnace annealed sample. The dopant distibution is also markedly different,

with the RTA profile showing considerably less dopant depletion towards the
surface.
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FIl.2: Boron profile obltanled by SFP for RTAmeaples
anneald at different temperatures and times.

The recorded doping profiles after thermal treatment at two different
temperatures and process times are shown in figure 2. From this figure it is
evident that the maximum boron surface concentration is almost unaffected by a
temperature increase from 1OSOC up to 1125C. This was further verified by
contact resistance measurements made on Kelvin structures. The recorded
contact resistivity values exhibited no dependence on the RTA temperature.
This indicates that the surface carrier concentration remains almost constant
throughout the studied temperature interval. The Junction depth is however
pushed deeper into the silicon bulk as the tmperature and time is increased
whereas the electrical activity seems to be restricted by the maximum carrier
concentration in silicon (6).
The contact resistance is an exponential function of the barrier height
divided by the square root of the surface carrier concentration (7). It is
therefore of prime interest to measure the barrier height for the respective
contact system considered before interpreting the recorded resistivity data.
By RBS, the as deposited TiW film was found to contain approximately 24 at.%
Ti. The Schottky barrier height of this alloy at room temperature on n-type
silicon, was found to be Os, - 0.55 - 0.57 eV as determined by capacitance
measurements or the Norde plot (5).
Similar measurements on aluminium Schottky diodes gave a barrier height value
of approximately O
- 0.8 eV. The results are listed in table I below.

Horde plot

Barrier
height (eV)
Al/ll.
TIW/A1/Nlo*l.

0.o38
0.170

FLEACK

C-v

g25eC%tOW Us
Is mln.
IS min.

Ideal.
factor
1.13
1.12

A

0.88
0.58

Table 1: Schottky barrier height data of TIW end Al
on n-type silloon.

Al/V-i
AlITIWp-I1 1

2.6"10.5"10-6

2.2-102.4-10

4

in SC
ee.
"

7.0"10 7
9.0"10"1

Table 2: Contact resltlvity for different annealing
.
conditiom. All value. are In O

The recordede barrier height of the TIW alloy is In close agreement with the
reported data by Aboelfotoh (8). using the forward I-V technique.
Table 2 given a comparison between the recorded contact resistivitles for
MoSl,/Al/p+ Si and MoSix/Al/TIW/p+ SI at different annealing conditions.
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Furnace anneal in wet 02. which is often used in standard processing schemes
to enable flow of phosphorous glass, gives a higher contact resistivity than
anneal in N2 ambient. It is clearly seen that RTA results in lower contact
Due to higher
resistivities for Al contacts than furnace annealing does.
2
dopent activation at the surface, values below 10-6 Qcm are achieved. The
measurements on Al/TiW/p+-Si contacts yielded similar results in terms of
improvement of contact resistance when RTA was applied. As the Schottky
barrier for TIW is higher than that for Al on p+-Si, the corresponding contact
resistivities were also higher. However, when RTA was applied for the TIW
e
samples, contact resistivities below 10- 0cm could be reached. The contact
resistance as a function of the contact size, for differently processed
wafers, is depicted in fig. 3. The highest resistance values are observed for
TiW contacts to p+ areas which have been activated in a wet ambient at 925C.
If however the gas mixture is altered so that annealing occurs at 925C in a
dry ambient there is less influence of the contact material on the contact
resistance as the surface doping level now has increased. It Is worthwhile to
notice that within this group 2x2pm contacts metallized with AI(CuSi)/HoSil
exhibits a higher resistance value than similar contacts metallized with TiW.
This is likely to be a result of an enlarged silicon precipitation In the
former case. Furthermore it is Interesting to note that pure Ti-contacts to p+
areas, annealed in a dry atmosphere, results in a lower resistance than for
corresponding TIW contacts, although the barrier heights of TIW correspond to
that of pure Ti (8). A likely explanation for this is that Ti in the TIW alloy
is less reactive than pure TI and therefore less efficiently reduces the
native oxide in the contacts.
Rapid thermal processing further lowers the contact resistance for both Al and
TiN to p+ silicon as a result of an enlarged surface carrier concentration. As
Al(Cu,SI) contacts to silicon are prone to cause silicon precipitation, which
reduces the active contact area, it is not surprising that, in this latter
case, TiW contacts result in a lower contact resistance value than Al.
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Fig. 3: Contact resistance an a function of different
contact six"m obtained under various process
conditions.
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In fig.4 contact resistivity is plotted versus the inverse of the square root
of doping. It is observed that for the lower values of surface carrier
concentration, the higher Schottky barrier of TiW, results in a contact
surface
resistivity three times the value achieved for Al. However. as the
"3
electrical activity of the boron increases and exceeds I l020cm , -the 2
resistivities for TiW and Al converges and reaches values below I0 6 0cm .. Due
to the high effective dopent concentration, the bend bending is strong and the
influence of the barrier height on the contact resistivity is reduced.
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CONCLUSIONS
The contact properties of TiW and Al to shallow junctions in silicon have been
studied by contact resistance measurements and SRP. The Schottky barrier
height of TIW and Al to n-type silicon was also measured and found to be 0.55
eV and 0.8 eV respectively. Due to the higher barrier of TIW to p+ silicon
compared with Al, the contact resistance of TIW to p+ is more sensitive to
variations in surface dopant concentration. This is more pronounced when
furnace annealing is used because the dopant activation is comparably low. In
this case the absolute contact resistances are also higher for TIW to pt than
for Al to p+.
However, when RTA is used, a higher temperature can be tolerated, which yields
a higher degree of dopant activation. This also causes the contact resistance
of TiW to decrease substantially and reach the values achieved with Al.
In addition, the introduction of a TiW barrier layer prevents silicon
precipitation that reduces the active contact area, giving unacceptably high
contact resistances.
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RELIABILITY ASPECTS OF VLSI METALLISATION WITH DIFFUSION BARRIERS
G. ROSKA and F. NEPPL

Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Microelectronics,
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Manchen 83, F.R.G.

In this work we show the necessity of diffusion barriers for scaled VLSI
and investigate the resulting changes of reliability risks. Accelerating
stress tests at relevant test structures are presented and discussed in
detail.

I - TNTRODIIcTTON

Diffusion barriers between aluminum based metal interconnects and the highly
doped mono silicon source/drain regions (SID) of MOS transistors are necessary
for reliable contacts of lgm2 and below. The barrier decouples aluminum and Si
substrate and thus reduces the contact resistivity and prevents aluminum
spiking even at the high current densities of scaled VLSI technologies. In
this paper we examine contacts with and without diffusion barriers by
reliability experiments and compare the various reliability risks of typical
MOS transistor contacting schemes in detail.
2 - EXPERITA.

For wafer preparation phosphorus was implanted into p-Si and thermally
activated to form the highly doped n- regions. The junction depth was about
0.5pm.
The contact
holes were etched by RIE. For interconnect metal
Al-(lwt%)Si-(0.2wt%)Ti
/l/ was D.C. magnetron sputtered. The thickness was
0.8gm. As diffusion barriers co-sputtered TaSi 2 /2/ or magnetron sputtered
Ti/TiN /3/ was used. The barrier was patterned together
with the interconnect
metal. The wafers were finally annealed at 450 0 C for 30 minutes in H2 .
Afterwards the samples were Al wedge bonded and encapsulated in ceramic
packages.
The test structures were different contact stripes containing quadratic and
long
contacts. The
structures are especially designed
for reliability
experiments.
The

accelerating stress tests were done at an ambient temperature of 150 0 C and

at various current densities. As failure criterion resistance increase, metal
open or a leakage current of > 1O-,OA through the n+/p diodes were considered.
To have a reference in terms of metal line reliability, stress tests were
carried out with 50Om long metal interconnects using 2*10A/cm2 and 150 0 C.
Here the failure criterion was a 50% increase of the line resistance.

\1
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3 - C17IMPARTSON. WITHI/WTIHOUT BARRTER
To compare the reliability of contacts with and without a diffusion barrier
of some tens of contact couples were used. The contact sizes
contact chains
2
2
and 0.9x0.9gm .
were 5x5jm
Contacts between metal and substrate can fail by aluminum spiking, resistance
increase, open at the contact edges or interruptions of the interconnects near
the contacts. Contacts without a diffusion barrier degrade especially by
mechanisms connected to the aluminum/mono silicon interface. For metal/ncontact chains even moderate stress increases the resistance drastically /4/.
In figure 1 the resistance increase AR/R- is used as failure criterion. Since
experiments with metal/p- contacts don't show this increase it is attributed
(p)-doped Si out of the aluminum/silicon alloy
to epitaxial regrowth of Al
After about 2000h stress time the examined metal/n' contacts were so
/5/.
strongly degraded by aluminum spiking that they finally failed by leakage
current even though Junction depth was relatively high (0.5Sm).
cumulative failures ,n %
+

metal/ n contacts without barrier
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barrier
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Degradation of metal/n" contacts without diffusion barrier by
I Fig.
resistance instabilities at stress conditions of 5mA/(5*54m2 contact) and
containing diffusion barriers is added by
150 0 C. A comparison with contacts
the table right. (f.c.t failure criterion)

barrier were examined (table in
thch diffusion
For coeparison contact chains
2
1). For the same contact size of 5*5gm the mean time to ±ailue (MTTF)
Fig.
is more than 2 orders of magnitude higher although the stress current is
increased by a factor of 2.5. Using the same stress current of 5mA also
0.9,0.9pmz contacts with barrier were tested. The NTTF was also at least 2
orders of magnitude higher and no failure by leakage current was detected.
introduction of a diffusion barrier eliminated the Al/Si
expected,
As
interface as major reliability problem. Since TaSi 2 or Ti/TiN barrier has an
excellent step coverage, also excessive metal thinning at contact edges due to
poor step coverage is widely avoided. Therefore the narrow interconnect line
might become the weakest link in the interconnect/contact system.

r=. mmmm'b'l~l
mmm
m duism
(1

I
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4 -

LAYOUT

RELAr'ED EXPERTMENTS

To investigate this possibility and to take into account various types of
layouts, the test structures of Fig. 2 were stressed. The peculiarity is a
fixed contact area which can be used for only one single long contact (type A)
or many quadratic minimum size contacts at minimum distance (type B).
The
latter approach is often taken to eliminate photolithography problems. The
length of the contact areas are always 12pm. The width is varied by 3pm and
1.3Mm in spite of a different size and number of the quadratic contacts.
Metal/contact overlap and diffusion region/contact overlap were 0.8gm for all
test structures. The test structures allow to seperate failures caused by poor
step coverage and narrow line width, because the left parts should only show
step coverage problems but the right parts both of them.

type A

metal

type

B

metal
08

Fig.
2
Test patterns
to emulate 4 typical possibilities of
contacting with long contacts (type A) and many minimum size
minimum distance (type B).

source/drain
contacts at

For the accelerating
stress tests
at a stress current of always
60mA the
failure criterion was metal open. As diffusion barrier Ti/TiN was used.
Failures were only observed at the right part of the test structure (Fig. 2).
and were located at the narrow metal interconnects near the contact regions.
This proves that no step coverage but interconnect problems are present.
Therefore interconnects without contacts but TaSi2 and Ti/TiN as underlayers
were examined by an accelerating stress test (Fig. 3b). We found a strong line
width dependence of the MTTF similar to results without an underlayer /6/. In
comparison to interconnects of only AlSiTi the total open of the lines happens
later but the resistance increases drastically. Therefore a circuit related
upper limit must be defined as failure criterion - in our case it was 50%. As
shown in figure 3b an underlaying material can influence the MTTF of the
interconnects significantly.
As expected from figurv 3b the MTTF of the interconnects
leading to the
contacts confine qualitatively the MTTF of the whole contact test structures
(Fig. 3a). Although the current density
for the 1.3pm wide contacts
is
substantially higher, for the interconnects it is about a factor of 2, the
test structures with the wider contacts and with the larger interconnect widt
w (Fig. 2) fail first.
Not well understood ist the MTTF decrease for the minimally designed quadratic
contacts compared with the single long contacts. This is also true for the
contacting areas with 6 contacts of 1.3*1.3Mm 2 . The MTTF is nearly the same as
of the 3 *12Mm2 contacts. On the first view the MTTF of both geometries should
not differ, because the interconnect width w (Fig. 2) is the same. But the
significant
difference in lifetime show that the influence of current
distribution and temperatur gradient must be taken into account. Therefore
also the results of the figures 3a and b agree only qualitatively.
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wihcase and the failure criterion is metal open.
3(b) - interconnect line width dependence
AISiTi alloy layered on TaSi2 and Ti/TiN.
Fig.

of the

MTTF of

0.8gm thick

5 - CNISO
Effective diffusion barriers eliminate the aluminum/mono silicon interface as
reliability risk widely. If the barrier additionally ignores step coverage
problems, which can be achieved by an improvement of the aspect ratio by
tungsten for example /7/ or a good step coverage of diffusion
selective
barriers like TaS12 or Ti/TiN, the interconnects close to the contacts become
critical. Therefore the effects of the diftusion barriers on the reliability
of the interconnects are also a problem of the contact system. If the
interconnects get narrower and thus much more reliable the interface finally
might become the weak spot again.
It was shown that minimum sized contacts favored by the layout have a lower
than long contacts. on the other hand long contacts might require
lifetime
0.2
larger overlaps because of contact widening. For an optimal contact
geomet 3
th aspects must e considere.
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CONDUCTING DIFFUSION BARRIER : FORMATION AND CHARACTERISATION OF WN
OBTAINED BY THERMAL ANNEALING UNDER NH 3 OF W FILMS DEPOSITED ON Si
A. DENEUVILLE,

M. BENYAHYA,

M. BRUNEL* and B.

CANUT'*

Laboratolre d'Etudes des Propridtds ElectronIques des Solides, CNRS,
BP 166, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex, France
"Laboratoire de Cristallographle, CNRS, BP 166, F-38042 Grenoble

Cedex, France
"*Ddpartement Physique des Matdriaux, Universitd Claude Bernard Lyon I, Boulevard du 11 Novembre 1918, F-69621 Villeurbanne Cedex,
France
Rsun - A partir de la RBS et de la diffraction X, nous montrons qu'au dessus d'une dpaisseur critique de W
(infirieure A2000 A), WSi2 couvert par I WN peut 8tre formt par recuit sous NH 3 au dessus de 800C C de
films de W dtposts sur C-Si. La rtsistivitt du y WN est - 100l.L-cm.
Abstact - From Rutherford Backscattering and X-ray diffraction we show that above a critical W thickness (<
2000 A), WSi 2 covered by y WN can be formed by annealing under NH 3 of W films deposited on C-Si. Its
resistivity is < - 100pi-cm.

I - INTRQDUCON
As the size of the elementary devices decreases in Si integrated circuits the depth of the jonction decrases. An
intermediate layer of silicide (usually of refractory metal) must be inserted between Al and Si to avoid the formation of
Al spikes which can destroy the source and drain jonctions /I/.
However Al also react with refractory metal silicide at - 5000 C and another intermediate layer acting as Al and Si
diffusion barrier between Al and the refractory metal silicide have also to be added /2/. Amorphous Ti-W mixtures or
WN or TiN can be used for this purpose /2/. However, their structure and their properties change by annealing when
TA > 5000 C.
Here we look for the direct formation of crystalline tungsten nitride on tungsten silicide on Si by direct thermal
annealing under NH 3 of crystalline W films deposited on Si. Some results exists at this moment for annealing under
NH3 of Ti deposited on Si /3/, but nothing in the case of W.
If the W silicide have been studied, the results are scarce and controversial on tungsten nitrides /4/. Neitherthe N content
corresponding to the various crystallographic phases "W2 N" and Y"W2N, nor the presence of Y"W2N" only, which
has the peaks of 0"W2N" plus additional ones, are clear.
Here, we look at what will be formed by annealing under NH3 of crystalline (ot phase) W deposited on Si. We use
X-ray diffraction at glancing incidence, Rutherford Back Scattering and four-point probe measurements.
2 - PREPARATION AND APPARATUS

After the usual cleaning procedure, high resistivity Si samples are mounted in a cathodic sputtering group. After a base
pressure of - 410"7 Tort, a 80 % Ar + 20 %H2 mixture is admitted in the group with a total pressure of 410-3 Tort.
After predepositions on a shutter, then on a sacrified sample, the W is deposited on the Si substrate at 2000 C.
W thicknesses of 200 and 2000 A are measured by DEKTAK on a step after localized etching of W.
The annealing is performed under a classical joule oven between 600 and 11000 C during 2 hours. The X-ray diffraction
is done at glancing incidence, typically 0.50, to increase the sensitivity and excited with the CuKa radiation.
The Rutherford Back Scattering u e He ions of 2 MeV and normal (2000 A of W) or 600 incidence (200 A).
The square resistance Ra is measured by the usual four-point probe.
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3 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1) - Rutherford Back Scattering
a) 200 A thick W films: Fig. 1.
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Fig. I - RBS signal for the 200 A thick W on Si after 2 h annealing under NH 3 at 6000 C -----xxxxx 900' C ...... 1000' C and I100r C
Although N is not favourable here as it appears on the Si background, it is clearly seen by RBS as soon as 6000 C. The
N content increases up to - 900' C where there is saturation . Formation of tungsten silicide (Plateau or shoulder) on
the Si leading edge and W falling edge is not seen even with an incidence of 600. From the height of the N and W
signals approximate values of the N/W can be deduced. It increases from - 0.3 at TA = 600" C up to a saturation value
0
of - 1.16 as soon as 900 C
b) 2000

thick W films: Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 - RBS signal for the 2000 A thick W on Si virgin (-
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) and after 2 h annealing under NH3 at 8000 C.
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It is here very difficult to determine the N signal height. Above TA > 800 C, there is a plateau on the Si signal and a
hump in front of and smaller than the main W signal. This main signal is lower than that of pure W (-).
There is
formation of tungsten silicide (Si/W - 2) covered by a tungsten nitride of unknown composition.
2) - X-ray diffraction.
L

a) 2o0 A thick W film.
The virgin films have only the peak of crystalline "pure" W (a-W) at 20.12 and 29.120. At TA = 600 and 7000 C, there
are additional peaks from "0" W2N ((18.88, 21.94, 31.890). At 8000 C there is only "V"W2 N. At TA > 10000 C
additional peaks at 10.78, 15.41, 24.73, 27.25 occur. All the peaks can be attributed to "Y'W 2 N. There are also traces
of a-W at - 20.120.
b) 2000 A thick -W: Fig. 3.

I000d
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10

21.5
0
THETA [deg]

35

Fig. 3 - X-ray diffraction at glancing incidence (0.30) for the 2000 A thcik W on Si virgin (NR) and after 2 h annealing
at 700, 800, 1000, 11000 C.
In the virgin sample (NR) the peaks are those of ct-W. At 7000 and 8000 C there are additional peaks from "3"W 2 N and
the relative intensity of the W signal decreases. At 10000 C then 11000 C additional lines appears at 15.41 and 24.73
(W 2 N) and with a relative intensity increasing with temperature at 11.35, 15.02, 19.82, 22.40, 23.10, 28.70, 31.23'
(tetragonal WSi 2). Actually with an higher incidence angle, the specific peaks of WSi2 appears as soon as 8000 C.
3)- Square resistance at om temperature Fig. 4.
Forthe 200A virgin Wfilm it startsfrn 30Q with amaximumof 115fl at900 C, then decreases to50 l at 11000 C.
As will be discussed later, only tungsten nitrides are formed. From their thickness we deduced resistivities of - 200

nfl-cm P"W2N and

-

100 pfl-cm Y-WN-.

For the 2000 A virgin W film it starts from 1.7 Q has a maximum of 8 Q at 9000 then decreases around 2 Q.
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Fig. 4 - Sheet resistance of the 200 A and 2000 A thick W films 2 h annealed under NH 3
4 - DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSION

- From RBS: There is a progressive increase of the N content from WNO.3 (600 C) up to a saturation - WN at TA >
9000 C without formation of tungsten suicide for the 200 A virgin W film. For the 2000 A W film, WSi 2 is formed for
TA > 8000 C with an increasing thickness as TA increases. It is covered by a tungsten nitride.
- From X-ray diffraction increasing amount of "W2 N" and Y'W2 N" are formed respectively between 600 and 800 ° C
and 1000 (perhaps 9000 C) and 11000 C in both cases, and so their occurence depends only on TA..
For the 200 A W film, the whole film is filled by N prevent the formation of WSi2 at TA > 6500 C /I/. There is only
V'W2 N" at TA = 8000 C which has to be with 0.5 < N/W < 1 which agrees with RBS, and would suggests W/N - 1,
Y'WN" rather than Y'W2N" for TA = 1000 and 11000 C. From their R. , the resistivity of fr"W2 N" and Y'WN" would
be respectively around 200 and 100 i.f-cm.
For the 2000 A W thick film, N does not reach the Si interface at 800 C. This allows the formation of WSi 2 . But there
is always a-W in the top pan of the film which is never saturated by N for 2 h annealing between 600 and 11000 C.
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A SELF ALIGNED CONTACT PROCESS WITH IMPROVED SURFACE PLANRIZATION
K.H. KOSTERS, W. SESSELMANN, H. MELZNER and B. FRIESEL
Siemens AG, Microelectronic Technology Center, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000 Mftnchen 83, F.R.G.

A new self aligned contact technology has been introduced into a
4Mbit DRAM process. The contact hole is overlapping gate and
field oxide. A thin nitride/thin poly-Si/oxide multilayer allows
a contact hole etch, which does not significantly affect the oxide
isolation of the gate and the field oxide. After acting as etch stop,
the poly-Si is changed into oxide by selective oxidation. The new
process offers an improved reflow of isolation oxide and contact hole
rounding.

I. INTRODUCTION
By using self aligned contacts, the packing density of integrated circuits
can be increased /1/, lithography requirements are less stringent.A 25 %
shrink of 4Mbit DRAM cell area was achieved by a fully overlapping bitline
contact (FOBIC) /2/. The cell design allows the contact hole to overlap gate and field oxide. For etching the dielectric underneath the bitline a nitride etch stop layer has been used.
The self aligned contact technology can also be based on a poly-Si etch
stop layer /3, 4/. In this paper we report on the integration of this technique into a 4Mbit DRAM process. The new process allows an improved surface
narization. Improved planarization techniques are required, because surface topology is critical for the step coverage and for the patterning of
submicron bitlines. The realization of submicron contacts by the proposed
process is combined with improved techniques for the reduction of contact

resistance, which is critical for device performance.
2.

SELF ALIGNED CONTACT PROCESS

The self aligned contact process is employed for the fabrication of a
4Nbit DRAM trench capacitor cell. The 4Mbit DRAM process proceeds by the
formation of trench capacitors, transistors, lot level polycide and 2nd
level metal interconnects /2/. The contact between polycide bitline and
n* diffusion (source/drain of transfer gates) is self aligned; the pro-

cess sequence for contact formation is outlined in Fig.l.
a) The gate is encapsulated by oxide (> 150 n3) using a spacer technique:

the oxide spacer covers the sidewalls of a double layer poly-Si/oxide.
After the deposition of a thin nitride/thin poly-Si/oxide (BPSG) multilayer oversize contact holes are patterned. The top oxide (SPSO 350 n) is
etched anisotropically in a CHP /O
plasma. The thin poly-Si acts as a very
efficient etch stop due to the Tig selectivity (20:1) of the dry etch procass. A 30 on poly-Si layer allows a long everetch time and efficient removal of BPG sidevall spacers (Fig. 2). The gate isolation is not affected

by the top oxide etch.
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Poly S.

pkm
1)direct contact mask, oxide etch stopped by poly.Si layer

2)poly-Si etch; resist removal
poly-Si changed into oxide by wet oxidation

3)thin nitride/thin oxide etch

4)poly-Si deposition.polySi doping (As implantatienTaSi sputtering

Fig 1: Process flow for self aligned bitline contact
b) After etching poly-Si (selectively to nitride) and stripping resist
poly-Si is wet oxidized. A simultaneous BPSG reflow occurs. The underlying
thin nitride prevents the oxidation of active areas.
c) Only a thin dielectric is left for the final etch step by which the
oxide isolation of the gate and the field oxide can be thinned. The thin
nitride/thin oxide on contact areas is etched anisotropically in a CHF 3/02
plasma (Fig.3).
d) By LPCVD poly-Si deposition, As implantation doping and polycide (TaSi)
deposition the bitline contact is formed (Fig.4). The contact area is defined by gate and field oxide edges. A distance contact to gate of only
0 25 us can be realized, the oxide isolation between gate and bitline is at
least 120 na.
The new process with BPSG top oxide/wet reflow is advantageous for surface planarization and contact hole tapering. This is demonstrated by the
comparison with the corresponding process using an undoped Teos top oxide
(Fig.5). The reflow of BPSG top oxide removes the sharp contact hole edge

contact hole (mask)

Fig 2: After dry etch
of BPSG top oxide
(g.poly-Si etch stop)

Fig 3: After contact hole etch (BPSG top oxide)
(arrowt poly-Si etch stop layer, poly-Si
is changed into oxide)

cntact hole bnask)

Fig St process with undoped
Fig 41 bitline contact after complete process
(BPSG top oxide)

Teo top oxide after
contact hole etch
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(see Fig.3). The wet reflow allows an effective reflow although BPSG doping
level is kept low to avoid any influence of further temperature steps (2nd
BPSG reflow) on the BPSG underneath the bitline.
The proposed process requires only a
dation barrier. The thickness of the
wafer, has to be lower than 50 nm to
e.g. enhanced leakage current due to

thin nitride layer (10-20 nm) as oxinitride layer, which remains on the
avoid any effect on device performance
defect generation /3/.

Different from a self aligned contact process /2,3/ based on nitride as an
etch stop for top oxide etch the new process allows a pure dry etch of top
oxide. In the case of a nitride etch stop a nitride thickness of 70 nm is
required because of lower selectivity of the CHF 3/02 etch process; the nitride thickness can only be reduced by using wet etching techniques for the
top oxide.
After serving as etch stop the poly-Si layer has to be oxidized to avoid
problems with further processing (e.g. 2nd contact hole etch) or shorts.
Fig.6 shows the oxide thickness grown on a poly Si buried under BPSG
(500 nu)vs. oxidation time. The oxidation of the poly-Si layer can be performed without significant increase of the temperature budget of the process because the BPSG top oxide is less dense than thermal oxide.

[nm]

n+ doped poly-Si
+ undoped poly-Si deposition, doping
by outdiffusion from BPSG

test structure
on fieldoxide
616 contact

Gate

[A]
I0

- -- "-

+

16 t

ib
0'

2bo

Oxidation Time [mini
Fig 6: Oxide thickness on poly-Si
under 500 nm BPSG

CV]

IER2JVcate
IE-12-

-40

-20

e

20

Fig 7: Leakage current across
gate to bitline isolation

The new process has been introduced into the 4Mbit DRAM process without
degradation of device yield compared to a conventional contact technique.
The leakage current through the gate to bitline isolation was evaluated
using a special test structure placed on field oxide to suppress the leakage current path through the gate oxide (Fig.7). The isolation of the gate
encapsulation is superior to the isolation of thermal gate oxide. Investigation of WD-Transistor properties exhibits no effect of adjacent self
aligned contacts.

3.

SELF ALIGED CONTACT FOR STACKED CAPACITOR DRAM CELL

The proposed process can also be used for another type of self aligned contact: the contact is not only self aligned to gate and field oxide but also
to an electrically active n poly-Si layer like the upper call plate of a
Stacked Capacitor DRAM cell. The Stacked Capacitor /5/ consists of two poly
Si plates, formed after the transistor. During the etching of the bitline
contact to source/drain of the transfer gate, the upper cell plate can b
used as poly-Si etch stop layer. After etchig the contact through the n
poly-Si layer the contact isolation to the n poly-Si is achieved by selective oxidation of the poly-Si inside Pe contact hole (Fig.8). Investigation of the oxide isolation between n poly-Si and bitline contact shows a
marked increase of breakdown voltage above 20 V for dox >160n3. Above this
critical oxide thickness a reliable isolation is achieved.

40
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Fig 9: Specific contact resistivity
as a function of As+ ion energy
(v additional Si+ implantation)

4. CONTACT RESISTANCE POLY-Si/Si
For poly-Si/Si contacts it is well known /6/ that a thin native oxide layer
layer of about 15 A between n+-Si contact area and deposited poly-Si results in high contact resistivity. By ion implantation into poly-Si low
specific cntact r~sistivitiesL can be realized. Fig.9 shows the depe~dence
of & on As and Si implantation energy. Low 2,va ues in the 20 -Aum range are found if the energy is high enough that As -ions reach the contact
interface. High resolution TEM shows that the native oxide layer is broken
up and epitaxial growth of the ?oly-Si layer occurs after a moderate heat
treatment (950 C, 8 min). If Si -ions are used to break thv native oxide
layer low J, values are obtained even after a low energy As ion implantation (Fig.9). This technique turns out to be very promising since almost
no
degradation of the contact doping profile occurs by the additional Si+
implantation.
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FORMATION OF SHALLOW P* JUNCTIONS BY IMPLANTATION INTO SILICIDE
K.J. BARLOW
Plessey Research Caswell Ltd.,
Great-Britain

Caswell,

Towcester, Northants,

Abstract
PMOS transistors with channel lengths down to 0.3!1±m have been fabricated by
implanting boron into TiSi and using a low temperature anneal (800C) to
outdiffuse the dopant and iorm the P+ junction. This method allows the
formation of shallow, low resistance junctions (<0.26pm, Fa/sq) and retains
any ion damage within the sulicide. Electrical measurements show reverse
leakage currents of -nA/cm 2 and PMOS characteristics comparable to or
better than conventionally formed PMOS transistors.
Introduction
The formation of shallow, low resistance junctions is an important requirement
in MOS VLSI in order to minimise short channel effects in MOSFETS.
However,
the formation of shallow P+/n Junctions is difficult to obtain since boron
tends to channel deeply into silicon during implantation and diffuses rapidly
during further high temperature processing. Shallow P+ junctions can be formed
by using RTA, preamorphisation and boron fluoride implants, whilst silicidation
is used to reduce the sheet resistance of the source, drain and gate regions.
A problem with using preamorphisation implants is the creation of defects in
the silicon, whilst fluorine can increase leakage currents. Many of the
problems associated with shallow junctions can be avoided by implanting the
dopant into the silicide and then outdiffusing it using a fairly low
temperature anneal to form the junction (1,2). Implantation into the silicide
means that any ion damage is confined within the silicide - not in the silicon,
uniform dopant profiles can be achieved since anisotropy and shadowing effects
of the implantation are eliminated. Also since the implant process does not
create damage in the silicon the temperature is not determined by that required
to anneal out the ion damage, thus low temperature processing can be used.
Here the results of an investigation into the formation of PMOS transistors,
with channel lengths down to 0.35 m, by implanting boron into TiSi 2 and using a
low temperature anneal to outdiffuse the dopant are presented.
Experiment
An advanced CMOS process, employed in our laboratories was used to fabricate
the devices. This employs trench isolation, oxide sidewall spacers, a 20onm
gate oxide and silicided source, drain and gate regions. Fig. la,b shows a
schematic of the two process schedules used to form the pos devices. In the
conventional process, fig. la after the cvd oxide sidewall spacer is formed a
silicon implant is used to preamorphise the silicon to a depth of about 0.141m,
followed by a boron fluoride implant (IE15/cm2, 40kV).
The solid phase
epitaxial regrowtf anneal Is used to regrow the single crystal silicon whilst
innimising boron diffusion. RTA annealing Is followed by deposition of 5O=! of
Ti and a two stage RTA process to form -680A of TiSi 2 . Fig. lb shows the
reduced number of processing steps required when forming P+ Junctions by
implantil the dopant into the already formed silicide layer. Boron
implantaton into the silicide is followed by a fairly low temperature anneal
(800C) to form the P* junction.
Ftg.2 shows the relationship between boron
implant energy and Junction depth for P+ Junctions formed by implantation into
TiSi . Shallower Junctions can be formed by increasing the silicide thickness
or Aiducing the implant dose and energy. Fig 3 shows a SIMS profile for a P+
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junction formed by implanting boron at 3E15/ca9, 1OkV into 680A of TiSi and
then outdiffusing it using an 800°C, 60 min, P, anneal. The Junction Wpth is
around O.21pm, when taking the puos n-well dopIng into account. After contact
formation and netallisation the devices were sintered (425"C, 30min,H2 /42 ) and
were then reab' for testing. The sheet resistance was -~ /sq for the P+
junctions formed by implantation into silicide, compared to~-J/sq for the
conventional silicided P+ junctions. P+/n diodes fabricated by this technique
have shown low leakage currents of-1nA/cm? at -5v and almost ideal forward
current characteristics, for a range of boron doses and. energies. Fig.4 shows
a reverse I-V plot for a P+/n diode of area 47,000 pmR
PMOS transistors, with channel lengths down to 0.35pm have been fabricated by
implanting boron into TiSi and compared with conventional pmos devices.
Measurement of the linear Iransconductance Gm, as a function of effective
channel length and pmos transistor type is shown in fig 5, as can be seen the
implant into silicide device has a slightly higher Gm, due to the reduced
series resistance of the P+2 junction. The low field
gain of the implant into
silicide device is - 231LA/V compared to~-20.SpA/V2 for the conventional device
and the saturation current of the implant into siltcide device is a few percent
higher at the same channel length. Obviously by increasing the BF2 dose the
series resistance of the conventional device will be reduced, however the
junction depth will also increase - by implanting into the silicide a shallow,
high surface concentration junction can be formed. Fig.6 shows the output
characteristics for a pos transistor with an effective channel length of
0.35pm, formed by implanting boron into TiSi2 and using an 800C anneal to form
the junction.
In the subthreshold region both the conventional and implant into silicide
devices have the same subthreshold slope (91mV/dec), fig.7 shows a subthreshold
plot for a pmos transistor with a channel length of 0.4pm formed by implanting
boron into TiSi2 to form the P+ regions. Offstate leakage (Vd--Sv, Vglv) was
found to be less than IOpA for channel lengths down to 0.65±m, below this the
leakage increases to .IpA for a channel length of 0.45pm as a punchthrough
begins to control the maximum allowable drain voltage. At channel lengths
above 0.65 m the maximum drain voltage is controlled by the breakdown voltage
of the P+/n junction.
The reduction of the threshold voltage Vt with channel length was plotted for
the conventional pos and implant into silicide device, fig.8. As the plot
shows the use of high dose boron (5E15/cob Implanted into the TiSi2 layer does
not enhance Vt reduction.
Conclusion
Implantation of boron into TiSi and use of a fairly low temperature anneal
(800C) has enabled the fabricaiton of shallow P+/n junctions with low leakage
currents. This method has been used to fabricate pmos transistors with channel
lengths down to 0.35*m. The devices formed by this method have characteristics
equal or superior to conventionally formed silicided pmos transistors.
The procedure is compatible with submicron CMOS processing.
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SHADOWING EFFECT IN SELF-ALIGNED CONTACTS

E. CAMERLENGHI, E. SERVIDA and M.
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RAsumi. Une comparaison entre le dopage avec arsenic et phosphore des contacts aoto-alignis par
implantation ionique eat presentde. En utissant la simulation bidimensional pour le projil de dopage il A
iti possible expliqser Ia haute difectaositi mesurie des contacts dopis arsenic. Son origine depend d'lne
insuffisant superposition entre (a diffusion du contact et l'oryde de champ, d8 A un effet d'ombre dans
ane region critique du contact.
Abstract. A comparison between arsenic and phosphorus implanted self-aligned contacts is presented; by
using 2D process simulations the high leakage defectivity measured on the As contacts has been explamed.
Its origin arises from an insufficient overlap between the contact diffusion and the field ozide, due to a
shadowing effect in a critical zone of the contact.

1

Introduction

To enhance compactness of a CMOS process architecture, self-aligned contacts are often used; a self-aligned contact
(SAC) is defined as a contact larger than the active area (fig la), therefore in a SAC two %ones are present in
which the bird's beak of the field isolation may be removed during the contact opening, leading to a short between
the metal and the underlying p-isolation. To avoid this problem, that can appear also in conventional contacts
when misalignment between active areas and contacts is present, a n+ implant is usually performed after the contact
opening operation, to self-align the contact itself.
In the particular case of an EPROM process, to minimize lateral diffusion and the contact-gate distance, an arsenic
implant is generally considered to be the better choice [1]. However, experimental results show that similar contacts
have to be considered critical due to their high leakage defectivity.

2

Experimental

The structure used to verify the leakage of SACs consist of an array of about 60000 1.4 x 1.6pm 2 contacts, that are
self-aligned to an active area whose width is 1iAm. The leakage of the structure is collected by a metal cover that
contacts all the SACs simultaneously. The junction depth of the As active area diffusion is about 2500A. All the
contacts have the same orientation on wafer.
To make comparisons with the behavior of standard contacts, similar structures are available in which an active area
head is added to the contact.
Different contact implants have been tested, and all have been performed using a tilt angle of ?*, to minimise
channeling problems; leakage currents have been measured when a reverse bias of 10 V is applied to the structure.
To avoid shadowing effects in the region below the lateral side wails of the SAC, the ion beam projection has been
set parallel to the active area.
In figure 2 the leakage distributions of both self-aligned and standard contacts with an arsenic contact implant are
reported; the implant dose is 5 x 101cm 2 at 80 KeV, and the metalisaion is a simple AlSi. As it can be noticed,
a high defectivity is exibited by the SACs, and it disappears if a head is added to the contacts.
No significant differences are introduced when the As contacts are metalised with barrier metal; as it can be shown
in Rgure 3 the use of a double layer of Ti and TiN does not remove the high leakage tail in the SACs.
Better results are obtained by implanting the contacts with phosphorus; in figure 4 the leakage distribution is reported
for a 5 X 10Oacm' S0KeV P implant and standard metalisation. A strong reduction of the SAC defectivity is evident,
together with a sharper distribution of the leakage current.
In figure 5 the behavior of As contacts with barrier metal is shown , in which the As dose has been implanted half at
70 and half at -70, to avoid residual shadowing effects. A heavy improvement in comparison with simple 70 implant
is manifest.

r
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Simulation and discussion

As it appears from figure 2 and 3, in which no leakage is present in contacts with head, the problem of the leakage in
As implanted SACs is strictly related to the presence of the self-aligned part of the contact. Besides, the particular
kind of metalisation utilised, does not play any role in determining the leakage mechanism.
The experimental data could be explained if we suppose some residual shadowing effect in spite of the appropriate
wafer orientation used during the contact implantation.

To verify this assumption, 2D simulations of the self-aligned contact have been performed with TITAN-4 2D Process
Simulator [21; cross sections of arsenic and phosphorus doped self-aligned contacts have been obtained in the worst
case of 0.4pro misalignment between active area and contacts (mask to mask to mask misalignment). In particular,
doping profiles simulations have been performed along cross sections normal and parallel to the active area. In the
last case the doping profile has been obtained along a line 1500A away from the side wall of the misaligned contact
(see line A in fig. lb).
Data are reported in figure 6 for both arsenic and phosphorus. For the arsenic case, considering the normal cross
section, a small and critical overlap between the diffusion and the field oxide may be noted. This critical overlap
indeed becomes a heavy miscoupling if the parallel cross section is analyzed.
Therefore the 2D simulation confirms that in a SAC exists a critical point in which the p-isolation may be contacted,
leading to a leakage of the contact itself. This zone is indicated with C in figure lb.
This problem is completely removed by the use of a phosphorus implant; as it can be noted, the deeper junction
of phosphorus gives place to a larger plug below the contact, that guarantees a good overlap also in presence of
misalignment and shadowing effect.
The simulated trends are widely confirmed by the SEM cross sections reported in figure 7. Also it is important to note
that the As implant at 70 and -70 is sufficient to eliminate the leakage current, since it eliminates the miscoupled
zone . Unfortunately a similar solution is not proposable because of the related low throughput and high handling.
A 70 phosphorus implant seems to be the best choice to reduce the leakage defectivity; in fact experimental data
from wafers with different P contact implants do not point out any critical dependence of the leakage current on
the particular dose and energy in a wide range of variation. On the other side, the necessity of a P contact implant
imposes to keep into account the spurious effects on the effective length of the adjacent transistor and on the EPROM
cell writin. efficiency; in fact the presence of phosphorus near the drain region of the cell (that becomes particularly
important when contact to gate misalignment is present) could reflect either on a higher drain electric field either on
a lower one, depending on the particular dose utilized for the implant; an example is reported in figure 8. Therefore
the right dose and energy has to be carefully tuned in order to maintain a good writing performance.
Similar observations should be valid also for 00 arsenic implants; this situation, that has not been evaluated in this
work, should lead t. results similar to those of a ±7' As implant. Anyway the presence of vertical and lateral
channeling could affect the performance of the nearby transistors too.

4

Conclusion

The high leakage defectivity of the arsenic implanted SACs has been interpreted as due to a residual shadowing
effect in a critical corner of the contact; the 2D TITAN-4 Process Simulator has turned out very useful to visualize
geometries and dopings in different zones of the self-aligned contact.
It is important to underline that the entity of the shadowing non- overlap effect is strictly dependent on the particular
process architecture and contact technology~kat is utilized. The extent of the contact over-etch, the contact reflow
temperature and time and the lithographic misalignment are the most critical parameters that can affect the leakage
current. The effects of critical overlap of the arsenic contact diffusion will become heavier and heavier for future
process architectures in which higher compactness and new technologies with reduced diffusions will be required.
The high lateral diffusion that is obtained with P implants allows to overcome the shadowing problems; on the
other side, spurious effects could be introduced. A fine tuning of the phosphorus dose and energy seems to be the
safer solution. A 00 arsenic implant could also be a suitable one but a careful preliminary evaluation of the lateral
channeling mechanisms is necessary.
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2D BORON DISTRIBUTIONS AFTER ION IMPLANT AND TRANSIENT ANNEAL
P.J. PEARSON and C. HILL
P1,essey Research Caswefl Ltd, Towcester, Northants, GB-NN12 8EQ,

Great-Britain
Abstract - A novel 20 profiling technique of high spatial resolution
( 20 x 20 nm) is used to measure the asymmetry in Implanted and
transiently annealed boron implants caused by 7 tilt of VLSI wafers
during implantation.
1 - INTRODUCTION
A new experimental technique, described elsewhere /1/, has enabled high resolution measurements of two-dimensional dopant distributions in small geometry structures. The principle
of the technique consists of fabricating identical planar resistor structures, electrically
isolated from the substrate and from each other, and then m,itoring the conductivity changes
as thin layers of different geometries are removed from each structure. Mathematical analysis
shows that with a minimum of three differently sectioned structures, sufficient data is
obtained to reconstruct the original conductivity distribution, and hence by use of published
mobility data, the ionised dopant distribution. In order to realise this technique
experimentally, four essential components have been developed:
(1) A test chip used to define 12 special 4-terminal resistor structures. The resistors
are shown in Fig.1; the set (C, G, K) produce the minimum data set required, set (0, F, L, J)
enable the effects of implant asymmetry on resistor boundaries to be measured, resistor edge
(B, H) and end (A, I) effects can be assessed and the progress of the anodisation can be
monitored (E).
(2) A fabrication sequence produces the resistor connections and windows. The
desired implant and anneal is incorporated in these windows and the starting geometry
for sectioning is defined. Schematic sections through 7 of the windows used to obtain
results reported later in the paper are shown in Fig.2. One resistor (K) is retained complete
to the anodic sectioning stage, and yields the familiar one-dimensional dopant profile
representative of the planar portion of the resistor. All other resistors have the planar
portion of the implant removed by plasma etching. Half of the structures then have the
dielectric mask removed (G, L, J): in (C, D, F) it is retained. Since the implantation is not
normal, but at 83° to the silicon surface, along the line A-A' in Fig.1, resistors close to
this alignment (C, G) will have symmetrically implanted edges, whereas those nearly at right
angles (D, F, L, J) will be asymetric. The processing removes one resistor edge from two
structures (0, L), and the other edge from another two structures (F, J), as shown in Fig.2.,
so that this asymmetry can be measured.
(3) A computer-controlled anodisation cell and probe card allow a cyclic anodisation and
etch process up to 20 m thick sequential layers from the resistor structurts. Conductance
measurements are made on each structure automatically. The initial and final topographies are
determined by Dektak and SEM measurements.
(4) The 20 conductivity distribution is determined by modelling a section through each
resistor as a finite matrix of rectangular elements. The topography of the sequential sections
are mapped on to this matrix, and different conductances assigned to each matrix element until
a set consistent with all three conductance profiles is found.
A computer minimisation
procedure is used to fit the conductance data to a 2D exponential function with up to 12 fitting parameters.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL
The dielectric layer in which the resistor windows were cut consisted of 200nm. of thermally
grown S10 overlaid first by 100m. of Si3 14 and then 200 m. of deposited oxide. Plasmaetching to halfway through the bottom oxide layer, followed by a wet-etch to the clear windows
resulted in a ask edge shape as shown in Fig.5. Half the samples were then implanted with
2
6S (lxlOZSions/sq.cm. at 70keV + 2x10 1 5 lons/sq.cm. at 180 keY) with wafer cooling, to
amorphise the silicon under the window to a depth of 200 ma. All samples were then implanted
with boron (5x10 1 ions/sq.cm. at 40keV), using 22° rotation and 7 tilt to minimise ion channeling as illustrated in Fig.l. A matrix of transient anneals in 101 02 at 9506C (2 to 300
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seconds) were carried out, one matrix condition per slice. After defining the metallisation
and carrying out the silicon and dielectric layer removal stages described earlier, the starting values of conductance of the resis. rs over a large number of chips were measured. These
values and the statistical variation about them are summarised in Table 1. Several slices
were chosen for detailed 2D analysis; the conductance of all 12 resistors were continuously
monitored as 10 or 2Onm. layers were anodically and sequentially stripped from them.
3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The initial conductance values are in themselves informative. (Table 1). The ID resistor (K)
values show that while full anneal is achieved after 2 seconds in preamorphised (PA) samples,
the same conductance is only reached in crystalline matrix (CM) samples after 300 seconds
anneal. A similar comparison of the time - dependence of conductance of resistors C, G, D+F,
L+J, shows suprisingly that the lateral dopant in all samples is fully activated after only 10
seconds anneal. The sum of conductances of the left and right hand edges of the asymmetric
resistors (D + F) is close to that of the two symmetric edges measured in C, but the ratio D/F
shows that there is strong asymmetry where the implant is at right angles to the mask edge.
The excellent control of the overall processing is show by the narrow spread of data about
the mean values (about 2% for structure K, about 8% for the plasma etched structures) corresponding to a maximum variation in the etched topography of about 200 nm.
An example of the differential conductances obtained during the anodic sectioning
sequence for resistors C, G and K is shown in Fig.3. The evolution of topography in structures C and G is shown in Fig.4. Data sets such as these were input to the computer analysis
programme to produced the best fit boron distributions. Full conductance data sets, and subsequent 2D boron distributions, have been obtained for slices corresponding to rows 4 to 7 of
Table 1. The left hand portion of Fig.5 shows the best fit boron distributions for the two
sides of the asymmetric resistors; the accompanying table summarises the lateral spread
values for symmetric and asymmetric plus the vertical penetration. The mask topography at the
implant stage is also shown, to the same scale, and it can be seen that the angle of the ton
beam would be expected to produce an asymmetry in the same direction as is actually measured.
This assymetry in every case corresponds to 0.100.01 microns difference in lateral spread
between the left and right hand sides of the resistor windows. The P4 samples show no significant change in lateral redistribution between 2 and 30 seconds; both the lateral and
vertical spreads of the 300 second CM4sample are considerably greater.
These results establish (i) the reliability and high resolution (2Onm.) of this
novel 2D measurement technique, (ii) the value of preamorphisation for low temperature
activation of boron implants, (iii) the strong asymmetry that can arise from angled implants
defined by thick masking layers. The latter result has strong implications for submicron CMOS
technology, since Just these conditions are likely to be obtained in source/drain fabrication,
where these structures are particularly sensitive to lateral doping asymmetry.
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TABLE 1 - Mean conductance values of special resistor structures, at the end of processing,
from measurements over 140 chips. All resistors are 16 microns long; K is 8 microns wide.
Conductance values and standard deviations are in microsiemens. First set of data refers to
implants into crystalline silicon, second set to implants into preamorphised silicon.
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MIGRATION OF FLUORINE ATOMS AND INFLUENCE ON SHALLOW P*.N JUNCTION IN BF
IMPLANTED SILICON UNDER RTA

T.-Q. ZHANG, J.-L.

LIU and X.-Y. YANG

Microelectronics Research Institute, Xidlan University, Xi'an, China

Abstract-The migration of fluorine atoms in
analysed using SIMS,

F+ implanted silicon under RTA has been

the microstructural defect of

F+ implanted
silicon before and
2+
after RTA has been observed using TEM, and the reverse leakage current of EF2 implanted
diodes after RTA has been measured.

The results show tat the amorphous layer and the

damaged crystalline region strongly influence fluorine redistribution during RTA,

but

the anomalous migration of fluorine atoms has no measurable influence on the electrical
properties of shallow P+N junction.

1- INTRODUCTION

Scaled-Down VLSI CMOS circuits require shallow source-drain juctions with low sheet resistance.
This gives rise to difficulty especially for P+N junctions formed by e
of ion channeling effect and fast boron diffusion during anneal,

implantation, because

which necessitates high tem-

perature to obtain sufficiently high activation. To solve the problems, EF+ implantation combined with rapid thermal annealing (RTA)
been performed on this subject /1-7/,

technology is

a better choice.

Several works have

but the migration of fluorine atoms during RTA and it's

influence on the electrical properties of BP+ implanted silicon shallow P+N junction have not
been previously studied in detail.

In this paper we report our experimental results on this

project.

2- EPRM
Single-crystal,

4-Gn.cm, N-type, (100)

oriented silicon wafers are used in present study.Bare
+

silicons used for SIMS and TMK analysis are implanted using HP

of 1X10

14

15

, 2xlO

tion with the same

-

end 5lO15c. 2

P+N diodes with a

nergy and doses.

with energ

of 45kev and doses

of 10422 are made using HF+ implanta-

All the wafers are oriented 7

off the incident beas

direction to minimise the channeling effect, and annealed in the Heat-pulse KST-1 type tungsten halogen lAp heated system.

The annealing temperature of RTA ranges from 900C to 12000C
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and the annealing time is 10 sec. The RTA iS carried out in a dry N2 atmosphere.
The migration of fluorine atoms in BF+ implanted silicon after RTA is analysed using SIMS
(CAMECA IMS 3F), the microstructural defects of RF+ implanted silicon before and after ETA
are observed using TEK (PHILIPS EM-430), and the reverse leakage current of H
implanted
diodes after

TA is measured using a FJ-356 electrometer.

3- RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig.l shows fluorine distribution profiles obtained from SIMS measurements for BF+ implanted
samples with 45kev and 2Xlol 5 m - 2 before and after

TA. The vertical dashed line in Fig.l

respresents the interface between amorphous and crystalline (a/c) silicon after implantation.
The thickness of the continuous amorphous layer obtained from TW measurements is about 600 A.
After TA at 900ec for 10 sec, the peak of the fluorine distribution profile approachs to but
is slightly less than the implantation peak.With the annealing temperature increasing, the
amount of fluorine atoms diffused out increases, the broadness of fluorine distribution
shrinks, the peak concentration of fluorine atoms drops, and the fluorine concentration peak
moves towards a/c interface or below the interface.
-2
15
cm
Fig.2 shows fluorine distribution profiles of BF implanted sample with 45kev and 5X10
before and after TA. Since a dose of 5X1015cm -2is higher, the damage of Si crystalline is
seriouser. After TA at llOOC, most of the fluorine atoms still remain in silicon. The shallower peak corresponds to the implantation peak. The deeper peak occurs in the region below I
which is heavily damaged but not amorphized by the implantation. It

can also be seen from

Fig.2 that boron atoms at the second peak suggest an enhanced diffusion effect.
Fig.3 shows fluorine migration of BF2 implanted sample with 45Kev and iXl0

4

cm 2 . Since a dose

- 2

of ixlol4cm

is well below the critical dose needed to form an amorphous layer in silicon,
the damage of Si crystalline is not serious. As a result, migration of fluorine atoms is apparently due to a simple outdiffusion process. After 1l0*C annealing, fluorine atoms are
almost diffused out, only few remain below the surface.
Pig .4 shows the reverse leakage current of HF implanted diodes with 45kev and 2X0

15

cm-

2

after RTA. It can be seen that the reverse leakage current annealed at 120(?C is the biggest,
and the reverse leakage current annealed at 10500C is the least. Comparing with Fig.l, it can
be considered that the reverse leakage current is not directly related to fluorine atoms remaining in silicon.
4- CONCLUSION
The amorphous layer and damaged crystalline region strongly influence fluorine redistribution
during RTA. Under lower dose implantation, the damage of Si crystalline is not serious, therefore fluorine atoms after TA are almost diffused out. Under higher dose implantation, the
dame of Si crystalline is serious, therefore most of

the fluorine atoms after

TA are re-

mained in silicon. But they have no measureble influence on the electrical properties of shallow P+N Junction.
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SCALLING OF TRENCH CAPACITOR CELL FOR NEXT GENERATION DRAMs

H.-M. MOHLHOFF, C.M. ROGERS, P. MURKIN, M. ELAHY and S. ROHL
Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Technology, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000 Manchen, F.R.G.

Abstract: When scaling a trench capacitor cell developed for
the 4Mbit DRAM further down, both process and device limits
are encountered. Device related topics are the subject of this
paper. Issues to be discussed are: (1) narrow width effects of
pass transistors, (2) short channel effects, (3) effect of
storage region on pass transistor, (4) isolation between
neighbouring cells.
Introduction: A 4Mbit DRAM using a Trench Cell with overlapping Bitline contact has been developed and is now being sampled to
customers[l]. Fig. 1 shows a layout of the memory cell and an SEM of its
cross-section. Using this memory cell, a chip size of 92mm 2 has been
achieved. In order to increase speed, reduce chips size or to possibly
use this concept for the next generation DRAM, further scaling is
required. Reducing the width of the active area increases the doping
level in the transistor due to outdiffusion from the field region. This
raises the
threshold voltage and enhances degradation after hot
electron stress due to higher field peaks at the channel borders.
Shrinking transistor gate length degrades short channel behaviour and
also aggravates the hot electron problem. Moving the cell plate too
close to the pass transistor can either cause the highly doped varactor
region to diffuse into the channel region decreasing the effective
channel length and thus lowering VT, or in order to avoid this problem
the storage cell may no longer be properly connected to the pass
transistor. The isolation between trenches can be maintained with
shrinking trench-trench distance by increasing the substrate doping (2].
However, moving the trenches closer together also decreases the distance
between trench and field isolation which can be attacked during the
trench etch process.
The following sections are devoted to these problems and the minimum
design rules are discussed. The actual design rules are obtained using
these parameters and also taking the registration tolerance of the
stepper and other process tolerances into account.
Narrow Width Effects:
The increase of threshold voltage with
decreasing transistor width is shown in Fig.2. Due to the already very
"3
high7 p-well doping (4xl016cm ) in comparison to the channel stop implant
(101cm"3 ) the narrow channel effect is not very pronounced at widths down
to 0.7um. Because of the higher doping at the channel borders, the pnjunction of the LDD region is more abrupt giving rise to higher field
peaks. Therefore the narrow transistor degrades faster after hot
electron stress as is evident from Fig.3. This problem is likely to get
worse for even shorter and narrower transistors.
Short Channel Effectst In order to increase speed and save space,
thinner gate oxide and shorter gate length will be employed. Fig.4
demonstrates the improved short channel behaviour when 18nm thick gate
oxide is used instead of 20nm. A 0.9um transistor with 18nm thick gate
oxide has identical VT and dVT/dL as a 1.0um transistor with 20nm thick
gate oxide. A thinner gate oxide, however, causes a higher field peak

i

mmmm

m

m4,
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and enhances the generation of hot electrons under stress conditions.
Degradation of transistors with l8nm gate oxide is worse than of
transistors with 20nm thick gate oxide and identical drain structures.
Lifetimes for 10% degradation of current in the linear operating regime
are plotted in Fig.5 as function of gate lengths. Stress conditions were
Vds-8V, Vgs=3V and Vds--2.5V. Lifetimes for transistors with t,-l8Snm are
a factor of 5 lower than for transistors with t,-20nm. Optimizing the
drain structure, however, improves degradation and the disadvantage of
thinner g&te oxide can be eliminated by using a higher LDD dose
(4x1013cm2 instead of 2x10'3cm 2 ) at a lower implantation energy (40keV
instead of 60keV).
Effect of Storage Region on Pass Transistor
When decreasing the
distance between trench capacitor and pass transistor, the outdiffusion
of the highly doped varactor into the channel region of the transistor
has to be avoided. At the present generation of 4Mbit DRAMs, a separate
As-varactor implant is used to dope the planar part of the storage
capacitor and to connect the transistor to the storage region. Fig.6
shows a cross-section where a is the overlap of the varactor implant and
the cell plate and b the distance to the transfer gate. The dependence
of VT on b is plotted in Fig.7. It shows that no overlap between
transfer gate and varactor can be tolerated. Otherwise the effective
channel length is reduced and the pass transistor cannot be turned off
properly. Data obtained to analyze the problem of sufficient overlap
between cell plate and varactor is shown in Fig.8. Due to lateral
diffusion of the varactor as well as lateral diffusion of the LDD region
a negative overlap of 150nm can be allowed. The numbers obtained for
distance between varactor and transfer gate and overlap over cell plate
are worst case and cannot be exceeded under the maximum misalignment
condition.
Fig.9 shows the misalignment extracted from electrical
measurements on symmetrical test structures. Further scaling can be
achieved by omitting the varactor implant and using the lateral
diffusion of the LDD implant as contact.
Isolationt In the trench capacitor cell, leakage due to punchthrough
between adjacent trenches is a serious problem. However, previous
results (2) show that at present p-well doping levels 1.Sum separation
can be realized. To improve the isolation further, a higher p-well
concentration is used. The effect on the transistor VT is compensated by
thinner gate oxide thickness. The reduced trench-trench spacing is
accomplished by decreasing the distance between trench edge and LOCOS.
This causes some attack on the field oxide during the etching of the
trench. Fig.10 shows a sketch of the worst case situation. For 0.9um
LOCOS isolation problems arise, however, it is not a problem at l.lum
(Fig.11). Further scaling of cell size requires either a reduction of
field isolation or a trench overlapping LOCOS.
Conclusion: Several issues affecting scaling of the trench capacitor
cell have been illustrated. At this stage, it appears possible to
develop a 4Mbit DRAM with an area of less than 70= 2 using optical
lithography. Becausa of the many layers using minimum linewidth,
achieving minimum registration tolerances is as important as achieving
minimum linewidth. Using this concept for 16Mbit DRAM requires a process
in which field isolation overlaps the trench or in which the trench is
self aligned to the isolation. Also transistors with gate length and
width of 0.6um will be required.
I K.H. KUsters et al,
VLSI Techn. Symp., p.93 (1987)
2 P.A. Murkin et al,
Proc. ESSDERC, p.?61 (1987)
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CMOS 1 MICRON ISOLATION TECHNOLOGY USING INTERFACE SEALING BY PLASMA
NITRIDATION : PLASMA SILO
P. DELPECH, B. VUILLERMOZ, M. BERENGUER, A.STRABONI and T. TERNISIEN

CNET Centre National d'Etudes des T6ldcommunicatlons, Chemin du Vieux
Chdne, BP 98, F-38243 Meylan Cedex, France

RESUME - Nous avons 6valu6 l'apport de la technique d'isolation par

SILO PLASMA dans une fili~re CMOS 1 pm par comparaison A un
isolement par LOCOS classique. Le SILO PLASMA permet de r6duire de
0.4 pm les pertes li~es au LOCOS, ainsi que l'effet de canal 6troit,
tout en conservant les principales caract6ristiques Alectriques de
cette technique (courant sous le seuil, int6grit6 de l'oxyde grille,
etc, )
ABSTRACT -

The improvement of a

1 pm CMOS process using PLASMA SILO

as an isolation technique has been evaluated by comparison with a
classical

LOCOS.

The PLASMA SILO provides

a reduction of 0.4 pm in

the channel width loss, and a gain on the narrow channel effect. The
(subthreshold
are maintained
other electrical characteristics
characteristics, gate oxide integrity, etc, )

INTRODUCTION
For submicron design rules, new
approaches have to be proposed
for better control of lateral
isolation. In order to avoid
LOCOS limitations (i.e. Bird's
Beak and lateral diffusion of
channel stop implant) SILO has
In
already been proposed [1].
an
we
report
paper
this
evaluation of the PLASMA SILO
technique in a 1 micron CMOS
process. This isolation technique
uses a plasma sealed interface
with few modifications in the
standard LOCOS procedure; this
significant
a
constitutes
a
rapid
for
advantage
introduction into an industrial
technology,
Application of plasma nitridation
to the SILO [2] presents the main
a
very
to
realise
advantage
and
reproducible
effective
barrier

against

lateral

by
avoiding native
oxidation,
oxide present between Silicon and
deposited Si3 N4 . In addition, it

is possible with this technique
to grow the field oxide at a
lower temperature, which reduces
while
diffusion
the
dopant
Bird's
Beak
a
short
keeping
value.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
is
sealing
nitridation
The
achieved in a 13.56 MHz plasma
capacitive
external
with
coupling. The set up allows batch
treatment and is now available as
a production machine [3]. 4 to 5
nm thick Silicon Nitride is grown
at 9501C in an ammonia flow at a
mBar(hPa)
of
3.E-2
pressure
during 6 hours with a power of
800 W. These very thin layers
were able to resist the severe
(steam at
oxidizing conditions
980"C) used to grow a 400 nm
oxide on bare (100) Silicon. In
the SILO process, the standard
pad oxide (25 nm) / Si3 N4 (90 nm)
LOCOS

mask

is

used

over

the

sealing film, except that the
thermal pad oxide is replaced by
an LPCVD oxide.
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mainly due to the decrease

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig 2,

The Figure 1 shows the morphology
of the resulting field oxides
(700 rm) after steam oxidation at

in DELTAW. Thus, a transistor
with a 0.5 pm effective width
(1.2 pm designed width) is well
controlled.

980*C for the PLASMA SILO (a) and

at 10506C (reduced Bird's Beak)
for the conventionnel LOCOS (b).
The bird's beak length to oxide
thickness ratio (LBB / Tox) is
0.45 for the former as compared
to 0.70
for
the latter, as
measured before mask removing.
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A statistical analysis performed
shows (Figure
over 400 devices,
3) that the narrow channel effect
is
very
weak,
even
for
an

0rnno

effective width as low as 0.2 pm.
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We
have
compared
of
characteristics
fabricated with both

electrical
devices
PLASMA

SILO

and optimised LOCOS (Field oxide
LOCOS: 700 nu).
The main result is the reduction
in the loss of channel width
DELTAW - Wmask - Neff by 0.4 pm,
from 1.1 for optimised LOCOS to
0.7 pm for PLASMA SILO, with
slight variation between N and P
type (channel stop implanted MOS
side only).
is
The narrow
channel
effect
substantially reduced as seen in

The
as

cuJmIL gPrzcT SILO

subthreshold
measured

characteristics
on

P-channel

transistors , with L=1.6 pm and W
between 3.2 and 1.2 pm are shown
in Figure 4 for SILO and LOCOS
respectively at Vd--7 Volt. These
curves
show
similar
and
in
characteristics
particular, no additional leakage
current for the SILO process. The
same behaviour is found for Nchannel transistors.
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Moreover, no kink appears showing
the absence of parasitic sidewall
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at 980*C confirm
of
crystalline
boarder of the

was,

however,

not

the case on samples oxidized at
920°C, i.e.below the viscous flow
Log Id(A)

transition temperature.
technique
allows
The SILO

-3

the

voltage
threshold
field
IVTFI as the LOCOS, for N and P
type, from 17 V for a 2.4 pm
spacing to 13 V for 1.2
Id(Vg)
spacing.
The
pm
a
field
of
characteristics
transistor are shown in Fig.5 for
et 5 V. The leakage current
is less than 1 pA/pm for both
types of field transistors.
same
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leakage
measurements
Junction
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performed
were
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different
which
ratios
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diodes with A-2.6E-4
finger-type
2 and
cm,
P-1.7
and
cm
diodes
with
rectangular-type
2
and P-0.1 cm. The
A-6.8E-4 cm
values of the perimeter leakage
current at ± 5 V are reported in
Table I. For the SILO process, an
in the
insignificant
increase
leakage value can be noticed.
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The effect of PLASMA SILO on the
thin oxide gate integrity (25 nm)

has been evaluated on capacitors
with polycide gate. The defect
density is not affected by such a
technology,

has
mask
removed.

indicating

that

the

efficiently

been

CONCLUSION
We

have

presented

an

evaluation

of the PLASMA SILO isolation
which provides a significant gain
in both the width loss and the
by
effect
channel
narrow
the classical
comparison with
LOCOS, while the main electrical
preserved.
are
characteristics
(no
simplicity
its
to
Due
additional masking level) this
technology seems promising for
submicrometer processes
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A SUB-MICRON CMOS PROCESS EMPLOYING TRENCH ISOLATION
M.C. ROBERTS, P.H. BOLBOT and D.J. FOSTER
Plessey Research Caswell Ltd., Caswell, Towcester,
GB-Northants NN12 8EQ, Great-Britain

Abstract
A high density trench isolated CMOS process has been developed.
M-rcU-designs have been initially fabricated at lan dimensions. Excellent
device performance is demonstrated at channel lengths of 0. 7 om and channel widths
of 0.2pm showing the potential for fabricating circuits with O.7pm and 0.5pm
design rules.
INTRODUCTION
In order to achieve a high density CMOS process a trench isolation technique with both n+
and p+ diffusions abutted directly to the trench wall has been developed. The process has
been initially developed with 1pm dimensions. The trench width, gate length, contact size,
via size and metal spacing all being lpm. Trench technology however allows the design
rules to be easily scaled down to O.Spm dimensions. The excellent performance of 0.7
devices are demonstrated In this paper. By adopting trench isolation a packing density
improvement greater than two was achieved over a Ion LOCOS isolated process giving a packing density of approximately 4000 gates/M 2 . At O. 7 pm geometries the packing density
increases to 8000 gates/u2. An improvement of a factor of two can also be achieved in
performance since the improved packing density results in a large increase in speed due to
reduced track capacitance.
Process Schedule
Fig.1 shows a schematic cross-section of the process after one layer of metal.
The process
is fabricated on p/p+ epitaxial material in order to eliminate latch-up. A lpm wide and
2
0m deep trench is used to isolate the devices. The trench is etched using an oxide/
nitride/oxide mask.
This ensures that the nitride over the active area is self aligned to
the edge of the trench. The trench walls are passivated with layers of oxide and nitride
and the trench filled with poly-Si by depositing a thick conformal layer followed by an
etch-back. An active area mask is used to remove the nitride from the field regions prior
to growing the field oxide and the trench capping oxide. The trench sidewall nitride
prevents the encroachment of the capping oxide into the active area. This maintains a low
value for delta W and also ensures that the source/drains abut directly to the trench sidewall.
The twin wells are formed by high energy P+ and B+ Implants followed by a high temperature
drive-in. The well profiles suppress the trench sidewall parasitics and also produce high
punchthrough voltages for both nmos and pos devices.
A thin .gate oxide (200A) is used to improve the drive current capability. The poly-Si gate
is etched undoped to allow the formation of both n+ and p+ poly-Si. Tnis allows the
threshold voltage of both nmos and pmos devices to be optimized without the need for
threshold adjust Implants. The p+ poly-SI also ensures that the pmos device has a surface
channel and therefore is controlled more effectively by the gate.
A deposited oxide sidewall spacer is formed on the side of the poly-Si gate. This allows
the electrical channel length to be maintained close to the gate length. It also allows a
self aligned titanium silicide process to be incorporated.
A doubly diffused n+ source/
drain using phosphorus only was used in order to minimize hot electron effects.
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A combination of low temperature oxide and spin-on-glass is used to planarise the wafers
Two layers of metal are used at three micron pitch with polyimide
prior to metallisation.
used to planarise and isolate the metal tracks.
Device Results
The latch-up performance of the process was measured for a range of epitaxial thicknesses
and resistivit es (fig.2). The holding voltages were found to be considerably greater than
the supply voltage.
One of the main concerns of a trench process is the existence of MOS parasitics along the
trench wall. The poly-Si within the trench acting as the parasitic gate. Fig.3 illustrates the current paths of the lateral and vertical trench parasitics.
The behaviour of the trench parasitics is assesed by making contact to the poly-Si within
the trench. This allows the subthreshold characteristics of the four parasitics to be
measured. The results are shown in fig.4. Due to the well architecture used the threshold
voltage of both nmos and pmos parasitics are maintained above 10 volt. The behaviour of
the trench parasitics has been assesed at elevated temperatures. Fig.5 shows the change in
the trench potential (measured at InA/pm and lOnA/edge) as a function of temperature. Even
at 150"C the trench potentials are considerably higher than the supply voltage.
The performance of the mos and pmos devices are summarised in table 1. The threshold
voltages are optimised by making use of both n- and p-tpe
poly-Si. This means that a high
n-well and p-well dopant concentration profile (5E16cmr)
can be used which maintains a
high punchthrough voltage for the nmos and pmos device down to an Leff of O.51,m. Fig.6
shows how the threshold voltage is controlled down to an Leff of 0.5pm. The figure also
shows the change in threshold voltage with electrical width. Good control is maintained
down to Weff of 0.2pro. The threshold voltage increases rapidly below 0.2o due to the
small birds beak that exists between the trench sidewall oxide and the active area.
This
increase in threshold voltage is accelerated for the pmos device due to the accumulation of
negative charge at the sidewall oxide/Si interface.
The drain breakdown values of the rmos and pmos device are shown in table 1. The nmos
drain breakdown is due to parasitic bipolar behaviour while the pmos drain breakdown is a
result of junction breakdown. The IV characteristics of nmos and pmos devices are shown in
fig.7. The bipolar parasitic is evident in the saturation curves of the 10/0.7 rMos device
at voltages above 7 volts. The very narrow width devices (Weff=O.3 m) shows the ease with
which the device width can be scaled using trench technology.
An important consideration In the performance of a sub-micron CMOS process is the degredation of the nmos device due to hot electron injection into the gate oxide. This can be
reduced by minimising the electric field between the drain and well. The effectiveness of
the ODD (doubly diffused drain) structure in reducing hot electron injection can be
monitored by measuring the substrate current. Fig.8 shows how the substrate current varies
with Leff. At an Leff of 0.7gm the substrate current is less than luA/Pm width which
correlates to a projected lifetime of greater than 10 years (delta Vt - lOmV).
Finally the performance of the process was assesed by fabricating 49 stage ring oscillators. The delay time was measured as a function of supply voltage for an unloaded inverter
chain and for a loaded MANDchain (loaded with three gates). The results are shown in
fig.9. A best stage delay time of 120 psec was measured for the unloaded inverter chain
(Leff-O.9pm) .
To conclude, a trench isolated process offers an excellent Improvement in packing density
as well as providing good circuit performance. The process also allows circuit designs to
be easily scaled from the present designs at 1pM down to 0.5pm dimensions.
Acknowledgements
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Table 1
NMOS

PMOS

VO)
8ETAO0
Drive Current (W- 10 tm)

0.7
85pA/V2
3.0 mA

-0.65
- 23pA/V2
- 1.8 mA

SUBVTS (mv/dec)

95

87

Off-state Leakage
Drain Breakdown (Leff-0.7)
Deta L (gim)
Source/Drain Sheet Res.

1E - 13A/pim
7V
0,1
40/sq.

41E- 13A/gm
-8V
0.1
40/sq.
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A COMPARISON OF TRENCH FILLING MATERIALS FOR SUB-MICRON CMOS
P.R. BOLBOT, M.C. ROBERTS and P.L. MEDHURST
Plessey Research Casweil Ltd., Caswell, Towcester, Northants.,
GB-NN12 8EQ, Great-Britain

Abstract - This paper discusses the fabrication of trench isolated CMOS using
Tle'rent filling materials. Preliminary studies of dielectric films have been
compared with polysilicon for trench-filling ease; resistance of trench material
to subsequent erosion, thermal stability, stress generation and parasitic transistor supression. Polysilicon filling is less sensitive to trench shape for ease of
processing well-filled trenches. Corner effects seen with oxide-filled trenches
(similar to those seen on SOI) can be eliminated using the polysilicon filling
technique and processing modifications can be made to totally supress parasitic
sidewall devices. The additional use of polysilicon as resistors or capacitors
makes it the most favoured technique.
1

-

INTRODUCTION

In order to increase the packing density of sub-micron CMOS integrated circuits an isolation technique superior to the conventional LOCOS approach is required. A trench isolated
CMOS process offers the advantages of considerable reduction in minimum n+ to p+ spacing
together with improved electrical performance. This paper discusses the fabrication of
trench isolated CMOS using different filling materials. Polysilicon, which is currently
the most frequently used trench filling, has been extensively character 4 sed. Oxide, with
its lower parasitic capacitance, may have advantages over polysilicon for sub-micron CMOS
and preliminary studies of several dielectric trench filling techniques are investigated.
Properties of a successful trench isolation technique are considered to be: ease of filling
trenches; resistance of trench material to erosion during subsequent wet chemical etches;
chemical stability of filling during additional high temperature treatments; low stress in
the surrounding silicon substrate (doped oxides which flow more easily induce less stress
than undoped oxides); vertical and lateral parasitic transistor suppression.
2 - TRENCH FILLING MATERIALS
2.1 Dielectric
Thermal Oxide. To prevent dimensional increase, a sacrificial polysilicon layer was
deposited in trenches following the growth of a sidewall oxide (1500A). After polysilicon
oxidation,the effects of severe stress were seen in silicon regions near trenches with
defect densities as high as 106/ca 2 .
Spin-On Glass. Up to three layers of glass were spun on to wafers with etched trenches.
Densification in N2 took place after deposition of each layer. The technique showed
excessive cracking of the oxide between layers and at oxide-silicon interfaces.
Low Pressure CVD Oxide. Films showed trench coverage to be no better than 20% of top
thickness after high temperature reflow (1000"C) in steam. Voids were present which were
opened by subsequent etches.
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Plasma CVD Oxides. Poor step coverage was also seen with plasma deposited and low pressure
plasma enhanced CVD oxide films. Post-deposition reflow anneal (800 - 950C) in steam
improved trench filling but films became unstable during a subsequent high temperature N2anneal with large, irregular voids appearing in the trench oxide.
Atmospheric Pressure CVD Oxide. Better filling was seen with atmospheric pressure CVD
oxide: sidewall to top coverage being around 50% (Fig.1). Films were of sufficient thickness to close off trenches up to I.51jm wide but elongated voids remained in trenches as a
result of oxide cusping over top corners of trenches. BSG (3.5 or 4.5 wt%) and BPSG
(3.5/3.5, 4.0/1.5, 4.5/1.5, 2.5/1.5 wt%) films were evaluated using post-deposition re-flow
conditions of 1000 - 1100"C in N2 . All films flowed sufficiently between these temperatures. After reflow, voids either disappeared or became buried deeply enough to avoid
being opened up on etch-back. Film surfaces became smooth after reflow but variations in
oxide thickness between field regions and areas with dense trench patterning made the etchback stage more complex (Fig.2). Where processing could not compensate for regional thickness variations, poor filling of trenches resulted; this showed up electrically as parasitic corner transistor action (similar to that seen on SOI). Both void formation at deposition and regional film thickness variations after reflow were seen to be a function of
trench shape; thus, sidewall profile optimisation is necessary for processing simplicity.
Film resistance to buffered hydrofluoric acid etches during later stages of processing
increases with boron and decreases with phosphorous content. Of the films investigated,
only 3.5/3.5 wtl BPSG showed a slightly enhanced etch rate over thermal oxide; all other
films etched at a slower rate. Stress generated defects were not seen on fully processed
samples with trench spacings down to 0.3pm.
Devices have been fabricated with well-filled atmospheric pressure CVD oxide2 trenches
(Fig.3). Good electrical characteristics have resulted with gains of 84pA/V (NMOS) and
25PA/V 2 (PMOS) for transistors with unit aspect ratios; threshold voltages were 0.75 and
-1.OV respectively. Fig.4 shows devices with good subthreshold slope characteristics. These
results, together with junction breakdown voltages, were comparable with those seen on
polysilicon filled trenches.
TEOS. BPSG deposition by the pyrolytic decomposition of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS)
showed better coverage of trench sidewalls than all other dielectrics, being about 2:3
(trench sidewall:top coverage). As a result, flowed film thickness variations between field
and active/trench areas were reduced. Trenches separated by 0.3pm showed no stress induced
defects after the reflow stage. This technique therefore shows potential although full
device processing has not yet been completed.
2.2 Polysilicon
LPCVD polysilicon was deposited on 200m of trench sidewall oxide and a thin film of
nitride used to maintain sub-micron dimensions during isolation heat treatments. This
technique takes advantage of the conformal coating properties of polysilicon, its ease of
deposition and good planarisation control during etch-back (Fig.5). A capping oxide is
grown on the polysilicon after etch-back (Fig.6); the film being suffiently thick to allow
for some erosion during subsequent etches without causing detrimental parasitic transistor
action. Trench widths and spacings can be as low as 0.30 using this techpique; stress
generated defects occur only below this value and are found to correlate with junction
leakage currents.
The parasitic action of the trench polysilicon acting as an unwanted gate electrode has
been fully evaluated. The sidewall dielectrics together with optimised well doping have
ensured that effects are minimal. Trench polysilicon voltages for a vertical trench leakage
current of lpA/pm trench length are typically 8.OV and -9.5V 'or NMOS and PMOS transistors
respectively.
3 - DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
BSG and BPSG oxide films can be flowed easily to fill trenches at temperatures compatible
with device fabrication. The processing ease of the etch-back stage is largely dependent on
the shape of the trench; thus, under optimum conditions with a slight positive bevel on the
sidewall, good control over the oxide level in the trench should be possible. Initial
filling of well-shaped trenches with oxide is therefore not considered to be a problem and
erosion by subsequent wet chemical etches can be minimised by dopant-tailoring. However,
son reduction of oxide level In the trench is seen to be inevitable during processing and
has the effect of enhancing corner parasitic action. In addition, residual polysilicon
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fillets may be left at trench edges after gate etching due to thickening of the gate over
trench edge steps; short circuiting between devices could result.
Good filling of trenches using polysilicon films is less sensitive to trench shape due to
its conformal coating properties. Corner parasitic action caused by poorly filled trenches
at end-of-process is not a problem as the capping oxide can be tailored to allow for a
known mount of in-process erosion. By filling trenches with polysilicon, parasitic sidewall devices can be totally suppressed through the use of optimised well doping and sidewall dielectrics. Stress is minimised and transistors with active device widths as low as
0.3mf have been fabricated. Polysilicon also provides increased flexibility over oxide
filling by having additional use as resistors or capacitors. Thus polysilicon trench filling remains the most favoured trench isolation technique.
Acknowl edgements
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Directorate for their financial support.
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A NOVEL BOROSILICATE GLASS (SiOB-BSG) BY LOW PRESSURE DECOMPOSITION OF A
MONOMOLECULAR LIQUID PRECURSOR
H. TREICHEL, F.S. BECKER, D. FUCHS and T. KRUCK*
Siemens AG, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Mdnchen 83, F.R.G.
Inst. f. Inorganic Chem., University of Cologne, Greinstr.
6,
D-5000 KdIn, F.R.G.
RSsume

Couches minces de BSG avec du composition constante (ca. 4.7 wt% B)
sont prepares en LPCVD, la source 6tait Tris(trimethylsiloxy)boron
B[OSi(CH 3 )3 ]3 une mol6cule se compose de bore et de silicium. Les
conditions optimales pour le d~p~t sont 800 0 C, 105 Pa (800 mTorr)
et l'addition de 280 sccm 02. Les couches sont stable exposdes A
'air atmospheric, la couverture d'ar~tes aiguges est excellente et
la vitesse d'une corrosion humide est tr6s lente. Ii est prouv6
qu'ils sont des sources dotant effectifs dans une zone de 800 OC A
1000

OC.

Abstract
BSG with constant composition (ca. 4.7 wt% B) was deposited using
Tris(trimethylsiloxy)boron B[OSi(CH 3 )3 ]3 in a standard LPCVD system. The optimum deposition conditions are 800 OC, 105 Pa
(800 mTorr) and 280 sccm 02 purge. The films are chemically stable
in atmosphere and exhibit good step coverage and low wet-etch
rates. They are effective dopant sources in the 800-1000 OC range.
lntroduction

The progress in silicon technology has revived the interest in doped oxides
as diffusion sources. This is because ion implantation can damage the silicon lattice or suffers from geometrical restriction when the doping of trench
walls is attempted / 1 /. This problem has been solved e.g. by using arsenosilicateglass (AsSG) / 2 / deposited by the use of two liquid precursors,
a simple and straightforward LPCVD process / 3 /.
Another application proposed recently / 4 / is the realization of shallow
junctions in bipolar technology. A borosilicateglass (BSG) is deposited and
acts as a diffusion source during a subsequent heat-treatment. The investigations have demonstrated that the electrical results obtained depend critically on the boron conczntration in the deposited layer.
Organic molecules have shown to be superior to silane / 5-9 /. Thus the pyrolysis of tris(trimethylailoxy)boron B(OSi(CH 3 )3 ]3 was used to produce high
quality BSG-films. The necessity to control two liquids with different vapor
pressures (e.g. TEOS and THB) is in this case circumvented because the molecule contains already silicon, oxygen and the dopant boron. This results in
films of inherently constant composition. The feasability of using a monomolecular precursor for the depostion of a binary glass had been demonstrated for the case of alumosilicate glass before / 10 /. To our knowledge,
however, no attempts have been made to extend this principle to glasses like
e.g. BSG or AsSG used in highly integrated circuits.
The process characteristics and film properties of the BSG obtained by the
novel process will be described in the following section.
Expermental

The experiments were carried out in a conventional low pressure chemical vapor
deposition (LPCVD) setup described before / 7 /. The BSG layers were deposited
in a 235 mm diameter quartz tube on 100 mm, <100>, 5 Qcm, p-type wafers. Open
boats with a wafer spacing of 4.7 mm were used. The highly purified tris(trimethylsiloxy)boron was supplied by the University of Cologne (Inst. f. Inorganic Chemistry). The metal bubbler containing the liquid source was kept at
temperatures between 25 °C and 35 0C. The main process parameters were tem-

I rp
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perature (500-900 0 C), pressure (80-400 Pa) and the amount of oxygen added
(40-280 sccm).
The films were characterized regarding deposition rate, film thickness variation, etch rate, step coverage, particles, boron content in the layer and the
dopant effectiveness as described before / 6-7 I.
Proms characteristcs
The dependencies of the deposition rate and the film thickness variation on
the main process parameters are illustrated in the first three figures.
Figure 1 shows the influence of a variation of the deposition temperature for
a relatively high pressure and 0 2 -flow. The optimum working point is 800 *C,
about 80 OC higher than in the case of TEOS / 6-8 /. Higher temperatures result in severe non-uniformities, probably due to depletion effects of the
precursor. The temperature dependence of the deposition rate does not follow
an Arrhenius type behaviour which hints at a complexe dissociation mechanism.
The boron content of the films remains nearly unchanged, with a slight tendency towards higher boron concentration for higher temperatures. This is in
contrast to results obtained with alumosilicateglasses, where a strong dependence of the film composition was observed / 10 /.
is stable up to
Figure 2 illustrates the influence of pressure. The process
160 Pa with particle counts typically below 10 (S 0.5 pm 2 ). Note the distinct
increase in thickness non-uniformity above 105 Pa. At 400 Pa a very high number of particles indicate gas phase reaction.
The role of the 02 purge is demonstrated in figure 3. Additional oxygen clear
ly enhances the film growth. At higher 02 flow tis effect levels off, probably
due to dilution of the SiOB-compound. The intermediate maximum of the thickness variations is in contrast to results observed for TEOS/TMB-BSG / 5 / and
defies a simple explanation. The boron content of the samples remains at a
quite constant level at 4.7 wt% boron, independant of the amount of oxygen
added.
For any doped glass chemical stability in atmosphere is a matter of constant
concern / 9 /. In this respect, SiOB-BSG films compare favorably with TEOSBSG which can develop particles when stored in humid atmosphere if the boron
weight fraction is a 5 wt%. SiOB-BSG is perfectly stable when deposited at
Cristallization of boric acid has been observed on films produced at
800 *C.
700 0C or by a mixed SiOB/TEOS deposition. Therefore it can be assumed that
the glass formation process is rather completed in the SiOB-films deposited
at 800 OC. This assumption is corroborated by studies of the wet-etch rates in
different media / 7 /. It is evident that the rates of densified TEOS-BSG
correspond to the values of undensified SiOB-BSG films.
Infrared spectroscopy (IR) is a fast and non-destructive tool to determine
the dopant level in glasses / 9 /. The IR spectrum of SiOB-BSG does not
exhibit any specific feature when compared to TEOS-BSG.
In modern integrated circuitq with high aspect ratios, the step coverage of
deposited films is a very important property. The superior results achieveable with organic compounds have been demonstrated for doped and undoped
TEOS-oxides by several authors / 2, 3, 5-9 /. SiOB-BSG fits well into this
pattern with its step coverage of about 70 % as nhown in figure 4.
To test the effectiveness of the BSG as a dopant source, films were deposited on wafers which had been given a HF-dip before being loaded into the furnace. After the BSG deposition an in-situ drive-in was performed by ramping
the temperature up to 900 OC for 30 minutes. Figure 5 demonstrates that this
is sufficient to obtain a boron concentration of about
thermal budget
2*10'ocm- s - By variying time and temperature of the drive-in this could
easily be raised.
Conclusion

The novel SiOB-BSG process described produces films of superior quality
while eliminating problems steming from the regulation of different
vapors. The films are effective dopant sources with inherently constant composition. Monomolecular liquid precursors should be of interest
for CVD of doped Insulating films (e.g. intermetalinsulators like BPSG)
as well / 9 /.
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OPTIMISATION OF SELECTIVE POLYSILICON OXIDATION FOR O.8pm-TECHNOLOGY
R. BURMESTER, M. KERBER and C. ZELLER
Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Microelectronics,
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Manchen 83, F.R.G.

Ahstract-The dependence of bird's beak length on process parameters has
studied for selective polysilicon oxidation. The gate oxide
been
thinning at the field oxide edge is correlated with the voltage drop
across the gate oxide for constant current stress. We show, that with an
optimised set of process parameters the bird's beak length can be
reduced to 0.15pm without deteriorating device reliability.
1. INTRODUCTION
In VLSI technology isolation regions with approximately lgm feature size have
to be realised in order to achieve high packing density. On the other side
the field oxide thicknwss must not be reduced to avoid increase of leakage
currents and parasitic capacitances. Rather sophisticated isolation processes
have been suggested, which have the disadvantage of a
like BOX or trench
and costly process flow and an increased risk of defect
complicated
generation. In our work we studied, to which extent a technologically simple
process like selective polysilicon oxidation /I/ can be applied for defect
free isolation in VLSI.
2. PROCESS FLOW
Selective polysilicon oxidation is explained in fig.l: A pad oxide is grown
thermally,
a polysilicon layer and a CVD-nitride layer are deposited
successively. The nitride layer is patterned by photolithography and dry
etching (fig.la). The field oxide is grown in a wet ambient. Nitride mask and
remaining polysilicon are removed. Due to the interface between polysilicon
and nitride a second beak is formed in addition to the normal bird's beak
(fig.lb). In order to remove any nitride residues in the active areas a
reoxidation of 100nm is performed (fig.lc). This oxide is stripped together
with the remaining pad oxide in HF. During the same step the length of the
normal bird's beak is reduced and the second beak is etched off. Eventually
the gate oxide is grown (fig.ld). Fig.le shows a SEM-picture of an isolation
oxide, where a pad oxide thickness of 50nm and a polysilicon thickness of
nitride
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wet etch

polysilicon
pad oxide
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nitride/poly

field oxide

e)

____________

___

*-.~------stripping
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C) ___

--

-
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fig. 1.a-d Process flow of Selective Polysilicon Oxidation
fig. i.e Field oxide (pad oxide 50nm, polysilicon 150nm, nitride 250nm)
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150nm

have been

used. The

as-grown field oxide thickness was 850nm, the wet

etch time 100sec. The resulting bird's beak length is 0.3gm.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to optimise this technology for a 0.8gm-process, the bird's beak
length has to be reduced to 0.1 - 0.15pm. In our experiments we varied the
process parameters according to an orthogonal table, which provides reliable
results with a minimised number of experiments /2/. The dependence of bird's
beak length on the thickness of pad oxide and polysilicon layers is found by
a statistical evaluation /3/ of the data (fig.2). The final field oxide
thickness is 600nm for all sets of parameters. A reduction of bird's beak
length is possible by using
a) thinner pad oxide, because oxygen diffusion in the pad oxide and lateral
oxidation are suppressed. A minimum thickness of 30nm is necessary, to
provide an etch stop and sufficient reduction of nitride stress.
b) thicker polysilicon, because a larger part of the field oxide is grown in
the polysilicon, where
lateral oxidation is small. In consequence step
height and step angle of the field oxide are increased (fig.3a).
c) longer wet etch time. The bird's beak length can be reduced very
effectively (fig.3b), but field oxide thickness is lost by the same amount.
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fig. 2 Bird's beak length as a function of pad oxide and polysilicon
thickness (nitride 250nm)
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At the field oxide edge a thinning of the gate oxide is observed, which is
caused by stress induced reduction of oxygen diffusivity /4/ and by a reduced
oxygen supply at the field oxide edge during gate oxidation /5/. If process
parameters are varied in order to minimise bird's beak length, care has to be
taken, that device reliability is not deteriorated by increased gate oxide
thinning. The thinning becomes more pronounced, if the step angle of the
field oxide or the wet etch time is increased. In fig.4a-c we show TEMpictures for samples with different gate oxide thinning.
An increased thinning can be correlated with a higher Fowler-Nordheim
tunneling
current through the gate oxide for a given test geometry.
Consequently the voltage drop Ux-j across the overall gate oxide under
constant current injection depends sensitively on the thinning (fig.4d). Thus
it is possible to determine the gate oxid thickness at the field oxide edge
by a simple electrical measurement of the voltage
UL.j. In our experiments we
used test structures with a gate area of 8mm z and a boundary length of
3000mm.
120
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fig. 4a-c Gate oxide thinning for different wet etch times (see fig. 3b)
fig. 4d Voltage drop over gate oxide for constant current injection
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Constant voltage stress leads to enhanced field strength in the thinned
regions. Consequently the locally enhanced injection current reduces the
intrinsic time to breakdown (too) by orders of magnitude (fig.5). The dashed
line in fig.5 represents the cumulative failure of sample c with 30% thinning
but reduced field strength of -9 MV/cm. The data coincide with the cumulative
failure of sample b with 21% thinning (field strength -10 MV/cm). This shows
that the reduced to. is in fact due to the thinned regions. Therefore
increased
gate oxide thinning may cause reliability problems, if the
intrinsic to. limits device lifetime.
U.,j is reduced by a thinner pad oxide, because the bird's beak angle is
increased,
and a thinner polysilicon, because the field oxide grows deeper
into the substrate (fig.6a). Comparing figs.2 and 6 we find, that the bird's
beak length can be reduced without increasing the gate oxide thinning by
simultaneously varying pad oxide and polysilicon thickness. Choosing a pad
oxide of 30nm and a polysilicon layer of 200num the bird's beak is reduced to
0.15gm (fig.6b). The gate oxide thinning remains unchanged, however, compared
with the isolation process shown in fig.ld. The step height increases by only
15%.
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fig. 6a Voltage drop as a function of pad oxide and polysilicon thickness
(nitride 250nm)
fig. 6b Field oxide (pad oxide 30nm, polysilicon 200nm, nitride 250nm)
4. CONCLUSION
In summary we have shown, that it is possible to find an optimised
combination of pad oxide and polysilicon thickness, which adapts the bird's
beak length to the requirements of 0.8im-technology without increasing the
gate oxide thinning and without essential aggravations of topography. A
correlation between gate oxide thickness at the field oxide edge and voltage
drop U±,n during constant current stress has been found, which allows to
characterise an isolation process with regard to its gate oxide thinning.
Time dependent dielectric breakdown and its impact on device reliability is
correlated with the gate oxide thinning at the field oxide edge.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE ADVANTAGES OF A BOX ISOLATION TECHNIQUE
E. FIGUERAS,

S. HAZEBROUCK and F. VAN DE WIELE

Unlversit6 Cathollque de Louvain. Laboratolre de MicrodlectronIque,
Place du Levant, 3, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium
"Centro Nacional de Microelectr6nlca, CSIC-UAB, UniversItat Autonoma
de Barcelona, SP-08193 Bellaterra, Barcelona, Spain

Risumd - Dans ce papier nous prisentons un procidt BOX et les resultats dlectriques obtenus avec cette
technique. iUutilise un contre-masque de polysilicium plut8t que d'utiliser un procd& avec une double couche
de rdsine. Les caracteristiques tlectriques des transistors parasites, le courrant de fuite des diodes avec
pIrimntres variables et la variation de la largeur de canal sont presents.

Abstact - In this paper we present a BOX process and the electrical results obtained with this technique, in
which a polysilicon counter-mask is used instead of a double resist layer to perform the field oxide. The
electrical characteristics of active and parasitic transistors, the leakage current measured on diodes with various
perimeters and the channel width measurements are presented.
I - INTRODUCTON
In recent years, new isolations technologies have been developed to overcome the limitations presented by the
conventional LOCOS in VLSI circuits. Most of them are based on the use of a thermal field oxide. However BOX
technologies(l) use a deposited oxide and therefore allow to get rid of the problems related to bird's beak formation,
channel-stop implantation encroachment and suss generation. In order to eliminate the oxide deposited on the active
areas, an additional photolithographic step seems suitable /1,2/. In this work we continue to develop a polysilicon
counter-mask procesW2/. Even if thc BOX process is more complicated than a LOCOS or SILO one, it has some
advantages that are discussed in this paper.
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Fig. I - Fabrication steps of the BOX process using a polysilicon counter-mask.
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- PROCESS DESCRIEHON
The starting material is <100> orientated silicon, 18f0.cm p-wafers. First, a pad-oxide is grown and a nitride layer is
deposited. After a photolithographic step to delineate the active regions, both layers are etched. Then grooves are etched
in the silicon substrate with a KOH solution up to a depth of 0.5 Wm, using the nitride film as a mask. After the
channel-stop implantation, a SiO2 layer, with an equal thickness (or little more) to that of the Si groove depth, is
deposited by CVD (Fig. .a). A thick polysilicon layer is then deposited and whith an additional photolithographic step,
a photoresist mask is left in the field areas (Fig. .b). Then the exposed polysilicon is etched by RYE up to the oxide
surface. The anisotropic etching allows the formation of spacers. Fig.l.c shows the structure after the wet etching of
the oxide. During the last step, the nitride, the polysilicon and the pad-oxide layers are removed to obtain the desirable
structure, as shown in Fig.l.d.
Fig.2 shows a SEM cross-section of an intermediate step of the fabrication process. In this picture we can see that even
if a certain misalignement (less then 0.7 pLm) of the resist mask exists, the polysilicon counter-mask is well formed.
Fig 3 shows a SEM cross-section of a BOX structure with W= 1.3pm. No birds beak is created and therefore no
reduction of the dimensions are observed.

Fig. 2 - SEM cross-section in which it can be seen that the polysilicon counter-mask
is auto-aligned in a range of 0.7pm

Fig. 3 - Cross-section of a 1.3prn device. Left: BOX, right: LOCOS
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3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Due to the absence of thermal oxidation, the devices fabricated with a BOX process have noreduction of the active
area dimensions. That is especially evident when we compare a BOX structure with a LOCOS one, as in Fig. 3. Both
structures were made with the same mask. In this case the bird's beak formation in the LOCOS structure has rendered
useless the active area. If we compare the BOX process with a SILO one /3/ the dimension loss is comparable, but, due
to the high temperature step necessary to grow the SILO field oxide, the boron encroachment is more important with the
SILO process, and so the electrical channel width is reduced. Experimentally, the effective channel width is determined
by plotting the drain current of the MOS transistors (at Vd = 50mV ) v.s. design mask width. The intercept with the
abscissa yields a correction AW shown in Table I ( The SILO values are obtained from ref.4)
L

4D
atker2

Vt(V)
field ox.

AW(I)
(P~m)

AW(4)
(Oro)

A(AW)
(A~M)

BOX

2E12

12.4

0.33

0.25

0.08

SILO

2E13

12.5

1.1

0.6

0.5

Table I. - AW(1) is the channel width variation for Vg-Vt = IV
AW(4) is the channel width variation for Vg-Vt = 4V
A(AW) = AW(1) - AW(4)
These values demonstrate that the BOX process provides a smaller loss of channel width due to a minor boron
encroachmelnt
The subthreshold characteristics shown in Fig.4 correspond to polysilicon gated parasitic field transistors with a width
of 100pm and a length of 2 and 101im. As it can be seen, both 2 and 10pm length field transistors have the same
subtreshold characteristic. One explanation of this behaviour can be that, as demonstrated by S.H. Goodwin et al.15/,
the smaller is the radius of the transition region , the better is the subthreshold characteristiccontrol by this region.
Therefore it is independent of the length of the field region.
The leakage currents have been mesured on N+P diodes with the same area (A = 1.6E-3cm2) and three different
perimeters (P1 = 0.16cm, P2 = 0.96cm, P3 = 4.8cm). These currents are plotted in Fig.5. As expected, the leakage
current is very low.
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Fig.4 - Subthreshold characteristics of parasitic field transistors with L = 2pm and L-- 10pm
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Fig. 5- Leakage current of N+P diodes with the same area and diferent perimeters.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented some electrical results obtained from devices fabricated with a BOX process based on
the use of a polysilicon counter-mask. Even if the BOX process is more complicated than a LOCOS or SILO one, it
presents some advantages :bird's beak free structures, boron encroachment reduction, very good isolations properties
and a low leakage current; these adventages are related to the elimination of the long high temperature step necessary to
grow a thermal field oxide.
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LIMITATIONS ON n*/p* SPACING DUE TO SHADOWING EFFECTS IN A 0.71.m RETROGRADE
WELL COS PROCESS

M.G. PITT and P.A. van der PLAS
Philips Research Laboratories, PO Box 80000, NL-5600 JA Eindhoven,

The Netherlands

RLsum6
L'utilisationd'un implanteur d'ions i haute 6nergie afin de former des puits r4trogradsrequiert une
couche de r6sine photo-sensible trio ipaise &fin de prdvenir ]a pdnetration de I'implantation. Un
ombrage de Ia region frontibre du puit survieng au cours de I'implantation, dO au diplacement de
cette rgion en fonction de la position sur Ia gaure et de I'angle d'implantation. Ce phinomine
requiert donc une relaxetion des rigls de design. Cet effet fut 6tudig i l'aide de msures glectriques
de transistorsi effet
de champs n+/puit n- en fonction de leur dimension et de leur orientation,tout
en ayant un angle d'implantationnominal de 7*. Ces effets d'ombrage varient entre 0,15 et 0,25pm
sur I& surface d'une gaufre de 100mm de diamitre

Abstract
Use of high energy ion implantation for retrograde wells requires thick resist layers to prevent implant
penetration. Shadowing of the n-well implant results in a displacement in the position of the nwell edge, dependent on the position across the wafer and implant angle, thereby requiring a larger
minimum design rule. Electrical measurement of n+/n-weIli field transistors as a function of spacing
°
and orientation has been used to investigate the amount of shadowing which occurs for nominal 7
implants. Shadowing effects were found to vary from 0.15 to 0.25um across a typical 4 inch diameter
wafer.

I

Introduction
+

In advanced CMOS technologies a small n to p+ spacing is required in order to achieve high packing densities.
The use of suppressed LOCOS for oxide isolation (1,2) provides a technology for narrow field isolation regions
whilst retrogr&Je wells (3) are successful in providing high parasitic 'hreshold and punchthrough voltages. An
additional advantage of retrograde well technology is that the low thermal budget allows the use of thin epitaxial
+
layers to suppress latch-up. The design rule minimum n to p+ spacing of 2.5pm is comprised of 1.4pm n" to
n-well and 1.1pm p+ to p-well spacings. The use of high energy implants to produce retrograded wells requires
the use of a thick (here 2.6#im) resist layer. Shadowing by this thick resist layer results in a displacement in the
position of the edge of the n-well, relative to the field isolation, as is shown schematically in figure 1. At the
well concentrations used there is a considerable reduction in field transistor threshold voltage as the spacing is
reduced. This provides a means by which the relative alignment of the edge of the n-well can be related to the
threshold voltages observed and thus the effect of shadowing can be studied.

2

Process summary

The process described is based on that for the production of IMbit SRAMs (4). The relevant feat':res of this
process are:
1. Fiel, Yxidr !ormation using a suppressed LOCOS process (1). The field oxide is planarised using an etch back
procedure to a thickness of -500nm.
2

2

2. Blanket p-well implantation consisting of 4 x 101 B/cm at an energy of 200keV.
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3. Masked n-well implantation consisting of 9 x 1012P/cm2 at an energy of 500keV with a 2.6fpm thick resist
layer.
The remainder of the process consists of gate oxidation, polysilicon deposition and definition, source-drain implantations, silcidation and an advanced double level metallisation scheme (4).
WI
7"

Figure 1(a) Schematic of n-well showing ahadowing from high energy retrograde implant.
W1 0 W + ARP + tLOCOS, tan 70

W 2 e W + AP - (t
,+ tLoCos). tan7 °
where W is the nominal N+IN-well spacing.

P-welt

N-wel/

P-well

Figure 1(b): Schematic ahowing cross-section after polysilicon definition and source-drain implantation.

3

Results

Figures 2 and 3 show respectively typical characteristics for n+ /n-well and p+/p-well field transistors. Because of
the relatively high threshold voltages as compared to gate oxide breakdown voltages (- 20V) all measurements
were restricted to the subthreshold regime. Threshold voltages were defined as the gate voltage required to give
a drain current of InA at a drain voltage of ±eIV. The field transistors had a width of 100pom. Figure 4 shows
the threshold voltage as a function of n+/n-well or p+/p-well spacing. Due to short channel effects the threshold
voltage is reduced for smaller spacings especially for n' /n-well devices.
The variation in threshold voltage with spacing provides a method by which shadowing effects across a wafer
can be quantitatively evaluated. A test structure consisting of four n+/n-well field devices (nominal spacing=
1.4gzm) orientated at angles of 0, 90, 180 and 270 to the wafer flat was used to investigate the effect Aiorientation
on threshold voltage. In order to remove the effect of implant dose and field oxide thickness variations the n+/nwell field transistor threshold voltages were correlated with those of an n-well/n-well polysilicon gate field device
as is shown in figure 5. This variation was then used to modify the threshold voltages of the n+/n-well devices
to that corresponding to the mean threshold voltage of the n-well/n-well devices. Calculation of the n' to n-well
spacing was then made by fitting the modified threshold voltages for each orientation to the curve of Vt versus n"
to n-well spacing at that wafer location. The results thus obtained are plotted in figure 6 in the form of vectors
at each die position representing the displacement of the n-well from its nominal position relative to the field
oxide edge. The degree of shadowing was estimated here as varying systematically from 0.15 to 0.2Spum across the
wafer As this uncertainty must be added separately to both n+ /n-well and p+/p-welI field transistor spacings
the minimum n+/p + spacing is increased by around 0.Ipm. Increasing the well dose is effective in reducing the
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minimum achievable n+/n-well spacing (2) but at the cost of increased junction capacitances. The well doses may
have to be as much as 50% higher in order to provide adequate threshold voltages under worst case shadowing
conditions. Implanting the wafers with zero tilt would possibly be effective in considerably reducing the degree
32
of shadowing which occurs. For a vertical resist profile shadowing of - t..j.t. tan 70 = 0. Mm is expected (i.e.
assuming perfect masking by the resist). The actual resist edge profile was about 800 and this is probably why
the observed shadowing has a lower mean value of 0.20pr. Angular variation of offset angle across the wafer
of ±2.30 is partially responsible for the ±0.05pm variation in shadowing observed. Variations in layaL-to-layer
alignment are also visible where two rows of die positions are offset in the Y-direction in an opposite direction to
the remaining die, possibly as a result of wafer warpage. Also visible is the amount of twist given to the wafers
away from the flat at the implantation stage; in this case approximately 230.
ID

IO

I

A)

( A)

IE-0F
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d~c.O.deced.
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Figure 2: Characteristics of typical n+/n.well polysilicon gate field transistor (/,. =1,8,5V, nominal
spacing=l.4,um).
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Figure 8: Characteristics of typical p/p.well polgsilicon gate field transistor frd =-l,-,-5V, nominal
spacing = .Jim).
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Figure 4: Threshold voltageR (measured at V,
=
IV, Id = lOpA/lpm width) of n+/n-well and p+/pwell polysilicon gate field transistors versus spacing,

Figure 5: Mean threshold voltage of four n+/n-well
field transistors (nominal separation=I.4mm) orientated at 0, 90, 180 and 2700 to the wafer fist versus
threshold voltage of n.well/n.well polysilicon gate field
transistors (separation=2.Spm).
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Figure 6: Wafer map showing calculated vector displacements of n-well edge. The twist of around

590

given to

the wafer is indicated.

4

4-

Summary

Electrical evaluation of field transistors has been used to estimate the amount of shadowing occuring during n-well
implantation. Under certain conditions the n+ to n-well field transistor threshold voltage is a strong function of
n+ to n-well spacing and by measuring n+ to n-well polysilicon gate field transistors under different orientations
the displacement of the n-well mask relative to the field oxide definition mask was estimated. Increasing the well
dose is effective in reducing the minimum achievable n+/n-well spacing (2) but at the cost of increased junction
capacitanceT In order to study shadowing effects, however, a somewhat low well dose is advantageous as it gives
rise to larger variations in threshold voltage with spacing. The technique used provides a very sensitive method
of establishing layer-to-layer misregistrations and could be extended to study lithographic misalignments by, for
instance, construction of transistors with a separately implanted source drain regions with a thin gate oxide and
a heao:1y overlapped gate defined after source-drain implantation.
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SIMULATION OF SOURCE/DRAIN STRUCTURES FOR SUBMICRON MOSFETs WITH AND WITHOUT
PREAMORPHIZATION

M. ORLOWSKI, C. MAZUR. and L. MADER

siemens AG. Corporate Research and Development, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000 Mnchen 83, F.R.G.

-_ua- Un modele autoconsistant est proposepour ladiffusion des impuret6 etdes defauts ponctuels dektivant
avec succ*ts
a diffusion a haute concentration de phosphore et bore y compris le cas de pre.morphisation.
En particulier, lesmecanismes generants des interstitiels et 'absorption d'interstitiels localis6 dans Iacouche des
boucles de dislocation - on regultat de lapr6morphisation - sont pris en consideration d'une faqon consistante.

Abstrac - A selfconsistent model for the impurity and point defect diffusion is proposed and applied successfully
to high concentration phosphorus and boron diffusion with and without preamorphized substrate. In particuiar the
generation of the interstitials by high phosphorus and boron diffusion, the absorption of the interstitials at the
damaged layer consisting of dislocation loops - a remnant of the preamorphization -, and the generation of the
interstitils by the decay of the precipitated phase of the impurities above the solubility limit is taken into account
in a consistent way. The present model is an important tool for advanced optimization for submicron MOSFETs
dealing with involved interstitial dynamics as in the presence of preamorphization effects.

I - INTRODUCTION
Recently substrate
amorphization prior
to source/drain implantation has been used to fabricate
shallow junctions
forsubmicron
MOSFETs /1/. Already for a 900 °C 40 min inert anneal a reduction of source/drain junctions by 0.15 or
0.20 /urncan be
achieved for n + and p + regions, respectively. Due to the shallow junctions the minimum channel length with long channel
behaviour is reduced by about 30 % for both channel types. Also the subthreshold swing can be improved significantly at small
channel lengths when preamorphization has been used. For both types of transistor no deterioration of the junction quality has been
observed.
The effects of the preamorphization are highlighting the importance of the point defect dynamics for the impurity diffusion in
submicron devices. Therefore forsuccessful simulation supporting MOSFET optimization it is of paramount importance to have a
consistent model for impurity and point defect diffusion. The present model describes successfully the involved interaction between
impurity and point defect dynamics.

2 - SIMULATION OF THE PREAMORPHIZATION
The amorphization of the top layer (thickness 0.2 /um)of the silicon crystal is performed by a blanket high dose Si implant prior to
source/drain implantation. In Fig. 1 the damage profiles Csi(x), the number of vacancies per unit volume in the silicon crystal, as a
function of the depth, simulated with the Monte-Carlo simulator TRIM 2/ right after the Si-implantation is shown. By comnson
"3
with the experiment it isfound that the critical damage density required to amorphize the Si-aystalisC¢' t = 155 10Etc
.
During the subsequent drive-in the amorphized layer recrystalizes very quickly, but there remains residual damage layer in a depth
xsicorresponding to C
such that C - (x9 ) = C9t. The gradient a Csi (x)/ 0 xIx-xsi determines the width wsi of transiton
layer from amorphous to cristalline phase which transforms during the recrystsliztion into the residual damage layer of
corresponding width. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that for higher implantation energy the transition layer becomes broader in
agreement with experimental date from TEM-pictures prior and after the recrystallization. The residual layer acts as an effective
sink for the interstitials during the subsequent drive-in. The efficiency to absorb the interstitials has been determined from our
diffusion simulations described below.
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Fig. 1: Calculated damage profile for two Si-implantation energies

3-DFF$ION MODEL FOR PHOSPHORUS AND BORON WITH AND WITHOUT PREAMORPHIZATION
In order to simulate phosphorus and boron high concentration diffusion with and without preamorphization we have extended the
interstitial-impurity pair diffusion model by Mulvaney and Richardson /3/ adding source and sink terms for interstitials and
discriminating between active and clustered impurity concentration. The corresponding equations are given in the Table.
These equations are now part of a more complete theory for impurity diffusion in silicon /4/. Here j denotes phosphorus or boron,
D is the corresponding intrinsic diffusivity of the impurity j, z.is charge state, f. the fractional interstitial diffusion component
(f'hoshorus = 0.9, fboron = 0.75), C I denotes the interstitiad concentration, c'q the intrinsic interstitial concentration, D 1 the
=iity of the interstitials, a the electric field, and c. the carrier concentration, being electron density for phosphorus and bole
density for boron. The difference between chemical ann electrically active impurity concentration isdescribed by a simple cluster
model with the clustering and declustering coefficients, kcland kD, respectively. In this model it is assumed that both phosphorus
and boron above the solubility limit generate interstitials with the efficiency j.

Table: Model Equations
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This term is necessary in order to describe properly high concentration phosphorus and boron diffusion ith the boundary
condition for interstitials C (x 0) = Cql, when the maim um of the impurity is not at the Silicon-surface.
The recombination of the interstitials at the damage layer is described by the last but one term in eq. (3) with
g(x) f ep (-(x-)/Wsi)2 ), where xsi and wsi have been taken directly from TEM-pictures and served for the calibration of the
gradient B C.8/a xIx - x, see Fig. 1. The eqs. (1-3) have been evaluated using the 1-D process simulator ZOMBIE /5/, which
proved to be an inds~pensable tool for this investigation.

4- R

ULTS

In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 the profiles for the impurities, phosphorus and boron, and interstitials are shown with and without the
preamorphization effect. As seen from Figs. 2 and 3 the agreement with the experiment is excellent. We consider first the impurity
diffusion without the preamorphization. Fitting the experimental phosphorus and boron SIMS-profiles after a drive-in at 900 oC for
40 min the interstitial diffusivity, DI, and the equilibrium interstitial concentration given by Tan and G6sele /6/ turned out to be the
most reasonable. The impurity profiles are very sensitive to these values and to the boundary condition for the interstitials at the
surface. The increase of DI leads to the formation of the characteristic diffusion tail at higher impurity concentrations. The increase
of Cef entails a shorter and steeper tail. In case of phosphorus we had to enhance Ce (Tan, Gosele) by 3.4, in case of boron by
1.2. D! (Tan, G6sele) did not need any readjustment. However, the exact magnitude of these enhancement factors is of limited
relevance. They indicate only the correct range of magnitude. More precise analysis requires more complete theoretical
framework /4, 7/.
Finally the phosphorus and boron profiles with preamorphization have been obtained by simply activating the sink term o- DI CI
g(x) using the same sink efficiency ac, same parameters xsi and wsi without any further fitting. It could be surmised, that the sink
efficiency 0: can be traded against the width of the damaged layer wsi, since both parameters together determine the overall sink
efficiency. However, it turned out that the shape of the impurity profile with preamorphization is more sensitive to a. and wsi than
the interstital concentration in the bulk which depends on an overall sink efficiency only. The experimental value wsi with adjusted
has provided the best fit to the experiment.
From Fig. 2 and 3 it can be seen that in case of phosphorus the residual damage layer reduces the interstitial supersaturation
produced by high phosphorus concentration diffusion, while in case of boron the damaged layer supresses the weak interstitial
supersaturation to undersaturation values.
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5 - CONCLUSIONS

A model being part of a more general theory /4/ has been presented and compared successfully with rather involved experimental
structure of high concentration phosphorus and boron diffusion in presence of preamorphization effects. The key feature of the
presented equations is the consistent treatment of the point dynamics and its coupling to the impurity diffusion. Such models are
badly needed for successful process simulation for submicron devices not only for source/drain regions but also for the
simultaneous and consistent treatment of the channel region. In Ref. /8/it has been shown how drastically interstitial generation
during source/drain formation can influence the channel doping distribution and change electric properties of the device.
The model given here and its generalization in Ref. /4/ can deal with such circumstances.
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AVALM4NCHE AND TUNNELING BREAKDOWN MECHANISMS IN HEMT'S POWER STRUCTURES
Y. CROSNIER, F. TEMCAMANI, D. LIPPENS and G. SALMER
Centre Hyperfr quences et Semconducteurs, CNRS-UA 287, Universlt& des
Sciences et Techniques de Lille Flandres Artois,
F-59655 Villeneuve-d'Ascq Cedex, France
RLsum4 - Cet article expose une etude sur le ph4nom~ne de claquage dans les HEMTs de
puissance AIGaAs/GaAs. II fait usage, d'une part, de rdsultats experimentaux obtenus sur
diffLrents composants test at. d'autre part, de mod~lisations prenant en compte soit Ilionization
soit 'effet tunnel. Cette approche apporte une nouvelle comprehension sur les r6les respectifs
de ces deux effets dans le d6clenchement du claquage et permet de d~finir des rtgles de
construction.
Abstract - The present paper reports a study on the breakdown phenomenon in AIGaAs/GaAs
power HEMT'S. It uses, on one hand, experimental results carried out on various test devices and,
on the other hand, modelin taking into account either ionization or tunneling effects. Such an
approach gives a new understanding on the respective roles of these two effects in the
breakdown occurrence and allows to define design rules.
INTRODUCTION
AIGaAs/GaAs High Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMT's) are now able to operate up to 70-80 GHz for
small signal amplification. They have also considerable potential in the fields of power amplification
provided a high drain current and a high breakdown voltage can be achieved. The first requirement
can be satisfied by multiple channel structures [1, 2, 3, 41. The second one presents much more
difficulty. Indeed, high doping level in AIGaAs layers is necessary to get high electron sheet density in
the quantum wells, but a great attention must be paid to the design of the structure in order to avoid
excessive electric field values in the gate vicinity while keeping an efficient charge control and a good
dynamic behaviour under E.H.F. operations.
I - TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL HEMT BREAKDOWN VOLTAGES
Figure la shows typical breakdown voltages V8R of conventionnal single heterojunction HEMT's. As it
can be noted VQR is a decreasing function of the AIGaAs doping level NO and reaches very low values
above 1018 cm- 3 . Measurements carried out on multiquantum well HEMT's have revealed a similar
dependance on the layer lying underneath the gate. The design of this layer constitutes a key problem
for power HEMT's. Nevertherless, a great improvement is achieved using pulse-doped structures (51
where a thin undoped AIGaAs layer separates the gate from the normally doped AIGaAs layer. As
shown in figure lb, such an arrangement can give a breakdown voltage of about 15V with only a
slight dependance on the undoped layer thickness.
II - MODELING OF BREAKDOWN BY IONIZATION

In answer to the question about what determines the above breakdown behaviour, the first idea
coming in mind is that of an ionization mechanism. This assumption has been investigated with a
numerical model that computes the potential shape and gives the electric field distribution in the
transistor under pinchoff conditions. This model solves Poisson's equation and current equation
together
Y2V(x,y)
J.

- q/elNO(x, y) - n(x,y)]

q1 - p,.n(x, y) grad V(x, y) + I) grad n(x, y)l =1

and then computes on every electric field line the ionization integral fa dl, until this one is equal to
unity. The ionization coefficient is expressed by a = A exp -(B/E)c, Ebeing the electric field amplitude
with A = 1.8 107 m- 1 ,
and

A = 4.1 107 m-1,

= 5.75 107 V/m°C = 1.82 for GaAs.
= 108 Vm, C = 2 forAIGaAs(x = 0.26).

Neglecting, in a first approach, the gate fringing effect and, therefore, using a one dimensional
description along the y axis (normal to the gate), one obtains the results shown in figure 2a, with
breakdown voltages of about 35 volt, for a homogeneous AIGaAs layer, whatever the doping
concentration and the thickness are. Similar results are given in the case of a pulse-doped AIGaAs
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layer, as shown in table 2b. All these results are far from the experimental ones which indicates that
this one dimensional approach does not agree with reality. In a second approach, we have then used a
AIGaAs layer.
true twodimensional description. Figure 3 shows the results obtained for a homogenous
A satisfying agreement with experimental data appears for ND < 7 1017 cm- 3 but, above this value,
there is a discrepancy which is more and more important as ND increases. Applying the
twodimensional treatment to the case of pulse-doped AIGaAs layers, we have found results very
similar to those of figure 3, which is somewhat surprising. A detailed analysis has revealed that,
despite important variations in the electric field paths under the major part of the gate, the avalanche
condition Jodl = 1 is always realized close to the gate edge where the electric field reaches very high
values because of the geometrical singularity and exhibits evolutions that depend only slightly on the
layer arrangement. This situation is illustrated with typical examples of field configurations in figure 4.
III - MODELING OF BREAKDOWN BY TUNNELING EFFECT
As seen above, the gate edge is the locus of very high electric field values, so the possibility of
tunneling effect at the Schottky contact must be taken into account. Two cases have to be considered.
The first one concerns homogeneous doped AtGaAs layers and the second pulse-doped ones.
For the former case the electric field can then be assumed to decrease steeply in the gate vicinity.
Therefore the emitter current can be considered as a pure tunneling current (thermionic contribution
is negligible) and expressed by the following relation derived from Padovani and Stratton works [61
exp
J,

=

-2q OB
eNp

LME
2N qD

3

(A II W.,kT)

2%I q 01,l

W,,
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whereA = Richardson constant in metal
Woo = qh/2 (ND/Cm*)l/

2

08 = Schottky barrier potential

EM = electric field amplitude at the Schottky contact.
For the latter case the electric field can then be con;idered almost flat near by the gate. In this case,
the tunneling effect results from both thermionic and field emis.ions and it can be expressed by the
relation established by Chive et al [7] for similar problems.
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Figures 5a and 5b show results of computations carried out with the above expressions assuming
simply a one dimensional description. The comparison with experimental data gives a satisfying
agreement and shows clearly that the tuneling effect is dominant for heavily doped layers underneath
the gate. A more complete description would take into account gate fringing effect, space charge
reaction and ionization alltogether. We are developping such a treatment. Preliminary results indicate
that breakdown voltages are probably slightly lower than shown in Figures 5a and 5b.
IV - TEMPERATURE TEST
Heating is the commonly used test that permits to distinguish betlyeen breakdown by ionization
and/or tunneling effect. Indeed, the variation of the breakdown voltage with temperature is positive
for the first case and negative for the second one. We have experimented this method on a lot of
HEMTs, all of them having the uppest AIGaAs layer homogeneous and highly doped. As expected,
heating has proved that the involved breakdown mechanism is undoubtly the tunneling effect. This is
shown in Figure 6 with, for comparison, the corresponding behaviour of a typical MESFET (NE 720)
indicating that, in this device. ionization is dominant.
CONCLUSION
The above analysis shows clearly that tunneling effect instead of ionization is the dominant
mechanism of the breakdown phenomenon in HEMT's when the uppest AIGaAs layer of these devices
is heavily doped (ND > 7 1017 cm- 3). Therefore, the achievement of high breakdown voltages requires
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that this layer presents a pulse-doped profile with a thin undoped

(=

200

A)

zone underneath the

gate. The designer must pay great attention to this requirement when optimizing power HEMT
structures.
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REAL-SPACE TRANSFER IN HETERO3UNCTION FET'S: MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION AND
ANALYTICAL MODEL
M. MOUIS, F. PAVIET-SALOMON, P. DOLLFUS and R. CASTAGNt

Institut d'Electronique Fondamentale, CNRS-UA 22, Universltd
Paris-Sud, F-91405 Orsay Cedex, France

8N - Nous analysons los rusultats drune simulation Monte-Carlo du NERFET, dispositif i effet. doechamp odi1e
transfert spatial des electrons du can]al u dessus crune h6throjonction permet dobteuiir un affet de risistance
differentielle negaive (RDN) sur ]e courant do drain. Sur la base de cotte simulation, nous "~lissons une expression
anelytique Cki
courant de transfert spatial. Les risultats obtenus sont en bon accord avec los r~sultats de la simulation
Monte-Carlo s qull soit nessaire drintroduire do paremftre aqustable.
Abtract - We present the results of a Monte-Carlo simulation of the NERFET, afield effect transistor where the reelspace transfer of channel electrons over aheteroj unction barrier gives rise to.a negative differential resistance (NDR)
effect on drain current An analytical expression of the reel-space current isbuilt upon our simulation results. By this
way, we construct en analytical model of the NERFET which shows gbod agreement with Monte-Carlo results without the
need of adjusting any parameter.
Fieelact da'vlces using conduction along a helerunction are of growing interest for high speed integrated circuits. They
combine two adtvantages. the high electron density which can be obtained in en accumulation or inversion layer, and a high
electron mobility which cen be achieved both because of the high purity of the active layer and because of the high quality of the
heterojunction interface. However, the confining potential barrier is lower then inclassical MISFET's. inheterojunction FET's
(HFETs), this barrier isequal to the conduiction bend discontinuity at the interface and is of the same order of magnitude as the
kinetic energy of hot electrons in short devices. Thus, hot electrons can transfer from the channel into the barrier
semiconductor. This reel-space transfer (RST) can be used inorder to obtain a negative differential resistan= (NOR) effect on
drain current as it Isthe case Inthe NERFET 11.21.

2-Ti mbi
£The

active region of the NERFET Is shown in figure Il-a, drawn on thebasis of the datan reference 1. The assumed band
discontinuity between Oaks end OevAl -xAs Nx-0.34) is 0.3eV. The mid-gap Fermi level pinning at the Oaks surface is taken
into accunt using the convenient surface charge. The source to drain distance is L -= m
As it ha been pointed Out by several authors (2.3.41, electrons in the channel of submicron devices are strongly out of
equilibrium. Furthermore, real-spc transfer is gaverned both by the energy and &nglardistributions of channel electrons and
by the local conditions allowing transmission over the hterojunction conduction bend discontinuity. A 20 Monte-Carlo
-simulation is then very well suited for studying resl-space transfer, since It acurely describes non stetionnary transport
phenomena and two-dimensionel effects. We used the many-particle Monte-Carlo model which was presented inaprevious powe
(5l.The motion of sech electron is divided into asuccession or random free-flights in the 2D salt-consistent electric field and of
Inteactions with lattice phonons, Ionized Impurities and alloy dimorder. For eah electron Impinging on the Interfine, the
trasmso n probability iscelculated with aquantum mechanical model which ensures the continuity of the parallel component
of the wave-vector, the continuity of the total (kinetic+potential) electron energy and the continuity of the probability
current(6. However, wedo not account yet for a possible tunneling of electrons with an ener&j lower than the conduction band
discontinuity.
Infni~r -b, we presetthe sourc, drain andi
substrata characteristics versus drain and gate voltagaa As expected, a substrata
current (due to RST) appears foregivn VDSvlue. For biasvoltageswhere source current saturate, the increase insuibstrate
currant )a&dto a eymmetrical der-,sen In drain current This induces the NDR effect. The electron flux through the
hstarghnction Isespecially Importan at the drain end of the channel, where electrons are ho. However, the substrate current
whit arises from RST Isnot just relatea to hesting phenomn it Isstmn In figure 2 that the evolutton of Use electron e*"'
along the channiel for a given V03 is not depedent on substrate voltage, wheree IM is (fig I-b). Several mechanisms are
Involved and will now be detailed
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Fig I - Device geometry and current-voltage characteristics deduced from Monte-Carlo simulation.

Let us note firstly that increasing Vsub results naturally in ahigher confining field E1 at the upper Oeis/OMaA interface. This
Implies modifications both In the current saturation mechanism and In the amount of real-spe transfer. Figure - shows the
evolution of the transverse electric field along the interface for two values of Vsub under bias conditions leading to source
current saturation (VDS - IV). For the low subSt'rate voltag (Ysub - IV), E± bec seneive nea t'~ ~in, causing
channel pinch-off and moving hot electrons away from the interface. For a higher substrate voltage, (Ysub a 2V), E.Lhas a
confining influencex all along the channel and current saturation is due to another mechanism. From the electron cncntrtion,
we find that a dipolar domain is trapped at the drain N+ region boundary, clearly indicating a velocity saturation mechanism
[7.61. In the accumulated region of the domain, population inversion of the electrons from the r valley and t lateral valleys
occurs. This allows the presence of hot electrons, pertaining to the Lvalleys, neer the interfac.
b

40-

b

a'
20

%
I

0

0,4

-0

Source

0,s

IPm

0,2

~

%''Drain

Position along the channel

Fig.2-Evolution of the electron energy#end of the transverse electric field along the channel; V,'A-a) I V, b)2V.
Furthermore, RST is easier for these L valleys electrons. This comes first from the local onditions which allow the
transmission of an electron over the conduiction band disconilnuity, The transmission is impossible unless the kinetic energ
2
easciated with thetr~
wave-vector cunponent (fl2kjL
/2m* neglecting non-perebolicity) exceds a minimum value. In
other word, an electron from OaAs Impinging on the interfac with a kinetic energy Cwill surmount the interfacial potential
discontinuity only if the incilance angle is low than a maximum angle Oiim(c) defined by sin2011m..( I -&c/C)
me~r~lM)m~(G~s).Due to the barrier heights differences, the maximum Incidence In the L valleys Is higher then In the r
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valley. Moreover, in submicron devices, the velocity distribution of hot electrons in the r valley is known to be very
anisotropic, with a main orientation parallel to the channel intgrface 14,91.
On the contray, in the L valleys, the velocity
distribution of electrons is randomized by the frequent interactions between equivallent satellite valleys. This agein favours the
reel-space transfer of previously k-space transfered electrons.
To sum up, for the low or medium substrate voltaes, the current saturation mechanism is involved in the amount of real-space
transfer: we have shown that thermoionic injection is facilitated by electron velocity saturation and by k-space transfer,
whereas channel pinch-off induces an antagonist transverse field.
3-Amittical mell for the rail-sum currant:
The basis of our analytical model are derived directly from the Monte-Carlo results. We saw that the amount of RST is strongly
enhanced when k-space transfer occurs. Therefore, we will only investigate the case where the source current saturation is due
to velocity saturation of electrons and is associated with the formation of a dipolar domain trapped near the drain. The substrate
current is mostly carried by electrons from the accumulation region of the domain which obey the transmission conditions.
Electrons in the domain all belong to the L valeys of the conduction band. Due to the frequent intervelley interactions, they are
supposed to obey a Maxwellian distribution (with a temperature Te).
The substrate current is calculated by adding the contributions of electrons, according to their energy and to the direction of
their velocity. With Boltzmann statistics, the number of electrons In a range of d In the L valleys is:
ci(c) = 22- exp (--I-

) dE where no is the electron density inthe accumulation domain.
V~ke)

kTe

Within this population, the electrons which have their velocity directed within a differential solid angle around 0 contribute to
c2qE/mL*
cos
e.The resulting differential current is:

the substrate current in the ratio of v.L=

I

kTe

jemL4

Here, Z is the device length and La is the length of the accumulated region of the domain.
Continuity equations in the heterojunction plane (with eque! effective masses for electrons in the L valleys of OeAs and GaAlAs)
show that an electron can be injected in WlAs if its energy Eis greater then the band discontinuity in the L valleys (ACC) and
if the velocity is directed within a solid angle which is defined by sin 2 g1iramI - tcL ./r Integrating over 6 and r leads to:

sub

.

IS~b mL'-= T

k'ke

f-(Twith
I~

Considering that any increase in VDs above the saturation value VOSsat has the effect of reinforcing the dipolar domain, we obtain
the relative leigth of the domain (L/L) by solving Poisson equation On the other hand, kTe/q can be determined using the energy
relaxation equation. The only unknown quantity is then noL., which accounts for the domain geometry. This geometry can be
specified for the NERFET: the domain is confined on an almost constant thickness between the heterojunction plane and the surface
space-charge layer resulting from the Fermi-level pinning at the OaAs surface. The whole set of equations can then be expressed
only in terms of x and of constant parameters
D=qnoLd aZ= x Vi
Ld2
-Lh

8Z
l VDS

xr

L

satx
n2

L.b2QEL

L (eV) (vsat isthe saturation velocity and %theenergyelaxation time)

x

qNDOZl

or eZ
vsat
YfD8ZL-
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Onithe other hand, the drain current is obtained as the ratio of the stored charge Q over the transit time in t

accumulation

domnain (L/vsat) wheas= the source current is asaturated current control led by Vu with a tranaoncxItance gmy.
Therefore
ID= 00 v

-e -

S Lj/L

and IS

= gm

(Vsub

-

VT)

I

I -1L/L

Currant conservation allows the determination of x. Figure 75shows the characteristics obtained by using the electrical
parameters deduiced from the simulation (Z = l0ILm, gm = 6.2mS, VT = 0.28V, Voea = O.4V). Remenbering that these
characteristics ere valid for VDS lying in t range fVD&sat,VGS-VT], we show the Monte-Carlo chareacteristics for comparison.
The maximum error in drain and source currents is less than I152. This is quite satisfying since there is no adustable
parameter. Furthermore the intermediate resultsof the analytical model (Te, L,...)are found also to correlate wellIwith the
Monte-Carlo results.
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Abstract - A comparison is made of the performance of silicon bipolar and AlGaAs/GaAs
hiete-rounction bipolar technologies for high-speed ECL circuits.
Gate delays are
calculated for state of the art technologies using a quasi-analytical equation which
expresses the gate delay in terms of all the time constants in the circuit.
Transistor parameters are used as input to the gate delay expression and these are
calculated using either device simulation programs or approximate analytical expressions.
A one to one comparison is made possible by the use of an idealised but
realistic, transistor layout compatible wit bot technologies.
For an emitter
width of lim, a collector current of 2 X lOA/cm , and a unity fan-out, gate delays
of 26.9 and 12.3ps are predicted for silicon and AIGaAs/GaAs technologies
respectively.
On scaling to O.4pm geometries, these delays decrease to 17.2 and
11.4ps.
The gate delay expression is used to identify the dominant time constants
of the circuit, and hence the most promising options for process and circuit optimisation.
1)

INTRODUCTIO

The recent introduction of self-aligned fabrication techniquesl], [2] into silicon bipolar
processes has led to a dramatic improvement in circuit performance.
Gate delays of 25.8ps
for NTL and 46.3ps for CML ring oscillators have been reported [3], with divider operation
up to 10.4GHz (33, [4].
An analogous approach has been used in AIGaAs/GaAs heterojunction
bipolar technology, with gate delays of 14.2ps being reported for CL ring oscillators [5],
and divider operation up to 20.1GHz [6].
In view of these similar circuit results, it
would clearly be of interest to quantify the difference in performance for circuits with
identical geometries, fabricated under equivalent conditions.
In this paper, a quasi-analytical expression for the gate delay of an ECL gate [7] is
used to compare the performance of state of the art silicon bipolar and AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunction bipolar technologies.
Transistor parameters are used as input to the gate delay
expression, ard these are in turn related to the fabrication data through approximate
analytical equations and/or device simulation programs.
The advantage of this approach
is that it provides physical insight into the dominant time constants of the circuit, and
hence is an invaluable aid to process and circuit optimisation.
An idealised, but
realistic, self-aligned transistor layout is used for both technologies, thereby allowing a
one to one comparison.
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PROCESS AND DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS

Because silicon bipolar and AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunction bipolar transistors are used in the
same logic families, there is inevitably a high degree of commonality in the processing
conditions used to fabricate the two types of transistor.
This can be seen in table I
which summarises the fabrication data for state of the art transistors [3], [5].
Of
particular interest are the identical values of basewidth and collector doping coIILiutions.
The major difierence between the two types of device is the very high base doping in the
AlGaAs/GaAs transistor.
This is made possible by the use of a heterojunction, where the
Equally important, a lower emitter
enhanced gain can be traded for1 9 high base doping.
doping can also be used (5 x 10 cm ), thereby avoiding an unwanted increase in emitter/
base capacitance.
The transistor geometries of silicon and AIGaAs/GaAs transistors are determined by the
particular fabrication techniques used in their manufacture.
Although there are major
differences between the two technologies, analogous self-aligned fabrication techniques
are used in both cases, as can be seen from the transistor cross-sections in figure 1.
It is therefore possible to devise an idealised self-aligned transistor layout, which
makes possible a direct comparison between the two technologies.
The most critical
dimensions are the oxide spacer width (or undercut of the emitter mesa), which determines
the value of extrinsic base resistance, and the area of the extrinsic collector region,
which determines the extrinsic collector/base capacitance.
A spacer width of O.2pm has
been chosen, and the extrinsic collector area has been assumed to be equal to the intrinsic
collector area.
Having decided upon a transistor layout, device simulations (BIPOLE in this case) can be
used to provide the important transistor parameters, as summarised in the bottom half of
table I. The predicted values of f of 54 and 20GHz are in good agreement with measured
values of 55 and 17.1 GHz [5], [4], thereby confirming that the process parameters in table
I are reasonable for state of the art transistors.
It is also interesting to note that
the peak f occurs at a higher collector current for the AIGaAs/GaAs transistor.
This is
probably cxused by the suppression of high-level injection effects in the base of the heterojunction device, due to the higher base doping.
3) ECL GATE DELAY
From the electrical data in table I, the transistor parameters can be evaluated using
standard textbook expressions, and hence the gate delay calculated from the weighted sum of
all the time constants of the circuit [7].
The results are summarised in table II for n
ECL circuit incorporating identical transistors wish an emitter geometry of 1.0 x 4.0 pm
operating at a collector current density of 2 x 10 A/cm . The predicted gate delay of
12.3 ps for the AlGaAs/GaAs transistor is in good agreement with the measured value of
14.2 ps obtained by Chang et al [5] on CML ring oscillators fabricated under similar
conditions to those in table I. For silicon technology, a gate delay of 26.9 ps is
predicted, which is approximately 2.2 times slower than heterojunction technology.
From the results in table II, it is a simple matter to identify the limiting time constants,
and hence gain a valuable insight into how the process might be improved.
For the silicon
transistor, there is no single dominant time constant, which implies that the transistor is
well optimised, and that scaling to sub-micron geometries would be the most effective way to
improve performance.
For the AlGaAs/GaAs transistor, the largest time constants are the
forward transit time and the load resistance terms.
These latter terms could be decreased
by operating the transistor at a higher collector current.
This is possible for the heterojunction transistor, since the peak f is maintained up to a collector current density of
4 x 10 A/cm . The results of this Jodification are illustrated in figure 2, along with
predictions of the gate delay as a function of fan-out.
It can be seen that the increase
in collector current has given rise to the expected improvement in gate delay, with the gate
delay for unity fan out decreasing to 8.6 ps.
This is a factor of 3.1 times faster than
that obtained for silicon.
Scaling the emitter width to sub-micron geometries is the most obvious way of reducinq the
capacitances associated with bipolar transistors and hence improving the performance.
The
results of t~is procedure are summarised in figure 3 for an ECL circuit incorporating
0.4 x 4.0 Wm transistors.
A comparison with the results in figure 2 indicates a marked
improvement in the gate delay for silicon technoloqy; 17.2 ps compared with 26.9 ps a, a
geometry of 1 pm.
This has come about largely through a rtduction in the intrinsic and
In contrast, scaling the emitter width of the
extrinsic base resistance time constants.
AlGaAs/GaAs transistor ha, liven onlj a marginal itnrovement in the gate delay, 11.4 ps
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This can be explained by noting that the reductions in capacitance
compared with 12.3 ps.
This has
obtained by scaling have been offset by increases in the series resistances.
occurred because contact resistance is the dominant component of most of these resistances,
Effective scaling of AlGa~s/ 2
and contact resistance increases as geometries are reduced.
than the value of 7 x 10 W2cm
GaAs transistors therefore requires lower contact resistances
used in this work.
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COMPARISON OF ECL GATE PERFORMANCES USING DIFFERENT HETEROJUNCTION BIPOLAR
TRANSISTORS PROCESS

J. DANGLA and D. HAVOND
Centre National d'Etudes des T6lcommunications, Laboratoire de

Bagneux, 196, rue H. Ravera, F-92220 Bagneux, France

R~sum6 - Les performances en commutation d'un transistor bipolaire A h~tdrojonction
GaAIAs/GaAs (TBH) sont examinees dans le cadre d'une application logique ECL A partir
d'un module de type sch~ma 6lectrique iquivalent. Ce module a 6t6 valid6 A l'aide de rdsultats exprimentaux. L'influence sur le temps de propagation des param tres de couche, des
r~gles de dessin et des proc~d~s technologiques est 6tudi~e. Les simulations montrent
l'existence d'un optimun A la fois sur l'6paisseur de base et sur la largeur du doigt
d'6metteur. Finalement la technologic la mieux adapt~e aux performances ultimes se rdv~le
tre la technologie mesa.
Abstract - The switching performance of GaAIAs/GaAs n - p - n Heterojunction Bipolar
transistors (HBT) has been investigated for Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) circuit operation
using a CAD model witch has been validated by experimental results. Switching time is discussed in conjunction with layer parameters, design rules, and technological process. The
simulation shows the existence of an optimun both for the base thickness and the emitter
width. Finally Mesa process give lower switching time than the implanted one.

1 -

INTRODUCTION

The HBT offers a unique combination of advantages. It drawns on existing bipolar logic integrated circuit
design and performances, the speed of GaAs and the gain enhancement of a wide hand gap emitter. The
aim of this paper is to optimize the HBT structure /1,2/ and proces- parameters in order to find the minimun delay time taking into account the technological state of the art. In this study the propagation delay
time is the only investigated parameter. A single - stage ECI. gate was employed as a vehicule for the simu,ationi work. The logic swing is 400 mV, and the current across the current source is 2 mA.
This work can be of a great interest in order to drive process investigations, find ulimate performances
compatible with technolgical process, find the best advanced process.
The HBT has been chosen because is is a very fast device. Maximun available frequency up to 150 Gltz
/3/, divider by four toggling at 22 GHz /4/ and switching time below 5 ps with ECL logic /5/ have been
reported, thus verifying the high potential of VIBT. The HBT have also high driving capability at low current and good threshold reproducibility. This advantages come from the bipolar device, the high mobility of
the gallium arsenide material and the possibilities given by emitter has heterojunction and deep proton
implantation. The epitaxial technique permits to have base grading, and modified collector structure which
decreases the total transit time.
Emitter coupled Logic has been chosen for the developement of the digital circuit in our laboratory because
it is the fastest, it have a good nose barging and it is widely used in silicon bipolar circuit design.
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The methodology used for the simulation is the following :the standard HBT fabricated in our laboratory is
chosen has the starting point of the simulation work, the influence on propagation delay time of each parameter separately is studied. Finally a global optimisation of the ECL gate is performed. The parameter have
been shared in three classes :layer parameters, design rules and technological process. The last parameter
permits to choose the advanced process which will be used. Figure 1 presents the schematic drawing of the
standard GaA1As/GaAs HBT developed in our laboratory. This structure is now used in the fabrication of
integrated circuit /6/. In order to have a good yield, the dimensions are quite still large in particular the
emitter base distance is 4 um while the emitter finger metallization size is 3 X 8 um 2 . On this device, the
base is contacted from the surface through the emitter layer by use of a Mg implantation. The base doping
level is only 5 1018 cm - 3 in order to avoid Be diffusion during the implantation annealing.
For the logic gate simulation work, a large signal CAD model /7/ based on the well known Ebers Moll
model has been developed. In order to reproduce the behaviour of the HBT, external diodes, recombination
diodes and external resistance are added. The input parameters of this model are the layers parameters, the
design rules and the technological process. This model has been widely validated by comparison with experimental results obtained either in our laboratory or already published.
2 - LAYER PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION
2 - I Doping levels optimisation
Figutre 2 shows the variation of the propagation delay time versus the different doping levels. On each curve
the dot represents the reference data parameter which corresponds to a delay time of about 160 ps. These
curves show that the delay time decreases when the emitter and collector doping levels raise and the base
doping level falls. Such variation can be easily explained by decrease of the junction capacitances when the
emitter and collector doping levels decrease; on the other hand, the base resistance decreases when the base
doping level increases. Some interesting information can be deduced from these curves. Firstly the base
doping level is the most interesting parameter on switching speed, secondly there is no significant change in
switching speed for emitter and collector doping levels smaller than 2 I0M° cm 3
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Figure 1 Schematic drawing of the standard
GaAIAs/GaAs HBT developed in our laboratory.

Figure 2 Variation of the propagation delay time
versus the different doping levels

2 - 2 Layers thickness
The next step is devoted to the study of thickness itfitience. The important point is the existence of an optimun for the base layer layer thickness which is in t-is case 0.4 urm This results of the opposite effects of
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this thickness on the base resistance and on the base transit time. At a thickness of 0.4 um the current gain
is very low and the ouput signal may be fall down for a fan out different to zero. So similar computation is
performed with a fan out at 1. The results are the same. The others thicknesses have no significant influence
on the switching performances.
2 - 3 Global optimization
Combining the previous optimizations of doping levels and layer thickness, the result of a global optimization is shown on figure 3. By use of a base doping level of 5 10 19 cm- 3, emitter and collector doping
levels of 2 10 1 6 cm -3, the propagation delay time has been reduced from 160 ps to less than 23 ps.
Furthermore, if the base thickness is optimized as shown previously, the delay time can be as low as 20 ps
using the large design rules of the reference HBT.
3 - DESIGN RULES OPTIMIZATION

Figure 4 represents the influence of the design rule on delay time. The most important parameter is the distance between the emitter and the base implantation because it directly influences the external base
resistance. The second important parameter is the emitter metalization width. Beyond two microns, its
reduction doesn't reduce the transit time. This result is important, because high performance HBT can be
processed with conventionnal lithography for ohmic contact realization. The two others distances, lateral diffusion of the implantation and the distance between emitter contact and mesa have a very low influence on
the delay time. This is due to the weak influence of the emitter base and collector base capacitance on the
delay time.
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Figure 4 Influence of the desigui rule on delay time.
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TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS OPTIMIZATION

Previous simulation have shown that the base resistance is one of the most important paratmeter for reducing
the delay time. In order to reduce the base emitter distance, self- aligned processes can he used. The first
one can be achieved by use of a refractory emitter metallization which is used as a mask for the base
implant. The base acces resistance is reduced by this way. Unfortunaly it presents the common disadvanltage
for all implanted technology to limit the value of the base doping level. The second one is to use the emitter
metallizauion to ass a k mask
to l.etchl the
layer and to obtain the self aligned double 7mesa technology.
lU
li emitter
a
it
It
andifficult is the selective etchuing of the GaAIAs/GaAs. In order to increase the performances. a deep
proton can be added into the external collector region which reduces the capacitance in this region.
On the table I are reported the optimized propagation delay times for various processe~s with and without
deep proton implantation. All process present very close results. The delay time of a notn self- aligned HBT
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process with very high base doping level (2 1020 cm - 3) is lower than both the implanted self- aligned process and double mesa self- aligned with base doping level smaller than 5 1019 cm- 3. The better result (7.7
ps) is obtained with the double mesa self- aligned process with deep proton implantation. For all process the
delay time pourcentage between the HBT process with and without deep proton does not exceed 18 %.
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Table 1 Optimized propagation delay times for various processes widi and without deep proton implantation.
S - SUMMARY
Emitter coupled logic gates is simulated and the influence on the delay time of each parameter is given. The
major parameters are the base doping level and the emitter base distance. There are two parameters which
present an optimun value : the base thickness and the emitter width. The emitter and collector doping
levels, the self aligned process, the deep proton implantation have a quite relative influence. Finally the minimun value of the transit time (7.7 ps) is obtained by double mesa technology with very high base doping
level.
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MICROWAVE POWER GaAs/AlGaAs HETEROJUNCTION BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR MODELLING

J.G. METCALFE, R.C. HAYES, A.J. HOLDEN and A.P. LONG

Plessey Research Caswell Ltd., Caswell, Towcester, Northants.,
GB-NN12 BEQ, Great-Britain

Ahstract - A hioh Dower heterojunction bipolar transistor has been desioned
anTd aricated. A model of this transistor has been develooed for the 3PICE
simulation oackace.
A orooram has been written to use SPICE to run
simulations on the model and calculate matchina conditions for optimum
outout Dower.

The aim of this work was to model HJRT power transistors and demonstrate their
advantaoe over Si hipolar and GaAs MESFETs. Microwave Dower transistors have
traditionally been of two tvoes: Si hioolar for hioher Dower applications and
GaAs FETs for hioher freouencv. In apolications such as radar systems at X-hand
and above, both hioh power and hiah freouencies are reouired and the GaAs/AlGaAs
hioolar heterojunction transistor offers a discrete devicc solution in these
arpas Fl].
Microwave Dower heterniunctior hionlar transistors have been fabricated from
hiah uniformity W)CVl GaAs/AlGaAs layers arown on 2 inch n+ substrates. A
multinle
interdioltated
emitter-base arranoement
is used to achieve hioh
current oneration (Fia. 1). The collector contact is formed on the back of the
thinned wafer. Base and isolation implants are used to maintain a near planar
surface aeometrv for the transistor. A key element of the transistor deslon is
the use of an extended metal contact scheme to eliminate dehiasino of the lona
emitter strinps (4gLx lAnO).
We have developed a laroe sional model for the Dower GaAs HJRT to run in the
SPICE circuit simulation oroaram. This is hased on Plessey's established SPICE
hinolar model and has been fitted to measurements made from prototype devices
manufactured at Caswell.
The SPICE model is shown In fioure 2. The transistor is biassed at a desired
collector current and collector-hasp voltace by means of the two current sources,
the use of which allows converoence of the output Dower in a low number of
periods. The matchino is achieved by series resistor, Inductor and capacitor
elements on the Inout and output circuit (Fio.?a). The basic SPICE transistor
model has been enhanced by includina distributed and non-ideal effects
appropriate for a laroe transistor structure (Fia.2h).
Provided that heat dfssioation is not a prohlem (pulsed ooeration), the main
limitations on the hlassino of the transistor and hence the available output
oower are the collector-base breakdown voltaoe and the maximum collector current
determined by the Kirk effect in the collector. The maximum collector current
2
density is set at rxlfl"A/cm by hiassino Ic to half that value (Fia.7a). This
value aarpes with thporetical considerations and device measurements. The
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breakdown condition is modelled by a separate SPICE sub-circuit (Fiq.2c). It is
modelled as an avalanche effect; the relationshios between the labelled values in
the diaoram are:

1I = V

X
X

I (diode)

ICB

v
I

=r

C

12 x I
I

(diode)

N

l-(VCR/VRR)

The vaiue of the breakdown voltaoe V was taken as 27V and the Dower, N, as 5 by
fittino to mpasuraments of open base and open emitter breakdown voltaaes.
The object of the modellina is to predict the values of input and outout
impedance which aive optimum output Dower. The prooram starts with values of
input and output impedance and calculates the output Dower at 1d8 aain
The impedances are varied and the maximum Dower is found usino a
compression.
minimisation routine. The 1d9 qain compression ooint is found each time by usinq
a root findino routine and comoarino the aain with the maximum value achieved.
The outout Dower is determined by usino SPICE to simulate the circuit and
determininq the Fourier component of the output voltaae waveform at the freouency
of interest. The curve of cain aoainst input power at the optimum impedance is
shown in fioure 3; the kink in the repion 30dRm, 5.3dB is due to the influence
of the breakdown effect.
The model currently predicts a Dower density of 4.3W/mm of emitter periphery for
This compares
common-emltter operation at 10 GHz, which is consistant with [I.
with up to IW/mm available from conventional Dower MESFFTs and a freouency limit
The real part of both the input and output
of 3rHz for power Si bipolar.
impedances was calculated to be 3.5 and 5.4ohms respectively, for a I.? mm
periphery. This simulation was performed with the transistor in the
common-emitter confiouration (Fia.2A) and operatina as class A amplifier, thouqh
the model can be used with any common terminal and in any class.
This work demonstrates the advantace of the GaAs/AlGaAs HJRT and shows that it is
oossihle to successfully model its operation and desion -pDropriate matchina
networks.
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NOISE OF GaAs DIODES
A. MOATADID, D. GASQUET, M. de MURCIA and J.P. NOUGIER
Centre d'Electronique de Montpellier (CNRS-UA 391). Universit6 des
Sciences et Techniques du Languedoc, F-34060 Montpellier Cedex, France

RESiU
Letude a faible polarisation d'une diode nnn• GaAs A profil de dopage reel montre, par
comparaison entre le bruit experimental et le bruit modelise. que lameconnaissance actuelle de lavariation
precise du coefficient de diffusion DE). en fonction du champ electrique E. peut conduire a une
modelisation erronnbe. en particulier des caracteristiques de bruit de composants GaAs Les profils de
champ electrique et de densite de porteurs libres, sont etudies egalement en mode d'oscillations Gunn
ABSTRACT By comparing experimental and modelled noise results of a n'nn" GaAs diode, we show that the
lack of precise knowledge on the variation of the diffusion coefficient D(E). versus the electric field E. may
lead to erroneous predictions, in particular as concerning the noise behaviour of GaAs devices The electric
field and free carrier density profiles are also studied in Gunn oscillation operating regime
I. INTRODUCTrON:
In spite of numerous studies of hot carriers in GaAs the variation of the diffusion coefficient D(E). versus
the electric field E is not well known ([II to [4) The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that this may lead to
erroneous prediction of the behaviour of devices, particularly as concerning noise characteristics For this
purpose, we shall model the simple but realistic case of n'nn" diodes,with a doping profile N(x)
2. STEADY STATE CHARACTERISTICS:
The devices modelled are about 10 pm long Then the classical transport equations may be used we do not
need using the dynamic equations for submicron devices, but one should of course take into account hot carrier
effects) The total current lt0 is then the sum of drift diffusion and displacement currents With obvious standard
notations this writes, with q = •16Xl0'-Cb V(x-0)-0 V(x-L )-VL'O. E(x)'0. v[Elx)!,0. I0
a}n(x tI
dE(x~t)
I(t)
-q nlx t v[E(x.t) A -q A D(E(xt)]
(1
ax
at
E~x.t
0 2 -qn ( x t)ND( X) ]
2)
dx
C
Eliminating nxlt) gives eq (3) wbere v and D stand for v!E(x.t 1:and D!EIx t)]
aE
E
dE
V Dg1dN x lDt)

at

ax2

alxC
C d
CA
In the present section. we are interested in studying Ihe steady state regime ({E/Xt=() We drop the diffusion
current, we found negligible From eq (3)we get then the lectric field profile E0(x) as a solution of
CA v1i,(x)! d
X) -qA ND( v[E.(z)!= ,1,
141
dx)
The diode extends from x.0 to x-L These points should be chosen far enough inside the n* electrodes, so that
the conduction is ohmic at x-0 and at x-L Ote should then have. since ND(x-0) - ND(x-L)
Eo(x-0}=)
Eo(x-L)

10 / IqA ND(-0)po(0)]

(5)

The first order differential equation (4) was solved, for a given value of the bias current IC using a
predictor-corrector method, with the initial condiiion given by eq (5) The characteristic field Ec and the
saturation drift velocity vs of the v(E) law (61. were taken as Ec -4 kV/cm and vs - I IX10 7 cm/s The discretization
step 6x was not constant The commercially available diode presented here, labelled G2. had an active thickness of
106 gim The origin x-O and the extremity x-L were taken 2 pm far from the n*n junction. hence L-14 6 jim The
diameter was 125 Vm. the ohmic resistance Ro-I IA. the ohmic mobility go-48 00 cm 2 ,'Vs
Figure I shows the doping profile of the diode G2, so as the electric field profiles obtained at different d c
current biases The electric field intensity always exhibits a spike, even at low bias
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As shown figure 2. the agreement, between the experimental and the computed lo(V 0 ) characteristics, is
excellent at every bias below the Gunn oscillation threshold
3. GUNN EFFECT:
For bias current higher than 200 mA, oscillations appeared, Itwas then interesting to model them. since we
had the tools, although a lot of work has already been done in that field (see for example [61).
For modeling the Gunn effect, one should take into account the output circuit namely a voltage supply eg(t)
in series with a resistor R. The time dependant regime is governed by eqs. (3), where E -E(x.t). and eq. (6):
L

E(xt) dx
and
V(t) e(t) - R(t)
(6)
0
eg(t) was assumed to be linear with t. from 0at t-Oto Eg at time 100 ps,and then constant. If the electric field profile
E(xz,.t) is known, at each point xi. at a given time t,a numerical integration gives V(t). then I(t) (eq (6)) A fourth
order predictor-corrector method gives then E(xit.6t). since the right hand side of eq. (3) is numerically known
V(t) --

The electric field profile at t-O is solution of eq (3), where l(t-0) -0 and OE/at-O. with the boundary
conditions given by eqs (5) and (6) This system can be easily solved using a double sweep iterative method.
As an example, results obtained in the Gunn oscillation regime are displayed figure 3 . The free carrier
density profiles. drawn every 10 ps on fig. 3a. show the formation and the propagation of domains, and fig. 3b
shows the time evolution of current through the diode
As a comparison, we show figure 4 the same quantities for a diode with a uniform doping profile in the
active n region the domains form in that case in a much more regular way than in the real diode (compare fig. 4&
and fig 3a) As a consequence, the current in the diode with a uniform doping (see fig. 4b) is much more
sinusoidal, with a period better defined.
4. NOISE MODELING AT LOW BIAS:
We are interested in modeling the "low frequency" noise. i e. at frequency lower than 100 GHz,
corresponding to time constants much larger than the dielectric relaxation time, below the Gunn oscillation
threshold then we start again from eq. (3) and we apply the impedance field method (7)First. eq (3)writes, when
neglecting the diffusion and the displacement currents
cA v1E(x.t0] Ext . q A ND(X) v[E(x.t01 - lit)
(7)
al
One then sets lit) - In- 61exp(i(sx) and E(xt) -E0(x) 8E(x)exp(iox) These expressions are carried into eq. (9) The
zero order terms give back eq (4)The first order terms give
daE(x)
E(x)- l x)
with
aix)-cAvo
and
b(x) -2 dvo
ix,
vo dE0
The quantities a(x) and b(x) are known, numerically,from section 2above The Green function of eq (9) can then
be found, leading to the impedance field VZ(x') given as
L
x

VZx-

(x') K(ixX) dx

x

with

K(xx') -exp-

b(u)du

au

(9)

The differential impedance Z. the noise voltage Sv and the noise current S, for diffusion noise, are then given by
L
L
Z - VZ(x') dx' ,
Sv -4 q2 A I lVZ(x')l 2 no(x') Do(x') dx'
and
S,-Sv/I Z 12
(10)
The variation of the differential impedance Z.versus the bias current lo. computed using eq.(10), is shown
fig 5 so as the differential impedance obtained by computing the derivative of the 1o(V 0 )characteristic Both
quantities are inexcellent agreement with the experimental differential impedance
As can be seen from eqs (10). the determination of the diffusion noise implies the knowledge of the
variation of the diffusion coefficient versus the electric field. Unfortunately. very few results have been
published in the litterature till now, as concerning GaAs (Il11. 1lto [101), and the results available differ quite
significantly Theoretical models also exhibit quite different variations of D(E) versus E. according to the values
chosen for the coupling constants ([4,1 (111 to [13) the results obtained are quite similar at low field. but differ by
a considerable amount at fields higher than 2 kV/cm.
Figure 6 shows the experimental noise of the diode G2, measured using a pulse technique in order to avoid
thermal heating We verified that the noise was white in the range 220 MHz - 10 GHz so that we actually deal with
diffusion noise Also are shown fig. 6 the theoretical noise computed through eq (10). using the variations [41)12i
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of D(E) available in the liUerature. As can clearly be seen on fig 6, the experimental and the computed results are
in good agreement at low bias. but none of the two theoretical models is able to account for experimental results at
higher bias. This figure clearly qhows that the noise predictions strongly depend on the variation law of D(E), and
can be quite erroneous according to the law choosen: this demonstrates the usefulness of a precise knowledge of
DNE). and also exhibits a lack of available data in the litterature as concerning GaAs.
Obviously. not enough precise data D(E) are now available, this determination needs both theoretical and
mostly experimental efforts. Of course, this effect, pointed out in the present paper in the case of diodes, also
remains valid in the case of any GaAs device exhibiting diffusion noise.
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PHOTOVOLTAIC INFRARED SENSOR ARRAY IN HETEROEPITAXIAL NARROW GAP
LEAD-CHRALCOGENIDES ON SILICON

J. MASEK, C. MAISSEN, H. ZOGG, S. BLUNIER, H. WEIBEL, A.
B. SPANGER,
H. BOTTNER* and M. TACKE*

LAMBRECHT*,

AFIF (Industry Research Unit) at Swiss Federal Institute of

Technology, ETH-Hdnggerberg, CH-8093 Zarich. Switzerland
.Fraunhofer-Institut fUr Physikalische Messtechnik, Heidenhofstr., 8,
D-7800 Freiburg, F.R.G.

Abstract - Linear arrays of photovoltaic IR-sensors for thermal imaging applications
have been fabricated for the first time in narrow gap semiconductor layers grown
heteroepitaxially on Si-substrates. Heteroepitaxy was achieved using intermediate
stacked CaF 2 -BaF 2 bilayers to overcome the large lattice- and thermal expansion
mismatch between Si and lead-chalcogenides. Sensors fabricated in narrow gap PbTe have
-5.7 &im cut-off wavelength at 90K and quantum efficiencies around 70%. Resistance-area
2
2
products are up to 500 Qcm with mean value of -150 Qcm for 66 element linear arrays,
well above the room temperature photon background noise limit. Sensor arrays with
shorter cut-off wavelength were fabricated in the same manner in epitaxial Pbl-xEuxSe
on fluoride covered Si-substrates.

INTROUCTION
The ultimate goal of infrared focal plane array (IR-FPA) development for thermal imaging
applications is a fully staring array with a flux integrating sensor for every image pixel. The
array includes signal multiplexing circuitries for processing the large numbers of simultaneously generated electrical signals. The preferred spectral range for such arrays are the
3-5 um or 8-12 um atmospheric window. Several approaches are currently being developed or
already applied towards this goal [1]:
- Extrinsic Si- and PtSi-sensor arrays with CCD read-out are fabricated in Si with standard
Si-processing. However, they require very low operating temperature, their useful spectral
range does not coincide with the atmospheric window and quantum efficiencies especially of
silicide sensors are very small.
- Thermal IR-detector arrays may operate at room temperature, but suffer from low sensitivity
and low speed. Hybrid combinations with Si-signal processing are needed.
- Intrinsic sensors fabricated in narrow gap semiconductors seem to be most suited for IRdetection. They have high quantum efficiencies, their cut-off wavelength can be tailored to the
specific application by using a suitable composition of ternary alloys, and they have lowest
noise allowing operation at higher temperatures compared to other types of sensors. However,
fabrication of signal processing circuitries in these materials is a very difficult task or
even impossible, especially for long wavelength materials. Therefore, most of the present focal
plane arrays with intrinsic sensors are realized in a hybrid manner: A Si chip containing the
multiplexing and read-out electronics is mated with a narrow gap semiconductor chip which
contains the linear or square array of sensors. Since an electrical connection is needed for
every pixel, such an approach becomes rather complicated and expensive for large 2-dimensional
arrays and is limited in the pixel size.
To combine the advantages of narrow gap semiconductors for IR-detection with the signal
processing capabilities of Si a fully monolithic approach would therefore be highly advanta-
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geous. In this presentation, we report on our new results towards this goal. We have grown
epitaxial narrow gap lead-chalcogenide layers (PbTe and Pbl-xEuxSe) on Si-wafers by using
intermediate fluoride buffer layers and have realized whole sensor arrays for the 3-5 um range
in these structures for the first time.
We already described single IR-sensors fabricated in PbTe as well as in Pbl-xSnxSe on
fluoride covered Si-substrates which exhibited cut-off wavelengths up to -9.5 um and which
operated near or at the background noise limit (BNL) for room temperature radiation [2]. A
stacked intermediate CaF 2 -BaF 2 buffer layer was used to obtain epitaxy of the desired quality
because such graded fluoride buffers allow to overcome the large lattice as well as thermal
expansion mismatch [3] between the Si-substrate and top semiconductor layer which may be a
IV-VI lead-chalcogenide [4], a II-VI-compound [5] or even a further material. The lattice mismatch between PbTe and Si is 19,. while the thermal expansion coefficients are different by a
factor of 7. A further reason why we use fluoride intermediate buffer layers is that bulk BaF 2
single crystals have been successfully used by different groups as a substrate for epitaxial
growth of lead-chalcogenides and fabrication of photovoltaic sensors in these layers [6.71.
EXPERIMENTAL
Si(1ll) wafers were used for the present work since fluoride growth is easiest with this
orientation. However, we have recently grown lattice mismatched CaF 2 -SrF 2 -BaF 2 stacks on
(lO0)Si-wafers [8] too, which is the preferred orientation for CMOS-technology. The substrates
were cleaned using a modified Shiraki method which needs an in situ anneal up to -900C for
-5 min immediately prior to deposition (This step can be omitted by using a low temperature
cleaning procedure [9]). A stacked CaF 2 -BaF 2 buffer layer of -2000 A thickness was grown first
by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at substrate temperatures up to 700'C. Approx. 3 am thick PbTe
layers were then deposited at -400*C by a hot-wall-epitaxy (HWE) method in a separate system.
Ternary PblxEuxSe was grown by MBE on the fluoride covered substrates. Arrays of photovoltaic
IR-sensors were fabricated using vacuum deposited blocking Pb-contacts on p-type layers with
carrier concentrations in the low 1017 cm-3 range. Ohmic contacts were applied by Pt-sputtering. Fig. 1 shows the layout of the array. It consists of 66 elements arranged in a staggered
way with active areas of 50 x 100 um2 of the individual sensors. Electrical isolation of the
fan-out pattern to the Si-substrate is performed with evaporated polycrystalline BaF 2 . Illumination is from the backside through the IR-transparent Si-substrate and CaF 2 -BaF 2 -layer. Due to
the high permittivity of lead-chalcogenides, the width of the space charge region is only a few
tenths of a um. No surface passivation layer or antireflection coatings was applied for
simplicity.

K\\\\\ P-b

F2~

y °F

Pb

Fig. 1. Layout of linear photovoltaic IR-sensor arrays on Si-substiates with epitaxial leadchalcogenide layers and step graded fluoride buffers. The active area below the Pb-blocking
contact is indicated by a dashed line.
PHOTOVOLTAIC PbTe ON Si ARRAYS
Figs. 2 and 3 show the I-V-characteristics and spectral response of a typical PbTe sensor
at 90K and 200K. respectively. At 90K. the differential resi tance at zero bias is Ro - 8 MQ,
which corresponds to a resistance-area product RoA - 400 QIcm4. The spectral responses merely
reflect a constant quantum efficiency up to the cut-off wavelengths but modulated due to
interference effects. The cut-off wavelengths are about 5.7 um and 4.6 um at 90K and 200K,
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respectively, due to the positive temperature dependence of the bandwidth of lead-chalco-

genides. Measured absolute quantum efficiencies are -70%, which means that nearly every photon
which reaches the interior of the PbTe layer is registered.
In most arrays. q11 except I or 2 elements are properly working and have resistance-area
products above 50 flcmc at 85. Highest values are RoA - 500 Slcm 2. while the mean resistance
area product of a whole array is typicall1y I150Q cm2 at 85K (the lowest temperature attainable
in the cryostat used for the measurements). These values are up to 2 orders of magnitude above
the BNL-limit for room temperature radiation, but still appreciably lower than the best values
reported for photovoltaic PbTe sensors on bulk BaF 2 -substrates (6] or state of the art IRsensors with comparable cut-off wavelength and operating temperature [1]. but which are of
course not monolithically fabricated on Si-substrates. However, since most of the fabrication
steps were performed with rather crude techniques, still much improvement seems possible.
The temperature dependence of the resistance-area product indicates a depletion limited
noise current behaviour below 250K and a satisfactory agreement with the experimental data is
obtained assuming a temperature independent Shockley-Read recombination lifetime of 2 ns. This
lifetime is high enough to allow carrier diffusion over the few microns needed for colliction
(
of most of the photogenerated carriers. Above 250K, the RoA products fall below 0.1
cm but
come close to the theoretically calculated diffusion limit. Details on these measurement will
be published elsewhere.

PtOTOVOLTAIC PblxEux S ON S1 ARRAYS
While Pbl_xSnxSe is suitable for sensors for wavelengths above 7 U. shorter variable cutoff wavelengths are covered with PbSl_xSe x and Pbl_xEuxSe. A large number of investigations
have been performed with PbSl_xSe x Schottky barrier sensors on bulk BaF 2 substrates [6.7] but
not with PblxEuxSe. We therefore investigated sensors of this material in some preliminary
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Fig. 4. I-V-characteristics and spectral response (in Amps/WatL scale) for a typical Pbl_xEuxSe
photovoltaic sensor on Si at 85K.
experiments. We found that Pb indeed forms barriers on p-type layers, and that whole arrays on
fluoride covered Si-substrates work consistently. Fig. 4 shows an I-V-characteristics of a
typical Pb. g8 Euo 0 2Se sensor element of an array with the same lay-out as shown in Fig. 1.
2
True recti fying behaviour is observed. RoA values are -2 cm , which is rather low for this
temperature. However, this differential resistance is already attained at 200K and becomes
independent of temperature below. The reasons for this saturation are not kncwn at present. The
cut-off wavelength is about 3.8 "m at 85K, in accordance with the expected value resulting from
the chemical composition x-O.02 chosen. Shorter cut-off wavelength down to 2 vm are feasible by
increasing the Eu-content [10].

CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that photovoltaic lead-chalcogenide on Si IR-sensor arrays for the
3-5 urm range can be fabricated reproducibly and with sensitivities well above the background
noise limit.
Growth temperatures are below -700C for deposition of the buffer layer needed to maintain
epitaxy and below -400*C for growth of the narrow gap semiconductor layer and the further
fabrication steps. The processing appears compatible to active silicon substrates which contain
signal processing electronics, thus opening the way to a heteroepitaxial, but fully monolithic
approach of IR-focal plane arrays.
The 8-12 um range can be covered with PblxSnxSe and by using the same technique as we
already demonstrated with single photovoltaic PbSnSe on Si sensors [2]. Shorter variable cutoff wavelengths between 2 urm and 7 mrnare attained with PbSlxSex or Pbl-,EuxSe.
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SURFACE PLASMON POLARITON ENHANCED LIGHT EMISSION AND PHOTORESPONSE IN
SCHOTTKY DIODES
A. KOCK, W. BEINSTINGL and E. GORNIK
Institute for Experimental Physics, University of Innsbruck,
A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria

Abstract - We have investigated the light emission from forward and reverse
biased sinusoidally structured Ag/n-GaAs Schottky diodes. These Schottky
junctions provide increased light emission due to the radiative decay of excited
surface plasmon polaritons, resulting in drastically enhanced quantum efficiency.
Conversely surface plasma modes excited at the surface of a semiconductor-metalinsulator structure provide selective coupling of light into the semiconductor with
increased quantum efficiency. It is shown, that Schottky diodes can be used as
photodetectors selective to polarization, frequency and angle of incident light.
I - INTRODUCTION
For applications in numerous technical fields there is a great demand for selective
emission and detection of visible light. Schottky barrier devices, such as Ag/n-GaAs
junctions, can be used both as light emitters, when appropriately biased /1,2,3/, and as
photodetectors, when exposed to light. If the surface is periodically structured, surface
plasma modes (SPM) can be excited at the metal-air interface. The coupling condition
is

kL=

sin 0=kspM

nkg

27r
with kL the wavevector of incident light, kSPM the wavevector of SPM and kg =Tthe
grating vector; n is an integer. P-polarized light (magnetic field vector parallel to the
grating) can excite only transverse magnetic modes (TMi, i = mode index), s-polarized
light can excite only transverse electric modes (TEi). As the excitation of these modes
depends strongly on wavelength, polarization and angle of incident light, the basic idea
is to use these modes both for selective coupling of light into and out of the
semiconductor. In emission experiments we confined to the TMo mode, in photoresponse
to TMo and TEO modes.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS
We present results from sinusoidally structured Ag/n-GaAs Schottky diodes
providing both increased light emission and enhanced photoresponse due to the
excitation of SPM. The sinusoidal gratings were fabricated holographically on
photoresist and subsequently transferred to GaAs substrates by reactive ion etching. The
Schottky junctions are formed by a Ag top layer (thickness 30 nim, 6 mm2 area)
evaporated on n-GaAs substrates. The geometry of the samples used is shown in the
insert of Fig. la. The amplitude of the grating was H = 25 nm and the period
A = 650 nm. The investigations of the emission spectra and the photoresponse
measurements were performed at room temperature.
The emission intensity of a reverse biased Ag/n-GaAs Schottky diode (current
80 mA) as a function of wavelength is plotted in Fig. la. Curve (a) represents the
emission spectrum of a flat junction at angle 0 = 00. The emission spectrum is
broadband and completely unpolarized. Curve (b) shows the spectrum of s-polarized
light emitted from a structured Schottky diode at angle V= 00. The s-polarized emission
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Fig. 1 a - Emission spectra of a.reverse biased Ag/n-GaAs junction. Curve (a) shows
the spectrum of an unstructured junction. Curve(b) shows the s-polarized spectrum of a
structured junction at 0 = 00. Curves (c) and (d) show p-polarized emission spectra at
0 = 00 and 100.
Fig. 1 b - Emission spectra of a forward biased structured junction at 0 = 180. Curve (a)
shows the p-polarized, curve (b) the s-polarized emitted light.

spectrum of the structured sample (curve (b)) has the same characteristics as the
emission spectrum of the unstructured sample (curve(a)). Curve (c) and (d) replesent
the p-polarized emission spectra at angles of 9 = 00 and # = 100, respectively.
The p-polarized emission maxima are due to the radiative decay of the
TMO mode at the A;-air interface. For an unambiguous interpretation we have
calculated the dispersion relation of the TMO mode at a Ag-air interface and found good
agreement with the experimental values.
Fig. lb shows the electroluminescence spectra of the same Ag/n-GaAs Schottky
diode when forward biased (current 100 mA). At an angle of 180 the wavelength of the
TMo mode (A = 862 nm) coincides with the energy of the bandgap of GaAs. Curve (a)
represents the emission spectrum of p-polarized light, curve (b) of s-polarized light.
In addition to the known SPM excitation processes (hot electron mechanism /4/,
conversion of slow-mode plasmons to fast-mode plasmons /5/), we found a third process
responsible for the observed emission spectra. We interpret the light emission process for
reverse and forward bias by the same physical mechanism: Photons generated in the
GaAs substrate with emission angle larger than the critical angle of internal total
reflection (160) can excite a TMO mode, which decays radiatively due to the presence of
the grating. Therefore via excitation of the TMo mode more photons are coupled out of
the semiconductor resulting in drastically enhanced quantum efficiency (QE). For a flat
junction we obtained in reverse bias an external QE of 1. 10 7 . For a corrugated junction
the QE is 7 times larger. In forward bias excitation of the TMO mode resulted in
enhancement of the QE by a factor 2.
In addition we have investigated the photoresponse of the same devices when
either the TMO modes or the TEO modes are excited.The excitation of these modes can
be detected by investigation of the reflectance and photoresponse spectra of the diodes. If
a SPM is excited, a narrowband dip occurs in the reflectance spectrum, whereas the
photoresponse shows a maximum /6,7/. This is due to the energy transfer of the incident
light to SPM. The electromanetic field of the SPM penetrates the metal film and
generates electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor. These additional carriers enhance
the photocurrent and therefore narrowband maxima are observed in the spectral
response.
The TMO mode can be excited with p-polarized light at the metal-air interface of
an uncoated Schottky diode. Fig. 2a shows the reflectivity (A) and the photoresponse
(B) of a uncoated, structured Ag/n--GaAs junction as a function of wavelength at an
angle of incidence 9= 100 for p- and s-polarized light (solid and dashed line,
respectively). The dips and maxima are due to the excitation of the TM0 mode.
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Fig. 2 a - Reflectivity and photoresponse spectra of an uncoated Ag/n-GaAs detector
(TMo mode excited) at 0 = 100. P-polarized: solid line, s-polarized: dashed line.
Fig. 2 b - Reflectivity and photoresponse spectra of a coated (MgF 2 , thickness 250 nm)
Ag/n-GaAs detector (TEo mode excited) at t= 100. S-polarized: solid line,
p-polarized: dashed line.
To excite the TEo mode with s-polarized light, the device has to be coated with a
dielectric layer. Fig. 2b shows the reflectivity (A) and photoresponse (B) of a coated (i.
e. MgF 2, thickness 250 nm), structured Ag/n-GaAs junction, when excited with s- and
p-polarized light (solid and dashed line). The linewidth of the TE0 mode has been found
to be smaller than that of the TMo mode. The QE of the device, when the TMo modes
are excited, is higher (14%) than in the case of TEO modes (11%). The best result found
until now has been a QE of 31% at TMo resonance. The best signal to background ratio
was 7:1 for TM0 and 5:1 for TEo modes.
3 - APPLICATIONS
For technical applications the signal to background ratio of 7:1 is not sufficient
for quantitative measurements. We have developed a method which improves the ratio
to 50:1. The idea is to illuminate two detectors by the same light, but excite a SPM only
on one of them. The two signals are subtracted from each other, and the remaining
background is nearly zero. Two adiacent detectors were Droduced on the same snhstrit.
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Fig. 3- Spectrometer formed by an array of identical detector pairs. The dashed lines
represent the photoresponse maxima due to TMo mode excitation of several detectors.
The full lines show the photoresponse peaks after subtraction of the background signals.
The improvement of the signal to background ratio is evident.
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one of them was coated with MgF 2 . The TMo resonance of the coated detector is shifted
to longer wavelengths and thus the two detectors cannot produce a TMO signal at the

same wavelength.
An application of these detectors is shown in Fig. 3. Ten identical pairs of
detectors (one with grating and one without grating) were produced on one substrate by
photolitographic techniques. Divergent light is incident at different angles on each pair.
So on each detector pair the SPM resonance occurs at different wavelength and the arrayI
can serve as a simple, integrated spectrometer.
Small scale integration of the detectors can be realized by using standard
technology. Various applications in several technical fields are possible, such as color,
pattern and image recognition, optical data transfer, and spectroscopy of short light
pulses.
Concerning selective light emission, further work on combinin~g SPM excitation
with light emitting devices is under progress. The QE of LED heterostructure devices
night be enhanced by the use of an appropriate sinusoidal grating. Application to laser
heterostructure devices seems to beome posssible.
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THE HOT-ELECTRON PROBLEM IN SUBMICRON MOSPET

W. HANSCH, M. ORLOWSKI

and W. WEBER

Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Microelectronics,
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Mdfnchen, F.R.G.

ABSTRACr - A review of the hot electron problem in MOSFET is given. This includes Key experime tal features, the
problem of modelling hot carrier transport in Si and SiO 2 after injection into the oxide, and an evaluation of technological
measures to obtain hot carrier resistant structures.
1)
INTRODUCTION:
Long-term stability is a key to the successful design of a MOSFET in the submicron regime. An important factor in achieving this aim
is a quantitative analysis of hot electron effects. Hot carrier induced damage was known long before the submicron region was entered.
Here we deal with the always present high energetic electrons (holes) that can surmount the Si/SiO 2 barrier of 3.2 (4.8) eV and then
get trapped in the oxide. These charges now interfere with the controlling gate and will produce threshold shifts, transconduction
changes, saturation current modifications etc. It is clear that all this can only be tolerated to a certain degree if the device is to operate
properly in its circuit environment.
Secondly, we have the influence of the elevated fields on the carrier transport and the carrier injection into the oxide. It is a well known
fact that the conventional drift diffusion approximation is only valid for small current levels, e.g. close to the thermal equilibrium.
The link between the latter and the former is that Poisson's, contiauit,

and current equations provide carrier distributions and
electrical fields which are used to calculate the carrier injection into the oxide.
To prevent the undesired effects of hot-eectron damage, a careful analysis of the experimental material is indispensable in an early
state of device development. Measurement and simulation, as an analytic tool, have to go hand in hand.
There is quite a variety of effects caused by hot-electron (carrier) injw.ition. Trapped electrons and/or holes in the oxide (0 ox), fast
surface states at the Si/SiO 2 interface (Nit), series resistance effects in LDD, mobility degradation due to oxide charges, time evolution
of damage, etc. To monitor all these phenomena there are only four terminal currents measurable in a MOSFET: Source, drain, bulk,
and gate current. Because of the high degree of complexity it is absolutely essential to have sufficient experimental data.
In the next chapter this review we will address the key experimental features for a hot-carrier analysis and their evaluation. In Chapter
III a detailed discussion will be presented on modelling hot-electron effects on the basis of the drift-diffusion approximation and its
extensions. In Chapter IV we will discuss how simulation is used to prevent hot-electron damage in submicron MOSFET structures.
THE HOT-CARRIER EFFECT FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL STANDPOINT
In the real operation environment, devices can change their properties to such a high degree that the functioning of the whole circuit
may be affected after a certain
time of operation. An example of this is shown in Fig. 1. The current-voltage behaviour and as a
consequence the current-time path are changed after a certain time of operation.
In order to compare different technologies with respect to their hot-carrier stability the question of the right parameter arises. One
may propose the threshold voltage shift at VG - VD = 5V to qualify a technology as was done some time ago, since this is a circuitrelevant parameter. However, technological developments require a fI evaluation of the stability so that sensit
parameters were
sought at the expeme of circuit relevance, since the aforementioned one is not sufficiently sensitive. Empirically it was found that the
characterization of the damage at low drain voltage, in the linear region, can provide the desired fa evaluation of device stability
(Later on it turned out that for the inverter operation these new linear region parameters are very relevant and in fact proportional to
the frequency shift of an inverter chain I/).
Now the question arises whether we can, having found sensitive characterization parameters, immediately proceed to heuristic
optimizationa of tehnolog parameters? Is there a conclusive way to obtain optimal drain proldes and oxide growth conditions to
design a device with a highhot-carrier stability without a detailed physical understanding?
II)
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The issue has been approached in moat labs in a more or les empirical way. However, a physical insight into degradation phenomena
can provide guidance for optimization, accelerating it and making it more effective. This approach will be addressed in Chapters M
and IV. Furthemore, the danger is too great that without understanding the physical background, false conclusions about stability are
drawn for the operating conditions which can never be used in stress tet experiments because of the slowing down of the hot-carrier
effect at low operating voltages. As a consequence we conclude that a detailed understanding of the hot-carrier effect is necessary.
A second question arises: how far are we in understanding hot-carrier effects? Have we understood the basic features of the hotcarrier effect or are we still right at the beginning? In the following we try to obtain an answer to this question on the basis of a few
expemental emamples. These examples led to understanding but new open questions arose.
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Fig. 1: ID(VGVD) - characteristics before (full lines) and
after (broken lines) a hot-carrier stress. A conventional
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Fig. 2: Degradation vs. stress gate voltage is shown for
devices as in Fig. 1 (open symbols) and devices from the
same process but without a final nitride passivation (full
symbols).

1) A few years ago a number of puzzling degradation results for different conventional n-MOSFETS led to a degradation model /2/ in
which electrons ad holes play an important part in explaining the resulting degradation. Holes are injected and trapped inside the
oxide close to the interface and fixed positive charge is formed (visible by a positive Agm/gm in Fig. 2). Injected electrons are trapped
with a large cross-section (due to Coulomb interaction) at the trapped holes and interface states are formed. These are evident through
their negative charge in the negativeag/g m branch in Fig. 2. A simple theory using rate equations was set up giving a reasonable fit to
the experimental data with a proper choice of the two parameters of hole trap density and electron capture cross section. This model
not only worked for different conventional MOSFETs (Fig. 2). but also for modern devices with reduced drain field such as LDD and
DID.
Recently, however, R. Belles et al. /3/ performed charge pumping measurements on devices under hole conditions (low VG) and
discovered the direct formation of interface states at the hole-injection condition. They claim that the subsequent electron injection
merely causes a charge compensation. In order to decide finally on these findings, more data, especially space and energy resolved
charge pumping measurements and 2D-simulations, are needed. Furthermore, essential features of the previous model, like the
importance of the hole injections, are not questioned. - Nevertheless we can state that a precise degradation mechanism still remains
unsettled.
2) A few years ago a relation ship between the lifetime and the substrate current of a device was found by Takeda and Suzuki /4/ and
explaied by C. Hu et al /5/. Although derived from an electron injection model, the result is also valid for a hole-injection model W. In
Fi. 3 typical results are shown for different techaologies, both LDD and conventional ones with a slope of 2.9 on the doublelogarithmic scale. Agreement with the theory is good.
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However, data have recently beei measumd at LDD devices which show a much steeper slope around 5 which cannot be explained by
this theory (Fig. 3). Neither a technological reason is known for this difference nor a satisfactory physical explanation available for this
phenomenon.
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is not easy to decide this question on the basis of electrical measurements alone, ad surely the results will be different for different
technologies. Recently Schwerin et al. 7 have performed careful comparisons of 21) simulations and electrical data including the
effects of stress-generated surface charges. This work revealed the complicated interplay of different types of oxide charges on drain
and substrate currents. The essential result is this: without complicated simulations, statements on Nit and Qox can be made just by
looking at ID (VG- VD) ad 'sub (VG, VD) characteristics together. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4. An n-channel MOSFET
shows a decreasing drain current but an increasing substrate current. This cannot be explained by a mobility effect since this would not
lead to an increased substrate current. Fxed negative charges would essentially lead to a parallel shift of the ID (VG) characteristics.
Only acceptor-type interface states can explain changes of the curves in Fig. 4 satisfactorily.
Meanwhile, the experiment has brought new and puzling results. Can we explain the behaviour shown in Fig. 5 with the above
method? Here the ID (VG) curves before and after hot-hole stress intersect, possibly due to a combination of mobility and potential
effects.
In the preceeding paragraph, several results and new questions have been discussed, showing that our understanding of the hot-carrier
effect is more or less at an early state and fragmentary. These questions can become important for the way the device stability under
operating conditions is extrapolated or calculated, especially for the coming generations of devices. There the safety margins will be
further decreased as the technological possibilities are most likely exhausted.
ill)

HOT-ELECTRON MODELLING

The ultimate aim of hot-electron modelling is to reduce the hot carrier damage by choosing an optimal device structure. As a very first
step to accomplish this task, models enabling the experimental data to be verified must be developed on the basis of the relevant
physics. The key idea is to incorporate simple, but physically appropriate models into a realistic simulation program that allows to
consider technologically relevant structures. This requires that source/drain and channel doping profiles to be accurately known.
Process simulation, which itself is supported by experimental techniques to verify the doping profiles, can provide this data/g/. Another
technological aspect concerns the quality of the oxide to be taken into account, in the gate and spacer regions. It is generally believed
that near the gate edge the oxide quality decreases due to mechanical stress and/or implantation damage. The degradation properties
certainly depend sensitively on the trap distribution in the oxide.
The problem of hot electron-modelling splits into two parts: (a) Calculation of the internal distributions in the device in the presence
of very high fields; and (b) calculation of the parasitic effects such as oxide injection and charge transport in the oxide, that eventually
lead to trapped charges which interfere with the controlling gate. The simulation can be used to analyze degraded samples to get
information about the amount and location of the trapped charges. Or the degradation process itself, can be monitored.
We will initially discuss a modified description of carrier transport which is appropriate for submicron structures:
A)

EXTENDoPD DRsFr-DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION

In an ideal device the field and carrier distributions are the solutions of the following semiconductor equations with appropriate
boundary conditions.
div(CE) = -q(n-p+C)

divJ-

-

diw1.p +

.1- =

(Ili.)

!I 21n
d- -t=

G-R

(lll.2a)

-1 2P

R-G

(ll.2b)

qp,,nE+qD,gradn

(l1.3a)

= qappE-qDpgradp

(1l1.3b)

Poisson's equation Eq. (111.1) and the continuity equations Eq. (lll.2a/b) are justified by classical electrodynamics and arc valid as long
as fluctuations in the system are negligible. The current equations Eq. (lll3a/b) are based on the general assumption valid in
macroscopic systems that the particle current has a field driven drift term and a concentration gradient driven diffusion term/S. A
justification of the current equations Eq. (1ll3a/b) can be given by the Boltzmann equation if only small deviations from thermal
equilibrium are considered. In this case the momentum relaxation time rm is not field dependent and therefore the mobility irVpis a
constant and Einstein" s relationship hold91/.
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(111.4)

qD/p =
The quasi-Fermi potential
0

J-

=

is now a very useful concept for transforming the current equations.

-qt.ngradV,.

(lll.5a)

qg~pgradi,

(111.5b)

JP

It was, however, realized long ago that the linear response regime isnot sufficient to obtain satisfactory results for MOSFET.Velocity
saturation had to be included to explain the experimental data. This was done by replacing the mobility in Eq. (I15) by a field
dependent function linip (F.). The choice of the saturation force F,,p is not unique and has been disputed in the literature/10. Of
several possibilities Fn/p - Igrad.t./pI is the most often used. Replacing V by a field-dependent mobility already takes a situation
in which the electrons (holes) are no longer in equilibrium with the lattice partly into account . The physical reason for this is the onset
of optical phonon scattering of carriers with elevated energies. Optical phonons carry away some of the energy that the carriers gain in
the electrical field. For very high fields this scattering process is no longer sufficient to maintain thermal equilibrium. As a consequence
the carriers will have an elevated average energy compared with that of the phonons and their average velocity will saturate because
optical phooons randomize the motion of the carriers very effectively. Therefore if phonon scattering inhigh fields is properly taken
into account an increased carrier temperature has to be included.
Assuming a drifted Maxwellian as an Ansatz for the microscopic distribution function Ininx-and k-space,

f(x,k) = exp(- C(k)

k-V- (x)
kT(X)

(111.6)

intheBoltzmann equation Blotekjar/1l
/obtained an alternative
setof transport
equations by using the moment method. Blotckjars
equations quoted forone carrier
type, thestationary
state,
and an isotropic
system are

1

= qt~nE + -lgrad(E-nmvd3)

(111.7)

5 E-nmv.2/5

=

-'E-diwv

(111.9)

Blotekjar does not consider the determination of the momentum (TM) and energy (T. ) relaxation times. These have to be suitably
chosen and added to complete the formulation. This and the need to add the missing heat current in Eq. (111.8), are the major
drawbacks of this formulation. By now there is clear evidence that a drifted Maxwellian is a poor approimation of the distribution
function/12/. Before we discuss the physical contents of Eqs. (111.7 - 111.9) we will present the results obtained by one of the authors.
Because the drifted Maxtwellian is a poor approximation, Hinsch and Miura-MattauschlN proceeded differently. Utilizing the
moment method for the Boltzmann equation tswell their approach focuses on the stif-consistency
in the four lowest moments of the
distribution functions, which are: n, j, e , It . This isachieved by expressing the distribution function as:

f(x,k)

= ct(k)n(x)

+ P(k)J(x )

+ ly(h_)E(x) + 6(_i)ye(x)

(1.o

They derived an alternative setof equations to Eqs. (111.7 -111.9) that reads:

2
= qlsnE + -1Agrad(E)

-

E-E.

vEgrad(-)

i--div(

(1ll.11)
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In addition they can also provide the mobility V and energy relaxation time r c in a self-consistent way:

I

= A + B Tr

1

(111.14)

const.

1

(111.15)

Here A, B and - 0 no longer depend on the active variables n, I CZand v_ . The heat current, the second term on the right side of Eq.
(111.12), does not vanish. Although its actual form depends on the truncation scheme of the moment method, it is constructed such that
it is exact for small disturbances from equilibrium.
Eqs. (111.7- 111.9)and Eqs. (111.11
- 111.15)
constitute possible extensions of the classical drift-diffusion Eqs. (111.3a
b). Both contain a
finite energy relaxation time "rE , which is the characteristic time for the energy transfer from the carrier system to the lattice. In the
classical drift- diffusion approximation the carriers transfer their excess energy instantaneously to the lattice, which means TE = 0.
Therefore the carrier system remains in thermal equilibrium with the lattice. However, in real systems momentum changes occur more
frequently than energy losses, the system will heat up. Comparing the current Eq. (1113) with Eq. (111.7)or Eq. (111.11)we notice that
the diffusion current is now driven by the energy gradient. The current Eq. (111.7) agre with Eq. (111.11)if the kinetic energy n1 in 2
is small compared to the total energy C. This is the case if the variation of the electric field over a distance VdTr€ < 100 A is
moderate, which is anyway a limit of the classical field concept. Adding in Eq. (111.8)a suitable heat current and neglecting n I mv2
again Eq. (111.8)coincides with Eq. (111.12)for the energy current vc_ . More essential differences in their solution are attributed to
the models utilized for T M or p and -cc . Whereas in Eqs. (111.11- 111.15)they are included self-consistently, Eqs. (111.7- 111.9)
demand an input from other sources.
Before we discuss a possible influence on the device performance we would like to point out a possible simplification of Eqs. (111.11
111.15) which turns out to be very convenient for practical purposes. At first we generalizc the concept of the quasi-Fermi-potential,
which no longer constitutes the driving potential of the current. Instead we introduce a driving force F. for the current :
F,.

=

1
E + -grad(uT,n)
-

Here weuse

3

E =

(111.16)

n

_n

(111.17)

1. =qp.nF
Since the classical drift-diffusion approximation is justified as an expansion in y

we will now expand Eqs. (111.13) and (111.14) inE.

2

u...- = u-

+ -

11.18)

It-

uo.{l-~u
.(F.)t-n

]}(111.19)

As shown in 1151 9 and Q are negligible small contributions almost everywhere in the limit Fn.
> oo. Therefore Eqs. (111.18)
and (111.19) togcther with Eq. (111.16)constitute a singular perturbcd system which is solved to a very good approximation by the
reduced system. This is obtained by neglecting G and Q . Rewriting the reduced system we finally oblain:

1.

= q.nF
u.21A.u,
+
=t.

+t(2,

(111.20)
v

,
2

.'.

v..n

)

a,(111.22)

(111.21)
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Eqs. (111.20 -111.22) represent a iimplified version of Eqs. (mIfll .11.15).
All three alternatives for calculating the effect of an elevated carrier temperature on the carrier distribution and the electric field have
been realized in a numerical code. We thus find Eqs. (111.7. 111.9) with variations realized in /16,17/, Eqs. (111.11 - 111.13) together with
a simplified mobility model (which corresponds to the approximation which leads to Eqs. (111.20 - M.22)) in /18/, and finally Eqs.
(111.20 -111.22) are used by Hlnsch and Selberherr/g/.
All thes approaches have an enhanced diffusioa constant (coefficient of grad n) in common. This leads to an increased diffusion
current which causes the carriers to be pushed farther away from the surface and therefore reduces the surface concentratio:
whenever uT n < < uo .On the other hand, the sharp drop of the carrier density in the pinch-off region is, including energy balance,
less pronounced. However, for non-exotic MOSPET structures hot-electron effects will only little affect the peak electric field because
it is located near pinch-off where the free carrier density is low compared to the doping Therefore the redistribution of carriers does
not affect the solution of Poisson's equation. This modified carrier distribution will, however, influence the generation rate due to
impact ionisation and also the oxide injection of carriers. This is because both depend on the relative position of the maximum current
with respect to the marimum electric field (see Chapter IV). The influence on the I-V characteristic is small for a channel length L >
0.5 um, but depends on the mobility model,especially on the modelling of the gate field reduced mobility.
These remarks will dose the overview on possible and feasible extensions of the classical drift-diffusion approach.
B)
THE PARASITIC EFFECTS OF OXIDE INJECTION AND CHARGE TRAPPING:
We are now dealing with the carriers in the high energy tail and not with an average of the distribution function. If the energy range
considered is far above the average energy it can be modelled independently of the lower moments of the distribution function
discussed in the previous section. The problem is to estimate the number of carriers that can overcome the SiiSiO 2 barrier and to
calculate the distribution of electrically active trapped charge. This charge can either be present a fixed negative or positive charge
which is located away from the interface and only has a very weak coupling to the Si (slow states QoX) or is located in the vicinity of the
interface and has a strong coupling to the Si (fast interface states Nit). The charge on theNitis related to the position of the quasiFcrmi-level
t0n/pat the interface. The origin of these fast interface states is still heavily disputed. There is some evidence that a hole
trapping with a successive electron capture is a possible mcchanism/21. However, a model consistent with the experimental findings is
required if the degradation process is to be irivestigated/3/.
The second major problem is the calculation of the number of high energetic carriers in Si. The energetic range we are interested in is
1.2 eV (-50 kT) and higher. The average energy of the carriers that we can calculate with one of the approaches outlined above is of
the order of 10 kT, at room temperature. This permits an independent modelling of the high energy tail of the distribution function.
These carriers are experimentally accessible only indirectly by substrate and gate current measurements. Both currents test a different
energy range. The threshold energy for impact ionisation is between 1.2 eV...1.8 tV. For oxide injection an energy of 3.2 eV (4.8 eV)
for electrons (holes) is required. In contrast to the previous problem an explicit form of the distribution function in terms of space and
energy has to be known.
The lucky electron model is based on the Shockley mode 20/in which only those electrons are considered that follow the electric field
lines until they reach the required energy without experiencing a collision. This ballistic approach implies that scattering is weak. This
is not confirmed by Monte Carlo calculations/21/. In contrast, it is shown that once the particles exceed the energy of an optical
phonon wpO-60 meV scattering is very effective. Particles with E > > L opt are distributed very isotropically. The physical reason
for this is that strong optical phonon scattering randomizes the motion of the carriers and does not allow a path to be followed along
thc field line. An analytical solution of the Botzmann equation in the limit r > > wopt in a constant electrical field is available22l
and can serve as a foundation for further modelling effortst23/. Ridley24 established the lucky-drift-mode model which serves as a
bridge between the pure ballistic approach and the statistical approach by Keldysh. The principal ideas of how to model the high
energetic carrier distribution are developed for constant electric fields. The MOSFET provides a very inhomgencous field profile and
therefore models have to be developed that take account of the fact that the field varies over the ionization length dion - IJq E
/18.23,251.

A suitable model for the high energetic carrier distribution should be able to explain substrate and gate current. The substrate current
is easily calculated by introducing a generation rate due to impact ionisation on the right hand side of the continuity equation. The
situation is not so simple for the gate current. Once the carriers are injected into the SiO2 they will not necessarily end up at the gate
electrode to be detected as gate current. If for instance VD > > VC > Vlh there is a strong electron injection after the pinch-off
point in an n-channel device. However, the vast majority of these electrons will not reach the gate electrode because the electric field
opposes their motion. Nevertheless they can still be very effective in filling possible traps inthe oxide near the interface. A rigorous
approach to calculating the gate current can only be to consider the transport of the injected carriers (clectrons and/or holes) in the
gate oxide. This can still be done by using a modified drift-diffusion approach because a stationary state of carriers and field exists for
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the oxide thickness used in submicron MOSFET (to. > 8 an). It has to be taken into account, however, that the injected carriers are
far away from a stationary stale with the gate field. They need a distance of 3 am to relax to the oxide fleld6.
Once the transport PbM in the oxide is solved the distribution of carriers in the oxide region is known. This is the precondition for
studying the development damage caused by different mechanisms of trapping and detrapping of charge in the oxide. At this point,
enter certain assumption of the trap distribution in the oxide (odde quality, material properties) and models how this traps are active.
A very important feature here is the time development of a static stress experiment. Several attempts to study this can be found in the
literatre2,2'7. However, none of thee takes into account the feedback of the trapped charges into the electric field in Si, which in
turn will modify the number of injected cariers36/. Th is especially important if high-voltage, short-time stress is compared with low.
votage, long-time stress.
Another feature that can be studied if the correct distribution of carriers in the oide is known, is the drift of carriers into regions of
low injection but high trap density. An example is given by trapped charges above the n'-region in a LDD device. These are
responsible forsa series resistance degradation.
IV)
OPTIMIZATION OF SOURCK(DRAIN STRUCTURES
After having considered the experimental degradation data and theoretical aspects of hot electron modelling we turn in th;s section to
the question of how an efficient design of a refined source/drain structure can improve the device lifetime. Most concepts aimed at
improving the device reliability have focused first on the reduction of the lateral electric field strength by making the p-channel to n + drain transition less abrupt. These concepts are represented by phosphorus, and arsenic-phosphorus source/drain junctions /28/, and
most prominently and successfully by the liHtly doped drain (LDD) structure /29/. The LDD region is introduced between the pchannel and n +-drain to spread the high electric field at the drain-pinch-off region. This measure diminishes the impact ionization and
consequently reduces both the substrate current and hot carrier injection into the gate and sidewall spacer oxide.
However, a number of puzzling effects have recently been identified in LDD structures and explained by Orlowski Ct al /30,31/ which
render device optimization more difficult. The new effects can be attributed to additional, LDD-specific, peaks of the lateral field in
addition to the well-known conventional peak at the lateral drain junction.
The LDD peaks are caused by a sudden variation in vertical band bending, at the silicon surface due to the rapid decrease of the gate
field strength beyond the gate edges. On the drain side the situation is aggravated by the fact that for small gate-drain overlaps
(depending on LDD concentration) the conventional and LDD field peak are no longer separated but overlap, and as result of this
enhance one another considerably. This enhancement of both peaks is detrimental to the device reliability for two reasons: i) the
enhanced lateral fields are located just at the surface where they heat up the carriers, thus facilitating injection into the oxide; ii) the
enhanced field peak islocated at least partly under the spacer oxide, which is probably of lower quality than the gate oxide and thus
displays an increased cross section to capture and trap the injected carriers. The oide damage is locally distributed above the nregion. The relevant surface states and/or fixed charges deplete the surface of the n'-region and cause early degradation of the
transconductance and the drain current. Note that, assuming the same oxide damage distribution the degradation mentioned above will
be lage four
a lower LDD dose than for a large one. The reason for this isthat a n'-region with lower concentration can be more easily
depleted than a hi& concentration region.
We like to point out that the aforementioned overlap and enhancement of the field peaks can already oceus at such high LDD doses as
4E13 cm 2 and standard drive-ins at 900 0 C for 40 - 150 minutes. This is due to high surface channel doping Nchan- 1017cm "3 for Tox
= 15 - 20 um and VTh - 0.7 - 0.9 V leading to strong compensation effects with the source/drain structures and partly due to the
additional sidewall spacer for the LDD implantation, a necessary modification of the conventional LDD geometry (see discussion
below).
For a conventional LDD structure the only way out of this predicament is to increase the LDD dose, This action enhances the overall
field distribution, except at the pte edge where the field peaks are separated and mutual enhancement avoided. The simulation
predicts higher substrate currents for the higher LDD dose, but smaller electric fields at the surface beneath the gate edge and
therefore a Ionger device lifetime - in perfect agreement with the experiment.
With a modified LDD structure in which the gate electrode overlaps the entire LDD region (known as inside LDD realized in
structures such as IlDD/32 and GOLD 33/) an entirely opposite procedure would be adopted: instead of increasing the LDD dose,
the LDD doe would be lowered. The reason is simple: since the gate overlaps the entire n'-region, there is no pte edge effect and
consequently no LDD field peaks and therefore no enhancement of the conventional peak. On the other hand the conventional field
peak will deernase with lower LDD dose, leading to a smaller substrate current and smaller degradation at the same time. This has
been also confirmed experime ntally /32,331.
Another important issue within the conteit of conventional LD structures (but equally important for refined LDD structures) isthe
sidewall spacer for LDD implantation, or LDD spacer for short. In contrast to the conventional sidewall spacer for n + -implantation,
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which i a CVD aside, the LDD offset spaccr is due to the remidation of the gate. The purpose of the LDD4pacer isto remo the
LDD implantai damage in the oide from the gate edgs I seems that the implantation damg leads to a gester degradation.
transistors have been fabricated with and without the LDD spacer under otherwise identical conditions. The stress
expeiment shows that the variant without the LDD-spaccr degrades moe stmo* than the variant with the LDD par, in conflict
with the theoretical prediction 30. On the other hand, all differences in device lifetime for different LDD structures am
transistors
with and without LDD- spacer were in perfect agreement with theoretical considerations. It was therefore concluded that the
MOSFE

implantation enerates additional traps in the mide, thus enhban

the overall capture probability of the injected carriers. Thus,

although in the case of an LDD structure without IDD spacer, fewer hot carriers are injected into the oxide, there is more oside
damag and consequently sroger degradation due to a significantly higher capture cross section in the damaged oside than in the
case of an LDD structure with LDD spacer.
Thus the use of an LDD-spacer is an essential precondition for a degradation resistant MOSFET. It should also be noted that an
LDD-spacer alleviates the short channel effects too. At the present state of conventional LDD structures, an LDD-spacer (by
reosidation) of about 50 am with a sufficient gate-drain overlap, 100 - 150 am,offers optimum reliability.
To summarize this par devoted to conventional LDD structures including the FrLDD-/32/, GOLD-/33/, and PLDD /34/ versions, it
can be said that the theory /30 and simulation giv useful and practical guidelines for prevention of hot electron damage in submicron
MOSFETs. However, if the aim is to further improve the transistor reliability, or to maintain it with a reduced transistor geometry,
conventional LDD structures must be abandoned in favor of refined LDD structures such as profiled LDDs 35/ or buried LD)Ds W
or graded-buried LDDs /36/ or consider a buried channel structure /37/.
Before embarking on a discussion of these modifications it should be pointed out, that although these structures dearly offer more
parameters to construct more sophisticated LDD structures and possibly to improve the long-term stability of the device, they also
possess many more pitfalls which render the devices worse than their conventional cousins. This plight is aggravated by the
circumstance that in contrast to the case for conventional LDD devices, the theory and simulation up to now provide only vague

guidance for purposefully optimizing the refiwd structures.
The profiled LDD structure (PLDD) 34/ results from the insight provided by the simulation that the LDD n-region is divided into
two parts. One is a graded profile region near the n-channel junction, which must reduce the electric field sufficiently and suppress
hot carrier Veaton, so that the latern impurity profile of the junction is not changed. The other one is a flat u7-surface profile
regin. Mas of the generated surface states ar distributed above the latter region, and gve risc to an increase of the parasitic
resistance. Therefore, in the latter region, a sufficiently high concentration is required. This is achieved by an additional shallow arsenic
implantaton to form a double diffused highly doped dram Although more reliable protection from hot-carrier injection has been
reported than for conventional LDD-devices, it might be doubted whether this structure is really bet than an optimized conventional
LDD structure. This positive judgement on PLDDs is based on a comparison with conventional LDD transistors without the LDD
spacer, which entails - as we know - considerably enhanced degradation. Furthermore, the additional As implantation tends to increase
the electric fields at the surface dramatically unless the subdiffusion of the phosphorus part of the n'-region is large enough. For this

reason this design should be discarded for practical purposes
A more subtle and more promising approach is represented by the buried LDD (BLDD) structure /35/. In contrast to PLDD the
BLDD employs a deep arsenic n-i plant instead of a shallow one. The arsenic dose is chosen such that a peak in the n-impuri y
profiles occurs appreciably (100 n) below the Si-SiO 2 interface forming a 'buried' n'-layer whereas in the conventiona LDD
structures the a-doping peaks at the surface. Since the maximum lateral field occurs where the '-doping is heaviest, the mi
field isremoved from the S-S 2 interface as verified by the simulation. Thus the impact ionization occurs further away from the
surface and the hot carriers nea the surface experience a reduced electric field and are thus less lkey than surface-bea
electrom
to overcome the oside energy barrier and to d-the interface and the oside. In addition one should attempt to separate the
current path and the m im eleci
s
ld,
Wsuch that the madmum current density detours the field peak reulting in a decrease of
the bulk current and giving further relief to the oxide damag c .
The buried channel structure /37 exploits a similar idea of shifting the carriers away from the Si-SiO 2 interface. The experiments
suggest that buried channel devices r more reustant to hot carrier effects than surface channel devices. This is attibutied to the
deeter and broader crent path in the buried channel structure using p t- poysileon gate technology IN. The probability that hot
carriers with an en
greater than te barrier height can reach the Si-SiO 2 interface is supposed to be smale in the buried channel
tan in a surface channel device. At the same time, buried channel devices haves higher effective mobility than suefae canel

deics.
In our opinon, a buried channel i enqmedon with a buried LDD structure may be a promising candidate for subtiron MOSFE .
We now turn to the question of how to optimim the refined LDD structures. The eperimental dam and simulation show that when
comping refined LDD structures with optimized conventional LDD structures it is no longer sufficient to study the magnitude and
lamal location of the relevant fidd peaks aoe. The magnitude of the fiw peaks ay be very similar but the degradation may

nonethele be significatly differem. There Are two main reasons for this circumstance: i) the degradation is extremely sensitive to
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5
even small differences in the field peaks above 3.10 V/cm, ii) even assuming the anagintude of the field peaks to be identical, the
degradation will still depend considerably not only on the lateral but also on the transverse location of the field peaks, or more
generally, it will depend on many subtle differences in the entire distribution of the lateral and, transverse electric fields between the
pinch-off point and the drain contact. it will, for instance, depend on the extent and location of the overlap between the current path
and the high field distribution, see Chapter I3L There are unfortunately, no clear criteria for weighting such differences with respect to
degradation.
This situation calls for a refined model and theoretical insight to guide the optimum design for modified LDD structures. The model
given above for conventional LDD structures /30/ cannot discriminate the aforementioned subtle differences in the field distribution,
which are vital for the degradation properties of the device. A model is needed which provides clear criteria for process parameters to
achieve an optimum design for hot carrier resistant source/drain structures.
Though we still lack such a model, it seems to be clear in which direction the research effort must proceed. Firstly the distribution of
injected hot electrons and hot holes into the oide must be consistently calculated. Secondly the capture, trapping probabilities
(depending on interface, gate oxide and spacer oxide quality) and interaction between holes and electrons /21 have to be reliably
described. Thirdly the transient build-up of the oxide damage at different operating conditions has to be taken into account. Fourthly
the influence of the oxide damage on the transistor performance must be known. The latter point was already included in the
simulation 87,W6.
Finally, by reversing this chain of the analysis, it should be possible to determine the optimum process parameters and the most
suitable geometry for the device. The theoretical work outlined in Chapter MIshows that significant developments towards such a
comprehensive model have already been implemented or are in progress.
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ELECTRON BEAM SOURCE MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY OF Al. Ga 1, _ As GRADED BAND GAP
DEVICE STRUCTURES
R.J. MALIK, A.F.J. LEVI, B.F. LEVINE, R.C. MILLER, D.V. LANG, L.C.
HOPKINS and R.W. RYAN
AT and T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
A new method has been developed for the growth of graded band-gap
Al1 Gal...As alloys by molecular beam epitaxy which is based upon electron
beam evaporation of the Group Ill elements. The metal evaporation rates are
measured real-time and feedback controlled using beam flux sensors. The
system is computer controlled which allows precise programming of the Ga and
Al evaporation rates. The large dynamic response of the metal sources enables
for the first time the synthesis of variable band-gap AlGal-.As with arbitrary
composition profiles. This new technique has been demonstrated in the growth
of unipolar hot electron transistors, graded base bipolar transistors, and Mshaped barrier superlattices.

The
optical
and
electronic
properties
of
AlGal-xAs /GaAs
heterojunctions and quantum wells have been extensively studied in materials
grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). There are, however, a number of
interesting structures which have been proposed which require precise alloy
grading over atomic dimensions. The ability to tailor band structure to obtain
1
novel electrical and optical properties is termed "band-gap engineering". i
Previous attempts to obtain alloy grading by varying the temperature of MBE
effusion cells have been only marginally successful and have serious
Iimitations.12 - 41 This is related to the large thermal inertia and restrictions in
heating and cooling rates of the MBE effusion cells which leads to slow
modulation of the beam flux along with a time lag in response. In addition,
variations in the growth rates determined by the Group III molecular beam
fluxes seriously complicates the problem of obtaining arbitrary alloy grading.
Thus Group III sources with large dynamic response are required for band gap
engineering of AJ1 Ga 1 _,As. Several different approaches could be used which
include electron beam heated sources which are typically used
11 to evaporate Si
[1
[51
and refractory metals, gas sources, 6 and ion beam sources. 7
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We recently reported on the use of electron beam source MBE growth of
Il-V compounds.J41 In this paper, we discuss the use of this technique for
precise analog grading of AlGa1 .Asa and its application in the growth of
unipolar hot electron transistors, graded base bipolar transistors, and M-shaped
barrier superlattices.
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The geometry of the e-beam source MBE system Is shown schematically in
Figure 1. The MBE system Is a vertical design which Is necessitated by the use
of the electron beam evaporation sources and Is similar In design to systems
used for silicon or metals epituxy. Three electron beam sources are used to
evaporate Ga, Al, and In since these elements have unity sticking coefficients
and determine the alloy composition in IlI-V compound semiconductors grown
by MBE. A large capacity, 300 cm 8 arsenic source with a high temperature
cracker is used to generate an A92 molecular beam. A Si strip heater and small
2 cm 3 Be effusion cell are used as n- and p-type doping sources, respectively.
All the molecular beam sources have separate mechanical shutters which are
computer controlled. A substrate manipulator which allows substrate heating
and rotation is located 250 mm above the source flange. Indium-free wafer
holders for 50 mm and 75 mm substrates can be fitted on the manipulator.
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Block diagram of the feedback control loop for the electron-beam
evaporation sources.
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A block diagram of the feedback control loop used to measure and
program the evaporation rates for the Ga and Al e-beam sources is shown in
Figure 2. Both a modulated Ion gauge and a commercially available Inficon
Sentinel IM flux sensorl' have been used successfully to measure the molecular
beam fluxes. They both have adequate sensitivities to measure and control
evaporation rates as low as 0.01 A /sec. The Sentinel M flux sensor which uses
a transducer based upon electron impact emission spectroscopy is superior from
the standpoint of materials selectivity and its immunity from charged particles
causing measurement error. An amplified analog signal which is directly
proportional to the molecular beam fluxes or evaporation rates is input to a
digital controller which interfaces with the e-gun power supply. The bandwidth
for the feedback control loop of the Sentinel 111 flux sensor is 8 Hz. A computer
communicates with the digital controller on a RS 232 bus and updates the
evaporation rate setpoints every second. An absolute calibration of the
molecular beam fluxes is made in situ by use of reflection electron diffraction
oscillations.,1°]
Precise alloy grading of Al 1Ga 1 _1 As is accomplished by the following
method. The Al1 Gal1 1 As growth rate is kept constant during epitaxy and is
just the sum of the individual growth rates for AlAs and GaAs. The normalized
growth rate for AlGal-xAs can be expressed as
rAGAs =

rALU+rGa

= I

The Al mole fraction of the alloy is given by the ratio of the AlAs growth rate to
the total growth rate
rAW~
rALk-+ rcAs
Now if the individual growth rates are varied such that

rALA(t) - f(t)
rG&J(t) -

-f(t)

then the time dependent alloy composition during growth is simply given by
x(t) - f(t).
Also since rAIGL. remains constant, then the position dependence of Al alloy
composition can also be expressed as

x(d)

-

f(t)

where d - rAI'M.t is the position within the epilayer. Thus it is evident that
even very complicated mathematical expressions for alloy grading such as

C4-6 11

parabolic, sinusoidal, or exponential can be readily obtained by computer
programming.
An AhGal-.As unipolar hot electron transistor was grown by e-beam
source MBE using analog grading for the emitter and collector barriers. lii A
SIMS profile of the Al alloy composition in the electron barriers Is shown in
Figure 3. The structure was designed with a collector barrier peak of x - 0.35
and an emitter barrier peak of x - 0.3. The long and short arms of the graded
barrier were 1000A and OA, respectively with a barrier peak width of 50A.
The emitter, base, and collector were doped n-type to IXIO19cm-3 and the
- 3
. Mesa transistors were fabricated, using anodic
graded barriers to IXlO1 mCM
etching to the base and wet chemical etching to the collector followed by an
alloyed Au/Ge/Ni metallization for contacts. Hot electron spectroscopy(12-131
was performed on a transistor with a base width of 400A at 4.2 K. The
derivative spectrum of collector current shows clear evidence of a "ballistic"
electron peak. This is the first time that ballistic transport has been seen in
analog graded Al.Ga_ 1 As structures. It should be noted that in a number of
attempts to simulate alloy grading by using variable duty cycle chopped
AlIGal-,As/GaAs superlattce,'14 no ballistic peak was observed. We infer
from this that the multiple interfaces or trapped impurities at the interfaces in
the chopped superlattices leads to enhanced electron scattering suppressing
ballistic transport.
0.4
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Secondary-ion-mass-spectrometer measurement of the Al alloy
composition in the analog-graded, unipolar, hot electron electron
transistor.
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The Al beam flux signal In the growth of a graded band-gap base
Al.Ga._,As/Gas heterojunction bipolar transistor is shown In Figure 4. The
Al composition Is graded from x - 0.04 to x . 0.2 in the 1000 A base region.
The emitter junction Is also graded from x- 0.2 to z - 0.33 over 300 A and
then graded back down to x - 0 over 500 A for the emitter contact region. It
has been previously demonstrated that alloy grading in the base results in a
'
quasi-electric field in the base which reduces the base transit time. 1 J5The
precise grading control is clearly illustrated here.
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Fig. 4.
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Al beam flux signal in the growth of a graded base heterojunction
bipolar transistor.

The Al beam flux signal in the growth of an M-shaped barrier superlattice
is shown in Figure 5. This superlattice is used in an intersubband absorption
quantum well photodetector.1l' -Il The A] composition was linearly modulated
from x - 0.3 to x - 0.15 and back to x -= 0.3 over a distance of 150 A. The
sample contained a 50 period superlattice and was grown continuously without
interruption. The excellent linear grading profile is apparent, and it is obvious
that such a structure would be impossible to grow using conventional effusion
cell sources.
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In conclusion, a new technique has been developed for the growth of
graded AJ 1 Ca 1 .1 As structures with arbitrary alloy profiles by molecular beam
epitaxy. The system uses Ga and A] electron-beam heated evaporation sources
which are measured real-time and feedback controlled using beam flux sensors.
The MBE system has been used to grow novel AJGa 1._.As graded alloy devices.
We gratefully acknowledge partial support of this work through NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center contract NASS-28602.
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POSITION RESOLVED CARRIER LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS IN SILICON POWER DEVICES BY
TIME RESOLVED PHOTOLUMINESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY
G. BOHNERT, R. HXCKER and A. HANGLEITER

4. Physikalisches Instltut, Universitat Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 57,
D-7000 Stuttgart 80, F.R.G.

Abstract
We present a new versatile method for measuring position resolved carrier
in

lifetimes

semiconductor

power

devices,

using

time

resolved

photoluminescence spectroscopy. The experimental results obtained at ASCRs
and silicon diodes are in good agreement to what is expected from the doping
profile.

In

addition the effects of lifetime

reducing processes,

e.g.

gold

diffusion, e- or H+ - irradiation can be clearly demonstrated. The resolution
in position is only limited by carrier diffusion.
Introduction
For a quantitative understanding

of fast semiconductor power devices a detailed

knowledge

about

Especially

the lifetime along the base region is

several

carrier

lifetime

and

its

important properties of the device,

position

dependence

is

of interest since it

like the forward voltage,

essential.
determines
the reverse

current or the reverse recovery time. With steadily increasing requirements on such
devices new manufacturing techniques are needed in order to get an optimized doping
profile and a well defined carrier lifetime profile across the device. Therefore a
thorough understanding

of

the influence

of the diverse

processing parameters

on

carrier lifetime is needed.
While it is a rather simple task to measure bulk lifetimes in homogeneously doped
samples, things get more complicated for devices. In the latter case one can only
determine an effective lifetime since the decay of excess carriers is now determined
by a superposition of recombination and diffusion processes. In addition the excact
doping profiles as well as the distribution of recombination centers which may be
present wantedly or unwantedly are not known beforehand.
In

this paper we will present a new way of measuring the position dependency of

carrier lifetimes in semiconductor power devices directly by using time resolved
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photoluminescence. We will discuss results obtained from measurements on various
prepared asymetric silicon controlled rectifiers (ASCRs) and silicon diodes.

The basis of our method is the excitation of electron- hole pairs in the device by
a pulsed laser beam ( Ar- Ion- Laser, 1- 514 nm). These eh-pairs will return to the
ground state via band-to-band Auger recombination or via recombination centers. The
lifetime 7 is obtained by observing the temporal development of the decreasing
luminescence signal since signal intensity is a measure for the density of minority
charge carriers.
The position resolution is achieved by using a translation stage (see fig. 2),
which can be moved in steps as little as 1.25 Am. Thus a focussed laser beam can be
scanned across the device. The scan will yield either lateral or cross-sectional
(dependent on the preparation) position dependencies of the lifetime. Since the
focus can be made very small (I Jm approx.) the only limitation in position
resolution is the principal resolution limit given by the diffusion length.
A typical result of such an experiment is shown in fig. 1: immediately after the
excitation a rapid non- exponential decrease of the luminescence signal occurs due
to surface recombination and possibly due to band-to-band Auger recombination
because of the high carrier density in that time intervall. Aftor the transition to
the low injection case an exponential decrease with time constant r is observed.
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time (ns)eecrncFig. 1: Example for time development
of photolumiescence.

Fig. 2: Experimental set-up.
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Results ad Discumsion

We have done our measurements on differently prepared ASCRs and silicon diodes.
The schematic cross-sectional view of an ASCR is depicted in fig. 3a. The results
are shown in fig. 3b-d. Fig. 3b shows the cross-sectional lifetime profile for the
ASCR with no additional recombination centers. At a first glance a variation of
carrier lifetime over three orders of magnitude is recognized. By comparison with
the schematic diagram the lifetime profile can be understood in terms of the doping
profile. The rapid decrease at the ends of the device section is due to the heavy
doping of the p+ and n- emitters. Here the lifetime is limited by the band-to-band
Auger recombination /I/.
The lifetime gradient along the n-base is explained by the
inverse gradient of the doping concentration (transition from n- to n -doping). In
this region the lifetime is not limited by the bulk properties but rather by
diffusion from the bulk to its surfaces and interfaces. The pure bulk lifetime for a
doping level of 1013 cm- 3 and in absence of recombination centers would be of the
order of some milliseconds /2/. One also recognizes a significant enhancement of
carrier lifetime at the p+-n and p-n + junctions. This can be explained by a carrier
separation of the excited eh-pairs by the build-in electric field, which will reduce
the recombination probability.
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For comparison we have also measured cross-sectional lifetime profiles for two
other ASCOs, which are differently prepared in order to reduce the lifetime in the

base region (fig. 3c and d). One is e--irradiated and the other e--irradiated and
gold diffused. It is clearly seen that after each device preparation step the
effective lifetime in the base is reduced by roughly a factor of two. In the case of
gold diffusion and e--irradiation the lifetime gradient in the n-base disappears
since now the recombination via deep level impurities dominates /3/.
In fig. 4 the measured lifetime profile and the schematic diagram for an e
and
H+ - irradiated silicon diode is shown. From the lifetime profile it is clear that
the H+- irradiation occurs at the anode side and that the penetration depth for
protons at this specific energy is about 100 gm. The lifetime gradient is again
correlated with the inverse gradient of the defect concentration.
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram and measured lifetime profile for a H+ - irradiated
silicon diode
In conclusion we have demonstrated the usefulness and versatility of time resolved
photoluminescence measurements in order to obtain spatially resolved lifetime
profiles of semiconductor devices. Results can be obtained directly without any
complicated parameter fitting.
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REWWE."In modele compact du transistor VDMOS de puissance, compatible avec /a logiciel "SPICE2", est propos6 En tant
qu'applications,/9 transistor est "simuld" en r6gime de commutation sur des charges rdsistives et inductives et les rdsultats
obtenus sont vat* par des mesures exp6rimentales.
ABSTACT: A compact model of the Power VDMOS Transistor compatible with the circuit simulator "SPICE2"is described
in this article. This model is applied to the simulation of switching circuit with resistive and inductive loads; comparisons with
experimental results are presented.
I.INTRODU

LN:
In the Power Mosfet area, several suggestions on equivalent circuit have been recently published by International
Rectifier ji], Motorola, RCA 121
Siemens [31
and the Washington University [4]. It consist in rather specific models obtained by
identification of some electrical characteristics: for a given model, the application domain is not valid simultaneously for DC and
dynamic operation, as well as for resistive and inductive loads. These models can use two active components from the SPICE
library which are the MOS and the JFET; the use of the later for simulating the "quasi-saturation" phenomenon [5, 6] is no more
useful, today,for the modeling as actual structures are optimized inwhich this phenomenon now appears only for drain current
level over the nominal current rating.
Inthis paper, we describe a basic but accurate model for switching circuits with resistive and inductive loads. This
model is compatible with the well known "SPICE"software. It works as well as with low voltage structures (one hundred of
volts) of both standard and Logic Level ( L2 FET [5] with a nominal gate source voltage of 5 volts) types, with medium voltage
(100 - 500 volts) and high voltage devices (>500 volts). Its configuration is based on a more complete but also more difficult to
handle model (8-10] whose parameters are all related to the physical properties and topology of the VDMOS transistor. Their
values can be obtained from datasheets and thanks to some "classic" measurements. It must be pointed out that this model
takes into account the high degree of non linearity of the gate-drain and drain-source capacitors and also some short channel
effects (variable mobility, etc...)
which mainly prevail in the low and medium voltage structures.
N-DESCRIPTION OF THE VDIOS TRANSISTOR MODEL:
I1-1VDMOS'T structure and model tjogpy;
The model structure is directly related to the power VDMOS geometrical topology (see Fig.i). We can notice on
!he schematic: i) the intrinsic transistor (conduction channel) represented by the current generator Jd, ii) the n-type layer
between the p wells with the access resistance Ra to the channel and the highly non linear gate-drain capacitor Cgd, i.e. the
depletion capacitor Cd inseries with t thin gate oxide capacitor Cgdmax, iii) the low doped n-type epitaxial bulk accounted for
by the drift resistance Rd, the pn junction capacitor Cds with the p well and the internal body diode Dbody, iv) the gate
metallization covering over the N+ source diffusion which creates, through the thin and thick oxide, a constant parasitic
capacitor Cgso. When the MOS transistor goes through a switching phase, all the three different modes: Blocked, Ohmic and
Saturation, are involved. The model (see Fig. 2)takes into account these three functioning modes. In the figure 2, the conduction
channel under til gate, i.e. the Intrinsic transistor, is described by the current generator Jd and the non linear capacitors C1
and C2.
Intr'OhmiC mode (i.e. Vd < Vp), the current Jd as approximated from the general form, ilation is given by:
(1) A -

((Vg.VF)Vd - 0.5 Vd2)

with Kp a go(Zit).Cox, whore go is the carrier mobility at low electric field level, Z the channel perimeter, L the channel length,
Cox the gate oxide capacitor per unit area, Vg and Vd the gate-source and drain-source potentials, VT the threshold voltage.
"psi"and LEO we the potentials related to the effect of the transverse and longitudinal electric fields on the carrier mobility in
the channel (i.e. transver roll-off limitation and longitudinal velocity saturation). The capacitors CI and C2 can be considered
asequ and ar approximated to (CoxZ.L)/2 (101.
In the Istindon"mod. (i.e. Vd z Vp), the drain voltage Vp corresponding to the onset of the channel pinch-ofi, assuming a
PeIfect curre saturation i.e. there is no effset of channel length modulation [11), isgiven by:
(. Co triail t smonu au L.A.A.S. du C.N.R.S.pIflellsmet parI*C.N.E.T. (contrat
87 88 075 790 9245 LAB/ICM/TOH)
stpar I GRECOICNRS Electotahnique.
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(2) Vp =L.EO ((1+2-~

.')

Inthat mode, the channel is pinched and "disappears" on the drain side, so does the capacitor C1, and C2 takes a value close to
213 Cox.Z.L (8,91.
Inthe "Bloked mo (i.e. Vg < VT), the drain current will theoretically be null as the "subthreshold" current is neglected, and
the intrinsic transistor is reduced to one element: the oxide capacitor Cgsb. Although this is a distributed capacitor over the
whole P region, we suppose it,for the model, located between the gate and source electrodes (Cgsb=Cox.Z.L).
We complete the model with the source inductance Is which can induce an important feed-back effect from the
output to the input. The static parameters are Kp, VT, psi, LEO, Ra and Rd; they can be obtained by a classical way with low
and high level drain voltage measurements [12]. The dynamic parameters are Rg, C1, C2, Cgso, Cgsb, Cgd, Ods and Ls, they
can be partially obtained with an original method developed previously (10], based on the constant current gate charge relation.
11-2Imolantaion of the model for SPICE orogram:
This VOMOS transistor model cannot be described by a single component of the SPICE library so it is necessary to build a
macro-component (sub-circuit) in which each element (non linear capacitor, current generator, etc. ) is a part of this library.
Then the current generator Jd is represented by the MOS model level 1 or 3, and the non linear capacitors _ds and Cd thanks
to the transition capacitances of the diode model. The elements Cgsb, Cgso, C2 are represented by an unique capacitor Cgs;
this one is constant in a first order approximation as for Ra and Rd too. The capacitor C1 acts only inthe "ohmic" mode so it
can be neglected for the purpose of simulation. The remaining SPICE parameters are defined as: VMAX / MUO = EO and
THETA=I/psi. The macro model obtained is shown in Fig. 3. We propose two solutions: i) the first one is what we call the
"Switch Solution" because in order to simulate the non linearity of the Miller capacitance Cgd, we use alternately two
components: a diode Cd" and a capacitor Cgdmax which are switched thanks to two transistors M2,3 of the model level 1,
ii)the second one requires less components but an initialization procedure to set up the static bias of the middle node of the two
capacitors in series Cgdmax and Cd. This second model is much faster in CPU time than the first one as the transistor number
is decreased by a three fold, but because of its initialization step, it cannot be set up as a "black-box" sub-circuit. The related
listings can be supplied by the authors.

Ill. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL INA SWITCHING CONFIGURATION:
Ill-1 - Basic considerations on the device operation:
Beside the direct mode, the model takes account of the behaviour of the device within the third quadrant of the output electrical
characteristics (Fig.4); this operating mode is useful for the modeling of applications such as synchronous rectifiers, power
energy converters and controls, in particular, those without "free-wheeling" diodes. In this case, the current is shared by both the
MOS conduction channel and the "body" diode. It is worthy to notice that, at "low level" current (i.e. compared to the device
rated continuous current), the channel contribution decreases noticeably the conduction losses whereas, at higher level, the
resistivity modulation of the drain epilayer by the diode holes injection allows an overall series resistance noticeably lower than
the MOS on-state resistance RON from a 1:2 to 1:20 factor for 60V to 1OOOV device voltage ratings. Thus the "body"diode is
differentiated from the element Cds inthe model.
111-2Switching Waration :
We use here our model ina switching configuration (see Fig.5) and look at the gate-source VGS, drain-source VDS voltages and
drain current ID.The electrical characteristics are simulated under SPICE "transient analysis" option, and compared to
experimental temporal waveforms, as well as for low voltage l-oducts (MTP25N06L - 60 volts) and for high voltage ones
(MTH5N100 -1000 volts).
111-2-1
- Resistive switching ILD=0):
As one can see on the figure 6, the simulation waveforms agree well with experimental results. If we look closer at
the switching times ton and toff, we notice a difference less than 10% between the measured and simulated values for all the
different devices studied.
Inductive switchin0 (RDu0 :
111-2-2This test is more realistic since it covers a lot of applications : motor drive, converters etc... The obtained
waveforms are quite different from those studied previously on resistive loads and depend on how big the time constant
LDI(RD + RON) is. Furthermore, as the inductive load LD on the transistor drain can induce very high voltage spikes at turn
off, the transistor is usually clamped by several different ways : "free wheel" diode, SNUBBER, Zener clamp etc....
At first, we have verified that the model, without any protection on the drain, allows to forecast the voltage spike
value on the drain. But usually the device is protected by a clamp between drain and source, so the overvoltage is limited to a
value below the breakdown voltage of the MOST. The waveforms we got in this configuration are shown in Fig.7a. Fig.7b
demonstrate the good precision of the simulation for both the voltage-current values and waveforms. The overvoltage is
accounted for by the transient factor LD.dlD/dt which can be very high.The drain voltage remains equal to Vclamp as long as
there isenergy to dissipate in the load LD. As soon as it reaches its clamping value, the drain current falls very sharply . The
time needed for this current to fall to zero (as it is setting up in the clamp) depends on the device characteristics (mainly its
source inductance Ls), on the initial peak value of the current and on the clamp used. Depending on how big the overvoltage is,
we can no**ce some oscillations of the drain voltage whose period is related to the RLC series circuit elements: the load LD, the
dran-sou'ce Cds and gate-drain Cgd capecitors, the damping resistances RD, RON and RG.
From a practical point of view, it is important to notice that a transient current flows into the gate resistance RG; the current
value is proportional to dVDG/dt. Thus a transient gate voltage is set up by the ohmic drop through RG. Particularly, if the RG
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resistance has a rather big value, the oscillations can bring a too high (dangerous) gate voltage well beyond the absolute ratings
of the transistor.
We have shown here a model for VDMOS power transistors (working inswitching mode) applicable to the ana log circuit
simulator U.C. Berkeley's SPICE2; it isobtained from a previous and more complete model [8-1OJ.The SPICE macro-component
requires five static elements': M1(Jd), Dbody, Rd, Ra, Rs, and six dynamic ones: Cgdmax, Cd, Cgs, Cds, Rg, Ls. The way of
determining themn is explained inthe several reports noted inthe references.
The future work wil consist in: i) extending these results to other Power Mosfets devices from the Motorola TMOS~m family
(actually -june 1988- a preliminary library can be furnished on request), ii)taking into account the thermal effects (at least a
global manner), iii) to transfer these results to end users to check if this model feeds their needs, iv) finally, to compare this
model with those existing from other laboratories: especially for implantation method, parameters extraction, accuracy,
calculation speed. About this last criteria, some comparisons, even ifnot systematic, have been performed and show that our
model isbetter with a factor varying from 30 to 80% compared to other proposed configurations.
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PHYSICAL BEHAVIOUR MODELLING OF VDMOS DEVICES

J. PAREDES, J. FERNANDEZ, F. BERTA, S. HIDALGO, J. REBOLLO and
J. MILLAN

Centro Nacional de Microelectrontca, CSIC-UAB, SP-08193 Bellaterra,
Barcelona, Spain
RPsum6 - Nous proposons un modle analytique pour expliquer le comportement physique
des transistors VDMOS quel que soit le niveau de courant. Lleffect de quasi-saturation
est pris en compte au travers de la saturation de la vitesse des po-teurs A fort champ
6lectrique. Des transistors VDMOS interdigit~s ont 6t6 r~alis~s et les simulations
bidimensionelles effectue~s en vue de v~rifier le module.

Abstract - An analytical model is proposed in order to explain the physical behaviour
of VDMOS devices at any DC current level. The quasi-saturation effect is included
considering the carrier saturation velocity at high electric fields. Interdigitated
VD:40S devices have been fabricated and 2D simulationis have been carried out to check
the model.

1 - INTRODUCTION
The vertical DMOS transistor is one of the most usual drivers in power 1IOS ICs /i/. The
linear region of its I-V characteristic has been modelled considering a surface accumulated
layer, the JFET resistance between cells and a bulk epilayer resistance together with the
active channel /2/. Moreover, in previous works /3, 4/ the current pinching was responsible
for the quasi-saturation (q-s) effect or limitation in the current handling capability
typical at high current levels. In contrast, 2D simulations /5/ have not shown current
pinching between cells but, contrarily,
there is a majority carrier excess in the JI'ET
region, suggesting that q-s effect is due to carrier velocity saturation. The carrier excess
was explained by means of a dipole similar to the one formed in a JFET channel under carrier
velocity saturation conditions. However, none of the previous models has quantitatively
explained these phenomena.
This work is aimed to study the detailed physical behaviour of the VDMOS to avoid the tedious
2D CAD. Interdigitated VDMOS structures have been fabricated and 2D simulations /6/ have been
carried out in order to check the proposed model.

2 - MODZL
Due to the axial symmetry of the VDMOS structure (see fig 1),
equations can be simplified to one-dimensional analysis:
-A-.(,17

I

d

= q Wn E +

~

[A(y) E] =

q

'"q

kT

A(y)

current

and electric field

d

dn]()

-

n)

(2)

where n is the epilayer doping level and A(y) is the cross-section area of the current path.
Suitablo approximations in the different regions of the epitaxy have been taken into account
in order to obtain analytical solutions for the electric field distribution and for the
majority carrier concentration; as shown in fig. 1, these regions are, namely: a) the surface
accumulated layer induced by the gate effect of the MOS structure; b) the JFET region between
cells and c) the drift region up to the drain contact.
a) SUPERFICIAL REGION. The limits of this region are the Si-SiO 2 interface and the null
electric field point inside the epilayer (yb), which is a consequence of the device bias;
i.e., VG and VD are both positive while the source is grounded, so it must exist a point of
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minimum potential between gate and drain. This region has been splitted into two zones since
the electric field changes from very high values at the interface to zero at the other edge.
in the first zone under the gate electrode, S1, the electric field and the carrier
V diffusion (W ) currents
concentration gradient are very sharp so that the drift (Ja ) and the
are both much greater than the total current flowing through the VD40S. Consequently, n>>n 0
=
and Jd Ja are appropiate approaches, the solution being:

qs
kyj

(3)

as .22kT

(4)

n =2-- k-T--

where E is the surface electric field.
s
is small and a
The second zone. S , lies by the zero electric field point; therefore, J
eing the carrier
qrrm hE
nb
linear dependence on the electric field has been assumed, J
concentration at the yb point. Under these conditions the solution i':

=

A expi-ay) -

a -

n = n

q

q

(5)

n1I

(6)

A exp(-ay)

1/2
The boundary point of S1 and S2
where A is an integration constant and a = (n q2/kTE
zones, the constant A, and Yb are determined imposing the continuity condition of their
solutions.
b) JFET REGION. This region spans from the edge of the former zone up to the point where
current is no longer confined by the depletion layer of the body-epitaxy junction. This point
:s found assuming this junction to be plane in punchthrough mode at the onset of the junction
curvature (see fig. 1). Obviuosly, the length of this region depends on the drain voltage but
its width remain- constant and equals the cell spacing ( Z). In this sense, and according to
this model, there is a modulation of the JFET lenght instead of a modulation of the JFET
width as considered in previous works /3,4/.
:n this region, the carrier roncentration
An accurate solution is:

ll. I*4

n : n

-

--

is close

to n0 and consequently Jd is negligible.

i-exp(- r ,y-y,_)'1
(7

[0

(7)

P [ _

_ 1111-pxpr-

y-yh ))I

0

qunn
q wn
where r= (q2 pn I )/( c I). The oarrier concentration (7) tends asymptotically to n at a rate
which depends on r ann, therefore, on the current level I. According to this analysis the
tail of the accumulated layer can extend inside the epitaxy and it could even reach
significant depths.
c) DRIFT REGION. Once the current flow leaves the J7ET region, it spreads inside the epilayer
with a 459 angle /2/ forming a trapezoidal zone followed by a rectangular zone if the epitaxy
is thick enough. Solutions for this region are obtained similarly to the former case but
considering a cross section A(y) linearly depending on the y coordinate in the trapezoidal
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zone.
The above formulation is valid for electric fields below the saturation value, Esat. For
higher fields we have supposed a carrier mobility 1(E) = v
t/E according to /7/. The
solutions of the general equations (1) and (2) under this condition in the different regions,
with its respective approximations, are straightforward calculated.
Finally, the voltage drop across any region and
integrating the electric field distributions.

its

resistance

are

-nalyt-Ily obtained

3 - RESULTS
Electric field distributions obtained from the proposed model and from 2D simulations are
plotted on fig. 2, for VD5 arid20 V, the last value corresponding to the q-s mode. Note that
the peak electric field moves inside the epitaxy as the drain voltage increases, showing the
JFET lenght modulation effect predicted by the model, A good agreement between theory and 2D
simulations is achieved not only inside the epitaxy but at the accumulated surface as shown
in the insert.
Normalized carrier concentration is plotted on fig. 3. Let us remark that the tail of the
accumulated layer extends up to the body depth even though the device is not in the q-s
region. Similarly to the field distribution, the formulation fits the 2D simulations all
through the epilayer.
The I-V characteristics of the fabricated devices are shown in fig. 4, where the gate voltage
has been choosen high enough to reach the q-s region. Zxperimental as well as 2D simulations
points are in good agreement with the model. On the same figure, the theoretical results
without considering carrier velocity saturation are plotted. Note that this effect is just
responsible for the current limitation when the transistor is under q-s conditions. The
proposed model has been successfully checked as well for the VD'MOS devices referred in /3,5/.

4 - CONCLUSIONS
An analytical model for VDMOS devices has been presented. It is based on the solution of the
general semiconductor equations with suitable approximations for the different regions into
which the epitaxial layer has been divided. This model accounts for the electric field and
for the majority carrier concentration distributions which have been checked using BAMBI.
This formulation also explains the quasi-saturation effect considering the carrier velocity
saturation at high electric fields. Interdig tated VD:,IOSdevices have been fabricated and
their output characteristics are in good agreement with the proposed model as well as with
the 2D simulations performed.
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ON-RESISTANCE IN THE ALDMOST
G. NANZ1' ) , P. DICKINGER (2

)

, W. KAUSEL"' ) and S. SELBERHERR

Institut fir Allgemeine Elektrotechnik und Elektronik, Technical
University Vienna, Gusshausstrasse 27-29, A-1040 Vienna, Austria

Abstract - Recently a new lateral power MOSFET named accumulation lateral DMOS
transistor (ALDMOST) has been proposed. We have investigated the dependence of the
ON-resistance of this type of device on the oxide thickness and the additional semi-insulating
layer along the surface of the gate oxide above the drift region. This layer has been introduced
in order to lower the high ON-resistance which is in general a disadvantage of this type of
MOS transistors.
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1 - INTRODUCTION
In June 1987 a new lateral power MOSFET structure has been presented /I/. It is a modified lateral
DMOS device with a semi-insulating poly-Si (SIPOS) layer along the surface of the gate oxide above the
drift region. This additional layer has been introduced to lower the high ON-resistance of this type of
device which is in general a disadvantage of high voltage power MOS transistors.
We have performed a comparison between a conventional LDMOS structure which we have investigated
previously /2/ and the ALDMOST /3/. The geometry of our device and the voltage distribution along
the semi-insulating layer in ON- and OFF-condition can be seen in Fig. 1. It is an n-channel device with
a semiconductor area of 82jum - 49gum. A significant decrease of the ON-resistance could be observed for
the ALDMOST.
We have simulated the behaviour of three different devices: First we have taken the geometry from Fig. I
with an variable oxide thickness of 0.4jum and 0.2gm, respectively. Since in /I/ an oxide thickness of
0.1jsm or less is requested for a significant gain in efficiency we have reduced the oxide thickness to 0,2jsm
and 0.1M (constant, without step). The doping profile is approximated by Gaussian distribution functions
(maximum values: n+: 2.0 •1020 cm - 3 , p: 5.0. 1016 cm - 3 , n-: 3.0 1014 cm - 3 , p-: 1.2 . 1014 cm-$).
Source

Drain

0'

Fig. 2

Current density in ON-condition

LDMOST

(VDran= 12.OV, V'at, = 15.OV, oxide thickness 0.2Am)
Source

Drain

5)

Fig. 3

Current density in ON-condition
ALDMOST
(VDrain = 12.OV, Veate = 15.oV, oxide thickness 0.2jum)
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2 - ON-RESISTANCE
The conventional LDMOS transistor has an oxide of variable thickness as it is shown in Fig. 1. A minimum oxide thickness is requested to guarantee the voltage stabilityvoltage
by limiting
electrostatic fied an
device.
of the the
the dielectric. This thickness also strongly influences the threshold
For an oxide thickness of 0.4pm the threshold voltage will be approximately 6.OV, for 0 .2 /m the threshold
voltage will only slightly change, for 0.1m the threshold voltage will be about 2.2V.
The ON-resistance of the device mainly depends on the doping and the length of the drift region. High
drift region doping lowers the ON-resistance but it results in punch-through /2/, a-short drift region will
lower the breakdown voltage /4/.
By the positive bias of the semi-insulating layer a strong electron accumulation under the drift region
oxide will be enabled thus reducing the ON-resistance. Furthermore an additional path for the current
flow close to the interface of the dielectric and the semiconductor region will be provided.
Drain
E
bo
0

V

Fig. 4

Electron concentration
(VDrai n = 5.OV, VGat,

LDMOST
-

6.OV,

oxide thickness O.1Am)

Drain
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Fig. 5

Electron concentration

ALDMOST

(VDrin = 5.OV, VGate = 6.OV, oxide thickness 0.1Mm)
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3 - NUMERICAL RESULTS
The mechanism of the SIPOS layer has been discussed in /5/. We have handled the SIPOS layer as an
additional Ohmic contact at the surface of the oxide between the gate and the drain contact with a linear
variation of the applied potential with respect to space. It should be remarked that this smooth transition
of the boundary conditions furthermore enhances the convergence speed of the Newton cycle.
During the simulation it has turned out that even for an oxide thickness of 0.4 jim above the drift region the ON-resistance is reduced by a factor of 1.5. This gain of efficiency will be increased for an oxide
thickness of 0.2jsm and 0.1Mum. According to our results the ON-resistance will be lowered in these devices
by a factor of 2 and more.
In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 the total current densities of a conventional LDMOST and the ALDMOST, respectively, with an oxide thickness of 0.2Mm are shown (VGct = 15V, VDrai n = 12V). It can clearly be
seen how the current density leaks far into the drift region because of the additional bias provided by the
semi-insulating layer above the depletion region.
In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the electron concentrations of the two devices are shown (oxide thickness: 0.Iuim,
Veate - 6V, VDrair = 5V). The new path for the current flow because of the strong electron accumulation
along the interface between the dielectric and the semiconductor can nicely be seen.
Our computations have been carried out with our two-dimensional device simulator BAMBI which solves
the three basic semiconductor equations simultaneously in a totally selfconsistent way utilizing a 'Finite
Boxes' grid /6/.

4 - CONCLUSIONS
The additional SIPOS layer provides a significant reduction of the ON-resistance in lateral DMOS transistors. Even for an oxide thickness greater than 0.1.um there is a gain in efficiency. Because the avalanche
breakdown behaviour will almost net be changed by the SIPOS layer /3/ the lower ON-resistance of the
ALDMOST is a real advantage compared to a conventional lateral DMOS transistor.
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ULTRAFAST SINGLE PHOTON DETECTOR WITH DOUBLE EPITAXIAL STRUCTURE FOR MINIMUM
CARRIER DIFFUSION EFFECT
A. LACAITA, M. GHIONI and S. COVA
Politecnico di Milano, Dipartimento di Elettronica and Centro di
Elettronica Quantistica e Strumentazione Elettronica CNR, Piazza L. da
Vinci 32, 1-20133 Milano, Italy

Riiim6.

avec tension de
Photodiodes a avalanche specifiquement projetes pour travailler
polarisation superieure a la tension de breakdown sont employcs pour detecter photons isol6E et
mesurer leur temps d'arrivee avec resolution a picosecondes. La fonction de resolution
temporelle de ces dispositifs (ddnommes Single Photon Avalanche Diodes SPADs) est composee d'un
pic 6troit et d'une queue ind6sirable, due a diffusion de porteurs de charge. Nous avions
precedemment projet6 et fabrique un dispositif avec une structure epitaxiale, qui avait reduit
'effet de diffusion a une breve queue de forme exponentielle, avec constante de temps 1.7 ns.
En vue d'obtenir un ulterieur progres, nous avons idea et fabrique une structure a double
dpitaxie. Les mesures effectutes avec ces dispositifs ont d~montre une drastique rtduction de
l'effet de diffusion. La fonction de resolution est characterisee par une largeur a mi-hauteur
du pic de 45 ps et par une tres breve queue exponentielle, avec constante de temps 270 ps.
Abstract. Avalanche photodiodes designed to work biased above the breakdown voltage are employed
for timing single photons with picosecond resolution. The time resolution curve of these devices
(called Single Photon Avalanche Diodes SPADs) shows a fast peak and an undesirable tail, due
to carrier diffusion. We had, previously, designed an epitaxial SPAD structure that succeeded in
reducing the effect to a short, exponential-like tail with 1.7 ns lifetime. In order to achieve
a further improvement, we have devised and fabricated a double epitaxial structure. The measurements performed on these new devices show a drastic reduction of the diffusion effect. The time
resolution curve of the new detector is characterized by a peak with better than 45 ps fullwidth at half-maximum (FWHM) and a short, exponential tail, with 270 ps lifetime.

I. INTRODUCTION
Single Photon Avalanche Diodes (SPADs) are used as ultrafast detectors in single photon counting
techniques. They are p-n junctions with uniform breakdown voltage and low density of traps and generation centres in the depletion layer (1-8). The devices work biased above the breakdown voltage in the
triggered avalanche mode. In this condition, the electric field at the active junction is high enough to
sustain the flowing of an avalanche current. However, the device remains quiescent and the inverse
current is pratically zero until a carrier succeedes in triggering the avalanche. The current then rises
to a detectable value; if the carrier is photogesnerated, the leading edge of the avalanche current is
synchronous with the arrival time of the photon. The self-sustaining avalanche current continues to flow
until an external circuit quenches the diode by lowering the bias voltage close to or below the breakdown voltage. After a finite dead time, the working voltage of the device is finally restored, in order
to make possible the detection and timing of another photon. The avalanche can also be triggered by
carriers thermally generated or emitted from deep levels
in the depletion layer of the active junction.
The corresponding dark count rate must be minimized for avoiding impairment of the device performance.
Careful processes are employed in the fabrication of the devices for minimizing the concentration of
generation centres and deep levels in the depletion layer. In order to completely avoid the degradation
of the device resolution due to the dark count rate, Cova and Longoni devised the active quenching
method (6-8). By using active quenching circuits,
SPADs can work in accurately controlled bias conditionsand the dead time following each pulse can be made very short. Remarkable performance is thus
achieved in various applications, such as optical fiber characterization, laserranging, fluorescent
decay analysis, etc. (8). The SPADs are, therefore, a solid statealternative to photomultiplier tubes,
providing wider spectral sensitivity range, higher resolution in the measurement of the photon arrival
time, low detector noise.
The time resolution curve of a single photon detector is given by the statistical distribution of
the delay from the true arrival time to the actual detection time of the photon (6-10). It is measured
in a time-correlated single photon counting set-up (10) employing picosecond optical pulses.
We had previously implemented and tested prototype SPAD devices, having the geometry described by
Haitz (2). The active junction was formed by a shallow (0.3 jm ) n+ layer in a p bulk substrate. A deep
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diffused n- guard ring surrounded it, avoiding edge breakdown. The resolution curve of the prototype
SPAD devices is characterized by a peak and a slow tail. The fast peak is due to photons absorbed in
the depletion layer and its width is mainly related to the statistical fluctuations in the avalanche
build-up time. We observed and reported full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) values down to 60 ps (6-9).
The experiments also showed that the time resolution improves by increasing the maximum electric field
at the active junction (8). The tail is due to the minority carriers, photogenerated in the neutral
region beneath the junction, that succeed in reaching the depletion layer by diffusion. Due to the
wavelength dependence of the optical absorption coefficient, the intensity and the duration of the
diffusion tail change with the wavelength of the detected photons. This effect represents a serious
drawback to high resolution measurements of fast optical signals. In fact, the true signal waveform is
obtained by a deconvolution analysis of the experimental data, which requires a very accurate knowledge
of the shape of the resolution curve. In all cases where the optical signal is non-monochromatic, the
actual resolution shape depends on the actual detected optical spectrum. Therefore, it may be impossible
or at least unpractical to obtain it with sufficient accuracy.
I1.
THE PREVIOUS EPITAXIAL STRUCTURE
In order to improve the time response of the detector, the diffusion tail must be reduced. Our
approach was to design epitaxial device structures in which the substrate acted as a sink for photogenerated carriers and the active junction was located in a suitable epistrate. A Monte Carlo program,
previously developed in our laboratory (9), was used to compute the time-dependent diffusion effect in
the devised structures and, consequently, to define the actual device design.
In Fig. I, a schematic cross section of the previous single epitaxial structure is shown. The
device was fabricated in a p epitaxial layer over a n substrate (11).In this geometry the electrons
photogenerated in the substrate cannot reach the epilayer. Furthermore, the reverse biased substrateepistrate n-p junction competes with the active junction in collecting the electrons generated in the
neutral p epilayer. The device structure is quite different from the previous non-epitaxial design,
since the avalanche current flows now laterally to the side ohmic contact. The series resistance of the
device depends, therefore, on the thickness of the neutral epilayer beneath the guard ring. In order to
avoid impairing the output signal, a few kOhm value should not be exceeded. This requirement sets a
limit to the reduction of the epilayer thickness and, therefore, to the reduction of the diffusion
effect. A shallow guard ring (2 pm) was, therefore, employed and a 12 pm thick epistrate was adopted.
In order to achieve an improvement in the time resolution of the devices, the breakdown electric field
was increased. A boron implantation increased the p doping in the active area, lowering the breakdown
voltage down to 13 V. At the operative bias the maximum electric field attained values higher than 550
kVolt/cm.
,n+

Al contacts

Fig.1 - Schematic cross section of the previous epitaxial SPAD device.
The experiments fully confirmed the reduction of the diffusion tail, in excellent agreement with
the Monte Carlo simulation.The tail is exponential-jike and its li'etime is 1.7 ns. A remarkable
improvement was also found in the peak FWHM. At 6 V excess bias, the device resolution is better than 30
ps at room temperature and 20 ps at -70 C. To our knowledge, this is the highest time resolution so far
reported in single-photon-timing measurements. It is worth noting, however, that the very high values of
the maximum electric field employed entail a significant drawback. The dark count rate is strongly
enhanced, due to the Frenkel-Poole effect and to the phonon-assisted tunneling effect, that enhance the
carrier emission from generation centers and deep levels in the depletion layer (12). In fact, at room
temperature the dark count rate of the devices was remarkably higher than that of the prototype SPADs,
attaining several kpps already at I V excess bias and rapidly increasing with the bias voltage. Therefore, the high resolution of these SPADs can be fully exploited only by using active quenching
arrangements.
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Al contacts
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n

Fig.2 - Schematic cross section of the new, double epitaxial SPAD device.

Ill. THE DOUBLE EPITAXIAL STRUCTURE.
A further strong reduction of the diffusion tail requires to achieve a further reduction of the
neutral epilayer thickness, but without increasing the series resistance beyond a few kOhms. The simple
adoption of a thinner, higher-doped p epilayer would imply a marked reduction of the guard-ring breakdown voltage. The excess bias that could be applied to the active area would thus be reduced, and the
output signal and the performance of the detector would correspondingly be impaired. We have, therefore,
devised a new SPAD structure with two different p epilayers grown over the n substrate (Fig. 2). The
buried epilayer, which is only 2 pm thick, provides a low resistivity path (0.3 Ohmcm) to the side
contact. The active n+p junction is built in the upper, low-doped p epistrate (10 Ohmcm), which is only
2.5 pmn thick. In order to reduce as far as possible the epilayer thickness, a different type of guard
ring is used to dilute the electric field at the device periphery. Instead of using a deep n diffusion,
a "virtual" guard ring structure is implemented: a boron implantation in the central part of the active
junction defines the sensitive area of the detector. The low p doping in the outer part of the n+p
junction and a field plate raise the edge breakdown voltage up to 50 V. Devices with this geometry have
been fabricated with different diameters of the sensitive area, in the range from 8 to 20 pm. The boron
implantation was deliberately made lighter than that used in the previous epitaxial devices, so that a
slightly higher breakdown voltage was obtained, about 16 V. This limited the maximum electric field,
thus avoiding the enhancement of the dark count rate at the cost of a slightly lower time resolution.
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Fig.3 - Optical pulse of a gain-switched laser diode (13) as measured in a time-correlated single-photon
counting set-up with: a) the previous epitaxial SPAD: b) the new double epitaxial SPAD.
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The experimental tests confirm the expected behaviour of the double epitaxial devices. Fig. 3a
shows, in logarithmic scale, the pulse of a gain-switched laser-diode (13) measured using the previous
epitaxial SPAD. As above mentioned, the diffusion tail has 1.7 ns lifetime. The peak width of 43 ps FWHM
is due to the laser peak width (28 ps FWHM), to the detector time resolution (28 ps FWHM) and to the
electronic noise and jitter (15 ps FWHM). The same measure performed with the double epitaxial SPAD is
reported in Fig. 3b. It is characterized by a slightly larger peak width (55 ps FWHM) and by a much
shorter diffusion tail. The actual value of the detector time resolution is 45 ps FWHM. It is evaluated
by quadratically subtracting the 28 ps laser FWHM and the 15 ps electronic time jitter FWHM from the 55
ps FWHM of the experimental curve. The diffusion tail is exponential, with only 270 ps lifetime. In
comparison to the previous epitaxial device, however, the initial tail intensity is higher. This
behaviour is in agreement with the results of the Monte Carlo simulation. It can be intuitively
explained, by taking into account the different geometry of the two devices. in the epitaxial device,
the neutral region adjacent to the active junction had a longer, narrow tubular shape, with side walls
acting as sinks for the diffusing carriers. In the new, double epitaxial device, the corresponding
neutral region is thinner, but has a more open, almost planar shape. The carriers generated in close
proximity to the active junction have, therefore, a higher probability of reaching it. These carriers
contribute to the first part of the tail.
IV. CONCLUSIONS.
It can be concluded that the double epitaxial SPAD structure succeedes in producing a marked shortening of the diffusion tail. The physics of the phenomenon is well understood. The question naturally
arises whether the tail can be further reduced or, better, completely eliminated. Work aiming to this
goal is in progress in our laboratory. Anyhow, the high time resolution and the well-behaved, short
diffusion tail of the device structures so far fabricated and reported make the Single Photon Avalanche
Diodes an attractive solid-state alternative to photomultiplier tubes in all applications of the singlephoton counting techniques that do not require large sensitive area detectors.
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A MINIATURIZED APPROACH TO THE CRYOELECTRONIC MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT
TRANSISTOR

W. CLAUSS, J. PARISI, J. PEINKE, U. RAU and R.P. HUEBENER

Physlkalisches Institut, Lehrstuhl Experlmentalphysik 11, Universit~t
Tdblngen, Morgenstelle 14, D-7400 Tiblngen, F.R.G.

R~sum6 - Le contrtle magn~tique du courant filamentaire pendant le percement avalanchal
dans semiconducteurs A basses temperatures repr6sente un principe d'opdration int~ressant pour le dessin d'un transisteur bas6 sur leffet d'un champ magn~tique. Nous avons
vbrifi6 experimentalement des configurations r~duites en utilisant des lines superconductives pour la production d'un champ magn~tique et de tous les interrrkdiaires. L'&valuation des performances caract6ristiques importantes de notre conception du transisteur
paratt 6tre trds prometteuse.

Abstract - Magnetic control of the filamentary current flow during avalanche breakdown
in bulk semiconductors at low temperatures represents an interesting operation principle
for the design of a magnetic field effect transistor. We have experimentally verified
miniaturized device configurations using superconducting lines for the generation of the
magnetic control field and all interconnections. The evaluation of the important performance characteristics of our transistor concept looks highly promising.

1-

INTRODUCTION

Electrically driven into the regime of low-temperature avalanche breakdown, homogeneously doped
semiconductors have been demonstrated to display spatially inhomogeneous current flow via highconductivity filament channels generated by impurity impact ionization /1-3/. If an external
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the current direction, the current filaments are
structurally changed due to the Lorentz force acting upon the moving charge carriers. The corresponding shift of the current-voltage characteristic (magnetoresistance) results from the
"cooling effect" of the magnetic field on the hot charge carriers. At low temperatures where
the carrier mobility and, hence, the Lorentz force is high, a relatively large magnetoresistance is obtained with applied magnetic fields as small as only a few Gauss. The sensitive response to the magnetic control field offers an interesting principle for the design of a cryoelectronic device family.
As a first
experimental approach, we have recently demonstrated the basic concept of a magnetic
field effect transistor at liquid-helium temperatures, using single-crystalline p-doped germa- 3
nium with an acceptor concentration of about 1014 cm
and the typical dimensions of 0.1 x 5 x
3
6 mm /4,5/. The magnetic control of the filamentary current flow was achieved by a small magnetic field (10 - 100 G), generated by superconducting lines attached to the surface of the
semiconductor crystal. In this way, a three-terminal device is obtained, based on a hybrid concept implementing semiconducting and superconducting components. Particularly attractive features of this configuration are its simplicity, the utilization of well-established semiconductor and superconductor technology, and its robust nature, promising a high production yield.
Moreover, our device concept may become essential in the development of ultrafast electronic
circuits, requiring high packing density and correspondingly lower power dissipation.
In order to evaluate the limitations of the important performance characteristics, we have experimentally performed a miniaturized approach to the cryoelectronic magnetic field effect
transistor. Using different sample geometries, the distance between the ohmic contacts was reduced systematically, ending up with a minimum value of 10 pm. As expected from a preliminary
estimate /6/, the limitations due to the time of flight per length of the carriers and due to
the power losses per distance between the ohmic contacts were found to be about 50 ps/wm and
0.5 pW/)im, respectively. Thus, the miniaturized sample geometry enables operation up to frequencies in the G~z regime.
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2 - EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The samples investigated were prepared from homogeneously p-doped germanium single-crystal sli1
ces.( ) The specific resistivity at room temperature ranged from 10 to 20 (1cm, corresponding to
-3
an impurity concentration of (2 - 3) x 1014 cm . The compensation ratios were definitely smaller than 5 x 10 2. The semiconductor samples (of about 0.1 mm thickness) carried properly arranged ohmic contacts placed on one of the two broad surfaces. The distance between the contacts
varied from 0.5 mm to 10 Pm. The ohmic contacts were fabricated either by alloying (aluminum)
or by ion implantation (boron) /7/. To provide these contacts with an electric field, a voltage
bias was applied to a series combination of the sample and an I Q load resistor. The sample current was obtained from the voltage drop at the load resistor. An external magnetic field perpendicular to the broad sample surfaces could be generated either by a superconducting coil surrounding the semiconductor sample or by a superconducting loop attached directly to the surface
of the sample. Shaped in the form of a long hairpin, the superconducting niobium lines were fabricated by standard thin-film technology, and electric separation from the underlying semiconductor was achieved by a thin-film insulator. During the experiments, the samples investigated
were kept in direct contact with the liquid-helium bath at 4.2 K and were protected against external visible and far-infrared irradiation by an appropriate copper shield.
3 - EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
As already mentioned above, the operating principle of the present transistor device is based
on the magnetic control of the filamentary current flow during low-temperature avalanche breakdown via the magnetcresistive effect. Since the magnetic field needed for magnetic control is
found to be inversely proportional to the mobility of thi charge carriers, the required high
magnetic field sensitivity of the current flow can only be attained at high carrier mobility.
With reference to the experimental verification of extremely high carrier mobilities and drift
2
velocities (of some 105 cm /Vs and some 106 cm/s, respectively)/8/, adequate magnetic control
can be achieved already with small magnetic fields in the range of 100 G. In the following, we
briefly outline a quantitative evaluation of the most important performance characteristics
based on an experimental realization of distinct miniaturized device geometries.
We emphasize that the two essential preconditions of our transistor scheme, namely, first,
the
appearance of the avalanche breakdown effect and, second, the magnetic control of the current
flow in the breakdown regime, have been verified for all samples investigated. For relatively
large distances between the c mic contacts in the range of some 100 lim,differently prepared
contacts always led to more _."less the same results. But for distances smaller than 100 uin,
only samples with ion-implanted contacts showed the expected linear dependence of the breakdown
voltage on the contact distance. (Note that such miniaturized geometries are already influenced
by the less sharp-edged structure of the heat-treated alloy contacts). By extrapolating the linear voltage versus distance characteristic to zero contact distance, we always found an excess
breakdown voltage of about 30 mV. Accordingly, the breakdown electric field strength at small
contact distances increases with decreasing distance, ending up with an extrapolated divergence
at zero distance. We feel that the existence of an excess breakdown voltage can be directly attributed to the finite ionization energy of the shallow impurities (in the range of 10 meV).
Note that avalanche breakdown only occurs if the conduction carriers have gained sufficient
kinetic energy from the applied electric field, which at least must be of the order of the impurity ionization energy.
Now we turn to the performance limitations of our transistor scheme due to the time of flight
per length of the carriers and due to the 2 ower losses per distance between the ohmic contacts.
From measured drift velocities of a few I 0 cm/s in the post-breakdown region /8/ we derive
values of about 50 ps/m for the time of flight per unit length. This estimate agrees reasonably well with the experimentally observed frequency limits of about 10 MHz up to a few GHz
for samples with lengths ranging from 0.5 mm to 10 vm, respectively. We have checked that the
above high-frequency limits are definitely not influenced by the capacities and inductivities
of the electronic circuit configuration, as expected /6/. With the typical electric field of
about 5 V/cm for establishing avalanche breakdown and typical current values of about 1 mA in
the immediate post-breakdown region, we obtain for the power losses per sample length values
of about 0.5 vW/vim, independent of frequency. Taking further into account the increased electric
breakdown field at contact distances smaller than 50 vm, the power losses accordingly increase by a factor of five at most. From this we conclude that miniaturization of the transistor device appears to be limited reasonably at the smallest distance of the ohmic contacts
chosen (10 pm).
(1) Device applications based on extrinsic silicon and gallium arsenide semiconductors are
presently also investigated, but not reported here.
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Finally, we point out that the functioning of the present transistor scheme can also be confined by noise problems. On one hand, thermal noise is expected to be small due to the operation at liquid-helium temperatures. But, on the other hand, the possible contribution of additional noise generated by the avalanche process /9/ requires further experimental studies and
perhaps additional optimization procedures. Crosstalk between the elements of large integrated
systems can be minimized by properly arranged superconducting screening lines. Here important
concepts can be taken from the well-established Josephson technology. Nevertheless, unwanted
stray magnetic und electric coupling sets a fundamental limit to further miniaturization of all
presently used circuitry, that is likely to be reached belore the limits imposed in the future
by modern microfabrication techniques.

4 - CONCLUSIONS
The present work deals with the first experimental realization of a cryoelectronic magnetic
field effect transistor based on a novel hybtid configuration of both semiconducting and superconducting components. We have modeled and characterized miniaturized solid state devicr_
using
extrinsic germanium semiconductors together with superconducting niobium lines for generating
the macnetic control field an for all interconnections. The evaluation of the important performance characteristics of our transistor concept looks very promising. The power losses of
such a device are similar to those in a superconducting Josephson junction, representing the
high-speed device with the lowest power consumption up to now. We take note of the fact that
superconducting wiring can preserve extremely fast pulse rise times required in ultrafast electronic systems. In this way, combining semiconducting device components operating at low temperature with superconducting lines for magnetic control and for all interconnections represents
a highly promising new direction which has been neglected so far and which definitely deserves
much more consideration.
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FILTER STRUCTURE FOR SUB-MICRON FILTRATION FABRICATED IN SILICON
G. KITTILSLAND and G. STEMME
Department of Solid State Electronics, Chalmers University of
Technology, S-412 96 Gothenburg, Sweden

Resume - Design och tillverkningen av ett nytt partikelfilter fdr filtrering i det submikrona omrldet beskrivs. Filtreringsprincipen ar baserad pA tvA, i f6rhAllande till
varandra, lateralt f6rskjutna hAlmembran genom vilka fluiden mAste passera. Tjockleken
hos de st6d av kiseldioxid som separerar hAlmembranen definerar storleken pA de st6rsta
partikiar som kan passera genom strukturen. Filterstrukturen tillverkades i en sarskild
tvAstegs sjAlvlinjerande process diir ett hAlm6nster, hArd bordopning, anisotrop
kiseletsning och kiseldioxidunderetsning utgjorde de viktigaste processtegen. Det faktum
att filterstrukturen elektriskt ug6r en kondensator m6jligg6r andra applikationer.
Strukturer med membranavstAnd pA 50 och 200 nm har tillverkats.

Abstract - The design and fabrication of a new particle filter in the sub-micron range are
described. The filtration principle is based on two laterally displaced silicon hole
membranes, through and between which the fluid has to pass. The thickness of the
silicondioxide spacers separating the hole membranes defines the size of the largest
particles which can pass through the structure. The filter structure was fabricated using a
special two-step self-aligning technique where one single hole pattern, heavy boron
diffusion, anisotropic silicon etching and silicondioxide undercut-etching constituted the
most important process steps. The fact that electrically the filter structure is a capacitor
makes other applications possible. Structures with membrane separation distances of 50
and 200 nm have been made.
INTRODUCTION
There is a great demand for filters and separation techniques in the sub-micron range. One
example is the microelectronic industry where ultra-pure gases and liquids are neccesary in
order to achieve a high production yield. Other examples are in the field of medicine and
biotechnology.
Here a new type of particle filter structure in silicon for sub-micron filtration is presented [1].
Below some of the most important features are listed. Silicon provides a structure which is
mechanically very strong and chemically and thermally inert and stable. The filter structure
withstands aggressive environments such as acids and solvents and temperatures of more than
1000 *C. These characteristics are important for both use and regeneration of the filter. The
special two-step self-aligning technique simplifies the fabrication of the filter structure.
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FABRICATION
Fabrication of the structure is based on micromachining of silicon and a special two-step selfaligning technique which makes it possible to define the two memibranes and the membrane
spacers from a single hole pattern.
A sandwich-structure of 50 to 200 nm silicondioxide, 1 jim polysilicon and 1 gm silicondioxide
was created on (100)-silicon wafers using thermal oxidation and LPCVD, as shown in Fig. 3a. A
photolithography and a plasma etch step defined a hole pattern in the three layers, as shown in
Fig. 3b.
Boron was then diffused into the wafer through the hole pattern at 1200 *C for 4 hours, creating
vertical as well as lateral diffusion of boron from each hole, as illustrated in Fig. 3c. After a
protective thermal oxidation and a filter frame defining back side lithography the membranes
were formed using the anisotropic silicon etch EDP [2], as shown in Fig 3d. Since the EDP silicon
etch rate is reduced practically to zero for very high boron doping concentrations ("boron etchstop") [31, the resulting single-crystal silicon membrane consists of partially overlapping boron
doped half-spheres with holes between the silicon half-spheres, as shown in Fig. 2. The hole
size and membrane thickness were 5-10 lim.
The procedure where a photolithographically defined polysilicon hole membrane defined the
single-crystal hole membrane using boron diffusion constituted the first self-alignment. In the
second self-alignment the two silicon hole membranes are used to form the silicondioxide
spacers by letting a buffered HF-solution etch away the silicondioxide accessible through the two
silicon hole membranes.
The silicondioxide etching was interrupted when the front side and back side under-cut regions
of the polysilicon membrane holes met each other, thus creating a free flow path through the
structure. The resulting spacer shape is shown in Fig. 2.

I

polysilicon

scondioxide

hole pattern

silicon wafer

boron diffusion

back side silicon
etch pattein

lysilicon membrane

single-crystal silicon /
silicon frame

Fig. 3. A cross-sectional view of the fabrication sequence of the structure, not to scale.
Layers of polysilicon and silicondioxide on a (100)-silicon wafer.
a)
b)
Photolithography produces a hole pattern in the polysilicon and silicondioxide layers.
c)

Boron is diffused into the wafer through the hole pattern and a back side lithography
defines the silicon etch area.

d)

The single-crystal boron doped silicon membrane is formed in the silicon etch, EDP,
using the boron etch-stop technique. Finally the silicondioxide between the two
membranes is undercut-etched until free flow paths through the hole membranes are
obtained.
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RESULTS
Filter structures with silicondioxide distances of 50 and 200 nm have successfully been made.
The membrane area size is 6.0 x 6.0 mm and the total filter structure size including the
supporting frame is 14 x 14 mm.
Preliminary gas flow-pressure measurements have been made. A differential nitrogen gas
pressure of 5 psi (35 kPa) across the filters gave flow rates of 48 ml/min and 10 ml/min through
the structures with respective membrane separation distances of 200 nm and 50 nm. In both
cases the active membrane area was 30 mm 2. A gas pressure of approximately 1 atm could be
applied over the filter without membrane breakage.
The two silicon membranes are heavily doped with boron and thus electrically conducting.
This means that electrically the filter structure is a plate capacitor where the two silicon
membranes constitute the electrodes. They are separated and isolated by the thickness of the
silicondioxide spacers. These electrical characteristics can be used in different sensor
applications for fluid identification and concentration measurement.
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GATE CURRENTS AND DEVICE DEGRADATION : CARRIER TRANSPORT IN GATE OXIDES OF
MOSFET' s
A. SCHWERIN and W. HANSCH

Siemens, Corporate Research and Technology, Microelectronics,
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 MUnchen 83, F.R.G.

ABSTRACT
A new approach to calculate gate currents in MOS-transistors is presented. We use a nonlocal expression for carrier injection and a modified drift diffusion approximation to describe the flow of
charge inside the oxide. Gate currents of n- and p-channel devices are consistently calculated with
one set of parameters. The build up of oxide charge is monitored and the shift in device characteristics is described by solving simultaneously trapping rate equations in the 2-D oxide region.
INTRODUCTION
Shrinking device dimensions in modern VLSI circuits leads to increasing electric fields. This causes carrier
injection into the oxide of MOS-transistors with subsequent filling of oxide traps and the build up of interface states. In this context gate currents are of some relevancy. They contain information about carrier injection. However, only a fraction of the injected carriers, dependent on the transversal field in the oxide,
will reach the gate electrode to contribute to the gate current. Previous analysis of gate currents was unable
to investigate the flow of charge in the oxide. For the proper description of the degradation process, however, the knowledge of carrier currents in the oxide is needed. The location of the highest injection of carriers does not necessarily coincide with the location of the damage they cause. A prominent example, for
instance, is the LDD-MOSFET with a low n-dose. There carriers, which are injected by a strong field near
the gate edge, move into the spacer oxide where they may get trapped more easily than in the gate oxide.
MODEL FOR THE GATE CURRENT CALCULATION
The injection rate of the carriers, that originate from the Si is calculated with a nonlocal expression for the
high energetic carriers, that move perpendicular toward the interface and can surmount the Si/SiO 2
barrier. The injected carriers are assumed to be in nonequilibrium with the oxide field. They relax toward a
stationary state with the field over a distance of several nanometers away from the Si/SiO 2 interface [1) (cf.
Fig. 1). The flow of the stationary state carriers is described by solving a modified drift diffusion approximation. A detailed description will be given elsewhere [2.
Our model was implemented in the device simulator MINIMOS 4 that allows the calculation of the carrier
and field distributions in a realistic MOSFET with doping profiles fed in from 2-D process simulation.
MINIMOS 4 provides a solution scheme for the modified drift diffusion approximation that takes hot carrier transport into account [3]. To solve the continuity equation of both carrier types, electrons and holes,

r
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we used this numeric model and applied it to the oxide configuration of the MOSFET-structure. The mobilities of electrons and holes in the oxide were taken from the literature [4].

jnon equilibrium
c.

I

nstotionory
Ebarrier
Cbariertheir

bor

o iler
pih

>GVD

Fagure 1: Stationary carrier density versus nonequilibrium current of injected carriers. Note that
the stationary carrier density is, symbolically, ineluded in the energy diagram to show its spatial
distribution throughout the oxide. This distribution is obtained by solving the generalized
drift-diffusion equations in the oxide region. Lef
ik.: After pinch off the oxide field opposes electron transport. High energetic electrons penetrate
the oxide and relax toward the stationary distribution. Their maximal penetration depth depends on
energy. Right side: The electric field favors
electron injection into the oxide. Injected carriers
do not have a maximal penetration depth but they
will relax toward the stationary density distribution.

RESULTS
(1) Figure 2 shows concentrations of holes and electrons inside the oxide of an n-MOSFET for two
different voltage conditions (Fig. 2a: V G = VD/3,2b: VG = VD).

O

L.-
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Figure 2: Carrier concentrations inside the oxide: electrons and holes
for two different voltage conditions.
The levels are equidistant on a logagiic sale.The maximum Irl-1 1cm3
0
for the holes and O'cmn
for the electrons.
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(2) The nonlocal character of our injection expression.takes heed of the following fact: To surmount the
barrier carriers take up energy from the electric field with a high momentum component transversal to the
interface. Minority carriers are accelerated by the lateral field, while majority carriers generated by impact
ionization are accelerated by the transversal field in the case of low gate voltages. This results in a more
effective injection of majority carriers for this voltage condition. Thus, for n-MOS devices the number of
holes, that can surmount the barrier of 4.7eV to the oxide is sufficient to give a substantial positive gate
current bpr low gate voltages. For p-channel transistors there is no essential gate current of holes. Figure 3
shows calculated gate currents for an n-MOSFET (3a) and for a p-MOS device (3b). The same injection
parameters were used for both channel typs. The well known experimental fact, that hole gate currents are
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found in n-MOS but not in p-MOS devices is found as a result of our calculations without additional
assumptions. This is an excellent consistency check for the validity of our model.
a

b
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Figure 3: Simulated gate currents:
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(3) We used our modified MINIMOS 4 version to monitor the time evolution of the static stress
experiment. To this end we solve trapping rate equations simultaneously with Poisson's equation and the
continuity equation in the oxide. The trapped charge enters the right hand side of Poisson's equation. Thus
we take into account the feedback of the charge, trapped in the oxide, onto the electric field in the
semiconductor, which in turn will modify the number of injected carriers.
We show the results of a model calculation for a p-channel transistor. A p-MOSFET was chosen because it
is generally accepted, that the main degradation mechanism there is the filling of oxide traps by injected
electrons [5, 6), while the n-channel mechanism is a point of discussion up to now. For each point in the
oxide the following trapping rate equation is solved:
dN-/dt = Jox(N)6(N 0 -N)

(1)

Where N- is the concentration of filled traps, No the total trap density, 6 the trapping cross section and Jox
is the carrier current in the oxide, which is calculated as described above. It is very important to take into
consideration the effect of the growing negative oxide charge on the elctric field conditions during stress. In
a p-channel transistor the build up of negative charge in oxide traps near the drain reduces the electric field
peak. Thus the injected current and with it Jox is a function of N- itself.
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In Figure 4 the decrease of our simulated gate current with time is shown and we compare the time
dependence of the maximum charge density in oxide traps, which results from our self-consistent

calculation with the solution of equation (1) for constant jox(N'= 0):
N" = N o ( 1- expC-Joxt

)

(2)

)

The saturation of the charge encountered in the case of this analytic expression is due to the limited
number of traps, whereas in our solution a saturation at a much lower level is found, which is due to the
decrease inJox"
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Figure 5 shows the density of charged traps along the channel for different stress times. In Figure 6, finally,
the substrate current characteristics after different stress times is represented. The experimental known fact
of a drastic reduction of substrate current with stress time is reproduced by our calculation. The negative
charges trapped near drain decrease the electric field peak, thus diminishing impact ionization. Static stress
experiments with p-MOSFETs show the same decrease in substrate current [7].
The example given above was calculated on a VP200 vector processoi and took 30 minutes of CPU-time.
To simulate the degradation behavior in this way will be of special interest in estimating long time
degradation at normal operation voltages starting from short time high voltage stress experiments.
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ANALYSIS OF HOT CARRIER DEGRADATION IN AC STRESSED N-CHANNEL MOS
TRANSISTORS USING THE CHARGE PUMPING TECHNIQUE

R. BELLENS, P. HEREMANS, G. GROESENEKEN and H.E. MAES
IMEC vzw, Kapeldreef 75, B-3030 Leuven, Belgium

Rdsumd
La degradation par porteurs chauds (hot carriers) de transistors nMOS, induite lots de rapplication de tensions alternatives (ACstress) a dd dvalude en utilisant la technique Charge Pumping et les rdsultats ont Wticompares ceux d'une contrainte sous tension
continue. En outre d'une composante de dtgradation uniquement dCpendante du temps de vieillissement, une composante
additionelle a te observde qu est proportionelle au nombre d'impulsions appliqu&es (fr.quence * temps). La degradation s'avrc
fortement d6pendante de la forne de limpulsion h la grille. En effet, nos experiences prouvent dune part que le temps de discente
de )'impulsion de grille est beaucoup plus important que le temps de mont6e, et d'autre part que la largeur de l'impulsion de grille
determine le degr de compensation de la charge positive pidgde durant la pdriode de tension basse i la grille, par des dlectrons
inject6s durant la periode de tension haute.
Abstract
Hot carrier degradation induced during AC-stressing of NMOS transistors is evaluated using the charge pumping technique and the
results are compared with those from DC-stress. Besides a degradation component that is only dependent on stress time, an additional component is observed that is proportional to the number of applied pulses (frequency * time). A strong dependency of the
degradation on the shape of the gate pulse is demonstrated. The falling edge of the gate pulse is shown to be much more important
than the rising edge and the width of the gate pulse determines the amount of compensation of the trapped positive charge by
injected electrons.
I. Introduction
In the last decade much effort has been spent in the characterization and understanding of hot carrier degradation in DC-stressed n-channel and
p-channel transistors 1/. Although there is still no unanimous agreement on the mechanisms causing this DC-degradation, the question already arises whether the results obtained under DC-stress conditions can be simply extrapolated towards AC-stress conditions /2/ or if some
additional effects have to be accounted for t3A. Therefore, in this study, AC-stressed n-channel transistors are evaluated with the charge
pumping measurement technique /5/, which is shown to be a powerful and indispensable tool for evaluation of this kind of degradation /6,7/.
The AC-degradation results are compared with those obtained during DC-stress conditions. The influence of he used frequency and of the
shape of the gate pulse is studied and a possible explanation of the enhanced degradation is given.
2. Devices and excerimental conditions
The devices used in this study had an effective channel length of 2.4 Im and a channel width of 100 pmi. The oxide thickness was 27 nm.
The devices came from different suppliers with different technologies. In this way, technology-dependent effects could be ruled out.
As illustrated on Fig. I, during the AC-stressing, a constant voltage Vd was applied at the drain while the gate was pulsed between Vglo w
and Vghigh - Vd. Te oihe features of the applied pulse are illustrated on Fig. I. Source and substrate are grounded.
For the charge pumping measurements rectangular pulses were applied at the gate with an amplitude of 5 V and a frequency of 100 kHz.
Drain and source were kept at a small revese bias of 0.1 V while the substrate current was monitored.

3. Expected befuaviour based on extraolasion of DC-detradation
By using the charge pumping technique in combination with conventional I-V measurements, the DC-degradation mechanisms have been
revealed recenldy /,91. It was found that at medium gate voltages (Vg - VdI2) maximum degradation oecrs, due to interface tiap generation.
At low pte voltages (Vg - V0, the interface trap generation is masked by positive charge trapping, due to hole injection /9,10/. The latter
effect is dominant on the Vt-shift for these conditions. At high gate voltages (Vg - Vd). interface trap generation is minimal, as is the
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degradation of the I-V characteristic. However, when this condition is applied after a stress at Vg = Vt, compensation of the trapped holes
occurs, and the interface traps generated at Vg = Vt suddenly influence the I-V characteristics /8,9/. By simply extrapolating the DC-results to
pulse shapes as on Fig. 1,one could therefore be inclined to neglect the minor degradation during the part of the gate pulse when Vg = Vd and
the degradation would be expected to occur mainly during the Vg = Vglo w part of the gate pulse. However, during the rise and fall of the gate
pulse, a contribution is expected that increases with increasing tf and tr. The maximum AC-degradation would however never surmount the
worst case of the DC-degradation at the same Vd. Finally, the compensation of the trapped holes mentioned before is expected to be complete
during the Vg = Vd part of the pulse, if the trapping time of the electrons is smaller than the pulsewidth.
4. Measurement results
In the same way as for DC-stress conditions, the AC-degradation was studied as a function of stress time for different combinations of the
stress parameters. While for DC-stress conditions Vd, Vg and the stress time are the most important parameters, for AC-degradations with a
constant Vd, one has to evaluate the possible influence of the frequency F, the rise time tr and the fall time tf, the duty cycle, the low value
of the gate voltage Vglo w and the width of the gate pulse. All these parameters will now be studied one by one.
Coms rison of AC-dezradation with DC-degradation
Fig. 2 shows the increase in charge pumping current Alcp as a function of the low value of the gate pulse Vglo w for a total stress time of
1000 s. In all these experiments Vghigh was equal to Vd = 7.5 V, tf = tr = 10 ns, duty cycle = 50 %. For comparison Alcp for DCstresses during 500 s at Vd = 7.5 V and various Vg was plotted on the same figure. For high Vglo w , i.e. a small difference between Vghigh
and Vglow , the curve for the AC-degradation approaches that of the DC-stress. For small Vglo w however, the two curves differ completely
and the highest degradation occurs for Vglo w = 0 Vand strongly exceeds the maximum DC-degradation. Moreover, the difference is proportional to the used frequency, which is already indicative of an enhanced degradation during the edges of the gate pulse.
Influence of the freluencv of the ate pulse
The stresses at Vgo w = 0 Vwere studied extensively in order to clarify the enhanced degradation. Fig. 3 shows the time dependency of the
degradation for different frequencies. All degradations were performed with tr = tf = 6 ns, duty cycle = 90 %,Vghigh = Vd = 6.5 V. Itfollows from the figure that the time dependency of ,lcp has aslope factor of 0.67 for all frequencies, which is identical to the time dependency
during DC-stress. As already illustrated on Fig. 2, one can also observe a dependency on the frequency at a given stress time. This dependency has the same slope factor n = 0.67. In Fig. 3, the time during which Vg = Vghigh is independent of the frequency for a fixed stress
time, since the duty cycle is fixed. Consequendy, if the degradation at V9 = Vghigh would be dominant, the curves for different frequencies
would coincide, which is clearly not the cas. When one plots the curves of Fig. 3 as a function of the number of applied pulses, i.e. N = F
0 stress time, one obtains more or less a unique dependency independent of the stress time and the applied frequency, as is shown on Fig. 4.
This dependency once more has a slope of 0.67 which again points to a main degradation contribution during the edges of the gate pulse.
One can conclude that for the AC-stress case Vgo w = 0 V. the main degradation occurs only during the falling and/or rising transition edges
of the gate pulse, and therefore is proportional to the number of pulses Nwith adependency Alcp = A Nn with n = 0.67.
Influence of the low manof th nicailse
In the previous paragraph Vgo w was always taken equal to 0 V.which means that during the pan of the gate pulse when Vg = Vglo w no
degradation occurred while during the high pan of the gate puls (Vg = Vd) the DC-degradation is negligible as compared to the degradation
during the transition edges of the gate pulses. For conditions where Vglo w is different from 0 V however one can observe a contribution of
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the DC-degradation during Vg = Vglo w . On Fig. 5, Alcp is plotted asa function of the frequency for Vglo w = I V, tr = if = 6 ns, duty
cycle = 50 %,Vghigh = Vd = 7 V,stress Lime = 1000s. As can be seen Alcp does not increase linearly with frequency in this case. At low
F, the DC-degradation during the part of the gate pulse when Vg = Vglo w is much larger than the extra degradation during the transition edges
of the gate pulse. The latter shows up on Fig. 5 as the frequency dependent component, while the former is frequency independent, because
the duty cycle is kept constant. When one subtracts the part of the degradation occurring atVg = Vglo w from the total degradation curve,
only the degradation during the transition edges remains. This is shown on Fig. 5 on the curve labeled "AC component". This curve has a
slope factor n = 0.7, as is the case for Vglow = 0 V.
Influence of the edges of the rate nulse
In order to reveal the cause for the enhanced degradation occurring during the transition edges of the gate pulse, the influence of the edges on
Alcp for transistors stressed at F = 100 kHz. Vglow = 0 V. Vghigh = Vd = 6.5 V,duty cycle = 50 %and tf= tr is shown on Fig. 6. Itis
obvious that decreasing tfand tr increases the degradation. This definitely proves that this degradation is not DC-related, since in this case
one would expect a decreasing degradation with decreasing tf and tr. In order to find an explanation for the observed behaviour, rising and
failing edges were varied independently. It was found that the enhanced degradation almost completely occurs during the fall time, while
changing the rise time has little effect. For very large t r and if the degradation again increases because DC-degradation during the transition
edges now becomes more important.
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Influence of the duty cycle of the ate pulse
From DC-experiments, it is known that during a stress at Vg = Vt positive charge is trapped in the oxide, that can be compensated by a subsequent stress a Vg . Vd /10/. Since this sequence of stresses is repeuUvely applied during AC-stress, we were able to study in more detail
the hole rapping and subsequent compensation using AC-stress conditions. From charge pumping measurements, it was found that positive
charge tapping during Vg - Vglo, still occurs up to frequencies of 10 MHz. This proves that this hole trapping process has a time
constant, smaller than 50 ns. In order to study the compensation effect by electron trapping, stresses at different duty cycles were performed.
Fig.
7 shows the influence of the duty cycle on Alop for mnsistors stressed at F = 100 kHz. tr = If = 6 ns, Vglo w - 0 V, Vghig = Vd
h
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7.5 V and stress time = 200 s. Alcp decreases for the lower values of the duty cycle. This behaviour will be explained in the next

5. Discussion
From the experiments in the previous paragraph, it can be concluded that the degradation during AC-stress with constant drain voltage is
composed of two components : one component is DC-related (mainly occurring at Vg = Vglo w or during the fall and rise times of the gate
pulse); the other component, which is proportional to the number of applied pulses, is not observed during the DC-degradation, and occurs
only during the falling edge of the gate pulse. This component has often caused the extrapolation of DC-results towards AC-conditions to
fail. In these extrapolations the substrate current is always assumed to be the integral of DC substrate currents. However, for small fall
times, this assumption is no longer valid. Indeed, we performed substrate current measurements under identical conditions as during the
stress experiments, and compared them with measurement results under DC-conditions. The results are shown on Fig. 8 as a function of the
fall time, for F = 100 kHz, Vglo w = 0 V. Vghig h = Vd = 7.5 V. The substrate current under AC-conditions, for fall times of 10 ns, is seen
to be a factor of 250 larger than what is expected from DC-measurements. This enhancement decreases to a factor of 3 for larger fall times.
These results are in qualitative agreement with the degradation as a function of the edges, showed on Fig. 6. Moreover, it is observed that
this enhancement is not dependent on the rise time, as is also the case for the degradation behaviour. Therefore, this enhanced substrate
current can be correlated with the degradation component during the falling edge of the gate pulse. At present, experiments are being
performed to clarify the exact origin of this substrate current enhancement. Together with the substrate current increase and accompanying
increase in interface trap density for decreasing fall time, a large build-up of positive charge is expected. For the conditions of Fig. 7 with a
low duty cycle this positive charge is only partially compensated by the electrons injected during the pan of the gate pulse when Vg = Vd
/9,10/. Because of the incomplete compensation, a net positive charge remains at the drain which decreases the lateral electric field during the
falling edge resulting in a reduced generation of interface traps. For larger duty cycles, the positive charge is however completely
compensated within each cycle and the electric fields will be maxiual during the fall-off of the gate pulse. From Fig. 7 and from similar
additional charge pumping experiments, the time constant for the compensation process (electron trapping on trapped holes) is found to be
about 0.5ps.
6. Conclusions
An enhanced degradation has been observed for AC-stress conditions using gate voltage pulses and a constant high drain voltage. This
enhancement is dependent on the shape of the gate pulse. Decreasing fall times enhance the effect, while the rising edge has little influencc.
An enhuced substre current has been observed for identical stress conditions. At present experiments are being performed to explain this
phenomenon. The duty cycle determines the amount of compensation of the positive charge by the injected electrons.
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DYNAMIC HOT-CARRIER DEGRADATION OF FAST-SWITCHING CMOS INVERTERS WITH
DIFFERENT DUTY CYCLES

L. RISCH and W. WEBER
Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,
D-8000 MUnchen 83, F.R.G.

ABSTRACT - The frequency shift of ring oscillators operated at high power supply voltages
exhibits hot-carrier degradation similar to the well-known stress effects measured at single
transistors. The predicted duty cycles based on substrate currents generated during the fast
switching periods yield results which are in good agreement with the degradation data from
ring oscillators and externally switched inverters only for short stress times. For long stress
times, however,deviations are reported.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Hot-carrier effects in submicron CMOS circuits are considered a major problem when using a power
supply voltage of 5V. Recently, dynamic stress experiments performed on transistors with externally
switched gate and drain voltages confirmed the assumption of duty cycles based on substrate currents alone
/1/ or suggested a modification additionally taking into account the switching current of the transistor 121.
With externally applied voltages it is difficult to obtain rise and fall times of gate and drain voltages shorter
than 3ns. In CMOS circuits such as logic cells or driver stages the rise/fall times of the voltages are much
shorter. Consequently degradation experiments using ring oscillators with different load capacitances and
gate delay times of 100ps to 3s are used to investigate dynamic degradation in this high frequency range.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
For an inverter with externally applied gate voltages a test structure was designed which consists of a chain
of four CMOS inverters. Each of the inverter outputs can be connected to a pad by a transfer gate for the
characterization. The pad capacitance is switched off during the dynamic stress. With this arrangement
either each transistor of the inverter chain can be characterized statically or can be stressed dynamically
like a ring oscillator with a small load capacitance by an external pulse fed into the first inverter. The nMOSFET results of the first inverter are shown here. The current degradation was measured in the linear
region.

Whereas in static degradation experiments Vt, gm, or 'D are measured tu characterize the degradation of
the transistor, here the frequency shift of ring oscillators is used. This quantity can be measured very
accurately down to the 0.1% range. Typically the frequency decreases duri- stress due to the decreasing
current of the n-channel transistor caused by hot-carrier injection. Three single-gate and three cascoded
(with two n-channel transistors in series) ring oscillators, each with a different number of stages and load
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capacitances, were used to investigate the influence of the duty cycle on dynamic hot carrier degradation as
listed in Table 1.
The LDD transistors under investigation were fabricated in 4Mbit DRAM technology with a gate length of
1.0um, Wn = 10um, Wp = 20um and tox = 20nm.

fan in/out
F=1
F =1; lpf
F= 3

cycle time gate delay
ions
0.18ns
40ns
1.7 ns
60ns
0.35ns

Table 1 Circuit parameters of the ring oscillators
3 - INVERTER CHAIN RESULTS (rise/fall time > 3ns)
Fig.1 compares results for different pulse configurations. For a constant rise/fall time of 3ns the pulse
period was varled from 40 to 400 and 4000ns. This should reduce the duty cycle by one order of magnitude
in each case. I'he experimental results agree with this as can be observed in Fig. 1.
Then the duty cycle was kept constant and the pulse period was changed. Fig. 1 shows that all three curves
agree essentially within the limits of experimental error again demonstrating the validity of the duty cycle
assumption.
Comparing these results with static stress experiments by calculating the substrate currents during the
switching period, agreement with a calculated factor of 130 is found only at short stress times. At longer
stress times the dynamic curves approach the static one and may even cross for long stress times. This
finding contradicts the duty cycle assumption and was therefore confirmed for several processes.
Furthermore, dynamic stress experiments were performed on single transistors by applying separate pulses
at the gate and drain to perform a check on a different experimental setup. The result was again the same.
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Fig.l Drain current degradation of a single n-MOSFET in an inverter chain as a function of the dynamic
stress time for different input pulse configurations. A static stress result is included included for
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4 - RING OSCILLATOR DEGRADATION (rise/fall time < 3s)
4.1 Voltage dependence
The frequency shift of ring oscillators due to hot-carrier degradation behaves very similarly to the
degradation of the current. Fig.1 shows the frequency shift for a ring oscillator with F = 3 at supply voltages
of 5 to 8V as a function of the stress time. After an initial strong shift of the frequency, the degradation of
the ring oscillator shows a saturation effect. The frequency shift also increases with power supply voltage
and is therefore correlated with the degradation of the transistor parameters.
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4.2 Duty cycle dependence
The basis for predicting the dynamic degradation is the ratio of substrate current generated during
switching periods to the maximum substrate current of the transistor under static stress conditions.
Introducing the substrate current into a circuit simulator such as SPICE with subsequent integration of this
current during the cycle time should therefore yield the degradation uf the circuit. The drain current
dependence (compare /2/) is neglected because all ring oscillators have approximately the same switching
current.

The results for three different single-gate inverters are shown in Fig.3. For short stress times, differences
can be explained on the basis of the substrate currents (see Fig.4). However, for longer stress times of 104_
105 s the three curves level off and lead approximately to the same degradation with the same time
dependence as the dynamic results shown in Fig. 1.
Analyzing the duty cycles with SPICE simulations including substrate currents (see Fig.3), the duty cycle
theory predicts lifetimes which are 2 and 3 times longer for F = 1, lpF and F = 3 than for F= I respectively.
Experimentally this was found only for short stress times while for longer ones the three ring oscillators
show approximately the same degradation.
43 Substrate current dependence
Cascoded inverter ring oscillators with the same number of stages exhibit greatly reduced substrate
currents during switching periods. The peak values are reduced to about 1/7 without changing the duty
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cycle. From this an increase in lifetime by a factor of about 120 is predicted. Experimentally, a factor of 50
is found (Fig.S), which is in rough agreement with the calculation. At short stress times the ring oscillator
with the fastest gate delay time again exhibits greater degradation. For longer stress times, the same
degradation is attained despite different duty cycles. In comparison with Fig.2 the cascoded inverter
degrades at 7V like the normal inverter at SV due to the internal voltage reduction.
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5 - CONCLUSIONS
Comparing the time dependent changes of drain current in inverters with the frequency shift of ring
oscillators, a similar behavior can be observed, which shows clearly that both parameters originate from
hot-carrier stress and are proportional to one another. Furthermore it is shown that the saturation behavior
is less pronounced for long stress times after dynamic stress (Fig. 1). The duty cycle calculation on the basis
of substrate currents was verified at short stress times but yields increasing errors for long times (Fig. 1, 3
and 5). Despite different duty cycles, approximately the same degradation is attained by different ring
oscillators. The reduced substrate current of a cascaded inverter is not fully correlated with the lifetimes.
To extrapolate dynamic lifetimes up to 10 years more accurately further measurements at longer stress
times as well as a quantitative refinement of the model will be necessary/3i.
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OS TRANSISTORS STRESSED AT LOW TEMPERATURE

C. NGUYEN-DUC, S. CRISTOLOVEANU, G.

REIMBOLD* and J. GAUTIER*

Laboratolre de Physique des Composants 4 Semiconducteurs, ENSER-INPG,
23, rue des Martyrs, F-38031 Grenoble Cedex, France
*D. LETI. Centre d'Etudes Nucl6aires de Grenoble, 85X,
F-38041 Grenoble Cedex, France

R6sum6 - Nous 6tudions le vieillissement A 77 K de transistors MOS de type N soumis A de fortes contraintes
Nectriques: tension de drain Vd = 5,5 V et tension de grille Vg variant de 1,5 A6,5 V. Nous montrons que les maxima
de Is degradation de transconductance et du d6calage de la tension de scull ne sc manifestent pas pour les m~mes
conditions de contrainte. Les r6sultats sont expliqufs par Ia nature plus o moins localisle des d6fauts cr66s qui est
aussi responsable de la distorsion des courbes de transconductance et de son augmentation tenporaire lors du
vieillissement. Une augmentation insabituelle de Ia transconductance en regime de saturation est dgalement mise en
evidence.

Abstract - Hot-carrier stressing was carried out on 1 f4m n-type MOSFETs at 77 K with fixed drain voltage Vd = 5.5 V
and gate voltage V. varying from 1.5 to 6.5 V. It was found that the maximum transconductance degradation and
threshold voltage shift do not occur at the same V This behavior is explained by the localized nature of induced
defects which is also responsible for a distortion of the transconductance curves and even a slight temporary increase in
the transconductance during stress. An anomalous increase in the saturation transconductance is also reported.

t - INTRODUCTION
The hot carrier induced degradation is known to be more accentuated for MOSFET operation at low temperature but most of
the experimental work was carried out at 300 K. Recent papers show a lack of concordance concerning the physical mechanisms
involved in the device degradation at 300 K and 77 K (generation of interface states /1/ or charge trapping /2/). In relatively
long MOSFETs, maximum degradation occurs for a given drain voltage Vd when the gate voltage Vg is approximately Vd/2
(maximum substrate current) /3/.
In this work, we study the defect nature and localization in short channel n-type MOSFETs subjected to high-field stressing at
77 K by regarding threshold voltage Vt shift and changes in the transconductance Gm value and shape. Both the linear region and
saturation region are reported. Some particularities in the transconductance behaviour of stressed devices are discussed for the
first time.
2 - EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The devices used were conventional n-channel MOSFETs with effective channel length Leff 1 m, channel width W = 20 Min
and oxide thickness tox = 25 nm fabricated at LETI Laboratories in Grenoble (France). The devices were directly immersed in
liquid nitrogen and stressed at a fixed drain voltage Vd - 5.5 V and various gate voltages Vg. The device characterization was
performed at 77 K and 300 K, before and after stress, by using HP 4145B Analyzer. We measured the drain current ld(Vg) and
transconductance Gm(Vg) characteristics in the linear (Vd < 100 mV) and saturation region with both forward and reverse
modes of operation, the substrate current and the subthreshold slope. Vt was determined at Ids = 0.2 14A/Mm of channel width or
by extrapolating the linear ld(Vg) curve.
6

The transconductance reduction rate Gm = (Gmo-Gm)/Gmo and threshold voltage shift/W t -f Vt-Vto occuring after one
1. Here Gino and Vto denote pre-stress values. We notice that maximum AVt and AGm do not
hour stress is presented in Fig.
occur at the same Vg: AVt is very small for the Vg < Vd stressing, becomes significant at Vg n Vd and then rapidly increases with
increasing Vg, while AGm has its maximum in theregion of maximum substrate current.
° '2

5,the behaviour for V > V d stressing is
Although for Vg < Vd , the degradation rate follows roughly a law of AGm a t
more surprising ; a temporary inease in Gi is found after 104 sec of stress (Fig. 2a). This transconductance overshoot' is also
clearly seen in Gm(VU) curves (Fig. 2b). Very similar curves have been obtained by 2-D simulation /4/ for the case where
generated defects are localized in a region of AL - 0,15 1im close to the drain and explained by a two-piece model : the total
transconductance of the Stressed MOSFET may be dominated by that of the defective region AL which has a higher threshold
voltage but a much shorter length compared to the defect-free region. Our results offer the first experimental support for the
predictions of a ransconductance overshoot during the transistor aging.
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Fig. 3a - Extrapolatedthreshold voltage shift versus stress time for a device stressed at Vg= 3.5 Vand Vd = 5.5 V.

Fig. 3b - Transconductanceversus gate voltage characteristicsofa device stressedat Vg = 3.5 Vand Vd = 5.5 V measurement at 77 K
with Vd = 50 m V and stress time as a parameter.

The relaxation effect at 77 K was found to shift back the curves compared to those taken immediately after stress (curve 3 of
Fig. 4); approximately 30 % of the initial degradation is recovered after 60 hours relaxation. This requires the stress-induced
degradation to be caused partly by the electron capture in shallow-level traps in the gate oxide as suggested by Ning /6/.
Warming up the stressed samples to 300 K shows yet a more beneficial influence; subsequent measurement at 77 K shows a larger
decrease (n 50 %) in AVt (curve 4). As the effect of damage created by the aging cannot be completely removed we conclude that
the stress-induced defects in the MOSFETs studied here consist of (i) reversible electron capture in existing shallow-level traps
and (ii) irreversible Acation of interface states and/or electron traps in the oxide.
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(3) 60 hourspauseat 77 K (4) + 1 hour pause at 300 K

Another relevant result is observed in the case of Vg > Vd stressing; after stress the saturation transconductance measured
for Vd - 5 V in the reverse mode becomes larger than in the forward mode (which remains almost the same as the pre-stress
value) (Fig. 5). This improvement in Gmsat for degraded MOSFETs may be explained by the interaction between the defective
and defect-free regions of the channel (as proposed above for the ohmic operation). In the forward-mode operation, Gat
of the
degraded MOSFET should be the same as the pre-stress value because the defective region is completely screened by the pinchoff region. In contrast, when the source and drain are interchanged, the stressed device can be cosidered as a series combination
of two transistors. The total transconductance depends on the interaction of these two regions and can exceed the
transconductance of a homogenous MOSFET.
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3- CONCLUSION
Hot carrier degradation has been carried out on 11m n-MOSFETs at 77 K and constant drain voltage, with the gate voltage as a
variable. It has been found that the extension of the defective region into the channel depends strongly on the VgVd ratio and
determines the behavior of the device degradation. For the Vg9< Vd stress regime, the degradation ofthe maximum
transconductance is dominant while the threshold voltage hardly changes. In contrast, at Vg > Vd the stress-induced shift of Vt is
important and increases with increasing V while the change in the transconductance maximum is found to be attenuated and a

transconductance overshoot is observed fhorseveral periods of stress. The increase in the saturation transconductance of the
stressed devices is explained by the two-piece model. The comparison with the results of 2-D numerical cal:ulations allows us to
conclude that for a drain voltage as high as 5.5 V, increasing Vg makes the extension of the defective region go deeper into the
channel. The partial relaxation at 77 K and 300 K of the created defects suggests that they consist of the electrons captured in
shallow-level neutral traps and the acceptor-like interface states and/or negative fixed charges.
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HOT ELECTRON RELIABILITY OF DEEP SUBMICRON MOS TRANSISTORS
G. GUEGAN and
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LETI, CENG, 85X, P-38041 Grenoble Cedex, France
.Laboratoire de Physique des Composants A Semiconducteurs, ENSERG,
F-38031 Grenoble Cedex, France
Risumi - Nous 6tudions Ia d6gradation des performances des transistors MOS ultra-courts (0.3 1m - 0.6 1m) engendrde
par l'injection de porteurs chauds. Ces dispositifs ont n canal N, une structure conventionnelle (non LDD) et ont tf
optimis6s pour fonctionner A3 V. Plus jeurs types de contraintes ont did analys~s. Un suivi syst~matique des paramittres
importants a did rdalisd en cours de vicillissement, ]a d~gradation 6tant ensuite dvalue par des m6thodes de
caracterisation fine. L'influence des tensions d'alimentation sur la dur6e de vie des dispositifs est 6tudide. Ces rsultats
sent interpr~tes en tenant compte de rextension de la zone de d~fauts et du taux de gtnration locale d'6tats d'interface.
Abstract - The hot electron induced degradation of fully optimized N-channel MOSFET's, having channel lengths in the
range 0.3 14m - 0.6 1m, is systematicalty investigated. The created defects and their influence on the device performance
are evaluated with very sensitive techniques and explained using 2D modelling. The device lifetime is analysed as a
function of the biasing conditions. These results are interpreted by taking into consideration the extension of the
defective region as well as the local generation rate of interface states.

1- INTRODUCTION
Hot electron reliability of MOS transistors is a key problem for the long term stability of modern VISI circuits. During the last
decade much effort has been devoted to the study of hot carrier-induced degradation in MOSFET's longer than 1 4m. Although
many important aspects have been clarified, neither a complete description of the physical mechanisms has been given nor a fully
satisfactory technological solution proposed to eliminate aging problems. In addition, an accentuation of the hot carrier
deterioration of the Si/SiO z interface is expected to occur as the new generation of submicron transistors emerges. Other
fundamental questions are related both to the possibility of avoiding LDD structures and the impact of a bias supply limitation at 3
V. However, a very small amount of experimental data was reported on the aging of half-micron transistors.
There are three original aspects in this work :
(1) use of fully optimized deep submicron MOSFET's with 0.3 -0.6 4m channel lengths,
(2) systematic aging under different stressing conditions and for very long periods of time (6.105 seconds),
(3) monitoring of the evolution of the main device parameters during stress, followed by a detailed inspection of the interface
damage at the end of the stress using very sensitive characterization techniques (dynamic transconductance and charge
pumping) as well as an accurate parameter extraction method.
2- EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
The transistors used in this study have been fabicated with electron beam lithography. They have channel widths of 20Mm, 15 nm
gate oxides, 0.17 t4m junction depth and nominal gate lengths from 0.4 to 0.8 1m ( the effective channel length being about 0.1 14m
shorter). They were optimized for a 3 V bias supply in order to avoid the use of LDD structures /1/. Stress was performed at
different gate and drain voltages. The aging effects of low (1.4 V) and higher (3.3 V) gate biases were compared by keeping the
drain voltage in the saturation region before the avalanche onset.
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A computerized data acquisition system enabled us to study simultaneously several transistors and monitor the evolution of their
parameters. Figure 1 shows the degradation of the main parameters (threshold voltage Vt, maximum of transconductance Gn,
saturation current in reversed mode lsat, subthreshold slope) in a 0.3 Mm transistor. The time dependent degradation rate of all
these parameters follows the classical law Atn (see Table 1). The highest value of n corresponds to the subthreshold swing but no
increase in the off-state leakage current is observed. In contrast, the threshold voltage shift is higher than in the micronic
transistors, probably because of the greater ratio between the degraded region Iungth and the effective channel length. The usual
equivalence between a 10 % degradation in transconductance and a 10 mV shift in Vt does no longer hold in this case (Figs.1 and
2).
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voltage (dashed line) versus substratecurrent. The duty ratiois 10 % (]) and (2) correspond to the case of the shorter transistor(0.3pn)
biased at VD - 3V and 3.SVrespectively.

In order to extrapolate the device lifetime, we have chosen two different criteria : (1) 10 % decrease in the reverse mode saturation
current (for Vg Vd = 3 V) and (2) 10 mV shift in Vt . The two corresponding lifetimes are plotted in Fig.3. The classical
dependence i
C(Isub)m is very well fitted by m = 2.5 for the saturation current and m = 3 for the threshold voltage.
Assuming a duty ratio of 1/10 for CMOS technology, a 10 years lifetime can be obtained, with both criteria, at 3 V bias supply even
for the shortest transistor (0.3 1m). For higher supply voltage the degradation becomes intolerable, the threshold voltage shift
being the most limiting factor. This suggests the use of LDD like structures which are believed to reduce the threshold voltage shift
and keep a good noise margin for these low voltage transistors. After stress we also noticed an increase by a factor of two in the
substrate current due to the local trapping of negative charges that causes the lateral field to increase.

3- DETAILED CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DEGRADED DEVICES
In order to determine the defective channel length AL, the type of the created defects, their density SNq and the carrier mobility,
we use a parameter extraction method especially conceived for degraded submicron devices /2'. In this model, the damaged
device is presented by the series combination of two transistors with different channel lengths and threshold voltages.
Figure 4 shows an original plot of the degradation rate of the channel resistance versus Vg, which illustrates the interaction between
the defective and non defective regions of the channel : for Vg< Vt, both regions are in weak inversion, while for V > V(2 they arc
in strong inversion. For intermediate gate voltages only the defect free region reaches strong inversion while the egraded one is
still in weak inversion. In other words, Vt, is the threshold voltage of the virgin device whereas Vt. is that of the degraded region.
This curve is in very good agreement with previous theoretical calculations 1"/. Table 2 gives the values of the threshold voltages
shifts aVt = Vt,-Vt., mobilities degradation rates 1-M2/14, , degraded region lengths AL and densities of created defects ANq.
It is found that the defective channel length AL becomes more important for the higher gate voltage whereas the density of created
defects is weaker.
In order to validate these results, we performed direct measurements of interface states were performed with the dynamic transconductance /3/ and charge pumping /4/ methods. The interface states generated for various conditions of stress are plotted
versus drain current (Fig. 5). Indeed for each channel length, a constant drain current, at fixed Vd, is nearly equivalent to a
constant inversion charge and a constant surface potential. We clearly observe that the density of created interface states is larger
after stress at lower gate voltage (Vg- 1.4 V).
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4- DISCUSSION
We notice from Table 2 that the ratio AIL/L can be very large for the higher gate voltage. On the other hand, it is obvious from
Table 2 and Fig.5 that a higher density of interface states are produced at lower gate voltage, as in the case of long MOSFET's. A
basic argument is provided by the simulation with MINIMOS of the electric field along the channel (Fig.6). We obseve firstly that
the peak of the lateral electric field is almost constant with Vg, unlike the case of longer transistors where this peak is greatly
reduced with increasing V ; this is experimentally confirmed by the fact that the substrate current measued at fixed VD does not
change significantly with V"G from 1.4 to 3.3 V. Secondly, the vertical field is enhanced by a factor of two when Vg isincreased
from 1.4 V to 3.3 V, making, therefore, easier the electron injection along a larger part of the channel.
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For Vg= 1.4V, not only the electron injection should occur in a narrower region near the drain, but also the vertical field is there
inverteid, causing thesimultaneous injection of hot holes and electrons. As the formation of interface states is usually explained by
the injection of both holes and electrons, it is reasonable to measure a higher generation rate of interface states in this case.
To summarize, we think that for small values of the gate voltage a large amount of interface states are created in a very localised
region near the drain. For higher gate voltages, the defective region greatly extends towards the source. This region contains
trapped negative charges and, at a lower degree, interface states. This difference in the extension of the degraded region is
confirmed by ID(VD) curves measured in the saturation region: after stress at low VG the initial drain current value is recovered
much earlier (i.e. for lower VD) than after stres athigher VG.
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5 - CONCLUSION
The degradations of both the maximum transconductance and threshold voltage are greatly influenced by the extsension of the
defective channel length. The threshold voltage shift seems to be the moat limiting factor for the lifetime of ultra short devices.
Various degradation tests show that a 10 years lifetime can be achieved without LDD even for 0.3 Mm transistors operated at 3 V.
However, an increase of the supply voltage would need the use of LDD structures.
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INTERFACE STATE GENERATION IN NMOS TRANSISTORS DURING HOT CARRIER STRESS AT

LOW TEMPERATURES
D. KRISHNA RAO, M.M. HEYNS and R.F. DE KEERSMAECKER
Interuniversity Microelectronics Center (IMEC vzw), Kapeldreef, 75.
B-3030 Leuven, Belgium

ABSTRACT - The generation of interface states in NMOS transistors during hot carrier injection is
investigated at temperatures between 300 and 75 K. It is found that hot carrier stress at low
temperatures induces a higher number of interface states than at 300 K. The generation rate of interface
states can be fitted with a power law as a function of stressing time with a value of the exponent which
is independent of the stressing temperature. A similar dependence on the stressing gate voltage is found
for hot carrier stress at 75 K and 300 K. The results suggest a temperature independent mechanism of
interface state creation. The important role of oxide hole traps in the interface state generation at low
temperatures is demonstrated using two-step experiments.
I -INTRODUCTION
The degradation of MOS-transistors at low temperatures has gained renewed interest due to the advantages of
low temperature operation of MOS-devices. However, this is associated with an increased hot carrier
degradation due to the higher substrate currents at low temperatures caused by an increased mean free path of
the channel electrons. The hot carrier degradation at room temperature in NMOS transistors, resulting from the
charge injection and trapping into the gate oxide near the drain region, has been extensively studied in recent
years. Although it is generally accepted that the degradation is caused by the injection of high energy carriers
into the gate oxide, there is considerable disagreement concerning the physical mechanisms involved during the
degradation and, in particular, on the generation mechanism of the hot carrier induced interface states /1-31.
Some disagreement results from the discussion on the interpretation of the measured data obtained from various
measurement techniques. Using the charge pumping technique /4/it has been shown that the number of interface
states generated during hot carrier stress can be measured independently from the transistor degradation
characteristics /5/. Therefore, in this study this technique is used to provide direct information on the interface
state generation during hot carrier stress at various temperatures and stressing conditions.
2-EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The devices used in this study are NMOS transistors fabricated by a poly-gate technology. The gate oxide was
grown in dry 02 at a temperature of 9500C to a thickness of 26 nm. The source/drain regions are arsenic doped
Transistors having a channel of 20 jim width and channel lengths 2.8 gsm and 4.8 gm are subjected to hot
carrier stress at various temperatures between 300 and 75 K. The low temperatures are obtained using a
Leybold-Heraeus R210 2-stage refrigerator and ROK 10-300 refrigerator-cooled cryostat. The cryogenerator is
operated using a closed helium-gas cycle. Samples can be kept at any constant temperature in the range between
10 K and 300 K. The devices are bonded in a package to ensure good electrical contact for low temperature
measurements and a pressure of 5x 10-2 mbar was maintained in the cryostat throughout the measurements. The
interface state density (Dit, in eV-lcm - 2 ) is obtained from the charge pumping current at the various
temperatures after introducing the temperature dependent parameters in the charge pumping current equation /4/.
3-RESULTS
A typical result of a charge pumping experiment before and after a hot carrier stress is shown in fig. I for a
device with a channel length of 2.8 .m which was stressed at 150 K near the maximum substrate current. The
2
maximum of the charge pumping current is a measure for the integrated density of interface states (in cm- )
while the rising and falling flanks of the charge pumping current represent the device threshold and the flatband
conditions, repectively. As the sample is cooled down before the stress from 300 K to 150 K the threshold and
the flatband voltage are shifted towards higher and lower voltages, respectively. At the same time the charge
pumping current is increased, indicating a higher recombination current at the low temperature. This is due to an
increase in the emission time constant of the interface states. As a consequence, a larger part of the Si-bandgap
contributes to the charge pumping current. Dit before the stress is 7.7 109 and 9.4 109 cm - 2 eV- I at 300 K
and 150 K, respectively. The difference is due to the increasing interface state density close to the Si-band
edges. After the stress at 150 K an increase in the interface state density (ADit) of 4.3 1010 cm- 2 eV -1 is
found, evidenced by a strong increase in the maximum of the charge pumping current. The negative shift of the
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rising flank of the charge pumping current after the stress and the distortion of the charge pumping curve is an
indication of the local positive charge build-up in the oxide near the drain end of the transistor. When the device
is warmed to 300 K no change is found in either the interface state density or the trapped positive charge. Three
general features follow from the low temperature stress experiments : 1) during the low temperature hot
carrier stress the average increase of the interface states inside and outside the energy gap scanned during the
charge pumping measurement at 300 K (Ei t 0.38 eV, where Ei is the middle of the Si-bandgap), 2) no
additional interface states are generated during warming-up (further checked by cooling and re-measuring Dit)
and 3) the positive charge trapped in the oxide at low temperatures does not occupy shallow hole traps since
these would have been detrapped during warming up.
The generation rate of the interface states during hot carrier stress was investigated under stress conditions close
to the maximum substrate current. To this purpose devices with a channel length of 2.8 g.m were subjected to a
hot carrier stress at various temperatures between 300 and 75 K during 20,000 s with VG = 4 V and
VD = 8 V. The hot carrier stress was interrupted at different times at each temperature and a charge pumping
experiment was performed. The result is shown in fig. 2(a). As the temperature is decreased from 300 K the
interface state generation is found to increase. At 75 K ADit after 20,000 s of stress is about 5 times higher
than after an identical stress at 300 K. This increase in interface state generation is partially due to the increase
in the substrate current at low temperatures. In fig. 2(b) ADit divided by the ratio of the substrate to drain
current at the stress temperature is plotted as a function of the stressing temperature. Since the ratio of the
substrate to drain current is a measure of the avalanche multiplication in the channel during hot carrier stress, the
y-axis in fig. 2(b) indicates the efficiency of the avalanche multiplication in generating interface states. As the
temperature is decreased from 300 K to 75 K this efficiency is increased by a factor of 2.5. This suggests that
the increase in the interface state generation at lower temperatures is not only due to the increase in hot carrier
injection but also due to the increase in the efficiency of the charge injection and/or charge trapping in the oxide
at lower temperatures.
In fig. 2(a) the stressing time (t) dependence of interface state generation at va-ious temperatures is found to
follow a relation ADit = A. tn where A and n are constants at a given temperature. For a given device and stress
condition the value of n represents the rate of the interface state generation. The experimental data is fitted to the
above relation and the constants A and n were obtained for different stress temperatures. The straight lines in
fig. 2(a) are graphical representations of the fitting results. The n-values are found to vary only between 0.47
and 0.56 in the stress temperature range between 300 K and 75 K without any systematic dependence,
suggesting that n is independent of the stressing temperature. As explained above, at low temperatures the
enhanced interface state generation rates are largely due to the increase in the hot carrier injection and trapping in
the oxide. Similar results were obtained in the study of the temperature dependence of hot-carrier induced
transconductance degradation in NMOS-transistors /6/.
The dependence of the interface state generation on the gate voltage during stressing was investigated at 300 K
and 75 K. The stress was performed over a period of 10,000 s with VD = 8 V and VG ranging from I V to
8 V. The channel length of the devices was 2.8 gm and 4 8 gm for the stressing temperature of 300 K and
75 K, respectively. The increase in interface state density normalized to its maximum is plotted as a function of
the stressing gate voltage at both temperatures in fig. 3. The interface state generation at both temperatures is
found to have a similar stressing gate voltage dependence. The maximum generation both at 300 K and at
75 K is occurring at bias conditions that correspond to the maximum substrate current. Such a behaviour at
room temperature was reported before/5/. This again suggests that the interface state generation mechanism is
independent of the stressing temperature.
Two-step experiments were performed to study the role of hole traps in the interface state generation at low
temperatures. The experiments were carried out at 75 K. In a first experiment a device with a channel length of
4.8gm was first stressed for 1,000 s at VG = I V, VD = 8 V. This causes holes to be injected and trapped
into the oxide /, as was evidenced by a negative shift in the rising flank of the charge pumping current after
this stress. Subsequently hot electrons were injected by stressing at VG = 8 V, VD = 8 V /7/for 1,000 s.
This stress caused the rising flank of the charge pumping current to shift back to the original position, indicating
the effective neutralization of the trapped holes by the injected electrons. In a second experiment identical stress
conditions were used but the order of the stresses was reversed (i.e. first hot electron injection and then hot hole
injection). ADit after each step of the two experiments is given in Table 1. A large build-up of interface states is
found after a hot hole injection while hot electron injection causes only a small increase (compare sample I with
sample 2). The generation of interface states during the second stress is nearly independent of the first stress
performed (compare sample I with sample 3 and sample 2 with sample 4). Therefore, no two-step process
can be evidenced. The results also clearly demonstrate that even at low temperatures hot hole injection is more
efficient in generating interface states than hot electron injection, in agreement with the results found at room
temperature using gated diode avalanche injection j8/.
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4-DISCUSSION
The generation of interface states during hot carrier stressing at conditions close to the substrate current
maximum was observed to obey a power law dependence as a function of stressing time. The exponential factor
was found to be independent of the stressing temperature. This suggests that the mechanism of interface state
generation is independent of the temperature. This is also supported by the similar dependence of the interface
state generation on the stressing gate voltage observed during hot carrier stress at 75 K and 300 K. Under
conditions of maximum substrate current the electric field at the drain end of the channel reaches a maximum
with the field directing both hot holes and hot electrons into the gate oxide 12J. The observed maximum of the
interface state generation under these conditions was, therefore, related to the simultaneous injection of hot holes
and hot electrons into the oxide under these conditions /5/. In the two-step experiments it was demonstrated that
hot holes are much more efficient in generating interface states than hot electrons. The maximum interface state
generation during simultaneous hole and electron injection can, therefore, be explained by the fact that under
these conditions the neutralization of the trapped holes by the injected electrons counteracts the field build-up by
the charged hole traps which in turn increases the hole injection and trapping probability.
In order to explain the important role of hole traps in the generation of interface states at room temperature a
two-step process was proposed according to which the interface states are generated when the trapped holes are
neutralized by injected electrons /9/. At low temperatures the generation of interface states in MOS-capacitors
was shown to have a different behaviour /10/. The experiments were generally divided in two categories. In the
first group of experiments the electrons which pass through the SiO2 interface are able to immediately generate
interface states at low temperature. This is consistent with the observed interface state generation under
conditions of hot electron injection reported above. The efficiency of this generation mechanism is, however,
very low. In the second type of experiments positive charge trapped in interfacial hole traps less than 2 nm from
the Si/SiO2 interface acts as a precursor for the interface states while positive charge trapped in hole traps further
away 'rom this interface (near-interfacial sites between 2 and 7 nm) can be neutralized at low temperature
without generating interface states /11l/. Holes are first trapped in the near-interfacial sites, and then converted to
interfacial trapped holes by thermal energy or the application of high fields. In the two-step experiments on
transistor structures, reported above, it was demonstrated that under conditions which favor hole injection,
interface states are directly formed at the low temperature at a very high rate. These results suggest that under the
experimental conditions used in these transistor experiments the interfacial hole traps are readily filled and
neutralized during the stress, thereby generating interface states. This mechanism seems to be in operation both
at 300 K and 75 K.
The fact that no two-step mechanism was evidenced in the transistor experiments could result either from the
different field conditions during injection or from the fact that the stress conditions employed in the two-step
process do not fully reflect the predicted injections (and that e.g. sufficient electrons are available for the twostep process to occur unnoticed). The fact that no interface states are generated when the positive charge
generated during hole injection is neutralized by a subsequent electron injection suggests that the positive charge
which is left after a hot carrier stress under conditions of hot hole injection is either located in the hole traps
further than 2 nm away from the Si/SiQ2 interface or in re-structured interfacial hole traps. The latter suggestion
is consistent with earlier findings demonstrating that the trapping of a hole and the generation of an interface
state is an irreversible process causing permanent damage in the oxide and making the initial hole trap active as a
slow state /12/. These slow'states can be charged and discharged without generating fast interface states.
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TABLE 1Lnterface state generation during a two-step stress at 75 K.
Sample
No
1
2
3
4

Device (NMOS;Leff=48V~m;W=2Ojim)
condition before stress
Virgin
Virgin
Pre-stressed with VG=1IV;VD=8V for 1,000 s
Pre-stressed with VG=8V:VD=8V for 1,000 s

--

ADit
(cm-2 .eV-1
2.2 108
4.4109
3.0 10
5.0109

Hot carrier stress
at 75K for 1,000s
VG=8V;VD=8V
VG=1V;VD=8V
VG=8V;VD-8V
VG=1V.VD--8V

11

-10
5 10

1

-10
4 10
10'
-10

;F 310

10

>
q

30

_

2 10
-0<

110

10

100K
75Kn

0

1 10
105
i'l 4
103
Time [seci
FIG.2(a): Increase in interface state density as a
function of stressin& time during hot carrier
degradation at various temperatures. Device:
Leff=2.8pam;W=20iam. Stress:VG=4V;VD=SV
Straight lines are fittings.
102

-3 -2-10
-5-4
Base Level [V]
FIG.I: Charge pumping current versus base level
voltage before and after an hot carrier stress at
150K. Device:Leff=2.8tim:W=20tpm. Stress:VG=4V;
VD=8V for 20,000 s. - :virgin at 300K,
after stress at 150K.,~ virgin at 150K. -:
after warming to 300)K.
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FIG.2(b): Increase in interface state density per unit
temperatures.
avalanche multiplication at various
Stress conditions as mentioned in FIG.2(a).

dependence ()t
FIG.3: Stressing gate voltage
interface state generation. Stress: VD=MVlile
Wr2Opm) at
I10,000 s. O:Device(I.eff=2.X8tm:
300K.E :Device(Leff=4.8p.m ;W=20p.m) at 75K.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF HOT CARRIER DEGRADATION IN N.MOSFETs

M. GARRIGUES, A. ALEXANDRE, P. ROJO, T. PEDRON,
A. PONCET*

K.

BELHADDAD* and

Laboratoire d'Electronique, Automatique et Mesures Electriques,
CNRS-UA 848, Ecole Centrale de Lyon, BP 163, P-69131 Ecully Cedex.
France
CNET, Centre Norbert Segard, BP 98, F-38243 Meylan Cedex, France

•____
On prnsente un simulateur bidimensionnel qui permet de calculer les distributions spatiales des courants d'dmission de trous chauds et d'L61ectrons chauds le long de I 'interface
Si-SiO
d'un transistorA[S. Les simulations sont comparges aux d6gradations expdrimentales pour
2
un transistor A canal n et aiffdrentes conditions de contrainte. On montre que les effets de
l'injection de trous sont seulement importants A faible tension de grille et que la corr~lation
connue entre la d0gradationet le courant de substrat peut Ptre attribue uniquement aux 6lectrons
chauds.
Abstract : TIis paper presents a twm-dimensional hot-carrier simulator which calculates the spatial distribution of hot electron and hot hole emission currents along the Si-SiO
2 interface of a
MOS transistor. The simulation are compared to experimental hot-carrier degradations for a
n-channel transistorand different stress bias conditions. It is shown that hole injection effects
are only dominant at low gate voltages and that the usual correlation between degradation sri
substrate current may be attributed only to hot electrons.
1. INm1ODwrOR
Considering the extreme localization of the hot carrier degradations in MOSFET's. its tight dependance
on stress bias conditions and technological parameters and its complex relation with both types of
carriers, it is obvious that significant progress can only be gained now by a two-dimensional (2-D)
simulation of hot carrier current densities for both electrons and holes as first demonstrated in (11.
this paper, we present INJECT, a 2D specialized hot-carrier post-processor, connected to the previously reported 2D device simulator -*bIN developed in CNET-CNS [2). An important feature of INJECT is
that it includes a comprehensive rodt
for hole heating and injection based on our previous study of
uniform hot-hole injection 13).

fIn

2. SDUATION NUL
INJECT operates on the basic solution including ionization given by the device simulator JUPLIN and
composed of the 2D distributions of potential, electric field, current and carrier densities.
The model is based on a three step emission process similar to that proposed in [41 (Fig. l)
Step (1)

Step (2)

Carrier heating along the
current lines by a "luckycarrier" process.
Redirection toward the
interface after an elastic

Oxide

scattering at point (xy).
Step (3)
Sthe

Free ballistic path from
the scattering point to
interface.

J(

s(E)
0QXx

Figure

juese

E s(
t: S
C

(3)
(2)

dy
y

Ilum

Sil(

(2

dx

Schematic of the three step model.
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In step (I), the current density of hot carriers with an energy between E and E+dE at the scattering
point (x.y) is calculated as :
s(E)
dE
]mfpl e.(s)
dJ 1 (x,y,E) - J(s) [exp -mfpl
- s(E) is the distance along the current line the carrier must travel to gain the energy E,
- mfpl is the optical phonon scattering mean free path of the carrier (electron or hole).
- s.(s) is the electrical field component along the current line at abcissa s(E),
- (s) is the electron or hole density at abcissa s(E).
For step (2), we assume that the probability of an elastic scattering event is ds/mfp2 on a path ds.
We note P,(E,E0 ) the probability of a carrier scattered at energy E to have its component of energy
directed to the interface greater than E0 .
For step (3), the probability of a free ballistic path from the scattering point (x,y) to the interface is taken as P3 (y) = exp[-y/mfpa].
Finally, the current density of hot carriers with a perpendicular component of their kinetic energy
greater than E. at the interface is expressed as
Jh(xEo)

P..dy

J [ fEd,(x,y,E) P(E,E)

] P3 (x)

p2

The values of the mean free path used in the model are 13),(41,151 :
mfpl

-

mfp3 = 95 A, mfp2

-

600 A for electrons ; mfpl - mfp3 - 45 A, mfp2 = 600 A for holes.

Jh(xEo) is the hot carrier current density hitting the interface but not necessarily collected by the
gate depending on the local value of the vertical electric field. The "external" gate current [I..
for each type of carrier is calculated by integrating Jb(xEo) along the interface for Ea equal to the
local Si-SiO2 energy barrier corrected for Schottky effect and for locations x where the vertical
electric field has the correct sign for carrier collection (the energy-barrier values we used are
#_. = 3,2 eV for e- ; *#. = 3.8 eV for h-).
3. SIIL.ATIO( BSiLTS
Simulations and experimental measuiements have been compared for a typical n-channel transistor made
in CNET-CNS using a conventional PolySi-gate C2)S process. The effective channel length, width and gate
oxide thickness are respectively : L. = 1.3 ta ; W = 50 ym ; t_, = 25 n. The device description data
for JUPIN are directly fed by the 2D process simulator TITAN.
Extermal gate current
Figure 2 showe the result of the simulation for the
external gate current I as a function of the gate
voltage. A satisfactory fit with experimental measurements is found in the region of maximal electron
gate current (V. a V.). However the simulation give
a too fast "drop down" of I. as V. decreases. It was
impossible to make such comparison for the hole
external gate current which is predicted by the
simulator at low gate voltage, since the current is
to much low and probably entirely trapped in the

oxyde.

19

1E-13
(A)

IE-14

1F-5
IF-IS
1E-7

iI
IE-19

Figuge 2

Comparison between simula ted (stars) and
measured (solid line) values of the
external gate current as a function of

gate voltage V-,. for V.

I-2
I[I2-

It

- 7 Volts.

IE-22,
k 23
0.0

Vdron - X'
7V.

2.0

4.0

.0

8.0
V9 V)

10.0
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Hot-carrier distribution
We have simulated the hot electron and hole current densities Jh(x,E.) and J,.(xE) for E. = 3.2 eV
and E. = 3.8 eV (approximate threshold energies for injection into the oxide), in the case of three
typical stress conditions (Fig.3.a.b.c) :
(a) V

-=7 V, V.

- 7

V,

(b) V,

=

7 V, Va= 3.5 V,

We notice that the hot electron distribution
peak is always located above the drain, within
0.1 a from the junction while the hot hole peak
is located above the channel (also within 0,1 um
from the junction) due to the distance from the
neutral drain for hole heating ("dead zone").

(c)

V- = 7 V, V- =

Hot electrons:

2

V

* *

N 10-5

E

UI
< 10-10

7 V
VDs:= 7 V
VGs =

*

*

10-15Figure

p0

:

Simulation results for the hot
carrierinjected density Jh(x.F.,)
for electrons and holes and three
different bias conditions, noted on
the figures. For Vi
- V,
- 7 V,
there is no significant hole
injection.

Hot electrons: •
E

10-2°

Hot holes:..

U

10-10- VGS

Hot electrons: • •
Hot holes:..

E

0-

**

VGS = 2 V

< 1O-1

= 3.5 V

Vos = 7 V
10-2-

102

0.2 pm

Eoc :O.

p

*

0.2 pm

*

VD10_1s

10-20,

E

0-

0.2 pm

E0 : 0

The peak values of the hot hole and hot electron distribution are listed in the table below together
with the sinulated substrate current.

Gate voltage V

2 Volts

3,5 Volts
2

Maximum hot electron

1.7 10-

A/cm

current density
Maxim, hot hole
current density

9.5 10-"

A/cm

I..

-

121 uA

2

1.2 10-

A/cm

7 Volts
2

2

8.5 10 19 A/cm
-

265 1WA

1.5 10-1

3

A/cM

2

-

3.2 10 20 A/cm
-

45 vA

The most noticeable result is the very strong increase of the hot hole density as V. decreases.
Particularly the maximum value obtained at V. - 2 V while the substrate current is two time lower than
at V. - 3.5 V is surprising. Our explanation is that the effect of the enhancement of the maximum
lateral electric field F_ strongly overcompensates the decrease of the channel current.
If we consider hot electrons, it can be noticed that their flux is maxim at V. - 3.5 volts (while
I is negligible due to the distribution of the vertical electric field).
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Transistors have been stressed for the simulated DC bias conditions during 10 seconds. The following
parameters were used to characterize the degradations : V., the gate voltage that gives a drain current of 50 UA at V. - 0.5 V ; g", maximum transconductance at V. - 0.5 V ; I.,, substrate current.
The corresponding degradations are listed in the table below :
V_

2V

AVn

-

-

- 5 10 3 V

+ 3 10 2 V

+ 2 10-2

- 6 I0

Initial
b

srs/g..

stress

-

8 10-2

7V

3.5 V

-

- 5 10-

2

-

+ 1.5 10 2 V
-

4

+

5 10-2

10-2

The results of the first stress show a "regular" behaviour of the device submitted to DC stress
maximum degradation at maximum substrate current, evidence for electron trapping at V_ = 7 V and for
hole trapping at V. = 2 V.
A second stress was performed to "reveal" trapped holes by injecting only electrons at V. = V_ - 7 V
during 7 hours, just after the initial stress at V_. = 2 V (conditions of enhanced aging as described
in [6] or [71). It clearly reveals that at V. = 2 V, an appreciable amount of positive charges was
trapped
which were neutralized by the subsequent electron injection (AV_ - + 8 10 - 2 V, A&Ss/o
=
-2
- 5 10 ,
i +
+I.,m/I.,,
4 10-2).

-

Discusion:
i) Considering the relative values of stimulated emission currents in the three bias conditions, hole
emission can be made responsible of appreciable degradations only at low gate voltage ;
ii) It implies that the stronger degradation observed at Vo. = V,/2 is not due to the effect of combined electrons and holes as sometimes stated but, in fact, to hot electrons alone whose flux is found
to be correlated to substrate ionization current (as shown analytically in [4]) ;
iii) The result of sequential hole-electron injection, together with the relatively high hole injection current support the hypothesis of predominant hot hole induced defects at low V_ .
We can further notice that there is not a direct correlation between numerical hot electron densities
and corresponding degradations. We think that in the case of a vertical field repelling electrons (as
for V,, = 3.5 V). it would be necessary to take also into account the penetration distance of the electrons into the oxide (as in [1]).
Concerning the sialated hot hole emission currents, it appears that the computed values are numerically too much low : assuming a maximal one to one correlation between hot holes and trapped charges
(revealed after hot electron injection), the hot hole current density must be about 100 times the
simulated value. This result can be corrected by adjusting the mean free path mfpl for holes to a
slighly higher value, about 50 # 55 A.
5. COMMSION
We have described a fully functional hot carrier simulator which bring new and useful informations for
the understanding of MIS transistors degradation under bias stresses. Our results indicate that hot
hole emission can only induce significant degradations at gate voltages near threshold. Hot electrons
would be fully responsible of aging at higher gate voltages.
However, quantitative predictions, although promising, are only in infancy, due to remaining ignorances of the defect creation processes.
:KMUX1S
Tis work was partiallysupported by "Groupement Circuits Intfgrgs Silicium".
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SPICE MODEL FOR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF EEPROM CELLS

R. BEZ, D.

CANTARELLI, P. CAPPELLETTI and F. MAGGIONI

SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, Via C. Olivetti 2, Agrate Brianza (MI),
Italy

Abstract. An equivalent model for the EEPROAM cell, described on a SPICE circuil analyzer.
is used for the transient analysis of erase(E)/write(H}) characteristics with ramp tarfforin,
programming pulses. The results of the simulation arc compared with the epcrriiicntal dao
obtained by an innovative method for measuring E/W curves. The validation of the model 1.,
made over different variations of the cell lay-out, different programming voltage. and different
rise times for the ramp of the programming pulse.

-..

Introduction

1

The two transistors FLOTOX cell (Fig. IA) is the most widely used among the memory devices prpsed
for Electrically Erasable Read Only Memories (EEPROM). The first analytical model for this type of
EEPROM cell has been proposed by Bhattacharyya in 1984 [1]. A more detailed circuit model has been
implemented by Kolodny et al.!21 in order to simulate the shift of the ce!; threshold vrltage after -1q)
programming pulses.
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Figure 1. A: two transistors FLOTOX cell scheme.
B: a typical ramp waveform programming pulse. Vpp(t) is the complete pulse; V,(t) is the V'(t) stppvd at It
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In actual device operation the cell is programmed with a ramp waveformi pulse in order to mninimiise the
tunnel current (the peak value of progranimning current is known to be proportionial to the ramp speedl):
in this case the threshold shift is a function of both the ramp rise time and the pulse wvidth for a tixed
pulse amplitude. Therefore an accurate simulation of the transient behavior (i.e. threshold shift I-.-. time)
of the cell during the programming cycle is desirable.
In this work an equivalent model for transient analysis of EEPROM cell is proposed. The miodel is dcs'wrilo-d
in term of SPICE [3) components in order to utilize a well proven MOSFET capacitance model. A fu1rther
advantage in using SPICE is the linkability of the cell model to other circuital blocks for global simulation.
An innovative experimental method, able to measure transient F/Wt characteristics, is used for validlatintg
and optimizing the model.

2

Experimental

E/W curves are defined as threshold voltage vs. time, where, for operative reasons, the threshold %c,h1;uv(VJ C)
2V
0 is defined as the control-gate v'oltage measured at fixed drain current (ID - IlOil A with III
and Vs
V13 OV). Erasing (writing) is defined as the programming operation, which sets the neivative
(positive) charge state on the floating-gate, i.e. the high (low) threshold voltage condition.
E/W curves are measured for programmning pulses V,,,(t) with a ramp waveform (Fig. IB). A block-srheme
of the experimental setup is shown in figure 2A. The programming pulses are generated by an HP QwO.i
programmable pulse generator. The threshold detector is a current voltage converter, which forces in the
control-gate the voltage needed to sustain a l01IA drain current; this midhoc designed circuit allows a
faster measurement of the threshold voltage, which is measured by a h'cuthlry 192 !)Alv! oltineler. \11
instruments are controlled by an HP 30) computer.

A

p

IIIbusVCG

Vji

CPP

aT_Pr

~DFN I
CS

SCD

ACID

"8'TC
MSEN

19D

D

S

a

9

CD

VS!

MSEL

CC'S

Figure 2. A: block-schemne of experimental setup.
5: SPICE equivalent model for the FLOTOX cell. Element description MSFN- sensing trAnsisto'r, .SIe,
transistor; CPP=CG-FG capacitance; ('X--FC.-X capacitance (X-l),S ant B)k,VY Vol1tal, smiuuc. (NV (.(
t)
and B); VSIrvoltage source simulating voltage drop in silicon; l7FN -owler Nordheum diode; 7Clrtunnel riruuit
integrator. Node description: I~sensing transistor drain; 2 FG; 3vCG, 4 B1;5--D; 6-SG; 7-S. 8- silicr'u i sirlac
underneath tunnel oxide; 9.10-unreal nodes added for simulation purposes.
In order to clarify how the E/W characteristics are obtained let USrefer to the writing curve. Tlhe pr-,
gramming pulse timehase is divided into N time steps ~I..tr4
- f55 . After cycling the cell few tens, of

!V
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times in order to stabilize the threshold shift, N values of the threshold voltage (V" ) are neasured after
p(1)) E\W
stopping the writing pulse at each time step; before each l'(1) writing pulse, complete (i.c
pulses are applied to reset the cell to the initial erased state. The writing curve is obtained by plotting the
N values VT,, = VCTG(ti) vs. the programming time.

3

Simulation

The equivalent circuit shown in figure 2B is described in terms of SPICE components to similate th
1
EEPROM cell; the description of each component of the circuit is made in the figure caption. The "twnn
diode" (DFN) model can be easily introduced in SPICE using the well known Fowler-Nordheim (FN I
equation [4]: external parameters are the pre-exponential and the exponential constants (usually called
A and B), the tunnel oxide thickness and the tunnel oxide area. The Ward Dutton !51 charge mcel is
used for sin, :lating the gate-to-channel capacitance of the sensing transistor. A voltage source (VSI) is
introduced to take into account the voltage drop in the n' depleted region underneath the tunnel oxide
during the writing cycle. A Tunnel Current Integrator TCI is added to the circuit to determine at the
node 10 a voltage value equivalent to the threshold shift.
The DFN parameters are fixed, using theoretical values for A and B (A- 1.67 10 SAy 2 B 22 INIVEi)
and the measured ones for the tunnel oxide thickness and area. The capacitance values are chosen as filtinL
parameters of the model, because they can hardly be determined from experimental data Anyway 01,
fitting values are within a 15% variation from the lay-out capacitances.
In order to compare simulations and experimental data is useful to put an initial condition on node 10 tr,
obtain the threshold voltage instead of the threshold shift. Moreover an initial conditionI can he tit all.-,
on node 2 to simulate the charge on the floating- gate due to a programned slate.
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Figure 3. Comparison between simulated (solid line) and measured (symbols) F/\V characteristics (i c threshlvid
voltage VCTG
vs. time t) of the standard cell (SC). A: the ramp waveform prngrammirg pulse l'pp(fl is ucd with
the same tri,, (tri. = 300,us) and the same tpp (tpp=lms) but with different pp (A lpp-- liV: B l
15:
E, p=14V). B: the Vpp(t) is used with the same tpl (Vpl_ 15V) and the same t,p (tpp 5ms) but with different t,
(A: ti.. = 15ps; B 1, - 150its; C: t,,
1.5ms).
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Discussion

First the analysis are centralized on a standard cell (SC) operating with ViP at different values wil hI th saim,
1., (Fig. 3A): a good agreement (an error of 3% in the worst case) between similation and experimoental
data is found for the complete E/W curve and in particular for the final threshold shift.
Secondly, the model is validated on different cells, each of one having a single lay, out variation with
respect to the SC, c.g. the tunnel oxide area or the active area are increased; modifying only those physical
parameters in the SPICE EEPROM model that are interested in the lay out variation, the experimental
data are again fitted with a good accuracy (Fig. 4).
Finally different trj and different tp, with the same V',, are considered, operating on the SC. In this case
the same fitting parameters are not able to give an acceptable fitting, if t,.. and/or tip are changed over
wide ranges (Fig. 38). These discrepancies are attributed to the inaccuracy of the theoretical FN equation
to model the actual tunnel current, which is known to deviate from the FN equation at high electric fields
[6,7]. In conclusion:
1. the SPICE EEPROM model is able to simulate correctly the transient behavior of the cell (anid
indeed the physical E/W mechanism), but using fitting parameters;
2. the parameters, found by fitting, are able to take into account cell lay-out variation and/or different
Vpp values, but they are not for different ramp speed;
3. to obtain a self consistent EEPROM model, able to simulate any programming condition, the exact
form of the tunnel current in the high electric field range or, at least, different experimental A and 1 %allies
for different electric field ranges, should be used in the DFN model.
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CAD MOSFET MODEL FOR EPROM CELLS

N.

BALLAY and B.

BAYLAC

SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, Central R&D/CIS/TDMC, BP 217,
F-38019 Grenoble Cedex, France

REsum& - Un module CAD de transistor MOS pour ]a simulation
EPROM en mode d'@criture est propose.

Ce mod~le est aussi

physique pour permettre au concepteur

1'6valuation de

de proc6d.

lectrique d'une cellule
proche que possible de la

plusieurs schemas et variantes

II est valable en mode de claquage et prend en compte le courant de grille

induit par les 6lectrons chauds.

Abstract cell
to

A CAD model of MOS transistor suitable for circuit simulation of an EPROM

during writing cycle is proposed. This model
allow

variables.

the

designer

to

evaluate

different

It is reliable in the breakdown

is as close as possible of physics

schemes

and

changes

in

the

process

mode too and takes into account the gate

current induced by channel hot electrons.

INTRODUCTION

This

present CAD

even

in the breakdown mode, should

model of MOS transistor,

cycle when implemented

be well

including gate current calculation
suited to

simulate EPROM cells

into a SPICE-like program. Such numerical

and reliable

during writing

simulator for 3D devices,

including snap-back, gate current and transient should not be available in the near future.
The assumed equivalent scheme described in chapter I includes both MOS and intrinsic bipolar
transistors
electrical

and

serie

resistors.

The

sensitivities of

parameters are reported in chapter 2. Its

snap-back

voltage versus different

impact on the gate current model based

on the well known Lucky Electron model /I/ is then developped in chapter 3. First simulation
results, concerning the programming time of an EPROM cell are finally given.

I - EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL SCHEME

The

device

used in the EPROM cell

is

an MOS transistor whose

floating gate potential

is

induced by coupling between control gate, source and drain. We now only consider the internal
MOS device whose gate is the floating one. This device can't be described by a conventionnal
MOSFET model

because it

is operating in or near snap-back regime. When an N-channel MOSFET

is operating in saturation region, the electric field near the drain junction can be large
enough to cause impact

ionization.

The generated electrons

are then swept into the drain,

while the holes move into the substrate. This excess substrate current develops a significant
voltage drop across the substrate resistance, and biases the source to bulk junction in the
forward direction.

Then, the

channel

current or the

avalanche multiplication

seed current
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increases, causing significant

positive feedback leading to snap-back. Moreover, as some
of the emitted electrons can be collected by the drain, this positive feedback is enhanced
by the gain of the lateral parasitic bipolar transistor /2/3/4/5/.
That is why our electrical equivalent scheme must include an MOS transistor, a bipolar one
and a substrate serie resistance. It is also clear that source and drain resistances must
also be included as they act like a negative feedback on the contrary. The ionization current
induces the breakdown mode and is so the main phenomenon governing breakdown. It is consilike a current source related to the current flowing in the MOS and
bipolar transistors and the electric field. The whole circuit is shown in figure 1.
dered in our model

k3o

Fig. I -Equivalent electric scheme of EPROMi device.
2 - SNAP-BACK PREDICTION
We now present some results who give an idea of the ability of the program to fit the
reality. Note that the algorithm used to solve the system of equations is a specific one
based upon Marquartd's work /6/ which has been modify to fit our problem.
The geometry of the device plays a predominent role as, when the channel length is decreasing :
if the substrate current is increasing
ii) the effective substrate resistance is higher
iii) the gain of the parasitic BJT is increasing
The channel width also modifies the breakdown characteristics through the isolation implant
acting as a shunting resistor which is no more negligible when thp width is small. The ratio
of the substrate and channel doping levels also plays an important role on the breakdown
as the ohmic drop across this resistor is applied either between drain and source (best case)
or between source and substrate (worst case).

I

"

ilmmmimf

lmmllimmil
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Figure 2 gives an idea of the agreement between theory and experiment,
set of

geometries with the

achieved for a whole

parameters. On a long and wide MOST one should see larger

same

breakdown voltage and current only flowing between drain and bulk.

L

-

Dotted

line

/

Experiment

--

-

. . . . . .. ....

Continuous line : Theory

..

Fig. 2 - Comparison of theory and experiment for the drain current of a short channel MOST.

3 - GATE CURRENT MODELLING

The probability of a carrier to jump the oxide potential

bdrrier is the product of a first

probability to gain sufficient energy (more than 3.2 eV for an electron) and of a second one
to be able to reach the gate electrode without any collision.

Avalg = AG* EXP (-Phib/(q*Ex*l)}

* EXP (-xO/lox)

I = mean free path without any collision in Si
-

Phib - potential barrier to jump

The potential barrier may be less than 3.2 eV if the electric field in the oxide is high
because of the image force lowering or Schottky effect /7/.
- xO
-

lox

SQRT (q/(16*PI*Epsox*Eox)) bounded by hox (oxide thickness).
mean free path without any collision in Si02.

Interaction with snap-back is taken into account through the electric field Ex depending
on the current density.

The overall probability of injection must now be calculated everywhere in the channel.

If

the hotest electron are indeed located at the drain because of maximum longitudinal electric
field, these electrons might never be collected by the gate (in the case of VGD< 0). That
means that the first probability to gain enough energy is increasing when the electron goes
in the direction of the drain, but the second one is decreasing in the same time when VGD
is negative. The location of the maximum injection point and the values of the two probabilities at this point are very difficult to get analytically. That is why, in our model, we
perform a numerical

integration of the local injection probability along the channel to get

the overall gate current.

t

mm
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On figure 3 is a comparison of theory and experiment for the gate current of a device with
W/L = 1.7/1.5. The experimental current has been measured through post-processing of the
time dependent threshold voltage of a floating gate transistor.

- Ootted line-: Experiment
- Continuous line : Theory

-

"

Fig. 3 - Comparison of theory and experiment for the gate current of the memory cell MOST
(1.7/1.5)
4 - CONCLUSION
We developped a MOSFET model devoted to EPROM writing simulations. This model includes
- substrate current
- snap-back (bipolar action)
- gate current
The results we get are very promising when compared to experiment. The major difficulties
and uncertainties are :
- evaluation of the effective substrate resistance
- second breakdown behaviour
- (hole) gate injection in snap-back mode
simulations have already been done (see figure 4) but the introduction into a
SPICE like simulator would be useful to carry or accurate simulations of the whole LPROM
Transient

cell, including the load line.

C4-635

I.

L

g

,£

- Dotted line : Experiment
- Continuous line : Theory
Fig. 4 - Threshold voltage versus programming time for an EPROM cell.
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InP AND RELATED III-V COMPOUNDS
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Abstract
3

Application of the hydride growth process at overall pressures below 5x10 Pa
yields very high rates of deposition for binary (GaAs, InP) and ternary (GaInAs,
GaAsP) III-V semiconductor films. It is proposed that at these conditions the
hydrides AsH 3 and PH3 reach the substrate surface undecomposed and react directly
with the group III chloride (GaCI, InGl). The rates can be convenently ad'JIsted
over a wide range by varying the reactant pressures. Films of excellent morpnuLogy
with low background doping, high electron mobilities and well resolved PL spectra
were obtained.

R~sum6
Des vitesses de croissance pour les semiconducteurs III-V binaires (GaAs, InP) et
ternaires (CaAsP, GalnAs) tr~s 6leves ont 6t6 obtenues en conduisant le procAd
de croissance dans le syst6me A hydrure A une pression totale inferieure A 5.101
Pa. A ces conditions , les hydrures AsH 3 et PH3 semblent atteindre le substrat non
d~compos6 et r~agissent directement avec les chlorures du groupe III (GaCI, InCl).
Les vitesses de croissance peuvent etre ajust~es dans un domaine 6tendu par une
variation de la pression partielle des diff~rents composants de la r~action. Les
couches poss~dent une bonne morphologie de surface, un faible niveau de dopage et
une grande mobilitd des dlectrons. De plus, les spectres de photoluminescence
obtenus sur ces couches montrent des signaux bien r6solus.
Introduction
The hydride method has proved to offer a convenient approach for growing high
quality epitaxial films for optoelecronic devicgs like photodetectors and LEDs
/I/. For GaAs, operation at reduced pressures (10 Pa) is advantageous from the
point of view of obtaining improved film uniformity /2/. However, this decrease in
pressure also causes the growth rate to drop to rather low values /3/, which is
disadvantageous. When exploring growth at still lower pressures we observed to our
surprise that the rate increased again, so that in the pressure range below 104 Pa
extremely fast deposition can be achieved. In this paper we will present first
results on this study. We will also show that the phenomena of high growth rates
at low pressures is not limited to GaAs; it was also found for InP and for ternary
materials (GaInAs, GaAsP) studied so far.
Experimental
The growth experiments were performed in a hydride system /4/ designed for operation at low pressures. Accordingly, the Ga and In sources were protected from
backdiffusion of reactants using baffles. A regulating valve ermitted adjustment
of the pressure in the resistance heated quartz reactor. Semi insulating (100)
GaAs and InP wafers, misoriented 20 towards the (100) direction, were employed as
substrates.
Results and discussion
The initial drop in rate upon reducing the overall pressure and the subsequent
increase for still lower values are demonstrated for the case of GaAs by the data
in fig. 1. The detailed shape and position of the curves depends on the temperature, the linear flow velocity and the partial pressures of the reactants. In this
example rates of well over 100 pm/h are attained.
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Thg growth rate curve appears to exhibit four different regions. Just below p 10
Pa (curve a) the rate appears to drop roughly with the root of the pressure,
This behavior results from the equilibrium

SK
GaCl + 1/4 As

+

+ 1/2 N 2 . _i -(GAs)s

4

HCI,

(1)

where the CaCl is obtained from reaction betwvcn injected HCI and an elemental Ga
source and the As 4 results from the thermally cracked arsenic source AsH 3 . The
GaAs activity near the substrate, which is a measure of the growth rate, follows
immediately from thi above equation:
aGaAs -

K

equation shows

This

a

1/2 X

x P2

-1
1/4
As4
x PHCI

(2)

the above mentioned square root dependence on

the pressure of

the H 2 carrier. Below 2 x 104 Pa the slope of the curves increases (curves a and
b) and shows a linear pressure dependence. As proposed in an earlier paper from
this laboratory /5/ in this pressure range a kinetic limitation related to the
reduction of adsorbed AsGaCI complexes by H 2 molecules occurs. Below approximately
5 x 10
Pa the rate turns up (curves b and c). This phenomenon is the topic of
this paper. We suggest that at these relatively low pressures the AsH 3 is not or
not completely cracked anymore, so that a substantial density of AsH 3 (or AsH 2 or
AsH) reaches the substrate surface. This leads to a change in the growth reaction
GaCl
which

+ AsH3

_f2."(GaAa)s + HCI + H 2

is thermodynamically

(3)

favored over the process described by eq.

(1) becluse

Pa
of the positive free enthalpy of formation of this the compound. In the 10
region the growth rate saturates. We attribute this effect to the fact that here
all GaCl available near the substrate reacts with AsH 3 (or AsH 2 or AsH).
(
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As would be expected, the analogous effect of incomplete dissociation of PH 3 is
observed in the low pressure growth of phosphorus compounds. Fig. 2 shows some
early data from a study on the growth of InP. In this case growth rates of 35 Mm/h

were achieved. A further advantage of deposition at low pressure conditions is the
large range available for adjusting the rates of deposition of the binaries. These
can be varied by almost three orders of magnitude (0.5 - 300 pm/h) for GaAs by
varying the HCI and AsH 3 imput pressures. The dependence of the rate on these
partial pressures is roughly linear, in contrast to the situation near 10 Pa,
where the dependence on the reactant pressures is rather weak. For InP a range of
0.3 to 35 pm/h was obtained in the same manner.
Similar high rates (around 60 Mm/h) were obtained at low pressures for growth of
the ternary GaInAs on InP. Proper adjustment of the lattice cnstant, i.e. of the
Ga/In ratio in the solid, is attained by varying the HC1 input flows in the metal
source regions or, as shown in fig. 3, by varying the substrate temperature at
fixed source temperature. The deposition rate of GaAsP on GaAs at low total
pressure is dopendent on the r-ic cf -he hydride (AsH 3 and PH 3 ) pressures and is
for this reason a function of the composition of the solid. Around GaAs0 6 Po
? 4' a
composition typically used for red LEDs, a value as high as 170 pm/h was achieved
for this material.
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Besides a perfect surface morphology, layers grown under these low pressure conditions exhibit excellent electrical charactiristics, as can be seen from tab.l. For
2
example, 77 K mobilities of 130 000 cm /Vs and 65 000 cm /Vs were routinely

obtained for GaAs and InP, respectively. High resolution 2K PL measurements on
GaAs samples yield well resolved exciton peaks with typical linewidth of 0.3 meV.
Also, the 300 PL spectrum of a GaAsP structure reveals a sharp FWHM of 15 nm.
These results demonstrate the excellent optical properties of the layers.

GaAs
1,10"

fnP
1101

trn,,GaAs GoAs.P1
1.10,

u775 (cm21Vs)
[cm-3)

130.000
'
.10"

65.000
tl0k

26.000
0S

4.10 6

.j

(cm21Vs)

7.500

4.900

9.000

2.700

n
nK

(cm-3)

-

Tab.-:77 and 300 K electron
b
concentrations and mobilities
in GaAs, InP,
GaInAs and GaAsP; for
the latter compound
only data on Te-doped
material are available
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Conclusions
3

Our study of growth in the hydride system at low overall pressures (< 5 x 10 Pa)
reveals the capability of this approach for growing binary (GaAs, InP) and ternary
(GaInAs, GaAsP) IIl-V semiconductor films at very high rates. These rates can be
conveniently adjusted over orders of magnitude by varying the reactant concentration in the gas phase. It appears likely that the same technique can also be used
to grow quaternary materials. The excellent electrical and optical properties
makes this growth method particularly attractive for the preparation of optoelectronic device structures. Also of interest may be the growth of high quality
substrates.
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RESUME - On dtudie l'influence de Ilincorporation d'indium (0 - 6,5xi0 19 cm "3 ) dans
des couches O(VPE de GaAs, sur les propri6tds optiques en bord de gap et les centres
profonds. En photoluminescence (PL), lea bandes d'excitons lids et de recombinaisons
donneur-accepteur glissent vers lea basses dnergies:
il y a formation d'un alliage
ternaire GanAs trbs dilu6. Les intensitds de PL augmentdnt d'un facteur 10. Cette
amdlioration de is qualit6 optique des couches est en corrdlation avec une r6duction
de Is photodmission impliquant le chrome, dans le m~me rapport. Par contre, la
concentration ot le proftl de EL2 ddtermin6s par DLTS ne sont pas affectds. Nos
rdsultats, conjointement A ceux de Is litt6rature, semblent indiquer une r&duction par
l'indium des distorsions de rdseau autour des d~fauts, limitant ainsi Is formation de
dislocations.

ABSTRACT - The influence of indium incorporation (0 - 6.5x101 9 cm "3 ) in GaAs OMVPE
layers,
on near-band-edge optical properties and deep trap content has been
investigated.
The
biund
exciton and donor-acceptor recombination
lines
in
photoluminescence (PL) spectra shift toward lower energies versus indium content. This
indicates the formation of a very dilute GaInAs ternary compound. The corresponding PL
intensities increase by a factor of 10. This improvement in the optical quality of the
layers correlates with a decrease in a ratio 10 for chromium-related PL intensities.
On the opposite, the EL2 concentration and depth profile determined by DLTS are not
affected. We suggest that indium relaxes lattice distorsions arround residual defects
and limits the formation of dislocations.
In bulk GaAs technology, a large reduction of dislocation density has been noticed by
incorporating indium /1/. This resulted in significant improvements of the electrical
substrate properties /2/ and the same technics was soon extended to GaAs epitaxial layers.
Again a significant improvement in devices properties has been claimed /3/ and, to help
clarifying the mechanism of indium incorporation in GaAs, we have investigated a series of
samples
grown by OMVPE,
with calibrated indium concentrations ranging from 0
to
6.5x10 19 cm 3 . This corresponds to about 0.3% in standard notations. We report in this work
the results of a cross investigation of both the near band edge optical properties and the
deep trap content. All experimental details have been given in separated papers /4,
J.P. LAURENTI at al., unpublished/.
In Fig.

1, we show typical luminescence spectra, collected at 2K on a reference sample

(indium-free GaAs layer) with different experimental arrangements. At high energy, we used an
optical multichannel analyzer with 500 silicon targets and an experimental resolution of 0.1
meV.

We resolved,

first, a series of excitonic lines, associated with the recombinations of

standard bound exciton complexes.

Next come two lines,

labelled L1 and L2 , associated with

the radiative decay of well identified donor-acceptor pairs. Line L1 corresponds with both Zn
and/or Mg substituted onto the Ga sites and was associated with accidental contamination
processes;
on the opposite L 2 , which is associated with C substituting on the anion sites.

was mostly dependent on the growth process; in both cases, weak 1O replica have been found.
At

lower

energy,

we

have

used

a

Ge-detector,

cooled

down

to

liquid

nitrogen

temperature, and an experimental resolution of typically 0.5 meV. We notice, first, a large
luminescence band around 1.23 eV, which corresponds with the reported range of energy for the
series of gallium vacancy-substitutional donor complexes first investigated by Williams /5/.
Depending on the donor species and the lattice sites where they substitute, the top position
varies. However, whaLever are the donor atoms, the net concentration (Nd-Na) must be larger
than 1016 cm

"3

in order to get a clear PL signal.

This is,

at least, one order of magnitude

above the reaidual donor concentration achieved in our samples and makes the residual amount
of electrically active impurities hardly involved in the strong luminescent features
1

( )Work Pertly Supported by the PRocopE Program
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experimentally found. As a matter of fact, we could establish a 1 to 1 correspondence between
the magnitude of the donor-vacancy related band and the magnitude of the chromium-related
zero phonon line (ZPL). This is shown in Fig. 2 where the intensity of the (D-VGa) complex is
plotted against the intensity of the Cr-ZPL line for all samples and pieces of substrates
investigated in this work. Clearly a strong correlation exists, which suggests to identify
the previously unknown donor with Cr4 +. The ea
luminescence bands, observed at lower
energy, correspond with standard features of the Cr + trigonal center. Their energy positions
(ZPL at 0.839 eV) are in excellent agreement with the data of the litterature /6,7/.
Versus indium content, all high energy features shift toward lower energy, in a linear
way as illustrated in Fig. 3. The slope parameters are listed in Table I. This indicates
that, even at these extremely dilute indium concentrations (- 6x10 18 to 6x10 19 atoms cm'3 ),
the formation of a ternary compound GaInAs happens and no effet of isoelectronic impurity can
be evidenced. This is clear from the slope of the D*X feature obtained in this work
(- 16.22 meV per percent). Within experimental uncertainty it is in perfect agreement with
the value (- 15.84 meV per percent) reported in Ref. 8 for the free exciton transition.
Slightly different values have been obtained for the acceptor-related features and come from
microscopic effects /4/ associated with a change in binding energy of the bound holes. These
linear relations between the energy shifts and the indium concentration make low temperature
PL measurements the most precise and non-destructive tool for quantitative determinations of
indium-doping levels. Finally, we display in Fig. 3 the energy position of the Cr-ZPL line
versus indium content. Within experimental uncertainty, no finite shift could be evidenced.
This small sensitivity to indium content depart from the results of Ref. 9 where bulk
(In,Cr)-codoped LEC-grown GaAs samples were investigated. However, in this previous work,
higher indium concentrations (4x1018 to 1.2xlO 21 cm"3 ) have been used and a shift, towards
the low-energy side, of all chromium related features had been noticed versus indium
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Fig. 1 - Photoluminescence
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spectra
recorded for a GaAs OMVPE layer at 2K; (i)
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part). All labelled features are described
in the text.
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concentration. Owing to the internal character of the transition, and based on general
crystal-field theory, the change in magnitude of the crystal-field splitting was estimated
from an inverse fifth power of the lattice constant of the host material /10/:
AE-

5

Eo [ (aG&As/5Cas:In)

- 1 1

(1)

With usual values of the crystal parameters /11/, the computed shift is far above our
experimental uncertainty. We have found a better agreement using only the Ga-As nearest
neighbour distancy in GalxInAs /11/. This is shown in Fig. 3.
Concerning now the absolute luminescence intensities, we find the following : (i) all
near-band-edge PL intensities increase by a factor of 10 when incorporating indium (Fig. 4);
(ii) all defect (chromium) -related transitions decrease by a factor of 10 when incorporating
(Ili) there is a one to one correspondance between the changes in the near
indlum (Fig. 5);
On the opposite, the EL2
band edge (NBE) and the chromium related transitions (Fig. 6).
concentration and depth profile determined by capacitance spectroscopy (DLTS) are not
affected.
We believe that most of the improvements concerning bulk and epitaxial materials rely
there is an interplay of indium and chromium incorporation. Both our
on similar features:
2
results and the work of Ref. 9 show that the concentration of trigonal Cr + centers
4
complexes also
in addition, we show that the concentration of (Cr +-VGa)
decreases;
decreases. The simplest explanation would be that the overall concentration of chromium in
the material decreases. However, there are also evidences for a complexation of chromium with
indium /9/. This suggests that indium fills in natural cluster surrounding the residual
impurities and/or structural defects, and relaxes the lattice distorsions. Lowering the
crystal total energy, this would limit the amount of dislocations which can be formed.
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Table I : Slope parameters tmeV/%) obtained at 2K in this work for Lhe near band edge optical
features and comparison with (i) the change in band gap obtained in Ref. 8, and (ii)
the
initial slope parameters obtained from Eq.(l) for Cr-related ZPL energy (see text).

Transitions

Eg

This work
Ref.8
Refs.l0,ll_

D'X

A°X

16.22

14.73

L2
-

14.235

L1
-

13.36

2

Cr +(ZPL)
- 0.69

15.84
-2.96
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ELIMINATION OF TWINNING IN MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY OF GaAs/Si and
GaAs/INSULATOR

C. FONTAINE, J. CASTAGNE, E. BEDEL and A. MUNOZ-YAGUE

Laboratolre d'Automatlque et d°Analyse des Systdmes du CNRS, 7, Av. du
Colonel Roche, F-31077 Toulouse Cedex, France
Rdsumd - Nous prdsentons une 6tude de la nucldation de GaAs sur des surfaces (100)
de Si at de(Ca,Sr)F2 montrant qu'une croissance 2D peut dtre obtenue pour des ddp6ts
tr~s fins ( 15 A*) rdalis~s & basse temperature (25-100°C). La stoechiomitrie du
ddp6t est obtenue en augmentant Is tempdrature jusqu'A 300-400°C ce qui conduit,
en m6me temps, A Is cristallisation de la couche. Le diagramme de diffraction
dlectronique met en dvidence l'absence de micromacles at l'obtention d'une surface
plane au niveau atomique. La procddure propos6e ouvre la voie A l'utilisation de
techniques basse tempdrature pour l'61aboration de structures co-int~grdes
associant GaAs et Si.
Abstract- We present a study of GaAs nucleation on Si and (Ca,Sr)F2 (100) surfaces
which shows that a 2D growth can be achieved for very thin ( 15 A*) deposits obtained
at low temperature (25-00C). Raising the temperature to 300-400°C leads to a
stoichiometric and monocrystalline layer. Electron diffraction shows a diagram
without twin spots and a surface devoid of noticeable roughness. The proposed
procedure paves the way for the subsequent use of low temperature techniques aimed
at the fabrication of co-integrated structures associating GaAs and Si.
I - INTRODUCTION
Gallium Arsenide epitaxy on Silicon substrates has reveived considerable attention over
the last years, and the quality of the layers has been dramatically improved. Although
successful demonstration devices have been reported the properties of the GaAs
heteroepitaxial layers have still to be improved. This implies the reduction or elimination
of the crystalline defects -twins and dislocations- present in these layers, specially
near the layer-substrate interface. Even if post-growth annealing (in or ex situ) can be
used to overcome this problem, specific growth procedures preventing defect formation
during the growth should be preferred.
In addition, low temperature processes have to be developed to reduce the interdiffusion
problems at the GaAs-Si interface (namely Si diffusion into GaAs) and to permit fabrication
of co-integrated structures.
Among the mechanisms giving rise to the aforementioned crystal defects, the threedimensional mode (3D-growth) of the lieteroepitaxial GaAs nucleation is often invoked.
Here, a growth technique is proposed which favors layer-by-layer nucleation (2D-growth)
of the GaAs heteroepitaxial layer.
As the technique used for the Si substrate preparation requires heaLing of the subsLLd'e
to only 600"C for 10 minutes and as the proposed nucleation procedure works at 400°C, both

steps offer promising prospects for low temperature processing in GaAs/Si molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE). Finally, the results presented chow that extended defects like twins are

eliminated in the early stage of growth.
2 - EXPERIMENTA
An ultra-high vacuum MBE system provided with two main chambers, an Auger electron
spectrometer (AES) and an electron diffractometer (RHEED), was used in this study.
The Si substrates were (100), 2" misoriented towards 1011]. The preparation of the
substrates has been described elsewhere [1) ; it is briefly recalled here as part of the
low temperature process : the substrates, with a protective layer of thermally grown i02 ,
were first etched using an HF : ethanol solution to remove this oxide just before loading
into the vacuum chamber. AES reveals that, at this point, the surface is devoid of any
traces of 0 or C contamination. RHEED shows a streaky pattern. In the second step, this
surface is exposed to low Si atomic flux provided by the effusion cell used for n-type
doping of GaAs. This flux is not sufficient to grow a Si buffer layer, but allows the
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reconsr,,cion of the Si surface ; indeed, after 10 minutes at 600"C, the RHEED diagram
consists of sharp and intense lines with a (2 x 2) reconstruction (figure la) that is
interpreted as a mixture of (100) terraces with (1 x 2) and (2 x 1) reconstructions. It
has been shown that such a Si surface, even with monoatomic steps, allows GaAs to be grown
without antiphase defects (21.

ij
a)

b)

c)

Fig. I - RHEED diagram obtained for the 011] azimuth on a) the cleaned Si surface, b)
on the 15A" thick amorphous layer grown at low temperature and c) after annealing of this
layer at 400"C.
3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The initial step of GaAs/Si MBE epitaxy generally follows the procedure proposed by Wang
(3], which consists in the growth of a 200 A* thick layer at moderate temperature (300400*C) and a growth rate (0.1om/h).1Jhen this procedure is applied, a 3-D nucleation is
observed using AES or RHEED : GaAs islands nucleate and grow to finally coalesce for a
deposited mean thickness of about 200 A*. The RIHEED diagrams are spotty, denoting surface
roughness, and frequently reveal twin spots which are eliminated later on, when the growth
is continued at higher temperatures (580°C).
To avoid defect creation at the coalescence stage, a 2D nucleation should be preferred.
In addition, it would produce a much smoother surface. A 3D nucleation mechanism can be
deviated towards a 2D process by lowering the growth temperature : the reduction of the
diffusion length of the impinging atoms favors this type of nucleation. The problem, which
then arises for GaAs, is that the deposit is no longer monocrystalline and stoichiometric.
This is indeed observed experimentally. Figure lb shows that when a 15 A* thick layer of
GaAs is grown on a Si surface at low temperature (between 25 and 100°C) the deposit is
amorphous, the RHEED diagram showing a diffuse halo. Auger analysis shows an excess As
concentration in the layer due to the increase of the sticking coefficient of the As,
molecules evaporated from the effusion cell.
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Pig. 2 - Variation of the Auger signal ratio, As (1210 eV)/Ga (1065 eV), for a deposit
grom4at low temperature when the temperature is raised, evidencing the restoration of the
layer stoichiometry during the thermal process.
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This can be rapidly improved by a moderate thermal treatment
between 300* and 400°C,
the stoichiometry is restored by evaporation of the excess As (figure 2), and
simultaneously, a monocrystalline layer is obtained : The RHEED diagram is a streaky
pattern, with an incipient reconstruction devoid of twin spots (figure Ic). This result,
which has been obtained systematically, demonstrates that the Si substrate is covered up
by avery thin GaAs layer with a flat single oriented surface. Usually, such a RHEED diagram
is obtained, using standard procedures, after the growth of much thicker ( 2000 A* ) layers.
The proposed procedure also applies to the growth of GaAs/(Ca,Sr)F 2/Si structures
The fluoride layer can be used to reduce the lattice mismatch between Si and GaAs,
offering an insulating layer between the semiconductors that could be useful in
applications. Here also, after heating at 400°C the 15 A* thick deposit of GaAs
(Ca,Sr)F2 layer ( 103 A*) grown on a Si substrate, the resulting layer presents a
crystallinity, without surface roughness (figure 3).

f4].
also
some
on a
good

Fig. 3 - <Ol>RHEED diagram obtained on a 15 A' thick amorphous GaAs deposit on (Ca,Sr)F /
2
Si (100) after its annealing at 400°C.
The lack of twins in thicker layers grown using this nucleation procedure has also been
verified usingRaman Spectrometry. It has been shown [5) that, under adequate experimental
conditions, the twinned volume in a GaAs (100) layer can be measured from the LO (allowed)/
TO (forbidden) phonon ratio. As shown in figure 4 the Raman spectra obtained under those
conditions on a GaAs/Si layer exhibit no TO phonon peak, confirming thus that no misoriented
twinned regions exist in the GaAs layer.

T
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270
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Fig. 4
Raman spectra obtAined on a) a 1 pim thick GaAs layer grown on Si (100) wich the
proposed procedure and b) a reference homoepitaxial GaAs layer :the peak shifts evidence
the presence of thermal stress in the heteroepitaxial layer. The TO/LO amplitude ratio
Is the same for both samples.
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4 - CONCLUSIO
We have presented procedures for Si surface preparation and for GaAs heteroepitaxial
nucleation using ME which lead to a good crystalline material and improved surface

morphology.
The advantages of employing an initial deposit ( 15 A' thick) at room temperature,
stoichiometry and crystallinity of which are restored by a moderate thermal treatment
(400"C), have been demonstrated for GaAs growth on Si and on (Ca,Sr)F 2 . The proposed
techniques, coupled with other means of reducing both the dislocation density and the
growth temperature, could be useful in the future growth of co-integrated GaAs-Si
structures.

R. CARLES and G. LANDA are acknowledged for their kind collaboration on Raman spectroscopy.
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A GaAs ON Si COPLANAR TECHNOLOGY BY EMBEDDED MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY

J.B. LIANG, J. DE BOECK, R. MERTENS and G. BORGHS

Interuniversity Micro-Electronics Center vzw, Kapeldreef 75,
B-3030 Leuven, Belgium

In recent years, there has been growing interest in the heteroepitaxy of GaAs on St(l). The motivation for
this is the monolithic GaAs/Si (MGS) technology which combines the optoelectronic and high speed properties of
GaAs with the high density of Si circuitry. Some succesfull realizations have already been reported on plana, Si
wafers. (2-6). When the active regions forthe GaAs devices are defined by etching mesa's after growth, exposing
the processed Si devices, significant variations in

surface topography of several microns are generated.

A

monolithical GaAs-Si semiconductor combination with a coplanar surface is desirable from a process point of view.
In the latter case one can take maximum advantage from the well established high resolution silicon processing. One
way to achieve such a coplanar surface is to recess holes several microns deep into the Si substrate and refill them
with an epitaxial layer, such that the GaAs surface is even with the Si surface after the GaAs growth. Smooth, device
quality GaAs is required in the wells, and in order to obtain this high quality one must avoid the introduction of
surface damage or the loss of the intentional misorientation by recessing the Si. Otherwise, the degradation of the
morphology and the structural properties

of the layer will be extensive and antiphase domains are no longer

supressed (7.8).

Etching exposes different crystallographic orientations at the sidewalls thus allowing for different
nucleation behaviour. Furthermore, the GaAs film is submitted to more severe geometrical constraints causing a
different thermal strain field during cool down. The influence of these factors on the formation of dislocations and
stacking faults and their propagation through the layer have to be considered. In this paper we present a new
technique for the realization of a coplanar GaAs on Si surface, involving a wet chemical etch, a Si02 overhang
reduction step, embedded MBE growth and removal of the polycrystaline GaAs. Successful metallization crossing the
GaAs to SI border without intermediate planarization, after embedded MBE in wet etched recesses in the Si substrate,
is reported. Since we have demonstrated recently (9) that the structural properties of the embedded MBE layers are
comparable to those of large area GaAs on Si, MGS device applications are realisable using the presented technique.
Light p-doped 10 ohm-cm 3 inch (001) Si wafers oriented 40 off towards 1110) were used. The preparation
for growth Involves forming and patterning a 400nm thick SiO2 layer and exposing the Si where it is to be etched.
The mask consists of 4x4mm 2 squares containing micro-windows with

different widths (20-150gm)

and

spacings (5-15Am).
Different solutions of HNO3 and HF diluted in H20 or CH3COOH were tested to form a featureless filat bottom
and to preserve the Intentional misorlentation. An isotropic solution of HF:HNO3 (1:19) was found to meet the above
requirements, as discussed below. The reaction can be represented as follows;
an oxidizing step: SI + 4HN03 - S102 + 4NO2 + 2H20
and an oxide decomposrion step: S102 + 6HF - H2SIF6 + 2H20
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The etching process tends to be diffusion limited and is carried out at controllable rate. Studies of the recess
profile, using a Sloan Dektak® and a JEOL 840 scanning electron microscope, have demonstrated the surface
flatness. Figure 1 shows a typical well profile, as measured with the Dektak®, obtained after the isotropic wet etch
with the above mentioned solution. Although faster etching occurs near the Si sidewall, the maximum effective angle
is less than 0.50, as demonstrated by the bottom part of Fig.i, so that the intentional misorientation is preserved
sufficiently to retain the beneficial influence of the tilt on the heteroepitaxial growth (7.8).
After etching the wells, a SiO2 overhang appears because of the effect of undercutting. MBE growth on such a
structure generates voids between the epitaxial GaAS layer and the Si sidewall since the molecular beams are
screened from the corner part of the well. In order to allow for reliable metallization in the frame of MGS
integration the overhang must be removed. Thus the wafers were etched in buffered HF for more than half the time
needed to remove the complete Si02 layer. By doing so no voids will occur during growth.
The dielectric is partly stripped from the wafer to permit monitoring the changes in the RHEED pattern
during the growth process. Prior to loading, a passivation treatment in HCL:H202:H20 (3:1:1:) is used, similar to
the last step in the report by Ishizaka et al.(lO), to form a very thin oxide film that is readily removed upon heating
in the evaporation chamber. The Si substrate was then loaded into a Riber 2300 MBE system using an indium free
mount and was brought to 3000C for 30' to remove moisture and gases. In the evaporation chamber the substrate
was heated to 8500C for 15' to decompose the thin oxide layer on the surface. The RHEED showed a very sharp (2x1)
reconstruction of the Si surface indicating an atomically clean surface. Thermally strained layers are used, similar
to that reported by J.W.Lee (11). The substrate temperature is cycled between 6500C and 3500C and subsequently
the GaAs film was grown on top of the nucleation layer at a conventional growth temperature of 5700-6000C.
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Fig. 2. A SEM cross section of an embedded GaAs
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The morphology of epitaxial GaAs film on Si in the windows

is mirrorlike with a typical 'orange peal'-like

microtexture. Figure 2 shows a SEM cross section of an embedded GaAs film. The picture is taken from the part of
the water where the oxide is completely stripped before loading. It shows the smoothness of the recess floor and the
typical profile of an isotropically etched surface. In this particular case, an AIGaAs/GaAs periodic heterolayer
refills the well. As appreciated from the micrograph, the same nucleation and growth properties are found on both
the untreated and the recessed Si. The rough initial GaAs nucleation layer is smoothened out after 0.3pwn on both
surfaces.
The optical and structural properties of the embedded GaAs layers have been characterized and compared with
9
large area GaAs on Si as discussed in detail elsewhere( ). All results indicate that the quality of the recessed GaAs

on Si is comparable with the large area deposit on the unetched part of the Si substrate.
The GaAs devices are to be fabricated in the embedded single crystal layers in the recess. The realization of the
coplanar GaAs on Si surface thus requires precise control of growth rate in order to equalize the thickness of the
deposit and the depth of the well. After growth a polycrystalline deposit on the masking dielectric surrounds the
recess. A photoresist mask is used to protect the monocrystalline GaAs during the wet etching process to lift off the
polycrystalline GaAs. Figure 3 shows a cross sectional SEM photo, taken after the lift off procedure, demonstrating
how the GaAs and Si surfaces level. A GaAs surface step of about 0.6)im for a 2tgm thick layer appears on the GaAs to
Si border. The shape and heigth of the hillock depend strongly on the geometry of the sidewall.
A metallization test, using Au-evaporation, was performed over the border to test the step coverage of the
metal line over the GaAs/Si border. The evaporation technique was chosen because it is more sensitive to shadow
effects then sputtered deposition and thus constitutes a more critical test for the coplanarity. The test pattern for the
metal lift off consisted of lines with varying width and spacing from 101km to 0.5gm. Figure 4 shows a plane view
SEM micrograph of 1.25gm wide Au lines with a thickness 150nm. The wider lines were checked electrically and
were found not to be interrupted. SEM-inspection showed that the metallization was succesful down to 1.25gim width

Fig. 3. An SEM photo showing the cross section of the

Fig. 4. An SEM photo Image showing 150 nm thick with

embedded GaAs In the wet etched SI recess after

1.25 gin wide Au-lnes crossing the GaAs to SI

lift off.

border.
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and spacing, although reliable metal lines should be made wider.
In summay, we reported on GaAs grown embedded in masked wells, which were etched in the Si substrate
with a controlled solution of HN03 and HF. Coplanart of the GaAs epilayer and the Si surface is obtained after
lifting off the polycristalline GaAs with the masking SiO2. Successful metallization is performed over the GaAs to Si
border. Since the GaAs layer quality is idenfical to 'normal' GaAs on Si, the presented technique is suitable for MGS
applications.
The authors wish to thank D.J. Arent, K. Deneffe, C. Van Hoot for the many fruitful discussions. Further the
contribution of P. Roussel, J. Vanhellemont, W. De Raedf, M. Van Hove, M. Lambrechts and W. van De Graaf are
kindly acknowledged.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF DX CENTERS ON HENT OPERATION AT ROOM
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REStNJE - Une etude expdrimentale et th6orique des Centres DX dans les couches en
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As [1], the electrical properties of HFMTs may be strongly modified leading to
collapse [2],

temperature

photoconductivity

persistent

[3].

been proposed : a reduction of Al mole fraction x below 0.2;
superlattice
solutions

[4];

or

even

a planar

layer

(delta)-doped

Solutions to this have

the use of a n

[5].

It is

+

clear

GaAs-AlAs

that

these

are necessary for low temperature operation, but are they really useful for room

temperature

operation?

Here,we

study

the

effect

of

DX

centers

on

DC

and

microwave

properties of HEMls at room temperature.We use a HEMT simulator which is able to take DX
centers

into

account

[6]

and we

will

support

our

findings by a comparison with a few

experimental data.
Our theoretical
(61.

Since we

study is carried out using a method which is somewhat similar to

are interested

primarily

in the

influence

of DX

centers

upon the

drain

current

and device performance, we have to evaluate the importance of electron transfer

between

the GaAs and GsAIAs

layers,

through the GaAIAs layer. To do

requiring a correct evaluation of the gate current

this, we start with some 2 DEG density ns at some point of

\I
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level EF(n s)

of the Fermi

position

from which the exact

the source-drain channel,

with

respect to the conduction band is known.
was established from exact results computed with a self-consistent solution of

This EF(n s )

Schrodringer's equation [6].
and

calculated

several

and

Using this as

Poisson

drift-diffusion

for

assumptions

level

Fermi

the

effect

the

through

of

layer

ATGaAs

centers

DX

solution of

the

condition for

the boundary

the

equations,

on

the

is

electron

concentration can be compared. Then, at a given gate voltage, the gate current density can
be computed once the correct boundary condition is met at the gate plane.
somewhat similar to the one presented by Ponse el al
total charge in

[7].

Thus, we get

n s and the

the drain current

layer as a function of' gate voltage. Finally,

the AIGaAs

This method is
the

and gate-source capacitance are comOuted using a short channel approximation [8] by solving
the following equations:

IDS

+

s" VGaAs

Cgs =

Qfree' vGaAlAs
)

d(U s + Qfree + QDX

.Lg.

/

dVgs

0

where Qs = q.ns,
free is the free charge in tie GaAlAs layer,
trapped on DX centers, vGaAs (VGaAlAs) is the peak drift velocit

and I Dx is the charge
in GaAs (GaAIAs), I arid

Lg are respectively the gate length and the gate width.
The key-point here is

in

the way in which deep DX centers can be taken into account.

We used some recent results reported by Theis [9) and
impurity atom gives rise to a deep donor

every

deep donor

The

level

made the following assumptions : i)

level (presumably

with x and

is taken to be 140 meV below the I-valley.

taken

account

into

impurity
one

band is

because

a(positively)

high

resonant with the

which

electron

at

either

can

doping

occupy

a

arid the

used

state

band

in

level

levels are not

lt Mis,

the

or

Can

e

captured

HEMT

is known.

structure have been computed both when DX centers,

taken into account or when they are ignored.

This is

hc

these two t>pes of

In order to assess the role of' DX centers, tie main characteristics (gm
typical

slhallow

each impurity atom gqies

coincent rat ions of

occupied states can be determined since the quasi l ermi

ii)

as this latter changes

Shallow donor

As a consequence,

condut ion

level

iii)

concenLrat ons

F-valley.

deep donor

ionized empty

due to a DX center.

follows the L-valley minimum

approximately

Cgs) of a

as described above,

illustrated in

figure 1.

are

DX centers

have a strong influence cn the transconductance at positive gate voltages . lInDC regime a
good part (depending on the Fermi level values) of
this limits the upper

electrons are trapped by DX cenriers and

values of the static drain currenL

and consequent.ly of

n.

When LX

centers are ignored, the g. can be substantially enhanced. Correspondingly , one finds that
Cgs is
by

also very sensitive to the effect of DX centers.

times

much

longer

than

experiments performed in
;,S,

,he

emission or

capture

our laboratory showed that,

although emission time

above,it can be assumed in

is

about

our model

10046

(see

at

Static regime can be characterized
times

on

DX

centers.

Preliminary

300K, the capture time is

figure

2).

Consequently,

at

of a few
500tliz

and

that the charge trapped in DX centers depend on the

static bias voltage VgsO and not on the microwave voltage AVgs. Taking into account these
assumptions, the ],
no variation of the

free'

values can be determined for Vgs

VgsO and then assuming

charge trapped in DX centers for Vqs = VgsU + AVgs (typical va-ie

C4-707

used for

AVgs

is 0.1 volt). By using such a method, the microwave gm including DX centers
(figure 1) tb be closer to the static gm when DX centers

can be computed and it is found

are neglected. Similar results are found for the gate capacitance.
In

the

of the

rest

paper

we

check

idea

this

against

experimenls.

We

used two

different methods in oraer to measure the static and microwave gm of HEMls with a structure
very similar to the one shown in figure 1. In the first method, a pulsed bias voltage is
applied to the gate and the corresponding variation uf the drain current is recorded (see
2 for an example).

figure

One then notes that

the drain current observed just after the
the drain current

pulse has been applied, can be much higher than
leads, for

This

at longer times.

large positive value of the gate voltage, to microwave gm 30% higher than the

static gm. As a counter experiment we have checked that this behaviour is never observed in
normal GaAs MESFEls where the effect of DX centers is negligable. A second method was also
used to confirm these results : on one side the static gm is measured in the DC regime as a
function of Vgs

and on

the microwave gm

The results obtained in this way

measurements [10].

Vgs > 0 the microwave gm is substantially

that at
seen.

side,

the other

Moreover

the

shown

results

here are

in

from S parameters

is obtained

are presented in figure 3. The

fact

higher than the static gm is clearly
quite

good

agreement

with

theoretical

predictions of figure 1.

In conclusion, we have shown that, although the influence of the deep level due to
DX

centers

influence

in
on

AIGaAs

special

temperature,

layers

microwave

may

be

performance

strong

is

designed

structures

as

concerns

static

clearly

much

weaker.

in order

to eliminate

DX centers

at

:

m

200

G m

/

//

Cgs(pF)

3

3

2.5

1

,2

"; '

on'
,,

sooo R

.2
X =0.25
M

AI~oA'
G At

1.5

2

"Cgs

100

1

/
0.5

5

0.5

Vg (V)

:This figure compares the computed
DX centers are
results obtained (1) when
ignored; (2) when they ale taken into account
are
(see text) in DC regime; (3)when they
regime
transient
the
in
account
into
taken
which characterizes DX centers behaviour at
microwave frequency.

room

formation

HEMIs appear not really necessary.

30a Gm
(mS/mm)

the

characteristics,

Consequently,

Siniulated structure

in
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Gm (mS/mm)
300.

200.

ai

100

01

-0.5

-1

figure 2 :Drain current time response to
pulsed gate voltage. Shorter capture time
DX centers is observed at the beginning
the pulse and longer emission time
observed after extinction of the pulse.

a
by
of
is

(v)-

10Vgs

Figure
3
:Experimental
transconductance
measured on a structure very similar to the
one shown in fig.1. Static and microwave
(500MHz) data are shown.
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Rdsum6 - Le comportement du HEMT en r6gime statique et hyperfr~quence eat dtudi4 A
basse temperature. L'influence du pidgeage des 6lectrons eat analysd h l'aide de
proc4dures spdcifiques de mesure de la capacitd de grille et la rdsistance
drain-source. L'utilisation d'une structure approprie permet de supprimer lea eWfets
parasites telle que la d~gradation des caract4ristiques I-V. La transconductance
microonde et la fr4quence de coupure sont alors amrliordes ; ces r~sultats sont
valid~s par une simulation numrique du composant.

Abstract - Low temperature behaviour of HEMTs is studied under static and microwave
conditions. The influence of trapping effects are analysed by means of a specified
measurement procedure of the gate capacitance and drain-source resistance. On an
appropriate structure that allows to avoid parasitic phenomena such as collapse, it
was found that microwave transconductance and cut-off frequency improve, which is
confirmed with numerical results.
Two dimensional electron gas field effect transistors (TEGFETs, HEMTs, MODFETs) exhibit very
attractive performance for super-low-noise amplifier and ultra-high-speed-logic applications.
This is due to superior electron dynamics of electrons spatially separated from their parent
atoms and located at the AIGaAs/GaAs interface.
Moreover, cryogenic temperatures give significant improvement of the mobility which increases,
2
2
for instance, from 8000 cm /v/s at 300 K to I x 105 cm /v/s at 77 K 11). Unfortunately, such
an enhancement is not directly reflected to transistor characteristics. In practice, many
parasitic phenomena occur at low temperatures, such as
- the collapse in drain I-V characteristics
- threshold voltage shifts of the FET I-V characteristics
- persistent photoconductivity effects
Many authors [2,31 attributed the origin of these phenomena to the existence of electron
trapping in the so-called DX centers [4j in the AlGaAs layer.
Based on experimental approaches, the aim of this work is
- to progress in the comprehension of the physical mechanisms responsible for these effects
- to define optimal structures to minimize this anomalous behaviour
- to evaluate the potential advantages of modulation doped heterostructures.
Eiperlments were carried out on several transistors with conventionnal as well as more
elaborated structures grown by MBE or MOCVD.
The access source and drain resistances that greatly affect the HEMT parameters at low temperature, are deduced from gate d-c current measurements. These resistances while decreasing
with temperature, exhibit for transistors with different cap-lpyer parameters, a similar
minimal value around 0.5 i1mm at 77 K. The high mobility of electron gas yields an access
resistance which is independent of the cap-layer and reflected only by the very low sheet
resistance. The limited value then may be attributed to the 2DEG contact resistance. For
temperatures below 190 K, these results are greatly affected if drain I-V characteristics were
measured before measuring the access resistance. The drain resistance reaches then a considerable value whereas the source on is not modified and vice versa on inverting the role of
sourep and drain (rig. 1.1). This is correlated with the ID(VDS, VGS) characteristics degradation resulting from the application of a large drain bias voltage (VDS > lV).

11

)or

the CKI Laboratory, this Work was Supported under a

@IT Contact.
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I

I-V characteristics (fig. 1.1) at 77K and access resistances Rs and
Rd (fig. 1.2) for two HEMTs with (---) and without (collapse
phenomenon.
However, we observed that the I-V collapse can be suppressed (fig. 1.2) by means of
- replacing the highly doped AlGaAs layer bv a NID AlGaAs/N AIGaAs structure.
- reducing the drain ungated recessed area for a standard epitaxial structure. In this case,
electrons are directly transfered and collected in the cap-layer of the drain region.
Concerning the Influence of technology, MOCVD epitaxy seems to be less sensitive to I-V
instabilities even if a large drain voltage is applied to the device.
So, the state of a HEMT being dependent on his history, precisely the manner of reducing the
temperature and applying the bias conditions, demands the definition of certain protocols
before gate capacitance and drain-source resistance measurements in function of gate voltage.
Three different sequences are successively considered which correspond to electric stresses
applied to the transistor during the cool down from room temperature to 77 K. This procedure
is made in the very beginning of the experiments in order to separate as possible trapping
effects and to make these experiments reproductible. The capacitance measurement is made at
500 KIz and after integrating, the threshold voltage Woo and the total electronic charge
quantity under the gate QO are deduced. The drain-source measurement gives information about
the access resistances Rs -Rd and the channel conductance Go under the gate region (fig. II).
Z .30....
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Fig. 11

Evolution of gate capacitance for different bias stresses applied
on gate and/or on drain contacts (Table).
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For the first stress, the whole region under the gate being depleted, the trap level keeps
above the Fermi level which allows full ionisation at low temperature. Emission and capture
times become then so important that no variation is visible. The capacitance characteristic is
close to the room temperature one and the threshold voltage value remains constant. For the
second stress, some electrons tied to deep donor level are frozen to these centers. This makes
them unavailable for ionization. In the following sequence, a drain source voltage is applied
to the sample so that the collapse will be induced. Resistances in the gate drain region and
under the gate greatly increase. In the high field region, electrons gain energy and can be
captured and frozen in the deep level traps associated with the multivalley structure in
AlGaAs. These trapping effects occur at the drain side of the gate where the electric field is
the highest, after electrons have jumped the heterojunction barrier. So, if electrons still
cold, are Immediately collected In the cap layer of the drain region or cross a slightly doped
AlGaAs layer, trapping effects such as collapse cannot then be developed, Indeed, no drastic
increase of the drain resistance and of the pinch-off voltage shift are observed in case of
the third sequence. These conclusions are also verified for transistors realized by MOCVD.
Gn(mS/I,-)
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Microwave transconductance (fig. III.)) and gate capacitance
(fig. 111.2) at room and cryogenic temperatures for typical HEMTs

Fig. III

is
It
of HEMTs,
Due to the importance of defects in controlling electronic properties
of the device. An
important to point out their influence on microwave small-signal parameters
the
at 77 K and
accurate scattering [Sj parameters measurement method has been performed
low temperature, the
transistor equivalent circuit is deduced under normal bias conditions. At
gate voltage shows a
transconductance increases by about 30% and the evolution with the
mobility improvement of a
selective variation (fig. 111.1). This can be explained by a slight
of gate-source
poor electron density in the AIGaAs layer when the channel is open. Variations
of the cut-off
capacitance remain nearly constant (fig. 111.2) and result in an enhancement
at low temperature when
frequency of more than 50%. This represents the typical HEMT behaviour
present.
are
no collapse phenomena
VDS,3V

(2)

VDS3V

)

inS

.4

-3
Fig.

IV

.

3.s

(v

-3

.1

*.1

+3

Microwave output conductance (fig. IV.1) and output capacitance
(fig. IV.2) for a device with collapse phenomenon.
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The trapping effects imply a large decrease of the microwave transoonductance. A pinch off
voltage shift around 0.3 V modifies the evolution with gate-source voltage of each transistor
parameters. The output conductance diminishes (fig. IV.I) and the capacitance variation 6Cgs
is enlarged due to the drain resistance increase when the collapse effects occur. Evolutions
of the Cgd (fig. IV.2) vary with different transistors but generally increase for the positive
gate voltages. Comparison between microwave and static transconductance values shows for
positive gate voltage an R.F. enhancement which is also observed at room temperature. This can
be attributed to a less variation or electron quantity in AlGaAs at high frequencies.

, ,

, (I)

FC(GH:(

3

_

I

_

__

9

__

(2)

77 K

s75
o.vo

,:l

so

300 K

9
Fig.

9% -V

i (V)

Evolutions or the carrier velocity (rig. V.1) and cut-off
frequency (rig. V.2) at room and cryogenic temperatures.

A numerical simulation taking into account the nonstationnary electron dynamics efrects ror
submicrometer gdte transistor, allows us to evaluate the potentiality of microwave HEMT
performances at 77 K. The small-signal equivalent circuit parameters for each bias point can
be determined. Due to the large improvement of electron dynamics [5j with temperature shown In
fig.V.l, the transconductance increases as observed by experiments, inducing a large
enhancement of the inLrinsic cut-off frequency (fig. V.2).

CONCLUSION
At low temperature. HENr can now provide I-V characteristics without parasitic phenomena such
as collapse, but the presence of deep-donor level in AlGaAs layer perturbs the transistor
behaviour and limits the low temperature improvement of microwave parameters and consequently
cut-off frequency and low noise performances. An optimal structure can be defined In replacing
the AlGaAs material by sevet.1 epitaxial layers, reducing the access source contact resistance
and improving electron dynamici by the use or ultra-short gate length.
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MODELING AND PERFORMANCE OF DOUBLE HETEROJUNCTION GaAlAs/GaAs INTEGRATED
INJECTION LOGIC. FABRICATION AND DC CHARACTERIZATION OF THE BASIC CELL

A. MARTY, J. JAMAI, J.P. VANNEL and J.P. BAILBE
Laboratolre d'Automatlque et d'Analyse des Systdmes du CNRS

7, Av. du Colonel Roche, F-31077 Toulouse Cedex, France
This paper first Fresents a quantitative estimate of the potentialities
of the CaAIAs/GaAs H.1 L which relies on an accurate modeling related to
physical device parameters. The interdependence of the forward and reverse
current gains of the DHBTs processed by MBE and Mg-ion implantation which is
subsequently analysed provides a verification of the charge-control models
used for this evaluation.

I - INTRODUCTION
Single
and
double
heterojunction
bipolar transistors have stimulated much
interest due to their potentialities as
discussed in detail by KROEMER [l
and to
the significant progress mode in device
fabrication technologies.
The
emitter/
collector interchangeability and the extra
degree of
freedom
in
device
design
resulting from the use of two heterojunctions, provide DHBT's with basic advantages
-specially in the case of saturated logic
circuits such as
Integrated
Injection
2
Logic (1 L)-that may be listed as follows :
(I) reduction of the offset and saturation
voltages, (ii) suppression of the hole
injection from base to emitter and collector,
(Ili) reduction of the depletion junction
capacitances and the base resis~ance. Both
the discrete DHBT's and the H.I L cirLuits
in the CaAlAs/CaAs material system, have
already shown promising potentialities,
The purpose of this paper is first to
provide a quantitative estimate of the
potentialities of this technology.
The
fabrication
and
characterization
of
GaAlAs/GaAs DHBTs grown by molecular beam
epitaxy with Mg-implanted external base
are then
presented.
DC
analysis
is
particularly concerned with the
inteLpretation of the interdependence of forward
and reverie current gains which, in the
case of I L logic, correspond to the first
performance criteria that have
to
be
satisfied,
II

-

MODELING OF DOUBLE HKTEROJUNCTION
GaAlAa/CaAa
INTEGRATED
IKJECTION
LOGIC
AND
CIRCUIT
PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

The cross-sectional view of the basic
gate proposed by KROEMER ill
Is shown in
Fig.la. It is realized with a GaAIAs(N)/

GaAs(p)/GaAlAs(N)
mutilayer
structure
which defines the double heterojuncrion
transistor and a p* implantation which
delimits the collector surfaces. Fig. lb
illustrates a typical layout
for
the
rectangular narrow gate geometry which is
considered here for discussion purposes.
This gate geometry exhibits
the
most
severe high current
effects,
but
is
popular because of ease of layout and high
density considerations. The partitioning
of the NpN base
region is shown with
dashed lines for a fan-out of two gate.
Partitioning in this
manner
is
most
convenient for parameter assignment to the
macromodel ; section B is the base contact
region and sections C1 and C 2 are the
"active" regions (usually identical because
of translational symmetry in layout).
The model equations are cast in terms
of physically meaningful device parameters
and are applicable at all current levels.
The
trade-off
between
accuracy
and
minimization of simulation time has led us
to retain the lumped model illustrated in
Fig. 2c. A one-dimensional
model
was
suitably
applied
to
represent
the
intrinsic part of DHBTs because emitter
current crowding was
expected
to
be
unimportant
for
its
inherently
high
conductive base layer Both "base contact"
region and "external or extrinsic base"
regions are also represented by a physical
one-dimensional
diode
model.
Series
resistance was introduced to account for
parasitic elements involved in the merged
multicollector structure. In particular,
to account for series resistance
base
distribution
while
avoiding
excessive
complexity, the DHBT's intrinsic
parts
have
been
"distributed"
around
the
resistances RBa and rBe as shown in Figs
2abt With this layout the one-dimensional
models T i and T i correspond respectively
to half the intrinsic cell C i .
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changes in the processing parameters on
the circuit performance are analysed. This
design procedure is developped so as to
the performance over a wide range

COLLECTORS
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the
times as a function of
current calculated with "l pm and 2 pm"
design rules are given in Fig.2. It can be
seen that with a minimum delay time of
about 120 ps for the fan-out of one and
the finest structure, the calculated power
delay product was of the order of 2 fJ for
um consumption per gate. Note also that
a
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a fan-outrule
of 7still
yields
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Figure 1
GaAlAs/GaAs H,I L inverter with fan-out of
two ; b) geometrical layout
; c) lumped
macromodel.

Our previously proposed DHBT model is
defined by the charge-control formulation
that is based on the macroscopic driftin
the
diffusion motion of electrons
emitter and collector band spikes and the
quasi-neutral base region. Our convenient
formulation which takes into account both
the abrupt and graded cases of GaAlAs/GaAs
heterojunctions
remains
compact
and
relatively simple. In particular it makes
it possible to predict the decrease of the
injection efficiency or
of
the
base
transport factor and the increase of both
the stored charge
and
the
emittercollector offset voltage when a
spike
occurs at one of the junctions.
With respect to double heterostructure
diodes
(DHDs), an approach,
in
every
aspect analogous to the one
used
to
eatablish the SHBT and DHBT models, allows
calculation of the charge residual storage
in the low GaAs gap zone corresponding to
the confinement of carriers induced by the
isotype GaAs(p)/GaAlAs(P)
heterojunction
as well as the
related
recombination
current,
By using our physical device models
that accept as input the material and
device fabrication parameters in the ASTEC
III (2] circuit simulator, the effects of

_2__
"
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ICT

_
"

__

101
(njector ¢urrent

_

1
mA)

10

delay-injector
Propagation
Figure 2
current characteristics for one and seve
collectors optimized gates using 2x2 pm
2
and lxl 1m collector areas.

III - FABRICATION AND DC
OF THE BASIC CELL

CHARACTERIZATION

A schematic drawing of the implanted
DHBT is shown in Fig. 3. The thirteenlayei structure was grown by MBE on a
(100) Si-doped GaAs substrate. The emitterbase and collector-base heterojunction has
a graded band configuration to prevent the
occurrence of spike barriers which would
adversely
affect
the
injection
and
collection of minority carriers. The Al
mole fraction and the linear grading width
employed for the emitter and collector
regions are 0.25 or 0.4 and 800 A
respectivel.A _O0 A GaAs base doped with
I or 5xlO cm
Be matches a good current
gain (base transport factor)-low intrinsic
base resistance tradeoff. The undoped GaAs
spacer layers of 200 A were inserted
between base and emitter, and between base
and
collector
to
allow
for
Be
redistribution
during
emitter
growth.
Active emitter an
collector are doped
with Si to 10 6cm . Finally, 2000 A
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"3

thick GaAs cap layer doped to 2xlO
cm
was deposited to facilitate formation of
ohmic contact,
l AP
CW
Nregion.

risitte,

?"

With respect to the base current, both
configurations show similar behavior with
an exp (qV/2kT) dependence at low levels
reflecting
the
recombination
surface
effects on the GaAlAs
extrinsic
base

p~,'
*GaAs Bs

le GaAs

Figure 3
Schematic cross-section of
grown-Mg implanted GaAlAs/GaAs DHBTs.

MBE

The P+ extrinsic base-contact region
was formed by selective multi-implantation
of Mg selected so as to maintain a flat
-3
profile, ( - 10 cm ) down to the base
layer [3).
Rapid thermal annealing was
carried out in order to minimize the base
Be diffusion.Au/Ge/Ni and Au/Zn were used
as ohmic metals for n and p regions,
respectively. The device's active areas
were defined by deep chemical etch. The
emitter-base and collector-base junction
4
4
areas
large-size,
test device
are 1.2of 0and 5.8 circulr
lO cm 2 respectively.

Figure 5
Output characteristics
forward and reverse operation.
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Figure 4 : Typical transfer and input
characteristics of the DHBT operating in
forward and reverse common-base modes.
Typical Gummel plots of a
device
operated in both emitter up (forward mode)
and emitter down (reverse mode) configurations are show in figure 4. As expected,
this device
exhibits
a
perfectly
symmetrical behavior in regard to
the
transfer of minority
carriers
the
characteristics Ic(VBE) and IE(Vtc) are
fully superposed and exhibit an ideality
coefficient of 1 over the whole range of
currents for which the influence of the
contact resistances remains
negligible,

e6n
reiation (1)

2529K

100
o

,

2586

283

-

OM
12
i

2681

5U

IBR,

1

200

300
hfe max

Interdependence of

400

the

500

forward

reverse current gains of the different
devices realized. Comparison with eq.
(1)
in which it has been considered that tnBi.
NABi/'nBe.NAB e
Figure 5 shows
typical forward and
reverse output characteristics. The best
current gains (hfamax - 500 and hrcmax .
100) and offset voltage
(VcEO , 3 mV)
values were obtained for the devices wij
I0
the lowest base doping level (NAB "3
cm ). As
shown
in
figure
6,
the
correlation observed between the maximal
values of the forward and reverse current
gains, for the different series realized,
constitutes a
preliminary
experimental
verification of the
theoretical
model
which provides for
an
interdependence
relationship of the type
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hfemax
hrcmax .

A

1+2

i

Ag
2nBe

nBi

NABi

(1)

NAB.

in which rnB i and rnBe represent
the
electron li time in the intrinsic and
extrinsic GaAs base regions. Thus it is
possible to confirm the influence of the
parasitic conduction of the lateral diode
which offsets the symmetry of behaviors of
the implanted DHBT.
IV - CONCLUSIONS
With the
aid
of
this
modeling
directly
related
to
physical
device
parameters and the results of a study
concerning
the
sensitivity
to
technological characteristics,
we
have
discussed
optimization
criteria
and
evaluated the potentialities of this logic
family. The presented results show that
for a structure defined by a design rule
of "I pm", a limit propagation time of
about a hundred picoseconds is attained
for a power consumption of about 300 pW
per gate and a merit factor of about 2 fJ
for I uW.
double
on
results
Preliminary
bipolar
GaAlAs/GaAs
heterojunction
transistors processed by MBE and Mg-ion
implantation have been
presented.
The
d~vices making up the basic cell of the H.
I L exhibited maximum forward and reverse

current gains of 500 and 100 respectively
and an offset voltage as low as 3 mV. The
reported characterization chiefly aimed to
analyze the interdependence of the forward

and

reverse

current

gains.

As

to

this

point, the results demonstrate that while
the parasitic conduction induced by the
residual storage in the
collector-base
lateral diode must be taken into account
to insure accurate evaluation
of
the
structure potentialities it
must
not,
however, become a
major
drawback
in
obtaining an
inversl
gain
permitting
correct operation of I L (a gain of 100
has been obtained with our test-structures
suffering from a very unfavorable AC/AE
ratio of approximately 5).
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GaInAs CAMEL DIODES GROWN BY MBE
M. MARSO, A. CHIN*, P. BHATTACHARYA* and H. BENEKING
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Rdsum4 - Cet article pr~sente les caracteristiques d'une diode du type "camel",
fabriqu6 en GaInAs sur substrat InP, avec un facteur d'id6alit4 de 1,6a 1,7. La
hauteur de barriere de potentiel est 0,44 eV. Des mesures a inversion de courant
montrent l'absence de temps d'emmagasinage et un retard i la descente de 660 a 740
ps pour une diode de 50 )1m * 50 pm.

Abstract - In this paper we present a camel diode in GaInAs on a InP-substrate with
0.44 eV. Switching
an ideality factor of 1.6 - 1.7. The barrier height is
measurements show no storage time and a fall time of 660 - 740 ps for a 50 )Im* 50 un
device.

1

-

INTRO)UCTION

Majority carrier devices in GaInAs should have good high frequency performance becausLe of
the

very low effective electron mass (me* = 0.

04

Unfortunately the barrier height of

me).

metal/n-GaInAs contacts is too low for Schottky contacts.
Another majority carrier diode is the camel diode in which current flow is controlled by a
potential barrier in the bulk of the semiconductor.

herefore the electrical properties of

this diode are independent of the electrical and metallurgical properties of the interface
between the metal and the semiconductor. The camel diode was first proposed by J.M. Shannon
/I/ and has been realized so far in Si and GaAs /2,3,4/.

It

consists of three layers

(n- p+ n + ) , where the thickness of the p+ region is chosen so that in thermal equilibrium
this layer is fully depleted of free carriers. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram and the
potential profile of a camel diode.

Assuming thermionic emission the current-voltage relationship is given by:

F = AAe-T 2 e

'T(eW.T

-

where A is the diode surface, A* is the Richardson constant, T is the temperature,
Drltzmann constant, VT is the temperature voltage and n is the ideality factor.

k is the
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n-

Ec

0
fln-

substrate
A

--

X

B

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram (A) and potential profile (B) of a camel diode
EC: onduction band edge
36B: barrier height
V : applied bias voltage
IF: diode current

2

-

DEVICE FABRICATION

The camel layers (n- pt n+ ) are grown by MBE on an n+-InP substrate. The doping concentrations and the layer thicknesses are shown in table 1. A mesa etching is performed to
determine the device area. A mixture of H2 SO4 :H2 02 :H2 0 (1:1:10) is used as etching solution.
A 0.4 Pm thick Sio 2 film is spinned on as isolation layer. The ohmic contact on top of the
device is performed with Cr/Au (20nm/200nm) . Indium is used for contact on the substrate
(Fig. 2).

Table 1

Camel diode data
doping concentration/cm-3

layer

Th ickrieso/nm

np+

800
15

1016
<
; 5*1018

+

200

>

n

1019

CrIAu

SiP~

i. tiIn2

P substmf a

Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of a Ga~nAs camel diode
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MEASURME

a) I-V measurements
I-V caracteristics were measured on diodes with different areas. The current in the forward
direction scales with the diode area, which proves the bulk nature of the current (Fig. 3).
The ideality factor n is 1.6 to 1.7. Calculations show that n should be 1.2.

-

ABS(IFI/A

ri.

-

--

4:0

&2n

3:i 1010

2:

2500

n2

4:40

-d-eccatedsic

did

ra:I

b) I-T measurements
I-T measurements were performed to determine the barrier height.

dB was determined as 0.44

eV at a bias voltage of 0.3 V and 0.5 V.
3
Using the barrier height, the p-type doping concentration is determined as NA= .5*1018
which agrees well with the set value for the p-type doping concentration.

M-3

c) Diode -switching measurements
The diode was switched from forward to reverse current and the transient current was
measured. Fig. 4 shows that there is no storage time. The reverse current reaches a maximum
value Irmax and then decreases

to its steady state value, following approximately an

exponential curve. The fall time TF, which is determined as the time interval where the
current to fall from 0.9*Irmax to 0.1*Irmax, is 660 to 740 ps, dependent on the forward
current. Absence of a storage time indicates that there is no minority carrier storage and
that the current is in fact due to majority carrier transport. The transient behavior of the
current is caused by the reverse of the charge in

the space charge capacitance. For smaller

geometries faster response is expected.

4- 4

_CONCWSIONS

Majority carrier camel diodes have been fabricated for the first time in GaInAs, grown by
MBE. The ideality factor was 1.6 to 1.7 and the barrier height was 0.44 eV. Switching
measurements showed that the current is due to majority carrier transport.

a\
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RESIST SCHEMES FOR SUBMICRON OPTICAL LITHOGRAPHY
F. COOPMANS l)
IMEC vzw, Kapeldreef 75, B-3030 Leuven, Belgium

R~sum

-

Premitrement

on

essaie

d'expliquer

pourquoi

la

lithographie optique avec des r6sines positives monocouche est
aujourd'hui toujours la technique dominante, mime pour une
rdsolution submicronique. On indique comment les matriaux et les
proc6d6s ont
t
amdliords pour r6pondre aux exigences
supdrieures pos6es par les m6thodes de fabrications avanc~es. En
suite, nous discutons des limitations impos~es par l'6quipement et
les proceds de transfert pour des dimensions de 0.7iim k 0. 3 irm.
De nouveaux syst~mes lithographiques doivent Etre utilis~s pour
obtenir une performance maximale, des systames bi-couche ou
pseudo-monocouche sont les mieux adapt6s. On compare leurs
m6rites et des aspects d'impl6mentation en fabrication.

Abstract - In this paper we will first try to explain why optical
lithography with single layer positive resist is still a dominant
technology today, even for submicron resolution. To this end we
will indicate how the materials and processes have been improved
to cope with the more stringent requirements. Next we will look at
the future, at feature sizes under 0.7 i and down to 0.31am. For
these small sizes the limitations imposed by the imaging equipment
and the transfer processes call for new resist systems. The type of
systems that are most promising are the pseudo monolayer and
bilayer systems. Their relative merits are compared, and issues
relating to the implementation in fab environments are discussed.

I - INTRODUCTION
In recent years several new resist systems have been introduced for
advanced lithographic applications. Multilevel systems, antireflection or
contrast enhancement layers, dry developable resists, all are the result of
intensive research in m-cron and submicron lithography. The strongly

1

( )Preasetly also with

Klllmim•i

COBRAINnv. D* Regenboog 11, B-2800

fechelen.

I

Belgium
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increased publication volume in this area supports the increased activity.
The evolution of the 'normal' resists has less glamorous aspects but the
improvements in performance that are obtained are remarkable. It is exactly
because of these improvements that the single layer systems managed to
maintain a leading position in volume fabrication and are likely to do so
even for submicron processing down to 0.8 gm.
Nevertheless as feature sizes continue to shrink the thickness and flatness
requirements can limit the usefulness of single layer systems. Surface
imaging and dry transfer will be necessary to reap the benefits from the
improving equipment technology.
We will first discuss the very basic lithographic requirements and the trends
in single layer positive resists process and material design.
Secondly we will show by refining the criteria where the limitations of the
standard processes lay and why surface imaging and dry transfer systems
are the best option for advanced optical lithography.
2 - BASIC LITHOGRAPHIC REQUIREMENTS
The formation of a relief image in a photoresist is a result of an imaging
action. Obviously, the quality of the relief image will be in the first instance
influenced by the quality of the aerial image. The higher the modulation (or
the contrast) of the image information, the more relaxed are the
requirements for the resist.
It is 'straightforward' to print submicron lines
in even a very mediocre resist provided the image contrast is high. Therefor
one should try to improve the imaging system first, better resist systems can
subsequently be used to achieve ultimate performance with a given tool. The
resist contrast becomes more important as the information in the optical
image degrades.
At the resolution limit of the optical projection system the
image contrast is inherently low and a high contrast resist is needed to
regenerate the image and produce an acceptable relief image. High resolution
and steep sidewalls drive the quest for high contrast materials.
High contrast does not mean a good latitude, thresholdlike behaviour will
transfer all variability in the optical image. Particularly dose variations due
to topography (bulk effect), standing waves and scattering of light will be
accurately printed in the resist.
It follows that high contrast materials are
more useful if these exposure variations can be avoided or compensated.
The exposure tools used present an important capital investment and the
sensitivity of the resist should be high enough to allow adequate troughput.
In practice this issue is becoming less important as the overhead time in setup alignment etc. increases. Where sensitivities under lOOmJ/cm 2 were
normal in the past, the trend is now to accept values up to 200mJ/cm 2
provided resolution improvements are obtained. Although the sensitivity
seems high this is perhaps the most relaxed criterium, in other imaging
applications, e.g. dry film, printing etc., the imaging materials can be 3 to 4
decades more sensitive. The photopolymer also must be compatible with the
semiconductor processing in general and the specific application. This poses
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stringent criteria in terms of contamination levels (moving into the ppb
range). Also the compatibility with the substrates e.g. stress, adhesion must
be assured. To be able to apply the same material to a variety of substrates
(oxides, metals, semiconductors, polymers) different coupling agents are
used. These in turn have to maintain the same contamination levels as the
resists.
The relief image is used to transfer the pattern into the active layer by
etching or by ion implantation and a certain thickness of the mask is
required to perform this process. A minimum thickness is needed at all
times to avoid pinhole formation. In addition to this we must include a
topography factor as the material thickness on the step is usually smaller
than the nominal thickness, depending on the characteristics of the
A higher
topography and the planarising properties of the polymer.
inherent planarisation efficiency requires more resist thickness. To this we
must add the erosion of the mask during etch or the penetration of ions into
the masking material. For typical cases in todays semiconductor fabrication
this results in a minimum resist thickness of about 1 micron. This
requirement is very severe considering that the features we want to
fabricate are of the same size.
This increase in temperature
Patterning processes often generate heat.
should not affect the shape of the polymer structures. As the glass transition
temperature of novolak-based resist is low, process temperatures above
120' C cause deformations. As the effect is due to plasticising the effective
deformation is also dependent on the actual geometry of the structure. The
sidewall angle tends to decrease more rapidly for large structures than for
small ones. This makes the linewidth variation after e.g. etching dependent
on the local geometry. This limitation is caused by the source material itself
but process solutions, e.g. hardening techniques or a better temperature
control in the patterning processes, can be used advantageously.
3 - POSITIVE OPTICAL RESISTS: A CONTINUING STORY
The first positive optical resist materials used commercially where based on
'natural' novolak. Although this class of materials was the first one to be
synthetically reproduced, a huge research work needed to be done to
understand and improve the behaviour of the materials in lithographic
applications and to produce them consistently. Initially the resists were a
simple mixture of sensitiser and base resin in an appropriate solvenit, but in
the course of the last five to ten years dramatic improvements were made.
The impact of this activity is amplified by the improvements in the stepper
design. High NA lenses and better focussing systems provide high contrast
It is the synergistic development of material
images on the wafer surface.
and tool that explains why single layer resists maintained a leading position
in volume fabrication and succeeded in pushing back the introduction of
more performing resist schemes (multilevel) and even new techniques, e.g.
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x-ray. We will indicate some
formulation of new resists.

of

the

items

that are

important

in

the

3.1 FACTORS OF THE RESIN AFFECTING PERFORMANCE
Staying with cresol-novolak systems the most important factors that can be
varied to impact the performance are the molecular weight, the
isomerisation and the position of the methylene bond, its orientaton in the
polymer chain.
Increasing the molecular weight will decrease the overall development rate.
This decrease is proportional for the exposed and unexposed regions so that
no change in contrast is obtained. It is clear that due to the slower devulop
rates the sensitivity is degraded.
The isomeric structure in the novolak can be varied by incorporating a given
percentage of ortho, meta or para components. The meta-para ratio has an
important effect on the development rates. An increase of the para
component strongly decreases the development rate of the base resin. This
effect is much weaker for the exposed areas and so this ratio influences the
contrast of the resist.
The structure of the polymer with respect to the position of the methylene
bond can have a similar effect. It was reported [I] that in m-cresol novolak
with highly regular ortho-bonding position the dissolution rate of the
polymer decreased drastically. This effect was attributed to azocoupling
reactions, which are not present in the exposed parts.
In table I [I] we give a summary of these trends. Although several other
parameters play and the end performance is interrelated, the table presents
a possible way of increasing contrast without loosing sensitivity.

Resin
f actors

rate

Dissolution
Unexposed

Resist performance

Exposed

Contrast

Sensitivity

Molecular
Weight

_

_

_

_

metalpara
cresol ratio
methylene bond
position

-

i

-

Table I : Impact of design factors on lithographic performance
3.2 THE PHOTOACTIVE COMPONENT
The photoactive compound (PAC) is usually based on naphtoquinonediazides.
An important point in the actual perforn-ance is the degree of esterification.
If the sensitiser is made polyfunctional one obtains a contrast enhancement
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effect. This is illustrated in figure 1 121where we show the transformation of
the optical modulation function into the modulation of the relevant
photoproduct concentration. For a tri-functional photoactive component
(q=3) a clear contrast increase can be observed. The first positive resists
used typically monofunctional sensitisers, the application of bi- and trifunctional materials has allowed a marked increase in contrast. Also the
incorporation of the PAC can be changed from simply mixed with the resin
to chemically atatched to the main chain.
1.0
E

q=1

0.50

o)

a_

0.0
0.0
Optical

1 .0

0.5
modulation

transfer

function

Figure 5 :Theoretical Contrast improvement with multifunctional sensitiser
The sensitiser also acts as a bleachable dye. In this way reflections cannot
be completely avoided since the sensitiser must be partly converted
(bleached) to function as dissolution rate enhancer. To reduce reflections
further one can therefore add a non-bleaching dye. This approach suffers
some drawbacks : the side wall angle will decrease and the sensitivity of the
system is greatly reduced. Nevertheless, resists using non-bleachable dyes
are used and add Some Process flexibility where reflective notching of
Attemps to increase the
patterns is important, typically at metal steps.
functional speed of dyed systems with low molecular weight speed
enhancers are compromised by their reduced thermal st;tbility.
3.3 THE SOLVENT SYSTEM
Safety regulations are imposing changes in the existing solvent systems. The
mostly preferred solvent is ECA but reports concerning health hasards have
strongly decreased its future importance. Possible substitutions arc PMA
(propylenegl ycolmethyletheracet ate) or diglyme, ethyllactate and several
others. Apart from the solubility and handling (and cost) , the remaining
solvent in the film after coating and prebake is very important. There is
appreciable variation among the different solvents. This factor affects the
adhesion and the dissolution of the unexposed areas. In addition to the main
xylene,
used
c. g.
can
he
of co-solvents
a number
solvent.
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propylenecarbonate etc. that help to control the evaporation
important for the spincoating uniformity.

rate which is

3.4 ADDITIVES
A colourful variety of additives has been introduced over the years. We will
not give a complete list but simply give the main purpose of the additives
and some examples. These materials are obviously part of the black magic
that goes together with bringing a photoresist to the market.
Plasticicers are introduced to improve the coating properties.
Planarisation
is influenced
by these additions. Polypropylene,
phenoxy resin,
polyvinylmethylether and others can be used to this end.
Apart from the actinic dyes we discussed above sometimes also colorants
are added that absorb in the red or green. These additions serve to facilitate
better alignment precision and more precise measurements with automatd
optical linewidth systems. They avoid stray reflections at the operating
wavelengths of these devices.
Up to 5% adhesion promotors can be added in the resist to enhance the
coupling with e.g. doped oxides . Typically materials containing silane groups
are used, methyl-disilanemethyl-methacrylate and vinyltrichlorosilane have
been used.
Speed enhancers can be added to relatively high (perhaps 20%) weight ratio.
These additions serve to increase the development rate of the basic material
and are of acidic nature (pitric acid, nitrocinnamic acid....). Although faster
resists suffer from reduced contrast and more erosion in unexposed areas,
this can cause problems on extensive topography.
Another component that can be used is typically alkylphenoxy(ethyleneoxy)ethanol as a non ionic surfactant. In addition to this some
specific anti-striation agents (a few weight percent) can be added if desired.
The combination of all these products makes the tuning of formulations for
specific tasks possible. The difficulty that remains is the design of one single
resist that can be used in all applications...
3.5 THE DEVELOPER
the older metal-hydroxide
To comply with the contamination requirement
based materials must be abandoned and people turned
to 'metal ion free'
e.g. TMAH type developers. The characteristics of these developers are quite
different and new optimisation was necessary. Typically contrast is degraded
when using a TMAH-type material while maintaining sensitivity.
A technique for improving resist contrast that has become popular makes
use of diluted developer. Because the developer is weaker the sensitivity of
the process is reduced. A 20% dilution can produce as much as a 100%
decrease in sensitivity. Therefore this approach contains a tradeoff between
speed and resolution and is most interesting when one operates at the
resolution limit of the exposure system. There is a strong trend in advanced
production to sacrifice troughput for resolution and allow resist systems to
work with sensitivities up to 200 mJ/cm 2 .
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Another approach to improving the developer action is to add surfactants
that enhance the selectivity between the exposed and unexposed parts due
to the different degree of polarity. Also additions are possible that improve
the removal of residues e.g. out of small contact holes. These additions can
be complemented by processing refinements such as double step
development.
3.6 CONCLUSION
In general the largest gain is obtained from carefully optimising the resist
and developer composition together. This requires large amounts of
formulation and experimentation. The tuned resist materials and developers
play with the equilibrium between the etching and cross-linking or
Ireticulation' of the resist by the developer. This results in fast vertical
development and passivation of sidewalls to prevent erosion that leads to
sloped profiles. Tuned systems therefor minimize the bulkeffect giving
excellent profiles and improved process latitude, the interference effect is
however not compensated. The combined impact of these improvement
makes these resist systems applicable in I and 4 megabit type technologies.
4 -LIMITATIONS IMPOSED BY OPTICS AND APPLICATIONS
What holds the future for optical lithography? To answer this question we
must investigate more closely the limitations imposed by the projection
equipment and the applications that must be supported. We will adress
issues as far as they are important for the resist systems used, which means
that some important limitations e.g. field size and overlay are not considered
here.
4.1 RESOLUTION
In optical projection systems for lithografic applications the minimum
linewidth (W) that can be printed is usually given by W= KX/NA. Where NA
is the numerical aperture of the optics and K a 'constant' that incorporates a
number of imaging and processing effects, e.g. contrast of resist. Obviously
higher resolution is obtained by using shorter wavelengths and higher NA
optics. Starting initially with g-line exposure, proven equipment is now
available for i-line (365 nm) and also deep-uv (248 nm) steppers are
emerging. Lenses have been fabricated with a NA above 0,6 for g-line and
the same is possible in i-line. For 248 nm lenses with a NA in the 0.5 range
are feasible. This implies a basic resolution capacity down to 0,4 Vim for iline and 0,3m with deep-uv optics. assuming a Kc-value of 0.65.
The resist material itself presents no problem at these geometries, its
fundamental resolution limits are defined by the chain size and this is still
small compared to these feature sizes. Therefore we can conclude that in
principle the resolution is limited by the optical information present in the
resist material. As maximum resolution is achieved at short wavelengths we
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must also assure that the materials are sensitive enough in this range. The
novolak systems have a serious drawback with the high absorbance of the
resin at these wavelengths.
4.2 THE DEPTH OF FOCUS (DOF)
Two aspects must be discussed and compared, the actual depth of focus of
the projection tool and the image depth required by the application.
The depth of focus is in practice controlled by a large number of parameters
e.g. X, NA, the degree of coherence, abberations, stray light, vibration and
also the shape and density of the patterns projected. Usually the simplified
relationship DOF = K' X/NA 2 is employed where Kc' is chosen to incorporate
all degrading parameters. Clearly the DOF decreases rapidly with high NA
optics and shorter wavelengths.
For the two maximum resolution lens
systems mentioned above (i-line and deep-uv) we find a DOF= 0.7 pgm. The
actual budget that is required is again a sum of different contributing
factors. Resist thickness, wafer topography, wafer and mask flatness,
precision of focus setting and tilt. Topography and resist thickness account
for the largest part, around 1.5 .m. The other factors contribute about 1 ptm
in reduction optics. As we discussed in section 2 we allways need a
minimum mask thickness of about 1 pm, which means that, even if we
reduce all the other factors to zero, the defocus will limit the performance.
From this we conclude that we must introduce resist systems that allow
image formation in a thin surface layer to push this limit. For a more
detailed overview of the DOF issue and its relation to resolution we refer to
reference 3.
4.3 THE IMAGE COUPLED INTO THE RESIST
The image as projected is distorted in the resist by standing wave effects,
scattering of light and absorption. Even in high contrast situations these
effects can degrade the fidelity of the image. The standing wave effect
particulary affects the total dose absorbed locally, while the stray reflections
introduce faulty image information. The bulk effect can pose problems when
the topography on the wafer is large. In addition the absorbtion increases as
the wavelength goes down for the common positive resists. This makes it
unpractical to fully expose a lpgm thick layer of material in deep uv. To
overcome all these effects it is necessary to absorb all radiation in a surface
layer, a different technique is than needed to transfer the pattern down into
the whole masking polymer.
5. RESIST SCHEMES
In this last section we will discuss how creative thinking has introduced a
variety of techniques to overcome the limitations mentioned in the previous
section. We do not pretend to present a complete list of possibilities, but we
cover what we feel are the important players in the different cathegories. In
table 2 we summarise the comparison between all these systems in terms of
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performance increase over a standard positive resist. For reference we have
included x-ray imaging. Although excellent results are obtained the overall
complexity of the technology e.g. mask-making, synchroton source, is such
that it cannot favourably compete with optical lithography.

RESOLUTION
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5.1 IMPROVING THE COUPLING
A first group of systems tries to overcome the limitations introduced by
interference effects and low image contrast.
Interference can be controlled by adding a dye to the resist. The beneficial
effect is however counteracted by an increased bulk effect. Therefor the dye
concentration is optimised so that reflective notching is somewhat
suppressed but speed and sidewall angle are still acceptable [4,51.
One can avoid the increase in bulk effect by coating a anti-reflective layer
(ARC) prior to spinning the resist This implies the complexity of a bi-layer
system.
A contrast enhancement material (CEM) can be added on top of the resist
layer. Due to its nonlinear bleaching characteristic this layer restores the
contrast of the aereal image [6). This introduces all the benefits from high
illumination contrast e.g. improved latitude and high resolution but
reflections are not countered.
All these techiques can be combined and have proven usefull for repairing
specific situations but none of them tackles the DOF issue.
5.2 REVERSING THE IMAGE
By using a wet developed image reversal resist a number of improvements
are seen 17,81. The process consists of an expose-bake-expose-develop
sequence. During the bake and the second exposure the deviations in the
first imagewise exposure can be countered. This technique allows excellent
control of the bulk effect and gives reasonably high contrast. The chemical
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conversion during the reversal bake smooths the reflection effects and
notching is somewhat suppressed by the second exposure (if wanted a dye
could be added) . This system is relatively simple and shows improvements
in nearly every aspect over the positive resists. Unfortunately the DOF
criterium for low thickness and topography is not met. However this
technology is a strong contender if an intermediate solution is needed.
5.3 GOING DRY
By decoupling the imaging and the masking function we can push the DOF
-limit. The original systems that were used contained three layers [9]. A
planarising botom layer that also functions as the actual mask and as an
ARC, a thin top resist to produce a shallow relief image and a buffer layer
inbetween to facilitate the transfer of the relief image into the bottom layer.
The bulk effect was totally avoided by using anisotropic dry etching as
transfer technique. The big drawback of these systems obviously is the
complexity. Therefore the quest was to reduce the number of layers and
processing steps without losing performance.
Bilayer systems (PCM) using wet transfer were enhanced by using a oxygen
etch resistant top resist [10]. These resists are unfortunately difficult to
formulate and to work with, although deep-vu sensitivity is no problem. The
contrast and compatibility of the organometallic resists used are still a cause
for scepticism. Here also the botom layer serves the same purpose as in the
tri-level system.
In our opinion the systems that modify the resist after exposure are
inherently more promissing because the imaging action is not compromised
by the presense of metallic componants. Two types of gas phase
functionalised systems are shown in figures 2 and 3 below.
The first one is a bi-layer technique (SABRE- Silicon Added Bilayer Resist)
[111. In the broad sense this structure can work either in positive or
negative mode depending on the choise of the materials and behaves like a
PCM type system. The difference is that the metallic compound is introduced
by diffusion from gas phase after the formation of the relief image in the
resist. Some drawbacks of this scheme are in the wet development step that
is still needed and in the possible formation of a interfacial layer that causes
residue or hinders the silylation process. Nevertheless this technique can
work with adapted positive resists as a thin high contrast top layer and
should
give outstanding performance.
The ultimum form of back integration is presented by pseudo-monolayer
systems as in the DESIRE ( Diffusion Enhanced Silylating Resist) scheme
[12,13,141. Here a dyed single layer of resist functions as planarising layer,
ARC and mask but at the same time a thin surface region of the same layer
mimics a thin high contrast resist. After a shallow exposure the material is
selectively silylated and the relief image is obtained by anisotropic dry
transfer. This system overcomes all the image coupling problems and can be
used in deep-uv. Also the DOF limit is not constrained by resist thickness,
only the exposure depth (typical about 300nm) is relevant. This makes its
performance similar to the multilevel systems while remaining a single
layer technique. The materials used can be very close in composition to
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Figure 2 : SABRE process flow

Figure 3

DESIRE process flow

5.4 IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of these new resist systems in fabrication lines should
produce a minimal distortion of the accepted ways of working. The ARC, CEM
and image reversal systems all use wet development and use existing
equipment. However, from the discussion above we know that to take full
advantage of the possibilities of an advanced stepper we must turn to
bilayer or DESIRE-like systems. The introduction of these techniques has
been hampered by the availability of suitable production equipment to
support the silylation and etching processes. For both steps increasing
activity is seen and dedicated tools are being developed for single wafer inline operation.

6. CONCLUSION
Working resolution in the range from 1-0.7 pim can be achieved by advanced
positive resists and additives or by investing in high performance steppers.
From 0.5-0.31im only surface imaging systems can comply with the DOF
requirements and they will dominate. In the mid range from 0.7-0.5gm the
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battle is on between positive resists, image reversal and surface imaging
systems. The selection will be strongly impacted by the will to invest first in
resist system technology rather than in steppers (deep-uv). Ultimately both
camps must join forces to reach the subhalfmicron regime.
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HALF-MICROMETER N-MOS TECHNOLOGY FOR GIGABIT LOGIC
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Rfsum6 - En vue de situer lee performances des technologies N-MOS, un assemblage N-MOS
0.5 pm (Enrichi/Diplitd) a ti mis au point. Les r6sultats dynamiques mesuris sur un addittonneur trois bits bouclis sont comparis avec lea performances d'autres filiires.
La friquence de fonctionnement de 1 GHz ainsi obtenue est supirteure A celle mesurge
avec une technologie GaAs LPBFL dont la longueur de grille est sensiblement plus 6levie
pour une puissance consomme similaire et un m6me nombre de niveaux logiques (10).

Abstract - In order to point out the performances of NMOS technology, a fully-scaled
0.5 pam enhancement/depletion NMOS process was integrated and compared with other technologies, using the same test circuit : a three bit feed-back adder. The average experimental maximum frequency of operation is 1 GHz which is better than results obtained
on GaAs LPBFL for about the same power consumption and number of logic layers (10) but
lightly shorter gate length.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Many submicrometer HOSFET designs which have been published show a large interest in the fabrication of very small FET structures to explore the performance limits of different technologies. The objective of this study is to report electrical performances of very high speed
circuits based on 0.5 Vm silicon N-MOS technology. 38 ps propagation delay time and 11 fJ power delay product were achieved from standard 101 stages ring oscillator. A ripple carry 3-bit
feed-back adder, which has also been designed, performs a maximum experimental working frequen
cy of 1.02 GHz. This performance is compared with results from the same circuit realized with
other technologies (GaAs - STL - Cryogenic NNOS).

2 - DKVICE FABRICATION
The design rules of this NMOS technology was obtained by a factor 2 shrink of a previously optimized 1 pm technology. Geometrical and process characteristics are summarized in table 1.

Table 1 - Geometrical and process characteristics
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Degradation of the active HOSFET's due to hot carrier generation is one of the key point of

submicron design rules. To achieve this requirement a solution used in this work is to scale
the power supply voltage down to 3.0 V which has been recognized as a new standard power supply voltage for the near future. This approach simplifies the process by avoiding lightly doped drain or double diffused drain and lead to high drain drivibility. For that channel doping profile and source, drain profiles were optimized to avoid punchtrough current for 3 V
supply voltage. Wafers were fully exposed by E-beam direct write on all levels. A trilayer
resist system was used for gate, contact 3nd metal levels with either negative (CMS) or positive (WX 214) E-beam resist depending on the level tone. In order to obtain a low gate resistance, tantalum polycide was chosen as gate material with a sheet resistance of 1.81/g. For
scaling consideration, 0.17 pm source-drain junction depth was obtained by Arsenic implant
with a measuwed sheet resistance of 72l./cm . Different doses for depletion channel implant
were performed in order to reach either a high speed or a low power dissipation. Process limits were checked by overetching the gate level on given wafers.
3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Drain current versus drain voltage of a typical enhancement MOS transistor is plotted in
Fig. 1. These electrical device characteristics are in good agreement with predictions and
optimization criteria : VT-0.75 V, sub-threshold slope = 100 mV/decade, BVDSS > 4 V, DC
transconductance Gm of 122 mS/mm. Short channel effects are minimized and both lithography
and etching controls are excellent : the mean value and the standard deviation of the channel
length for the typical gate are respectively 0.383 pm and 11 nm (Fig.2). Hot carrier induced
degradation tests of the devices show that a 10 years life time is obtained without LDD on a
worst case 0.4 jimgate length for 3 V operating voltage. However an increase of the supply
voltage would need the use of LDD structure /1/.
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Ring oscillators with different loading conditions were processed and tested. Gate delay mean
value for F1 - FO - I is 47 ps (01= 1.7 ps) and a 33 fJ power delay product for 3 V supply
voltage was achieved. Best speed performances are measured on overetched wafers : in this case the channel length is 0.27 pm and a 38 ps propagation delay time was achieved. Ring oscillators work for supply voltage down to 1.8 V and in these conditions very low power delay
product was measured : 11 fJ. These results are favorably compared with other N-MOS dynamic
performances obtained with different lithographic tools (e-beam /2/, X-ray /3/, ion Beam /4/,
Optical iiLhogzdphy /5' /6 in Fig. 3.
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Ring oscillators have the advantage of the simplified design but restricted meaning on their
dynamic performance. So in order to have a more significant comparison with results obtained
with different technologies, a 3-bit feed back adder has been choosen as a better demonstrator circuit because it requires combinatorial and sequential logic (block diagram is shown in
Fig. 4). This circuit adds two 3-bit numbers A and B. The sum SI, S2 , S3 and carry are injected back to the inputs by four conventionnal 6 NOR gates D flip-flop. The adder speed is the
aximum clock frequency for which the adder works. A SEM view of this circuit processed with
pm N-MOS and 0.5 )m N-MOS technology is shown i.nFig. 5. A maximum measured frequency of
1.02 GHz for a 44 mW power consumption was obtained. Fmax - P chart (Fig. 6) shows that the
adder speed with half-pm N-MOS technology is the fastest, even compared to LPBFL GaAs 3 bit
adder circuits /7/ (2 pm design rules - 0.6 pm channel length) or cryogenic N-MOS /8/.
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4 - CONCLUSION
k 0.5 pm N-MOS process for high speed circuits has been developed. Process was well controled
and a Gigabit logic circuit was realized as a demonstrator. The performances are among the
best nres reported (Tp = 38 pS, PTp - 11 fJ, 1.02 GHz clock frequency for 3-bit feed back
adder) and ca! even be favorabily compared with performances achieved with GaAs technology.
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OPERATION OF MAJORITY AND MINORITY CARRIER MOSFET'S AT LIQUID HELIUM
TEMPERATURE
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IMEC, Kapeldreef 75, B-3030 Leuven, Belgium
porteurs majoritairs" ou en "mode
- L'op~ration de transistors MOS "A
RMsum6
d'accumulation" a temperature de h~lium liquide est rapportie et compar~e avec MOSFET's
normaux (A porteurs minoritaires). Les effets adverses "kink/hysteresis" sont absents,
tandis que les niveaux de courant sont tr~s comparables. Cela offre une alternative pour
CMOS cryog~ne: tenant compte de certaines r6serves, une technologie CMOS "sans-caisson"
+
bas~e sur n+nn et p+np MOSFET's dans une plaque de type n est une fmqon d'4viter les
anomalies d'un Si-MOSFET i basse temprature.

1 -

Abstract - The operation of "accumulation mode" or "majority carrier" MOS transistors at
liquid helium temperature is reported and compared with normal (minority carrier)
The adverse kink/hysteresis effects are absent, while the current levels are
MOSFET's.
under certain
This offers an alteLnative for cryogenic CMOS:
highly comparable.
HOSFET's in a n-type
reserves, a well-less CMOS technology based on n nn and p np
substrate is a way to avoid the Si-MOSFET cryogenic anomalies.
INTRODUCTION

As yet the only technologies suitable for cryogenic operation of Si integrated circuits are
MOSFET based /1/. The reason for this is that majority carrier conduction through neutral
regions, as
in bipolar transistors and JFET's, is greatly reduced by freeze-out effects
/2-3/.
Although one expects improved transistor performance from high electron and hole mobility,
cold MOSFET's suffer from undesired kink and hysteresis effects /4-10/.
2 - EXPERIKENTS
To avoid sidewall effects the measurements were performed on circular nMOSFET's, processed on
<109> material, with a gate oxide thickness oJ 60 nm.
The p-well doping level is about le16
/cm , and the n-substrate doping is 1.2e15 /cm . The transistor width W - 96 pm, its length L
- 12 um. The cryogenic measurements were done in a liquid helium bath cryostat.
3. - "NORMAL" MOSFET CHARACTERISTICS
At
4.2
Kelvin
Silicon
MOSFET's,
especially n-channels, exhibit the kink
and hysterisis phenomenon (fig. 1 and
2a).
The observed hysteresis and kink in the
I/V characteristics can be attributed to
a
local bulk effect underneath the
transistor channel. A local decrease in
depletion layer width or charge density
must be compensated by an Increase of
the inversion layer charge, and thus by
increased transistor current.
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current originates from the avalanche ionization at the pinch-off end of the channel.
In
a)
b)
c)

general these holes interact in 3 ways while travelling through the bulk:
the hole simply drifts, as governed by the free hole mobility in the local electric field
by impact the hole ionizes a neutral acceptor, thereby freeing an additional hole
the hole recombines with an ionized acceptor.

Dependent on the local electric field, and charge densities, an equilibrium space charge will
be estabished after some time. The time constant for this "forced depletion layer formation"
("FDLF") is in first instance inversely proportional to the mentioned substrate current /4/,
which in turn is proportional to the avalanche ionization rate, being a strong exponentlonal
function of pinch-off voltage (across pinch-off region at the drain), with an onset at about
1.2 Volts (=Si bandgap) /11/.
The time constants for FDLF can be indirectly measured from the transistor small signal
transient behaviour. When curves of equal time constants are plotted in the same plane as the
transistor I/V sweeps (fig. I), the origin of the hysteris is identified as time delay in
reaching the momentary equilibrium when the transistor's V
is varied.
In the same view the kink coincides with the closing of ?Ke hysterisis loop, i.e. where the
time constants get faster than the incremental VDS voltage sweep rate.
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4 - "MAJORITY CARRIER" MOSPET's AT 4.2 KELVIN

The majority carrier equivalent of the above nMOS device is nothing else than exactly the same
transistor, on the same wafers, designed in the n-substrate instead of in the p-well.
The majority carrier n-channel MOSFET (fig. 2b) does not feature the kink or hysteresis in its
I/V characteristics as it has not the mechanism where the bulk depletion layer (which is
absent) can compensate the inversion layer. Conduction takes place through an accumulation
layer. The accumulation layer charge obeys the relation
Qac c

-

(VG-VT-V s(y)) - Cox

(1)

with V the "threshold voltage" for forming an accumulation layer, and V_(y) the local surface
potential.
The current through the device can be calculated as
ID = V.0 acc.u .(dVs (y))/(dy)

(2)

Substituting (1) in (2) and integrating from source to drain yields the familiar expression:
ID = W/L . ue . Cox

IVGs- VTVDs/2. • VDS

(3)
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Saturation occurs for V
= V
VT, when the accumulation layer at
the drain side has
vanished.- Higher VD wilYthen g supported by the pinch-off region.
The quadratic behavTour of (3) is reflected in the characteristics of fig. 2b. Besides the
absence of kink a~d hysteresis both transistors behave rsmilai.
The small bias mobilities
are about 2800 cm /V for the normal nMOSFET, and 3200 cm /V.s for the majority nMOSFET. At
relatively low biases already mobility
saturation occurs, so
that the curves
for
consecutive
VGS
are
almost
equidistant.
+

parallel n n-n resistor
On
the curves of
fig. 2b, and more in
detail in fig. ? one observes the onset
of conduction o- a kind of "parallel
resistor"
to the transistor.
This
resistor can be
identified with the
n + nn*
structure of
the transistor.
Fig.4 show a schematic cross section
both of the transistor in off and on
state (i.e. in accumulation).
The conduction at 4.2 Vel,,n of qurh a
n n n
structure is governed
by a
similar mechanism as the depletion layer
formation mentioned above.

.1

(
0
Fig. 3

1

2

3

4 VDS V

ID /V
of turn-on region of the
majority carrier nMOSFET of fig. 2b

n"

Fig. 4R
Schematic cross-section of the majority
carrier nMOSFET, below threshold

Fig. 4b
The same transistor while conducting
current through the accumulation layer
*

Before conduction the charge distribution in the nn-n is homogenous. Any potential step is
evenly distributed over the sample. Conduction starts at a certain field by tunneling through
the n'n- barrier. By shallow impact ionization a charge redistribution builds up across the
device, yielding a higher electric field at the injecting contact /12/.
The current therefore
is space charge limited, and turns off at much lower voltages than it turned on, which
explains the bistable behaviour of the transistor in the off-state. In contrast, while the
transistor is cariying current the n n n structure is always "on", and the bistability
disappears.
According to Dargys and Zuraukas /13/ the current in an n'n n* resistor at freeze out
temperatules obPys:
.

V . 2.A.v

2

.c/d

(4)

for
large enough fields to reach saturation of drift velocity v, with d the distance between
the contacts (here one can think of some representative distance beween conducting channel and
drain) and with A the relevant current-carrying cross-section (approximated by V.d).
Substituting v = 1.2E7cm/s and £ = 8.85E-13 F/cm, one obtains a d of 5 Pm (compare with a L
of 12 um).

[t
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5 - CONCLUSIONS

The combination of the described n~n-n majority carrier transistor and the regular pMOSFET in
the same substrate seems a feasible technological approach for building a cryogenic CMOS
process with reduced kink.
Indeed the pMOSFET is only slightly affected by kink, and the
majority nMOSFET is kink-free except for a turn-on phenomenon.
The process is readily
obtained by omitting the p-well in the CMOS process sequence.
However, as a certain bulk leakage current will flow from the majority carrier devices, the
circuits power dissipation may be a problem at these low temperatures.
The experiments also support the current theory explaining the 4.2 Kelvin anomalous behaviour
in normal silicon MOSFET's.
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A NOVEL METHOD FOR DIMENSIONAL LOSS CHARACTERIZATION
P. CAPRARA, C. BERGONZONI and T. CAVIONI
SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, Via C. Olivetti 2, Agrate Brianza (MI),
Italy

Abstract. The present tendency toward devices scaling in VLSI technology makes more and
more difficult the electrical characterizationof channel dimensions.
The narrow channel effects have had a great consideration for what concern device modeling,
but a minor attention about dimensional loss problems. The aim of this work is to propose an
effective width characterizationmethod based on transconductance and not affected by the typical
problems related to narrow channel devices.
Moreover, a compared analysis of this method to an other one previously proposed /I" i.q shwn,
pointing out the phenomenological differences.

1

Introduction

In I pm processes development the active areas pitch scaling is not necessarily associated to an adeqiate

scaling of the isolation process.
For EPROM devices the dimensional losses induce poor cnrrent and speed performances and the po.ssibility
of a marginal verification of the memory cell.
For this reason it is useful the implementation of a reliable electrical evaluation of the effective channel
width of a MOST to control the process; moreover the evaluation method must he independent from the
process variations.

2

Experimental and results

The measures were carried out on two sets of n-channel transistors with 280A gate oxide thickness,
polysilicon gates and ion implantation process.
The first set was constitued by native and enhancement mode devices with a channel stop implant of
6.5 Y 1012 cm - ' and has been treated at a temperature of 920 °C (low '): the other set was in the kame
mode with a channel stop implant equal to 7.5 x 1012 cm - ' and treated at 1100 °(' (high Tl.
The threshold shift implant was equal to 7 x 10l cm -2 for both sets and the substrate concentration was
7 x 101 6 cm-a .
The channel length was lOpm for all the samples and the width varied between 2.611m and 1.0pm with a
2
W,,,p equal to 0. 14m.
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We are interested in the evaluation of the MOST effective geometrical width TV.//, that is by definition
the width of the active area below the gate oxide and delimitated by the bird's beak.
The selective oxidation by SisN 4 pattern permits the field oxide penetration under the Si 3 N4 itself; for this
reason the final active area dimension will be less than the one on mask.
Now we can consider the behavior of drain current of a MOST operating in the linear region:
I, = T II Uov,- V)Vd
where Wt ! = WL,,, - AW
Wli is the active area width covered by the gate oxide and limited by the bird's beak, All' is the dimensional loss and W,, is the dimension on mask.
By plotting the drain current values as a function of W,, for a set of constant length MOS devices and
choosing the best straight line, the value of AW is determined as intersection with the II',, abscissa.
In order to avoid the narrow channel effects on threshold voltage it is advisable to apply a V9', V, [Ib
In figure 1 we show the application of the method with V., as a parameter; it is evident the strong dependence of AW by the gate voltage value.
On the other hand the dependence of the 1d method by temperature treatments is shown in figures 2(a, b)
where the SEM analysis results of the dimensional loss are reported as a comparison.
This behavior is explainable with different diffusion profiles of channel stop implant; in fact we can consider
the real MOST as a parallel of an ideal transistor with W = Wqj and a "parasitic" one whose gate oxide
is the bird's beak and the isolation implant is the threshold implant.
To understand the behavior of the narrow channel MOST it is useful to plot the Id and the trasconductance
(beta) against gate voltage. In figure 3 the curves of low T n-channel native transistor are shown: it can
be noted the beta canonic shape.
Viceverva when we get an high T treatment of the isolation implant the drain current grows almost linearly
with V0 as showed by the constant beta value also for high gate voltage values (fig.s 4.a, b); this effect is
stronger for the enhancement mode device as reported in fig.(4.b).

3

Transconductance method

By considering the previous results we can summarize the following considerations:
" the enhancement transistor presents a more evident drain current contribution of the bird's beak
parasitic than the native one; this is due to the similarity of the two "parallel" devices threshold
voltages (fig.s 4.a,b) and is enhanced by an higher T treatment on channel stop implant;
s the transconductance plateau is induced by the"parasitic" contribution compensating the mobility
loss;
" in figure 5 the mobility loss gets over the parasitic when V',. is higher than 4 5 Volts.
Avoiding the effect described above we implemented the transconductance measure in the same way as we
treated the drain current, that is by plotting the maximum beta versus IV_
The implementation of this method is shown in figures 6 and 7; in both cases we measured native and
enhancement transistors where in fig.6 the samples were.treated at low T, while in fig.7 at high 7".
As we can see in the insert the agreement with SEM analysis is good.
This method is more precise than the Id one because it permits to identify the same channel status (the
strong inversion beginning) irrespectively of the threshold voltage. Because we check the beta maximum,
the problem connected with the non-linear effect of V, on mobility is no more a constraint.

4

Conclusions

The method presented and based on transconductance seems to be quite reliable because it overcomes the
problems related to mobility saturation [2], narrow channel effects, threshold voltage and isolation process.
We have outlined the problems connected with the drain current method pointing out the behavior of the
narrow channel devices.
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NARROW CHANNEL EFFECT ON n- AND p-CHANNEL DEVICES FABRICATED WITH THE SILO
AND BOX ISOLATION TECHNIQUES
t1)
, E. FIGUERAS,
J.L. COPPEE
F. VAN DE WIELE

B. GOFFIN, D. GLOESENER and

Universitd Catholique de Louvain. Laboratoire de Mlcro6lectronique,
Place du Levant 3, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium
.Centro Nacional de Microelectronica, CSIC-UAB, Universitat Autonoma
de Barcelona, SP-08193 Bellaterra, Barcelona, Spain
Rdsumd - Nous avons tudi6 l'effet canal dtroit sur des dispositifs actifs fabriquds avec les techniques
disolation SILO et BOX. L'importance de la diffusion latdrale du bore dans ]a zone active est d~montri, ainsi
que 'avantage de la technique BOX, qui utilise un oxide d~pos au lieu d'un oxide thermique dans le procidd
SILO. En utilisant une dose d'implantation faible pour r6duire l'effet canal troit, un effet de double tension
de seuil
dans la caractdistique en faible inversion est inevitable.
Abstract - We have studied the narrow channel effect (NCE) on active devices fabricated with the SILO and
BOX isolation techniques. The importance of the boron encroachment in the active region is shown, as well
as the advantage of the BOX technique which uses a deposited oxide instead of a thermal oxide in the SILO
process. With a low field implantation dose used to reduce the NCE, a double threshold effect in the
subthreshold characteristic is inevitable.

I, Introduction
Recently several new isolation technologies have been proposed as alternatives to the conventional LOCOS process
for VLSI application. These new technological processes are characterized by very different fabrication steps and
various profiles of the isolation oxide which influence drastically the electrical behaviour of MOS devices.
The present paper is devoted to the study of the narrow channel effect (NCE) on active devices,which originates
from the merging of the active device region with the field oxide region and results in an increase of the threshold
voltage as the channel width decreases. This effect is very dependent on the isolation technology. In this study, active
devices were fabricated using the SILO technique /1,2/ and a modified BOX technique /3,4/. The SILO process uses a
thermal field oxide, contrary to the BOX process which employs a deposited oxide. This difference is essential whith
respect to the NCE.

II. Process description
The starting material was <100> p-type silicon wafers with a resistivity of 18 Qcm. In the SILO process, the
isolation mask was a sandwich structure of LPCVD Si3N4 (10 nm)/CVD SiO2 (30nm) / LPCVD Si3N4 (150nm).
After the etching of the three layers, a KOH solution was used to etch the silicon in the case of the fully-recessed
structures, For the NMOS devices, a boron field implantation was performed at 25 keV with different doses. The
field oxide was grown in a wet ambient at 950°C for 180 min up to a thickness of 500 nm. In the BOX process, the
field oxide was performed from a CVD oxide layer by using a polysilicon counter-mask and a wet etching of the oxide
/3/. Fig.I shows SEM cross-sections of fully recessed SILO and BOX field oxides.

Ill. Results and discussion
In Fig.2, we compare the NCE of enhancement NMOS transistors fabricated with semi-recessed (SR) or fullyrecessed (FR) field oxide, and different field implantation doses (1E13-2E13-4E13 at/cm2). The variations are chiefly
due to the lateral diffusion of the channel-stop implantation into the active region. Indeed, the NCE increases when the
lateral boron diffusion increases, i.e. with a semi-recessed field oxide or with a high field implantation dose.
Fig.3 shows the NCE of enhancement NMOS transistors fabricated with the BOX process and with different field
implantation doses.

(l)supported by the Institut pour l'encouragement de la Recherche Scientifique dans l'Industrie et I'Agriculture - IRSIA.
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Fig.1I SEM cross-sections of fully recessed SILO and BOX field oxides.
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Fig.2. NCE of enhancement NMOS transistors fabricated with different SILO processes.
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The comparison between the BOX and SILO process is illustrated in Fig.4 for NMOS transistors without channel
implantation. The field implantation dose was 2E12 and 2E13 at/cr2 respectively, and in both cases the field transistor
threshold was the same. The better behaviour of the device isolated with BOX is explained by the absence of thermal
field oxidation which permits to use a lower field implantation dose and also to reduce the boron encroachment into the
active region.
As shown in Figs.2 and 3, a way to reduce the NCE is to lower the channel-stop implantation. In this case,
however a double threshold effect, caused by a parasitic sidewall transistor at the edges of the active region, can appear
in the subthreshold characteristic of MOS devices isolated with a fully-recessed SILO (Fig.5) or a BOX field oxide
(FIG.6). This effect is avoided by using a semi-recessed structure with the SILO process, or a higher field
implantation dose with both isolation techniques. In each cases, the increased boron concentration at the isolated edges
of the transistors raises the parasitic sidewall transistor threshold. As shown in Fig.7, the double threshold effect is
undesirable because :
1. if the channel width is large, it introduces excess leakage current when the gate bias is below the threshold
voltage.
2. if the channel width is narrow, it may cause a drop in the threshold voltage, the so-called inverse narrow channel
effect.
a more
oxide,
whichthehas
by usingetched
a field
to reduce
NCE grooves
found on
another
way walls
We have
of thethe
silicon
in apre-implantation
KOH solution. This
reduces
implanted
important
thickness
the sloped
boron dose on the edges of active region and so the boron encroachment. Fig.8 shows the influence of this oxide for a
SILO structure.
The NCE has also been measured on PMOS transistors fabricated with the SILO process. The difference between
the threshold voltage of transistors with a width of 2 microns and 20 microns is 170 mV. In this case, there is no field
implantation, but the accumulation of phosphorus impurities below the field oxide during the thermal oxidation acts as
the lateral boron diffusion in NMOS transistors.
IV. Conclusion
With the SILO and BOX isolatino techniques, the NCE of NMOS transistors proceeds from the boron
encroachment in the active region. Nevertheless, the BOX process, which uses a deposited field oxide instead of a
thermal oxide, creates a lower NCE. The reduction of the NCE by using a low channel-stop implantation produces an
undesirable double threshold effect in the subthreshold characterisric. But we have shown the capability of a field preimplantation oxide to reduce the NCE of NMOS transistors fabricated with a fully-recessed structure. In the case of
PMOS transistors fabricated with the SILO process and without field implantation, the NCE is due to the accumulation
of phosphorus implantation below the field oxide.
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FOR CMOS ARCHITECTURES

PICCO

SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, Via C. Olivetti 2, 1-20041 Agrate (141),
Italy

RASUMt
On presents ini lanalyse d'une structu~re a canal p d bat roltage compl~rnivilt compatilib
avec toutes lea architectuares CHOS. Elle met en i~vidence, Ir r6l, f-ritique joud par la courhr dal
"drain extension" stir la prestation iectrique dui dispositif el par lopaisseur de lea. ydr de chomp
p~riphirique sur la fiabiliti du dispositif. Cps rdoultat sout utiles pour desiner des disqpositifs 6
haut voltage avec an proces compatible dan~s vne tech nologne CHO.,; oranc,4c
ABSTRACT
An analysis of a P-ch High Voltage structure fullyj compatible irith all (2110 archi,, ti,P
presented. It points out the critical role played hi, drain exti,si layer on OF ctrical i iui
performance, and by the field thick oxide periphery on the( dii
reliability, These rrsulls (11,
useful in designing Hl' process compatible devices in advanced (AftS technology.

1

Introduction

The electronic evolution towards subnoicron dimension- finds an important constraint ill tlw cmilpatibility with existing systems. Many of these mulhst he stipplied with voltages greater tleii, the
maximum voltages allowed for scaled circuits, hut must often be directly interfaced to thenl. HeilCV.
the problem of designing and characterizing High Voltage MOS devices compatible with slibhnricrol,
technologies must find an increasing interest [1,21.
Luckily, the general trend from NMOS to CMOS technologies introdilces sonme degrees of frreulmi
to build-up new, not standard structures, which may he uiseful for high voltages.
But unluckily, the well known technological tricks to produtce low-threshold MOS devices weanken
the structure with respect to HV effects, and especially with respect to hot electron effects.
In this paper we examine a particular, self-aligned P-ch structure compatible with ll
CMOS pr,cesses. We contsider its evolution on different process genernt ions, and afte-r teelmological aoda
electrical simulations, we identify the critical points and some dlesign criteria for such a strutcture
in the advanced processes.

2

P-channel structure

Three main effects limit the HV perfornances in a MOS structure: the thickupess of the gate oxide
over the drain junction, the drain dlopant concentration and the curvature of the drain junction.,
The P-ch structure shown in Fig.l is an optimization of these three points with respect to an lisul
P-ch structure. The oxide over the drain junction is the field oxide, the thickest one available ili
the process. The transistor drain extension is made hy P-isolation implant, at least two order ,,f

magnitude less doped than normal P4 drain. The junction ctirvatuire is softed by the lng uliffilsiou
necessary for- field oxide (LOCOS) growth.
The interest of this structure resides in the fact that it is the only structure compatible with
both P- and N-well CMOS technologies, since it is based on P-ilinlation, i.e. the P-type clmuuu
stopper necessary in both types of architectures. In the shown section an N-well technology has
been chosen, but the only difference with P-well technology is that in the latter the transistor is
embedded In the N-type substrate instead of in the N-well.
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In any case, the P-iso layer determines the transistor performance. To improve it, the P-iso sheet
resistance ought to be reduced by increasing its doping density. This induces a (process compatible)
increase in N-ch parasitic threshold, but might equally induce an excessive lowering ofN*/P-iso
junction breakdown on N-ch devices [3].
At the first glance, the device optimization looks to be simply to find the best compromise if
opposite requirements. But other structural parameters must he taken into accolnt.

3

Experimental

The P-channel structure has been simulated by using the program TITAN [41 and performed on
silicon in two different processes, according to the scheme shown in Tab.1, to verify the suitability
to be scaled down in different process generations and to verify the full compatibility with the
assigned process architecture (no extra mask, ion implant or thermal treatments). Both these
processes are CMOS: Process 1 is P-well based and its typical gate length is 3pmo; Process 2 is
N-well based and its typical gate length is 1.S,
In Fig.2 a comparison is made between the output characteristics of HV P-channel structure and the
output characteristics of a standard P-ch transistor of same length achieved by the same process.
But since reliability is a major concern when strong electric fields are involved, a main parameter
to be carefully taken into account is the drain/channel overlap [5,6], i.e. the encroachment between
the P-iso and the thin oxide region, simulated in Fig.3 according to the process schemes givenm ill
Tab. 1.
Fig.4 shows the substrate parasitic currents for transistors produced by Process 1 and Process 2.
It is worthwhile to note that the bell-shaped curve is associatod with the structure that in Fig.3
results well overlapped (Process 1), while the diverging current is related to the not overlapped
structure (Process 2).
After considering these currents, it is straightforward to consider the degradation of the Process 2
transistor. The Fig.5 shows that no degradation occurs on the not overlapped transistor.

4

Discussion

In the general trend of CMOS processes towards thinner oxides and tighter design rules, the described experimental data show the critical role played in the discussed HV device not only by
P-iso layer, but also by the LOCOS bird's beak shape.
P-iso sheet resistance is critical in determining the transistor gain .:id current drive capability [7].
Its effects are apparent in the output curves of Fig.2: the decrease of current drive capability is
heavier for Process 2 (10 kil/ P-iso layer) than for Process 1 (3 kf?/17 P-iso layer), while the device
reliability more strongly feels the shape of LOCOS beak.
From the beak height/width ratio F the drain/channel encroachment strongly depends. For the
considered Process I and Process 2 HV transistors, the different Nitride/Pad oxide ratio, and the
different field oxide growth conditions, produce different LOCOS beak shapes. The different shape
produces the different P-iso/channel overlap of Fig.3, and this produces the different substrate
currents shown in Fig.4.
The unexpected and important effect found in this work, i.e. the absence of degradation on the non
overlapped transistor, is just explained by considering the LOCOS beak shape and the underlying
region. If the beak is very steep as in Process 2 (F=3, in contrast to Process 1, where the shape
is very soft (F=1)), an almost vertical gap exists between the channel region and the lateral P-iso
diffusion. This gap Is not controlled by the gate voltage (then substrate current diverges, Fig.4).
the maximum electric field is not close to the thin gate oxide but it is deeper in the semiconductor.
This inhibits any charge injection into the gate oxide, then inhibiting device degradation too.
The correctness of this interpretation is confirmed by considering the Fig.6, that shows the degradation occurring on a normal P-ch transistor achieved by Process 2, after a stress conparablh to
that performed on the HV transistor. For this normal P-ch transistor, the gate oxide thickness
is the same as for the HV transistor, body concentration is the same, and there is evidence of a
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positive drain/channel overlap (see Fig.7), but a 1551 de'gradationx occiirs. Tire reaisori
maximum electric field is close to gate oxide, so that charge injection may occuir.

5

k that t i.

Conclusions

A HV P-ch structure has been shown and discussed on different CMOS processes. Its reliabilitv
has been related to the local physical characteristics of antd ttntlr the LOCOS perijtlivrY. Ti6.
structural element is of increasing importance in tite general process trend towards thirsier s,xhld-.
for which reliability is a major concern.
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INFLUENCE OF HYDROGEN RELATED DEFECTS ON THE Qot"
AND ANNEALING IN THE NOS SYSTEM

Dit
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BUILD-UP DUE TO STRESS

F. WULF and D. BRAUNIG

Hahn-Meltner-Institute Berlin GmbH. Department of Data Processing and
Electronics, Glienicker Str. 100, D-1000 Berlin 39, F.R.G.
Resume:La generation des charges doxyde Qot et des dtats d'interface Dit par "bias temperature stress" IBT-stress)
et par irradiation ionisante ainsi que le comportement de retablissement apres lestress ont 6tietudies. Le pro, itde rdtablissement apres des stress respectifs ainsi que le processus de generation lors
du HT-stress eat decrit pa, i.
rdaction chimique de l'hydrogene dans le Sio2. Le modele prdsentk permet d'etablir une correlation entre le BT
stress et lasensibilite i lirradiation. En outre, ce modele explique le retablissement inverse, leffet de lintensit de
ladose et lecomportement de retablissementdes Dit en relation a Ia temperature.
Abstract: The build-up of oxide charges, Qt, and interface states, Dt, during stress -irradiation or bias
temperatures (B'T)- as well as the annealing of these defects has been investigated. The post-stress annealing and
the degradation process due to B'T-stress can be explained by the chemical reaction of the hydrogen in the Si02
With this new model it becomes possible to describe the correlation of irradiation and BT-stress and moreover the
sensitivity of MOS-devices against carrier injection as well as reverse annealing, dose rate effects and the
temperature dependent I),-annealing.
I
IN'rItODuCTION.
During the last two decades, countless work has been devoted to understand the build up and annealing of oxide charges
and interface states in the Si0 2/Si-system. Based on these studies, we found that the hydrogen related defects, SiIl and
SiOH, which represents extrinic defects of donor and acceptor character resp., are the main source for the charge trapping
process. This process causes bond breaking and therefore a chemical reaction with the Si0 2-network. The new model
describes the build-up of Q, and Ittdue to BT-stress by a reaction and diffusion controlled process. Tl"e annei..g
behaviour after BT-stress and irradiation can be explained by the same mechanisms. It can be shown that the Si-II
defect is
responsible for the generation of the positive charged Q., and D,tit,
the case of BT-stress and irradiation. This result makes
it possible to correlate the lT stress and irradiation sensitivity ofa given MOS-technology.
2
EXPERIMENTAL
The experiments are performed on a variety of MOS devices:
MOS structures (varactor, transistor), CMOS (commercial and radiation hardened) and IICMOS The following stress
modes are applied:
I) BT-stress at temperatures between 100 and 200'C and applied biases ofboth polarities (lE,.1s 5 MV/cmi. During heat-up
and cool-down the respective bias is maintained
2) Irradiatirn at room-temperature and applied biases of both polarities up to an accumulated dose of 60 krad (Sil
Radiation sources are CO-60 Source, X-ray-tube WEma, = 150 KeV) and 2.5 MeV-electron-van de Graaffaccelerator.
Devices from the same lot are used for both stress modes to facilitate a comparison. The separation of Qt and Dt from C(V)
or ID(VGSI- zharacteristics, which is essential to the analysis of the degradation process is accomplished by taking the
midgap voltage shift for Qot - determination. At this particular value it is assumed that the interface charge is neutral and
any shift reflects the action of Q4,t alone (1-4). The interface state density is then obtained from low-high frequency C(V)
measurements 15-71
or just from high frequency C(V) measurements 181in the case of varactors For transistors the Q(t are
deduced from the subthreshold voltage shift VTh 191, whereas the Datare evaluated from the slope of the I) (Vt;s)
characteristic in the subthreshold region 1101
3 - GENERATION OF OXIDECHARGE AND INTERFACE STATES
3.1BIAS-TEMPERATURE-STRESS
The polarity of the oxide field, Eoz, is crucial for the effect of the BT-stress. Negative oxide field (BT-stress) generates Q,,,
and Di, and a positive field (BT" -stress) anneals these active defects. There are many emperical I II-181and physical 119
251 models which describe the degradation mechanisms, but up to now a coherent understanding has not been developed
Fig. I shows the schematic structure of the MOS-system, with the small region Xd in which the concentration of the Si II
defect is higher than in the bulk of the Si02 1261.
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Si0 2

SlirH

H diffusion 0.l-X, _|
It,
Fig.1

Si

SlH

10M
i

H diffusion
k,

Sis-

trivaltia Si-atom bounded to the Si-network
at the SiO2/Si-interface
Sios.: trivalent Si-atom bounded to three oxygen
atom in the area of Xd

Schematic structure of the SiO2/Si-System

Under the influence of the elevated temperature and the electric field, the Sis-It
bond is broken and the released hydrogen
diffuses out of the strained region near the interface Simultaneously the presence of the hydrogen causes a chemical

A
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reaction with the SiO2-network and the result can be described by the right-hand side of eq. 1:

-0 -Sid a

-SiI - H + isSj

T~

i

defect

-Si

Dit

i++

(1)[271

Si. - OH + e

Qot

The trivalent mSiS- acts as an interface state.
The energetic level in the Si band gap depends on the local structure of the defect 1281. The released hydrogen reacts with
the Si0 2-network and a breakage of the Si-O-bond gives a positive charged Si-atom. Eq. 2 illustrates some possible
reactions of the hydrogen with the SiO 2-network.
a)
Si-H +H
U Si- +H 2
d)
Si-OH
n Si-0. +H
(2)127,291
b)
H2
*F2H
e)
Si-O-Si+H ugi*+Si-OH+e
C)
Si-H
USi.+H
J)
Si-OH +H-Si u Si-0-Si +H2
Expressed as a set of coupled differential equations, the eq. 2 can only be solved by numerial calculation. This very complex
process, can be approximated by a reaction of pseudo- nth-order.
H
concentration of hydrogen
initial concentration of hydrogen
n
nl1l1
dlH
= _kH*
3
kil
reaction rate
dt
'nI1
order of the reaction

~

With the initial conditions It = Ito ait t =0 the following solution is obtained:

The diffusion of the released hydrogen can be described by a simplified expression given by Wait 130).
k0nr.D1.exp(

w)h

-

r~rI

(5)(301

r

1

EaD is the activation energy of the diffusion process, Do and ro are the diffusion coefficient and reaction radius,
respectively.
Therefore the generation of electrically activated defects Not is described by the following equation
ND = initial concentration of defects
change of oxide charge density
ANut
d &Not
diffusibility of hydrogen
kD
(6)
-AN d-k -HMt
tN
dt
D o
0D
(Llt~*
hydrogen concentration as a function of time
The solution of eq. 6 using eq. 4 and 5 is

=
AN
Do,

0

-HI'k 1 1- 11I+
k H*(n0
1 1*H'

n-k,,-H

(7)

~t1
)

Fig. 2 shows the increase of Not as a function of time for static fields of ± 5MV/cm and different stress temperatures. The
experimental data are fitted by eq. 7 (solid line), The change of Nat in the case of positive field (Eox >0) is more than three
orders of magnitude less than for Eox < 0.
Eq. 7 explains the degradation process in the SiO2 caused by BT-stress and combines the emperical description by Reynolds
I I1I and the analytical approach by Jeppson et. al.1251. If we plo'. AN 0, as a function of the mth-root of the time (Fig. 3, with
m = n/n-Il we getsa nearly straight line. This explains why other authors I 11. 14,16,181 find that ANut is proportional to tl/-

Eox= - 5MVcn

T = 42
E~s=-5MV/c
=0.Se
5
E0.5 0=6-1Ho
=I
(c
/s

~~

~

~

-

~I ~

.)=05e
Ho5
D =.01
10-

D
E.1

=

3
T=7

.

o

57T

73 K,

-o

T 473K

43

T

3/c

+ 5 MVc

time I h Itmll~%I

Fig.2

Generation or ANutafter BT-stresvs
time with electric field and temperature
assa parameter

Fig 3 Generation ofAN,after HT-stress as a
function or ttslo tin
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3.2 IRRADIATION STRESS
As shown in fig. 4, the amount of generated oxide charges is directly proportional to the amount of accumulated dose and
can be described by eq. 8.
Q.t =q"K'fH'do.'A-D

(25,261

(8)

With:
q
= elementary charge
K
= Yield of electron/hole pairs per cmz and rad (Si) in SiO 2
fti
= fractional yield. Ratio ofseperated to generated carriers
do,
=oxide thickness
A
= hole trapping factor. Ratio ofcaptured to separated holes
D
=accumulated dose in rad (Si)
The generation ofQo t is strongly correlated to the generation of D1t, as verified in fig. 5.
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Fig, 5

/c n z

ml

Oxide state vs interface state change
for irradiation at room temperature.

Revesz 127) has shown that the presence of the irradiation induced hole is sufficient to brake the Si-11 bond. The released
hydrogen acts in the same manner as described above for the BT-stress.
iSi

F.

3.3 -

-H

+ a Si..-O0- Si.. a + h --

o

+

iSi. + mSi 4+

Sio$- OH(9

HtOT ELECTRON VTRFSS

After outlining the interdependence of BT- and irradiation stress, a possible link to the hot electron problem is presented.

The hydrogen in the SiO 2 forms a Si - 11 bond as we]lI as a Si - OH bond. This latter defect acts as an acceptor and becomes
negativrely chiarged via an electron capture process according to eq. (10).
(10)

Si-OH+ e-Si-O- +H

The ratio of Si - H and Si - 011! bonds i n th e S1 02 de penrds on the ox idation p rocess parame ters (26 1 By th is dependency, t he
effect of irrad iation, BT -stress and the hot elIectron sen sitiv ity isainterre[atLed to the process o ptim iza tion 133 1.
ii+"~~
4 -ANNEALING
.
'- +h
+H0after stress 1341 (thermal or optical dletrapping eg ) we focus on chemical
Besides other possible annealing
mechanisms
Si
1
h
+
dletrapping.
The oxide H
charges and the interface states can be neutralized by hydrogen. After stress there is an enhanced
0 i*+H
defect concentration in the region Xd and the corresponding capture of hydrogen in this region causes a diffusion gradient
ofthe released hydrogen from the bulk of the Si02 (Si towards the interface.
The procs of free hydrogen generation can be similarly described as outlined by eq. 2-5. Eq I I shows the chemical
reactions of the hydrogen at the Sir2/Si- interface

~.-

substrate. This explains the
thilicon
efou nceia

Only under the influence of a positive oxide field the trapped hole can move into the
Beids the
posil
mecha im afe snkltress
(34 (hral
orotcldtapigeg
annealing process
ce of the nnealin
field depend
d NoH

(12)

_-.S-0+ H

26th
solution ofeq 12usingeq

The annealing of Not can be described by eq. 12. With the initial condition N,,t = NO, for te
4 and 5 is:
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CONCLUSION
5 The presented unified model of charge build up and annealing takes into account that the same defects in the SiO2 are
responsible for the degradation of the MOS-system in both BT-stress and irradation. The generation of Q., and Dit is
explained by the thermal or hole activated breakage of the -Si-H bond. The time dependence of the degradation and
annealing process is determined by reaction and diffusion controlled mechanisms of hydrogen in the Si0.2. The influence of
temperature and field polarity can be explained quantitativly for the BT-stress and can be correlated to the irradiation.
stress. The hot electron sensitivity, the delayed generation of the D.t after irradiation and the dose rate effects can also be
described by this model. In addition, the feasibility of using irradiation as a time accelerating diagnostic tool for long term
stability prediction has been shown [351.
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A NEW PUNCHTHROUGH MODEL FOR SHORT CHANNEL MOSFET
D. CHEN and Z. LI

Institute of Microelectronics, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China

Abstract -After

the source-drain punchthrough was considered detailly, a new set of analytical
models for punchthrough voltage Vp were suggested, which are suitable to NMOSFET with uniformly doped substrate or channel ion-implanted substrate and PMOSFET with buried channel, as
well as a high speed numerical simulation method was developed for autosearching of vp. Excellent
agreements were shown between the results of numerical simulation and analytical models.
The source-drain punchthrough isone of the main limit factors to the short channel MO,";FET.
Based on a rigorous physical consideration of this effect, a new analytical model and a high speed
numerical simulation method for the punchthrough voltage V,were suggested.
During punchthrough the drain current mostly flows along a minimum potential path (for
NMOS) in the bulk silicon. The control factor of this current is the potential *p at the ridge
point (as shown in Fig.l), corresponding to the electron barrier height on the current path. At
this point, we have a z/oz
= as/ay = 0,and the current can be expressed as 1p = 1oezp(q*/kT)
For short channel devices sp is mainly dependent on drain voltage VDs due to DIBL, therefore we
can define Vp as the value of VDs at which
*= = T

2

kT

fr - n-

q

where n is determined by the ratio of defined punchthrough current value I,#and gate controlled
channel current ht.
For example, when
I.cA:10 s,
lit

n=8.

By this definition, an autosearching function of Vp (through autosearching of *,t) was implemented in the 3-dimensional device simulation program TDMOSI'i with a simple algorithm. The
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excellent agreement of the calculated values with the experimental results(', are shown in Fig.2 and
Fig.3. Generally no more than 100 seconds CPU time is required for each searching in TDMOS
running on VAXI1/750.
On the basis of above physical consideration, a set of analy Lical expressions for Vp of MOS FET
in different cases (NMOS with uniformly doped substrate or channel ion-implanted substrate and
PMOS with buried-channel) had also been derived out. The derivation is based on the solution of
Poisson's equation by quasi-two dimensional way similarly to that had been done for V1 by Toyabe
d alls, but with different approximated *() in different cases.
Following are the expressions of Vp obtained for different cases:
(a) NMOSFET with uniformly doped substrate:
2
V= C,(Ip+ D/)
AevfIC-

*b,+D/A
V

where
W m

2

K,

KA

4- 6K,

A

W

3+ 9 -

D1- (KA
(S_
D=SN&-

4 4(1l

Km,ras
)VmwSs

L is the effective length of channel, VBS is the substrate bias, Nb is the substrate doping level, *I,.
is the built-in voltage which isdetermined by
q n;

where Ns isthe donor concentration in the surface of source region, n,is the intrinsic concentration,
W is the effective thickness of the depleted layer which can be expressed approximately by
W

=z +--. tos+ V..

,,- VBS)

zjis the source and drain diffusion depth, t,the gate oxide thickness, E,and o,are permittivities
of silicon and oxide respectively.
The constants are

C

1

.,

C2 = 1.8.

(b) NMOSFET with ion-implanted channel region:
Vp_ Cs(tp + DIA)
+ DIA

.

t. - D/A
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where Aand D are expressed by the same formulas as that in the case (a), but W is determined
by

W=",+Vq' Vb6, - VBS)
-d
the constants

C3 = 0-48,

C4 = 1.7.

According to the fact that most of the punchthrough current flows in the depleted layer
where impurity concentration is lower ) far from the surface, the effective length of current path
L,j is used instead of the gate effective length L. From a simple geometrical consideration, we
have
L011

L +2(

(d9

Yin) 2 +zXz1 l

where d is the thickness of channel ion-implanted layer, y. is expressed by y. = KW.
(c) PMOSFET with buried-channel:
Cs(*p + DIA)2

erA'lC4

-

fi

+ DIA

where
,4 = 2(2t, + Wd + d)

D=

Wdd(2t'oz + y.)
NA

!(N4 - ND)

-

E, •

and No are acceptor and donor concentration respectively, the effective oxide thickness

d is the thickness of the surface acceptor layer, y,.is the depth of the point of potential maximum
which isdetermined by
NAd - ADW4
m=

the thickness of depleted layer
the constants

Cs = 1.7,

NA-

ND

IV,= /(,Nt'o,' - 2VBs + NAd(2t'. + d))1N 0 -

to,

C, = 1.8.

Fig.4 and Fig.5 are examples of agreement between the numerical results and the analytical
results for case of channel ion-implanted NMOSFET and taking the given parameters as variable .
The similar excellent agreement is observed in all other cases.
References:

[1] D.T.Chen et al, Math. and Comp. in Simulation, vol.29, 461 (1987).
121
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13) T.Toyabe et at, IEEE Trans. Electron Dev., ED-26, 453 (1979).
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HOT CARRIER SENSITIVITY OF NOSFET'a EXPOSED TO SYNCHROTRON-LIGHT

G. PRZYREMBEL, R. MAHNKOPF and H.G. WAGEMANN
InstItut flr Werkstoffe der Elektrotechnik der Technischen Universit~t
Berlin, Jebensstr. 1, D-1000 Berlin 12, F.R.G.

Abstract - The influence of synchrotron-light irradiation for p- and n-channel MOSFET's
on their sensitivity to hot carrier degradation was investigated. The radiation induces
additional interface states and a positive oxide charge. Annealing at 450 0 C reduces the
interface state density to its initial value but not the oxide charge. A hot carrier
stress can compensate this remaining charge by trapping electrons. This effect produces
an enhanced shift of the threshold voltage compared to non-irradiated devices. After
compensating all of the charge due to the irradiation the devices have a degradation
behavior comparable to the non irradiated ones.

I

-INTRODUCTION

X-ray lithography is expected to become important for the realization of MOSFET's with submicron channel lengths. X-rays however are damaging the oxide by the generation of interface
states and positive oxide charges. An complete annealing is possible only at elevated temperatures. Yet after the metallization of the wafer with aluminum the highest applicable temperature is 4501C. Using X-ray lithography for structuring the aluminum, an annealing of the irradiation at a subsequent temperature step of less than 450 0 C is often incomplete. The amount
of the remaining positive oxide charge proves different for various technologies.
A highly detrimental behavior of short channel MOSFET's is the effect of degradation by
hot carriers, which has been proven to be enhanced for devices exposed to ionizing radiation.
This correlation was recently shown for n-channel MOSFET's, which were irradiated by a 10 KeVX-ray source /l/.
In our experiments the degradation of hot carrier stress for p- and n-channel MOSFET's
exposed to synchrotron-light was investigated. The wavelengths of the radiation facility at

the BESSY laboratory IMT in Berlin are ranging between 0.3 and 1.5 nm. The temperature at the
subsequent annealing process was 4501C, the highest permitted value for a fully processed wafer. The stress behavior of these MOSFET's was compared to devices, which were not subjected
to the radiation and annealing procedure.

2 - DEVICE PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENTS
An overview of the whole experimental procedure is given in Fig. 1. The test devices are
available on a 4"-wafer. The interface trap density was determined by the charge pumping technique. The single steps of irradiation, annealing and hot carrier stress are described in the

next sections:
i. Irradiation

The conditions at the radiation process were chosen to be comparable to a usual exposure step
for X-ray resists (e.g. power, time, geometry).
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D0

n
4 0i
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1: Flowchart and parameter of the experimental orocedure

In Fic. 2 the transfer characteristics of th(e %
nd r-channel devices before and after irrid,ation with synchrotron-light are given. The nhi". ,' the threshold voltagc is the Ses e for bt
p- and n-channel devices. The increase of thE- interface state density con be deducel from
changu of the subthreshold slope.
10-1
10-3

10-7

-pMlOS-

-nMOS-

10-6MS
nMS
10-10
10-30
10-"2
-2.0

-1.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

VG/V
Fig. 2: Transfer characteristics of p- and n-channel MOSFFT's
before and after irradiation with synchrotron light
ii. Annealing
The annealing, of the radiation damage was carried out at 4500C in N2 ambient for I' mir,.Th.
density of the interface traps reaches the initial value. For a lo0tof the devices tho oi
tive oxide charge was riotcompletely reduced.
iii. Hot carrier stress_
0
-2.5iV
a:t a drain current of Jr) Z - ' rn.The stress condition for the p-channel MOSFF.T was VG
The n-channel device was stressed at Vr,
4V and Ii., 40mA. The duration of' the strQ:;% wio
1 min for both MOSFET..types.
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3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In table I the values for the threshold-voltages VT and interface trap densities D
are
listed.
it
V

n

-it
VT

p

X

0.8

0

0.8

0

X

7 • 10'

0

7 • 10'

x

-

5 - 10"

Table I: Average values of threshold
voltage VT and interface traps
density Dit after different

0

10l

14

treatment

(referring to one

wafer each).

- 1.05

-

1.25

10

1.8

10

)
1.1 t0,*

7 - 10'

1
1.35 1001 2

-

1

10"

- 0.99
1.75 1000
1.12 10"

2

1

X

0.75
0.81

0
X 2
Xit
2

0.6

3

1

initially
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3

after annealing

4

after irradiation
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after hotcarrier stress

procedure with radiation step

o procedure without radiation step
-

VT/V I DiteV-' cm '

i:e. 3 schmatically displays the cocrso

-f th

threshol 1v I aev V5 durince th.t oeria.-ota

.rocedure.
The lower curve of both device,, applies to not-,arricr-stress with
diatI
n/annealine treatment, toe upper ones apply to hot carrier str,•sf oly.

w

nMOS

ptecec

0in

'
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ralcai Eep •

0-1
irradiation

-

annealing

-

hot-carrier

t

stress

PMOS

.2

wow~e
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Fig.

3: Threshold vcltage -r
different treatment

,.r-

After annealing the threshold voltage tends towards the preradiation value. The amount of this
change depends nr, the "ime and temperature of the annealing step. Often there is no complete
reduction of the positive oxide charge producing a threshold voltage more negative than the
initial value. A subsequent hot carrier stress gives rise to a neutralisation of the residual
charge. Therefore the threshold voltage shift is enhanced within the initial phase of stressing. Because of the different threshold voltages at the beginning of the stress the effective
gate voltage was adjusted according to equivalent hot electron stress conditions.
Fig. 4 displays thP .qhift AVTstress after a hot electron stress of I min as a function
orAVT anneal, which is the difference between the threshold voltage after annealing and the
pre-irradiation value and an indication for the quality of the annealing process.
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0 0 ....
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.the 0

1

value. A VT, anneal results from
remaining positive charge
irradiation and anneainq.
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From Fig. 4, it is apparent that devices with a higher amount of residual positive charge have
a higher shift in threshold voltage for the same stress conditions. After neutralisation of
this charge the MOSFET will show a stress behavior equal to a non-irradiated MOSFET. This fact
can be taken from the time dependence of threshold voltage during hot electron stress given :n
Fig. 5.
1.2
pMOS

1.1
with radiation step

1.0

wIthout

tedlation step

0.9
0

100

200

300

Fig. 5: Threshold voltage as a
function of time during hot
electron stress.

STRESS TIME t / sec
4 -

CONCLUSION

An enhanced sensitivity

to hot electron stress for devices priorly exposed to synchrotron
light was observed. This effect is caused by a positive charge generated by irradiation and
remaining in the device after an incomplete annealing process at 4501C. This charge will be
compensated by the hot electrons injected into the oxide resulting in a significantly higher
threshold shift at the starting phase of stressing. This phenomenon was observed for both pand n-charnel MOSFET's. A complete annealing procedure at temperatures applicable to fully
processed wafers can overcome this enhanced stress effect.
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ANNEALING OF HOT-CARRIZR-INDUCED MOSFET DEGRADATION

R. MAHNKOPF, G. PRZYREMBEL and H.G. WAGEMANN

Institut fdr Werkstoffe der Elektrotechnik der Technischen Universit~t
Berlin, Jebensstr. 1, D-1000 Berln 12, F.R.G.

Abstract - The annealing of fixed oxide charge and interface states generated by hot0
0
carrier stress is investigated in the temperature range of 100 C - 450 C. First order
rate equations are given, which approximately describe two subsequent processes involved in the annealing and ending at neutralization. The related activation energies
are determined. For comparison the annealing of synchrotron light induced damage is examined.

1 -INTRODUCTION
Little is known about the annealing of hot-nor-4-r-indur"d
rr2r The ar~lysis of the tmperature dependence can lead to a better understanding of degradation mechanism in MOSFET's /l/. In
this study the results of our experiments on p-channel MOSFET's will be shown. The changes of
the densities of fixed oxide charge Nox and interface states Dit due to the hot carrier stress
and the annealing procedure are evaluated. In addition to the influence of the temperature
(1001C - 4500C) on the annealing step the time dependence was investigated. The characteristic
behavior is approximated by two subsequent first order reaction steps.
From plotting the data in an Arrhenius-diagram the activation energies for the annealing
processes of the oxide charges and interface states are determined. To clarify the influence
of a different prior treatment on the annealing procedure, the same temperature steps were
carried out for devices irradiated with synchrotron light (at the IMT Bessy facility Berlin).
The changes of Nox and Dit were evaluated and are shown for comparison.
2 - EXPERIMENTS
The devices used were polysilicon gated MOSFET's with gate oxide of 38 nm, effe ctive channel
length of 2.2 um and channel width of 500pm. The MOSFET's were stressed forone minute with a
gate voltage VG
- 3 V and a drain voltage VD = - 16 V. Before and after strss HF-capac.tance (CV) and chapge-pumping (CP) characteristics were measured. From this the density of the
-2
stress generated negative oxide charge Nox, stress was determined to 4.7*1C'1cm. . The increase
0
of interface state density Dit stress amounts to 1.5"10' cmeV'. After hot carrier stress
the devices were annealed in a N 2-ambient at various temperatures ranging tetween 1001C and
450'C.
In contrast to the method proposed in /l/ each step of annealing temperature was performed
with another device stressed at the same condition. By taking the same device over all steps a
different behavior for the annealing progress was observed. After annealing HF-CV and CP-characteristics were taken again to monitor the change of Nox and Dit. Additionally for two de0
vices the time of thermal annealing at 200 C and 3000C was varied subsequently fron I to 100
min.
In comparison the whole procedure was carried out with
devices damaged by ionizing radiation instead of hot carrier stress. The irradiation was done by synchrotron light with a dose
of 0.37 J/cm'. The homogeneously distributed increase of charge densities in the channel re2
.
gion was determined to Nox stress = 4.5"10"cnCand Dit stress 1 2.5.101 CM-2eV-1 Tt ,an
be confirmed that in contrast to hot carrier stress the irradiation induced oxide charge has a
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positive sign and the generated interface state charge is more thqn a decade larger.
3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig.la shows the effect of the temperature treatment for the hot carrier stressed devices by
the decrease in the density of fixed oxide charge AN
and the increase in interface state

density AD it
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The densities of the charges are given by the rate equations,
the rate coefficients:

where k!I'~ aindk 2 r(T)
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A NEW METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE SPATIAL
CARRIER DAMAGE

R.

MAHNI(OPF,

.nstItut

G.

PRZYREMBEL

and H.G.
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DISTRIBUTION OF HOT

WAGEMANN

far Werkstoffe der Elektrotechnik der Tecbvnisohel Universit~t

Berlin, Jebensstr. 1. D-10OO Berlin 12, P.R.C.

Abstract - A new method is presented ior tl~e experii ants
-:roluation of the spatial distribut ion of interface states and fixed oxide charges generated by not carriers. This
metnod is fully based on HE-ca 'pacitance (CV) and charge-pumping (CP) measurements. A
general discussion of the method is followed by an application to MOSF'ET's with different channel lengths stressed with various bias conditions.

INTRODUCTION
Hot carrier damiage in MOSFET's is inhoriogenously distr~Outed over the channel region. Maximum
damage has been observed at the drain side, where thiehot carrier, njection is predominant due
to the high field strength /1-5i.
In this work a method is presented, which allows the determination of the sp'atial distribution of hot carrier generated interface states as well as
fixed oxide charge. HF-cap'
acitance CV) and charge-punping ICP) characteristics taken before
and after stress are sufficierit for achieving~ all information.
F'or the determination of the local pnsit ion in the channel our, method neitner needs the
o-ne-dimensional equation for, the depletion width /1-3/ nor, a 2-dimensional simulation program
o.F_ MINlMOS) /4,5'/. Toe first one does not truly des nine tre surface conditions, the secnd one oro)ends on thp ev)ito
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For moderate high levels the pumpcurrent is lower than initially; parts of the channel
area near the drain junction can't reach accumulation due to the induced negative fixed oxide
charge. Then at a specific value of high level voltage the pumpcurrent !Cp rises sharply be-

cause of the additional interface states in the stressed region now contributing to the pumpsignal. The correlation between the gate-level and the position in the channel is taken from
the CV-measarements.
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The spatial distributions of the stress induced charge densities A Nox and ADit are given by
the expressions
A
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In Fig. 3 the total amount of the stress-induced oxide charge ACox is shown as a function
of the iniected charge QG flowing across the oxide during stress. It can be seen that for the
same amount cf charge QG an equal build-up of trapped charge AQox exists for both MOSFET's
with different charrcci ingths (see Fig. 2a:ef
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.n Fig. 4 the measured characteristics for n-MOSFET's with an effective channel length of
2.5 jim before and after, hot carrier stress are shown. Two stress conditions with different gate
voltages were chosen. It has been verified that for the gate voltage of 1.5 V hot holes, and
for the gate voltage of 8.0 V hot electrons are predominant lv injected into the oxide.
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From the HF-CV-characteristics a build-up of positive oxide charge for the stress at lower
gate voltage can be seen. The stronger electron injection at higher gate voltage causes no
significant change of the characteristic.
From the CP-measurements the positive oxide charge generated at 1.5 V is indicated by a
continuous increase of the pumpcurrent over a range of nearly 6 V. For the stress carried out
at VG z 8" the CP-characteristics show no remarkable oxide charge. This is in accordance with
the statement drawn from the CV-measurement and can be explained by a low efficiency of the
damage process induced by injected electrons. This contrasts to the behavior of the p-MOS devices. Furthermore it can be seen from the CP characteristics that the generation of interface
starer is more pronounced for stressing by the lower gate voltage.
In Fig. 5 the spatial distribution of generated oxide charge for a n-MOSFET stressed at
VG = 1.5 V is shown. The evaluation was performed with the CV-characteristics given in Fig. 4a.
The induced charge is located in a very narrow region ( 50 nm) at the drain end of the chan-

nel. This value is commonly assumed for the extension of damage to n-MOSFET's.
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3 - CONCLUSION

With the presented method the spatial distributions of hot (a:rier induced inter
traps and
fixed oxide charges can be determined seperately. The influene of varous stress c d t~ons
on the distribution of the damage along the channel has been investigated. Examples for d:ffepent channel lengths and bias conditions have been given in tns work. Comparative at ies of
;- :nd n-MOS devices demonstrate the different stress behaviOr of both types. A r;.rther :n~ognt
into the mechanism of degadation can be expected.
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HOT CARRIER STRESS INDUCED CHANGES IN MOST TRANSCONDUCTANCE STRUCTURE

C. BERGONZONI, R. BENECCHI* and P. CAPRARA

SGS-Tkomson Microelectronics, Via C. Olivetti 2,
1-20041 Agrate Brianza (MI), Italy

"Istituto di Fisica del Politecnico, p.zza Leonardo da Vinci 32,
1-20133 Milano, Italy

ABSTRACT-An analysis of MOS transistorhot carrier degradation i presented, based upon ezperimental, simulated
and analytical study. The transconduclancecurve study is shown to be a good tool for the correct characterizationof
the stress induced damage, and experimentally observed transconductance degradationsare reproduced by simulations
and by means of a simple analytic model. The usual classificationof damage in terms of threshold voltage shift and
maximum transconductance degradation is shown to fail under general conditions, where structural alterations of
electricalcharacteristicstake place.

1

Introduction

Due to the strong increase of electric fields inside short devices, hot carrier degradation is one of the most outstanding
limits to transistor dimensions scaling down for VLSI. This work presents an approach to this problem devoted to a
correct characterization of the effect of hot carrier aging on MOS devices, based upon the analysis of transconductance curve alterations induced by stress, to achieve the physical interpretation of the electrically measured effects.
We assume in this work that electric charge be present, after stress, in some region of the gate oxide and/or of the
oxide/ silicon interface, following a general agreement on this topic. Experimental results are discussed together with
device 2-D simulations, and an analytic two-piece model is presented which reproduces and explains the observed
transconductance degradations.

2

Experimental

The experimental measurements were performed on N-channel conventional devices:the device of figure I had i.5pm
gate length and 1.4pm effective channel length and the device of figure 2 had 1.2pm gate length and 0.95an effective
channel length . The characteristics of the native device were compared to the after stress curves using a HP 4145
semiconductor parameter analyser. Fig. I reports the degradation of transconductance and drain current, &cii curve
being taken after a stress cycle composed by 1000 sec. at Vd=9V,Vg=1V and 10 sec. at Vd=8.SV, Vgz-8.5V.

t
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This kind of stress cycle is used in order to inject holes, thus creating electron traps in the oxide, and to fill then
those traps with the second stress step [i]; it should then represent a kind of worst case for aging, also simulating a
dynamic operation of the device. Fig.2 reports the degradation of transconductance and drain current, after 100 sec
at Vd=8V,Vg=IV and 20 sec at Vd=8V, Vg=8V. It can be seen that in fig.1 an hump in the transconductance curve
takes place after some stress cycles, modifying the usual structure of the characteristic, while in fig.2 the maximum
transconductance peak is higher after the stress cycle than in the native device (overshoot). It can be also seen that
these effects are not easily observed in the Id vs. Vg curves.

3

Simulations

Simulation results for aging effects on current characteristics have been discussed in 21; the experimentally ,oserved
transconductance degradations have been here reproduced by means of 2-D device simulations, using the Pmisson
The results of simulations are shown in fig.3 and 4. The simulation conditions
and continuity solver HFIELDS (3].

were:
" damage extension: -100 run; interface fixed negative charge concentration: 2 * damage extension: 40 nm; interface fixed negative charge concentration: 2

2

01

CM -2 (fig.3)

2

•10 CM-2 (fig.4)

The minus sign in the first item damage extension means that charge is localized, starting from the metallurgical
junction, towards the bulk of the drain junction. In the second simulation charge is localized above the channel. A
qualitative agreement between experimental results and simulations can be readily seen.

4

Analytic modeling

The fundamental hypothesis of this section is that an hot carrier aged transistor can he modeled as the series of two
devices: a first one, with the unchanged properties of the original transist'r, and a second one,.with %,rme alterat i,,ns
in electrical parameters caused by the hot carrier injection. To reproduce analytically this c,,nditimns, an empirical
functios, has been chosen, reproducing the qualitative behavior of a MOS transistr Expressiwn (1) sh.ws the dependence of transconductance on gate voltage as it has been chosen in this wtrk:

g(z) = A) + tanh(k(x - cr))l

(I)

2
The function (1) gives a good fit of linear MOST transconductance tinder a constant mobility asstimptin.
The constant mobility approximations has been taken in order to emphasize the effects 4 aging of transconductance
structure, avoiding to mix them with the usual transconductance decrease due to mohiliiy degradation The primitive
function of (1) thus represents the conductance of the device in the linear region:

G(z) : A ilog(cosh(k(z - o))) - k(z - a)

.- log(2)!

(2)

It can be seen that both these functions depend on three parameters, s, k and .4,respectively representing, a1sit
can be easily verified, the threshold voltage, the subthreshold slope and the linear gain oif the transist,r The mndel
of the aged transistor is thus achieved by calculating the transconductance of a series of two devices, hth 'f them
being represented by expressions like (1) and (2) for g(x) and G(x). but with generally different values f6r is. A and
A. Fig. 5 shows the result of the application of this model with different values f,sr all the paramoeters ,ns,,i,, in
the analytic expressions, wiile fig. 6 reports the transconductance calculated when -nlv Itaid n assure different

values.

I
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5

Discussion and conclusions

The comparison of the experimental, simulated and analytical results presented in the previous sections shows that:
" the experimental effects can be reproduced by 2-D device simulations under the simple hypothesis that trapped
negative charge is present in the gate oxide or at the interface. Different charge localizations lead to structurally
different effects.
" a simple two-piece analytic model reproduces agein both the experimental and simulated data; in the analytic case, qualitatively different transconductance degradations are calculated, depending on the number of
parameters on which the degradation is supposed to act.
The alteration of the parameters A and a in (1) and (2) gives a result consistent with the output of the 2-D simulation
of a device when the damaged region is extended above the channel; this shows that the main effect of this kind of
damage is the local alteration of the threshold voltage of a region of the transistor, thus leading to an aged device
operating like a series of two transistors, with different lengths and thresholds; the overshoot in the transconductance
curve taking place in this situation as an effect of control exchange between the two transistors of the series was
discussed in 14].The situation becomes more intricate when an additional hump takes place in the aged device
transconductance; we have shown here that this effect is reproduced by' device simulation if the damaged region is
extended in the gate/drain overlap region, and by analytic modeling when also the subthreshold slope is supposed to
be affected by aging. These results can be explained by observing that, when the trapped charge is localized in the
overlap region, it exists in the channel a quickly decreasing potential, due to the charge itself, which gives a spatially
variable threshold to the terminal region of the channel. This region will so show a generally different subthreshold
slope, in agreement with the analytical result. An other interpretation of the subthreshold alteration can be given
by the presence of aging induced fast interface states in a localized region of the channel, which could be detected
e.g. with the charge pumping technique.
The results presented in the previous sections show that the analysis of transconductance is needed for the
characterization of aging effects when significant structural modifications take place in the electrical characteristics
of a device. As device dimensions scale down, the structural alterations induced by hot carrier aging become stronger
and stronger; we have suggested a scheme of analysis that can help in the identification and classification of the
observed effects in terms of damage intensity and spatial localization, together with the conventional characterization
techniques. A complete hot carrier degradation picture should give the correlation between the operation conditions
and the electrical device degradations; the here proposed model provides the link between the physical damage and
the observed degradation, giving information about the stressed device which could be hardly deduced from the
experimental or simulated analysis of current characteristics.
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OXIDE DEGRADATION AND BREAKDOWN IN STRESSED MOS CAPACITORS

I. PLACENCIA, J. SUNt, N. BARNIOL, E.

FARRtS and X. AYMERICH

Centro Nacional de Microelectronica, Departamento de Ffslca,
Universidad Aut6noma de Barcelona, SP-08193 Bellaterra, Barcelona,
Spain
RIsuo6-Un nouveau iaodel qui relatione les ph6nom nes de degradation et de rupture
de rupture de couches minces de SiO dans des dispositifs MOS a 6t6 present6. Le
point principal de ce model c'es? que la vitesse de g~n~ration de pisges
d'&lectrons est proportionelle a l'nergie dissip~e dans la couche d'oxyde. Dans ce
scheme, l'evolution experimentalle de la tension apliqu~e en experiences de stress
a courant constant et la rglation quasi-linearie entre log(temps de rupture) et
log(densit6 de courant) ont &t6 pr6dites.

Abstract-A new model that relates the degradation
and breakdown
phenomena
of
SiO films has been presented. The crux of the model is that the trap generation
rate is proportional to the energy lost by the electrons by interaction with the
SiO lattice. In this framework, the experimental evolution of the applied voltage
in constant-current stress experiments and the quasi-linear relationship between
log(time-to-breakdown) and log(current density) have been predicted.

1 -

INTRODUCTION

intrinsic dielectric breakdown of thin SiO 2 films has been received considerable attention
in the recent literature. A deeper understanding of this phenomenon is needed when dealing
with reliability problems of high-quality thin oxide films suitable for VLSI devices.
Nowadays, it is widely accepted that the intrinsic breakdown is an history-dependent
process. Two stages have to be considered: a pre-breakdown stage during which the
injertion damages the SiO
lattice and a very fast runaway process that produces a
2
low-resistance ohmic path between the electrodes. In this paper, we focus our attention on
the pre-breakdown process and in determining the critical conditions that trigger the
final runaway.
Two lain models to describe the pre-breakdown physics have been presented in the past few
years. The first one, developped by Harari /1/, postulates that the breakdown is due to
the progressive accumulation of negative charge in the oxide bulk that increases the anode
field until a critical value is reached. The second one, presented by Chen and co-workers
/2/, proposes a positive feedback mechanism of local enhacement of the cathode field due
to hole trapping near the cathode interface. Even though some correlations have been found
between the generation of positive charge and the breakdown /3,4/, the generation of
positive charge reaches most of its amount after times which are much shorter than the
normal times-to-breakdown. While, the generation of electron traps does not saturate.
hence, in this paper, we will consider that the degradation of the SiO 2 structure is
reflected in the generation of new electron traps.
In the presented model, it has been assumed that a fixed degree of degradation must be
achieved or, what is the same, a critical density of electron traps must be reached to
trigger another mechanism that brings the oxide to breakdown after a very fast runaway
process. The breakdown is always triggered locally because the creation of defects is not
homogeneous over the whole structure area. For this reason, the breakdown is a random
phenomenon and it has to be treated statistically. In the presented model, all the
breakdown parameters (time-to-hreakdown, charge-to-breakdown, defect density at breakdown,
etc.) must be understood as mean values.

2 - DEGRADATION AND BREAKDOWN IN MOS STRUCTURES
In stress experiments, part of the kinetic energy of the injected electrons is dissipated
by interaction with the SiO
lattice. Only a very small fraction of this energy is
converted into thc creation oi deep electron traps. Some of the generated traps are filled
with electrons and the resulting negative charge distribution modifies the electric field
in the oxide. Thus, the stress conditions have to be changed to mantain the stress

I
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specifications.The breakdown is triggered by the presence of a critical density of created
of volume,
energy per unit
a
critical
defects, Nbd, generated after dissipation of
where A is the average energy to create one electron trap. Because of the
EhdN
=Nd A
the smaller
would depend on the structure area:
s atis ical nature of breakdownNb
capacitor area, the greater Nbd. On lhe other hand, Nbd will depend on the oxide thickness
in accordance with the thickness dependence of the mechanism that controls the final
runaway.
It is possible to define a time-dependent degradation degree as D(t)=N(t)/Nbd, where N(t)
is the density of generated defects until time t. The degradation, D, varies between 0,
non-degradated oxide, and 1, breakdown threshold. The fraction of dissipated energy that
is the differential
is used to create the electron traps is defined as dE =03dE, where dE
a
the temperature at
depend on
energy density used to create the traps. 1 will obviously
which the stress experiment is performed and on the particular oxide structure that varies
with the technological process used in the fabrication of the MOS structure.
The total energy density that is dissipated per unit of time in the SiO 2 conduction band
is given by the Joule law:
dE Ct)
!
) = J(t)F(t)
(i)
dt
F(t) being the average electric field in the oxide and J(t) the flowing current density.
For the high fields used in the stress experiences, the current will be given by the
Fowler-Nordheim expression. To take into account the effects of the negative trapped
charge, we will assume, as a first approximation, that the F-N expression remains valid if
that
injecting electrode, F'(t),
the average field, F(t), is changed by the field at the
for the case of a homogeneus distribution of trapped charge is given by:
F'(t) = F(t). 1(t) tox
2 Cox

(2)

the
• t ox the insulator thickness, f(t) the trapped charge density at time t, and 6 O
being
the
Sio 2 permitivity constant. We have assumed that
f
(t)=-qN(t) that means that al
generated defects are filled up with electrons. This fact is not strictly the case,
because of the actual trapping-detrapping mechanisms /5/. In any case, to be consistent,
(
and define it as the efficiency of
one can give a different physical meaning to
creation of the traps that are filled in the steady state of the trapping-detrapping
processes. It has been experimentally shown /5/ that the trap eeneration rate depends
in terms of the occupied
exponentially on the oxide field. However, having redefined
traps, to consider J3 independent of the applied field is a very good first approximation
because the increase in the generation of traps at high fields is compensated to some
extent by the easier detrapping at those fields.
In constant-current stresses, the current density must be fixed at a value J=J , ano
hence, the applied voltage has to be increased to compensate for the influence of the
and
since
increasing number of trapped electrons /1-4/. Derivating equation (2)
, it follows that:
(t)=-qEa(t)/l

P

dt

A

dt

(3)

Then, using equation (i) for dE(t)/dt, with the condition F'(t)=constant (this condition
is a direct consequence of the constancy of the current), the differential equation that
describes the evolution of
V(t)=F(t)t
is obtained and its solution is:
ox

V(t) = V(O)exp(t--(

rv

(4)

=2 i
A/qp t J
,
being V(O) the oxide voltage at t=O if the oxide is initially
where C
d , can be easily calculated
non-degradate. The evofution of the degradation, D(t)=E(t)/
substituting equation (4) in equation (1) and integrating. Then, applying the breakdown
condition D(tbd )=I, one obtains:
tbd

where F

=

v Ln i

F(1

(toxqN bd(2 Cox). The average charge injected to breakdown, Qbd' is

(5)

given by
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the product J tbd.
lower values obd

Doing so,

it

can be concluded

that higher currents

have associated

3 - DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
In order to compare our theoretical predictions with the experimental data, we have
analyzed the degradation characteristics corresponding to four VLSI PolySi-SiO -Si(n)
samples (t ; 100 X) taken out from the literature /1,6,7/. We have used the following
procedure:° itting the data in the linear regime of the V(t) characteristic (since the
condition t
< r
is always satisfied, equation (4) can be approximated by a straight
line), we o6bain the value of C . From the value of C
we can directly obtaina /.A . On
the other hand, from the experimental tbd values, we have calculated Nbd for each sample.
All these results are presented in table I. Also in this table, one can see that N
is of
the same order of magnitude for all the samples. The small variations can be attrituted to
differences in the structure areas and oxide thicknesses. In any case, the electron trap
density is so high that the final runaway can be reasonably attributed to ressonant
tunneling as proposed by Ricc6 et. al. /8/.
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In figure 1 we have plotted the predicted time-to-breakdown as a function of the applied
current. To calculate t
as a8 fun-con of J
we have assumed a unique value of Nbd for
all the samples, Nb = P
101
O
cm , which is approximately the average of the particular
results shown in tagle I. The times-to-breakdown as a function if J have been calculated
by using equation (5). As seen in figure 1, tK validity of expresslon (5) is confirmed by
the experimental results. In addition to the data that correspond to samples Sl-S4 whose
P /j& values have been obtained from their respective V(t) characteristics, in figure I we
have plotted the experimental data corresponding to two other samples (S5 and S6) of
similar thickness. The theoretical predictions for these samples have not been done
because we do no have their V(t) characteristics and hence we can not calculate their
corresponding fi /A
values.
In the literature is has been experimentally shown that the dependence of log(t d) on
log(Jo) is quite well described by a straight line with slope (dlog(tb.b )/dlog(J)t=-l-s
with s)O /1,6,10,11/. This behaviour can be also observed in figure 1. Xthough equation
(5) does not predict a linear dependence between log(t_) and log(J ), it can be
demonstrated that dlog(tbd)/dlog(J ) is constant with only
of error, wRen the current
density varies over three orders of magnitude. For the case of the analyzed samples,
equation (5) predicts that the above mentioned slope is approximately -1.06. The
experimental values of s are slightly higher but always positive as predicted by equation
(5). Note that s=O is equivalent to Qbd=constant whereas s> 0 means that. Qbd
decreases
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with the applied current.
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As a conclusion, the presented model :s able to explai:, the time- -breakdown denesnence
on the applied current. From the experimental evolution of the degradatirn, we have beeri
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able to predict the q-ias;-linear relationship
ree decaices of" afr Ie d
good f: t of the experimental breakdown data for more than
cujrrent .
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THE IMPACT OF DIFFERENT HOT-CARRIER-DEGRADATION COMPONENTS ON THE
OPTIMIZATION OF SUBMICRO4 n-CHANNEL LDD TRANSISTORS
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The Netherlands

Resum6
hfesurer AIe/Id, durant uniquement une courte piriode de temps en vue de caract~riser la d6gradation
dfie aux porteurs chauds, des transistors submicroniques au drain l6girement dopti, peut mener i des
predictions erronhese de Is durhe de vie de ces transistors. L'tivaluation des composanta de d~gradation
eRA/
t AVT eat propoe~e. Une explanation physique de l'orgine de ces composants eat avancte
conjointement avec leur d6pendance de I&dose n- de la r~gion du drain legerement dopi.

Abstract
Measuring A4./Id.. for only a short time period to characterize the hot-carrier degradation of submicron
LDD transistors can lead to erroneous predictions of the transistor lifetime. Evaluation of the degradation components AR.,-AP/ , and AVT is proposed. A physical explanation for the origin of these
components is provided together with their dependence on the n- dose of the LDD region.

Introduction

I

Hot-carrier degradation of submicron n-channel Lightly Doped Drain (LDD) transistors is often characterized
as a relative decrease of the drain current, i.e. Ald./Id 11].The slope of -Ad,/Id. versus time on a doublelogarithmic scale shows a saturation behaviour. Since this slope is much smaller than for conventional devices a
very long lifetime for LDD transistors is predicted. If, however, the electrical stress is continued an increase in
a stress time of 2 x 10's
the slope of -1/
4 .as a function of time is observed. This is shown in fig. 1: after
the slope increases and after 2 x 103a a second increase in the slope is observed.

,

time(@)
4I4 -I

Is0

1

so

to

I$,

I3

I

is

too

Figure 1: Relative current decrease -~I.I.as a function of time after stressing at Vd.
2
measured at V& = O.1V and V5 . = 1.5V. The n- dos is 2 x 1033/cm .

9.OV and V,.= 4.OV,

In this paper the different components of the hot-carrier degiadation occurring in the n-channel LDD transistors
are analysed. A new method to characterize these components is described. Furthermore, the relative importance
of these degradation components is investigated: experimental and device-simulation resultst are shown for LDD
with different n- dose. Finally, a general guideline for the optimization of LDD transistors is given
traoqes
based on the obtained insight.

2

The degradation components

The a-chsanel MOS trensistors used in the experiments have an effective channel length Leff = 0.616m and a
gate-ide thickness cst = 17.5nm. The spacer width is .2pm and the phosphorous n- dose isvaried from
I X IOn/cm5 togI X iO'5/cms.
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3
In fig. 2 the linear characteristic of an LDD transistor with an n- dose of 2 x 101 /cm
stress (1)and after a number of stress intervals (2-5).

is shown before the
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Figure 2: I - V
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t

characteristics measured at

V, = 0.IV before the stress (1) and after different stress times (2 :100s; 3 :1000s; 4 :10000s;
5: 20000s ) at V = 9.OV and V,. = 4.OV. The
2
3
n- dose is 2 x 101 /Cm .

Figure 3: AR,(2),-A#/f(5) and AVT(4) as a
function of time during a stress at Vd, = 9.OV
and V.,

4.OV. The n- dose is 2 x 10

1

3/cm

2

.

Initially, the curvature of the characteristic increases significantly indicating a large series-resistance increase.
Next, the slope of the curve decreases caused by a reduction in the transconductance. For longer stress times a
small threshold-voltage shift starts to develop. This indicates that the degradation of the Id,- V;. curve can be
described by the superposition of three effects, namely a series-resistance modification AR., a relative change of
the transconductance A$/# and a threshold-voltage -!.ift AVT This i. based or the fact that tor lw,Vd values
the drain current Id.can be approximated by:

I&_f

Mv,- vT)

Vd()

1 + ,R,(V,, - VT)Vd

The change of the inversion-layer mobility due to stressing is incorporated in a change of 0. From this expression
the relative change of the drain current, i.e. A4,/Id,,, is calculated as a function of AR., A.#/0 and AVT:

V61-

- 6(V,. - VT)AR,
_
___(2)
0R,(V,, VT)
In our method for characterizing hot-carrier stress the components AR., A#/# and AVT are measured after each
stress interval. In fig. 3 AR,,- A#/#, and AVT are plotted as a function of time for the same set of curves as in
figs. 1 and 2.
From fig. 3 the change in R. is already obvious after a stress of 0.Is. R. increases proportionally with
is quite significant and increases also proportionally with
time, however, at a very small rate. Initially -A,/
time. The threshold-voltage shift develops much later and increases proportionally with time, similar to the
degradation behaviour of conventional devices 121.For small stress times a negative threshold-voltage shift is
obtained. This is an artefact of the parameter-determination method: no initial threshold-voltage shift is observed
in the subthreshold curves. The proportionallity constant is much higher for this AVT component than for -A#1/h
indicating that AV.eventually becomes the dominating degradation component.
AId.
1

3

d.

-

I1+

The relative importance of the degradation components versus the nLDD dose

The relative importance of the different degradation components depends on the actual construction of the LDD
transistor. The n- dose is one of the key parameters in the design of reliable LDD transistors 131.Fig. 4 shows
2
3
2
measured results of the degradation components for an n- dose of 4 x 101 /cm and 8 x 1011/cm .
for
this
behaviour lies
explanation
ndoses.
The
for
lower
is
more
significant
The series-resistance increase
In fig. 5 simulation results
in the exact position of the lateral peak electric field with respect to the gate edge 141.
obtained with CURRY [51 are shown for the electron-hole-pair generation rate due to impact ionization using the
2
for an n- dose of 2 x 103/cm and 4 x 1033/cm2.
impact-ionisation rates given in (61
Reduction of the n- dose leads to a shift of the peak electric field towards the spacer, resulting in a higher
generation rate under the spacer. This indicates that the effective electron temperature is higher leading to
a higher injection rate of electrons in the spacer oxide. These electrons are trapped, causing an increase in
the eris resistance R. after very short stress times. For higher n- doses the field under the spacer is lower
causing les injection of electrons. Furthermore, it is more difficult to deplete the n- region because of its higher
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'ARi
.(n)

)

' A
zR./t(
n(0)

SVT(mV)

-A4l10
M

AVT(mV)
(b))°

(a)

time(s)

Figure 4: AR.(2), A#/(5) and AVT(4) as a function of time during a stress at Vd,

(a) an n- dose of 4 x lol0/cm 2 and (b) 8 x lo0'/cm'.
G(cm- 3 s -')
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G(Cm-3's-)

9.OV and V,, = 4.0V for
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1029
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/1027
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.-Am)-......-

1023
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1.22
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Figure 5: Generation rate of electron-hole pairs
G as a function of the position x for an n2
3
2
3
dose of 2 x 101 /cm (0) and 4 x 101 /Cm ().
Vd, = 9.0V and V., = 4.OV.

1.10

1.16

1.22

1.28

1.34

1.40

Figure 6: Generation rate of electron-hole pairs
G as a function of the position x for an n1
2
dose of 2 x 10 /cm .
Vd = 9.OV and
tive oxide charge.
The extension of the charge layer is indicated by

the arrow.
concentration. This series-resistance increase is a self-limiting process: the negative charge trapped in the spacer
reduces the injection rate by separating the current path from the peak electric field region. This is indicated in
fig. 6 where the generation rate of electron-hole pairs due to impact ionization at the Si - SiO2 interface of the
transistor is plotted as a function of the position with and without negative charge in the oxide for an n- dose of
3
2
2 x 101 /cM . A significant reduction of the generation rate under the spacer is observed.
Another observation which can be made is that the relative transconductance reduction -A,6/# is higher for
lower n- doses. One of the reasons is that the lateral electric field
at the surface of the transistor above the drain
junction is higher, leading to more injection of hot electrons in the gate oxide (fig. 5). This, together with a lower
dope concentration in the high electric field region, results in a larger effective channel length after stressing.
The threshold-voltage shift. AVT is more severe for higher n- doses. This is caused by the higher electron
temperature in the channel region near the drain junction, as indicat-d by fig. 5. The injection of hot carriers in
the gate oxide also causes the inversion-layer mobility to decrease due to the creation of interface states and fixed
oxide charge at the interface above the channel [71.As a result the transconductance decreases with increasing
stress time, however at a lower rate than the threshold-voltage increase.
The behaviour of the substrate current 1,bas a function of the stress time can also be explained with these
degradation components. In fig. 7 the measured substrate current is plotted for different stress times.
Initially, .,&decreases due to the series-resistance increase and the accompanying decrease of the generation
rate of electron-hole pairs. Next, an incease takes place due to an increase of the peak electric field: the negative
charge present in the gate oxide above the n- region causes a higher voltage drop across the drain-channel
depletion layer. When the threshold-voltage shift becomes significant the peak in I.& will shift to higher V,.
values. Eventually, 1, will decrease due to the decrease in I4.
In fig. 8 the simulated substrate current is plotted for different charge distributions, corresponding to different
stres times. The qualitative agreement between measured and simulated curves is clearly observed.
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Figure 7: Measured lIb as a function of V, before the stress (1) and after different stress times
(2 : 100s; 3 : 1000s; 4 : 10000s; 5 : 20000s) at
Vd, = 9.OV and V, = 4.OV. The n- dose is
2 x 10

4

13

/cm

2

.

.e

3.4

3.2

4X'

Figure 8: Simulated I.b as a function of Vp, for
different charge distributions: 1: no charge; 2:
oxide
spacer oxide charge; 3: gate and spacer
2
3
charge. The n- dose is 2 x 101 /cm .

Optimization

From the abovementioned results it is clear that the optimum n- dose depends on the applied lifetime criterion.
Since the A1 8*/Id. versus time characteristic does not have a single slope, AR,, -A,/, and AVT are analyzed as
a function of the stres time. The optimum n- dose is obtained in this case when all three degradation components
2
13
reach the maximum acceptable change after approximately the same stress time. For an n- dose of 4 x 10 /CM
this situation is almost met assuming that a 10% modification of the parameters VT, 6 and R, determines the
lifetime of the transiator. Since Vr of the analysed transistors is approximately IV and R, 1000, this implies that
a AVT of 100mV and a AR, of 100 are acceptable values.
However, the maximum allowed change in the parameters VT, and R. influences the optimum n- dose. For
example, for a 1% modification of the parameters the increase in R, will limit the transistor lifetime for almost
any value of the n- dose. In this came an n- dose of 8 x 1013 /cmI is necess-ry. For most circuit applications
however this lifetime criterion is far too stringent. Even a 10% current reduction will in practice not be noticeable
in a circuit since the processing spread has to be taken into account in the design of a circuit. This means that
AVT and -A&/ are the limiting degradation mechanisms if the initial AR, has been adjusted to a sufficiently
low level.

5

Conclusions

Evaluation of the degradation components AR., -A#/# and AVT leads to a better insight in the degradation behaviL r of LDD transistors. Moreover, these components characterize the hot-carrier degradation unambiguously.
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MOSFET GATE CURRENT MODELLING USING MONTE-CARLO METHOD

J. VOVES and J. VESELY

The Czech Technical University of Prague, Faculty of Electrical
Engineering, Suchbhtarova 2, 166 27 Praha 6,

Czechoslovakia

determining
the probability of
Abstract
The new
technique for
The
technique
hot-electron travel through the gate oxide is presented.
current
gate
is based on the Monte Carlo method and is used in MOSFET
with
gate current
are compared
modelling. The calculated values of
experimental results from direct measurements on MOSFET test chips.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Injection of hot electrons from MOSFET channel into gate is an important short
of
transistor
channel
effect
which causes time-dependent degradation
of electron
and
channel
conductance . The probability
threshold voltage
product
of
three
into gate electrode is usually
determined as a
emission
has enough
energy to surmount
probabilities: 1/ probability that electron
Si-oxide barrier, 2/ probability of free travel from depth of semiconductor to
Previous gate
interface and 3/ probability of free travel through the oxide.
travel
through
electron
current models /1/,/2/ have used the probability of
a distance of
where x
is
the oxide in exponential form with argument xo/Xox,
for
positive oxide
the
maximum of potential barrier from Si-oxide interface
thickness for negative oxide electric field. X ON
field and x is equal to oxide
0
model
/3/
supposes
of electrons in the oxide. Another
is
mean-free-path
positive oxide field. Present model uses the
injection into
the gate only for
electrons
in
oxide and
Monte Carlo method for describing the collisions of
determines more precisely the probability of electron travel through the oxide
in dependence on the oxide electric field.
2 -

THEORETICAL MODEL

the gate oxide. No
on the electron path
through
Our
study concentrates
E
is
greater
electron trapping in the oxide is supposed, if electron energy
electron path.
The
than bottom of oxide conduction band E C in all points of
The
Monte Carlo method.
random path of electron in the oxide is started by
on
the
oxide
P
are determined in dependence
collision
number probabilities
thickness t .They are calculated from 1Oelectron paths. But it is sufficient
OX e
for
certain
oxide
thickness only once. Next
to perform
the calculation
simulations use those probabilities only as input data. If the average energy
of
electron travel
lose by the collision AE is known, then the probability
on the oxide electric
through the oxide P OR can be determined in dependence
field

& a
0

PO

team)

0.

E Pn

(1)

ne

where n

is

a maximum of possible

0T

collisions without trapping of electron in

.o
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after collisions. The
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in Fig. 1.
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We have used this technique in connection with the originally one dimensional
"lucky electron model" /4/. This model has been extended to two dimensions.
Electric field, potential and electron concentrtion in modelled transistors
have been obtained with the help of MOSFET 2-D simulator MINIMOS. Program
SUPREM I has been used for the calculation of impurity profiles in source,
drain and channel regions.
3 - DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS
Direct measurements of gate current have been realised on MOSFET test chips
prepared by different technologies. Minimum gate length is equal to 1pm. So,
transistors with submicrometer effective channel length have been measured. We
have chosen four types of
transistors. Al 1
are based on standard NMOS
technology and differs only in the preparing of source and drain regions. All
types are described in tab.1.
Tab. 1 - Technologies of measured transistors
technology
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Effective channel lengths have been determined from I-V characteristics of
transistors with different gate lengths. In tab. I is presented ie
of
transistors with lm gate lenth. Only in P drain technology there is the
smallest working transistor with 3pm gate. Oxide thickness is equal to 44 nm.
4 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have performed the gate curent modelling for all transistors with minimum
gate lentgs. The average energy loss AE by the collision in the oxide is
determined from dependence of electron velocity on oxide electric field
published in /5/. If X
3.2nm is assumed then AE is equal to 0.05eV. The
mean-free-paths of electrons in silicon were taken from /1/ (X = 9.2nm,
X = 61.6nm). In Fig. 2 comparission of model with experimental
results is
P
presented. Modelling and measurements have been realised for gate voltage
equal to drain-source bias. The substrate bias have been chosen equal to-2V.
The solid lines represents the modeled gate currents. Measured values are
signed with points. Measurements have been realised for constant drain voltage
as well. These characteristics are showm for all types of
transistors in
Fig. 3. To determine time-dependet degradation in correlation with gate
current the dependece of transistor threshold voltage on the stress time has
been measured. An example with stress conditions V = 3.5V, Vd= 7V is in Fig.4.
Degradation of transistor with As drain is almost three times faster.
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Fig. 4 Threshold voltage of As drain
dependence on the stress time.
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Neither fitting parameter is used in present model. Correlation
with
experiments is qualitatively good and gives the possibility to disscuse the
applicability of different modifications of
unipolar IC technologies for
minimizing hot-electron induced aging. DD drain structure with "separate drive
in" have good quality from this point of view. Our MMC based "oxide travel"
model is applicable to different 2-D gate current simulators. In connection
with more precise emission model than "lucky electron model" will give
better results.
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ELECTROLUMINESCENCE FROM SILICON DEVICES
-A

TOOL FOR DEVICE AND MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION-
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R~sum-La lumi~re g~ner6 & l'interieur d'un composant de silicium donne
& la m~me fois des informations sur le fonctionnement du composant
ainsi que sur les materiaux utilis6. On a install6 un syst~me
d'enregistrement photographique am6lior6 avec une sensibilit6 spectrale
du proche UV & proche IR (300-1200nm) qui permit l'enregistrement de
ph6nomen d'6lectroluminescence diverses, avec une resolution temporelle
et spatiale tr~s haut.
Abstract-The light distribution generated by electroluminescence
phenomena inside silicon devices yields information on the functioning
of the devices as well as on the materials used. An improved camera
system has been installed, with a spectral sensitivity from near UV to
near IR (300-1200nm) allowing the registration of various
electrolumiscence phenomena, with high temporal and spatial resolution.
I-INTRODUCTION
The detection of the infrared radiation due to recombination of excess
carriers in silicon is a widely used technique which originally has been
developed for the characterization of power devices /I/. This nondestructive measurement technique is unique as it yields information about
the carrier distribution within the bulk of power devices in the on state
but also during turn on and turn off. The light intensity 4 is determined by
the carrier densities n,p. In a first order approximation one usi.alLy
assumes:
O-B*n*p.
In the on state the low doped base regions are swamped with excess carriers
and due to charge neutrality the electron and hole densities are equal. The
wavelength of about 1.14 pm emitted from the radiative recombination of
electrons and holes corresponds to the bandgap in silicon.
It is our intention to show that this sensitive method can also be applied
to a large number of other semiconductor devices and materials. Beside the
radiative recombination of excess carriers in silicon there are other
electroluminescence phenomena in the interesting spectral range caused by
hot electrons, for example the Drain Avalanche in MOS-FET's /2/, avalanchebreakdown in blocking pn-junctions and oxide currents /3/. The hot electrons
are caused by high electric fields and have energies of a few ev above the
conduction band minimum. When they return rad 3tively to their ground state
they emit light with the corresponding wavelengths which can extend to the
visible range.
2-EXPERIMENTAL
We have installed a new system with improved features which allows the
detection of the radiation with spatial and temporal resolution. The core of
this system is a high-speed, highly sensitive shutter camera /4/ with a
selected Si-cathode as image converter, a microchannel plate (MCP) and a
silicon intensified target (SIT)-Vidicon to attain high gain, and a digital
video frame memory for the quantitative evaluation of the measured intensity
distribution. (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Infrared highspeed camera system
The spatial resolution is determined by the optics used, the wavelength of
the emission, the focus depth and the device geometry. The temporal resolution is obtained by the application of short voltage pulses to the MCP. The
MCP works like a shutter with a system dependent minimum time window of
lOOns.
The equipment is controlled by a h-st computer which has been programmed to
permit noise reduction and backgrcand subtraction. Very low light levels can
be detected by a stroboscopic mode operation provided the device under test
can be driven in a repetitive manner. The range of physical dimensions for
devices to be tested extends from a few microns to a rew centimeters in
diameter. Ideally the samples should be transparent to the radiation
generated. Generally however some metallization is required to drive the
device. In this case one can detect the straylight beneath the metallization
or one can etch a pattern of small holes which does not disturb the
electrical behaviour and which allows light penetration. In order to obtain
spatial resolution in axial direction of vertical structures one often needs
special preparation techniques, like cutting and polishing slices of the
device preserving the relevant optical and electrical characteristics.
3-EXAMPLES
The method will be emphasized in the following examples:
- Analysis of the quality and electrical homogeneity of Si solar cells. They
are driven as diodes in forward bias in order to swamp the active regions
with carriers. Beneath the contacting metal stripes one can recognize the
single cristallites and the active area of the solar cells (Fig. 2)
- Observation of the plasma spreading during turn- on of thyristors , GTO's
and other laterally extended devices, which is crucial for the switching
behaviour.
- Detection of local latch-up in C-MOS devices. Latch-up is correlated with
a thyristor-like structure, so the photon emission mechanisme and the
detectibility is the same, although it is only a local phenomena.
- Visualization of oxide currents: After tunneling through an oxide barrier
between two silicon layers the carriers recombine from the upper band of tile
oxide to the conduction or valence band of silicon emitting faint light in
the visible range. Localized oxide defects can be seen very well.
- Localization of current distribution in power semiconductor modules to
recognize possible inhomogeneties due to thermal or contact problems during
turn-on or in the on-state.
- Drain avalanche in Si-MOSFETs, which appears in the pinch off region when
Uos>Ua. and the carriers are accelerated by a high elo-ctric field (Fig. 3).

ii
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Fig. 2: Multi crystalline solar cell.
Left: Top view
Right: Radiation distribution indicating enhanced carrier density along
specific grains (the solar cell was operated in a forward biased diode
mode). The black stripes are the contact pads.

POLf<!

Fig. 3: MOS-FET testpattern. Left: Top view
Right: Light emission due to drain avalanche.
- The measurement of the axial carrier distribution n,p in PIN-diodes which
delivers data on the diffusion length L
n=C*cosh(x/L)
and so on the carrier lifetime T
r=D2/L.
The decrease of the carrier density at the edges of the device is an
indication for the surface recombination velocity. Theoretically expected
and simulated carrier respectively light distributions can be fitted to the
experimental data ubing the appropriate parameters recursively (Fig. 4).
- Dynamical avalanche injection in Si-devices /5/: Of particular interest is
the first observation of current squeezing and a subsequent generation of
current filaments during critical turn-off of a MOS-GTO /6/. These filaments
are caused by dynamic avalanche due to the high electric field and the high
carrier density at the blocking junction during turn-off of the device. The
generation of such filaments is localized at critical points correlated with
the design of the device, but once created they can can move in lateral
direction across the device.
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Fig. 4: Radiation profile from a PIN-diode.
left: measured right: simulated
4-CONCLUSIONS
The method of time- and space-resolved observation of the IR
electroiwninescence is not only a useful tool for the analysis of large area
power-devices but also for a variety of other devices. The unique
specification of our system is an improved sensitivity due to computer aided
signal management. This makes accurate quantitative evaluation possible and
thus allows for comparison of the results with theoretical curves or with
the simulated device behaviour.
This work has been supported by the Federal Departement of Research and
Technology~ of the Federal Republic of Germany. The author alone is
responsible for the contents.
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE SCANNING ACOUSTIC MICROSCOPE CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE
EVALUATION OF DEVICE RELIABILITY
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RESUNE
La microscopie acoustique, une technique non destructive d'investigation des circuits
micro~lectroniques est present~e dans cet article. Des applications sp6cifiques ont 6tb
effectu~es sur des structures typiquement rencontrbes dans Ia plupart des circuits 6
semiconducteurs.
ABSTRACT
The scanning acoustic microscope, a technique suited to non-destructive investigations
of microelectronic devices is presented in this paper. Specific applications are carried out
on structures typically encountered in most of semiconductor components.

INTRODUCTION
The reliability of electronic systems is strongly affected by the quality of the
components used. These components increase in complexity and in order to ensure their
performance, a steady improvement of methods for detecting, locating and characterizing
flaws is required. The scanning acoustic microscope (SAM) is a high resolution system and
one of the most potential methods of defects investigations. It has proved to be a non
destructive technique of evaluation suited to the characterization of material surfaces and
to the inspection of the internal structures of optically opaque devices /1 - 2/. This paper
outlines the principles of the SAM. Then, it presents through typical examples, the progress
achieved by this technique for the detection of subsurface defects, located especially in
bonding interfaces of semiconductor devices. Quantitative studies at high frequency of
layered structures encountered in integrated circuits will be discussed.
PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS OF THE TECHNIQUE
The physical phenomenon underlying the SAM is the interaction of an ultrasonic wave
with the mechanical properties (density, velocity, viscosity) of the sample to be examined.
This acoustic wave is generated by a piezoelectric transducer, typically ZnO or LiNbO3 which
transforms a high frequency electrical signal into an ultrasound wave propagating at the
same frequency. By means of a spherical sapphire lens a converging acoustic beam wave is
focused on the sample surface. A coupling fluid is necessary for transmitting the acoustic
signal from the lens to the sample. Water is commonly used, but the instrument performances
are increased when liquid metals such as mercury are employed (this will be discussed
below). In the reflection mode which covers a wide range of applications, the SAM operates
with a single lens for transmitting and receiving the acoustic signal. The image is obtained
by moving the focused beam on the sample. This is carried out by scanning the sample in two
perpendicular directions relative to the lens. Focusing is obtained by displacing the lens
towards the object. The resolution is determined by the focal spot size and is limited by
the diffraction to about one wavelength. In the high frequency range ( above 1 GHz ), this
resolution is comparable to that achieved by optical microscopes.
The main reasons that make the SAM a powerful technique employed where others are
impractical or provide insufficient results are : first, acoustic waves are sensitive to the
elastic properties of materials; second, they appear in different forms, i.e., longitudinal,
transverse and surface modes. This latter particularity allows two possibilities of imaging
by the instrument which are applied to subsurface testing and surface or near surface
imaging and characterization.
I - Subsurface testing
One of the most promising.applications of the SAM is to probe deeply into materials.
This ability arises from the fact that there is practically no attenuation of the acoustic
energy in most solids. Moreover, the large change in sound velocity occuring at the couplant
liquid-sample interface leads the acoustic waves to be refracted inside the sample, obeying
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the same laws of refraction as in optics. Penetrating into material, the bulk waves (longitudinal and transverse) are reflected where they encounter discontinuities in the elastic
properties, i.e, where acoustic impedance ( density x sound velocity ) changes. Thus, they
give information on the internal features of the material and detect defects and inhomogeneities at several hundreds of microns below the surface. Due to the acoustic wave attenuation occuring mostly in the coupling fluid, for deep investigations the SAM employs low
frequencies ranging from 100 to 500 MHz and giving within a specimen a resolution between
resp-ctively 50 and 10 microns, depending on the nature of the sample.
In the microelectronic field, among numerous applications for testing, the SAM has been used
to control non-destructively integrated circuits throughout the thickness of their substrate, in order to evaluate for example, the wires bonding on the circuit metallization
pads /3/. In the same way, different processes like welding, eutectic bonding, etc.. have
been distinguished and inspected too. This kind of application has been carried out on
power semiconductor modules. Indeed, for electrical and thermal conductivity, the different
levels of these components are made of various materials and contain therefore different
bonding areas. Many types of assembling techniques are used and the results obtained are of
a great importance in the device functioning. The SAM has been employed to check joints in
order to evaluate the circuit reliability and to eventually know the cause of failures,
which
may allow the improvement of the assembling process. In addition to many structures
tested such as Cu/A1203/Cu, Si/BeO etc../4/, other typical examples will be discussed here.
The experiments were achieved at 200 MHz which seems to be a good frequency for the resolution of details expected. Mercury has been used as a coupling fluid since it is more adequate than water for subsurface imaging. This arises from the fact that mercury impedance is
similar to that of most solids which, reduces the impedance discontinuity at liquid-sample
interface and improves the energy penetrating the sample. Moreover, being four times less
absorbent than water, mercury allows one to double the operating frequency and t9 increase
consequently the resolving power by a factor of about 2. However, it can attack metals such
as gold, copper, silver etc.. so, to avoid damages, a protective thin layer deposited on the
sample surface is required.
Figure 1 shows an acoustic image of an epoxy bond layer between a silicon chip and its
copper heatsink.

Fig.(l): Si/Cu interface

Fig.(2): Si/Mo interface

Fig.(3)-: Mo/Cu interface
Bonding interfaces revealed by SAM at 200 MHz and with mercury as coupling fluid.
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The bonding is visualized through 250 microns thick copper, and the resolution is of about
20 microns. The image reveals inhomogeneities in the epoxy layer marked by vertical dark
traces. In addition, many voids of different sizes appear in bright circular areas. Since
they stop the acoustic waves, they are highly reflective. Besides, the chip edges are not
entirely visible which indicates that the epoxy layer thickness is not uniform.
Brazing is an another example of soldering used for materials assemblies and is successfully controlled by the SAM. Images on figures 2 and 3 are respectively of Si/Mo and Mo/Cu
interfaces and show the type of defects occuring in brazed materials. The Si/Mo assembly is
a part of a power transistor. This type of structure is usually encountered since molybdenum
and silicon have nearly the same thermal expansion and elasticity modulus. The image is
taken through 250 microns thick Mo and reveals defects at the interface marked by bright
traces indicating that the Mo has been laminated. It seems that disbonds occur at irregularities caused by the lamination.
In figure 3, we see another type of defect at the interface between Mo and copper
constituting the anode of a thyristor. The defects are detected through the Mo with a
resolution of about 25 microns. In addition to the solder grain structures, the examination
reveals dark regions denoting that bond is maintained, while bright areas show lack of
adhesion. Using
image processing, it is possible to evaluate the defect areas rate and
therefore to estimate the device reliability.
2 - Surface

ing and characterization

The second important application is surface imaging and the
determination of the
elastic properties of microstructures located at less than one wavelength under the sample
surface. High resolution is therefore required and the operating frequency eytends beyond
the GHz range. In that case, the acoustic signal arising from the sample is the result of an
interference effect between two kinds of waves propagated in different directions:
a bulk
wave (longitudinal) reflected at the normal direction and a leaky surface acoustic wave
(mostly Rayleigh wave) which is characteristic of the material, generated at the liquidsample interface and detected at a critical angle from the surface (figure 4). This phenomenon has no counterpart in electromagnetic systems and is responsible for
the contrast
variations occuring in the surface imaging. This variation of contrast is more displayed
when the lens-sample spacing is decreased. Furthermore, in the non-scanning system, the
variation of the reflected acoustic signal recorded as a function of the sample defocus is a
valuable method for measuring quantitatively, on a microscopic scale, the acoustic properties of the sample, and for explaining the contrast observed in surface images. Several
authors have studied this technique which is called V(z) where V is the voltage received on
the transducer connected to the reflectance function and z the sample defocusing distance.
V(z) curves are periodic and are treated as a signature of the material since they exhibit
the Rayleigh wave disturbance by the mechanical parameters of the surface. Thus, by measuring the curve periodicity Az, the Rayleigh wave velocity can be determined, and hence, we
can identify the material under test and its cristallographic orientation. For bulk
specimens, the Rayleigh velocity is frequency independent but when a thin layer is deposited
on the material, the propagation velocity of the surface wave is altered and becomes a
function of both the frequency and the layer thickness. The V(z) technique is then of a
great importance since it is possible to characterize a thin deposited film and to monitor
point by point with a high lateral resolution the film thickness variations. In that manner,
lack of adhesion of deposited layers and inhomogeneities in localized regions can be
detected. Moreover, damages caused by implanted areas and defect structures such as cracks,
voids etc.. change the Rayleigh wave velocity and can be therefore observed /5-6/.
Figure 5 shows an acoustic image of an integrated circuit which contains various layers
made up of different materials. The contrast appears with different grey levels providing
information on the nature of each region of the circuit. The image is taken at 1 GHz and the
resolution is around 0.75 microns. As we have mentioned above, in order to understand the
contrast mechanism and to interpret the acoustic images, characterization studies in relation to V(z) curves have been performed for materials such as silicon and aluminium used in
integrated circuits. As an example, we show in figure 6 a V(z) curve obtained for a
(l11)Si. The experiments has been carried out at 600 MHz with a spherical lens having a half
opening angle of 50* and water as a coupling fluid. To increase the signal- to- noise ratio,
the curves have been recorded at 52*C since high temperatures decrease the ultrasound
absorption in water. The periodicity Az which depends on the frequency and the velocity in
water, is estimated to be of 24.5 microns. Upon using the following equation, the Rayleigh
wave velocity Vr in (1I1)Si is determined with an accuracy of 0.3% : V - 4779 m/s.

Vr - Vw / (-(0

- Vw/2F Az) ) ,

Vw is the velocity in water and F is the frequency /7/.

The second curve in figure 6 shows the V(z) obtained for a 2500 A~thin layer of
deposited on (111)Si.

aluminium
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Fig.(4): Schematic diagram showing
Rayleigh wave propagation.
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Fig.(5): Acoustic imae of a CMOS integrgted
circuit taken at 1 GHz.
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Fig.(6):Acoustic signature of Si and Al/Si-60OMHz.

Fig.(7):Acoustic signature of Al-60 MHz

Since the layer thickness is much less than the aluminium Rayleigh wavelength Ar (which is
of about 4.9 microns at 600 MHz), the V(z) curve remains similar to that of the substrate.
However, we note that the effect of the aluminium layer is to lower of about 4% the Rayleigh
velocity in Si. This is shown by a shift in the priodicity: Az = 22.55 microns which gives
Vr - 4590 m/s. This variation will affect the contrast of an acoustic image. If the aluminium layer thickness increases and extends
Ar, the Rayleigh velocity will decrease and
reach the Rayleigh velocity in aluminium. Figure 7 shows the V(z) recorded in the same
experimental conditions for a bulk aluminium. The curve is quite different since Vr=2980m/s.
CONCLUSION
The results presented here are significant. They indicate that the SAM contributions in the microelectronic field should lead to the use of this instrument in industrial
mnvironments for the control of components and research into developing processes. However,
further work is needed to visualize simultaneously, with the highest resolution, multiple
interfaces of a component and to intcroret the information provided.
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ELECTRON BEAM WRITING ERASURE SWITCHES
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Rksumi - Dans cet article,
nous montrons pour la premiere fois, qu' i. ort
possible de faire
basculer un transistor MOS a grille flottante de 1'6tat
passant
i l'6tat bloqu6 et r~ciproquement A partir d'une irradiation
par
faisceau
d'6lectrons
dans un microscope 6lectronique
A
balayage.
Nous
d~terminons l'influence du champ d'extraction sur les rendements de charge
positive, et celle de l'6tat 6lectrique initial de la grille flottante sur
le
potentiel positif atteint.
Ces r~sultats ouvrent la voie au test et
la reconfiguration de circuits int~gr6s par le seul faisceau d'6lectrons.

Abstract - In this paper,
it is shown for the first time that an electron
beam is able to switch an oxide embedded floating gate MOS tlansistor from
the on to the off state and inversely. These experiments are achieved in a
classical Scanning Electron Microscope.
We derive the influence of
:
i)
the
extraction
voltage on the positi-e charging yield,
ii) the
initial
floating
gate voltage on its final
positive voltage.
These
preliminary
results
open the way to future e-beam testing and reconfiguration
method
of integrated circuits.

I -

INTRODUCTION

Today the electron beam testing of integrated circuits is coming of age and the
equipments
now available are consistent with the performances
of
integrated
circuits /1,2/.
However the interaction of the electrons with sensitive
parts
of
the
circuits
may lead to new electron
beam
testing
possibilities.
For
example
the
activation
of switches with the primary
electrons
is
possible
without
any
extra electrical wire /3/.
It opens the way to
partitioning
or
reconfiguration
of
circuits in connection with testing.
A first
possibility
consists
in short circuiting a reversely biased junction
by the excess
electron
hole pairs located in the vicinity,
this is the EBIC effect.
Unfortunately,
in
order to cross the various oxide sheets above the silicon
substrate
high
energy
electrons are required.
This
may lead to
damages
on
adjacent
devices
/4/ and makes difficult primary energy changes.
A second way consists
to deposit charges on or above an oxide embedded floating gate MOS
transistor.
Up
to
now efficient negative charge deposition has been observed
at
prirary
beam energy of 5 /3/ and,
more recently of 3 keV /5/. Ultra violet irradiation
is required in order to erase the deposited charge.
In
this
paper,
we report experimental results showing
that
writing-erasure
cycles
can be achieved only by means of electron beam deposition into the
top
oxide
covering
the floating gate of first a negative and secondly a
positive
charge.
The
results a3d the main parameters governing the
positive
electron
beam charging are discussed below.
II

-EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The
experiments
have been achieved on n channel depletion mode floating
gate
transistors embedded in a 700 nm top oxide. The polysilicon gate dimensions ara
2
25
x 25
m
and the oxide thickness around the gate merges around
2
pm.
Ths
devices
are irradiated inside an ISI SS 40 Scanning Electron
Microscope.
The
evolution
of the electrical parameters is established using a Hewlett
Packard
11P 4145 transistor parameter analyser. The charge deposition is obtained in the
ncanned mode, the surface exposed to the electrons is much larger than the gate
of the device.
In
a first step tho floating gate normally on transistors nre shifted
in
the
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off state by a 3 keV primary beam negative charging /5/. Then positive charging
is achieved
by irradiating with primary electrons of 1.4keV and using a 0.28
kV/mm extraction field, this switches the device to the on state (fig. 1).
Is A

10

lO-e /
/

10-4,

10-7

10-6

D .C.cm

-2

Fig. I - Example of the drain sourcc currents of the floating gate MOS transistor,
at 5 V drain source polarisation versus the incident dose.
Negative and
positive charging correspond respectively to (.) and (x).
In
both cases, a 3.10 .6 C cm-2 incident charge is sufficient
to obtain a
current variation
of three orders of magnitude. The parameters driving the
negative charging are well established /6/ but, up to now, this is not the case
in the positive region. The floating gate voltage variations are deduced /6/ by
comparing the electrical characteristics of same size floating gate and normal
MOS transistor processed on the same chip. The experimental results are reported on fig. 2 at various extraction fields.

AVG V
10

/

10-7

iO-6

D. C.cm - 2

Fig.
2 - Evolution of the positive floating gate voltage variation versus
incident dose. The
extraction fields used are respectively I kV/mm
(*)
0.28 kV/mm (a).

the
and

These variations
correspond to the difference between the initial -3 V gate
voltage and
successive steps when positive charging
occurs. The
deposited
charge first increases and then saturates when a final positive voltage is
obtained. The limit voltage increases with the ixtraction voltage.
The
charging yield Y of the top oxide,i.e.
the ratio between deposited and
incident charges, depends on the backscattered and on the secondary yields n

A
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beam
This last yield depends on the primary
and 6 (Ep,
Xj) respectively /7/.
energy Ep and also on other parameters Xj considered below.
(1)
tends towards
The bound voltage is obtained when Y = n + 6 (Ep ,Xj ) - 1
(fig.3)
variation is deduced st various extraction voltages
yield
zero.
The
from the evaluation of the charging slope in the linear zone (see fig.2).

Y, %

150

100

0
Fig.

3 - Charging

500

1000

1500

Vext,V

yield variations versus extraction voltage.

Since
a
large planar extracting grid about 1 cm diameter is placed above
the
specimen, in the objective lens bore, the homogeneous extraction field strongly
affects
the
electron trajectories.
In the first zone the major part
of
the
reemitted
electrons
is directed out of the insulator surface,
while
in
the
second
part only the particles with highest angles of incidence are driven
by
the field.
The
positive saturation voltage reached increases with the extraction
voltage
the
floating
but depends only slowly of the initial voltage of
(see
fig.2),
gate within the -3 V, + 0.75 V range (fig.4).

vs, V
1.5

0.5

0

.3

i

.2

-1

Fig. 4 - Evolution of the saturation voltage at

p

0

vo~

various initial

states.

On
one
hand the limit obtained is largely sufficient to switch on
again
the
transistor.
On
the other hand it remains higher than the capacitively induced
surface voltage,
I.e.
Vsc
( Cvacuum / Coxide ) Vext,-. , which is equal to
0.15 V on the device.
Let
us now come back to the secondary yield which is strongly related
to
the
saturation
voltage.
It depends on : i) the primary beam energy as
currently
admitted /7/,
ii) the extraction field as established here,
iii) the positive
surface voltage.
When the voltage is increased,
low energy electrons are driven back to it,
it
gives then a low energy cut off filter.
Let us call this function F(Vs), where
Vs is the surface potential, it is written
50ev
(50eV
F(Va) N(E) dE /
N(E) dE
(2)
JqV s
'0
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1/2

with

N(E)

1,5

=

E exp(

2 -(8/3

F )

(3)

is the secondaries energy distribution as established by Kollath /8/.
Consequently
if we suppose that 6o(Ep) represents the normal secondary
yield,
i.e. vithout any surface effect on the electrons trajectories, F(Vs) the filter
function,
and G (Vextr.) the influence of the extraction field,
the eftective
secondary yield may be written
6( Ep , Vs
Then

the

) =

, Vextr.

final attainable

F(Vs

( I - n )

) =

6o(Ep)

. F(Vs)

. G(Vextr.)

voltage corresponds to

/ (

So(Ep)

. G(Vextr.)

(4)

:

)

(5)

the
It is clear that the higher the extraction voltages and the normal yields,
lower
the
filtering function and the higher the
positive
surface
allowable
voltage
are.
This simple approach gives a qualitative agreement with
experiment.
In fact,
the charging mechanism in presence of an extraction field is a
complex phenomenon /9,10,11/ requiring more further
developments and studies.

III-CONCLUSION
We
have
demonstrated
for the first time,
that both negative
and
positive
charging
of silicon dioxide embedded floating gates MOS transistors are achievable
in a Scanning Electron Microscope.
The activation of such a switch
has
been actually demonstrated,
and the main parameters for positive charging have
been established.
It is shown that the extraction field may appreciably change
the
charging yield and consequently the positive voltage attained by the
gate
voltage.
This parameter is only slowly dependent on the initial gate
voltage,
so a MOS transistor can be switched from the off to the on state with a current
ratio of three orders of magnitude.
This work shows that the conrcp, of e-beam
testing and reconfiguration using the same tool does nct dppear unrealistic.
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ABSTRACT
Anocalous effects have been evidentiated during pulsed I/O overvoltage tests, such as
"window effects",
i.e. disappearing of the latch-up condition for bigh I/O injected
current. Infrared microscopy observation reveals that anomalous effects are due to the
dynanic redistribution of supply current between different latch-up paths. This
analysis is confirmewd by the SPICE simulation of the luped equivalent circuit of a
CK)S output coapising two coupled prwn parasitic structures.
1. INTODCION
Pulsed I/O overvoltage tests allow to eNaluate eletrical sensitivity to latch-up of
finished CS integrated circuits, reducing device heating and consequent damage, and
providing a more realistic simulation of transients [1].
However,
due to the three-dimensional current distribution within a single or between
different pnpp structures on the same chip, ancainlous effects may arise, such as : decrease
of the latch-up steady-state current at increasing the current injected into I/O, Fig. 1, and
"window effects", i.e. the existence of a well defined interval of pulsed injected currents,
with lower and upper limits, for latch-up to occur, Fig. 2.
These effects may lead to neglect potential ly dangerous latch-up paths and can induce
serious errors in the evaluation and screening of QCS integrated circuits [2-41.
2. ELIRICAL CHARACIMRIZATIC1I AND ANCMALCUS E'FWTS
We tested a wide numbere of commercial devices with different teclbologies,
layout and
logic functions by applying pulsed overvoltages to I/O pins. Supply current Idd was monitored
to verify the occurrence of latch-up
Several anomalous effects were observed, WAich can be
better described by reporting the steady-state value of the supply current Idd in latch-up
condition as a function of the negative pulse current applied to the output, lout, Figs. I
and 2.
Figs. 1 and 2 refer to a specific output of a 4 bit full-adder manufactured with a
standard 3 rm C1CS p-well tecdnology,
for a pulse duration rd = 20 as and a
supply voltage Vdd = 11 V. In this circuit latch-up can be initiated by applying a negative
voltage pulse (Td - 20 lus) to a specific output, tbus forward biasing the n+/p drain
junction of the RHO output tranistor.
TWo arm lous effects were identified during measiwnts; the first one is observed
at high values of Vdd, 12.2 V in Fig.
1. As can be seen,
at Iout
24 nA latch-up is
initiated and 1dd reaches the value of 120 m
At increasing lout, the steady-state latch-up
current changes,
suggesting the existence of more than one latch-up path. In fact, four
different latch-up conditions can be observed in Fig. 1, identified as a),
b),
c) and d).
Moreover, I4d is not an inreasing function of Iout as can be expected if an increasing
number of latch-up paths had turned on.
The boundaries between conditions a), b) c) and d) were found to be maricedly dependent
on Vdd and Td and, at decreasing Vdd, the interval of existence of som conditions of
latch-up is reduced until they disappear.
uin Vdd is decreased below 12 V a second anomalous effect can be observed, Vhich
consists of the aarance of a "latch-up window",
i.e. of an interval of lout values, with
lower and uper limits, for latch-up to occur.
()
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Figure 2 reports the steady-state latch-up current Idd as a function of lout for Vdd
10 V;
as can be seen latch-up can only be triggered for 24 W < lout < 172 m and lout > 272 iM.
FInal ly, for Vdd < 8 V, latch-up can not be triggered anyaore.
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Fig.
I Steady-state latch-up current Idd vs
lout for Vdd = 12.2 V and rd = 20 )S
in
the 4 bit ful l adder. Four different latch-up
conditions are identified as a), b) C) and
d).
3. INFRAR

J

b)

-xf1

Fig. 2 Steady-state latch-Up current Idd vs
lout for Vdd = 10 V and Td = 20 )Is in the
4 bit full adder, showing the ps'esence of the
latch-up window effect.

MICROS00PY ANALYSIS

To locate active latch-up paths and explain anomalous effects we made recourse to IR
microscopy [5), This technique allows to identify latch-up current flow within the parasitic
pip structures by detecting the near IR radiation (X - 1. 1 un) emitted dae to
electron-hole recombination in Si crossed by large current density. A special IR system
(Irfapol by Reicbert-Jung) was adopted; this system is equipped with a PkS vidicon ciera
and with objectives modified and treated to minimize aberrations and glare and to optimize
contrast and image quality in the IR spectrum.
he response covers the range between 450 rin
and 1800 rim bt the visible Part of the spectrum is usually filtered to avoid saturating the
detector.
Because Dlac)Cbody radiation of a s&rple at T < 300 OC has negligible intensity for
wavelenghts lower than 2 Mn the map of the IR radiation emitted by the device Under test
wil 1 show the actual distribition of recoubination current and not the areas of maxinum heat
dissipation
Moreover, because Si is transparent to IR radiatior the emission due to latchup can be observed fr
the bacK through the Si substrate, even then latch-up sites are
covered on top by metal lines. 7his greatly favour IR microscopy with respect to other
analytical techniques for latch-up analysis and layout correction of VLSI circuits with tight
design rules.
Fig. 3 shows the IR inges (in latch-up condition) of the output of a quad and-or
select gate maufactured with a standard 3 linCHOS p-eel 1 technology. At increasing the
lout current, five different levels of steady-state latch-up current absorption can be
measured Wien the device is observed by IR microscopy in the sam electrical conditions, the
presence of five different conbinations of active latch-up paths ae observed. Figs. 3 a) e). Areas of mximm cua-ret density appear as hiite spots in Fig. 3.
QUAD
AND-OR
SELECT

100

p

m

CONDITION 6)

b)

C)

d)

Pig. 3 ZR microgrqags (from the top) with toporpa;ty superiposIed of the output region of the
quad ard-or-select in five different conditions of latch-up current Absorption.
The 4 bit full adder *woe electrical characteristics were described in Pigs. 1 and 2
also exhibits the presece of four different latch-up current paths, corresponding to the a),
b), c) and d) latch-up conditions identified in Fig. 1. At a lower Vdd voltage, Fig. 2, IR
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microscopy reveals the turning on of the paths a),
b) and d), wlhile in correspondence of the
lout range mhere latch-up condition C) was previously observed.
Fig.
1,
no latch-up is
observed. so that a "latch-up window" is created. Fig. 2.
In all the circuits whiich exhdibited latch-up windows we verified, by means of IR
microscopy, the presence of different latch-up paths. Similar anomalous effects were observed
in a large rAmber of CMS devices, ccmrising VLSI technologies with very small geometries.
lo-t1Io.2

Rso

Adoe

Rd,

lddTta2

Rwi

03

R20

L

Fig.

4 Lumpved equivalent circuit mdel of the output of a (CMS IC's congwising two parasitic
paths in shunt connection,
Ll and 12,
and two outpuit circuits El and E2. TIhe two
structur'es El-Ll and E2-12 are simmatric, except for the two output resistances Rso and Rdo.
Rso is lower than Rdo.
pjpo

4.

SPICE SIUJLATICA(

Results of electrical measurements and IR microscopy suggest that both anomalous
effects depicted In Figs. I and 2 are due to dyramc competition and current redistribution
between different latch-up paths. 7b confirm this hypothesis,
we made recourse to the SPICE
simulation of a lumped-parameter circuit which comprises two parasitic structures in
slnt
connection.
Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, bipolar transistors 01-02 and Q6-Fr correspond to actual SCR
structures, associated with sources of MIS transistors and identified as Li and L2 in Fig. 4;
03-04 and 07-08 are instead due to MIS drains and form the "output" structures,
El-E2 in
Fig. 4, driven by the same voltage source Vout. The two structures El-Ll and E2-42 differ only
in the value of the output series resistances Rso and Rdo,
so that different currents loutl
and Iout2 are injected into El and 12. In particular, Rso is lower than Rdo.
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Fig.
5 Steady-state latch-up current Idd vs lout for Vdd
65 V and Td
1
35 as
obtained by the SPICE simulation of the circuit of Fig.
4 . Latch-up conditions a) and b)
correspond to the tunine on of strcture
LI and L2 respectively. The xeserkce of the latchup window effect is also evident.
Results of the simulations are summarized in the Idd-Iout plot of Fig. 5. Two
windowx,
separated by an Interval of no-latch-up condition were obtained
In fact,

latch-up
latch-up
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can only be triggered for 75 mA < out < 210 mA. Yen the path Li is in latcl and for lout >
390 nA. tilen the latch-up current flows through L2. Owing to the assumption of two identical
latch-up structures in the model,
the value of the latch-up current Idd in steady-state
conditions is 'the same for the two latch-up conditions identified as a) and b) in Fig. 5. For
smll negative excitations the Li path is activated thanks to the current injected into the
base of 02, Y&ich is greater than the corresponding current injected into the base of 06. For
high negative excitation voltages transistors G4 and 08 operate in the far reverse active
region during the Vout pulse. Because of the longer recovery time of the output circuit E2,
en the external pulse is removed.
transistor Q6 is still holded in the forward active
region, vfhile 02 has already turned off, so that circuit L2 latches.
Capetition between EI-L1 and E2-2 circuits is essentially dynamic and "window"
behaviour can be obtained also ,ten switching times of the two branches of the circult are
made different by changing the value of enitter-base shunt resistances and/or of forward and
reverse transistor transit times.
5. COHJSICKS
Infrared microscopy analyses of anialous effects confirm that discontinuities in the
value of Idd are due to current switching between different parasitic structures in shunt
connection. 7he presence of latch-up windows appears to be also due to the same reason;
in
fact, window effects are always coupled with the existence of more than one parasitic path
within the same chip.
Despite the well-known limitations of the limved equivalent circuit model of latchup, and the difficulty of measiring correct model parameters for parasitic bipolar devices
[6],
the SPICE slimulation of two parasitic SCR structures In shunt connection is able to
reproduce an
lous effects. Dynamic current redistribution between the two structures, viich
can be due to many possible difference in circuit parameters,
causes the switching of latchup frm one structure to the other, and at low Vdd values, the presence of latch-up windows.
Our results are in agreement with those described by other authors [3,4 ] vdio studied
the latch-up window effects as a function of the dose rate of ionizing radiations. In [4]
Johsston and Baze used a 0-switched Nd: glass laser (A = 1. 06 prn) to induce latch-up
in tested devices and found out that competition between different latch-up regions was the
cause of window behaviour in O
CE devices. However, bean diameter of the scanrung laser was
150 ^
So that lateral resolution was too poor to follow the behaviour of single
distrilbuted p
structures. Cur observations deonstrate that latch-up windows with respect
to I/O injected current can be also due to three-dimensional current redistribution within
the same p .
Fig. 3. Similar three-dimensional effects were found to cause hysteresis
effects in static I-V characteristics of large pnyn structures [2].
Finally, IR microscopy demonstrated to be a powerful tool to easily identify latch-up
sites and to correlate latch-up current distribution with electrical characteristics.
Its
capability of observing latch-up paths through the Si substrate also ehen parasitic
structures are covered 'na top by metal lines relresents a fundamental advantage for the
obser-ation of CHO VLSI circuits with tight design rules.

[1] E. Zanoni, K Glaruini, A. Senin, G Sireone, C. Canall, "Observation of latch-up time
evolution in CHOS IC's by means of stroboscopic voltage contrast tecvques", IIE Journal of
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ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCES COMPARISON OF SEMI AND FULLY RECESSED ISOLATION
STRUCTURES

E. DUBOIS('

)

, J.-L. COPPEE* (2) , B. BACCUS and D. COLLARD

ISEN, Institut Sup6rieur d'Electronique du Nord, CNRS-LA 253,

41, Bd Vauban, F-59046 Lille Cedex, France
.Universltd Cathollque de Louvain, Laboratoire de Microdlectronique,
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R6sum6 - Les caract6ristiques de structures disolation LOCOS semi-enterr6 et
LOCOS
enterr6
ont
6tA
analys6es.
En
particuliers,
les simulations
bidimensionnelles coupl~es de technologie et de dispositif, r6alisees avec le
logiciel IMPACT, ont d~montr6 l'influence de l'interface Si/SiO 2 sur les
performances d'isolation. Un excellent accord simulation-exp~rimentation a 6t6
trouv6 pour les structures 6tudi~es.
Abstract - Electrical characteristics of semi-recessed and fully-recessed LOCOS
isolation techniques are analyzed. Two-dimensionnal process/device simulations,
performed with the IMPACT package, have demonstrated the effect of the Si/Si0 2
interface shape on isolation efficiency. An excellent agreement has been found
between simulations and measurements for the studied structures.
I-

INTRODUCTION

Device isolation presents critical aspects for circuit packing density in VLSI.
LOCal Oxidation of Silicon (LOCOS) is classically limited by the bird's beak extension
and lateral diffusion of the channel stop region into active transistor area. Several
technological alternatives were proposed to control lateral growth of oxide, such as
SILO technique (Sealed Interface Local Oxidation) by using successive silicon nitride
and deposited oxide layers /1.2/. In order to evaluate a new isolation process.
numerous technological and device physics aspects have to be investigated to clarify
important
two dimensional (2D) parasitic effects /3/.
So the use of coupled
process/device simulations is of prime necessity. This paper proposes a comparison of
electrical performances for both semi and fully-recessed isolation structures by means
of process-device simulations and experimental results. A special attention has been
devoted to the bird's beak shape description to demonstrate the electrical implications
induced by geometrical effects. An advanced version of the IMPACT3 device simulator
extended for isolation structure modeling linked to the IMPACT2 /4/ process simulator
was extensively used for two dimensional electrical analysis.
II

- PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Table I outlines the main characteristics of the isolation stuctures that has
been investigated. SEM cross-sectional views of both structures are shown in figure I
For each of them. two versions have oeen fabricated:
an aluminium gate version for which a 0.5 micron poly-silicate-glass (PSG) layer was
deposited prior the aluminium level. (figure 2)
- a polysilicon gate version. In this case. the n" diffusion regions are self-aligned
to the polysilicon. A 550 A' thick oxide layer of about 3 microns long exists between
the field oxide mask and the edge of the poly mask. (figure 3)
III - ISOLATION PROPERTIES
The
bird's

major difference between the semi-pox and the full-rox structure is the
beak shape.
Because the junctions are shallower than the planar part of the

Subsidized by Centre National do la Recherche Scientifique - CNRS
Supported by l'Institut pour l'encouragesent de la recherche scientifique dana
l'industrie et l'agrlculture - IRSIA
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Si/SiO 2 interface, the oxide corners are incorporated into the channel region. Figures
4 and 5 show the potential variations along the interface for both structures with a
polysilicon gate. Differents barrier deformations are observed when the gate bias
affects sufficiently the interface potential distribution. Indeed, the potential
barrier of the fully-recessed structure is then located under each bird's beak corner,
but remains spread over the whole field oxide interface in the case of the
semi-recessed structure. Because the current in the overall structure is controlled by
electron emission over the potential barrier at the source side, the fully-recessed
device shows better isolation properties than the semi-recessed one. This point is
illustrated by the ID-VG characteristics for both aluminium and polysilicon gates
(reap.
figures 6 and 7). Notice that an excellent agreement is found between measured
and calculated drain currents that validates the simulation approach.
Further simulations have been carried out on 2 and 7 microns long aluminium gate
devices without the PSG layer, for a 5 volts drain bias condition. Characteristics
plotted in figure 8 demonstrates the sensitivity of the semi-recessed isolation
structure to the n* to n" spacing (L). By opposition, the fully-recessed structure does
not reveal this typical i/L dependence in the subthreshold mode of operation. Indeed,
the effective channel length is in this case reduced to the curved part of the field
oxide interface and makes the whole parasitic transistor dominated by the two corner
devices.
IV - SENSIBILIY TO DIBL EFFECT
effect

The simulations performed on a 2 microns long device have allowed to analyze the
of Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL) combined to the corner effect. The

drain
bias modulates
the potential distribution around
the n * diffusion
and first
affects
the potential
barrier in
the corresponding region. As the curved part of the
interface located on the drain side requires more band bending to invert because of the
influence
of the drain controlled depletion region, the channel is firstly formed in
the source region
(figure 9).
Figure 10 illustrates the potential distribution along
the
interface for gate bias varying from 0 to 15 volts. This result shows, once again.
how
the newly
located potential barrier leads
to a better immunity against the DIBL
effect, for the full-rox isolation structure.

CONCLUSION
The presented results obtained from coupled process-device analysis have outlined
the
sensitivity of
isolation structure to the field oxide shape. As the corner effect
provides better characteristics
for threshold voltage. subthreshold slope and drain
voltage dependence, buried oxide isolation structures with sharpened corners appear as
a valuable solution
for micron and submicron technologies. Moreover, the experimental
characteristics of the studied structures
have revealed to be in good agreement with

two

dimensional numerical

simulation tool

modeling, and

have proved

the capabilities

of the IMPACT

to investig&ce physics of new isolation structures.
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A NEW METHOD FOR THE EXTRACTION OF MOSFET PARAMETERS AT AMBIENT AND
HELIUM TEMPERATURES
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R~sum6 - Une mthode originale pour l'extraction des param~tres des Transistors MOS
est pr6sent6e en fonction de la temperature. Cette mthode, qui repose sur une
combinaison des caract6ristiques de transfert dinnant le courant de drain et la
transconductance, permet d'obtenir des valeurs satisfaisantes pour les param~tres
de tension de seuil et de mobilit6.
Abstract - An original method for MOSFET parameter extraction is presented as a
function of temperature. This method, which relies on combining drain current and
trarsconductance transfer characteristics, enables reliable values of the threshold
voltage and mobility parameters.

1 - INTRODUCTION
At ambient temperature, different methods for the extraction of the MOSFET
parameters have been proposed (1-3]. These methods are based primarily on the premise that
the threshold

be obtained from extrapolating the linear region of the

voltage Vt can

transfer characteristics Id(Vg) to zero drain current, or by taking the low field mobility
"o equal to the maximum field effect mobility. At very low temperature, no reliable
extraction method based on satisfactory mobility and current modelling has been proposed up
till now. The aim of our method is to present a new parameter extraction which avoids the
effect of mobility reduction with gate voltage on the determination of both the threshold
voltage and low field mobility parameter. The extraction is conducted, as is usual, within
the strong inversion regime of the MOSFET linear region and relies on the drain current Id
and normalized transconductance gm (gm = (I/Vd).dld/dVg)

expressions [4,5].

2 - EXTRACTION METHOD AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

a)Theory
The basic idea of our method consists of constructing a function which eliminates
the influence of the mobility reduction with gate voltage ( At 300K the effective mobility
is given by : Meff -o

/

E +

6

(Vg-Vt) ] ).

This is achieved by the following function
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Id/(gm)'/=

((W/L)

Cox Mo Vd2)'/Z.(Vg-Vt) ,

where W and L are the effective channel width and length respectively, Cox is the gate
oxide capacitance, 0 is the mobility reduction coefficienL, M4 is the low field mobility,
Vt is the charge threshold voltage, Vg and Vd are the gate and drain voltages respectively.
/
Since this quantity (Id/gmL Z) is linear with the gate voltage, we can easily
extract the real values of charge threshold voltage (Vt) and low field mobility (Mo) from
intercept and slope respectively. It is worth emphasizing that the present method
allows a separate determination of Vt and Mo which is not the case in the previous works
the

lI-3].
Moreover, it is worth noting that the charge threshold voltage must not be confused
with the extrapolated threshold voltage Vtext of the linear region of Id(Vg) to zero drain
current. Indeed, when the mobility reduction factor e is not equal to zero, Vtext is
smaller than the charge threshold voltage Vt [4]. Vtext is strictly equal to Vt only when
the mobility is gate voltage independent.
The mobility reduction factor 0 can be determined by the following expression,
which is constant in strong inversion :
0 = [ Id/( gm Vd

(Vg-Vt))

-

1 ]/(Vg-Vt)

b) Experiment
Measurements have been carried out on n-channel MOSFETs fabricated at the LETI/LIR
with a technology adapted for low temperature operation, with a surface channel doping of
3
1.5x10 Is cm- , a gate oxide thickness of 120 nm, and different geometries. Therefore, the

threshold voltages are very low at ambient temperature (around OV) and become higher at low
temperature. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show typical

plots of the drain current Id(Vg) and the

field effect mobility MFE(Vg) (which is obtained from the normalized transconductance by :
MFE = gm/((Z/L).Cox). Note the sub-linear dependence of Id above threshold due to the
decrease of the mobility at high gate voltages. Fig. I (c) presents the corresponding plot
of the Id/(gM)1/2 characteristics. As expected, a linear dependence with gate voltage is
obtained. The previous method allows the determination of the ambient temperature MOSFET
parameters : Vt - -0.035 V, Mo - 1236 cm2/V.s, and 0 - 0.039 V-1. Moreover, we can observe
that Vt is higher than the extrapolated threshold voltage (Vtext = -0.065 V), and Mo is
greater than the maximum field effect mobility (MFEmax - 1214 cmz/V.s). This method has
also been successfully applied at liquid nitrogen temperature, demonstrating the validity
of the previous relations for this temperature range.
3 - EXTRACTION METHOD AT LIOUID HELIUM TEMPERATURE
a) Theory
At very low temperature (4-40K), the conventional relations are no

longer valid,

and thus the previous extraction method cannot be applied. Indeed, the effective mobility
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of an inversion layer at very low temperature has a bell-shaped behaviour [5] with
inversion charge Qi ( Meff = 2 14m / (Qi/Qm + Qm'Qi), where 1m is the maximum mobility and
Qm is the corresponding inversion charge ). Therefore, the effective mobility in strong
inversion can be expressed by using the classical relation of the inversion charge (Qi =
Cox (Vg- Vt)) as :
'
where e' = Cox/Qm is the mobility
Meff = 2 1m V (VgVt)/[ 1 + e1 (Vg-Vt)z ] ,
parameter which characterizes the gate voltage dependence of Meff at low temperature.

As for ambient temperature, the

basic idea is to eliminate the effect of the

effective mobility dependence on gate voltage. This is achieved by using the following
function, obtained by combining the drain current and normalized transconductance which are
expressed using the low temperature mobility law :
(Id)2/3/(gm)t/3 = ( (W/.) Cox Mm 0' Vd2 )1/3.(Vg-Vt)
This quantity provides both the charge threshold voltage Vt and the maximum mobility Mm,
since e' can be determined from the maximum of gm given by
Vgmax = Vt + 1/(

3

e')

b) Experiment
Fig. 2 shows the transfer characteristics,

the field effect mobility and the

Id2/3/gml3 function. We can observe the expected linear dependence of this function on the
gate voltage which confirms the validity of the model used in the parameter extraction. The
previous method enables the determination of the low temperature MOSFET parameters
-

Vt =

2

Vt is
0.171 V, 9' = 0.115 V 1, and Mm = 4589 cm /V.s. Two interesting points stand out
lower than the extrapolated threshold voltage (Vtext = 1.78 V), and Mm is lower than the
maximum field effect mobility (MFEmax - 5600 cm2/V.s), which is not the case for ambient
temperature (VtaVtext and MoMFEmax).
4 - CONCLUSION
An original method of MOSFET parameter extraction has been proposed to avoid th.
effects of mobility reduction with gate voltage on the determination of both the threshold
voltage and the mobility parameters. Different methods have been successfully tested for
ambient, nitrogen and helium temperature ranges.
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SUBSTRATE AND DEFECT INFLUENCES ON THE POSITION-RESPONSE LINEARITY OF

POSITION-SENSITIVE DETECTORS
Y.Z. XING
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Delft University of Technology, PO
Box 5031, NL-2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands

Abstract - The performance of position-sensitive detectors (PSD's) with an epilayer was
investigated. Defects which are responsible for a great position-response nonlinearity in the
p-type resistive layer were fond. The influence of the substrate potential, the photocurrent
generation in the junction between the epilayer and the substrate, and the dependency of the
resistive layer thickness on the local potential were analyzed. By connecting the substrate to the
same potential as the p-type layer, distortions in the position-response grid are reduced to a
certain degree. A simple method was used to discover this kind of defect in an early stage.

I. - Introduction
In recent years, the commercially developed two-dimensional position-sensitive detectors (PSD's)
have been fabricated with a diffusion or an ion-implanted layer on a substrate. In 1979, Noorlag /I/
presentel a two-dimensional PSD which uses an epilayer as the second resistive layer. PSD's based on
this structure have the virtues of providing better position-response linearity because of the better
homogeneity of the epilayer, perfect electrical isolation along the edges through deep p diffusion and
avoidance of process steps on the back of the wafer so that the standard process can be implemented.
But introducing an epilayer into the PSD also causes new problems, as defects in the epilayer in the
form of stacking fault were discovered. The effect on the performance of the PSD was discussed in an
early paper /2/. In the investigations following it was found that the photocurrent generation in the
lower junction and the substrate potential have a freat influence on the PSD. The dependency of the
resistive layer thickness on the local potential is discussed. The analysis results are also applicable to
one-dimensional PSD's with on-chip signal processing circuit /3/.
2. -

Variation of the resistive layer thickness

In 1960, Lucovsky /4/ derived a differentia, equation describing the lateral photoeffect in the PSD,
which lately has been adopted by many in their theoretical studies on PSD's with different configurations
/1,5/. llowever, when the dependency of the thickness of the resistive layer on the lateral photovoltage is
taken into account, the basic differential equation can be derived as:
V(asVO) = Jpn

(p-type layer)

V(asVo) = -Jpn

(n-type layer)

where Jp, is the total current density through the junction and as the sheet conductivity of the resistive
layer. If as is constant, Lukovsky's equations in a steady-state are obtained.
The influence of the resistive-layer thickness variation is strong in one-dimensional PSD's which
are designed with a large length to width ratio and operated with voltage outputs/3/. A computer
simulation result is shown in Fig.l. A 0.05 % nonlinearity in the position response will occur for a
p-type layer with a sheet resistivity of 3 kfl and a length to width ratio of 20. From. Fig.1 we can also
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see that the nonlinearity is an independent function of the light beam movement in the direction parallel
with the electrodes, so that a simplified one-dimensional model can be used for the nonlincarity
calculation. The maximum measurement error Ax obtained by the one-dimensional model is given by:
Wd Vm a x

=

W0 Iph Rp Vpn

in which wd is the thicknesses of the depletion layer in the corresponding resistive layer, "0 the resistive
layer thickness, Vmax the maximum voltage, Iph the photocurrent, Rp the resistance of the resistive layer,
Vpn the revers-bias voltage, I the length of the device.

'4

0

I'r

Ir

Fig. I - Simulation results for a one-dimensional PSD (figure is not to scale). The lines in the yrid
represents the loci of the light beam with equal nonlinearity in percentage.
3. - PSD's with one defect
In the analysis it is assumed that the size of the defect is small so that it can be considered as an
extra current generating or absorbing source with a fixed position. For a PSD with one defect the
light-spot position x. measured by the detector becomes then:
12

-

Iph(2zg/

Il

z=

- 1) + Idef(2-d/

1I=
12

+

I

'ph +

-

I)

I

Idef

where lph is the photocurrent generated in the upper junction, 'def the current through the defect, xg and
ijd are the positions of the light beam and the defect on the x-axis respectively. The current def is
defined as positive when it flows from the substrate to the p-type layer. The effective length of the
resistive layer 4fe and the shift of the zero point Ax now are obtained:
Idef( 2 Xd/l - 1)

Iph

I

leff =
'ph

+ Idef

Ax=

1
'ph

+ ',1ef

which shows that the measured effective layer length and the zero point of the PSD are changed.
For PSD's with one defect and a floating substrate, as shown in Fi g.2(a), the value of 'def is
always positive since the photocurrent generated in the lower junction can only fiow to the resistive layer
through the defect. Therefore the measured effective layer length is smaller than the length of the real
resistive layer. When the electrode on the substrate is held at the same potential as the electrodes on the
p-type layer, as shown in Fig.2(b), the photocurrent generated in the lower junction flows directly to
the electrode on the substrate. Because the local potential in the p-type layer is always higher than that
in the substrate due to the lateral photoeffect, /def is negative. This means a prolonged effective layer
length. The measurement results of a PSD with one defect is shown in Fig.3. The reduction of the
measured effective layer length is 30 5, which agrees with the measurement showing that the same
percent of photocurrent is coming from the lower junction. From Fig.3(b) we can see that by connecting
the substrate to the same potential as the upper electrodes the effective layer length is longer than when
the substrate is floating, but it is still smaller than the real layer length. This might be due to contact
resistance of electrode on the substrate, so that there is still a portion of photocurrent generated in the
lower junction flowing to the p-type resistive layer.
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Fig.2 An illustration of a PSD with one defect: a) the substrate is floating and b) the substrate is held at
the same potential as the p-type layer.

(b)

(a)

Fig.3 Measurement results. (a) the substrate is floating;, (b) the substrate is held at the same potential as
the p-type layer.
4. -

PSD's with two defects

Figure 4 depicts a PSD with two defects. In the case of a floating substrate the defects, together
with the substrate, form a current path. When the light beam is moved close to one of the defects, say
at a position on the right-hand side of the left defect, as shown in Fig.4(a), the photocurrent, which w,.m
destined for the electrode on the left, will be diverted to the substrate through that defect, flow back to
the resistive layer through the other and be finally collected by the electrode on the right. This causes a
shift in the measured light-spot position to the right. The influence of this current diversion on the
position-response grid is smaller when the light beam is moved to the left of the left defect. Because in
that case, although taking a different path, the photocurrent which is diverted to the substrate by the
defects still flows to the electFode it ought to, i.e. the electrode on the right. This explains the directional
deformation of lines in the measured position-response grid. A computer simulation result is shown in
Fig.5(a). When the substrate is put on a fixed potential, as shown in Fig.4(h), the diverted current does
not flow back to the resistive layer. Therefore, the directional deformation should disappear, as shown in
Fig.5(b). In practice the measurement result shows only a slight decrease in the deformation, which may
be caused by the contact resistance on the substrate so that there is still a portion of photocurrent which
could flow to the opposite electrode.
5. - Measurement results
Measurements were carried out on a large number of PSD's (total 80) and PSD's fabricated
without epilayer (total 8). It was verified that the existence of defects in the PSD's can be revealed by
.carrying
out electrical measurement instead of optical as this kind of defect causes a large resistance
deviation (7.6%) of p-type layers over the whole wafer, and an ohmic characteristic in the IV-curve
measured between the p-type layer and the substrate. The extent of distortion is closely related to the
value of the resistance which varies from several kilo ohms to hundreds of kilo ohms.
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19.5 Simulation results of the PSD with two defects. (a) the substrate is floating; (b) the substrate is held
at the same potential as the p-type layer.
6. - Concloionfi
Variations in the resistive layer thickness affects the position-response linearity of the PSD when
the PSD is operated with a voltage output. The influence is proportional to the lenth-to-width ratio
of the device. When defects in the form of stacking fault are present in the epilayer, photocurrent
generation in the lower junction reduces the effective length of the resistive layer. By holding the
substrate at the same potential as the p-type resistive layer this influence is reduced. Therefore it is
recommended to operate PSD's with the lower junction reverse biased. Besides measurements on the
leakage current and resistance distribution of resistive layers, the current-voltage characteristic between
the p-type layer and the substrate can be used as a criteria for qualifying PSD's. Defects of the kind
described above can be discovered in an early stage when the current-voltage characteristic shows an
ohmic character. This makes the usually time-consuming optical measurement unnecessary.
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